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PUBLISHERS’ NOTE
Our SiLPi, a monthly journal devoted to Art, Industry,,

and Commerce, is not unfamiliar to the public in India

and elsewhere. Its earnest devotion to the cause of our

arts and crafts some of which need immediate attention has

earned wide-spread appreciation. In consequence, numerous

inquiries regarding the cottage industries in the various

parts of our country have poured into our office from

several quarters, from persons or groups of different callings

and interests— artists, artisans, traders, co-operative or

private small industrial concerns, etc. There was notice-

able in them a kindling of popular interest in our small

industries and ci keen sense of disappointment at the meagre-
ness of the information available regarding them. Alive

to this situation, we chose to meet this general demand by
bringing out a comprehensive handbook on the subject.

We were encouraged in our endeavour by the Government of
Madras and, in particular, hy the Hon’ble Sri V.V. Giri,

Ex-Minister for Industries-and Labour, Madras. Our sincere

thanks are due to them for their appreciative attitude

towards us.

To collect the latest available material on the subject

was no mean task, particularly at the time when the future

of our country was in the melting pot and Governments as

well as private bodies and individuals were breathlessly

watching the outcome of the national political endeavours.

Response was at first very slow from several quarters, though
not entirely absent. Thanks to the patient endeavours of

our editorial staff, some valuable material was gradually

forthcoming. This material consisted in Administrative

Reports and some stray notes and the like. We thank the

various Governments and their Departments of Industries

and Go-operation for their sincere co-operation and kind

espouse to our appeal. Much information was compiled
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at our office from the stray notes and Reports and other

available sources.

A number of articles relating to the economic and

technical aspects of certain small industries have been kindly

contributed by some specialists in their respective fields.

We have acknowledged with thanks their courteous contri-

butions severally and individually elsewhere in this book.

We, however, record here our grateful thanks for their kind

response to our request.

We regret the omission of Who's Who and Statistical

Supplement in this volume. This omission could not be helped,

since there has been little response from the Provinces and

States in this behalf. We apologize to our readers for this

omission and promise to furnish the sections in our next edi-

tion. We have, however, kept up the pictorial interest of

our numerous readers by furnishing an interesting pictorial

supplement. We are grateful to the A.I.V.I.A., Wardha
and the A.I.S.A. Andhra Branch and the Departments of
Industries and Go-operation, Madras for their kind and

generous loan of the use of their blocks in our Supplement.

It is one thing to prepare a book and another to push

it through the press. The hardships and disappointments

which publishers are obliged to suffer without a woid in the

matter of securing paper supplies are notorious. Control or

decontrol, the hardship experienced by us has been the

same.

Finding a good printer is extremely difficult now-a-days.

We have, however, been rather fortunate in this respect
;

for the Madras Law Journal Press kindly agreed to take up
our work. In spite of the pressure on them from various

other items of work, they found time to push our matter

through the press, even though our book swelled into a larger

volume than at first estimated. We heartily thank the

Press for their kind and courteous execution of the work.

We also thank the Solar Printers, Madras, who printed our

colour plates neatly.
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We have great pleasure in offering to our numerous

readers this volume Cottage Industries of India. This

book, probably the only comprehensive publication on the

subject in our land, contains a good deal of information

regarding cottage industries in all Provinces and many

important States. It may be observed that its scope is

wider than the territorial limits and political boundaries of

India of today. For, it had been designed to be a ready-

referencer comprising all the Provinces and States in India

as it existed before the Partition
;
and therefore the latest

available information had been collected from the several

units. The Partition came only after our manuscript had

been got up. The Partition being after all a political event,

it was felt by us that a rearrangement of the matter was

unnecessary in view of the economic unity of this ancient

land of cottage industries. We have, however, maintained

the political interest in the Partition in the notes on the

gcmeral features of the several Provinces and States. Of

course the book has been brought up none too soon
;
for would

it not be futile and ill-advised to launch upon such a scheme

at present when the Partition and the political ferment have

tended to make constructive work well-nigh impossible?

We feel gratified for having made available to the people

of this ancient country a pen picture of their arts and crafts

as they were on the eve of the Partition and political unrest.

We thank the numerous Governments, private bodies and

individuals and our own editorial stall for having contri-

buted to our achievement. We thank in particular Sri

Viswanathan Tekumalla, our Co-opted Editor whose know-

ledge of and long experience in the field of cottage industries

and patient work have contributed not a little to the success

of our endeavour.

We also thank Madam Marcella Hardy for having

kindly gone through the pages of the book and prepared

the errata.
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Finally, we acknowledge a debt of gratitude to our

General Editor, Sri V. R. Ghitra, but for whose earnest

co-operation we could not have ventured on such a huge

undertaking.

Madras D. SAMBASIVA RAO
July 1948
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INTRODUCTION
For over a quarter of a century the Provincial Govern-

ments throughout the country have been planning to de^velop

cottage industries. Committees and Special Officers were
appointed to survey the existing cottage industries in the
respe('tiv(‘ Provinces and drew up plans to revive some of
them and giv<^ relief to the struggling craftsmen. Elaborate
reports 'acre published by some of the Provincial Govern-
ments by passing Acts such as State Aid to Industries Acts,
Co-operative Societies Acts, etc. Fbiormous sums of money
were spent on these Committees and for the publication of
these reports. But no benefit seems to have been derived
by the traditional craftsmen and not one of the handi-
crafts that were once the pride of our country has been
properly established by any of the Provincial Governments
under any of these provisions. If some of them are still

thriving and some' progress has been made, it is so in spite

of the Provincial Cxovcrnmcnts.

In 1921 after the political awakening under the inspira-
tion of Gandliiji certain national institutions have sprung
up in several parts of our country to resuscitate some of the
indigeneous art-crafts. Not much progress was made in

their efforts due to suppression by the British Rule in India
on the one hand and hu k of proper understanding and
fore-sight in the political leaders who sponsored them, on the
other hand. The country was thrown into confusion since

1920, fighting the British-set Administration for political

freedom, wliich resulted in destructive propaganda ignoring
completely the economic freedom. The political conscious-
ness that was developed by the Congress happened to be
also one-sided. 7 'he little Swadeshi spirit that was infused
into the blood of our nation during the Vande mataram move-
ment was slowly allowed to die for want of proper political

leadership. It was at this time that Poet Rabindranath
came out openly and criticised the Congress leadership
and requested Gandhiji to revise and introduce some cons-
tructive programme along side the boycott movement.
Rural reconstruction work and the rehabilitation of village
industries were in his mind when he criticised the Congresi

I>»
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Programme. Irrespective of pxiblic criticism Rabindranath
started Sri Niketan at Sural two miles away from his world-
renowned school Santi Niketan at Bolpur. Sri Niketan is the
very first institution in India where young men and women
are trained in rural reconstruction work since 1922. Even
today there is only one Sri Niketan in the whole of India
where rural uplift work such as improving rural sanitation,

health, education and recreation is taught, practised and
spread out far and wide in the country. Not content with
rural reconstruction work alone, the poet took up the revival

of handicrafts and started Vi-Chitra at Calcutta and Kola-

bhavan at Santi Niketan where several indigenous handi-

crafts such as kantha stitching, alpona lacquer-work, book-
binding, pottery, jewellery, lealhcT -craft, batik and tanbroid-

ery were introduced, and many school boys and girls,

including the Art students, were given training in several

of these crafts. The Poet invited artists and artisans from all

over India and from countries like Japan, France, Germany,
and China to come and work in his institution for mutual
benefit.

After a decade or so the work at Sri Niketan and Santi

Niketan drew Gandhiji's attention and somewhere about 1934
Gandhiji gave directions to the Congress High Command to

include constructive work as a part of the Congress Pro-

gramme, and to resuseitate village industries as the chief item

of the Constructive Programme. But, unfortunately, the Con-
gress was not able to command expert personnel to undertake
this tremendous task, with the result that the Committees con-

stituted by the A.I.G.C. to draw up a programme of work
for the development of village industries, failed to place before

the country a wise or workable programme. Paddy
husking, oil pressing, gur making, and hand-made paper
were taken up and an association was formed under the name
of tlie All India Village Industries Association. The
All India Spinner’s Association was also formed to develop

hand-spinning and hand-weaving on a scientific basis. Luckily

the Congress never lacked finances for starting anything on
an all India basis. Both the above Associations received enough
financial help and wide publicity. It is, however, to be

construed as our misfortune that at a time when the whole
world was industrialising after the first world war, we were
foolishly arguing and discussing how best to go back to the

ancient methods. Constructive work was the catch word of
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tivery Congressmen right from the leader to the worker.

Everyone indulged in some form or other of constructive

work and village industries, as a result of which today the

Congress members who are well saddled on Ministerial gadhis,

and at Municipal Councils, etc., are still talking on construc-

tive work and improving village industries while most of the

vilhiges throughout the country have not even good drinking

water—leave alone sanitation, medical aid or proper shelter.

Due to foreign domination and exploitation for over 200

years we have developed a strange complex in our character

and life. We have forfeited all our traits. We belong

neither to the glorious past not to the modern industrial

age. We are mere Indians having been born on the Indian

soil, dissociated from Indian culture and character, strugg-

ling for breath in a free atmosphere. We have seen two

gigantic wars in the last thirty-five years and wc have seen

how before our eyes small and big countries have risen to the

peak as f)owerful nations and how they have also collapsed

before our very eyes. Great Britain perhaps is the only coun-

try which benehled by tliese wars and she has, by handing

over her colonies to their peoples, extricated herself from the

danger zone—the next war. As for India, from the internal

security point ofview wc were quite safe till the 1 5th ofAugust,

1947, though we were at a great disadvantage, not being free

to do what we thought good for us and for our country.

But after the D Day (15th August, 1947) wc have been

confronted with insurmountable difficulties and problems.

While solving one we are creating a few more problems,

dangerous and unhealthy for the growth of any countty.

The whole country is in confusion with contradictions

galore, individually as well as collectively
;

one Provincial

Government trying to do exactly the opposite of what its

neighbouring Province does resulting in the people losing

confidence. All this confusion may be due to lack of co-

operation and co-ordination betw^een the Provincial leaders

on the one hand and, on the other, proper men not being put

at the helm of affairs to plan and work for the benefit of the

State and its people taking into consideration all aspects,

cultural, industrial and moral with which a nation should

be built.

When the Congress legislators first accepted office in

1937? the Provincial Ministers broke all records in giving
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hopes to the people with the result that every one expected
a paradise on earth. The Congress which has been accusing
the Government all along till it took office and promised to

break the red tapism and other departmental vices has itself

fallen a victim to it and the red tape has only become in

their hands more red.

The writer was deputed to North India by the Govern-
ment of Madras to study and report on the methods of indus-
trial education imparted in various Provinces in India. He
visited all the industrial schools and establishments in the
Punjab, United Provinces, Bengal, Bihar, Central Provinces
and several Indian States and su])mitted a report on his

return to the Government in which it was stressed that

there should be a close co-openuion ])etween Provinces,

at least from the Government side, and also emphasised that
there should be a co-ordinaled plan for imparting industrial

education and exchange of tec hnical knowledge between
Provinces, lliis report does not seem to have seen the

light of day, perhaps due to some sharp dillerencc of
opinion in the Cabinet.

It may be mentioned that more than once there was
a demand for copies of this report on the floor of the House.

(1938).

Again during the first Congress regime, Mr. V. V. Giri,

the then Minister for Industries and Labour, Madras, spon-
sored a Conference of Industries Ministers from the seven
Congress Provinces with a view to studying the industrial

possibilities of the various Provinces and utilizing the existing

industries for the improvement of the Country. Even this

effort has not proved successful yet.

For the first time in the history of the Indian National
Congress, the President, Sjt. Subas Chandra Bose, some
time in the first week of October 1938, declaring the Con-
ference open, said “Congressmen today have not only

to strive for liberty but have also to devote a portion of their

thought and energy to problems of national reconstruction

considering that they are within sight of power and Swaraj

is no longer a dream to be realized in the distant future.’’

“ National reconstruction ” said the Congress President
“ would be possible only with the aid of science and
scientists. There is at present a lot of loose talk about

the schemes for bringing about an industrial recovery in

the country but to my mind the principal problem that
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we have to face is tiot industrial recovery but industriali-

zation. India is still in a pre-industrial stage of evolution.”

Talking of Cottage Industries, Sjt. Subhas Chandra
Bose said that there was no conflict between cottage indus-

tries and large scale industries. Such a conflict, if any,
arose out of misunderstanding. He was a firm believer

in the need for developing India’s cottage industries, though
he held that they had also to reconcile themselves to industria-

lization. In the most industrially advanced countries in

Europe a large number of cottage industries still existed

and throve. In India the handloom industry, despite

keen competition, had not lost ground. Industrialization

therefore did not mean that people should turn their backs on
cottage industries. In the peculiar national economy which
existed in the Country, he firmly believed that they should do
their best to develop cottage industries side by side with the

large scale industries. The Conference authorised Sri V. V.
Giri to take necessary steps in bringing into existence the
All-India National Planning Commission. The National
Planning Committee met for the first time on 1 7th, December,
1938, under the Chairmanship of Shri Jawaharlal Nehru.
Sjt. Subhas Chandra Bose, Congress President, inaugurated
the proceedings. In the course of his opening speech Pandit
Nehru observed as follows • “ It is clear therefore that
not only is it open to this Committee and to the Planning
Commission to consider the whole question of large scale

industries in India, In all its aspects but the Committee
will be failing in its duty if it did not do so. There can
be no Planning if such planning docs not include l)ig indus-
tries. But in making our plans we have to remember the
basic Congress policy of encouraging cottage industries.”

This National Planning Committee, which was to give
the country a blue print of a plan for industrialisation inclu-
ding development of cottage industries and nationalisation of
certain major and key industries, unfortunately died at
the sub-committee stages about 1941.

During the war years (World War IT), Advisers’ regimes
in the Provinces realised that each Province should lay out
a programme for industrialisation on a country wide basis
and did some useful work instead of platform lectures, of
course using the deliberations of the National Planning
Committee to their full advantage.
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World War II benefited India fairly well in the sense

that the British Administrators in India realised that

unless India was industrialised to a great extent they
might lose the war. For instance when the War department
wanted blankets they could not get them in India for the

simple reason that there was no proper organisation to handle
the business ; Provincial Governments had no organisation

except the Co-operative and the Industries departments;
the former lacked technical personnel and knowledge whereas
the latter lacked organisation and experience. Provincial

Governments when put to the test simply collapsed and the

Central and the Provincial Governments had therefore to

fall back on the industrialists. The help and advice of Sir

A. Dalai and Dr. John Matthai in the Central Government,
and sfweral others in the Provinces were sought. Along
with this reorientation came several well thought out plans

such as the “ Bombay Plan ”, and the “ Gandhian Plan ”,

from the side of the Central Government. Before any
of these were put to work the British decided to transfer

power to the people of India; and this gave a set back in the

sense that our Cjovernments, Provincial as well as the

Central, were confronted with more knotty problems,
immediately after taking over the administration from the

British and had no time to think of any of these proldems.

Neither the Provincial Governments nor the Central
Government are now in a position to think carefully over
the development of cottage industries on an all India basis

and place before the country a co-ordinated plan. Some
of the Provincial Governments have not made up their

minds whether to develop cottage industries on a scientific

basis using to the full advantage electricity and labour
saving modern appliances along with large scale industries,

or to leave them to their fate to continue to work with crude
implements producing unartistic and uneconomical articles

which when put in the market stand no chance before the
imported goods of the same category. We cannot close

our eyes and trade on false nationalism when every other
country is facing realities with open eyes and is marching
towards rapid progress.

Take for instance Japan and China which very closely

resemble our Country and for centuries depended like us
only on hand labour and traditional implements. How
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they have adapted themselves to the changing conditions

and have re-organised their social and economic structure

while maintaining intact all their natural characteristics!

None of these handicrafts has deteriorated either in quality

or in standard like ours. On the contrary they have improved
from the commercial point of view. Their handi-

craft and cottage industry products are very succesfully

competing with the products mechanically manufactured
on a large scale by England, Germany and America, not

only in Japan and China but in every country including

England, Germany and America. To cite one example,
Japanese made “Union Jack” flags were imported in large

quantities by English businessmen during the Coronation
celebration of King George VI, After the celebrations there

was a great uproar in the Parliament against permitting

Japanese made“UnionJack” flags and the Government replied

that due to shortness of time and raw material this course

was taken up by them. The truth however was that British

made flags were more expensive though mechanically pro-

duced. These flags were not manufactured in the Japanese
factories but were all made in the small establishments affiilia-

ted to one organisation. The same thing may be said about
the hand made paper. The hand-made paper dealers’ associa-

tion within record time supply any quantity of paper without
the slightest diflereiice in the quality—all collected from
several manufacturing units. It is the same thing with
ceramics; all pre-war tea-sets (15 pieces a set) that were sold

for Rs. 1-8-0 in India were the products of the small esta-

blishments. How Japan was able to make such a progress

in her cottage industries and why India, though placed
in a better position from the point of raw materials, is in

such a deplorable state is a matter which should be thoroughly
investigated.

If Japan has become a first rate industrial countrv in

the twentieth centurv it is due to her cottage and small scale

industries. When Europe and America were machanising
industries, depending more on machines than on human hands,

Japan realised the potentiality of the machine and re-organisecl

the social and economic structure of her villages. She
made her villages the nerve centre of industrialisation.

Electricity was made available to every village and to every
artisan in the village. Modern labour saving machinery
and equipment was supplied to the cottage industrialists
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on easy instalment basis and associations were started for

helping them to standardise the goods, improve them to

capture the foreign markets and, lastly, to protect them from
internal and external competition. Thus Japan built up
her industry in the early part of this century by flooding the
foreign markets, especially in the dependent countries in

Asia where German, English and American goods held
monopoly with all privileges as rulers ol the Colonies.

Japan entered the foreign markets with consumer goods,

toys and cheap textiles just before the first World War and
established herself well during the war and monopolised the

Colonial markets and entered European and American
markets crushing all competition. Even when they were
grappling with the after effects of war and economic depres-

sion,the western countries could not crush Japanese industry

due to the reason that Japan built her industry on a different

basis. Japan never allowed human energy and labour to

submit to the machine as it was the case with America and
Europe. It made use of the machines to assist and save

human energy and labour. Man was not the slave of the

machine but was the master of the machine in Japan where
even the big industries were decentralised and carried into

the heart of the country—the villages.

Take for instance India today and compare it with

either Japan or Germany and see where we stand. Before

any of these countries we stand no comparison. Wc are

still on the political platform with nothing l)ut contradic-

tions in our ideology or conception of life. Though we
started the slogan ‘ go back to the village ' and ’ revive the

village industries ’ thirty years ago, we are still rowing round
the starting point. We have not seriously applied our

minds to this problem due to lack of proper understanding

and clear-cut notions.

We are developing our industries on the British and
American models centralising them in a few places, drawing
all the labour from the villages to the point of over-crowding

these industrial cities and deserting the villages. Similar

mistakes are done in other respects too. We are developing

our cities and towns, entirely neglecting our villages with

the result that the villagers are migrating to the urban areas

for education, for medical aid and for receiving elementary

amenities in life. The disparity between our villages and
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towns is so great that the tiller of the soil and the
rate-payer have lost hope and, in despair, are migrating to

the urban areas, with the result that the agricultural produce
is gradually declining.

“ Grow more food” is still the slogan raised throughout
the country. It is three years since the Congress have come
to power both at the Provincial and Central Governments,
There has been more misery and communal conflict than
the expected milk and honey or the consolidation of the
Indian Nation. It is not late even now to start moving
in the right direction. It may be too late to-morrow I

But, now the question facing some of the Govern-
ments, particularly of the Provinces, seems to be how to
start moving in the right direction in the absence of data
regarding the cottage industries in the country. Years
have passed in wishful thinking or hap-hazard measures
regarding cottage industries; and the need for concrete
data, which could form the basis for constructive work is

still felt by many a Province and State. Thanks to the

Silpi Publications this need is supplied by the publica-
tion of this handbook. Its pages give one a pen-picture
of the past and the present conditions of our cottage
industries. While one may take pride over our industrial past
as he turns over the first pages, he will soon find from
the subsequent ones how little has been done to promote
cottage industries. He will also find later on, to his

relief, what eminent men say or suggest about developing
the small industries on sound lines. It might be that the"

legislative enactments included in the book may be scrapped
or modified when the new Constitution begins to function.

Nevertheless, the book will afford the most comprehensive
background for any Government or public or private body
to take stock of the position, to compare it with that of the

sister Provinces or States and to proceed on proper lines

in the matter of building up the national industrial

edifice. It is earnestly hoped that all the Provinces, and
public bodies and private institutions labouring for the

promotion of cottage industries will take up the matter in

right earnest and give the Nation the long promised
Industrial Paradise-

Madras
Jme^ 1 948

C
V. R. CHITRA
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COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA

Section I—Preliminary

L COTTAGE INDUSTRIES—OUR INDUSTRIAL
HERITAGE

ViSWANATHAN TeKUMALLA

iQUR industries had been, for decades past, victims to the

indifference of the State and the indolence of the

people. There had been, so to say, little planned action or co-

ordinated effort on the part of the Government and the

nation in industrial matters. Planning was, however, first

contemplated during the last Congress regime (1937-40),

but before any progress could be recorded the popular

ministers were out of office. The global war having made

national reconstruction the main concern of every nation,

our planning has again emerged to the forefront; and,

thanks to the establishment of National Government at the

centre, the matter is now receiving nation-wide interest.

Of all problems of planning, that of our industries is

formidable: Seeing that mechanisation of industries is in

full swing everywhere on the globe and knowing that India

is one of the eight industrial countries of the world, are
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we to forge ahead on the same lines as the Industrial West?
Or are we to march along the old tracks even in this Age
of the Machine? The answer to this depends on a proper

understanding of the cultural progress of the East and of

the West.

The cultural progress of the East is essentially differ-

ent from that of the West. Let us compare India, typical

of the East, with Western Europe, typical of the West.

True it might be that as Maine said in the Village Com-
munities of the East and the West, the primitive Teutonic

Township of Western Europe exhibited some likeness

to the village-community of Ancient India. Both

were cultivating groups; both were self-acting, self-suffi-

cing communities with their Councils of Elders and their

hereditary trades . But tlie course of their history led them

on different lines. The smallness of the country rendered

the inhabitants of Western Europe susceptible to political

and other vicissitudes while their strenuous industrial life

left them little leisure to develop a variety of peaceful

arts and crafts. On the other hand, the vastness of India

left the people imaffected by wars and dynastic changes,

while their rural life gave them enough leisure to pursue

peaceful arts and crafts. At last in the eighteenth century,

the Industrial Revolution of the Western Europe took the

people under its sway and, having cut them off from the

vestiges of ancient traditions, led them towards modern

industrialism. India, on the other hand, dwelt more or

less in its ancient tradition and culture; her vigour and

vitality showed little sign of decay and her traditions and

culture few signs of impingement by Westernism. The

fateful years were yet to come.

The spell is now on. Our age-long socio-economic

structure has been impaired and popular faith in our tradi*

2
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tions and culture shaken by the infiltration of Western in-

dustrialism. But nothing like a complete annihilation has

occurred. Our traditions and culture have been fairly

strpng and Western infiltration rather feeble for a complete

change to occur as in the West. But the ugliness of change

is there. India is now a conglomeration of feeble modern

Western industrialism and fragmentary ancient native

culture

.

India is now at the threshold of momentous changes

in the character of her industry. Neither the radicalism

of those who ignore our socio-economic life and ancient

culture nor the diehardism of those who harp on their

fragmentary knowledge of our Past and eschew new
influences can help to promote our industries on sound lines.

Only the wisdom and wariness of a Janus who can probe

into the Past and look forward into the Future can guide

us right through.

Let us then probe into the Past that we may know our

industrial heritage.

Chronologically, our heritage extends over several

millenniums—from about 5000 B.C. to about 1800 A.D.
This period may be divided into two periods, ancient and

mediaeval. The former extending upto 800 A.D- covers

historically the Hindu period, while the latter dating from

about 800 A.D. to 1800 A.D. covers for the most part

Muslim and Moghul rule interspersed with Hindu ascend-

ency in certain parts of the country, particularly in the

South

.

The sources of information are chiefly numerous works

of the artists and craftsmen of India. They consist of

textile goods, luxury articles, household wares, paintings,

temples, mosques, pillars, caves and other monuments and

3
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works of art. These material remains are made of wood,

metal, stone, ivory, textile fibre and other raw materials,

mostly of indigenous origin. Besides these material remains,

there are abundant literary sources consisting in tlie accounts

of foreign and Indian travellers and histprians who could

not help jotting down appreciatory notes of what caught

their eyes and ears as monuments of Indian artistry and

craftsmanship.

The range of production of the Indian artists and

craftsmen was as wide as the range of the raw materials

employed by them. It varied from the production of

utility goods like coarse cotton cloth, household ware,

and agricultural implements to the production of art-ware

and luxury articles like jewellery, ivory carvings, and

kcddfyikaTi (hand-printed and painted) cloth. One inter-

esting feature was that no clear-cut demarcation was possi-

ble in respect of some articles which combined utilita-

rianism and art—for instance, lamps and lamp-hanger

hooks and copper and brass utensils.

And now of the several industries which spread the

halo of glory and splendour around our antiquity:

It has become customary for some of those interested

in the revival of our arts and crafts to identify our in-

dustrial heritage with the glory of our art-industries only.

It might be that the utilitarian industries appear too com-

mon place in their eyes to attract their attention. But

this would render the picture of our industrial heritage

rather incomplete; for utilitarianism and aestheticism were

the two eyes of our ancient industry; and each by itself

could not Mve completed the picture of the life of our

ancients. A note on our ancient industries must then

4
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include not only our art-crafts but our utilitarian indus-

tries .

I.—Utilitarian Industries.—The Indian village was

much more than a mere territorial or administrative unit.

It was a balanced economic unit. The Indian village

community was, in the words of Maine, *'an organised,

self-acting body.” It included "'a nearly complete esta-

blishment of 'occupations and trades for enabling it to

continue its collective life without assistance from any

person or body external to it.” Besides the main culti-

vating group, it had an auxiliary group of artisans who
performed certain duties 1^ the members of the com-

munity as a whole. The carpenter did his part in making

carts, ploughs and other agricultural implements, and in

house-building; the blacksmith made or repaired agri-

cultural implements and the iron parts of houses; the

potter made earthenware for the use of all the villagers;

the cobbler made footwear, belts and other leather-goods

for the villagers
;
the village weaver converted into cl’oth

the yarn spun by the village women. It was significant

that spinning was as common a domestic occupation

among women as cooking. These hereditary craftsmen

were not only the servants of the community but its com-

ponent members as well. They 'were sometimes paid by

an allowance in grain but more generally by the allotment

of a piece of cultivated land to each family in hereditary

possession

.

n.—Art Industries.—While a majority of the heredi-

tary artisans pursued the humble arts and crafts which

furnished the community with articles of use and comfort,

there were yet a cortsiderable number of them who produced
artware for the aesthetic-minded and the luxury-loving.

5
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Their patrons were the imperial, provincial and local rulers

and the mobility even as the patrons of the village artisans

were the village community. The wealth of the Indian

rulers and nobility was immense- The courts were at

once the scenes of pomp and display and seats of beauty

and art; for while many of them patronised art out of

vanity, the others, being artists themselves, patronised art

for its own sake. They summoned artists and craftsmen

to their courts either at their capital towns or at their

temporary encampments elsewhere. Artisans, craving

royal patronage, flocked at the courts which thus became

exclusive seats of skilled manufacture and decorative art.

^'Everyman who claimed to belong to the higher class of

artificers took his loom or his tools and followed in the train

of the king.’’ Sometimes some peculiar manufacture or

special art established itself in the vicinity of a sacred shrine

and threw out colonies of artisans, thus making the centre

a seat of arts and crafts.

The important art-manufactures of India fall under

six classes: 1. Textile inanufacture, 2. Metal work,

3. Stone work, 4. Wood work, 5. Ceramics, 6. Glass

work.

1 . Textile manufacture : The textile industry may be

divided into two branches: (A) textile spinning and weav-

ing, (B) Textile dyeing and printing.

A . Textile spinning and weaving : This consists of

three branches: (a) cotton, (b) woollen and (c) silk.

(a) Cotton spinning and weaving: By far the most

important branch of the textile industry developed by our

ancients was the cotton industry . The Indian cotton industry

is as old as civilisation itself. India is the original home of

the cotton industry . She developed hand-spinning and hand-

6
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weaving to a high degree of excellence even in those ages

when Western Europe, the abode of modern industrialism

had been wriggling in ignorant barbarism. The earliest

evidence of our textile glory dates as early as about 5000

B.C. when our finest muslins wrapped the Egyptian

Mummies. Mention is made in our Vedas of the custom

of the bride clothing the bridegroom in cloth woven out of

yam spun by herself. This custom, apart from showing

the universality of hand-spinning among women, is quite

suggestive of a sense of aestheticism among our ancients.

The Hindu Epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharatha, are

replete with references to the excellent textiles of our land.

Coming to the historical times, we have a chorus of

praises of our textiles by the Greeks like Herodotus, Arrian,

Megasthenes, Strabo, Pliny and the author of the 'Teriplus

of the Erythraean Sea” . For instance, Megasthenes wrote

;

*'Their (of the Indians) robes are worked in gold, and

ornamented with precious stones, and they wear also flower-

ed garments made of the finest muslin.”

This art of the native textile artisans was not merely

tolerated but was patronised by the Muslim rulers of India,

who, being an oriental people, were themselves lovers of our

arts and crafts. For instance, it was said that one of the

Delhi Sultans of mediaeval India had in his service 500

manufacturers of golden tissues who wove gold brocades

worn by his wives or given away as presents to nobles and

their wives. Marcopolo, the Italian, who travelled in India

in the thirteenth century wrote about the muslin of the

Te/lugu Country, ‘Tn sooth they look like tissue of

of spider's web ! There is no king nor queen in the world

hut might be glad to wear them.”

7
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There were fpur principal regions of the cotton indus-

try: Dacca and its surroundings; Masulipatam and the

Coromandel; Gujerat; and the Indus Valley.

The Moghul period was the golden age for the Indian

cotton textile industry. The Moghul Padshas had a higher

sense of beauty and art than their Muslim predecessors in

Delhi with whom love of luxury and pomp was stronger than

love of art. The cotton industry of all parts of the country

received their attention. Abul Fazl wrote: “His Majesty

(Emperor Akbar) pays much attention to various (textile)

stufifs”

.

But the place of honour, however, was held by the

muslins of Dacca among the woven varieties of India.

These muslins were known to the Greeks as “Gangetica'\

Their manufacture which consisted in hand-spinning and

hand-weaving required skill of the highest order, for, “they

will spin their thread so fine that the eye can hardly discern

it''- Tavernier, the French art-connoisseur who visited

India in the seventeenth century mentioned a coconut all

beset with pearls, which contained “a turban that had sixty

cubits of Calicut in length to make it, the cloth being so

fine that you could hardly feel it in your hand.” It was
said that when Emperor Aurangazeb admonished his

daughter for her scanty attire, she remonstrated that she

had seven Jamahs on. One important test of the excel-

lence of the muslin was to pass a cloth measuring twenty

yards through a lady’s ring. A piece of muslin of quality

measuring fifteen yards by one would weigh only 900 grains.

A skein of yam is said to have measured two hundred and
fifty miles for a pound’s weight, which means fineness near-

ing 550 counts . Varieties of muslin were known by poetic

8
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naines such as ahrawan (running water), bafthawa

(woven air), subbanmn (evening dew), which are self-

explanatory. Baines thought that these muslins might be

'The work of fairies or pf insects rather than of men.”

Almost equal to these muslins of Dacca in excellence

were the muslins of the Northern Circars. Masulipatam

known as Masalia to the ancients and Vizagapatam were

noted for muslins. The long cloths, ginghams, hand-

kerchiefs of several important centres of the Coromandel

coast like Nellore, Pulicat and Arcot were prized much both

at home and abroad.

Gujerat and its neighbourhood produced fine and coarse

varieties to meet the large demand at home and abroad.

The Indus Valley also produced some fine and coarse

varieties like diapers and dangaris which had a large

demand at home and abroad.

{b) Woollen industry.—The woollen industry is

also one of the oldest industries of India. Its antiquity

and excellence are borne out by the hand-spun, hand-woven,

embroidered shawls which formed part of the costume of

the people of Mohenjo Daro, the Lost City of the Indus

Valley, which dates back to about 5000 B.C. There were

two important classes of woollen goods: shawls or chadars

and pile carpets.

Kashmir has been, from time immemorial, the chief

centre of shawl production. It is significant that even

to-day Cashmere stands for a woollen of fine quality.

The shawl industry received the imperial patronage of the

Moghuls, particularly of Emperor Akbar, Other import-

ant centres of shawl manufacture were Lahore, Amritsar

and Rampur. Of the excellence of a chadar in Baroda

Palace, Sir George Birdwood wrote: “It was composed

2
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entirely of inwrought pearls and precious stones disposed

in an arabesque fashion and is said to have cost a ferior of

rupees. Although the richest stones were worked in it,

the effect was most harmonious.''

The pile carpet industry is ancient like the shawl

industry. Kashmir and Multan were probably the chief

centres of the industry. The industry made considerable

progress during the centuries following the Muslim con-

quest of India. Muslim carpet weavers developed the

indigenous industry by introducing Persian models. This

industry is said to have reached a very high degree of

excellence during the Moghul period. The art spread to

South India during the period of the Muslim infiltration

into the South : and for many centuries the art progressed

under the patronage of the local rulers at Masulipatam,

Ellore and Warangal. Of the carpets of Warangal it has

been said that 'They were remarkable for the exceedingly

fine stitches which numbered nearly 12,000 to the square
foot."

(c) Silk industry .—The Indian silk industry was

important even before the Christian era. The author of the

"Periplus" mentioned silk as an important article of India's

trade. Hiuen Tsang, the Buddhist pilgrim, wrote in the

7th century that King Harsha offered to the image of the

Buddha at Prayag thousands of silken robes embroidered

with gems. The industry was in progress even under

the Sultans of Delhi
;
for the Tughlaq Sultans had in the

State manufactory 400 silk weavers who made silk dresses

and robes of honour for the Court. Even in the Hindu
Empire of Vijayanagara which flourished in South India

during the same period as the Delhi Sultanate, silk was an

important item of the dress of the nobility.

10
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Indian silk was in demand '‘from Cairo to Pekin.”

Of the high esteem in which our silk products were held

by the other countries. Sir George Birdwood wrote: "The

wild tribesman of the Malayan Archipelago did not con-

sider his freedom earned until he had stored up a pile of

them equal in weight to himself. On the coast of Africa,

these were exchanged for four times their weight in gold.”

Apart from the common varieties of dress made of

indigenous varieties of silk, namely tasar, muga and

eri there were rich fabrics of mulberry silk^ dyed

laudably in indigenous dyes. Bengal and U.P. in the

north, Bombay in the west, and Mysore, Madras and

Hyderabad in the south were famous for silk manufacture.

Among the artistic silk manufactures, kimkhwabs (gold

brocades), himrus (silk brocades) and mashrus (cotton

and silk mixed fabrics ) deserve special mention . Kimkhwabs
which were silk fabrics richly brocaded with gold

and silver filigree were par excellence the best among
the silk fabrics. The poetic names given to some of the

varieties of kimkhwabs, like chand-tara (moon & stars),

murgala (peacock’s neck) and mazchar (ripples of silver)

express the beauty of their form.

B. Textile dyeing and printing,—Our ancients

were as fond of colour and design in apparel as woven

finery. Textile dyeing may be said to have had its begin-

nings in India The earliest evidence of our dyeing goes

back to the age of the Egyptian Mummies, wrapped in our

indigo-dyed muslin. It was a wonder to the ancients hpw

a white cloth besmeared first with different drugs absorbs

colour when immersed in a hot dyeing liquor. Alexander

the Great took with him to Greece samples of our dyed

cotton cloth. During the centuries which follpwed, this

11
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industry was practised with increasing skill in many parts

of India* Yarn and cloth of cotton, wool and silk were

dyed in brilliant hues with indigenous vegetable dyes like

indigo, chayroot, lac, turmeric and safflower. The Coro-

mandel where Masulipatam and Nellore merit mention

was noted for cotton dyeing; Kashmir, the Coromandel

and U.P. for wool dyeing; and Mysore and Bengal for

silk dyeing. Ginghams and ‘'handkerchiefs'' were some

of the chief coloured goods produced. The skill of our

artisans in dyeing yarn could be seen frpm the way in

which yam was tied into knots and dyed by some artisans

of Chirala in the Coromandel in such a way as to get the

form of an animal or a floral design on the fabric even in

the prpcess of plain weaving.

Of greater artistic merit was the textile printing

industry. This was of two kinds—block printing and

hand painting.

Chilli were produced by block printing different

colours on cloth by means of mordants. This art was

developed to such a level of excellence that blocks number-

ing from 30 to 60 had to be used to print certain complete

designs so as to bring clearly their minute details and

colourful effect. This industiy is as old as the weaving

industry. The elegance and colour of the chintz were so

much admired by the foreigners that there was a regular

trade in chintz and money flowed into our country from

abroad. Masulipatam, known to the ancients as Masalia

was the best centre of chintz production and export from

which no merchantman had ever left the port in bygone

days without a cargo of chintz.

But what immortalised Masalia and so our Ancient

India in textile colouring was its hand painting industry.

12
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aJso known as kalamkari, Kalamkari consists in bringing

on cloth a variety of colour and design by working with

wax by means of a brush-like pen. The earliest reference

to kalamkari work goes back to the period of the Greek

invaders when Alexander the Great had occasion to see

with admiration our kalamkari products in the palace of

the Persian Emperors. Marqopolo, the Italian traveller

of the 13th century was so much impressed with their

beauty that he pronounced them ^Hhe finest and most

beautiful cottons that are to be found in any part of the

world-’' The art of Masalia reached its peak of glory

under the Grand Moghuls, particularly under Shahjahan

who summoned forth artisans from Masulipatam to the

Imperial capital to prepare kalamkari cloth. It' has

been said that the Emperor never slept in a tent which had

no kalamkari curtains. No wonder that King Charles I

of England longed for a kalamkari cloth for adorning his

own palace-

2. Metal work.—From 'Vool” (of the tree as

Herodotus called our cotton) to zvoots (as our steel was

called) is no small change in technique and manipulative

skill. Yet our ancients were adept in iron manufacture.

'White iron” was one of the gifts made to Alexander the

Great by the Malawas. The Allahabad pillar of Emperor

Samudragupta of the 4th century A.D. is a monumental

example of technical skill in iron manufacture. Ball

observed that "the iron pillar consists of pure malleable iron

without any alloy, and it does not rust although it has been

exposed to the air fior centuries.” He also declared that

**it is not many years since the production of such a pillar

would have been an impossibility in the largest factories

13
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of the world, and even now, there are comparatively very

few factories whete such a mass of metal could be turned

out/’ Iron of a high quality was produced even in the

Moghul times in Bengal, United Provinces and the Godavari

Delta

.

Wootz was the cause of much wonderment in the

Westerners. This metal furnished the materials for the

world famous Damascus blades. It was in demand not

only in Asia but in England where it was wrought into

cutlery. India was famous for the damascening art, also

known as koftgari which means encrustation of sword

blades, spear-heads, helmets, shields, guns and other weapons.

The chief centres of this industry were Kashmir, the

Punjab, Rajaputana States, Bengal and Hyderabad State.

Other metals were no less known and employed by

our ancients. Brass, copper and bronze have been in use

from time immemorial—even from the days of the Indus

Valley Civilisation. Apart from the cheap utilitarian

goods like utensils which formed the bulk of the country’s

production in these metals, there were articles of pure

artistic merit ranging from small chain bangles, adorning

the hands of the lower class women, to stately statues

breathing divinity at sacred shrines. India was a veritable

store house of products like lamps, drinking vessels,

flower vases, hookas and household goods, many of which

possessed a touch of art. But there was, however, some
specialisation in certain parts of the country. The
bidari work of Hyderabad State which Consists in

damascening in silver on bronze*; the polished brasses of
the Punjab and the Jaipur State with elegant engravings

of arabesque form; the tin-and-copper floral design

A soft alloy of zinc and lead.

14
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engravings and frostings of Kashmir; the brass, copper

and bronze cast images and wrought pieces of Madura

and Tanjpre in Madras with etched or encrusted mytholo-

gical motifs and leaf patterns have an elegant appearance

which distinguishes them from the others.

Gold and silver jewellery is another branch of the

metal work of our land. India of the past had been the

world's manufactory and business house into which flowed

gold from every known country of the East and the West.

No w’onder then that the Indians—an oriental people

loving art and ornamentation—indulged in jewellery and

ornament. Love of personal adornment is as old as our

Indus Valley Civilisation which has left us its heritage of

ornaments of rich design and workmanship. Indian

jewellery consisted not only in massive pieces but in those

set with precious stones of which India, the land of the

Koh-i-noor had such an inestimable wealth as to attract

the covetous eye of a Ghazni and earn the admiration of

an Abdur Razack. Of gold alone, the jewels ranged from

a nose-ring to a diamond necklace and from a gold kumkum
box to a royal throne. Probably the jeweller's art attain-

ed its zenith under the Grand Moghuls when the grand

peacock throne was wrought for the Imperial builder of

the Taj

.

Enamelling is yet another branch of the metal work

known to our ancients. It consists in the '"fusing of

coloured vitreous pastes which are really glass, on to the

surface of metal or into hollow compartments formed to

receive them." Two forms of enamelling are in general

vogue: Cloisone in which wires are fastened or welded to

the surface of the metal in the form of the "design and the

colouring materials are fused in the spaces of the design
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by means of heat; and Champleve in which the compart-

ments are excavated in the mass of the metal and then filled

up with the colouring materials. Enamelling may be done

on gold, silver, copper and brass. Jaipur in Rajaputana was
noted for gold enamelling; Lucknow and Rampur for

silver; and Kashmir for copper and brass works. Of the

art and work at Jaipur, Sir George Birdwood wrote:

"'Enamelling is the master art craft of the world, and
enamels of Jaipur in Rajaputana rank before all others, and
are of matchless perfection.’'

3. Sitone work .—Both stone building and stone carv-

ing were known to the ancient Indians . The earliest trace-

able executions in stone belonged to the Indus Valley

Civilisation and were certainly more elegant than any con-

temporary productions of other lands. Stone work was

well developed throughout India under the Hindu rulers.

The elaborate designs of the stone palings of the Asokan
stupas, the monolithic carvings of the Pallavan pagodas, the

numerous shrines like the Jain marble temples in Mount
Abu in the north and the Hoysala temples of Mysore in the

south—all speak of the excellence of the ancient stone

carver’s art, while the numerous Buddhist, Jain and Hindu
images of stateliness and godhead, the cave executions of

Ajanta and Ellora display in human form the genius of the

sculptor. The keenness with which the art had been pursued

by the Hindus is seen in the rise of different schools of art

in all parts of the country.

Though not sculpture, other forms of stone work
received the attention of the Muslim Sultans of Delhi.

Muslim buildings were rich in ornamental carving of which

the delicate jali work (stone tracery) for the windows

of Sidi Sayyid’s mosque at Ahmedabad and the decorative
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Persian and Arabic lettering on the Qutb Minar in Delhi

are outstanding examples.

The art, however, reached its zenith under the Moghuls-

Marble inlay and mjosaic work found favour with the

Imperial Moghuls and attained perfection in the art of

pietra dura in which precious stones are inlaid in marble

in exquisite floral design.

As Sir George Watt wrote, Akbar adopted what was

beautiful and commendable in the indigenious arts of

India. “He introduced the system of encrusting marble

with other coloured stones in place of coloured tiles of his

Pathan and Persian predecessors. He authorised a

liberal use of life portraiture in both animal and vegetable

forms. In other words, Hindu treatment of Mahomedan
subjects became the rule, not the exception/' It is this

fusion of Hindu and Muslim styles carried to perfection

that is discernible in the Taj, the architectural glory of

the East. Apart from varieties of work like sculpture,

building-stone carving, there was some localisation based

on varieties of stone; for instance the sandstone indus-

try of Mirzapur and Agra, the marble industry of Jaipur

and Jodhpur, the lapidary work of Bhera, Delhi and

Jodhpur and the inlaid work of Agra and Mysore were

prized by every lover of art.

4. Wood work ,

—“Wood carving was in India, as in

most other countries, the mother of the art of stone carving."

The rich variety of timbers in the country enabled the

Indian craftsman to employ it effectively for building and

decoration. Asoka's Palace built of wood was said to have

stood for centuries. The maritime activity, featuring

Indian economic life even from the Vedic times, necessita-

cd the building of sea-faring ships. Under the Hindu

3
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Kings shipping attained a high degree of excellence. The
imperial fleet of Chalnkya Pulakeshin II was thoroughly

organised, consisting of hundreds of ships. The industry

flourished well under the Imperial Moghuls. As Moreland

wrote, the great bulk of the commerce in the Indian seas

was carried in ships built in India- Even as late as the

18th century. Marquis of Wellesley observed the state of

perfection in the art of ship-building in Bengal. This

industry flourished in several parts of Bengal, the Punjab

and Sind in the north and >the coastal regions in the south.

And now of wood work as an art: Wood carving as a

decorative art was specially liked by the Hindus. The
wooden doors and thresholds of many a Hindu house in the

Punjab towns, Nasik, Madura and other places, the wooden

rcuthas or cars of many temples in South India, and the

carved and painted wooden ceilings /of the 16th and 17th

century Jain temples of Ahimedabad are splendid exam-

ples of the carver's art; for the intricate floral design and

foliage so exquisitely w'orked out with the chisel often

baffles the imagination of the looker. The wood engraver's

art could be displayed not only on varieties of wood like

teak and sandal but on coconut shell- Mention has already

been made of a coconut, all beset with pearls, presented to

the Shah of Persia,

Idols and images were very common forms of ex-

pression of the wood worker's genius. Several parts of

India, particularly South India, are replete with splendid

specimens of the human figures, expressive of human

passions and emotions. Mention may be made here of the

wooden toys of Kondapalli in Madras Province and the

lacquered toys of several parts of India which won praise.

18
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The ivory carving of South India forms a class by

itself and the beautifully carved images and inlaid ivory

and sandal wood caskets of Mysore, Travancore and

Vizagapatam had for centuries been the admiration of

every connoisseur of art.

5. Ceramics .—Pottery is another craft in India

which has an antiquity and considerable artistic value.

About the pottery of India Sir George Birdwood wrote,

“Truest to nature in the directness and simplicity of its

forms, and their adaptation to use, and purest in art, of

all its homely and sumptuary handicrafts is the pottery

of India ” Painted pottery was known to the ancient in-

habitants of the Indus Valley. Apart from the unglazed

pottery which was in common use all over the land, there

were glazed varieties for the use of the rich for decorative

and other purposes. On some of the artistic varieties,

designs were carved on the half-dry surface and then

coloured and varnished. On some others lac-coating was

done to impart an artistic appearance. The Punjab, Sind,

United Provinces and Madura (in Madras Province) were

noted for their artistic pottery. Terracota work and tile

mosaic work were also done in elegant styles . The terracota

reliefs of the 17th century temples in Bengal and the many
coloured mosaics of the Lahore Fort are noted for their

artistic appearance,

6. Glass work .—Mention has already been made of the

excellence of the enamels of Jaipur. This was but a part

of the ancient Indian glass industry. Pliny mentioned

the making of imitation precious stones by the Indian glass

workers. Glass ornaments like beads and bangles were
worn by the Vedic women and glass mirrors and bowls

were in use in the early centuries of the Christian era.

The Muslim Sultans fostered the art by developing paint-
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•ed glass production. Glass industry was at its best under

the Moghuls.

This enumeration of our ancient arts and crafts is

not complete or exhaustive; for there were numerous other

arts and crafts like painting, making of musical instru-

ments, paper making, chikan work and rangoli, which

though not touched upon in this note, are none the less of

art value. But this short enumeration should suffice to

drive home to the mind the excellence of Indian crafts-

manship and the high esteem in which it has been held by

the world.

One might imagine the excellence of the Indian art

products to be the outcome ^f a highly developed and

scientific technique in production. But it was not so.

The artisans usually worked at their homes. Some of

them found employment in State karkhanas, for instance

those under the Sultans of Delhi and the Imperial work-

shops of the Moghuls at Lahore, Agra and Ahmedabad.

But whatever the place of work, the tools employed by

them were of the simplest type. The spinner of the finest

yarn used the takli or the pritnitive spinning wheel;

the weaver his primitive loom and throwshuttle
;
the

kalamkari worker his primitive brush-like pen; the metal

worker his tiny chisels and hammer; and so on. They

were much the same as those used now in some of the

rural art-craft centres. If there was any technique of

production worth the name among the artisans it was

their masterly knowledge of the raw materials employed.

Given the raw materials and the simple tools required for

the craft, the artisan’s hand did its job- His hand was

as dexterous as his mind was versatile. The carpenter

'Could shape anything ranging from a plough to a ship;
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and the metal worker from a needle to a pillar as of

Allahabad. We learn that a part of the stone relief work

of the Sanchi stupa was done by the ivory carvers of

Besnagar. The skill of our ancients in the use of simple

tools with marvellous artistic effect won the unstinted

praise of every connoisseur of Indian art.

Even if the technique of production was simple, pro-

duction in general was however organised. The artisans

usually followed their hereditary trades which thus, en-

sured the retention of the family's skill in the art, within

its fold. In the village republics the artisans worked on

a service-contract system, catering to the needs of the

villagers and receiving periodical remuneration from them.

But among the independent artificers of the towns and

cities in general, the guild system was prevalent. Every

trade had its guild which was invested with wide powers

like regulating the use of raw materials, regulating the

hours of work, educating the children of the members in

their family's trade and maintaining the dignity of the

trade in the State. We hear of numerous guilds in the

Vedic and the Epic period, later IJindu period and in the

Muslim and Moghul periods. These industrially, socially

and politically powerful and influential bodies helped pro-

mote the production of goods on proper lines. Besides

these autonomous industrial corporations, the State maau-

factories gave them many facilities for turning out master-

pieces of art. Abul Fazl wrote that improved system of

manufacture was taught at the Imperial workshops of

Emperor Akbar. Surely these facilities made for pro-

duction of quality goods.

Such production must needs have found a ready market.

The demand for the industrial products of the land in
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generall was of two kinds— demand for utilitarian goods

and demand for art-ware. The former class of goods

formed the bulk of the country’s production and served

to meet the needs of the self-users and the village com-

munity in general. But the latter found consumers

among the royalty and the nobility and also abroad. The

demand abroad for India’s art products had never been

slack from the days of Herodotus (so far as known to

history) down to the beginnings of British rule, the Fifth

Act of the tragedy of our industrial life.

The causes of the priosperity of our arts and crafts

are now clear: For one thing, keen perception and

creative genius have always been the characteristic features

of the Indian mind which is essentially oriental in outlook.

.Secondly, it had been the rare privilege of the Indian

craftsman to live in peace even in periods of the worst

anarchy and devote his time and attention to his calling in

life. Thirdly, the artisan found patronage every where:

The village craftsman found his patrons among the village

community, while the art craftsman had his patrons

among the nobility aiid the royalty and to some extent

among the middle class consumers. The State often gave

him protection: For instance, according to Magasthenes,

the Mauryan rulers inflicted capital punishment on any

person who disabled an artisan. Coming to the Muslim

period, we learn from Afif that the Sultan (Tughlaq)

promulgated a standing order whereby the prefect of police

was to provide any craftsman, out of employ, with suitable

employment in the karkhanas or in the houses of the

nobility

.

What are the distinguishnig features of the Indian

arts and crafts of old, that they should win the esteem of
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the world? Two qualities are considered characteristic of

true art— originality and intrinsic aesthetic quality.

"‘Originality/* in the words of Baldwin Brown, “consists

in clear cases of invention, not of the development of pre-

existing traditions.’* Absolute originality in art, though

it does exist, is said to be rare, the vast majority of cases

being called at best a building up on what has gone before.

Judged from the standpoint of absolute originality, ancient

Hindu art, however, has a claim to originality. In those

olden days, art was not a mere adjunct to life- It was

“the expression of nationail and religious feeling and as

such was closely related to the activity of the people in the

practical and intellectual spheres.” The intense feeling of

the ancient Hindus was given expression to by the free use

of natural forms such as human and animal figures. Such

art of indigenous origin which was the spontaneous repre-

sentation of form and spirit must indeed be original to the

core

.

Apart from this representative element, there is the

decorative element in Indian art. Exotic in origin (for

it has been introducd by the Aryan, Scythian, Hun, Mongol

and Muslim invaders) it consists in reducing natural fomis

like flowers and foliage to decorative patterns as seen in

the elaborate stone and wood carvings and other decorative

by-work like jewellery and ornamental metal work :of the

mediaeval temples, mosques, palaces, and tombs. This art

could obviously have little pretence to absolute originality.

It has, however, been conceded by art-critics that “origin-

ality in art does not necessarily depend on invention, but

on the extent to which the borrowed or inherited suggestion

can be developed into some new and striking contribution

to the aesthetic treasures of mankind.” The decorative
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art exhibits a remarkable success in imparting that striking

freshness and newness which make real art. Judged from

this standpoint the decorative art of mediaeval India verges

on originality.

Now of the second quality of art, namely, intrinsic

aesthetic quality:

The genius of the Indian mind lies in its ability to

blend beauty with utility. The desire to decorate in colour

and design even the humblest articles of daily use and the

desire to introduce beauty into every feature pf life is

inherent in the children of this land of beauty from time

immemorial. The form of a reptile for the lamp-hanging

hook, the design of tortoise on the coconut shell used for

spinning the \iakli, the form of a lion for the mouth of a

of a cannon, the colourful and gay dresses of traditional

pattern—all suggest their keenness in carrying beauty as

manifested in Nature into their products. This aesthetic

touch which appears in a smaller measure in the humblest

articles of daily use is seen in an infinitely large measure

in the master-pieces of art.

It now behoves us to see what is the aesthetic im-

pression that is left on our minds by the Indian arts and

crafts as a whole. A little comparison of our products

with those of the old Germans of Western Europe will

make it clear: The old Germanic art was essentially de-

corative unlike the ancient Roman art which was essentially

representative. Grermanic art chiefly centred round

smithery, the products being those for the personal use

and adornment of warriors and their ladies; for instance

buckles, fibulae, ornaments, swords, spearheads
, and

armours. It has been said that German art products

possess a common Germanic character, but *Trom the
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purely aestheic standpoint do not take a very high rank/’

The critic has also added : “It needs hardly to be said that

the early Teutonic designer could not represent natural

forms either with the accuracy and spirit of the Dutch

artist or with the idealising touch of the Greek, and that

he had not the gift of the Japanese craftsman of turning

everything he touched to beauty,” If these qualities,

namely, accuracy and spirit, idealising touch, and gift of

turning everything to beauty go to make true art, Indian

art must indeed be of the highest order, for it combines

in itself the distinguishing qualities of the Dutch, the

Greek and the Japanese artist.

Ah ! the Romance of Indian art and industry

!

But, alas! how rapidly it vanished in the 19th cen~

tury

!

The story of its decadence is probably the worst

tragedy of human art. Its principal actors were the

Britishers. The ill-taste and thirst for commercial gain of

the British trader killed the artistic outlook of the Indian

craftsman, while the jealous and hostile attitude of the

British producer intimidated him. Who does not know
the sad episode of the cutting oif of the thumb of many
a poor weaver of Bengal? What a sad contrast to the

protection he enjoyed under his Indian rulers! The
craftsman had begun to groan under foreign oppression.

He could only look to the patronage of the middle classes,

now that the old ruling houses had disappeared. He was

baulked. The middle classes gave a cold response, since

their taste had undergone some change under foreign in-

fluence. This was the last straw on the camel's back.

4
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Decades of economic servitude have passed; and now,

thanks to the national awakening, India wants to hold her

own and to regenerate her national art and industry.

This brings us back to the question, whether we are

to forge ahead on western industrial lines or move along

our old tracks. The answer is now simple, for we know

our heritage:

Our heritage consists in the following:

—

(1) Self-sufficiency and corporate life of our village

republics. As Bishop Caldwell said, the Indian village

may be regarded as the most permanent institution and

the self-sufficiency and corporate life of the village repub-

lic the greatest heritage of our nation.

(2) Originality in art.

(3) Talent to perceive beauty in Nature and Life

and to blend beauty with utility.

Such valuable heritage cannot be ignored ; for it teaches

us to make our life culturally full, while Western indus-

trialism makes life, at best, merely comfortable. Let us

make our life comfortable, by all means, but let us make
it full also by allowing our heritage to guide us in our

industrial policy.
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II. ASIA’S ART HAS COMMON SEED

AND FLOWER*

O. C. Gangoly

It has been abundantly clear that closely knit together

by intimate bonds of unity, the A^an nations have mar-

ched side by side, locked in each other’s arms on the

brilliant roads of spiritual progress, demonstrating the

high intrinsic values of Asian civilisation . Their inter-

course with the West has been on the whole, unhappy,

and has proved in many cases disastrous to their high

spiritual ideals and superior cultural life, and ancient

heritage

.

The gradual domination and the progressive com-

mercial exploitation of the Asian races by many of the

European powers during the 18th, 19th and 20th Centuries

have interrupted the intimate relationship that had existed

between India and her brethren in the neighbouring coun-

tries during the previous centuries.

This relationship must now be renewed and tightened

up.

The pernicious economic exploitation of India and the

enslavement of her intellectual artistic life have ruined her

arts and crafts, and the finest traditions of her Archi-

tecture. In this predicament India has many things to

learn from her brethren in the East and South-East regions,

and to rehabilitate her broken cultural and artistic life by

* By courtesy of the Indian Express, Madras.
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borrowing many elements from her brethren in Further

India ajid Indonesia.

Great Tradition

The native architects of Siam and Cambodia have

still preserved their great architectural traditions as illus-

trated in many of their modern buildings and the Indian

builders of to-day may learn many secrets of sound ardii-

tectural principles from her brethren in the East. We
could invite some master architects from Siam and Cam-

bodia to come to India or send out batches of yoimg Indian

architects for training in those countries.

In the field of Applied Art, such as woodcarving and
lacquer-work, the Burmese, Siamese and Javanese artists

still possess valuable technical secrets which could be im-

parted to the modern Indian craftsman. In the porcelain

industry, the Indian worker has many things to learn from
the famous masters of the craft in China and Japan.

In the field of textiles, the modern printers of Batik

Cloths ( Wax-Prints) of Java could help to transmit this

beautiful craft to Indian textile workers. A very happy
and effective way of renewing cultural intercourse, and
active cultural exchange can be secured by presenting

selected collections of old and modem Indian paintings to

China, Burma, Siam, Indo-China, Cambodia and Java tn

be displayed in suitable Indian galleries and museums to be
set up in those countries. The courtesy could be reci-

procated by similar gifts of selected master-pieces of old

and modern paintings and other works of Art from those

countries to India.

Exchange professorships should be established for the

purpose of lecturing on Indian Art in China, Burma, Siam,
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Indo-China and Java, and for lectures on Chinese, Burmese,

Siamese, Indo-Chinese and Javanese Art in India.

Cultural societies on the lines of the Sino-Indian

Society established at Shantiniketan should be established

in all the principal cities of Cambodia, Viet-Nam and Java

and should be subsidised to carry on active cultural inter-

course between India and her brethren across the Indian

Ocean. i.

Troupes must be sent

To disseminate the knowledge of Indian music, ancient

and modem, expert, musical and dramatic troupes should

be sent out to those regions from India, and similar troupes

should be invited to visit India, periodically, from China,

Burma, Cambodia and Java. Indian institutes should be

built in those countries where distinguished Indians could

go in and live for some time and carry on intimate cul-

tural intercourse with their brethren in those regions.

In this way, the superficial differences in dress, social

habits, and manners will be polished off and obliterated

and all the Asian races will be brought under one cultural

denomination and harmonised in an identical spiritual

unity manifest in analogous, social, intellectual and religious

life—a life which is destined to produce master-pieces of

Art in the future which will surpass their achievements in

the past.

The traditional ‘Yellow peril’ of the European im-

agination is also destined to survive all atomic thimders

and flower out as a ‘Yellow blessing’ and by the amber hues

of its cosmic rays cure all the maladies of the mad civili-

sation of the West.
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Encouraging Art*

Recent methods of art encouragement and patron-

age in the West may be studied with benefit and

adopted. For five years before 1939, the Federal

Arts Project of
. America employed about 5,000

artists at an expense of 100 million dollars and distributed

the output of 100,000 works to schools, hospitals and other

public institutions. In addition to this, imselfish enthu-

siasts organised art centres and galleries (stationary and

touring) throughout the States and succeeded in making

the man in the street more art-minded. In Russia any

boy interested in drawing is at liberty to undergo art-training

at State expense and become a practising artist.

Craftsmanship and Culture

''The important part which craftsmen, more especially

Oriental craftsmen, have always played in the world*

s

history as missionaries of civilisation, culture and religion,

is not generally realised by bookmen. Even at the present
day the Indian craftsman, deeply versed in SILPA
SASTRAS, learned in folk-lore and in national epic litera-

ture, is though excluded from Indian Universities—or,

rather, on that account—far more highly cultured inteU

lectually and spiritually, than the average Indian graduate

.

In medieval times the craftsman*s intellectual influence,

being creative and not merely assimilative, was at least as
great as that of the priest and bookman.**

E. B. HAVELL.

(From ^‘Development of Asian Art” by Trivikram Naray'^^TrA^-
Social VIelfare, 2nd May, 1947.)
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III. “COTTAGE INDUSTRIES”—ITS MEANING*

Of the three general classes of industries—^large^

medium and small—the connotation of the first two is

fairly clear; but there seems to exist much confusion

among the general public in regard to the last which con-

sists of at least five types bearing more or less varying

characteristics—handicrafts, home industries, cottage

industries, small-scale industries and village industries.

Many a writer who has treated of small industries has not

merely ignored the different connotations of these terms,

but has positively assumed most of them as synonymous.

But in the case of rural, cottage, and small-scale industries,

some differentiation has, however, been made by a few

writers. This confusion, evidenced by the general usage

of the terms obviously necessitates their definition-

It is probably no idle speculation that these different

connotations are based on some historical sequence in the

currency of these terms which, certainly, affords such an

interesting study that a brief sketch here will not only be

not out of place but positively necessary.

Probably the earliest known term was handicrafts

Small industries were for a long time known as handi'-

crafts owing probably to the sole agency of the dexterous

human hand and the display of the individuars skill in

shaping things.

.

,
- - —— »

* Adopted from Cottage Industries—What they are—Sri Viswanathan

Tekumalla, 1946.
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Gradually there came in a change in the nature of the

application of human labour. The application of the in-

dividual’s skill gave place to the devotion of the collective

genius and co-operative effort of his whole family, thus

infusing into the product a spirit of harmony—^a soul

—

which characterised the family’s life. Not infrequently

outsiders worked under the master-craftsman, but their

relationship savoured of apprenticeship. The family’s

occupation rose from the status of a mere 'handicraft* to

that of a home industry.

Later on tliese ideal conditions imderwent a change;

and industry came to be commercialised. Of course, the

family still worked together; but paid assistants began to

supplant the apprentices. Industry was now not always

based on the home which was the economic imit. The

general lack of harmony in production made “home

industries” an anachronism; and the more comprehensive

term cottage industries came into vogue.

Of late another type of small industry has entered

the field—the small-scale indutry. It is the outcome of

gross commercialisation of industry- In it even the cottage

atmosphere is entirely absent; factory atmosphere pre-

vails and work is strictly on business lines. Artisans are

employed by a small industrialist on a regular work-and-

wage system.

'It will be observed that the human factor runs through-

out the historical sequence of this nomenclature. This

human factor must determine the definition of these t3rpes.

For, a:re not these industries pursued by human beings and

for human beings? Unfortunatdy this factor is ignored and

minor criteria are given undue importance. Hence the
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present confusion. Much of it can be avoided if correct

definitions are arrived at in the light of modem conditions.

The precise connotation and denotation of each of the

various terms may now be determined:

1. Handicrafts ,—Handicrafts are those industries in

which production is characterised by the sole agency and

dexterity of the human hand and the play of the individuaFs

skill in shaping. They admit of no use of machinery even

of the simplest type. For instance, needle-work remains

a handicraft only so long as the work is done by the hand

and ceases to be a handicraft the moment the sewing machine

enters the field. Handicrafts always represent the highest

type of art since no art excels that produced by the human

hand.

2. Home Industries .—Home industries represent the

ideal state of industrial development. They may include

handicrafts, but they possess distinct features of their own.

The raw material is either locally secured or imported from

outside; the use of hand-or power-driven machinery is an

option; and capital investment is theoretically unlimited

though the smallness of the home imit itself constitutes

the limiting factor. But the distinguishing feature is the

nature of the human labour employed. The independent

master-craftsman is aided by his family; and occasionally

outsiders are also employed not as assistants but as appren-

tices on whom the master-craftsman bestows sincere

personal interest and attention. The products exhibit the

collective genius and co-operative effort of the workers
and savour of the harmony of the family^s life.

3. Coitage Industries .
—“The expression cottage in-

dustries is not easily defined .
” It is a very comprehensive

term. For some years past attempts at defining cottage
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industries have been made by some committees and in-

dividuals. But they have taken into account only the place of

work and the question of the use of power
; and have ignored

the human aspect—the nature of work and employment

which must guide one in distinguishing cottage industries.

A complete and precise definition has not yet been

evolved. It still remains a sine qua non of a clear com-

prehension of the problem of cottage industries. An
endeavour will be made here to evolve such a definition-

But before it is recorded it will be of advantage to men-

tion some of the chief merits of cottage industries under

four convenient heads—place of work; capital and equip-

ment; raw-material; nature of labour employed;

(a) Place of work: Work may be carried On by

the artisan either In or at his own home, or his employer's

or in a small karkhana run by a small entrepreneur irres-

pective of urban and rural surroundings.

{b) Capital and equipment: Theoretically, capital

investment is unlimited; for instance art-crafts like ivory-

carving may require much capital. But in practice, the

natural smallness of the cottage industrial establishment

(either the home-unit or the small karkhana) and the

importance given to labour are themselves the limiting

factors; that is to say, the limited scope for the employ-

fiient of men and machinery and the assignment of greater

importance to labour than to raw material generally keep
the capital investment within measurable limits.

The equipment may consist of tools which are either

owned, or hired, or given by the employer. It may also

consist of hand or power-driven machinery. But in the

chse of the latter, the limiting factor is the value of the
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product as distinct from the cost; that is to say, the utility

value (if not the aesthetic value also) is not allowed to

suffer on any account by the use of mechanical appliances

:

for we now observe that the utility value of rice, the chief

food article, and of the veena, an extremely delicate art-pro-

duct, suffers irretrievably by the use of power machinery.

(c) Raw-material: The raw-material used is usually

locally available. But it may also be imported from out-

side as in the case of metal, ivory, sandalwood, and the

like.

(d) Nature of labour employed: Not only the arti-

san's family and apprentices but paid assistants as well

find employment; but the number in any unit does not

exceed nine because a larger family-cww-apprentice unit

deprives the industry of its ‘'cottage atmosphere", while a

karkhana employing a larger number is at Once brought

under the Indian Factories Act. The work of each cot-

tage unit is directed by a master-craftsman or an industrial

entrepreneur

.

It is these characteristics—also known as

the human factor—that constitute the distinguishing mark
of cottage industries and indicate them as a compromise

between home industries and small-scale industries.

Division of labour does not generally obtain: and if at

all it does, it is of the simplest type. All workers are

familiar with all processes of production except the finish-

ing one which is usually done by the master-craftsman.

Consequently work does not suffer during the absence of

any worker. The position of human labour is unique:

it is valued higher than raw-material and also higher than

niachinery: Machinery functions merely as an artisan's

tool, but does not supplant him, much less enslave him;
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any machinery which tends to kill his individuality is

excluded.

These, then, are some of the chief characteristics of

cottage industries on which a correct and comprehensive

definition has to be based. And in accordance with the

same, cottage industries may be defined thus: Cottage in-

dustries are industries where artisans, not exceeding nine

per industrial unit, find emplo)mient in urban or rural

areas, either as independent workers or apprentices or assist-

ants in or at their own or their employers' homes, or as

wage earners in small karkhanas, and work with capital,

limited in practice but not in theory, adopting at times a

simple and harmless division of labour, and employing such

hand or power-driven machinery as does not interfere

with the utility and art value of the products whose market

is by no means merely local.
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IV. "COTTAGE INDUSTRIES”—SOME
IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS

1 . The State Aid to Industries Act {Madras) defines

cottage industry as an ^'industry carried on by a worker in his

own home/'

2. The Indian Industrial Commission of 1916-lS

defined cottage industries as ‘^industries carried on in the

homes of the workers. In these the scale of operations is

small and there is but little organization, so that l>hey are,

as a rule, capable of supplying only local needs,"

3. The National Planning Committee have tentatively

defined cottage industries as ‘‘industries in which a worker

zvorks with his own tgols in his own home and with the aid

of his family or hired labour not exceeding five persons,"

4. The U, P, Industrial Finance Committee have

defined cottage industry as “an industry carried on in or at

his own home either on his ozmi account or under the

direction of his karkhanadar"

5. The U, P, Industrial Reorganisation Committee

have defined cottage industry as “an industry in which work

is done generally speaking in the houses of the artisans and

occasionally in small factories run by small industrialists

of the entrepreneur type, power-driven machinery being

rarely used,"

6. The Bombay Economic and Industrial Survey

Committee of 1938-40 defined cottage industries as “indus-

tries where no power is used and the manufacture is carried

on, generally speaking, in the home of the artisan himself
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and occasionally in karkhanas where not more than nine

workers are employed/*

7

.

The Government of Madras have defined cottage

industry as **an industry (to which the provisions of the

Factory Act are not applicable, and in which an article is

made by a worker or a group of workers, organised or

otherwise, partly or wholly in their homes gr \their neigh-

bourhood, on his own account or on behalf of an employer

or organisation and in which power not exceeding 2 H .P,

is or is not used/*

8. Sri Viswanathan Tekumalla in his brochure on

cottage industries defines cottage industries thus

:

'^Cottage industries are industries where artisans not ex-

ceeding nine per industrial unit, find employment in urban or

rural areas either as independent workers or apprentices or

assistants in or at their own or their employers^ homes or

as wage-earners in small karkhanas and work with capital,

limited in practice bul not in theory, adopting at times a

simple and harmless division of labour and employing such

hand or power-driven machinery as does not interfere Tvith

the utility and art value of (the products, whose market is

by no means merely local.**
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V. COTTACxE INDUSTRIES—THEIR PLACE IN

OUR NATIONAL ECONOMY
ViSWANATHAN TeKUMALLA

Ever since the advent of Western industrialism in our

country, there have been two distinct agencies of indus-

trial production, vi^., large mechanised industries and

small industries, popularly known as handicrafts, home

industries or cottage industries. During the early years of

this so-called industrial renaissance, the former slowly en-

croached on the domain of the latter, thus unwittingly hasten-

ing the extinction of the age-old arts and crafts which had

already suffered from Western industrial aggression. But

when the Swadeshi Movement was launched as the visible

economic symbol of a political upheaval and an earnest

attempt was made by the industrial enthusiasts of the

period to stem the tide of foreign imports by means of

Indian mill manufactures, it soon became clear that the

Indian mill industry, could not by itself cope with the

situation. The need for the co-operation of the small

industries of the land in the sacred cause was perceived

and the surviving ones were pressed into useful service.

This gave some status to the small industries, though it

be that of a handmaid to the mechanised industry.

Circumstances were for a time favourable to the small

industries. In 1910 the Secretary of State for India for-

bade State managed commercial enterprises. In 1913

came the banking crisis and the failure of some large in-

dustrial enterprises- This was followed by the Great War
(1914-18) which .for about a half-decade made it impossi-
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ble for India to start large-scale industries or to import

foreign goods. This series of handicaps to large industry

was a good luck chain to the indigenous crafts which were

now not slow to benefit by the situation. The Co-operative

Societies Act, 1912 w^hich enabled the artisans to co-operate

for self-elevation enhanceci the status of the small industries

of the land. Thus by the end of the second decade the

small industries felt their position so secure as to claim

equality of status with the large-scale industries of the

country

.

The Political Campaign of 1921 and 1931 with its

insistence on khaddar and other indigenous crafts created

an atmosphere conducive to the development of many cot-

tage industries. In consequence there was increased

industrial activity among the small producers in many
parts of the country. Their production increased in

quantity and variety. About the same time there was some

reorganisation among the large-scale industries of the

country. For instance, the textile mills which formed the

bulk of the large-scale industrial activity of the country

switched over to new lines of production as suggested by

the Textile Tariff Board. They also began to produce

coarse cloth which looked like khaddar

.

The rice and flour

mills began to displace the handpounding industry. This

encroachment was not tolerated by the cottage industries.

The mutual co-operation and co-ordination of effort of the

two groups of the earlier years degenerated into com-

petition and rivalry between them.

The history of the Thirties' was one of an endeavour

on the part of the large-scale industries to elbow their

rival out of the industrial arena and the tough defence put

up by the latter at each bout. The Economic Depression
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placed the puny cottage worker at a greater disadvantage

than the big mill owner; and the new Swadeshi slogan

created a popular sentiment in favour of Indian mill pro-

ducts. Yet he met the situation with dogged tenacity,

crouching lower and lower and accepting a narrower mar-

gin of profit. For years he had defended his position thus,

but had not gained a definite point over his better-placed

rival. The last bout came off during the industrial re-

habilitation which followed the economic crisis. The

puny boxer soon found a spring-board in the Congress

Election Manifesto. Swinging forward with added might

he made an impression on the opponent and drew the atten-

tion of the public.

The year 1936-37 marked a turning point in the

fortunes of cottage industries. For decades, they had to

shift for themselves- But now their cause was vigorously

championed by the Congress which came into power in

several Provinces. Talks about industrial planning were

in the air. The position of the cottage industries drew

universal interest. These small industries came to be

viewed against a larger perspective of world cottage in-

dustry .

World conditions were favourable to cottage indus-

tries. Japan presented to the Indian mind an amazing

picture of a bee-hive of organised home industries: About

62 *5 per cent of the industrial establishments in that country

were small ones having less than ten workers each.

In these establishments which were mostly of the domestic

type production was done under the most modem con-

ditions with the latest manufacturing appliances and pro-

cesses. Labour conditions were congenial since the assist-

ants were mostly apprentices living peacefully under the
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employer's roof. Products of these small establishments

were either assembled or finished at central units and in*

spected by Industrial Associations. This imparted to the

products the appearance of large-scale factory products of

standardised quality and finish. Japanese industry showed

how ''manufacturing efficiency" obtaining in Europe and

America could be harmoniously combined with "low costs

of production" obtaining in Asia.

It w'as also seen that even in Germany, the most ad-

vanced industrial country in Europe, cottage industries

had adjusted themselves to modern conditions and that

about a eighth of the German people subsisted on them.

The importance of cottage industries and handicrafts in

Denmark, Switzerland, Hungary, Italy and parts of the

British Isles also drew the attention of India.

Apart from the development of cottage industries,

there was a definite trend towards decentralisation of in-

dustry. In U.S.A., the land of cartels and combinations,

a definite tendency towards decentralisation of industry

was noticeable.

This world perspective of cottage industries and in-

dustrial decentralisation trends impressed upon the Indian

mind the need for preserving the cottage industries of

India. While discussion centred round the quesiion of

assigning them a place in the national industrial plan, no

definite conclusion had been arrived at, with regard to their

position vis-a-vis large industries* I^rge industries still

held the field as the main bulwark of national defence

against commercial aggression and cottage industries were

probably considered an auxiliary force. That geese could

save Rome and that Horatius and his comrades could keep

back a whole host did not occur to the nation. It required
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a war to drive home to the mind the relative importance of

large and small industries during war and unrest.

The war has put the two groups to acid test. In

China it became unmistakably clear that cottage industries

afforded the best line of defence when large industries

failed and the country lay prostrate helplessly . Their service

to China and her democracy during war time drew the

attention of every nation. Coming to our own country

we find that cottage industries did yeoman service during

war. They contributed their quota to war effort on a par

with large industries, and where the latter failed or were

handicapped for want of machinery or other resources, the

small industries threw in their whole weight with war

effort. Decentralisation of production was also given a

trial in some parts of the country. For instance, in

Hyderabad, production centres were scattered to outlying

villages, which sources of supply could be depended upon
in case the large-scale industries in the bigger towns got

dislocated due to war conditions. This scheme has been

reported to be fairly successful.

The suitability of cottage industries for production

during peace and war has been amply proved. The definite

advantage this type of prlpduction holds over the large

industries during war has been clearly demonstrated.

We have entered on the post-war period which has a

distinctness of its own in as much as it contains the tenden-

cies towards settlement to the normal and widespread

attempts at maintaining wartime conditions. We are now
endeavouring to plan our industry. It behoves us to plan

for peace and war not with regard to the present only but

with due regard to the course our industry had run during

the recent decades.
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What place would our cottage industries take in suck
a grand national plan?

Plans have been drawn up recently by several economic
groups for the economic development of India. We have
the Bombay Plan, the People's Plan and the Gandhian
Plan. All the three Plans agree on the imminent need for

industrial development with a view to make the country

self-sufficient and to better the condition of the worker;

but they differ in the actual execution of the plans. Their

plans exhibit a marked divergence of views on the relative

importance of large and small industries in national in-

dustrial organisation.

The Bombay Plan says that adequate scope should

be provided* for small-scale and cottage industries along

with large-scale industries. This is important not merely

as a means of affording employment but also of reducing

the need for capital, particularly of external capital, in the

early stages of the plan. It is difficult to define the con-

siderations on which the choice between large and small-

scale industries and cottage industries should be determined.

The factors involved in the choice are numerous and con-

flicting. But generally it may be stated that while in

basic industries there is little scope for small industrial

units, they have an important and useful place in con-

sumption goods industries where their function is in many

cases complementary to that of large units.

This statement discloses the following points

;

(i) There is a lack of dear-cut notions regarding

the relative importance of large and small industries.

(ii) It, however, recommends the provision of

adequate scope for them particularly because it helps to

reduce the need for capital.
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(Hi) Small industries can at best be only a stop

gap arrangement for supplying consumption goods during

the early stages of the plan when the problem of capital

will be keen. With the solution of this problem these

small industries should go out of the scene.

(iv) Even as such they are to be only complementary

to large units.

Obviously the plan is capitalistic in its outlook. To
it small industries are first a means of employment requir-

ing little capital. It, however, desires to make a cat^s paw
of them and jettison them after its purpose is served. It

also narrows down the scope of small industries to the

production of only consumption goods Complementary to

large units. The cultural value of the small industries is

simply ignored. And even in cold capitalistic considerations

it overlooks the fact that in Japan, the land of small in-

dustries, even machines are produced at small industrial

establishments and also that the organisation of industry

at the top is capitalistic in nature while at the bottom it is

cottage basis.

The People’s Plan says, '‘The improvements in the

standard of living of the people are, in the last analysis,

dependent on the productivity of labour being increased.

Increase in the productivity of labour depends upon the

extent to which more and more perfected and developed

machinery is associated with labour in the process of pro-

duction. That being the case, any considerable use of the

cottage industries cannot be reconciled with the spirit of

the plan which is to open up for the people a prospect of

continually improving standards of living. On the other

hand in certain branches of production, there would be
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limits to the extent to which mechanisation of the process

of production can be carried out. With an enormous labour

power at our disposal, as we have to-day, it may be urged

that the extension of mechanisation of production may

spell disaster for a good part of the labour power, which

may have to be left unemployed. This consideration, how-

ever, is mistaken for it is based on looking at the problem

from only one angle. Extension of the process of mechani-

sation of production instead of being accompanied with

unemployment, may as well be accompanied with greater

amount of leisure for all and thus may constitute the real

foundation of the cultural development of the people. And
this solution of the problem is alone consistent with the

spirit of the kind of planned economy which we are pro-

posing.” The above statement bears out the following

points

:

(t) Improved standards of living are ultimately the

result of tin use of more and more perfected and developed

machinery

.

(«) Cottage industries, by the reason of their un-

adaptability to increasingly perfected machinery are a snag

to the improvement in the standards of living.

(m) Extension of the process of mechanisation in

production instead of causing unemployment, will give the

workers much leisure for cultural development.

The People’s Plan shows dearly a fimdamental mis-

conception regarding cottage industries. It identifies them

with handicrafts and so spurns them as anachronisms in

this age of the machine. It does not see that cottage in-

dustries admit the use of even highly developed machinery

and that in Japan production on a large scale is made
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possible by the co-operation of small units using highly

perfected and developed machinery.

Then again it attaches too much importance to mactiinery

and considers its employment possible only in large-scale

industries . It even recommends an extension of the process

of mechanisation into every line of production. Concerned

as every labour organisation is, with the physical fitness of

the proletariat, the plan aims at improving the standards of

living by elevating “half-filled bellies” and “half-clad bodies”.

In doing so it does not give adequate importance to cultural

development of the people without which life could at best

be ''good life” but not "full life.”

The plan of course opens up a vista of cultural develop-

ment; but its approach is mislaid. It states that extension

of the process of mechanisation gives greater leisure and

promotes cultural development. It is extremely doubtful

if this could be achieved. Indiscriminate extension of

mechanisation is prone to kill the soul of the worker by

making him a part of the machine, devoid of individuality

and creative instinct. It is also prone to kill in several

cases the value of the products. For instance, food pro-

ducts like rice, flour and oil lose their food value if pro-

duced in mills. The preservation of the soul of the worker

and the value of the products is possible only under cottage

industrial conditions where consumers' goods are produced

with an eye to utility and art.

And now the Gandhian Plan : Its author says : “Judged

by the three People* s Principles of nationlism, democracy

and livellihood, all the three types of plans—Nazi, American,

and Russian—fall short of our ideal. The last one satis-

fies to a great extent at least the last principle of livelihood.
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But mere livelihood is not enough; there must be freedom

and scope for the development of the individual

.

What then is the alternative? The solution lies in sim-

plicity, decentralisaition and cottage industrialism.” “The

chief objective of National Planning in India should be the

attainment of maximum self-sufficiency in Village Com-

munities at least in regard to the consumption goods indus-

tries.” “The foundation of our Planning will thus be the

village unit; the economic reconstruction will be from the

bottom upwards, and not from the top downwards.” In

such a plan cottage industries would receive the best atten-

tion. But the development of a few basic or key industries

shall not be neglected. The use of cheap electricity specially

for decentralised key industries would be essential. But

its use in cottage industries would be “limited and controlled

with a view to avoiding the possibilities of rural unemploy-

ment and in order to minimise dependence of village com-

munities on a power supply whose distant source may be

beyond their immediate control.”

The position of the large-scale consumers’ goods indus-

tries during the period of transition shall be as follows:

“The large-scale consumers' goods industries like textile,

oil, sugar, paper and rice mills shall be allowed to continue,

provided they fall in line with the strict discipline and con-

trol of the State. They shall not be permitted to compete

with the corresponding cottage industries . They shall exist

only so long as the village industries are not able to produce

the required quantities of these consumers' goods

.

This Plan which embodies some of Gandhian economic

ideas has some excellent features. It lays emphasis on self-

sufficiency in industrial production, decentralisation of in-

dustries, and cultiiral development of the masses. But in
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its attempt to stop the ^‘craze” for wholesale mechanisation

and urbanisation of industry, it tends to push the pendulum

on to the other side by laying too much emphasis on rural!-

sation and circumscribing the scope of certain vital factors

of industrial production. For instance, the Plan purports

to develop only a few small industries popularly termed

'Village industries'' which are mainly utilitarian. Art-crafts

like ivory-carving, pile-carpet weaving and inlaying on wood
or metal are out of its purview, since simplicity of wants

is one of its basic principles. These art industries stand for

the cultural distinction of the nation and any plan which

endeavours to build up a cultural edifice on mere utilitarian

industries must needs be unsound. Secondly it aims

at the cultural development of the masses only. The

so-called higher classes also are obviously in equal need

of a change of outlook which makes for real culture. Some

of their false notions of ethics and aesthetics need to be

changed . The failure of the plan to take note of this makes

its programme incomplete. Thirdly, it narrows down the

scope of the use of power. While it advocates the use of

power in decentralised basic or key industries as essential,

it considers that their use in cottage industries should be

limited and Controlled, unlike what is done in Japan, Russia,

and elsewhere. Manufacture of consumers' goods like

rubber goods, electrical goods and bicycles is an important

feature of modern cottage industry
; and unless a liberal use

of power is allowed it is likely that these industries which

cater to the requirements of the average man cannot be

developed in our country in decentralised units. Fourthly,

the Plan aims at the gradual elimination of large-scale con-

sumption goods industries and even during the transition

period it circumscribes their field of activity by making them
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complementary to cottage industries. In the case of con-

sumers’ ..goods industries like rice, flour, sugar and edible

oils such elimination will be well-advised for reasons of

health and welfare. But in the case of paper, textiles, and

non-edible oils, there is no justification for such drastic action.

Such industries may progress side by side with cottage in-

dustries in mutual adjustment.

The existence of same bias, political or economic, in

the estimates of the three independent socio-economic groups

reduces their acceptability. A proper estimate of the

position of large and small industries should be unbiased.

In a country like ours where communism has not made much
headway and capitalism still finds favour with the congress

—the party in power—^to some extent, there is bound to be

some social inequality and some urbanisation of life for

many years to come. Cheapness and utility cannot but be

the primary considerations of the poorer sections of the

people. These cheap utility products are turned out both

by mills and small industries . Utility ennobled by art must
be the consideration of certain favoured sections of the

people. These goods are produced by the small industries.

Culture has a place in the life of the rich and the poor
;
for

while a proper appreciation of aesthetic values as seen in

rich craftsmanship is a mark of culture among the well-to-do,

a propter appreciation of the utility value of self-sufficiency

cloth and of food stuffs made by cottage workers makes for

culture among the masses. A proper appreciation of cost
relative to social position is as much a mark of culture
among the rich and the poor. Utility ennobled by culture
(i.e,, utility cum culture) must then be the basic principle
of assessing the relative importance of the large and small
industries. Considering from this standpoint, we shall
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have to conclude that, in a country where socio-economic

values are seasoned by cultural understanding, large and small

industries must have an equal place in national economy.

Under the aegis of a National Government, the nation is

moving towards such a consummation. The general bias for

decentralised economy, the desire for urbanisation, and the

spread of the co-operative movement have made the atmos-

phere fairly favourable for such a consummation. It is then

safe to assign our cottage industries a place of honour on
a par with our large-scale industries. They no more ftll

up crannies and crevices left by the big industries. If the

latter are the arteries in the body industrial, our cottage

industries are capillary blood vessels which carry the blood

to every part of the body and keep the body industrial,

vigorous and active.
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Segtxon II—General Condition of Cottage
Industries

I. GENERAL CONDITION IN PROVINCES

I. ASSAM
1 . General Features

Assam was constituted a separate political Province in

1912 tmder a Chief Commissioner. It became a Govemor't

Province under the Government of India Act 1919. The

Government of India Act of 1935 gave it Provincial Auto-

nomy whidi actually caime into operation in 1937. Assam

has a bi-cameral legislature, a Governor and a Cabinet of

ministers to assist him. The Congress administered the

Province from 1937 to 1941 when the Congress Cabinet

resigned giving place to thle Advisor regime, under

Section 93 of the Act of 1935. The popular government

again came into power after the war in 1946. In the

•division of India, Assam forms a part of the Indian Union
with the exception of Sylhet District.

Assam was 55,000 sq. miles in area with a population

of 10’2 million in 1941, consisting of Hindus, Muslims and
people of tribal religions* About 40 per cent, speak

Bengali, and 25 per cent. Assamese; the hill tribes

’^>eak Burmese and Tibetan languages.
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The annual average rainfall of Assam is 100 inches,.

Chirapunji alone recording over 500 inches annually.

The Province had 1,300 miles of railway and 6,000 miles

of road, 700 miles of the latter being metalled. The

surface being densely covered by hills and forests, the

means of communication are expensive and difficult.

Waterways of the Brahmaputra and its tributaries offer

the best means of transport. The important products of

Assam are tea, rice and wheat besides rubber, silk and

cotton. The percentage of population engaged in agri-

culture is 89 and tliat in industries is 11.

For the year 1945-'46 the revenue and capital receipts

were about 25 crores of rupees and expenditure was about

thirty crores. Shillong, the capital, and Gauhati are the

two important cities.

There are a few cottage industries of importance

which are largely utilitarian.

2. General Condition

The nulmerous villages of Assam have a fairly large

variety of cottage industries. Since Assam is not as

advanced industrially as sotme of the other provinces

there are very few large-scale industries. The demand for

goods is largely met by cottage industrial products. Some
of the principal cottage industries of the Province are

handloom weaving, sericulture, gold and silver work, brass,

bell metal and iron work, pottery, cane and bamboo work,

hosiery and soap making.

The most important cottage industries are handloom
weaving and sericulture. Assam is one of the two or

three Provinces in our land, where ctottage industries are

largely pursued as a self-sufficiency measure. Cotton-

weaving is done by women atid almost every house has a.
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loom. Silk manufacture is found in the Assam valley,,

the weaving being done by women. These two industries

have developed considerably during the past two decades.

The development was marked during the last decade on

account of the subsidy granted by the Central Government

since 1935-36 for hand-loom weaving. Though imported

goods of finer texture and colour tended to displace the

indigenous cloth, the efforts made by the Government at

revival of hand-loom weaving have been fairly successful.

A large number of fly -shuttles have since been uitroduced

and the cloth output and earnings of the weavers have

increased considerably . The development has, however, not

been quite satisfactory for, of 421,000 looms in the

Province about 11,000 or 3 per cent, only are fly-shuttle

looms and the rest the primitive throw-shuttle looms.

Efforts are being made by the Government and private

bodies to popularise the use of fly-shuttles. In sericulture

also there has been considerable development.

Silk worm rearing and silk manufacture are the charac-

teristic industries of the Assam Valley. All the varieties

of silk like Pat, Muga and Eri are produced in the Province.

The white cloth made of pat silk is an article of luxury.

Muga silk is largely used by the woimen of all classes and
as holiday dress by men . Eri silk which is coarse in texture

and durable is used as warm cold season clothing by the

Assamese villagers. The manufaAure of silk is largely a

domestic occupation. There were in 1941, 203,000 silk

handlooms which amounted to 50 per cent, of the total

loomage in the Province. The efforts of the propaganda of
the Department of Industries have helped a good deal in the

development of the silk industry in the Province.
The jewellery of the Province consists in gold filigree

work and enamelling of lockets, ear ornaments, etc. The
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production of lac ornaments set with false rubies and

cheap garnets is a peculiar industry of the Province. The

ornamenting of cloth with cowries is the most popular

industry in the Hill tracts.

The Province has an abundant supply of cane and

bamboo which has facilitated the development of orna-

mental cane and basket work. This industry received

particular care during the War in order that the demand

for baskets from the Defence Services might be adequately

met. This industry helped to raise the supplementary in-

come of the agriculturists. The demand for such products

having fallen due to the end of the War it has become

necessary for the industry to explore a market among the

civilian population.

Other important cottage industries of Assam are brass

and bell-metal works and blacksmithy. Bell-metal products

are cast in moulds while brass work is done by hammering

out sheets of metal. The Morias, a class of Mahomedans,

are engaged in the industry.

The articles produced are utilitarian, meant for meeting

local demands. Iron workers make use of imported metal

and iron smelting has almost died out. Metal workers in

general have experienced much difficulty during recent years

in obtaining adequate raw materials on account of War
conditions

.

Pottery which is pursued by the Kumhars and Hires
is of the simplest type. The Kumhars work on the wheel
while the Hires beat out the clay to a thin sheet and lay one
strip upon another till the vessel is complete. The pro-

ducts are meant to meet only local demands

.

Lime burning is another extensive cottage industry of

the Province. The condition of the cottage industries in
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the Province in general reqtdres improvement to a large

extent. It is gratifying that the Government have been

bestowing attention on this vital aspect of the industrial life

of the Assamese.

3, Industrial Co-operation

Though co-operative credit societies received much
attention in general in Assam, the need for organising non-

credit and industrial societies for giving economic relief to

the small artisans and producers did not go unnoticed.

Weavers’ co-operative societies may be mentioned as

the most important industrial co-operatives in the province.

As early as 1935 weavers’ co-operatives began to be

organised with a view to encourage handloom weaving

which is the most important cottage industry in Assam.

Though in the Assam Va:lley women are engaged in hand-

loom weaving as part-time work for producing cloth mainly

for self-use, yet in certain parts of the province the industry

is carried on for the market. Since foreign competition

threatened to kill the industry, the need for strengthening

it through co-operative) enterprise was realised. Much
progress was in evidence during the redent years. The
Co-operative Department evinced keen interest in intro-

ducing improved processes and appliances for weaving.

There were in 1941-1942, 31 weavers’ societies with 285

members in the Assam Valley. The members had 274 fly

shuttle looms which showed their interest in improved

methods of weaving. Many men also took to handloom

weaving as whole time occupation since it afforded possi-

bilities for regular business. The societies were financed

by central banks of the locality. The Government Emporium
supplied the necessary materials on hire purchase system
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and on joint security. The societies repaid in instalments

from sale proceeds of finished goods.

The societies are supervised by a Co-operative Weav-

ing Inspector assisted by some Demonstrators. New designs

are supplied to the societies usually by the supervisors . A
part of the production is sold locally. The Government

Emporium also places orders with the societies for goods

confonining to certain designs and speciffications . Hand-

loom cloth is finding increased demand chiefly due to the

co-operatives

.

The War has helped the weavers' co-operative move-

ment considerably by increasing the demand for co-opera-

tive handloom fabrics.

The Khasi Co-operative Weaving Society at Shillong is

imparting instruction in improved methods of weaving to

the Khasi girls. The society is progressive with an exten-

sive market.

The Assam Bell Metal Utensils Manufacturing Society

is in the Kamrup district. It was started in 1939 with a

view to revive bell metal industry. In 1942 there were

534 workers in the society out of a thousand families in the

locality. The share capital upto January 1941 was

Rs. 9,780. The society has progressed considerably during

the war though scarcity of raw material was a serious

handicap. The enterprise seems to open bright prospects

for bell metal work in the province.

Among the industrial co-operatives in Assam may be

mentioned co-operative milk societies. There were in 1942,

15 such societies out of which 5 were practically working.

The general supervision of these co-operatives was done by

Agricultural Department. The Gauhati Co-operative Milk

Societies' Union at Gauhati had four working milk socde-
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ties. This Union supplied milk to Gauhati town. In

1939-1940 it handled 1,02,616 lbs. of milk valued at

Rs . 8,394 as against 79,790 lbs . valued at Rs . 7,887 in the

previous year. The Union has a managing committee of

the representatives of the societies. It is one of the four

milk unions in the province. Next in importance to

Gauhati Union comes the Karimganj Union. The other two

Unions were reported to have failed financially.

Industrial co-operation on the whole holds out a bright

future for the province, if only a keen interest is taken by

the Government and the people.

India is a land of villages, and Government must

attach the greatest importance to the development of

cottage and small scale industries in order to ensure a

balanced economy. From their very nature, the develop-

ment of these industries must remain the responsibility of

the Provincial and State Governments, but it should be the

business of the Central Government to make continuous

efforts to make them ancillary to large scale industries.

Their healthy expansion depends on the provision of cheap

electrical power, provision of r<Jtw materials at economic

prices, organised marketing of their produce and develop-

ing the latest skill m arts and crafts for which the land

was once so famous.

DR, SHYAMA PRASAD MOOKERJEE
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IL BENGAL
1 • General Features

The partition of Bengal in 1905 was an event of

dissatisfaction to the whole country. This partition was

annulled in 1912 and Bengal was constituted a Governor’s

Province. It was reconstituted in 1921 under the Reforms

Scheme. It received Provincial Autonomy under the

Government of India Act 1935 with a bi-cameral legis-

lature, a Governor and a Cabinet of Ministers.

This autonomy began to work in 1937 under a coali-

tion ministry. The administration was taken up by the

Governor under Section 93 of the Government of India

Act for a time. Subsequently the Suhrawardy Ministry

came into power. In the division of India, West Bengal

forms part of the Indian Union while the East Bengal

goes into Pakistan.

Bengal was 77,521 sq. miles in area prior to partition.

Its population was 60.31 million in 1941. Bengali is the

chief language spoken by about 90 per cent, of the people.

About 33 million are Mahomedans, 24 million Hindus and
the rest Christians, etc.

The climate of Bengal is tropical. The average

annual rainfall is about 75 inches. The Ganges and the

Brahmaputra fertilize the whole region.

93 per cent, of the population live on agriculture

and allied industries. 85 per cent, of the world’s jute

and 50 per cent, of Indian tea and muqh of India’s rice

and wheat are produced in Bengal. Jute, timber and

fisheries and paper making are the chief large-scale

industries.
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Calcutta and Dacca are the chief cities. The revenue

of the Province in 1945-46 was about 107 crores and

expenditure 120 crores.

In the 86,000 villages of Bengal there are numerous

cottage industries many of which may be classed under art-

crafts and others under utilitarian-crafts.

2 . General Condition

1. Handspinning ,—Handspinning was once the pride

of Bengal, and so of India, but now not in a flourishing

condition. Cotton was formerly cultivated extensively

in several parts of Bengal, but during recent years cotton

cultivation has gone down due to the growing of other

commercial crops. The Chittagong Hill Tract is still the

chief cotton growing centre of the Province. Though a

large part of the cotton grown in the Province goes to

feed the mills of Bengal and elsewhere, a considerable

part of it is consumed by handspinners

.

Handspinning is a part time occupation mainly

for the women of the rural classes. In a few cases it is

a whole time occupation for women who are not fit for

other work. Such women make their living from spinning.

The counts spun range from Ss. to about 60.?. Dacca,

Santipore and Chittagong have been for long the chief

centres of cotton spinning. Dacca has been by far the

most important centre. In former days the spinners

of Dacca could spin out of local dotton subjected to a

special slivering process, fine yarn rising upto 500.?. out

of which the world famous Dacca muslins were woven.

The hostile attitude of the British dealt a death blow to

the art craft. The industry was almost extinct by the

first quarter of this century, but it received some impettis

II~2
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from the non-co-operation movement and the swadeshi

sentiment. There are a number of production centres in

the Province sucji as the Khadi Pratisthan of Sodepur.

Several attempts are being made by the Government of

Bengal to press the Charka into useful service in these

times of cloth scarcity. But the work so far turned out

is meagre considering the ancient conditions of the industry.

2. Handloom weaving ,—The weaving of cotton

fabrics from yams of cjoarse-tnediitm and fine counts is

-done in many districts such as Jessore, 24 Parganas,

Howrah, Dacca, Burdwan and Myinensing . The prin-

cipal castes engaged in weaving are the Tantis, the Jugis,

and the Jolas, The Tantis practically limit themselves to

weaving of all the finer qualities of cloth and have no

liking for agriculture; but the Jugis and Jolas who gener-

ally weave coarse cloth have agriculture as a secondary

occupation since coarse cloth weaving does not yield a living

wage usually.

Handloom weaving is largely a whole time occupation

in Bengal, 75 per cent, of the weavers pursuing it as

such and the rest as part time work.

Three types of looms are in use in the Provinde—the

throw shuttle loom, the fly shuttle loom, and the semi-

automatic loom. Some decades ago only throw shuttle

looms were used almost by all the weavers. Subsequently

due to the changed economic conditions caused by the first

wave of Swadeshi enthusiasm, the fly shuttle came into use.

There were in all 2,13,886 looms in the Province in 1921

and 2,00,000 looms in 1932. The number fell further to

1,42,461 looms in 1940. Of the looms existing in 1940

about 32 per cent, or 45,102 looms were throw-shuttle

looms and about 67 per cent, or 95,759 looms were fly*-
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shuttle ones. Of the semi-automatic type there are 1,600

looms in the Province.

The yarn that is used by the weavers ranges from Ss.

to 100^. generally. Dacca weavers were using 300^, to

400.y. yarn till before the recent war. The yarn was of

imported variety. Owing 'to the non-availability of the

imported superfine yarn, the weavers are at present using

the finest Indian yarn available.

Bengal has a rich variety of handloom produqts. The

most important of them are, sarees, dhoUes^ gamchas, chad-

dars, lungis and shirtings.

The muslins are the speciality fabrics of Bengal.

Dacca wan once the most celebrated production centre for

the world-famous Dacca muslins. But now the old art

craft is extinct. Instead, the centre produces muslins out

of mill yarn. Among the muslins the figured variety also

known as Jamdanis are th^e best fabrics. The ornamenta-

tion is done during the process of weaving by inserting an

extra coloured weft into 'the cloth to form the figure or

ornamentation, the design of which is drawn on paper

as a guide to the weaver. The cloth is begun as in the

case of an ordinary cloth but as the weaving goes on, the

weaver refers to his paper design and at the proper place,

he takes his needle and coloured weft thread and works out

the pattern into the cloth. Two persons generally work
together to save time and labour. Two most important

kinds of Jamdanis are Shehorga Jamdani and Taladar

Jamdani .

The weavers in many cases are in the clutches of

heparis and mahajans who advance them moneys and

'exploit their labour.
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The weaving industry has during the recent years given

scope for the co-operative movement . There are at present

1,500 Weavers’ Co-operatives in the Province, The

weavers’ co-operative movement is doing its best to im-

prove the industry and the workers. The Bengal Govern-

ment also have endeavoured to improve the industry by or-

ganising Demonstration Parties in the Province and train-

ing weavers in improved processes.

The War and the aftermath have, however, wrought

havoc to the cloth industry of Bengal. Handloom weaving

suffered severely due to lack of yarn while the demand for

doth and the price of cloth rose high. The demand for

cloth can be judged from the fact that during 1945 and

1946 there were very large exports of sarees, dhoties

and lungis from the production centres in the Madras

Province. Dealers who exported cloth to and sold cloth

in Bengal cleared huge profits since the margin of profit

was in many cases as high as 40 to 50 per cent . The hand-

loom industry of Bengal badly needs rehabilitation at the

earliest time.

3. Jute spinning and weaving .—Jute spinning and

weaving is more important as a cottage industry in Bengal

than elsewhere in India. Jute is grown in abundance in the

Province. While the bulk of jute production goes to the

mills, a considerable part is turned into cloth on cottage

basis. Some Hindus known as Kapalis and some Muslims

are engaged in the industry as a hereditary occupation.

They either grow their own raw material or purchase it.

The women spin the jute fibre into yarn by means of a

takko or spindle. One seer of jute can be spun in a day.

Men convert this twine into cloth or ropes. The gunny

cloth is woven on a primitive loom generally as a part time
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work. Women also weave during their leisure hours.

The workers are financed by mahajans. Gunny bags and

-quilts are made out of rough twine and sails out of fine

spun thread. The bags arc usually 27 by 72" in size,

each bag requiring 54 seer of jute twine. One bag can be

produced per day on an average by a family.

The rope generally consists of 3 strands. The strands

are spun into length by means of revolving spindles placed

horizontally between two bamboos and rotated by hand.

The finished products are used by sailing vessels and there

is a fair demand for these ropes. Dacca, Hooghly,

Backerganj, Rangapur, and Chittagong are the chief dis-

tricts for this industry.

During recent years the Government have endeavoured

to introduce and popularise improved jute spinning appli-

ances among workers. Jute Weaving Demonstration

Parties were also sent by the Government Industries

Department for training weavers in improved weaving.

Much more propaganda is required for improving the

industry,

4. Silk Industry ,—^As important as the jute cottage

industry is the silk industry of Bengal. An ancient in-

dutry like cotton weaving, silk manufacture is pursued at

present in many parts of Bengal such as Malda, Chittagong,

Birbhulm, Murshidabad and Dacca.

Four kinds of silk are in use in the Province. Mulberry,

Mug, Tasar and Eri silk.

There were about 1940 some 14,426 silk handlooms
producing annually 1,00,^000 yards valued at

Us. 60,00,000, forming 10 per cent, of the total produc-

tion of the whole country.

13
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Silk worm rearing is done in many districts like

Malda, Murshidabad, Nadia, Rajshahi, Bogra and Mid-

napore. Mulberry cultivation is receiving increased

attention: for instance mulberry cultivation was 46,548

bighas in 1944-45 as against 38,348 bighas in the previous

year. Cocoon rearing received impetus as a result of the

War. The cocoon rearers got their supply of seed from

three sources, vi^.y Government nurseries of which there

are seven in Bengal, (at Berhampore and Piasbari) ; selected

rearers ; and ordinary rearers . The Government are taking

a keen interest in rearing by emplopng Peripatetic

seed exalminers and by organising Rearing Demonstration

Centres at Malda, Murshidabad and Birbhum. This has

improved the quality of the seed. The quantity of

cocoons reared amounted to 29,15,047 kahans valued at

about Rs. 1^16,46,431 in 1944-45. Reeling is done in

all the silk worm rearing districts. The industry, parti-

cularly in Malda, is in the hands of Mong women. The

Country ghats are used largely for silk reeling. The reelers

procure cocoons frdm hats or rearers and reel the silk by

the heated basin process. The reelers stock their cocoons.

But for the purpose they are mostly in the hands of

Marwaris and beparies. Most of the silk is exported

outside the districts. The Government of Bengal have

taken keen interest in scientific silk reeling. Hence they

organised six Reeling Demonstration Parties in Malda,

Murshidabad and Bankura Districts for training reders in

the production of war silk.

A considerable part of the silk that is produced in the

Province is woven in the Province itself. The Weavetl
belong to the Hindu and Muslim communities* The

H
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Mongs are a sub caste engaged in silk industry. Silk weav-

ing is a part-tiltne occupation in villages and a whole time

one in towns and cities. Silk is purchased direct from the

reelers and beparies and converted into cloth. The

weaving is done largely on ordinary looms; but there are

many fly shuttle looms also. The varieties of silk cloth

produced are sarees, dhoties, thans, lungis and chaddars.

Pure silk weaving is found chiefly in Malda District.

Other varieties of cloth produced are called Matkas

and Kataris. Matka cloth is cloth produced from yarn of

pierced cocoons. This yarn is spun on takkos or spin-

dles and hence is not quite uniform. So the product is

coarse. Tantis are engaged in it as part-time workers.

Katari weaving is the weaving of fine coloured fabrics with

silk and cotton yam ; usually red, yellow, deep blue, patched

yellow silk and black cotton yarn are used. Muslims are

largely ^engaged in this industry, particularly in Malda
District.

A considerable part of the silk cloth produced, parti-

cularly Tasar and Mug is for self-use locally. Mjuch silk

of the fine variety is exported outside the Province.

The War gave an impetus to the silk industry since

silk was largely required for parachutes. Consequently

cocoons sold at Rs. 180 to Rs. 200 a maund though the

control rate was only Rs. 115. 72,876 maimds of cocoons

were produced in 1944-45 and 50,000 lbs. of silk was
supplied for War purposes in that year. The Government
opened a Silk Conditioning House at Calcutta for testing

and grading and certifying grades of silk. The industry

holds out a bright prospect in the post war period.

5. Embroidery .—Embroidery is an art-craft which
is largely pursued in the Province especially in Dacca,
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Murshidabad, Hoogly and Howrah Districts. It ihl

IttosUy part-time work done by women and in a few casea

l^^men during their spare tiine. The workers are chiefly

Iddslims. Embroidery is done for the market by workers

of the lower classes and for self-use by women of the higher

dieses.

Embroidery in general consists in working out on a

piece of cotton, silk or wool some designs like flowers,

fruits, birds and other conventional designs, with a needle

and silk or cotton thread or gold and silver lace. Phulbati,

Zarodosi and Kamdani are some of the important types of

embroidery. Sarees, bed-covers, table runners, door cui>

tains, table-cloths, turbans, handkerchiefs, caps and horj|0

trappings are produced with an aesthetic effect by the ent*

broiderer.

The Indian market for the embroidered goods is onl^,

Iknited. The products are largely exported outside tho

country.

Dacca Embroidery is a class by itself. Its pecuIiariQr

is that it is never done with cotton dtread but silk even

cotton and mixed weave cloths. Either mulberry Of

trt^g silk thread is used. Another peculiarity of Dacca

mrork is that the outlines of designs are block printed on

doth. There are two varieties of embroidery done gt

Dacca, «^., Chikan work proper and Kasida. The fufl*

idamental difference between the two is that while in th*'

Ipriner the designs are worked out in twisted silk threads

lift the latter work is done with untwisted Mug silk thread,

Ifhe Tantis, Godlas, Pohi, Baniks and Shakos are engaged

in this occupation as spare time work for supplertie«fi«3jr||

aatmmgs. The karikars (actual cottagt workers)

financed by the makajan (cnpitalists)
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who distribute cloth, thread and designs

aiittong the karikars and pay them for their work by the

jpiecet The products were largely exported abroad m
formen years.

The foreign markets for the embroidered products

^Stiffered heavily during the recent war but a home market

was however created for a considerable part of the product

due to the presence of military personnel in the country.

Now after the war, efforts are slowly being made to revive

the foreign markets.

6. Metal work ,—^The Province is noted for metal

work which comprises both utilitarian types sudi as brass,

bell-metal and copper work and blacksmithy and artistic

type like gold and silver smithy, filigree work and bidfi

work.

Brass and bell-metal work and copper smithy are seen

in all the districts, particulady, Calcutta, Midnapore,

Murshidabad, Bankura, Birbhum, Dacca, Malda, Dinaj-

pore, Rajshahi, Noakhali and Chittagong. Hindu sub-

^castes like Kansaris and several Muslims are engaged in this

WOtk. Work is done both as a home industry where the

fathily works with unpaid apprentices and on the

system with paid assistants. The gata system

1ab0Uf> exchange of labour with fellow workers is

The raw material used is generally in the form

uf *i|M^W-roUed metal sheets. A considerable part of

mal^^tial is procured in the shape of old vessels which

Wd away or exchanged by public The heparts (small

deiilers) pbtain such materials and supply them to the

k^hafchns who supply thdm in their turn to the workers

Ve^meiting and working into vessels

.
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Goods are produced both by casting metal in moulds and

turning them and by hammering out metal plates into

vessels. Re-melted brass is usually cast in moulds. Ball

metal is not beaten to shape but only cast in moulds. The

goods that are produced are generally ihalis, dekehis, lotas,

badnas (cap moulds) and other vessels and lamp and haoka

stands. The goods which are mostly utensils are meant

for domestic use and therefore have local sale. The Hindus

generally use brass and bell-metal ware and Muslims

copper ware. The inside of vessels required for kitchen

use is tinned by a class of professional tinkers called

Kalliwalas,

TJi<‘ w^orkers are in the clutches of the mahajans who
finance them.

The industry suffered considerably during War for

want of imported raw material which largely fed the in-

dustry before the War. It is still in large need of re-

habilitation due to persistent lack of enough raw material.

Blacksmithy is found in every part of the Province.

The chief occupation of the blacksmith is the repair of

agricultural and other tools and implements. In fonmer
days he used to manufacture on a large scale daos, sickles,

axes, spades, nails, bolts, hammers, and numerous agri-

dultural implements. Some made even cutlery, guns and
padlocks. But the advent of imported iron ware hit thfe in-

dustry very hard. Though the War stopped foreign com-
petition the blacksmith is handicapped by the formidable

competition of the local factory made wares . Consequently

he 3s forced to be a repairer only.

Of the artistic metal industries gold and silver stnithy

is the most important. These workers are found in every

part of the Province, especially in towns and cities. They

i8
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produce ornaments of gold and not only ornaments but

utensils, caskets and trophies, etc., out of silver. Due to

pressure of work in former years there had been some

specialisation like wire drawing or ribbon plate drawing

in a small machine to supply basic material for ornamental

work. Lapidary work or stone grinding is also one speciali-

sed type of work. The stones polished by lapidaries are

used for gem setting. The high prices of gold and silver

during recent years have made it difficult to purchase much
gold and silver. Yet, during the same period fashion has

brought in many new designs. Consequently the smiths

are engaged in making new patterns out of old articles by
remelting them.

Filigree work is a special type of ornamental metal

work done in predious metals in particular. Dacca is the

chief centre for it. Two classes of Hindus known as

Swarna Banks and Kannakars and many Muslims are

engaged in this work which produces barcelets, necklaces,

earrings, aUar dans, and the like.

Another important part of artistic metal work of

Bengal is bidri work which consists in inlaying of silver

with a kind of copper. This is seen in Murshidabad.

7 . Wood work .—The wood work of Bengal is both
of the utilitarian and artistic types . Among the utili-

tarian types the most important are building works, carri-

age building, packing case making, boat and ship building

,

loom manufacture and repair work . Affiong the artistic type
the most important are cabinet making, picture framing,
wood carving and hooka making.

Employment as carpenters in building work is the
commonest for these artisans. Some of the carpenters
engage themselves especially during the slack season in
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repair work or packing case making out of deal wood.

Carriage building was fortnerly a thriving cottage industry

but the advent of automobiles has hit it hard.

Cabinet and furniture making is at present employing

a very large section of the wood workers. The demand

for wooden furniture has of late increased considerably.

It is significant that though in former years this industry

was managed by European firms it is now very largely in

the hands Indian businessmen. These industries are found

in almost all the districts. Some of the ' carpenters are

engaged in the manufacture of looms for weavers.

One of the most important small industries of the

Province is boat making. This is pursued chiefly in

Calcutta, Tipperah, Chittagong, Dacca and Backerganj Dis-

tricts. The sub-castes engaged in this work are Sutradhars

and Nama sudras, A number of Muslims also are engaged

in boat making. There is a large variety in the shape and

size of boats built. Some of the important types of boats

are dingles, house boats, sarangas, gadus, (fishing boats)

and jalayanos (deep sea fishing boats) .

Of the artistic type of wood work cabinet and furni-

ture making of quality finish is by far the commonest in the

Province. These pieces are sometimes exquisitely carved

unlike the ordinar}^ pieces of furniture available all over.

Wood carving of a general type for windows, screens and

doorways is found here and there. There are numerous

institutions where wood carving is well developed. Sri

Niketan of the Visvabharati is the most important of thjem.

Hooka making is an art craft which has an antiquity

and a name. Hookas are made in Districts like Calcutta,

Howrah and Tippera. The Hooka cups are made of

‘Coooanut shells cut into two and dried carefully. Ordinary

20
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ones are made out of shells of Dacca, Backerganj and

Noakhali Districts and other local produce. But the conical

variety is made out of shells of cocoanuts imported from

Ceylon and Cochin. A special decoction is used to dye

the shells and make thdm dark in colour. Hooka stems

are turned out in Mujaffarpur. There is a large demand

for these hookas all over Northern India.

Among the art crafts of Bengal may be mentioned

picture fraiming for whidi Calcutta and Dacca are the most

important centres. This industry has been flourishing

during recent years due to an increase in the public taste

for pictures. This is engaging a fairly large number of

artisans

.

8. Tanning and leather goods manufacture .

—

Leather tanning is a very important industry in many parts

of the Province. Its chief centres are Calcutta, Birbbum,

Dacca, Rajshahi
,
Burdwan, Bankura , Maldah and Chitta-

gong districts. The workers engaged in it arc generally

Kashais (who arc Muslims) and Charmakars and Chamars.

A number of Rishi families are engaged in it in the Dacca

district. There were alsO' many Chinese tanners, parti-

cularly in chrome tanning. Tanning in Bengal varies

widely from rough curing and partial tanning to high class

tanning and chrome leather manufacture. The raw material

consists of cow and buffalo hides and sheep and calf

skins. These hides and skins are collected from slaughter

houses and from individual dealers. The tanning materials

used are salt, lime, babul and myrabolams. The tanning

establishments are generally small, each having some
twelve pits and two unhairing and fleshing beams. Some
tanneries are tiled while many of them are thatched buildings.

The hides are first cured with salt. They are soaked

m water and put in lime pits, thie liquor being strengthened
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on alternate days by the addition of fresh lime. The tanning

is done by the bag process. After treating the hides in

liquors for about a week, they are sewn up in the form of

a bag and hung up and filled with crushed bark solution.

This process is very slow and formerly extended over a

period of one to six months; but it is now quicker.

The Department of Industries, Bengal have taken

interest in the development of tanning. Research is con-

ducted and demonstrations are organised by sending

Peripatetic Demonstration Parties to moffusil places to

train the tanners in improved methods of tanning. Some
of the students have even started cottage tanneries.

The leather that is tanned is consumed largely in Bengal

itself. Superior varieties arc exported to other provinces.

The tanned leather is used for leather goods manu-
facture in districts like Calcutta, Birbhum, Bankura,
Burdwan, Maldah and Chittagong. Moochis and Charmakars
and Cliinese shoe makers are engaged in this work. The
manufactures consist of shoes, slippers, belts, purses,

suit cases, portmanteaus, harness and saddlery, bellows

and even drums of high quality. The work is generally done
on cottage or home basis, a family turning out on an aver-

age about 20 [)airs of shoes a month. The goods have
local sales generally, the finer varieties being exported to

other provinces.

The Department of Industries has a leather goods mak-
ing section which trains students in improved design and
work. Demonstrations are also given by these trainees

and small shoe making establishments are run by some
students. Names and addresses and approxitnate monthly

out-turns of the shoe makers in Calcutta and Howrah area
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have been compiled and a scheme for helping them has been

drawn

.

Glue making is an important side industry, of the tan-

ners. Glue is made out of fleshings and the product is

receiving increasing popularity,

9., Pottery ,—Pottery is seen in Bengal both as a utili-

tarian industry and an art craft. In the former form it

is found everywhere in the province, particularly in Howrah,

Khulna, Burdwan, Birbhum, Dacca, Chittagong, Backer-

ganj, Tipperah, and Noakhali districts . Communities known

as Kumars and Kumbhakars are engaged in this industry..

The chief raw materials, clay and sand, are purchased by

the potters in some districts like Dacca. Production is

carried on with the primitive potter's wheel. The wares

that are turned out are baked in a kiln by using clieap fuel

.

Coal is used in Burdwan district. About 5 maunds of coal

is required for baking some hundred and twenty large

earthen vessels. The breakage in baking is 20 to 25 per

cent. The wares have local sales generally. Beparies

purchase them and sell them for cash or grain in places

where the production is small.

The wares turned out are chiefly cooking vessels,

water pots, jars,, tobacco pots, hookas and crude tea oups.

The cooking vessels of Patihal and jars of Shakrail in

Howrah district and Kallygunge in Khulna district have a

name. The best wares are said to be made in Burdwan
district on the banks of the Bhagirathi where the clay is

particularly suitable for the manufacture of durable potter.

The black earth jars of Khulna district are good for

storing oil and grain. The pottery industry has suffered

much due to the popularity of metal utensils among Hindus
and enamel ware among the Muslims.
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Tile and brick making is an important branch of the

potter’s job. This is usually a supplementary occupation

and even some Muslims who are primarily agriculturists arc

engaged in it, as a side job. Howrah, Chittagong, Tipperah

and Noakhali are important districts for these manufactures

;

and the roofing tiles of Jhapardah in Howrah district are

noted.

Among the artistic wares may be mentioned the ear-

then toys of Krishnagar and Kulgadi and images of Backer-

ganj . Decorated or ornamental pottery of graceful form

is produced at Sasaram and Siwan. The vessels are baked

in earthen jars to prevent contact with flames. They

thus become black when baked and arc then glazed with a

mixture of clay and fuller's earth.

Porcelain or white earthen ware and superior glazed

ware arc rather rare in the Province, probably for, want of

suitable clay, and the custom of changing earthen vessels

often among the Hindus.

10. Paper making .—Paper making was a very im-

portant cottage industry in Bengal about the beginning of

the century. A number of villages in Hoogbly, Dacca and
Chittagong districts were engaged in this work. The
advent of machine made paper has affected it very much,

Yet in spite of large mills like the Titaghur Paper Mills,

hand paper industry is found at some centres in the

province. Several educational institutions and some cottage

industrial centres like the Seva Sangh of Contai in

Midnapore district, paper making is taught as an import-

ant handicraft.

At several places this is only a supplementary occu-

pation. For four or five months in winter paper is made
and in sulmmer and rainy seasons, agricultural work is

attended to.
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Waste paper cuttings from book-binders, etc., are

largely used as raw material. Other raw materials are

rags, old“gunny cloths or fibres. Old fishing nets of simn-

hemp are also used though some what rarely. Jute fibre is

much in use in Dacca district. The process of manu-

facture is the same as in other provinces . About 4 maunds

of raw material can be worked up into paper by a family

in a month. Where jute fibre is used three men can pro-

duce 5 or 6 reams of paper in a week. The varieties that

are generally produced consist of document paper, kite

paper and blotting paper. During the recent war, there

has been increased demand, even for writing paper. Con-

sequently, hand-made paper industry had much opportunity

to meet the demand to some extent . The demand for hand-

made paper having at present fallen, it has to be seen how
far the industry would be able to hold its own in future.

Its market for superior varieties of paper not required for

book-printing may continue without a set back. The All-

Indih Village Industries Association, Wardha, is doing its

best to revive the cottage industry and place it on a firm

footing

.

11. Soap making .—Soap making was foiTnerly a

very important cottage industry in districts like Calcutta,

Dacca, Chittagong and Noakhali. The advent of foreign

soaps and the expansion of factory soap manufacture
affected the cottage industry. But during the neent war
due to increased demand for toilet goods, the industry had
a chance to expand. A number of cottage industrial

establishments for soap making were started during the
I'ecent years.

The raw materials used are cocoanut oil, ground-nut
oh, mowa oil, animal fat and soda. Some soap makers use
injurious ingredients like soda silicate, kaolin and chalk as

II—

4
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fillers in the production of cheap and inferior soaps. The

process of soap making is not yet up to date at all centres,

though it is not as primitive as before. The Department

of Industries is talcing interest in the development of soap

making by organising demonstration j^arties in improved

processes. There are numerous soap making units in and

around cities like Calcutta and Dacca . The soap produced

is of the washing and toilet varieties. The products have

generally local sale but the superior varieties often have a

market outside the district and province. The All-India

Village Industries Association is doing its best to popu-

larise the production of soap from indigenous raw materials

like the fuller's earth.

12. Ivory, horn and conchshcll work .—These indus-

tries fonii an important group of the minor art crafts in

Bengal

.

A. Ivory worL.—Calcutta, Murshidabad, Rangapur,

Districts are noted for ivory work. The material is

bought by workers in the Calcutta market. Formerly a work-

shop consumed about 150 lbs. of ivory a year. During

the early years of the last war, there was slump for ivory

goods. But during the later years the demand in-

creased due to the coming of many European and other

military officers. Ornamental images, bangles, combs,

necklaces, caskets and buttons, paper weights are made
out of ivory. Bengal has always been famous for its

ivory carving the peculiar feature of which is the minute-

ness of the work, which requires about 80 different tools.

The goods have a market extending over the whole of

India, There is some competition with the goods of U.P,,
Madras and the Punjab.

B . Horn work .—Dacca, Rangapur and Calcutta arc

some of the important districts, for horn work. Many
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Muslims are engaged in this work. Buffalo and deer

horn is used as raw material. It is purchased locally from

dealers. About 15 to 20 maunds of horn used to be

consumed by each workshop annually during the recent

years. The workers purchase 2 to 3 maunds of horn at

a time.

Combs are generally made out of horn. The workers

cut out of the hollow portion with a hand-saw and sell

away the solid portion to button and toy makers. This

hollow portion is heated on charcoal fire and flattened into

horn plates. Combs arc cut out of these plates with a

hand-saw and polished with char-coal powder and oil.

About 40 combs can be made in 2 or 3 days out of 7 or

8 seers of horn.

Buttons, snuff-boxes and small toys are made out of

these solid horns. The tools required are lathe, bow,

drill, chisels, etc. Buttons are cut out of solid pieces by

means of revolving lathe and chisels. Kharms (wooden

sandals studded with horn pieces) and bangles are also made
of horn. The market for horn goods is mostly in the

province itself.

C. Conch-shell work.—Bankura, Tipperah and Dacca

are the most important districts for conch-shell work.

Dacca is an old centre for donch-shell bangles. In fact,

it is the demand of Hindu women for such bangles that has

kept the industry alive.

A sub-caste known as Shankharies is engaged in conch-

shell work. The shells are bought by the workers generally

from Calcutta dealers who import them from Cochin and

Madras and also obtain supplies from local fisheries. The
workers in Tipperah district get shells from the fisher-men

who carry on pearhfisheiy^ in Meghna river. The tooils

used are usually a circular saw, polishing files and knives.
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The products consist of churls, buttons, bracelets, bangles,

chains, rings and small images. After the shell has been

cut into rings, the outer surface is polished by rubbing

against a flat sand stone and the inner side by rubbing

against a such covered mandril. From one shell usually

four bangles are made but some times even 6 or 8 are made

according to the sizes of the shells. Superior bangles are

set with pearls, rubies, etc.

Out of these spirals, beads are made. The filings and

chippings are used for making lime.

The peculiarity of the Dacca shell industry is that the

different stages in the process of the manufacture of the

bangles are done by separate workers. The products of

conch-shell work have an extensive market covering the

whole province and the neighbourhood.

13. Fishing ,—Fishing is a very important occupation

of the fishermen of the sea-side and river-side villages.

Jessore, Dacca, llackerganj, Chittagong and Tipperah dis-

tricts are the most important districts for the fishing in-

dustry. The nets are usually made by the fishermen them-

selves. In districts like Chittagong, some Muslims also

make them as supplementary occupation, their pritnary

occupation being agriculture. The nets are made either

of hemp twine or of cotton yarn spun into twine of 3

strands by means of a spindle (takko) . The nets on being

woven are immersed in a decoction of gab fruit and oil to

make them water-proof. There are various kinds of nets,

such as Phandajal (a long narrow net for Phanda fish),

Tanajal (a drag net), Behandijal (a big stake net), and
Phelan (a small conical net) . Net making is a family in-

dustry in which the women and children also do work during

spare time. There is an export of nets from some centres,

by some beparis or mahajans.
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The Jalias, Malos and Nikaris are engaged in fishing

industry.

Fish forms a very important item of food of the

Bengalis, It is consuimed mostly in fresh state. The sur-

plus catch is preserved by salting and drying by the fisher-

men in fish curing yards. The varieties of fish caught in-

clude prawns and sharks.

Shark oil is manufactured from the shark particularly

during the rains. The oil is prepared in a crude manner by

boiling down the lever of the fish, in an earthen jar or an

iron pan. The yield is 5 to 10 maunds a month during July

to October. Fish oil has now an increasing demand for

medicinal purposes.

The Department of Industries, Bengal, is taking a keen

interest in developing the industry which forms a very

important source of food. A number of fish curing yards

are opened and improved methods of fishing and curing are

introduced among fishermen.

14. Gur & Sugar making ,—Gur and sugar making is

a very important industry of Bengal. It is found chiefly

in Calcutta, Birbhum, Dacca, Chittagong, Backerganj, and

Noakhali districts. In districts like Calcutta and Dacca,

gur and sugar is made out of sugarcane juice, while in dis-

tricts like Backerganj, it is made out of date palm juice.

Gur is made by the crude process of boiling the juice in

open pans. In places where sugar is made out of gur, the

-cottage industrial system is in evidence. The sugar that

is produced as cottage industry has a market but gur is

considered to be superior to sugar in quality. Factory sugar

has tended to replace gur and cottage sugar industry. Yet
popular sentiment being in favour of the cottage industrial

product, the latter is able to hold its own.
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15. Paddy husking and flour milling.—Paddy husk-

ing and rice milling are seen in all districts. Rice is the

staple food of the people. The advent of the rice mills has

hit cottage industry very hard. Mill rice eating has become

a fashion of the rich and the poor in many parts of the

country. But of late medical research having pointed out

the superiority of hand-pounded rice and hand-milled flour,

many people are again taking to the consumption of hand

produced rice and flou,r. Paddy husking is still done by

means of the crude 'wooden lever which is placed horizont-

ally and is supported by two upright posts placed in the

ground on which pivots the horizontal leveri rests. This

lever is actuated by a woman pressing on the end nearest

the pivots with one of her feet, thus lifting the other end

and allowing it to come down sharply on the paddy as

soon as the pressure of the foot is withdrawn. In some

places paddy hulking is done by means of a wooden chakki.

Stone chakki is used for flour milling. The All India

Village Industries Association, Wardha, is doing useful

work in popularising hand-produc|ed rice and flour.

16. Oil pressing

.

—Oil pressing is seem chiefly in dis-

tricts like Calcutta, Chittagong, Backerganj, Tipperah and

Noakhali. Kiilos are engaged in oil pressing. Oil is ex-

tracted by means of ordinary ghanis from gingelly castor

and mustard seeds and cocoanut kernels. In Noakhali

district oil is extracted from a fruit called punnal, which

grows in Sandip island in the district. Punnal oil industry

is an old one, carried on by the local Muslims . The oil was
formerly used for lighting, but now it is used in soap

making. The oil finds a ready market in the province it-

self. Oil mills have been offering a keen competition, but
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propaganda regarding the superioi;ity of ghani oil has

helped the cottage industry much in holding its own.

The Department of Industries, Bengal has conducted

some research into the possibilities of improving oil

milling and refining and into the utilisation of oil in the

soap industry. The result of the research and the demon-

stration should help the oil pressing industry to develop.

17. Salt industry .—Salt is manufautured by rural

workers on a cottage basis along the coastal belt of the

province. The chief districts are Midnapore, 24 Parganas

and Chittagong. The production is carried on by the

open field system, ‘where salt water is allowed to dry up in

the sun. The salt workers are greatly handicapped by

flood and rains by which that part of the province is often

affected. During the recent Bengal famine the salt workers

of Midnapore and 24 Parganas suffered much. With a

view to render relief to the salt workers during rain, flood

and famine, the Department of Industries, Bengal launched

a scheme for warehousing salt manufactured by rural workers

on cottage basis. The scheme was given effect to in

Midnapore and 24 Parganas and later extended to Chitta-

gong. There are at present at least 16 warehouses operating

in the maritime districts of Bengal. During 1Q44-45

about 69,000 maunds of salt was collected at the warehouses.

Samples of cottage salt are collected by the Special

Officers, and analysed to determine the percentage of

common salt (Sodium chloride) and proportions of foreign

elements. The villagers are taught modified methods with

a view to improve the quality of salt. Samples of salt

earth also are analysed and the villagers are instructed in

the matter extracting salt from it.
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3. Industrial Co-operation.

Though in Bengal agriculture dominates as a

means of employment yet the cottage industries play an

important part in national economy. Apart from a large

number of artisans who take to a particular industry for

generations, the peasantry has to fall back on small indus-

tries during the period of seasonal unemployment. It is

very difficult to ascertain with any degree of accuracy the

nuniber of artisans in each of the following classes of cottage

industries in the Province:

—

(f) Industries with cotton, jute, silk and wool:

—

spinning and weving.

(n) Industries with metals:—blacksmithy, brass

work, etc.

(in) Industries with wood :—carpentry, toymaldng,

etc.

(iv) Industries with leather:—shoe-making, bag-

making, tanning, etc.

(v) Industries with earth and sand :—pottery,

brick making, etc.

(vi) Miscellaneous:—paper-making, button making,

conch-shell working, mat-making, etc.

Since the publication of the Industrial Commission

Report in 1918, atteimpts were made to organize co-opera-

tive societies among artisans. For instance the Co-

operative Department organized many Co-operative Indus-

trial Unions with weavers' societies as their constituents at

some important weaving centres. But the progress of

cottage industries on co-operative lines was not very en-

couraging; for the Unions not having enough business ex-
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perience simply aided the societies by supplying credit

without giving any teclinical advice or guidance. A com-

plete re-orieaitation of the position was, however, made

with the Government of India grant for the development of

handloom industr}^. The Unions began to help the pri-

maries in the supply of raAv materials and finance, intro-

duction of improved looms and weaving patterns, improved

methods of dyeing yarn and weavang cloth, and aJso in mar-

keting the finished cloth. "Jlie old moribund societies thus

not only imceived a new lease f>f life but a vast expansion

of activities in connection with the (]evelo]nnent of hand-

loom industry Avas recorded. The r)e[)artment carefully

reviewed the work of ihr. 1 Unions wliile distributing the

Govcrnment grant

.

As the present industrial activities on co-opcTative

basis are more or less conhned to handloom industry. A
detailed report is given below :—

•

Ihere are at ])rest‘nt 3 elasNcvs of co-oj)erati\a‘ organi-

sations in the rroAonce:— (1 ) Primary societies, (2) Unions

and (3) Provincial Co-operative Tiidustrial Society, Ltd.

(1) Primary societies:—Ihe area of operation of a

primary society is generally a single village union or

thana. Its membership which is open to bonafide weavers

only ranges from 20 to 200. There are, however, a few

exceptions: for instance, the Bikramporc Co-o})erat ive

Weavers’ society, I.td., and the Mynieiisingh Co-(;perati ve

Weavers’ Society, Idd., have a large nKMubership consist-

ing of weavers; and they operate independently. The smaller

primaries are affiliated to Ihiions. Thes(‘ primaries are

of both limited and unlimited liability. The primaries are

mostly dependent upon the LTnions for supply ol raw

materials, technical advice and marketing facilities.

II—

5
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At present there are over 1,500 primary societies in

the Province.

(2) Unians .—These Unions are situated at im-

portant weaving centres. Their membership is open to

societies as well as individuals. They are of limited lia-

bility with an area of operation extending over a sub-

division or district. The objects of the Union are to

encourage collective production and disposal of goods, to

finance the affiliated primary societies, to organise co-

operative societies among weavers, to supervise and guide

the primary societies in all matters.

The Unions are provided with small grants for pur-

chasing semi-automatic looms, jacquard looms, etc. They
also have a special fund for supplying improved weaving

appliances to weavers on easy instalment system. Througli

their weaving supervisors they demonstrate to weavers the

manner of working improved apparatus. They also have

dyeing equipment for dyeing yarn for weavers and to

teach improved methods of dyeing. Their weaving

supervisors help tlie weavers in introducing new designs,

colour schemes, etc., under the guidance of an expert

textile designer attached to the Provincial Society.

The Unions have done mucli help to the weavers in the

matter of supplying raw materials. The Marketing Officer

secures large-scale orders for the Unions. After pro-

ducing the goods through the primaries the Unions arrange

to execute the orders through the Marketing Officer. There

are at present 22^ Co-operative Industrial Unions com-

prising more than 1,500 primary societies with a total

membership of roughly 1,25,000 weavers.

The total working capital of the Unions is about

Rs. 1,250 lakhs. The Unions sold yarn worth Rs. 152
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crores to their constituents and sold cloth worth Rs. 136

crores during 1946. The Union at Maldah has as its

object the development of indigenous silk while the others

are concerned with handloom cotton weaving. The Union

at Bagerhat (Kihulna) has a weaving mill of its own. There

are both handlooms and power-looms. It has also got a

calendering and sizing machine which has been provided

at Government cost. The most important handloom

centres are Dacca,, Narayanganj, Santipore, Serarnpore,

Chowmohani, Pabna and almost all the weavers of these

centres are affiliated to qo-operative weavers’ organi-

zations there.

3. Provincial Co-operaUve Industrial Society Ltd .

—

This is federation of all unions and important societies,

with membership open to individuals also. It surplies

raw materials to the Unions and carries on propaganda

work for popularising handloom products for which it

receives an annual vSubsidy from Government. The

Provincial society is also an emporium of handloom pro-

ducts where a large quantity of superior goods is disposed

of to individual consumers and dealers.

With a view to help the Unions in technical and busi-

ness matters a Special Assistant Registrar has been ap-

pointed out of the Government of India grant and has

been given technical staff consisting of 13 weaving super-

visors, 6 w^eaving experts, 1 marketing officer, 1 textile

designer and 2 canvassers. 8 experts and 12 supervisors

have recently been added to the staff.

It may be said that at least 50 per cent, of the

weavers of Bengal are in the co-operative fold. Though

a very large number of weavers are outside the co-opera-

tive movement it is gratifying to note that most of the
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weavers in the most important weaving centres like

Dacca, Pabna, Tangail, Kusthia, Chowmohani, Chitta-

gong, etc., are co-operatively organized. The fairly satis-

factory progress of weavers’ co-operative movement in the

Province is due to three factors: (1) War orders: During

the recent war period when the textile position was bad

the Co-operative Department undertook to supply textile

goods worth Rs. 75 laklis through its co-operatives. The

Government supplied the necessary raw materials and

also advanced a sum of Ks. 5 lakhs. 'Phis gave employ-

ment to numerous weavers who were until then not able

to ply their looms for want of yarn. (2) Rehabilitation:

As a measure of relief to the. artisans who had been hit by

farnine the Government endeavoured toi give employment

to weavers through co-opcrativT societies. Thus many
weavers’ co-operatives came into existence. (3) Control

of yarn: Agency was given to weavers’ co-operatives for

distribution oi \arn. This encouraged weavers to

join co-operatives since membership ensured a regular

supply of yarn.

“The salvafum of cotfage inchisirh's not subsidiary

to agriculture lies in co-operation

—THE BENGAL BANKING ENQUIRY
COMMITTEE
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HI. BIHAR
1. Genicral Features

Bihar became a separate province under a Lieutenant

Governor in 1912. In 1921 it bccairne a Governor's pro-

vince under the constitutional reforms of 1919. It received

autonomy under the Government of India Act of 1935 with

a bi-cameral legislature, a Governor and a Cabinet of

Ministers. There are numerous feudatory states in and

around Bihar. In 1937 the Lrovincial autonomy came into

effect with Congress Ministry whidi resigned in 1941 giving

place to Advisers' regime under Section 93 of the Act.

After the war, popular Government again came into exis-

tence in 1946 under the Congress Ministry. In the division

of India, Bihar forms a part of the Indian Lfnion.

The province is 69,950 sq, miles in area with a popu-

lation of 3,63,40,000 in 1941, out of which 90 per cent,

are Hindus.

The average rainfall of Bihar is about 48 inches a

year. The clibiate is dry. The province is rich in agri-

cultural, mineral and forest x^i'oduce. Over 80 per cent,

of the people depend on agriculture, while 7.8 per cent,

depend on industries. The province produces rice, sugar-

cane^ tea, oil-seeds,/ etc. Its coal, mica and Ron are the

best in India. Steel and sugar are Bihar's largest indus-

tries.

The province has 28,000 miles of road including 3,386

niiles of metalled road. Patna is the capital. The other

important towns are Ranchi, Gaya and Jamshedpur.
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There are numerous cottage industries in the province^

some of which are of artistic value.

2. General Condition

When the Congress accepted Ministry in Bihar, the

development of cottage industries received prompt atten-

tion. A plan of co-ordination with the Bihar Branch of

the All India, Spinners’ Association was immediately

chalked out according to which the Industries Department

of the Bihar Government purchased handspun yarn worth

about a lakh of rupees from the Association and started

weaving a pure khadi cloth through the handloom pro-

ducts development parties and the weavers’ co-operative

societies. The khadi produced is returned to the Asso^^

ciation for marketing and the Government agencies do the

work of weaving on no profit and no loss basis. The

arrangement is to continue. This not only enables the

Association to concentrate on hand spinning, but it also

releases a large part of its capital that used to be locked

up in undisposed yarn. It increases the production ol

pure khadi. The weavers who do the work now, wefC

accustomed for years to weave cloth out of mill

made yarn only and so there was some disindination on

their part at first to weave khadi. They thought that

they would not be able to do it but nothing succeeds lite

success. They saw by practice that they could do it, an4

they do it now. All kinds of artificial controls over hand*-

loom cloth by the weavers in general have been removed

and so the weaver finds his profession remunerative nOW^

in spite of the insufficient supply of yarn. Yarn is diS^

tributed to the weavers through their own association^

and through the Weavers’ Co-operative Societies, whose
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number and production have been more than doubled

during the last one year of the Ministry’s functioning.

The Bihar Cottage Industries Institute at Gulzarbagh,

Patna, the Bihar Wool Emporium at Gaya and the Silk

Institute at Bhagalpur intensified their work with the

result that during the last one year, the value of the goods

produced and marketed by them was ten times of the

figure for 1939.

Collaboration has also been established with the Bihar

Branch of the All India Village Industries Association for

putting into ellfect improved technique in taking gur out

of palmyra juice. A grant of Rs. 5,000 has been sanc-

tioned for the purpose. The intention is to popularise

the making of such gur by toddy tappers so that they may
have an alternative means of livelihood when prohibition

is introduced. The actual work will be done under the

supervision of an expert from Wardha.

It is fully recognised that the development of power

resources will give a fillip to cottage industries and in-

vestigations arc, therefore, proceeding in the Damodar

Valley, in the Kosi valley and in the area served by the

Electric Grid Scheme, where electrical energy will be

produced on a large scale, in order to find out what cottage

industries could be developed by the use of such power.

The starting of new rice mills has been banned so that

the dhenki may not disappear while all applications to

import machinery for the starting of large scale hosiery

factories have been refused, so that the hosiery industry

may develop on the lines of cottage industry with the use

of electric power, if necessary. The extension of flour

fhffls has been similarly discouraged so that the power-

driven Or hand^driven chakki may hold its own.

.^9
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The communal riots of October-Novcmber, 1946^

created new problems for the Industries Department by

displacing a large number of
. weavers from their homes

and their profession. A schtinie of Industrial Homes for

Refugees was promptly dreuvn up by the HonTle Minister

in charge of Cottage Industries and work started under

his personal supervision. The refugee weavers get

adequate food and wages in these homes and they weave

cloth. This has increased the supply of cloth. Special

quota of yarn has been arranged for these industrial homes
as well as for the weavers’ co-operative societies. A
number of shoe-makers in the riot affected areas also lost

their trade. They were promptly organised under a shoe-

makers’ co-operative society and the supply of raw-

materials as well as the dis]:)Osal of their finished goods
were taken over by it. A leather section is also being

opened in the Bihar Cottage Industries Institute, Gulzar-

bagh, Patna, for giving training to the shoe-makers in

improved craftsmanship.

The amounts of stipends and grants given to the
students and the institutions for training in cottage industries

have been considerably augmented, and a number of new^

scholarships sanctioned for such training in the Bihar
Vidyapith. I he institutions meant exclusively for women
have received equal attention. Soap making on cottage in-

dustry basis has been encouraged by reserving the bulk of
our import of cocoanut oil, for that purpose.

The importance of fish culture is fully appreciated.

Half a dozen men have been sent to Bengal for intensive

training in fish culture. The number of fry distribution

centres has been doubled and arrangements have been made
to increase the supply of fish fry from the Sone river by
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banning fishing in places where the fish breed . A bold pro-

gramme of repair to the numerous tanks and ponds in the

Province has been adopted and the grant of loans on an

extensive scale for the purpose has been sanctioned.

Development, however, is hampered not only by the in-

adequacy of trained personal who can impart training in

new and improved crafts to the people, but by the lack of

desire to improve on the part of the people themselves and

their disinclination to give up their ancestral methods of

trade in favour of improved and modern methods.

3. Industrial Co-operation

A number of non-agricultural societies for weavers,

shoe-makers, tailors, carpenters, black-smiths, fishermen,

etc., were started during recent years. Most of the societies

being chiefly credit societies, their working was not quite

satisfactory. The progress of cottage industrial production

and sale societies has been far slower than that of the credit

societies. Among cottage industrial co-operatives may be

mentioned weavers’ societies and dairies. As an outcome

of the Government of India Subvention scheme of 1934

for the development of handlooni weaving, a scheme for

the manufacture and marketing of hand woven cloth was

started by Bihar in 1935. This schetme had for its object

the education of weavers in co-operation and business

principles and the training of weavers in co-operative

finance. The Bihar Cottage Industries was started with

a few production societies of weavers and was placed under

supervision of the Co-operative Department. There were

four societies in Bihar in 1937-38. In 1941-42 there

were seven societies with a (membership of 511 and share

capital of Rs. 12,000 and working capital of Rs. 34,000.

The value of yam purchased was Rs . 29,000, value of goods
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sold to Industries Department Rs. 43,000, and value of

goods sold through societies Rs. 8,000. The profit earned was

Rs. 2,000. The weavers were trained under the scheme

in the production of goods which had a demand according

to approved pattern and specifications.

Besides the societies affiliated to the Bihar Cottage

Industries, there were 28 weavers' co-operatives with

unlimited liabilities and a membership of 445. Their paid

up share capital was Rs. 3,000 and working capital

Rs. 37,000.

The total number of weavers' co-operative societies as

on 31st December, 1946 was 30 with a total membership of

1,616. The value of their total production in 1946 was

Rs. 6,87,128-3-5. The production consists of a variety

of goods such as dhoties^ sarees, shirtings, maimed, gannehas,

towels, duster cloth and chaddars. The count of yarn

ranges from 9^. used for gamchas to 80.?. used for

mahnaL A list of the varieties produced is given in

Section 9.

The co-operatives for dairy, shoe-making and the like

are functioning to some extent. Co-operative enterprise

in Bihar is yet to make much progress if it is to be on a

par with the condition obtaining in provinces like Madras.

**Any method by which the cottage industries of the

country can be preserved would deserve a prolonged trial/*

—MACLAGAN COMMITTEE ON CO-OPERATION
IN INDIA
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IV. BOMBAY
1. General Features

Bombay is one of the major provinces of India. Under

the Government of India Act 1935, it became an autonomous

province with a Governor, bicameral legislature and a

Cabinet of Ministers. Provincial autonomy came into force

in 1937 with a Congress Cabinet which resigned in 1939

yielding place to Advisors' regime under Section 93 of the

Act. Popular Government was revived after the war in

1946, In the division of India, Bombay forms part of

Indian Union.

The province is 76,443 sq. miles in area with a popu-

lation of 2,08,49,840 in 1941 out of which 80 per cent, are

Hindus and the rest Muslims, Parsis and others. Gujarathi,

Marati and Canarese are the principal languages.

Rain fall in the province is not uniform, though the

average is about 50". The climate is some what moderate.

Bombay is the capital, and Ahmedabad and Poona the

other important cities. Bombay is one of the biggest

ports on the Indian coast.

About 60 per cent, of people live on agriculture,

cotton, rice, and wheat being the principal crops. Cotton

is the most important large-scale indstry in the province.

The revenue and tlic expenditure in 1945-46 were

Rs. 1,00,52,50,000 and Rs. 99,56,32,000 respectively.

There are numerous cottage industries scattered all over

the province, which have real artistic value.
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2. Genei^l Condition

The following is a brief account of the cottage indus-

tries of the Bombay Province. Two points have to be

noted here in this connection. (1) The account given below

relates to the condition of cottage industries before the

war. Since there is no infonnation available regarding

the condition of cottage industries during the war period,

this account has to be considered as the latest available.

It has to be noted, however, that the condition has im-

proved considerably due to war demands though the measure

of improvement cannot be stated with precision. (2) The
classification adopted is the one that has been adopted by

the Bombay Economic and Industrial vSurvey Committee.

1. Textiles .

—

(f) Handloom Weaving .—Ilandloom weaving is

still the most important industry in the Province and gives

employment to more than a lakh of artisans. Various

estimates have been given of the number of handlooms in

the Province, but it has been assumed that their number
ranges between 72,000 and 1,00,000 of which a good pro-

portion arc of the fiy-shuttle type. The estimated pro-

duction of handloom cloth in the Province was about 190

million yards before thie war. Yarn of 20,$*. to 40.?. is

largely used and the goods produced are mainly sarees,

Khans, Paithanies and pithamhars and dholis and towels to

a little extent. Of late the weaving of shirtings, coatings,

bed-spreads, table cloths, etc., has been begun. The
monthly income of the weaver in the prewar period ranged

between Rs. 4 and Rs. 16, the average amount being about

Rs. 8 which worked out at 20 per cent, of the value of the
handloom cloth

.
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(it) Printing and dyeing of cloth .—Over 4,000

artisans are engaged in dyeing and printing cloth and in

other occupations connected with the preparatory process

of textile manufactures. Of them the calico printers are

to be found mostly in Bombay City and Ahmedabad,

Khandesh and Nasik districts. The industry is run

largely on the Karkhanadari system. There are very lew

independent artisans. In 1938 there were at Ahmedabad

125 Karkhanas employing nearly 1,500 artisans who were

paid at annas 10 and 12 per piece for printing and annas 2

to 3 per piece for border. The equipment consists of

wooden stands and dies of different designs, varying in

price from Rs. 5 to Rs. 30. The cloth used for printing

is locally bought and the printed cloth is sold to' the mills

or to the dealers. The Karkhanadari have decent earnings,

the smaller ones earning on an average Rs. 100 to [\s. 120

per mensem. In Khandesh work is done on contract system

for dealers or independently. In the former case the pre-

war rates were one anna for printing and one a7ina for

washing a piece of 10 yards. A family can prepare about

32 pieces in a week
;
and their pre-war earnings stood at

Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 per mensem. The independent worker

could earn only Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 during that period. Ihaice

there was a tendency on the part of many independent arti-

sans to take to either contracts or wage systems.

('m) Wool Weaving .—This industry caters to the

needs of the rural population only and is carried on in

Dharwar, Kaira, Poona, Belgaum and Bijanur districts.

Over 17,000 persons are engaged in this hidustry. The

products are mainly kamblis (blankets)
; and coatings and

shirtings are produced to a small extent. The wool used

is locally obtained and is not of good quality. One very
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important feature of this industry is that it is not carried

on on a capitalistic basis. Independant artisans produce

and sell their products either to the trader or at the weekly

fair. Their looms are still old-fashioned; and the output

does not exceed three kamblis per week per loom. The

Industries Department is, however, trying to introduce

improved looms. Before the War traders used to buy

kamblies at Rs. 1-2-0 to Rs. 1-12-0 a piece and sell them

at a proifit of 3 to 4 annas a piece. I'he weavers cotild earn

annas 3 to 6 per working day, the monthly average stand-

ing at Rs. 6 to Rs. 8. Spinning is done by women and

one woman can spin 30 to 40 tolas of yarn per day which in

pre-war years brought her as. to 2. The women spin-

ners find employment in this occupation otily for 2 or 3

months in each of the wool shearing seasons.

(iv) Silk Weaving .—There is no silk rearing indus-

try among the agriculturists of the Province. Silk is im-

ported from Mysore, Kashmir or abroad and in the pre-war

years much artificial silk was imported too. This industry

is pursued in Surat, Nasik and Poona districts and is

similar in organisation to the cotton weaving industry, the

only important difference being the greater dependence of

the artisan on the middleman due to the relatively higher

cost of silk 3^arn. The growth of an artificial silk weaving

factory in Bombay has affected the cottage industry ad-

versely. The demand for paithanies and pagotas steadily

declined and the remuneration of silk weavers was no better

than that of cotton weavers. Some silk weavers were

obliged by these circumstances to take to cotton weaving.

There are nearly 1,000 looms and 1,500 artisans in Nasik

district alone.
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(v) Rope, twine
^

string and other fibres.—Over

25,000 persons are employed in this industry which is pur-

sued at Satara, Sholapur, Poona, Ahmednagar and Ahmeda-

bad mainly as a rural industry: Raw materials like cotton,

amhedi, tag, sisal, hemp and cocoanut fibre are used . In

the case of ambedi, sisaf hemp, and cocoanut coir, the fibre

is obtained by water-retting which causes the product to

be inferior in quality. Primitive appliances are used for

spinning and consequently the ropes are not very strong

and of good finish. The workers have not yet learned the

manufacture of canvas cloth and fishing nets with ambedi

and sisal. The output is sold at weekly fairs or through

middlemen who advance raw material and money . In some

regions these industries are subsidiary occupat'ons and they

are slack in the rainy season. The rope workers earned

as. 2 a day in the pre-war period. In Kanara and Ratna-

giri districts, attempts have been made to train the artisans

in improved methods. Some missionaries have been trying

to introduce the manufacture of costly articles like purses,

belts and hand-bags for the foreign market. On the whole

the industry is not meeting adequately the needs of the

Province

.

{vi) Hosiery,—This is both a cottage and a small

scale industry. Mufflers, socks, hoses, etc., are produced

from cotton, silk and woollen yarn, Indian cotton yarn

being used most. The cottage hosiery produces mainly for

the local demand. Before the war the industry suffered

considerably from Japanese competition.

2. Dress and Toilet Industries

.

—Over 1,00,000 per-

sons scattered all over the Province are engaged in this

group of industries which comprises leather work, tailoring

and embroidery. The leather workers make boots, shoes,
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sandals, water, bags, etc. Some of them are master work-

men engaging artisans while the others arc independent

artisans. The hired workers are paid on piece work basis.

The equipment of the master w^orkman costs Rs. 200 and

of the independent artisan Rs. 10 at pre-war prices. Four

artisans can nuikc 86 pairs of sandals and 60 pairs of boots

and shoes in a month. The j)re-\v^ar monthly average income

of the master wTjrkman was Ks. 15 to Ivs. 20 and of the

assistant or independent workman Rs. 8 to Ivs. 10.

3. Wood Jndusirics

.

—(Jx'er 60,000 are engaged in

this group wRich consists mainly of carpentry pursued both

in rural and urban areas. The decline in hand-spinning

and bullock transport has reduced the demand for charkhas

and carts respectively. So the rural carpenters are now

under-employed, their work at present being the manu-

facture and repairing of agricultural implements. The

decline, in tlic use of sailing boats also has ailected them.

Carpenters engaged in building industry and furniture

making in urban areas are better off than their rural bre-

thren.

4. Bamboo and basket making Industries ,—Bamboo
work is done in Thana district, etc

,
as a family occupation,

particulary by the back ward classes. Bamboos are bought

from middlemen or brotight directly by the artisan from

the forest at concession rates granted by Government.

Baskets, screens, sieves, mats, winnows, etc., are made and

sold directly at fairs or through middlemen who advance

them money. The pre-war earnings of a bamboo worker

were about Rs. 4 a month. The industry is suffering due

to competition from rattan and iron ware products. If an

urban demand for fancy bamboo work products can be

created thje industry will prosper

.
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5. Building Industries .—Over 50,000 are engaged in

this group which consists of lime burning, cement work,

stone cutting, etc. Lime buitning is a seasonal occupation

in several districts and is mostly in the hands of middle-

men. The monthly average income of a lime burner was

Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 before war. There is considerable com-

petition between the lime and cement industries.

6. Ceramic Industries ,—These industries include

pottery and brick and tile making and are pursued by over

40,000 artisans, as urban and rural occupations. Almost

•every village has' its own potter. The raw material,

namely silt, is brought from the local tank and the wood

for baking the pots fro^n forests and street collections by

the potter and his family. Thus the cost of raw materials

is almost nil ; and the products are largely exchanged in the

village. Some persons pursue it as an occupation sub-

sidiary to agriculture. The urban potters are not so well

off as their rural brethren in thie respect of raw material

supply because they have to pay for the raw materials.

Aluminium and glazed earthen-ware are keenly competing

with the indigenous industry and no attempt has yet been

made by the potter to learn the new technique.

Bricks and tiles are made only during the dry season.

To make 15,000 tiles or bricks a fortnight is required for 4

or 5 men. The preparation of the kiln and the baking pro-

cess take a fortnight each. The coal, coke and wood are

generally bought at the local fuel’ depot . The products are

crude. The pre-war earnings of a worker were about Rs. 5

^ month. The artisans usually borrow from a sozvear

*Or dealer who thus gets control over them and their trade.

Ractory products are competing to some extent with the

11-7
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local products, but the high transport charges of these

bulky articles give an advantage to the local artisans*

7, Iran and Steel Industry ,—There are over 20,000

black'smiths spread in all districts, particularly E . Ediandesh,^

Nasik and Dharwar. They make agricultural implements

like cart axles, wheel bands and crowbars. The use of

imported farm ilmplements and the decline in bullock trans-

port have reduced them to the position of mere repairers.

Demand for cutlery and iron furniture which is now grow-
ing will help tliem a great deal if they care to learn the

technique of production of sucli articles.

The urban black-smiths formerly used to make locks

and crude knives, but they have now given up those occu-

pations and taken service in engineering workshops.

8. Brass and Copper Ware Industries ,—These indus-

tries are next only to handloom weaving and are to be found
in urban centres like Hubli, Poona, Nasik, Ahmednagar,
Surat, Kaira, Visnagar, Nadiad, Ahmedabad, Kolaba, and
Bombay City, Hubli being the largest centre. They are
pursued both as semi-mechanised and non-mechanised in-

dustries. The former type of industry produces cJastware,.

the majority of processes being of the handicraft kind.
Scrappings form the raw material and are bought locally.

The pre-war wages, ranged between annas 10 to Rs. 1-8-0
according to the nature of the work. The non-mechanised
t)rpe consists exclusively of beaten ware made from indi-
genous cast plates of foreign brass and copper sheets.
Handas, etc.

, are made in this way. The major part of these
industries is under the control of middlemen who give
sheets and pay wages at piece rate.

^

The industries are
suffering from machine competition. Even at Hubli, which
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is the largest centre^ there was work for artisans only for

three days in a week before the war.

9 . Food Industries .—Over 30,000 people are employed

in food industries which are to be found fairly evenly dis«

tributed in all* districts, particularly West Khandesh and

Poona. The principal food industries of the province are

rice grinding and husking and flour grinding, grain parching,

making of sugar and sweet meats and condiments . Women
are largely engaged in these industries. Rice and flour indus-

tries are both rural and urban industries and originally

constituted a very important subsidiary occupation to the

cultivators of the province. The advent of rice and flour

mills has caused the decline of these industries

.

Grain parching is done mostly in East and West
Khandesh, Dharwar, Bombay City and Sholapur. Even in

this industry the machine has “made its appearance but on

the whole the industry is not seriously affected.

Gur making is not a very important subsidiary industry

in the province, though the per capita consumption of sugar

is higher in Bombay than in any other province. The
number of gur factories (apart from the sugar factories

which compete with foreign sugar) has increased con-

siderably and affected the gur industry.

10. Tobacco Industry.—Bidi making is an important in-

dustry for which no machinery or power is employed. It

mainly a cottage industry; but in some places it is run

under workshop conditions as a small scale industry where

each unit employs more than nine persons. Bidi making,

as a cottage industry, caters chiefly to the local market . In

several urban centres, the industry is pursued either as a

family occupation or under a small Karkhanadar. Under
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the latter system, the workers are supplied with tobacco

but usually they have to purchase tumri leaves. A worker

-can make 600 to 700 bidis in a day for which he could earn

before the war annas 6 or 7 at as. 10 per thousand. Women
as well as men are engaged in this industry. The work is

tedious and owing to the general unhealthy conditions, has

an adverse effect on the heart and eyesight of the workers..

Cigarette manufacture is exclusively a factory industry on

account of the need for skilled labour and large capital

outlay

.

11. Chankal and Allied Industries .—This group of

industries consists of the manufacture and refining of

vegetable oils, manufacture of matches and aerated waters.

(i) Vegetable oils .—This industry is practically

spread over the whole province and is carried on both on

factory and cottage basis. As a cottage industry oil

pressing by a ghani used to furnish a valuable subsidiary

occupation to cultivators of oil seed regions. The oil

seeds used are gingelly, kardi, mhozvra and ground-nut. It

is stated that the percentage of oil got by the ghani method
is less than that got by mill pressing; and the consequent

larger oil portion that is left in the ghani cake is said to

detract its value for manurial purposes. This cottage

industry is suffering from mill competition. The Bombay
Economic and Industrial Survey Committee found that

practically in every district the decline of the ghani industry

was precipitate. A ghani worker can press about 50 to 60
maunds of seed a day and during the pressing season his

income averaged Rs. 7-8-0 a month during the pre-war

period. Most of those who work on these ghanis have to

supplement their income by working on the fields or by
plying carts for hire. T
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(n) Match industry.—Match industry as a cottage

industry on the lines adopted in Madras is not existing in

Bombay province. If such an industry is started, it may

give much employment to Kanara, Thana, Belgaum and

Surat districts.

12. Confectionery

.

—There are many bakeries scat-

tered all over the province. Production in most of them

is on a family basis and only the larger bakeries go in for

hired labour. The small bakeries usually buy raw materials

on credit from the local shop-keeper. Bread, biscuits,

buns, etc., are made and sold in the locality by house to

house visits. Some bakeries supply by arrangement the

requirements of hotels. Generally speaking each town

produces its own requirements of bread. Before the war,

the industry had some competition with foreign imports

and local factories which numbered a few.

13. Hides and Skins Industries.—Over 15,000

workers arc engaged in the industries connected with hides

and skins and horn materials from the animal kingdom.

Among these artisans may be mentioned tanners, furriers,

brush makers, bone, ivory, horn and shell workers, etc.,

of whom tanners constitute the largest number. Tanning

is done all over the province,, but the most important tan-

ning centres are Bombay City, Ahmcdabad, Satara, Kaira,

Bijapur, Surat and Dharwar. Since hides are mostly (90

per cent.) got from dead animals and skins only froirn

slaughtered stock, the tanning of skins is an urban indus-

try while the tanning of hides is both rural and urban.

The tanning materials are largely indigenous vegetable

materials such as turwad bark, babul bark, ain bark,

myrabolam, avala, jcmibul and dividivi which can be obtain-

ed from Government forests and, for which there is a great
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trade. Besides being carried on in several small tan-

neries and a few large factories, this industry is pursued

as a cottage occupation also. Th,ese cottage tanneries arc

to be found in every taluka, town and almost every village.

They are not running on an organised basis. They are

merely pits, each costing some Rs. 7 before the war. A
cottage tanner usually tans only 5 hides a month. Muddy
water, crude bag processes and tanning materials collected

from villages are used by the workers. So the quality of

the product is inferior. Ihe village tanner usually works

alone and combines with his tanning agricultural labour

when he can get it.

In Ahmedabad, Kaira, etc., there are artisans who make
'Out of factory tanned and imported leather pickers, roller

skins for the local textile mills and leather washers for

the local ginning factories. Then again there are furriers

and brush makers who pursue their calling in Bombay
City as an urban industry. Industries connected with

bone, horn and ivory are to be found mainly in Ahmedabad.

At Ratnagiri fancy articles from bison horn are not now
made. There is a large room for these industries in the

Province

.

14. Cabinet making, etc .—This group comprises

^binet making, carriage painting and upholstery. These

industries are largely urban. Over 4^000 persons are enga-

ged in this wood work. There are several establishments

scattered all over the province and managed by karkhanOr

4ars. Work is done mainly on contract basis, the tools,

etc., being owned by artisans. The products are marketed
by karkhanadars either by personal canvassing or by main-

taining a show room. The need for large capital early for
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seasoning purposes makes the industry difficult for in-

dependent artisans.

15. Dairying ,—The annual production of milk in the

province has been estimated by the Live Stock Expert to

be about 12,50 million lbs. of which 26 per cent, is con-

sumed as fluid milk and the rest as butter, ghee, etc.

Though there are a few big dairies, dairying is mainly

carried on on a small scale. Kaira, Khandesh and Belgaum

districts are very important for dairying. Considering the

importance of ghee in Indian diet and the low milk con-

sumption in India, there should be ample scope for ex-

tending dairying in the province.

16. Soap making .—At several centres soap making is

pursued as a cottage industry. Laundry soap is chiefly

produced since it does not require much technical skill.

Villagers manufacture soap either for their own use or for

their local markets. Soap making is a seasonal occupation

which is not carried on during monsoon. Hired labour

also is eimployed in karkhanas.

17. Fruit canning .—Fruit is generally consumed in

a fresh state. There are, however, a few cannaries in

Kanara and Poona districts under small karkhanadars

.

Jelly from mango, guava and other fruits and mango pulp

are produced mostly by hand. Some of these canned pro-

ducts have an extensive market.

18. Gold and silver thread industry .—This is one

of the chief art crafts of Bombay. Work is done on a

cottage basis. Raw materials are supplied by the mer-

chants and work is done on a contract basis

.

There are various processes such as drawing silver

ingots into thick wires, drawing them again into thin
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wire, flattening it, spinning it into silver thread and gtiild-

ing it in gold. All these processes are done by different

workers

.

The gold thread is used in kinkhabSj caps, embroidery,.

etc. Surat is the most Important centre for this industry.

The high prices of gold and silver have been a great handi-

cap to the workers for some years past.

An allied industry is the production of piki, chalak,

kinkhab, etc. This is a handicraft done by out workejrs-

for dealers. The appliances used arc locally made. Of
these varieties the kinkhah is the best. It takes ten days

to make a piece of kinkhab 5 yards in length and 27 inches in

width. Since raw materials arc costly, the workers are in

the hands of the sowcars.

19. Sandal •ivood and ivory carving .—Bombay city,.

Ahmedabad, Poona and North Kanara are important for

this work. Sandal wood carving and ivory carving ai*e

separate industries except in North Kanara where the

workers know both the varieties of w'ork. The tools

employed are primitive and locally made. The products

such as castors, combs, fans, images, Itangles, billiard balls

and beads have large demand. The goods arc sold through

dealers or by street hawking.

20. Glass work .—Glass work as a cottage industry is

not flourishing. The bangle industry has now declined

and only rough bangles, beads, and other pieces for decorat-

ing purposes are made by crude hand processes, in Satara,

Thana and Bijapur districts. Work is done by karkhana

system with 6 to 8 persons. Due to the heat of the furnace

the workers work for about three weeks in a month . The
products being crude, the demand for them is largely local.
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21. Fishing and fish curing .—^This is done by over

60,000 persons, all along the coast of Bombay province.

It is a seasonal occupation pursued briskly from September

to April. The nets are made of jute by the fishennen

themselves. Batches of five or six persons go fishing and

the catches are sold by women at the local markets.

At numerous urban centres, middle men have crept into

fishing industry . But at some places^ there is co-operative

enterprise. In districts like Ratnagiri, Kanara and Bombay
fish curing is done on a large scale by the fishermen from
November to March by the wet or dry processes . Salt is

obtained at a low cost. The dry cured salted fish is

marketed in the province and in Madras.

22. Poultry farming .—VouMry is kept generally for

home use. But during recent years poultry keeping as

business has received much attention. The Agricultural

Department has taken keen interest in popularising the in-

dustry by grants of money and supply oi superior varieties

like white leg horns and Rhode Island Reds. The hatch-

ing season is from October to March. The village com-
mittees and Egg Co-operatives in several districts have done
much useful work, in improving the industry. One great

handicap is the high mortality of the poultry and the

Department of Agriculture have been trying to reduce the

death rate. This industry holds out very bright prospects if

properly organised.

23. Miscellaneous industries .—There are numerous
other cottage industries like joss stick making, Kumkuni
making., cap making, tulasi bead making and preparation of

Ayurvedic medicines. The demand for them is fairly

large since they cater to the daily requirements, of the

people.
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3. Industrial Co-operation

Co-operation among artisans was started in the Bombay

province as early as 1906. A number of Co-operative

Societies for weavers, boot-makers and carpenters were

organised. But these societies were mainly credit societies.

By their work they impressed upon the Co-operative De-

partment the possibilities of organising co-operative pro-

duction and sale. In 1911 the first sale shop was started

in Poona by a shoe-maker society.

The Co-operative Department helped the societies

much in improving production of goods, particularly cloth

and leather.

There was however, stagnation in the work of these

societies during 1914 to 1918. In 1918 an important step

in industrial co-operation was taken by federating ten

weavers' societies into a union.

Till 1920 credit received greater importance among

industrial co-operatives. In 1920 the Registrar of Co-

operative Societies undertook to organise real producers'

societies similar to the French Producers' Societies, which

were the most advanced and successful in the world.

Numerous societies of soap makers, weavers, potters and

leather workers came into existence.

The course of these producers' societies since 1923

was one of slumps, stagnations, losses and cancellations.

Only the weavers' societies held on for some years with the

help of the Co-operative Department and the Provincial

Co-operative Bank. But they also slowly failed and by
1936 there were no real producers' societies, worldiig

properly.
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A few years later, in 1940, another effort at industrial

co-operatives was made by the All India Village Industries

Association. Producers’ societies for sandal wood carving,

bee-keeping, coir work, horn work, metal work, leather

work and knitting were organised. The workers purchased

raw materials and equipment co-operatively, produced goods

and sold them also co-operatively. During the past seven

years they have improved satisfactorily. The members also

though mostly illiterate have become conscious of their

rights and duties . The chief aim of the organisation was to

eliminate the dominating influence of any particular individual

who might turn the society members into his agents. The
problems that cropped up due to war and the splendid

example of the Chinese industrial co-operatives, led to re-

organisation of industrial co-operatives about 1942-43.

Some workers of Bombay endeavoured to explore the

possibilities of developing them. New co-operatives for

metal workers, hand made paper makers and rope makers

came into existence. A District Industrial Association in

North Kanara was formed as a federal body of industrial

co-operatives. The Industrial Co-operatives Organising

Committee did much work in organising societies and
training men as organisers.

On 14th October, 1946 there were in the Bombay pro-

vince 132 societies for weavers, 20 for tanners, 5 for

smiths, 3 for . fishermen, 26 for dairy farmers, 3 for bee-

keepers, 7 for women, 3 for sandal-wood workers, 2 for

coir and rope workers, 2 for potters, 2 for paper makers,
2 for labour contract, 1 for basket makers, 1 for oil pres-
sers and 9 for miscellaneous artisans,, making the total 218
registered societies.

The handloom weaving industry received most atten-
tion in Bombay province. As a result of the Government
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of India Subvention scheme for handloom weaving in 1935,

Associations • were established in several districts. By
1941 there were nine District Associations. They opened

shops for cloth and instructed weavers in dyeing better and

weaving improved varieties and designs. On 30—6—1946

there were over 4,600 members and over 5,000 sympathisers

in the nine District Associations. They did business of

over Rs. one crore during 1945-46. The number of Dis-^

trict Associations has now grown to 15. One peculiarity

of these Associations is that they have remained, with the ex-

ception of two, as big primary societies. Only the Bijapur

Association has 19 societies affiliated to it besides very

many individual workers and sympathisers. The North

Kanara Association is a purely federal body with member-

ship open to the societies only. Its constituents are the

societies of bee-keepers, horn workers, leather workers,,

metal-workers, wood workers, oil workers, paper makers

and the like. This Association is considered to be a model

for the province. It is also significant that the activities

of this Association and many other Associations in the pro-

vince are not confined to one industry only but to many
industries

.

With a view to co-ordinate the work of the District

Associations in working out their schicmes, the Provincial

Co-operative Association was started in October 1946. It

trains organisers opens industrial co-operatives and sale

depots at suitable centres and offers technical advice to the

artisans. In 1946-47 a Government grant of Rs. 42,480

has been sanctioned for it.

At a Provincial Conference of industrial co-operatives

and village industries workers held at Poona in November
1946, a number of schemes were discussed and it was
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decided that Government should give financial and other

assistance to certain chosen village industries at suitable

areas

.

The Co-operative Department is not also very slack.

A Joint Registrar for industrial co-operatives and village

industries was appointed in July 1946. Village Industries

Committee was brought into existence with suitable non-

officials with a view to secure tRe support and influence of

non-officials. With a view to provide technical training in

improved processes and api^liances, peripatetic schools,

demonstration parties, etc., have been organised and stipends

and scholarships have been given. In 1946-47 there were 14

schools and parties for backward classes and about Rs. 16,000

had been disbursed towards stipends and scholarsliips. Sub-

sidies and loans to tlie extent of about a lakh of rupees

have been sanctioned to the trainees and educated unem-
ployed for the purchase of improved tools and appliances

during the same year. The rules for granting of loans to

artisans have been so revised as to be applicable to co-

operative societies catering for the needs of artisans also.

A total sum of Rs. 1,18,86.5 was sanctioned as grants to

the Village Industries Committee for carrying out schemes
in respect of oil ghanis, hand-made paper, palm gur, hand

spinning and hand pounding of rice, during the year.

Apart from these grants, a grant of Rs. 4,990 bas been

Sanctioned to the All India Village Industries Association

during the year, for training students at Wardha. A sum
of Rs. 38,205 has been given to the old District Industrial

Association during the year . Besides, the Government have

created adequate district staff for organising and guiding

co-operative enterprise and giving technical advice to the

artisans.
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In their intensive campaign for an all round develop-

ment of cottage industries, the Government have given due

attention to marketing also. Facilities for internal market-

ing are provided through the Government Sales Depots

organised under the Co-operative Department. There are

at present five such depots at Bombay, Nasik, Sholapur,

Belgaum and Surat. Two more are to be organised at

Nadiad and Bijapur. These depots stock for sale hand-

loom and power loom textiles and various art and craft

products like sandal wood carving, horn articles, sisal fibre

and leather goods, elc

.

Any individual artisan or association

of workers can utilise them for marketing their products.

The goods are generally purchased outright, but new pro-

ducts are, in the first instance, accepted on consigitment

basis in order to study their marketability and advise the

cottage workers concerned on any improvements in design or

technique desirable so as to meet the market requirements.

Specific orders are also placed with the workers or their

organisations on the basis of competitive quotations for

approved types of goods.

The total sales of th^ Bombay, Surat, Nasik and
Belgaum depots were Rs. 3,67,687 in 1943-44, Rs. 4,79,409

in 1944-45 and Rs. 9,13,108 in 1945-46. For expanding

marketing some schemes have been introduced. Under the

“Customer Agency*’ Scheme each depot could appoint some
co-operative societies in the mofussil as its agents and
supply goods against deposit and allow a commission on
sales. Agency shops were opened at important military

centres like Darna camp. An Inland Agencies scheme was
also introduced for selling goods in other provinces of
India. Exhibitions also were made use of for popularising

the goods.
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The Sale Depots are supervised by a Special Officer for

cottage industries products. In 1945-46 all the depots

were found to Rave become self supporting.

The foreign markets also have not been neglected. As
early as 1941, the Government appointed an agent in

Australia and New Zealand for marketing handloom cotton

textiles. During the early years foreign orders were not

promptly and properly executed. So in 1944 the Special

Officer was given charge of the export section. He re-

organised it on the following lines

:

1. Samples of textiles were prepared.

2. A scheme of continuous production was intro-

duced by which ready stocks of certain allotted

lines could be had.

3, Work was inspected by himself and by qualified

inspectors

.

4, A system of standardised packing for oversea

transport was laid down.

This reorganisation became effective from January

1946. In 1946 orders were received from Australia and
New Zealand for 3,65,890 yards of shirting and furnishing

doth valued at Rs. 7,28,300. In the same year 99,544

yards of cloth valued at Rs. 1,52,706 was exported.

It has been ascertained by the Special Officer that there

IS a foreign market for Indian cotton handloom textiles in

Iran, Malaya, Africa and Afghanistan, for woollen manu-
factures in Ceylon^ for sisal fibre in Canada and U.S.A.,
for horn articles in U.S.A. and Canada, for sandal wood
articles in U.S.A., for leather goods in Iran and for silver

filigree in Canada and U.S.A.
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Standardisation to meet foreign market requirements

has been introduced in respect of sandal wood, rose wood

and leather articles. The question of horn articles, wool-

lens, and sisal fibre products has now received attention.

There is at present a ban on the export of sisal fibre

and filigree products . There was, however, a large internal

market for these art products among foreign troops in

India. Now it has become necessary to export them abroad

to meet the foreign danand. Arrangements to develop

foreign markets for these products by all possible means

are now in progress.

'We have to seek out and encourage all such handicrafts.

Our Culture and Art have languished because our cottage

industries have died to a large extent. These must be

revived if the village industries have to be resuscitated.

If we even encourage at least one man in a village^ imagine

how many creative forces are let free in the 7,50,000 villages

of India to mould the destiny of the Village Industry.**

—BABU.RAJENDRA PRASAD
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V. CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR
1 . General Features

Central Provinces and Berar formed a single province

under a Governor after a series of adjustments and re-

adjustments between the British and Nizam’s Government.

Under the Government of India Act of 1935, provincial

autonomy was given to the province with a bicameral legis-

lature, a Governor and Cabinet of Ministers. This auto-

nomy came into effect in 1937 when the Congress Ministry

was formed. In 1939 the administration passed on into

the hands of the Governor and his Advisers under Section

93 of the Act. In 1946 popular government again came

into existence. In the division of India the province forms

part of the Indian Union.

The province is 1,31,557 sq* miles in area with a

population of 1,68,22,584 in 1941, out of which 13 million

are Hindus. Hindi and Marati are the principal languages.

The annual average rain fall of the province is about

47”. The climate is dry. There arc 10,000 miles of road

and 2,500 miles of railway in the province.

Over 80 per cent, of the people are engaged in agri-

culture and less than 10 per cent, in industries. The

principal crops in the province are cotton, rice and wheat

and the principal industries cement, coal, cotton, and

manganese-mining

.

Nagpur is the capital and Jabbulpore, Amraoti, and

Wardha the other important towns.

The revenue and the expenditure of the province during

1945-46 were Rs. 26,28,87,000 and Rs. 25,31,49,000

respectively

.
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Thjough Wardha is not noted for art crafts, it has a

number of cottage industries of utilitarian value. It is the

chief centre of culture and knowledge relating to the develop-

ment of cottage industries in the province and elsewhere.

Sevagram near Wardha is the head-quarters of the All

India Village Industries Association and the All India

Spinners^ Association. It is also the head-quarters of

Gandhiji.

2. General Condition

1. Gur making and Sugar manufacture .—Sugar cane

is grown in the Province. It was crushed by means of

wooden crushers formerly but now it is crushed by cast

iron kolhoos. Besides sugar cane date palm juice and

palmyrah juice also are used for gur manufacture. These

palms grow in the wild tracts along the naJas and river banks

without any cultivation. If their juice could be utilised for

I>reparing gur the available lands on which sugar canc is

now cultivated can be utilised for growing other food crops.

Gur manufacture from thle juice of sindhi and palm trees

cannot be carried out in mills but only as a cottage industry

since otherwise the juice will ferment. It is essential that

the people should be taught to make gur out of this juice.

The census of the available trees is quite essential. The
A . I .V , I .A . has a palm gur experimental station at Sheogon,.

Wardha District. Due to thie prohibition introduced by
the Government, large numbers of the tappers may be
thrown out of employment . Palm gur making may help these
people. There is difficulty in obtaining sweet juice due to^

certain formalities required by the Excise department.
Such rules and regulations have been a great handicap to

this industry. The furinaces used for boiling the juice are

somewhat crude. There is need for devising a suitable-
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furnace for sindhi juice boiling. Another important handi-

cap is the prejudice against the use of palm juice guVy

arising out of sentbnent.

The implements necessary are simple and can be locally

made. The cost of the equipment was within Rs, SO during

the pre-war years. Much difficulty is felt in obtaining

fuel. Free collection of fuel through the aboriginal tribes

would remove this difficulty.

2. Bee keeping .—There is no organised and system-

atic collection of honey. Honey is collected from the forests

by very crude and unhygienic methods. The combs arc

destroyed and the honey is sold in an adulterated form.

Honey is a valuable item of food. Hence the need to

develop the industry on scientific and hygienic lines as in

western countries . The use of boxes where there are separate

chambers and honey combs will enable bee keepers to pursue

the industry on sound lines. This industry can very well

be followed by formers in the villages especially along the

forest areas since this will augment their income consider-

ably. The necessary equipment is simple and can be

locally made. During the pre-war years a good colony was
expected to produce about Rs. 12 to Rs. 15 worth of

honey a year.

3. Pottery .—This is one of the most important village

industries in the Province. Kumbars are engaged in this

industry. Formerly they supplied the requirements of

almost all the families in the villages. The advent of cheap

metal vessels hit this industry very hard. A wliole family

darned not more than Rs. 6 a month before the War.

The potter's equipment is very simple. The wheel is

tnade either by himself or by his carpenter. Clay is avail-

able near by and after shaping his pots he dries them and
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bakes them; The fuel charges are prohibitive, often coming

to 25 per cent, of the potter's income. The Mai Guzars and

Municipalities and Forest Department lake away a very

large share of his earnings by means of unnecessary taxes.

At Wardha the Octroi duly was 4 annas per cart-load. These

duties have bccoiiie a very heavy burden on the poor potter.

The Province is at advantage in respect of raw materials.

Almost all quarries, China clay, quartz and other materials

are available. What is required is scientific attention to the

development of this industry. Even now a certain amount

of glazed ware and jam pots are being imported into the

Province. The potters should be able to capture that market

by learning the art of glazing. The village potters need the

State help in this art, which requires kilns which call for

some practical knowledge.

The potters are unemployed during the monsoon for want

of some subsidiary occupation.

4. Glassware and Bangles .—The Province has practi-

cally all the raw materials needed for making block glass but

glass manufacture is not extensively pursued. The block

glass is mostly imported from ITrozabad and other places.

The blocks are all very crude. The glass workers of the

Province do not know how to make artistic wares. The

collection of the raw materials should be organised and a

central unit for block glass manufacture may be started by

the Government. P>esides bangles the making of tumblers,

chimneys and other articles of every day use should also be

taught by the Government unit.

5. Soap making .—The Province is suited to soap

making as a cottage industry. There are large quantities

of oil and lime stone and sodium carbonate (Na., Co^).

available. This sodium carbonate is available at the Lonar
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lake. These materials have not been properly exploited.

Soap making is carried on in several places but imported

caustic soda (Na OH) is used. The manufacture of soap

from indigenous materials is yet to receive adequate

attention of the artisans in the Province. Soap making

can be carried out by women and childiajn in their homes.

The equipment is simple and can be made locally.

6. Hand spinning .—Hand spinning is pursued in the

Province in a number of i)Iaces mostly on primitive lines.

The workers are poorly paid. The A.T.S.A. has opened

some centres in the Province to promote hand spinning. The
various handicaps to hand-spinning are lack of education and

lack of attention paid to the workers by persons and in-

stitutions. In many villages the work of the A.I.S.A.

centres was somewhat progressive but curiously enough

their centres were located in villages where there is hardly

any cotton grown locally. The Government seem to have

given the largest amount of help to the cotton mills. It is

highly essential that sijnilar aid should be given to hand

spinning also if it is to make rapid progress in the Province

where there is plenty of cotton available.

7. Handlooni 7em'?'///Y7 .
—-Handloom weaving also is

one of the traditional industries of the country side. The

introduction of Western tradition in the country brought

about distress. With the decline of hand spinning, hand

loom weaving also declined considerably; but during recent

years it has been revived. The weavers use mill yarn. In

khadi weaving the industry remains entirely a cottage one

but the weaving of mill yarn binds the weavers to the

machine. Of course there are limited spheres during which!

they can reign supreme. Their designs and patterns can

only be worked out on handlooms. There arc also articles
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of original design which can be made only on the handloom

;

but apart from this it is bound up with the large scale in-

dustry, Its added disadvantage is that it has no good

financial and other backing which large scale industry has.

Consequently, the weaver became a helpless tool in the

hands of the financiers. The mill yarn weaving industry

has been in a desperate state particularly before the [War.

The Industries Dcpartm(‘nt merely contented itself in deal-

ing with isolated improvement without promoting the better-

ment of the industry as a whole.

The weavers are still ignorant. They succumb to the

tricks of the mill yarn dealers with the result that in spite

of the whole family working the weavers are not able to

get a decent income. The weaver’s income was about Rs. 50

for the whole family’s labour per year in pre-war years.

The mill yarn weavers used foreign yarn for saree

and dhoti borders. Thus they ruined the sister industries

like sericulture, dyeing and printing and making of dyes

and colours. Though not the individual weavers, the

Government at least should have taken steps to better the

condition of the industry and the workers. So far as

Khaddar weaving was concerned the A . I . S . A . is doing use-

ful work. The work of the A.T.S.A. is a drop in the ocean

which only serves to demonstrate the possibilities of develop-

ing hand spinning and h|andloom weaving. The return of

the mill yarn weaver is slowly decreasing. Tt is so because

the mills are gaining firmer ground and overwhelming the

poor weaver whose production power is steadily going down
with increased poverty. There are a number of middlemen
on whom the poor weavers have to depend. These middle-

men allow a very narrow margin of profit to the weavers.

The financial arrangements of the tnill yam weavers differ
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from district to district but generally speaking they arc

largely indebted to sowcars. The fact that the weavers

are in such dire need of finance is in itself a rejection on

the Industries Departinient, The industry is in dire need

of organisation and Government aid.

8. Weaving of Wool .—Next only in importance to

cotton, woollen goods rank high. The industry is carried

on in a very crude form all over the Province by ignorant

and unenterprising shepherds. They rear sheep yielding

quantities of low quality wool. They are poor and unable

to look after their needs. There is scope for improvement

all along the line. Sheep breeding is a scientific industry

requiring much time and money. State aid is indispensable

;

yet no effort had been made by the Government in Ihis

direction during the pre-war years. The primitive ways

of sheep breeding still continue. The close in breeding has

brought about deterioration in the quality of the sheep

also. The forest laws and grazing laws are too hard. The

returns got from the sheep are in the form of their main-

tenance allowance and some small remuneration for the

folding of their flock in cultivable fields for manurial pur-

poses. They get two shearings in the year though the

yield is low and the quality poor. About J/S a seer per

sheep would be a good return. The wool is not graded but

mixed up in one lot. Hence they get a low return for

their wool. Except for the wiry hair under the chest

which they appear to waste they use their whole stock of

wool purely in making Kamblis. The production of other

varieties is not known to many of them . There was one man
at Bele in Umrer Tahsil who made Jerias from the soft

wool, Kamblis frorn the harder wool and coatings, etc.,

from the soft portions of the wool. Such work could be

very helpful to the wool worker. There is not much of
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carpet weaving in the Province. This art whicji requires

a considerable atnount of training may be taken up by the

wool workers under the guidance of the Industries Depart-

ment. The blankets hiade by the people are sold in the

weekly markets bringing in a return of about annas

per day. Wool is spun on a heavy Takli or Charka without

putting it to any process to soften it. After being sized

it is woven as it is into Kamblis on a primitive loom.

Organisation is the first need of the industry.

9. Sheep breeding ,-—Sheep breeding is a very useful

industry for the Central Provinces, for it yields a fairly

regular income if developed properly. Mutton is rarely

eaten in the villages but some income from the sale of

sheep is got occasionally. The waste wool is sometimes

used for stuffing the potter's wheel. Cross breeding may
increase the yield and quality of wool. Sheep require salt

but the shepherds have to buy edible salt inclusive of duty.

Though the Salt Act of the Central Government has a pro-

vision that salt required for industrial purposes be given free

of duty, this benefit is received only by large scale industries

and so sheep breeding is handicapped. Some of the shep-

herds not having been ablei to buy salt for their flock,

the sheep were allowed to lick up some amount of efferves-

cent earth in forest areas but this brought about some

disease which ultimately killed their flock. Since then they

are giving the salt they themselves use. The removal of

the Salt Tax may now help the shepherd considerably.

10. Carpentry ,—Carpentry is one of the key village

industries. The carpenter supplies parts of tools and

instruments of other artisans and also helps in house con-

struction. This industry is also languishing due to factory

cctepetition . The carpenter himself is importing foreign
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tools ! Things formerly made in villages are now sub-

stituted by ready made goods from towns. The decline of

industries like the oil pressing and textile industry and

the replacement of bullock cart transport by motor trans-

port has caused the decline of carpentry also. The work

of the carpenter has now been largely confined to articles

which do not require much skill. Many carpenters do not

even understand the need for seasoning wood and so are

largely using wet wood. Cart-wheel making which is a

skilled industry is now pursued in the crude fashion by

these ignorant carpenters . Carpenters require some research

and direction in such matters. The Plandicrafts School in

Nagpur is doing some work in this direction. The carpenter

has his primary items of expenditure taken care of by the

dan system and so is better off comparatively.

The carpenter is definitely tied up with the welfare of

the other industries in the village.

11. Sericuliure .—Tassar silk cloth is produced in

some villages. The silk is got from naturally found

cocoons. In most ]>laaes a royalty is paid to the Forest

Department for obtaining these cocoons. The industiy is

not carried on on a scientific basis for want of scientific

equipment. There are no disease-free layings and no

guarantee in regard to c[uality of the eggs. The industry

is very promising if only pains are taken. Even the small

market that is available in the form of yarn for sari and

dhoti borders is being killed by imported silk yarn. At

one time such silk was got from Bangalore but subsequently

foreign substitutes have replaced it. In consequence, theie

has been much unemployment in this industry and the

responsibility is with the Government . It would be tiseful

and helpful if the village weaver was induced to purcha^e

11—10
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silk yarn from the producer. This may not be possible un-

less his environment is controlled by licensing and taking

foreign silk yarn dealers. The industry demands Govern-

ment attention.

12. Mat weaving ,—Mats are made out of sindhi tree

leaves, reeds of river beds, bamboo strips, coarse grass and

sometimes from strings of sann hemp. The equipanent

often consists of a crude knife but where mats are woven

on warp of sann hemp strings a very simple loom is made

of bamboo poles, at a very low cost. The market is local.

The prices are very low and the mat weavers were making

about an anna per day in the pre-war days. In some

places a royalty is paid to the Malguzars or Patwaris for

obtaining grass which grows wild. Dues are paid to the

Forest Department if the grass is cut from the forest.

These dues are handicapping the industry. The product

itself is very crude and devoid of art. Imported mats

compete with the local products. If this industry is pro-

perly organised and the workers are given facilities for

improving their designs the market may slightly increase.

Sann hemp string inay also be used like coir for door rugs

and carpets. Apart from using the mats on the floor people

use them for roofing and room partitioning and also for

bullock cart tops.

13. Rope making .—Ropes are made from sann hemp,

moonj grass, sisal fibre, etc. The equipment for rope

making is simple and crude. Methods on the lines of coir

rope making will improve this industry. The instruments

for twisting ropes and some processes are similar to coir

work. Sann hemp is cultivated but the dues paid to the
Government are prohibitive. In some cases the charge is

35 per cent, of the nett yield from the article.
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This aspect of the question has not drawn tlie atten-

tion of the Industries Department so far. The long fibres

of sisal hemp make excellent ropes, carpets, door mats, etc.

The short fibres can be made into paper and the residual

pulp obtained while decorticating makes good substitute for

cattle dung as manure. Imported ropes compete with this

industry. The market is full of such articles. The production

is not able to compete successfully with the imported

articles though it is strong and durable. The cause for it

is the crudeness of the product. This industry gives work
to the whole family and needs very little capital. The

worker earned about Rs. 1-8-0 per month in the pre-v/ar

days. The fibre of linseed stalk and aloe fibre and the

creepers in the forests are not being utilised for rope-

making. They afford good raw materials for the industry

and so need exploitation.

14. Tanning .—Tanning is a widespread industry in

the Province. The tanners are most backward. They are

poor, illiterate and at the mercy of everybody in the village.

So the Government should help them in every possible way.

Every year raw hides are exported and finished products

imported. This has to be controlled. The Province is

also wasting many materials obtainable from horses, mules,

goats, dogs and other animals. The Government has done

nothing to conserve and husband the resources of the

country. The value of the hides and skins is considerably

lowered by dragging and mishandling the carcasses of the

dead animals, since the skin is thus damaged. Proper

methods of flaying and preserving the skin should be taught

to the workers. By this improvement the return from the

industry could be doubled. Another neglected process is

the curing of the hides after flaying. Salting the hide pre-

vents putri faction and makes first-class leather. For salt-
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ing, concessions from the Governnient for cheap supply

of salt should be obtained. The Government concessions

at present, do not seem to help the tanners. Persons re-

quiring concessions are required by the rule to provide

piicca godowns and to pay the Govermnent Rs. 100 towards

inspection charges. These rules arc beyond the scope of

the village tanners. So the Government should modify

these rules so as to enable the poor tanners to benefit by

them. Unfortunately about 80 per cent, of the hides

available are those of cattle that die in villages. Unless

salt is made available to the chammars even at remote

places free of duty these hides and skins would become a

waste.

Next only to cotton industry, this industry forms a

major industry in the Province. The industry requires the

nurturing care of a paternal Govermnent. In many cases

the Chammars know the processes of tanning and also know
that no short cuts can be taken but due to financial weak-

ness they are unable to ])ut through the proper process of

tanning with the result that the product is not good. For

a properly tanned leather the process may extend to several

months and in the case of very good leather well over a year

but no chammar can afford to spend so much time, and

invest the necessary capital which is large. It is here that

the Government should come to the chammars' rescue. The

Government may collect the hides and skins at central

depots and also help the chammar financially. At present

tanned leather is coming from outside and finished products

are finding a ready sale in remote villages. This has

affected the position of the village tanner adversely.

As regards tanning materials there are considerable

facilities in the Province. Myrobolan, babul bark and
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other tanning xnaterials are available in plenty. About 10

lakhs of maunds of Myrobolans were exported every year

during pre-war days. Tannin may be extracted from this

article and exported in that form. The export of these

raw materials in a crude form deprives the people of em-

ployment. Besides bark tanning, chrome tanning is being

tried at Nalvadi tanneries and results hiive been very

encouraging

.

15. Disposal of Carcasses ,—The disposal of car-

casses is in as bad a state as the tanning of hides and skins.

The carcasses in most parts of the Province are wasted for

want of immediate attention. The Go Seva Charmalaya at

Nalvadi is carrying on experiments in the rational utili-

sation of carcasses. As soon as a carcass is brought to it

it IS flayed and sent to be tanned. The intestines are

cleared of their contents for manurial purposes. The bone

and flesh are boiled to extract the fat for the preparation

of lubricants. The horns are used for making combs,

boxes, spatulas, etc., and the tendons and intestines for

gut making. The boiled bones and flesh are powdered and

bone and meat-meal manure is produced; fi*om the flesh-

ings glue is made. This disposal of carcasses as a separate

industry is not extensively pursued in the Province.

16. Piscicidiure .—The Province has numerous

springs and streams. During the rainy season they are

full of fish. Fish is said to be necessary to balance defi-

cient diet of the Indians. Therefore this industry has a

definite place in the Province. Yet this source of food is not

properly exploited. One of the handicaps 1o the industry

is the heavy exactions of the malguzars who own tanks.

In some cases, they auction the right to fish in their tanks.

The poor fishermen are not able to bid high enough, and so
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they suffer . Although they have other industries to supple-

ment their income, yet they are ill fed and down trodden.

Their nets are made from mill yarn. It takes them 6

months to 1 year to make a good sized net. Net-making

is a spare time occupation for them. Besides fishing,

these lishermen occupy themselves generally in preparing

puffed rice {Muramura) puffed gram, {Phutana) Daliya,

pressed rice (Poha) and Lahi

.

They also gather Singada

(water nuts) from the tanks and sell them. In spite ot

all this they hardly got 2 annas per day before the War.
The Government itself has done nothing in the matter of

breeding fish or improving it.

17. Poultry Rearing .—Noiwhere is poultry keeping

found as an industry. Villagers keep a few fowls and

consume the eggs themselves. No research has been carried

in poultry breeding. The dairy farm at Nagpur has a few

birds of good breed. But the introduction of foreign

birds into the Province can be said to be unsatisfactory

in its results, because the exotic birds easily succumb to

epidemics bringing loss to the villagers. Wherever the

farmer embarks on this as an industry for commercial pur-

poses he falls into the hands of the middleman on account

of his ignorance and inability to find a market.

18. Dairy Farming .—This industry is generally car-

ried on side by side with agriculture. Milk holds a very

important place in any diet and a very essential one in a

vegetarian diet. If the dairy industry is to be carried on

in a climate such' as this Province enjoys, extreme care is

necessary. There is hardly any dairy worth speaking

about in the villages. There are very few in towns and

cities. The cattle are very poor milkers. Attempts at

cross-breeding have proved useless in the third and fourth
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generations. Therefore any improvement will have to

be on the lines of carefully selected breedings amongst local

live-stock. Very little has been done in this way, though

here and there are very good stud bulls . As a rule hardly

any village can be said to possess satisfactory breeding

animals. The problem has not yet been tackled in all ear-

nestness. A few daily farms here and there carry out

work relating to milk records and cattle breeding. But they

are only spasmodic efforts. A well conducted far-flung

organization for this work is essential.

The dairy farmer finds difficulty in grazing lands.

There is hardly 3 quarters of an acre per head of cattle.

The grazing fees of malguzars are very high and the fodder

available is very defective. The animals do not iiavc a

properly balanced diet. Under these circumstances natur-

ally their productivity is very low. Some efforts to organize

cow-herds into a Co-operative body were made at Telam-

kheri Dairy Co-operative Society, Nagpur. Though the

organization claimed prosperity even there improper feed-

ing was noticeable. Not merely district towns and tahsil

towns, but even remotest villages should have some such

organization. Mill oil pressing and mill cotton ginning

reduced the quantity and quality of oil cake and cotton

seeds which are the most important food material of the

cattle. There is hardly any effort made to-day to main-

tain the quality of milk and milk-products in towns and

cities. Adulteration in ghee, milk and butter is a common

feature. Dairies are not periodically inspected and licensed.

The A.I.V.T.A. experimented in the distribution of the

skimmed milk to the villagers. This novel idea was not

favourably received by the villagers though the price of

milk was low and the food value was maintained. The
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problem of milk supply in the city is somewhat different

from the problem of rural dairying. In the towns people

keep animals as long as necessary and dispose of them.

Many animals are imported from the Nizam's Dominions

and Malwa. There was hardly any veterinary help avail-

able to villagers except in towns and cities.

19.

Toy making .—^Toy making requires a consider-

able amount of knowledge of child psychology. In the West

the best brains arc engaged in this work. But unfortunately

instead of developing the imagination of the child the toy

makers have tried to reproduce more and more realistically

the life of grown ups. In our own country we see only

the relics of toy making represented by crude figures made

out of wood or clay. This industry c^m be pursued pro-

fflably by carpenters, potters, tailors, lac producers, bamboo

cane workers, paper-pulp makers and glassware manu-

facturers. The Province had been importing large quan-

tities of Japanese and German toys. It would now do well

to kindle native genius and enable the Indian child to play

with Indian toys. Toys enable the development of culture

among children. So it is important to give a place to

Indian toys which represent Indian culture. The culture

of a country can be guaged from its toys. We should

therefore guard this field and develop it.

20. Goldsmithy .—The export of large quantities of

gold has made the goldsmith unemployed. A goldsmith

in a country like ours is the indicator of the prosperity of

the people because ornaments represent the investment and
the wealth of the people. Fortunately every goldsmith has

a piece of land the income from which seems to support him.

21. Paper making .—No definite efforts have been
directed towards developing paper manufacture in the
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Province. The Province has many raw materials which
are ideal for making paper. This industry is pursued as
an experiment only by the A.I.V.l.A. at Maganwadi.
The materials used there are not fresh raw materials.

There, attempt is niade to utilise the village waste like

rags, broken bamboo baskets, ropes and old gunny ()ags.

Cotton, linseed stalk, straw and plantain fibre are used.

The equipment is not expensive. A paper-making unit

cost about Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 in equipment during pre-war

days. At Anji in Wardha District an old student of Magan-

wadi was carrying on a small unit for making paper out of

tailor cuttings. He employed nine labourers and sold rag-

paper at Rs. 6-8-0 per ream. The question of market need

not arise. If the Government helped the paper-makers by

supplying waste-paper as i*aw material and offered to pur-

chase the product the industry could be developed in the

Province.

22. Transport .—Motor transport is growing into

greater and greater prominence at the present day. The

advent of motor traffic has increased the competition with

bullock cart traffic. Even the Government are encouraging

motor traffic even where bullock cart traffic could very

profitably be used. For instance in the transport of timbei

for seasoning purposes the Government employed motor

lorries and transported the materials at a high cost. Season-

ing is a slow process and if bullock carts were used for

transporting such goods, it would be economical. The

Government ought to consider the cost of transport relative

to the productivity of the means of the transport.

23. Lac Industry ,—The possibilities of the lac in-

dustry have not been adequately tackled in the Province.

Industrially lac is becofming more and more important.

8i
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Formerly lac was used as filling for gold and silver orna-

ments but later there was a large export trade amounting

to nearly three lakhs of maunds. Subsequently the export

fell. Just before the War nothing important was done for

lac production on a scientific basis . There was only a

little collection from natural deposits here and there. Lac

forms an important ingredient in polishes and varnishes.

Lac culture can form a good occupation for people in forest

areas. Lac insects themselves use as host trees palas, ber,

and Kuswm, These trees are not of much use in other

ways. Very little skill is required in lac making. Village

people can easily work the collected lac into shellac in their

own cottages, as a home industry by means of locally made
equipment. Lac can be used extensively in the electrical

industry. Hence its possibilities are great. Unfortunately

the forest dues and taxes amount to about 40 per cent, of

the cost of production. Lac is not put to any industrial

uses in the Province^ though for instance lacquer work
may be developed as an art industry. The lac gatherer

earned about two annas a day before the War. A great

deal of damage is done by the lac being collected before it

reaches maturity, resulting in very low prices, because people

have not the economic stability to wait till the lac matures.
This handicap must be removed. A certain amount of

crude lac is used in bangle making only . The industry offers

a large scope for improvement with Government aid,

24. Bamboo work .—Bamboo provides raw material

for a variety o-f manufactures requiring little capitaL This
material is heavily taxed at the very source. The railway

rates of transport are as ;much as ISO per cent, of the
cost of production and 25 per cent, of the profits of the
villager . The equipment of the bamboo worker costs very
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little. The labour even in some cases is highly skilled and

yet the return is very loKv. The bamboo workers are not

able to buy the stock from the forests. They are obliged to

pay high prices to the stocTcists in the markets from whom

they buy. The Basods are engaged in bamboo work. They

are not organised. There is a great demand for baskets

for the collieries. They pay about Rs. 10 per 100 baskets.

Local manufactures could be made to replace thjem, if the

industry is properly organized. Bamboo pulp is not used

for paper making. The Province has a few varieties of reeds

which can be used for making chairs, etc. It would be

profitable if this industry was also developed.

25. Match Manufacture .—The Province has abund-

ant raw materials like Salai and Semul trees for match

making. It hhs large quantities of bone which can be used

in the preparation of phosphorus; but bone is exported.

Development of match making on cottage basis has not

progressed. Unless special concessions are given by the

Government there is no future for the industry. The C.P.

Government requested the A.I.V.I.A. to train students

in match making. But the Association was unable to take

up the work on account of the excise policy of the Central

Government

.

26. Beedi making .—Beedi manufacture is a very

lucrative but harmful industry in the Province. The

Government auction the right to collect Tendu leaves.

There are certain local taxes on these and the industry is

organised by merchants who do a thriving trade. Labour

is low paid considering the subsistence level of wages. A
worker got 2J^ annas to 3 annas a day during the pre-war

days. Tobacco is grown in Berar but a good deal of the
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raw material is imported from Gujerat and Nipani in

Belgaum. Beedi smoking habit is rapidly spreading.

27. Kumkum making,—In a few villages Kumkum
is made for export outside the Province particularly to

Bombay and places on the West Coast. Turmeric and

other local products are used in Kumkum making.

28. Rusa Oil Perfumery

,

—In Ellichpur and Betul

and one or two other plaqes Rusa oil was prepared from

Tikadi grass by a very crude process. The distillation of

the oil requires cheap fuel. The high prices of fuel have

•handicai:)ped the industry.

29. Joss Stick making.—In the Pagara Jagir the

bark of Menda trees is used as an ingredient in the making

of Oodubathis

.

The industry has a good prospect in the

forest areas.

3. Industrial Co-operation

The artisans’ co-operative movement had until

recent years been connected with the supply of credit to the

artisans. Industrial co-operation made little progress.

In 1939-40 there were only 8 Industrial Associations and
5 Dairy Societies. The former had a membership of 499
with a working capital of Rs. 83,913 and the latter a

membership of 104 and a working capital of Rs. 23,225.
Gradually as a result of war conditions industrial co-opera-

tion began to receive increased attention from 1942.

Weavers’ co-operative movement is by far the largest

artisan co-operative action in the Province. A Provincial

Weavers’ Co-operative Society was started at Nagpur as

early as 1934 with the aid of the Government of India
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grant. It has been progressing in its work with the aid

of the Central and Provincial Governments and tinder the

advice of the Textile Expert with the Central Provinces

Government and the supervision of the Director of Indus-

tries and the Registrar of Co-operative Societies. Until

recently it was concerned with the issue of yarn to its

members for sari production on piece work basis . But now
it is a Central Weavers’ Co-operative Society with 117

affiliated primary weavers’ co-operatives having 19,924

members. During the quarter ending 30lh June, 1946 it

supplied yarn worth Rs. 33,551 to 304 individual members

for sari production and paid Rs. 50,500 as wages. It also

supplied during the same quarter yarn worth Rs. 23,50,329

to its primaries. About 45 per cent, of the looms in the

Province have been brought into the co-operative fold
;
and

a post war scheme for developing handloom industry in the

Province is worked through this organisation since April

1946. The organisation is endeavouring to feed the looms

regularly and adequately.

Co-operative activity to a lesser extent is seen among

the other classes of artisans: Thfere are 16 brass workers’

societies in the Province with a membership of 1,268. The

societies supply basic materials to their members for making

brass ware and undertake to dispose of the goods to whole-

salers .

Among other industries, there are co-operative societies

here and there for rope making, newar making, hidi making,

dairy farming and dyeing. Some fishermen’s co operatives

also have now been started. The Jhallar Ghee Producers

Union at Jhallar in Betul Dt. is a thriving concern, having

a working capital of Rs. 19,391. It prepares ghee and

butter from the milk supplied by its meimbers by scientific
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methods. In 1944-45 it purchased milk worth Rs. 27,312

and sold ghee and butter worth Rs. 36,350. Another

important feature of the co-operative movement in the

Province is the development of women's home industries.

In 1944 the Vanita Sahakari Gramodyog Bhandar, Ltd.,

was started at Nagpur for pro(moting home industries

aimong women . The institution helps women in making and

selling home products like lehion juices, squashes, pickles,

papads^ jams, jdllies, chidneys, and vinegar. As a part of

post war development scheme, this institution is given a

co-operative form. The object in view is to train women
in sewing, knitting, embroidery, hbsiery, newar, making,

jam making, etc., and thus expand th)e scope of the work

of women in home products.

The progress of industrial co-opcration in Central

Provinces and Berar at present is not quite satisfactory;

but it is encouraging that the development is effected in

accordance with some plan of work.

''The salvation of cottage industries not subsidiary to

agriculture lies in co-operation

BENGAL BANKING ENQUIRY COMMITTEE.
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VI. MADRAS
1. General Features

The Province of Madras occupies the whole southern

portion of the peninsula, excluding Coorg and the Indian

States. Under the Govern'ment of India Act 1935, the

province became autonomous with a Governor, a bicameral

legislature and a Cabinet of Ministers. The Congress

Ministry came into power in 1937 and continued to the end

of 1939. Thereafter the administration passed on to the

Governor and his Advisers under Section 93 of the

Act. Popular Government was revived in 1946 after the

war. In the division of India Madras forms part of the

Indian Union.

The province has an area of 1,24,363 sq. miles with a

coast line of about 1,250 miles on the eastern side and

about 450 miles on the western and southern sides. The
coast line on the east and west is fringed by the ghats, which

meet at the Nilgiris.

The annual average rainfall is about 40 inches. The

climate is free from extremes.

The population of the province in 1941 was 4,93,40,000,

out of which 88 per cent, were Hindus, 7 per cent. Muslims

and 3.8 per cent. Christians.

There is on the whole 36,669 miles of road of which

19,309 miles of road is metalled.

Rice, cholam, ragi and kamhu are the principal food

crops and cotton, sugar-cane,: tobacco and groundnut the

principal cash crops. Tea and coffee grow on the Nilgiri
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hill slopes. ‘ Over 80 per cent, of the people are^ in agricul-

ture and less than 10 per cent, in industries. The province

has many cotton, hosiery, jute, oil, sugar, and soap factories

and mills scattered all over the province.

Madras is the capital and Madura, Coimbatore and

Vizagapatam some of the important towns. Madras and

Vizagapatam are important sea ports.

Thle revenue of the province and the expenditure in

1945-46 are Rs. 36 crores and T\s. 36 crores respectively.

Madras has made so^ne progress in the development of

cottage industries, many of which are of artistic value.

2. General Condition

The Madras Province is as important in respect of

cottage industries as any other major province in India.

There arc nunierous cottage industries some of which arc

art. crafts are generally kx'ated in urban centres wbiile the

These industries are spread all over the Province. The

art crafts are generally located in urban centres while the

utilitarian industries are to be found both in urban and

rural areas. A number of traditional cottage industries

are still extant and some new cottage industries have come

into existence during recent years. .Some very import-

ant cottage industries, particularly those of artistic value

are in a decaying condition. The following is a brief

account of the cottage industries now found in the

Province

:

1 . Hand-spinning

.

—Hand-spinning has been in exist-

ence in the Madras Province for several cetnturies. Dur-

ing the closing years of the last century it decayed con-

siderably due to the advent of foreign yarn . The Swadeshi

movement of the early years of this century gave it some
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impetus. But the industry received the greatest impetus

from the non-co-operation movement of 1921. Since

then it has been progressing fairly well. 7'he Congress

Government has given its best attention to it with a view

to popularise hand-spinning and place it in a stable position.

Th(‘ industry is purlsued in almost every district in the

Province, particularly Vizagapatam. East and West

Godavari, Krishna, Nellore, Guntur, Coimbatore, Tinnevclly,

Madura, Salem and Cudappah,. The classes of people

engaged in it are Kapus, Harijans\, Padmasalis, Vclamas,

Kammas, Telagas, Vcllalas, Odayars, etc. PTand-st)inning

is done chiefly b}’ women who are unable to attend to house-

hold duties. Some able-bodied women and children also

spin during their spare time.

Hand-spinning is largely a subsidiary occupation except

where the spinners have no other source of income, hor

the men and women spinners of the middle and upper classes

w’ho do' sacrificial spinning to clothe the poor or self-suffi-

ciency spinning to clothe thdmselves, it is a hobby bordering

on duty.

The raw material required is cotton. The spinners

either grow their own cotton or buy it. Cotton is ginned

on a country gin. Tt is then carded Avith a bow and sliveted.

These preliminary processes are usually done by the spinner'^

themselves. A few spinners, however, purchase ready-made

slivers.

Yarn is spun on a charkha. This wheel is still rathei

crude and primitiA^e in many parts of the Province. Some

spinners spin on a takli or spindle

.

With a view to improve

and quicken the preliminary processes and spinning, the All

India Spinners’ Association have devised improved appli-

II-I2
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ances and processes. During the recent years these im-

proved appliances have been adopted in many urban

centres, though in the rural areas the position is as before.

The count of yarn spun in the Province ranges very

widely between 6.9. and 120.9. Coarse yarn of 6.9. to 18.9.

is spun at numerous dentres
;
but medium and fine counts

ranging between 20.9. and 30.9. are spun at a few centres.

The finest yarn is produced at Ponduru, Chicacole, etc., in

the Vizagapatam district. This yarn is spun out of a local

variety of cotton grown in the hill tracts. The spinners

are all illiterate women. The preliminary processes of

ginning, carding and slivering are all done very carefully

by the spinners themselves. A fish jaw bone is used for

carding. The wheel is of the primitive type. On account

of the special processes, the spinners can spin the finest

counts for which the Andhra is famous in India.

The spinners work usually eight or ten hours a day.

In spite of their hard work the spinners are not able to get

an adequate living. Formerly, a spinner’s income ranged

between one anna and three annas a day. Now due to

changed conditions the average daily income is about 8

annas

.

The Co-operative Movement has not made much head-

way in hand-spinning. There are a few spinners’ and

weavers’ co-operatives in the Province.

The Government of Madras have launched a scheme

for development of hand-spinning in the Province with a

view to self-sufficiency in clothing. The scheme is under

operation in eight firkas chosen for initial working.
The object is to spread it over the whole Province in the

near future.
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2. Handloom weaving to agriculture hand-
loom weaving is the most important occupation of the Pro-
vince. Madras is the foremost handloom weaving Pro-
vince in India. There were in 1941 about 3,40,450 hand-

looms in the Province. Their out-put was estimated at

44,63,00,000 yards valued at Rs. 14,11,07,000 annually.

About 4,,86,829 persons were said to have been employed
in the industry in 1941 , During the recent years as a result

of mill cloth scarcity, the number of handlooms has risen
to over five lakhs.

This industry is found in every district. The sub-
castes engaged in it are the Sajis, Padmasalis, Devangas,
SoMrasJiiras, and Harijans and some Muslims.

The range of counts woven in the Province is from 6.?.

to 120.y. Before the war, imported yarn of 150,?. to 200,?.

was in use. But since imports stopped and the indigenous
mills spin only upto 80,?. the weavers are obliged to limit

their yarn requirements to SOs, and bdlow in the case of
mill yarn and to higher counts in the case of super fine

hand-spun yarn. Most of the weaving cjentres confine

themselves to 40,?. and below. The higher counts are

woven at a few centres of repute like Ponduru, Uppada,
Madhavaraiu^ Pullampet, Rasipuram, Madura and Coimba-
tore.

The varieties that are woven are sarees, dhotis, shirtings,

gada, lungis bed-sheets, towels, mosquito curtains, table

cloths, etc.

Handloom weaving is mostly a home industry in

several parts of the Province. The preliminary processes

of winding, warping,, etc are done by the women, children

and some old members of thie family. At certain centres

pcg-warping which is a tedious and laborious process has
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given place to hand-driven mill Avarping. There are numer-

ous warping mills in all districts. The sizing of the warp

is done by the weavers by mutual co-operation. During

the recent years professional sizers have come into exist-

ence at some centres. In the neighbourhood of textile

mills, mill-sized condemned warps of short length are used

by the weavers.

During the early years of the war, the weaver suffered

much due to unsteady market conditions. Since 1944, due

to scarcity of mill cloth, the demand for handloom cloth

has increased. Wages and cloth price have also risen very

high upto six thnes the pre-war level . The period has been

somewhat favourable to the weavers. But the fullest

advantage could not be taken by the weavers for two reasons.

First, there was scarcity of 3^arn. The mills could not

supply the recjuired quantity of yarn for the handllooms.

The hand-spun yarn produced to feed the under-employed

looms was usually not of good quality. Secondly, the poor

weavers could not get enough money to run their trade.

The weavers, who Avere in the co-operative fold were fairly

well off, because they received yarn through co-operative

societies. The independent weavers, who were outside the

co-operative fold were hard pressed for money and in

consequence had to work under a master weaver or go to a

merchant money-lender. Thus on the whole, while the

master weavers and the merchant middle-men gained, the

ordinary weavers were obliged to carry on a lingering

existence as usual.

Hand/loom weaving is the most important cottage in-

dustry in the Province, whiqh has lent itself for develop-

ment on co-operative lines. Even in 1945 there were over

50,000 looms in the co-operative fold. There were about
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300 weavers’ co-operatives with an apex organisation known

as The Madras Handlooan Weavers’ Provincial Co-opera-

tive Society, Limited^, Madras. There are at present over

860 societies with over 1,10,000 looms affiliated to the

Provincial Society. The Provincial Society arranges f(n'

the supply of yarn to the societies and sells a part of their

production through its emporiitms of which there are over

40 in different parts of the Province. Though the Provin-

cial Society cannot be said to have served the cause of co-

operation among weavers by effecting their mental and

material progress as is expected of a Provincial Co-opera-

tive Organisation, it may be said that this body has helped

some weavers in securing yarn and in selling a part of their

production.

The market for handloom production is both internal

and external. Saris
^

dhotis, towels, bed-sheets and other

utility varieties have a fairly regular internal market.

Varieties like lungis and Madras handkerchiefs have an

external market. Before the war, the export trade in these

varieties was about 26.6 million yards. Due to war the

exports fell heavily. Of late, the export trade has tended

to increase.

The influx of mill cloth into the Province during the

recent months has begun to reduce the demand of handloom

cloth in the Province . Prices and wages are on the decline

though the cost of living is still very high. It is generally

felt that unless the production of the weavers finds some

market at home or abroad, the lot of the poor weavers will

again be bad. Now that the controls and the rationing are

slowly going out and the conditions are settling to the

noiTnal, it has to be seen how the handloom industry would

fare in the coming years.
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3. Cotton dyeing and printing .—The Province is

noted for its cotton dyeing and printing. The most im-

portant centres for cotton dyeing and printing are Masuli-

patam, Palcole, Narsapur, Tnni, Madura, Melapalayam,

Salem, etc.

Cotton dyeing of yarn and cloth is done at numerous

centres in all districts. A sub-caste knows as Rangrizes is

engaged in dyeing industry in Andhra districts. Forimerly,

work was done with indigenous materials like chay-root

and indigo. The advent of chemical dyestuffs during the

recent decades has killed the indigenous system. But of

late, efforts are being made by certain enterprising dyers

for the revival of the ancient system. A number of

shades are obtained by the use of chemical dyestuff. There

are numerous dye- factories all over the Province for

dyeing cloth and yarn. It is very interesting to note that

at Chirala in the Guntur district, yarn is tied up into

hanks and dyed in such a way that when it is woven a

particular design and colour effect are obtained even in

the process of weaving.

But by far the pride of the Province is in its cloth

printing. Cloth printing is generally of two kinds: block-

printing and hand painting or pen work traditionally

known as kalamkari work. Block printing is done by

printing on cloth a design by means of a mordant. Some
of the designs used are very intricate requiring many
blocks for a complete design. Thfe worker either buys

cloth himself or gets it from middle-men and prints the

design. Women also do the work in some families. The
margin of profit for th|e worker is very low since the

price of cloth forms a large part of the cost of production.

During the recent years mill printed cloth has come into
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market. Therefore, block printing has suffered to some

extent

.

Kalamkari work is the most important part of the

printing industry of the Province. Masulipatam is the

chief centre for this art craft. The kalamkari products of

Masulipatam are world famous from time immemorial,

Kalamkari work consists in bringing of a variety of

colours on a piece of cloth, by the use of liquid wax and

binish-like pen. This art craft was on the decline for

some decades past. But now a change in public taste is

helping the industry to rise again.

The dyeing and printing industries suffered much

during the w\ar due to scarcity of dyestuffs and fluctuating

prices. The Governijnent placed the materials under

control to ensure proper distribution. Thanks to the Madras

Handloom Weavers' Provincial Co-operative, a crisis

was averted in respect of the supply of dye materials, by

thie opening of dye factories and by regulating the distri-

bution of dyestuffs at control rates.

Of late, a new type of cloth printing has come into

existence—screen printing in which printing of the cloth

is done by placing on it a screen on which a design is cut

and by printing the design by means of rollers smeared

with colour. Some screen printing factories h^ve been

started of which the factory o-f the Provincial Co-opera-

tive is the largest with a daily out-put of about 500 yards.

4. Sericulture and silk weaving ,—Silk weaving is

done at a few centres in the Godavari district as a cottage

industry. Since there is no sericulture in the Andhra, the

raw material is obtained from the South—Mysore and

Kollegal. Tassar silk weaving is seen in parts of the
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Vizagapatam district. There is no ericulture in the

Andhra though there are vast castor plantations.

The southern part of the Province is very important

for the silk industry. Sericulture is peculiar to Coimbatore

and Salem districts. The Kollegal taluq in Cohnbatore

district and the liosur taluq in the Salem district have large

areas under mulberry. Silk worm rearing is the main
subsidiary ocjcupation of the agricultural classes such as

Siva bhaktas, Gangadhikars, Gowdas and Uppallgars

,

The
number of rearjiigs in a year varies from 6 to 8 and the

rearing is done as part time work of the family. Thie Depart-

ment of Industries and Cominerce is taking keen interest

in sericulture. It has four silk farms at Coonoor, Hosur,

Palmanar and Thadaguni. It has also stationed five seri-

cultural demonstrators at important district centres.

Silk rearers do not generally reel silk. Reeling is

done in a central village by some reelers on a crude type

of charka. ddie Industries Department has introduced

improved reeling appliancies. The Department is carrying

on work in the held of ericulture also.

The products of Kollegal and Salem in the south are

very popular. Silk is produced in the Rayalaseema at

Dharmavaram and other centres. But it is inferior to the

product of the South.

5. IVoollcn industry,—The woollen industry of the

Province consists of two sections namely Cumbli and drug-

get weaving and pile carpet weaving.

The chief districts for the cumbli industry are

Bellary, Kurnool, Krishna, West Godavari, Chittoor, Tri-

chinopoly, Madura and Coimbatore districts. A shepherd

caste known as Kuruba or Kurumba is engaged in the

industry. Wool of sheep and occasionally of goats is used.
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There are a few curnbli weavers’ co'-operative societies

Raw material is purchased by the weavers froftn shepherds

in the rural areas. The sheep are neglected and so th-

wool is of poor quality. The average yield of a sheep is

eight to twelve ounces of wool, and the total yield in its

lifetime is 4 to 6 lbs. The wool is not properly graded

according to colour and quality.
«>

The cleaning, carding and spinning of the wool is

done in the primitive way. Taklis or spindles are gener-

ally used for spinning. Very few charkas are in use.

Spinning is done by women as a part time occupation.

The warp is prepared by peg warj)ing and sized with the

starch of tamarind seed or wild onions.

Pit-looms are used by weavers and the weaving is

done by the throw shuttle method. Cumblis of various

sizes are manufactured. During the recent years, felting

process is adopted by some weavers for giving a better

finish to the product. Rugs,^ mufflers, etc., are also

manufactured at some centres. The Industries Depart-

ment is doing its best to improve the quality and quantity

of production.

There are a few cumbli weavers’ co-operative societies

in districts like Bellary, West Godavari and Krishna.

They are trying to expand the market for the woollen pro-

ducts. During the war numerous military contracts and

plantation oontraefe were undertaken by the cmnhli

weavers for the supply of rugs and blankets. The indus-

try had a boom during 1944-45, due to absence of com-

petition. It is now again trying to hold its own during
the present slump.

Pile carpet weaving is an art craft. This industry

is seen in West Godavari, Krishna and North Arcot dis-

IT—13
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trict, its chief centfcs being Ellore and Masulipataui . The
industry was introduced some centuries ago by the Muslims.

Muslims are engaged in pile carpet weaving. The
weavers purchase yarn froan the local spinners. The wool

that is used is both of the local variety and the imported

variety. Imported wool of Cawnpore or Ambur (Tinne-

velly District) is of good quality. Some of the wool used

for carpets is obtained from the tanneries. Kuruba women
spin the wool into yarn and supply it to the carpet

weavers

.

The pile carpet loom is of vertical type. The weavers

get yarn dyed and also prepiare the design on a squared

paper. They work out the design by tying knots of wool

on . vertical warp threads in accordance with the design

.

The quality of the ejarpets varies with the number of

threads per inch. From four threads per inch, to about

twenty threads per inch may be used. Carpets of nine

threads and above are imade to order and inferior carpets

are made for the market.

The market for the carpets is abroad—Australia and
America. During the war peiriod there was a demand
from the soldiers in India. There is a weavers’ co-

operative society at Ellore. It is booking orders from
abroad and from Madras firms and is supplying goods.

The designs have a large variety. They range from
Mogul and Persian traditional design to the designs

required for furnishing a house in Western style,. There
is a bright future for the industry if only the raw material

is improved in quality.

The cirnihli and pile carpet weavers also are poor and
dependent on merchant middle men.
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6. Lace making and embroidery ,—Lace industry in

the Madras Province is as important as chikan work in

Northern India. Lace making and embroidery were

introduced by so)me missionaries from the west. They

opened industrial institutions for the poor at several

centres and taughjt them lace making and embroidery so

that they might sell the products in the western market

and maintain them . These industries spread in other locali-

ties. West Godavari, Krishna and Tinnevelly districts

are the most important for the lace making. The lace of

Narsapur and Palacolc in West Godavari is world famous.

Several thousands of women and girls of all castes

mostly Christians, Pallis (/fishermen), Telagas and Kapus

are engaged in this work. The thread used is ‘diamond'

thread. This is knit into lace of several designs by means
of a knitting needle with a hook. Work is done during

leisure. The products prepared consist of doyleys, table

centres, tea cloth borders,, table runners, window curtains,

etc.

Another variety of work is drawn thread work of

Dummagudem in East Godavari, where wedding veils are

made by working designs on fine cotton net cloth. These

wedding veils are world famous.

There are many middle men in this business. They

advance money to the poor workers and clear huge profits.

The actual workers now get about four annas a day.

Recently, a co-operative society has been started for the

benefit of the lace workers. The market for the lace pro-

products was in America, Great Retain, Australia, etc,,

before the war. Exports stopped during the war and there

was a demand from the soldiers who were in the country.
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Technical Institute, Madras is helping to find a large

The internal market is now expanding. The Yictorial

market for the lace products in the country itself. There

is, however, a large need for organisation of the industry.

Embroidery is chiefly a hobby of some women of the

higher classes. Work is not done on a commercial scale.

6-A. Fibre industry ,—The fibre industry of the

Madras Province is of three kinds.

() Coir or cocoanut fibre industry.

() Palmyra fibre industry.

(c) Jute and other fibre industry.

(a) Coir or cocoanut fibre industry .—The qoir

industry of South India is as old as 15th century. The
chief districts for the industry are Malabar, East Godavari,

Vizagapatam, Tanjore, Salem and Coimbatore. Over a

lakh and a half of people are engaged in it
;
of them about

90 per cent, are women.

There are vast cpcpanut plantations in the Province

which can give about 1,80,000 tons of coir per annum.

But only about 25,000 tons of coir is produced and the

rest is wasted.

Coir is obtained from the green husks of cocoanut

which is not fully ripe. These husks are soaked in

water. In Malabar they are soaked in pits in back-

waters for eight to ten months. In the Godavari,

Tanjore and Ramnad districts dry husks are soaked for a

few hours or are boiled. They are then beaten on a block

of wood with a mallet to separate pith from the fibre.

Ropes are made o\4 of this fibre by women. Inferior

ropes are made by twisting the fibre between both palms of

the hands. Superior ropes are made by the use of machines

lOO
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of a simple type. Coir is used for door mats and floor

matting also. The wages for rope making are about four

annas for a man and two annas for a woman for a day of

eight hours.

There is a very large internal market for the coir pro-

ducts of the Province. The foreign market extending over

England, France and U.S.A. declined due to the war

conditions

.

The coir industry is not well organised in spite of the

efforts of the Industries and Co-operative Departments.

(b) Palmyra fibre ,—This industry is seen in West

Godavari, Vizagapatam and Tinnevelly districts, where

there are vast palmyra tracts. A number of Kapus, Pallis,

Harijans and Nadars are engaged in this work as a sub-

sidiary occupation. Fibre is extracted by beating the sheaths

with a stone or hatumer. This raw fibre is Collected by

several merchants and exported. Grading of the fibre is

not generally done except in towns like Cocanada and

Anakapalle.

The workers cannot make any products out of the

fibre. They supply the fibre to middle men who make a

profit on it. That worker gets about six annas a day. At

some centres like Tuticorin and Madras this fibre is used in

making crude brushes and brooms. The Co-operative

Movement has not yet touched the industry.

(c) Jute and other fibre manufacture

.

—Jute, sunn

hemp, aloe, screw pine, and other fibres are used in some

district or other for industrial purposes. The fibre is ex-

tracted by men and women by soaking the stalks in water

for a long time and beating the'm against a slab to remove

pith. The fibre is then spun into yarn on a spindle or bet-

ween the palms. Strong ropes are made either by means
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of the hands or by a twisting tnachine. Some yarn is turned

into doth) by peg-warping and weaving with a throw

shuttle on a small primitive loom. The process is very

slow, since the appliances arc too crude.

Since these fibrous plants grow on wild tracts or in the

workers^ fields^, the cost of raw material is nil. This indus-

tiy is only ,2 subsidiary occupation followed by a worker’s

family only during spare time.

7. Brass, helBmetal and copper zvork .—This is a

very important branch of the cottage industries of the

Madras Province. This metal work is done at numerous

centres in almost every district. The chief centres are

Vizianagaram, Pittapuram, Ajjaram, Pamanakkapet, Kasa-

ragod, Dindigul, Madras, Tinnevelly, Kumbakonam, Kala-

hasti, Tirupathi and Palghat. The subcastes knows as

Viszvakarmas, Kammos, Kancharies and some Muslims and

Woddars and Goanese Christians engaged in the work.

The raw materials are fmported largely from abroad.

Due to war conditions the ifiiports have fallen heavily. So.

many workers are either using scrap metal or simply doing

sotme repair work. New metal sheets arc obtained by

workers either from dealers in towns or from “middlemen

engaged by the merchants. Some street pedlars purchase

old vessels and supply thean to the workers . The workers

convert them into vessels and sell them diredt to con-

sumers if they are independent workers or supply them to

the middlemen.

The work is of two kinds : In the case of bell metal and
old brass the metal is melted and cast in moulds. The
moulded vessels are given a finish by turning and polishing.

Some workers convert brass and copper sheets into vessels

by beating them into shape with a hammer.
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Numerous varieties of articles both of utilitarian and

artistic types are made. Of the utility articles large and

small vessels, tumblers, plates, dishes, tiffin carriers, coffee

filters, ladles, bells and beads are some important varieties.

Among the artistic varieties may be mentioned flower vases,

cups finger bovls, lamp stands, hooka stands, etc. The

beautiful images cast in bell metal or brass are some of the

special artistic varieties of the Province. The problem of

marketing is some what keen for the independent workers

since they havo to seill their products only locally. Big

merchants and master workers who hire 'labour send their

goods to large cities and important places of pilgrimage

where their goods can find a ready sale. Some sell their

wares by street hawking. The de^mand for these products

is very large during the marriage season and festivals like

Pongal^ Deepavali and Dasara, not to mention the local

festivals.

As a result of war conditions the workers are unable

to get enough raw material at moderate prices. In con-

sequence, the need for organising the poor workers into

co-operative societies has been felt. There are now a few

metal workers’ co-operative societies at Rajahmnndry,

Ajjaram, Ramanakkapeta, Vemur, Satravada, Vonipenta,

Quilandy and Nachiyarkoil . These societies help the

mernbers in the supply of the raw materials, financing of

the production and the sale of the finished goods.

The Department of Industries and Commerce also

is doing its best in the matter of instruction in improved

methods of manufacture and in improved designs. Students

are taught at the Government School of Technology, Madras

methods of metal casting and manufacture of new types of

articles. The use of electric motors, polishing lathes and
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soldering apparatus is also taught. An extension of these

educational facilities to the innumerable workers in the

districts will certainly help to re-organise the industry.

8. Iron smithy .—There are innumerable black-

smiths in every village and town in the Province. Iron

used to be smelted and forged into articles of daily use in

former times. But during* the recent decades the import

of iron and steel sheets and plates has caused the iron smelt-

ing industry to decline. Now the iron workers use cast

iron sheets for their work. A very large number of varie-

ties consisting of agridultural implements, artisans’ tools,

house building materials, boxes and locks could be made

by the skilled workers. Superior cutlery could also be

made out of fine tempered steel. The advent of foreign

hardware hit the industry very hard. The result has been

that the black-.smiths have become merely producers of

crude utility goods or repairers of old articles.

The superior workmanship is not totally absent in the

Province. At a few centres like Penugonda and Negapatam

steel trunks are made. Iron safes and locks are made at

many centres like EMore, Rajahmundry and Vellore.

Superior cutlery is made in Malabar, Guntur, etc. Several

workers make sonne crude implements out of scrap iron such

as old railway metal sleepers.

The industry is not at all organised. The workers are

largely indebted to middlemen, and merchants. It would
be helpful if the workers of important localities are organis-

ed into co-operative .societies.

9. Aluminium mid lead zvork .—The aluminium indus-

try is of recent origin. A number of Kapus, Telagas, and
others are engaged in this industry. Rajahmundry, Viza-

gapatam and Madras are very important for alutninivim work.
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Aluminium sheet is hnported. Street pedlars purchase old

broken vessels and supply them to the workers . The metal

is mdlted and cast in moulds) and finished by turning and

polishing.

The goods turned out of this metal consist of utensils

and household furniture like hookas, and stands. Alumi-

nium work is taught at a number of schools. The cheap-

ness of this ware has made it very popular to the detriment

of brass and boll metal ware. Man}^ poor people use these

cheap \ress<^ls Since the use of these vessels in the kitchen

is said to be injurious to health, it has become necessary to

find other uses for the metal

.

The are very few independent aluminium workers.
Most of the workers work in karkhanas, where goods are

made on a large scale. The industry is in the hands of big

merchants

.

Lead vessel making,, on the other hand is entirely in

the hands of small workers. The chief centres are Vizaga-
patam and Palacolc. Vessels are made by melting lead or
tin and casting it in moulds or by casting the metal into a

plate and then haimmering it into shape. These vessels are

very popular among the well-to-do and the Brahmans since

they are acid proof. Brass utensils also are rendered acid

proof by tinning the insidd of the vessels with tin or
lead. This work is done by a class of workers who are

mostly Muslilms. This work is very popular since it re-

quires very little capita/1 for the worker and yet gives him
an average wage of about Rs. 2 a day.

10. Cabinet and furniture making .—Cabinet and
furniture making is a very important branch of the wood
work in the Province. There are many cabinet and furni-

ture makers in almost every town and city in every district.
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Madras, Malabar, South Kanara, and Krisli^ia districts are

the most important for this industry. Carpenters known
as Asaris and Viswakarmas are engaged in the work. The

raw material used is rose wood, teak wood and other varie-

ties like mango and sal

.

Some teak wood is imported from

Rangoon. The wood is obtained from the forest tracts,

where trees are cut down and the wood is seasoned to some

extent. This material is transported to the various

manufacturing centres by water or road transport. Varie-

ties of furniture were not imany in former days . But dur-

ing the recent years,, due to western influence there has

been a change in public taste. In consequence thereof,

there is now a very large demand for the numerous types of

furniture like cots, tables, tea-poys, lamp-stands, coat and

hat stands, chairs and sofas . The ordinary workmen manu-

facture shnple types of furniture for local sales. But

skilled workers and master workers manufacture either on

their account or in karkhanas artistic pattcrnjs for export to

other markets. Of various types of furniture, the camp
furniture of Narasaraopet (Guntur District) deserves

special mention. This furniture made of white cedar wood
of Malabar and teak wood of Bezwada is of quality and
utility. It consists of camp cots, folding chairs, folding

tables, cradles and numerous other easily portable pieces of

furniture. The workers earn from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8-0 a

day. There is a market for this furniture in Madras,
Mysore, Rayalaseema, Hyderabad and parts of Northern

India. During the War, this camp furniture industry
suffered frotn scarcity of raw materials, though the
delnand for furniture was very large.

The plight of the cabinet and furniture Workers
deplorable, since the trade is largely in the hands of firms.
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Organisation of co-operative societies ajiiong these artisans

for supply of raw auaterials, financial assistance and sale

of goods would help them a good deal. It is also essential that

new designs and patterns in furniture should be intro-

duced. Progress in this direction is in evidence
;
for instance

Sri V. R. Chitra, has designed new and artistic types of

furniture by a judicious adaptation of Japanese design to

popular Indian pieces of furniture. Such designs would

certainly educate public taste and help to place the worker

in a novel field.

11. Cart making, etc .—By far, the commonest form

of the carpenter’s work consists in cart building, agri-

cultural implement making and house construction work.

These lines oif the carpenter’s job are seen both in urban

and rural areas. The carts made are ordinary bullock

carts, bullock spring tarts, hackney horse carts and coaches,

Dharapurani and Vellore are ve/r}^ important for carts of

strength and quality. It takes about ten days for a

master workman and four assistants to make a bullock cart

or a horfee carriage. The varieties of wood used are

irumhagam, tadasha and purusa. Teak wood is also used for

spokes of the wheels. These carriages are made to order

or for sale in the local markets. The advent of the motor

transport both in rural and urban areas has hit this in-

dustry, to some extent. Work is done in small karkhanas

where master workmen usually work with some five or

six assistants. Though there are regular co-operative

societies for cart builders, the master workers get finan-

cial accommodation from some co-operative credit socie-

ties' or from local sowcars.

The agricultural implement industry which was in a

thriving condition in former years is now on the decline.
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There is the competition of imported or Indian factory

made tools and implements which are gaining more and

more popularity due to the efforts of the manufacturers and

the Agricultural Department. Even in respect of house

construction the carpenter is affected by the use of sub-

stitutes for wood work required for the houses. It may
be said that the carpenter in now largely a repairer and

producer of chchp and crude products. The scarcity of all

varieties of wood ha's' affected the workers considerably.

12. Boat Iniilding .—Boat building is done at numerous

centres in the Province both on the river side and the sea

side. There was formerly a' large ship building industry

at Tallarcvu near Cocanada. But now, this industry has

declined. The boats now built consist of small passenger

and goods transporters, and fishing boats. The tonnage

varies from 60 to 100 tons for a boat. The coming of

steam transport on rivers, canals and the coast line and

the opening of railway line even in the interior part of the

Province have caused boat building to decline to some

extent. The industry will again flourish, if the Govern-

ment take greater interest in water transport.

Boat building is done generally on a contract basis.

The master workman engages some ten assistants until the

piece of work is finished . Though the master workman
gains by the contract, the assistants get only poor wages.

The skilled workman gets about Rs. 2 and unskilled one

about 12 annas a day. Work is done almost through out

the year. Wood is obtained from the forest near by.

Th|e cost of building a boat of 36 tons is about Rs. 5,000.

A co-operative society fPr boat builders is East Godavari

district is under contemplation.
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13. Cane and rattan zvork .—This industry is pur-

sued in Madras, East Godavari, Vizagapataan, Guntur,

Nellore and Tanjore districts. The raw material is

grown chiefly locally. The cost of cane is about Rcc 1

per maund at the plantations. The cane is not as

suiooth and glossy as the imported cane of Malacca.

Cane work is done as a part time and also as a whole

thne occupation. At most centres big baskets are made

of whole cane, but at some important centres cane split

into ribbons is used. The varieties produced are chairs,

baskets, cradiles, camp boxes, etc. The industry is in the

hands of merchants and the actual workers get 8 annas

to Re. 1 for ordinary work and Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 for

skilled work. The products are sold locally and at exhi-

bitions. Cane work is taught at numerous schools for

boys and girls. It is remarkable that there are some

blind men who are experts in splitting and weaving cane.

The Co-operative Movehient has not so far touched this

industry.

14. Basket making ,—Basket making is one of the

commonest occupations of the artisans in the Province.

It is carried on at numerous towns and villages in every

district the chief districts being Madras, South Arcot,

Bellary, Madura, Trichy, Malabar, Chittoor and East

Godavari. Some sub-castes known as Medaras, Koravas,

and Naickers and some Muslims and Harijans are engaged

in this work.

The raw materials used are bamboo, date palm and
palmyra leaves and sofne thin rods and creepers found in

jungles. Products are made by splitting bamboo's, etc.,

into ribbons or by using thin creepers completely. The
implehients used are crude knives. The raw materials are

log
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purcjhased fro!m solne llocail dealers or are obtained direct

from neighbouring fore.*^ts and jungles. The products

manufactured consist of baskets of all sizes, winnoiws,

sieves, screens and ihatties, boxes, etc. The prodiigts are

chiefly of the utilitarian type needed for the house hold

or agricultural work. At certain centres artistic products

of fancy patterns are made out of bamboo and palmyra

leaves. Lacquer coating is given to bamboo baskets and

fancy cplouring to pabnyra leaf ropes. The lacquer

baskets are generally purchased by Muslims. The fancy

leaf boxes are largely produced in Madras, Rameswaram,

Tenkasi and other centres. Some of the fancy boxes

have a market in Northern India and Ceylon.

The industry is not organised. The workers are

generally independent, since the capital required is

small. A few of thevn are however indebted to the

merchants. There are some two co-operative societies for

basket makers in Chittoor and Kurnool districts. The

workers earn about 8 annas a day. The industry qan be

improved by introducing new designs and better organi-

sation, for production and sale.

15. Mat weaving .—Mat weaving is done in a few

districts like North Arcot, Tinnevelly, Trichinopoly,

Tanjore, Guntur, Nellore and Cuddapah. A number of

Hindus and Muslims are engaged in this work. The raw

material is korai grass, palmyra and date leaves and

screw pine leaves. Korai grass is obtained from river

bunds and tank bunds, hill slopes and wet lands. Palmyra

and other leaves are obtained from the vast wild tracts

where they grow. At some centres the raw material is

purchased by the workers and at others it is obtained from

the sources. Many workers are handicapped by the pre-

no
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sence of merchants dealing in korai grass and other

materials

.

Out of one bundle of korai some 20 to 70 mats can

be made. There are three types of mats of korai, namely

the plain coarse variety, the fine striped variety and the

superfine variety. llie 'first two varieties are made at

several centres, but the superfine variety is produced at

Pattamadai and Viravanallur in Tinnevelly district. The

counts of common varieties range from 18.s'. to 24s'. while

those of superfine types range from 50^. to 140.s'. The

dyes used are generally synthetic dyes except for the

Pattamadai mats for which indigeneous vegetable dyes

are used.

The mat loom is simple, consisting of two stolit

bamboos placed at a distance equivalent to the length of

the mat and kept in position between two pegs driven in

the ground. This loom costs about Rs. 5. The capital

required is not much. Yet, some mat weavers are in-

debted to merchants.

Two coarse mats! qan be woven in a day of ten hours.

But for a superfine mat of 140jr. thle preparation of warp
and weft takes about 25 days and the actual weaving about

40 days. There is now a large demand for mats since the

Japanese competition is absent. The coarse varieties are

sold locally, while tht‘ fine and superfine mats are export-

ed to Bombay and Mysore. There are five mat weavers’

co-operatives in Tinnevelly, South Arcot and Tanjore.

Further development in this line is needed.

Palmyra and date leaf mats are manufactured in

several districts. Screwpine mats are made in Malabar,

South Kanara, Chingleput and Tanjore districts. The

market for these varieties is largely local.

Ill
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16. Slate making .—Slate making is an important

industry in the Kurnool district, the chie(f qfentres being

Markapur and Cumbum. It is pursued in small factories

some of which arc niedianised. It is also found as a

cottage industry, A number of men, women and children

are engaged in quarrying, preparing and polishing

slate slabs. These slabs are either sold to merchants for

fixing the frames or are fixed in the frames by cottage

workers themselves and sold to consumers . The nails,

polishing material, and tools are locally available with some

dealers. A worker earns about Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 per day.

Slate pencils are also maniufactitred out of the same

materia]. Nine persons! can make about 5,000 slate pencils

in a day. A worker earns about Rs. 1-8-0 per day.

The industry is not well organised, though the demand

foir Indian slates and slate pencils increased due to war.

Organisation on cp-operative lines may benefit the industry

much

.

17. Lapidary work .—Lapidary work is pursued as an
occupation at a few places like 'Masulipatam . The workers

work at their own homes for sofme dealer or in small

karkhanas owned by a master worker. A horizontal wooden
lathe for crude-polishing of the vaikrantam stones and a

treadle-like lathe for finishing the stones are used by the

worker!^. A corundum disc is used for cutting thje faces

of the precious stones and polishing them. The workers

are paid on piece work or contract basis. The raw material

is imported and the lathes are lodally made. It is very

interesting to note that the relations between the employer

and the workers are very GordiaJ. During the war period

the absence of imports of chemical diamonds, etc., from

Burma and elsewhiere caused an increase in the demand for

II2
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these vaikranfam stones. At Masulipatani, a nuiTiber of

youngnien whose hereditary occupation was kalamkari work

took to lapidary work since it fetched them a higher wage

than the kalamkari work. The import of Rangoon diamonds

etc., at the present day has affected the industry slightly.

18. Leather tanning.—Leather tanning as a cottage

industry was very important in the Province during former

years. The industry suffered for some decades past due

to the starting of large-sqale tanneries at several places in

the Province such as Ellore, Bezwada, Madras, Bellary,

Madura, Trichinopoly and Tinneve'lly. But as a result of

popular efforts and Government initiative, cottage tanning

has been revived. There arekottage tanneries at numerous

centres all over the Province in West Godavari, Krishna,

Bellary, Anantapur, Trichinopoly, Madura, South Kanara,

North Arcot, Tanjore and Tinnevelly districts.

Tanning is chiefly done by a sub-caste of Harijans known

as Godaris and some Muslims. The raw material—hides and

skins—is obtained from slaughter houses and from jungle

and other tracts. For instaned, in West Godavari district,

there are persons in the Kolleru lake tract and Kajniavara-

pukota iipland region who collect carcasses of animals and

supply them to the tanners. This raw material is generally

of inferior quality. The tanners used to tan them at their

own .small tanneries. Some tanners employ the traditional

processes of tanning. Their produc^t looks enude but is of

good quality where the raw material is good . Other tanners

employ factory methods ; but they shorten the period of

soaking in lime and tanning bark solution.

The Government are taking keen interest in the deve-

lopment of the industry. The Leather Trades Institute,

Madras, trains young men in modern niethods of pickling
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hides and skins, manufacture of improved leather, and the

use of synthetic and indigenous tanning materials . Research

also is carried on and bulletins embodying the results thereof

are published by the Department of Industries and Com-

merce. Since 1942-43 peripatetic demonstration parties

are sent out to show improved methods of flaying, preserving

and curing and modern methods of tanning on cottage scale.

TliCTe are some other institutions where tanning is taught.

A large part of the tanned leather is consumed locaMy

by leather workers. Only superior varieties are exported

to Madras and elsewhere.

19. Leather goods manufacture .—This is a common

cottage industry in the Province. There is a large demand
for leather goods both from urban and rural people. A
sub-caste of Moochis and some Muslims are engaged in this

work. The most important centres for leather goods are

Bellary, Bezwada, Vellore, Trichinopoly, Madura,

Ellore and Kumbakonain. The goods produced are boots,

shoes and sandals, bedstraps, bags, money-purses, water

buckets, suit cjases, etc. The workers work in small work-

shops or on the roadside. There are a few karkhanas owned
by master workers or merchants in some urban centres.

The average daily inCfOme of an ordinary chuckler is Re. 1

to Rs. 2 and that of a skilled worker is about Rs. 3. There

are a few cp-operative societies for' leather workers at

places like Ellore, Kulmbakonam, Madras, Madura, Lepakshi

and Alur. During 1944-45 goods to the value of Rs. 82,206

were sold by these co-operatives. The Madras Provincial

Co-operative Bank has given a grant for the development

of cottage industries. Out of this a leather instructor has

been appointed to train societiejs in improved methods . Thiere

is a very vast scope for the development of leather goods
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manufacture all over the Province. Tamied hides and

skins are largely exported outside the Province. The develop-

ment of leather work will enable the Province to consume

all the materials locally.

20. Match Industry .—Match making as a cottage

industry is seen in Ramnad and Tinnevelly districts . At

places like Koi'lpatti, Sivakasi and Sattur it provides work

for men, women and children in their homes. Work is done

mostly without the aid of machinery. The raw materials

required, viz., veneers and splints and chemicals are ifnport-

ed from Malabar, Madras and Bombay. Work is done

during the spare time. The investment of each producer

ranges from Rs, 500 to Rs. 3,000. The hnished products

are marketed through middlemen and agents. The War
has shot up the price of raw materials and has handicapped

the industry to some extent. There is scope for the co-

operative movanent in this industry. There are possi-

bilities for developing this industry in the Northern Circars

and in the North Arcot. The products are sold in Madras,

Mysore, Hyderabad, Bombay and in the Central Provinces

.

21. Cigar manufacture .—Cigar manufacture is an

i>nportant cottage industry in districts like Madura, Trichy

and East Godavari. A nujmber of Hindus of numerous

sub-castes and a few Muslims are engaged in this work

which gives both part time and whole time employment

throughout the year. The raw material is obtained from
Guntur, East Godavari, Madura, Trichy, Salem and Coim-
batore districts. The average income of a worker per day
is Rs. 1-8-0 to Rs. 2. The cigarjs of Woriyur, Dindigul,

Guntur and Cocanada are of superior quality and have an

external market also. Thlere are co-operative societies for

cigar manufacture in Madura and East Godavari districts.

”5
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22. Beedi manufacture

.

—This industry is pursued in

every district particularly in North Arcoti, Chingleput,

Trichy, Madras, Malabar, South Kanara and Godavari. It

is both part tiOie and -whole time occupation. A number

of Hindus and Muslims are engaged in it. Work is done

by men and women at home and in small karkhanas owned

by big and small dealers. The raw material which con-

sists in tobacco powder and bccdi leaves is obtained from

outside the Province. Wages are paid on piece work basis

at Re. 1 to Rs. 1-8-0 for 1,000 beedis. The South

Indian Bccdi Workers’ Association, Madras, is helping the

workers against exploitation by the middle men and the

agents appointed by big capitalists. There is scope for

cooperative movement in the bccdi industry. The pro-

ducts are consiuned mostly in the Province itself.

2vl. Eucalyptus Oil extraction .—This industry is pur-

sued on the Niigiris in Ootacamund and Coonoor taluqs.

The distilleries are moved from place to place according to

the availability of the leaves. About 3 or 4 persons work

together at each distillery. The process of extracting oil

is very simple. Since the actual workers have very little

capital of their own they depend on the advances received

from wholesale merchants of Ootacamund, Coonoor and

Kotagiri and are obliged to them. The workers get about

Rs. 2 a day eacli^. Since there is a large demand for this

oil the industry may be organised better particularly on co-

operative lines.

24. Oils and paints industry .—This industry has

come into importance as a cottage industry during the

recent years. The cliief centres are Guntur, Krishna, West

Godavari, Coimbatore, Madura and Tinnevelly districts.
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The raw materials required are red, yellow, ochres, etc,,

and turpentine and other chemicals. The ochres are

obtained locally or from Madras
;
and the chemicals are

obtained frottn dealers in Madras and Bombay. Work is

done on a small scale at a few centres. The producers

keep the technique a secret and clear large profits due to

the non-avai)lability of ibiported goods. Tenali in the

Guntur district is the chief centre. The olit paints pro-

duced there by the Sodhan Paints Association are very

popular. The associhtion is conteimplating the decentrali-

sation of the paint industry throughout the Province with

a view to meet the re(|uirements of the whole Province.

There is a bright future for this industry.

25. Ordinary Pottery .—Ordinary pottery industry

is seen in almost every village throughout the Province. A
sub-caste known as Kunimaras and Kusavans is engaged in

this work.

The principal raw tmaterial used is black clay and red

clay which are available at water side at numerous places.

The primitive wheel is still used by the potters. This wheel

costs now Rs. 5. The pots are made by the primitive

process and whicn they are half dried, they are baked in a

kiln with cheap fuel

.

The products usually consist in house-hold utensils. A
few potters imake crude cups, saucers, hooka tubes, etc.

The demand for the products is only local. The average

daily income of an ordinary potter is about Rs. 2. There

are a few potters’ co-operatives in solme places like Madras

and Vellore.

Tiles and bricks arc made in several ruital areas as

seasonal work. The market for these goods is local.
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26. Glazed Pottery, Crucibles, etc ,—During the

recent years, tHe manufactture of glazed and other superior

kinds of pottery has cokne into existence on an increasing

scale. North Arcot. South Kanara, Madras and Rarnnad

districts are noted for this work. The raw material

required is white clay, gypsum, etc. These materials are

either locally obtained or imported. The products made
consist in tea pots, cups, satiqers, jugSv vases, and other

artistic articles of both eastern and western style. The
pottery of Karigiri in North Arcot district was exhibited

at several international exhibitions. The goods are sold

both locally and in other districts. The average income of

a worker is about Rs. 2 a day.

There are large possibilities for expanding ornamental

]iotteries of improved design, and glaze. Minerals like white

clay, felspar and gypsum are available in several dis-

tricts in the Province. The Government also are taking

keen interest in the ceramic industry. The School of Arts
and Crafts, Madras, has a course in ceramics. The
Department of Industries and Commerce has a Ceramic
Expert. Schemes of development of pottery in Rayala-
seema and Godavari district are in operation. Demon-
strations in improved proihsses are conducted at selected

centres . The Government are opening ceramic factories at
some important centres.

In the East Godavari district crucibles are made by the
potters for sfmelting metals. The raw materials required
are graphite, china day and borax crystals, which are locally
available. The tools and appliances namely moulds of brass
and wood, sieves of brass and mortars of stone are all locally
available

.

ii8
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The workers lismlly work under capitalists or master

workers. The wage earner gets about annas 10 to Re. 1

for a day of eight hours. There are a nutnber of middle

men in the business. The annual output is about Rs. 5

lakhs. The cost of production is about annas 4 per crucible

and the retail rate is about anna;s 7. The middle men clear

a large profit of about 25 to 30 per cent.

The market for the products is local and in the Punjab,

etc

.

The lack of imported crucibles has helped the industr)^

much. Though these crucibles are inferior to imported ones,

there is much scope for improvement. The possibilities for

co-operative organisation in this field are very large.

27. Hand-made paper hidusiry .—Though hand-tnade

paper industry existed in Anantapur dist rict in former years,

the industry declined. During the recent decades this indus-

try was to be seen at institutions like National College,

Masulipatam, and All India Village Industries Association,

Wardha. During the recent vears the Government have

taken a keen interest in this industry. The scarcity of

paper during the war period helped it to expand. The Depart-

ment of Industries, Madras, have appointed a Paper Pxpert

and have opened hand-made paper factories at Rezwada

fKrishna district). Gazulapalle (Kurnool di^itrict) and

Bugga (Cuddapah district). These units did good work.

Demonstration parties are also sent round to show improved

processes to paper makers. A number of institutions and

individuals took to paper making. The raw materials con-

sisted of waste paper, rag. .straw, bamboo pulp, etc. The
beating, lifting and glazing processes are all done by hand.

There has been a large market for hand-made paper

due to geheral paper scarcity. Paper sold on an average

at annas 12 per pound.. The product though crude at
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several centres was fairly useful for writing and printing.

There are many paper making co-operatives in Vizagapatam,

Krishna, Guntur, Cuddapah and other districts. The

Governiment have recently wcnind up the paper making units

and abolished the post of Paper Expert. Now that milE

made paper of India and ell sewhere is coming into the market,

it is to be seen whether hand-made paper industry will

have a future as a supplier of the reejuirements of the

average consumer.

28. Soap making .—Soap making as a cottage in-

dustry is purslued on a very small scale at a few centres,

particularly Madras. The raw materials arc purchased

from local dealers. The soap maker works in his home or

a small karhhana with his assistants. The product is

chiefly washing soap and in a few cases toilet soap. The
c{uality, particularly that of toilet varieties, is very poor
and even hannful. The All India Village Industries

Association, Wardha, is trying to popularise soap making
out of indigenous materials. There are some institutions

training yonngmen in j^oap making. The industry has to
go a lotig way to gain popularity before it could be
organised. A beginning has, however, been made; for, a
number of youngmen trained at the vSoap Factory, Calicut
and at tlie Benares FTindu University arc active in the

fieM.

29. Toy and doll making ,—This is one of the most
important industries of the Madras Province. Toys and
dolls are made at numerous centres in several districts.

A number of carpenters, potters and metal workers are

engaged in this work. The products have a wide range
in quality and variety. Some are crude while the others

are polishied. Some are useful for children to play with
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while the others serve only as exhibits at household doll-

aiid-toy shows durinj> certain festivals like Dasara and

Sankaranihi (Pongal) . The ])roducts consist of tradi-

tional patterns and de signs like human and animal figures

and ordinary playthings. Bui the war has introduced

many now patterns like aero-planes, tanks, guns and

steamers. The lack of imports from abroad has helped

the industry to develop in volume and variety. Ihe toys

and dolls made in the Province are generally of four

varieties:— (?) wooden toys; (rl) clay or terra-cotta

figures; (???) metal toys; and { iv) cloth dolls.

(?’) Wooden ^ny.s' . -These toys are made at many

centres which are either cities or ])laces of pilgrimage.

The most Jmportanl centres are Kondapalle, Etikoppaka,

Sringavarapukota, Tiruchamir, 1 ravadanalhir, Palakode,

Ambasaniiulram, Settigiinta and Gionoor. Some carpen-

ters and oth(‘r Hindu sub-castes like BaUja CJiettis, PuIIa-

vars, Arya Kshatriyas and some Muslims arc engaged in

this work. Th(' wood that is used is a variety of light

wood, white and coloured, peculiar to each locality. For

instance, raktachandana and patakarra woods are used in

Tiruchamir, tcllapoliki tn Kondapalle, ankudit in ETikoppaka,

ponnai and ilupai in Palakode, palakotai in Travadanallur

and silver oak in Coonoor. The tools used are the ordinary

ones used in carpentry for ordinary and skilled work.
After manufacture, the articles are either lacquered on a

wooden lathe or siimply painted with colours. The lacquer
is prepared by the w’orkers by mixing lac with some pig-

ments .

The products generally have a market during the

festival season. They are sold at depots in cities and towns
and fairs and temple squares. Some superior; varieties like

I2I
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Kondapalk toys which represent scenes from rural and

urban life have a market extending over the other Provinces

of India.

The worker earns about Re. 1 to Rs. 1-8-0 per day.

The industry is not organised except at a few centres.

There are a few co-operatives at Kondapalle, Etikoppaka

and Tirupati.

The workers in general are much handicapped by the

non-availability or slow transport of raw materials. This

matter merits immediate attention of the Government. The

lack of finance which causes the workers to depend on

middlemen and merchants is another .serious handic'ap.

The Government are taking sotne interest in this in-

dustry by organizing co-operatives and offering other

facilities. The School of Arts and Crafts, Madras, gives

training to certain toy makers in improved patterns and

processes. The industry has a very bright future if it is

properly organized.

(ii) Clay and terra cotta ivork .—There are numerous

centres all over the Province where clay terra cotta work
is done. The important districts are Pondicherry, East

and West Godavari, Madura, vSalem and Cuddappah. A
number of potters arc engaged in this work. The products

consist of crude clay figurds of 'men, animals, etc and also

superior figures shWing mythological motifs and day to

day life. The moulds are cast in cement and then the

figures are made. They are baked and painted in kacha

or pucca colours. There is a large market for these pro-

ducts, particularly during the festivals. Before the war
the Japanese competition was severe and the glazed

Japanese figures were popular. Now, the absence of these

products increased thb demand for the local ones. There
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is, however, desire for p^lazed figures; among the general

consumers. Tt is desirable that the process of glazing is

taught to the workers.

The industry is not organised. The demand for the

products being seasonal, the workers are obliged to depend

on middlemen and merchants.

(in) Metal toys .—These toys arc made at several

places by metal workers like braziers and tinkers. The
products consist of toy-utensi'ls, and a few types of vehicles,

etc. The tin products, are crude while the brass ones are

a little polished. The market for these toys is chiefly at

locajl fairs and festivals.

(iv) Cloth dolls .—Cloth dolls are usually made by

women at home to amuse their children. But as a commercial

proposition this is of recent origin beginning with the stop-

ping of ihiports during war. Dolls of children, men and

women beautifully dressed or of animals well shaped are

made at a few centres by women. This is taught at a few

institutions also. These dolls <ik)st about Rs. 2 to Rs. 5

each. The market for them is, therefore, confined only to

the well to do. There is a large scope for popularising this

industry.

Toys and ddlls in general, have an increasing popularity.

They are sold at numerous depots and emporiums in towns

and cities and at exhibitions. It is essential that this in-

dustry should be organised and improved since, th'ese art

products have a marked influence on the minds of children

as educators of the mind and preservers of the healthy

traditions of the Nation.

30. Ivory
^
Horn, Sandalwood, Palmyrah wood and

conch-shell work .—This group consists o»f art crafts in
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winch the producti(jii is Ilnhted only to a few centres and

workers and the market too is rather confined to the well-to-

do and art loving consigners.

(i) Ivory, horn and sandakvood work,—This

work is done at Vizagapatam by a few families of

Viszca Brahmans who have small workshops and paid

workers. The raw materials, vi::;,, ivory, horn, sandal-

wood, and porcupine quills are either locally bought or im-

ported by them from Orissa, Traxancore and Mysore. The

wairkers are paid on an average Rs. 1-8-0 to' Rs. 2 a day.

Several articles of high artistic value like caskets, images,

combs, photo-frames, birds and anhnals, trays and paper

weights are made by means of fine indigenous tools as a

handicraft. The goods are sold in Madras, Bombay, etc., on

commission basis. The demand for them was high during

the war period, but has of late fallen considerably. The

increase in production of articles like buttons, brooches,

bangles, combs and chains for the middle-class consumers

will probably help th*e industry to hold its own.

(ii) Pahnyrah wood work.—During recent years a

new art craft, in::., pahnyrah wood work has come into the

field. At Pulla in the West Godavari handsticks, lathis

and flexible snakes and other models are made out of polish-

ed palmyrah wood. There is a very large demand for these

products which are strong and beautiful. The Police

Department has placed large orders with the producers for

lathis and canes. The industry is paying.

(Hi) Conch Shell Work.—This is done at seaside

centres like Rameswaram. The products consisting of

bangles, rings, beads and chains are fine. So they have a

demand from numerous pilgrims visiting the shrines of the

South . The industry is pfuirsudd on a very small scale

.
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31. Gur making

,

—The chief centres for this industry

are in East and West Godavari, Coimbatore, Malabar and

Tinnevelly districts, Gur is iiianiifactured from sugar cane

juice and palniyrah and coconut sweet tode‘y. In East

Godavari the agriculturists extract juice from sugar cane

and make gur. In the other districts sub-castes, such as

Kalalis, Nadars, Sanars^ Tiyyas, and INiiivas are engaged

in the extraction of sweet toddy and gur manufacture from

palmyrah. Coconut gur is made in Malabar. These juices

are extracted from the trees during certain seasons. Gur

is made by boiling the juice in open earthen pots or iron

pans. The workers being poor, they are in the hands of

middle men and capitalists. The co-operative movement

has not yet toueWed the industry.

The product is consumed partly as gur and X)artly as

basic material for sugar refineries.

32. Poultry keeping.—Ikniltry keeping is dome

throughout the Province as a home industry in towns and

viltlages. It is a subsidiary occupation of the women. The
industry is not very expensive. The eggs are consumed

by the members of the falmily generally, or are sold to other

consumers occasionally. Poultry keeping on a commercial

scale is seen at a very few c(‘ntres. Eggs, etc
. ^

are market-

ed on a large scale at the^e centres. There are egg co

operatives at Katpadi and Tangutur. These co-operatives

handle large quantities every year.

The Government are taking interest in this industry

by organising poultry farms and research stations and intro-

ducing new breeds like White Leghorns, Black Minorcas,
etc

.

A number of Missionary Institutions are also doing

some useful work in the field. Since the industry is of

importance as a large source of food, it requires organisation
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on a much larger scale than at present throughout the

Province

.

33. Bee-keeping .—This is a subsidiary occupation of

some agriculturists and horticulturists throughout the

Province, particularly the Godavari, Madras, North Arcot,

Nellore, Tinnevelly, Coiinbatore, Nilgiris and South Kanara

districts. Bee-hives which are locally made at a cost of

about Rs. 5 each are kept at places in the field or garden

convenient for the bees to slwarm. The bees collect honey

from the surrounding pasturage and deposit it in them.

There is generally no dearth of pa.sturage in most districts.

The honey is extracted by means of an extractor which

causes no wastage. The average yield of a hive is about

10 lbs. Wax is got as a by-product. The industry is in

progress. From 1936 to 1943, there has been an increase

of private hives from 1,008 to 10,267 in the Province.

Honey has a large demand. Only the industry should

be propeiiy organised. The Government are taking inter-

est in this direction. There are ten bee-keepers' co-

operatives at Pithapuram, Chengam, Puthur and other places

with a membership of 588 in 1944-45. The Agricultural

Department have sanctioned bee-keeping schemes, some

demonstrators and other staff. The industry has a great

prospect

.

34. Dairying .—Dairying is a home industry in all

rural areas and several urban centres. This is pursued by
sub-castes such as Gollas, Gowlis and Yadavas. The imilk

of cows and buffaloes is sold by them locally. Butter and
ghee, produced out of surplus milk are sold locally to a
large extent. But in places like Tenali, Coimbatore, and
Mayavaram, these products are manufactured, on a com-
mercial sca‘le and exported to cities like Madras through
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some local dealers. The margin of profit cleared by the

city dealers is very large.

There has been dearth of butter and ghee in the Proviiice

due to War. The price of butler and ghee has risen from

Rs. 1-6-0 and Rs. 2 in 1939-40; to Rs. 7-8-0 and Rs. 9

respectively in 1946-47.

The industry is not yet well organised. There arc a

few dairying and milk supply co-operatives in some im-

portant towns and cities catering to the local needs. The
Madras Milk Supplly Union is the largest co-operative in

the Province. The Agricultural l^epartment also is doing

useful work in hnproving the breed and milking qualities of

live stock. The importance of milk and milk products is

now recognised by all. Proper development of dairying

will ensure a regulated supply of dairy products to all con-

sumers .

35. Oil pressing .—This was one of the most im-

portant industries in olden days. But as a cottage industry

it suffered much during the decades past due to mill com-
petition. It is still pursued to some extent in many
districts like Godavari, Tanjore, Coimbatore and Malabar.
The sub-castes engaged in it are Telis, Vanigars, etc. The
raw materials used are gingclly, ground-nut, coconut,

mustard, castor seeds, etc., which are all available in the

Province itsdf

.

The wooden chakku or ganuga (ghani) is used. The
ghani costs Rs. 150 to Rs. 200 and the bullocks cost about
Rs. 300 to Rs. 400. This oil is used cheifly for edible

purposes and to solme extent for industrial purposes like

soap and lubricant manufacture and lighting. The oil and
oilcake are generally locally solid, except in the case of
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Samalkota and Mayavarain gingdlly oils which are sent to

Madras also.

During recent years, mi'll compel ilion has Ix^en severe.

The superiority of ghani oil to .mill oil on nutritive ground

is now recognised. Hence popular favour towards ghani

oil is revived.

The industry needs organisation. There are a few co-

operatives in Madura district, etc. The All India Village

Industries Association is doing useful work in this line.

36. Fishing and fish curing .—Fishing is one of the

most important food industries of the Province. This is

pursued in very many sea-side villages all along the east

and west coast of the Province. It is also pursued thbugh

on a smaller scale in various river and canal areas and hike

regions like the KoUeru lake region in the West Godavari.

Sub-castes known as Pallis and SenihadaT^ans are engaged in

this work. I'ishing on the west coast (Malabar) may be

said to be more intensive and extensive than on the east

coast. There is a very large variety ol fish available in the

inland and coa.stal water regions.

The fishermen make their own nets of various sizes and

shapes for fishing. They go in batches or single for fish-

ing and return holme by sunset with their catches. The
women sell the fish fresh at the landing spot or at the local

market. The price of fish varies with the season and the

supply. It ranges from six pics to eight annas per pound.

The price is lower at the landing gi*ound. A number of

merchants and middlemen purchase fish from the fishermen

and export it in ice to other centres by rail, etc.,, and clear

large profits thus.

The industry is not well organised. There are very
few fishermen’s co-operatives and even they are not very
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satisfactorily working due to lack of knowledge and edu-

cation among the members.

The Government are taking interest in this industry.

The FivSheries Department has opened fish ponds, etc,, to

improve and increase the supply of stock in the fishing

regions

.

About 40 per cent, of the catches only is consumed

in a fresh slate. Since all the fish cannot be consumed in a

fresh state immediately, the need for curing fish for pre-

servation has always been felt. Fish curing on a cottage

industry scale has been in existence in the l-^rovince from a

very long thne. It is pursued even now at a number of large

fishing centres all along the coast line. Curing is done by

cutting the fish and salting it. The process adopted in

general is crude. The Government are promoting proper

development of curing by providing fish curing yards and also

salt at cheap rates. There are now 65 yards in which 1319

curers work on a cottage industry basis. In 1945-46 some

21,26,560 maunds of fish was cured with 3,35,644 maunds
of salt in the 65 curing yards. Scientific curing preserves

the taste of the fish and facilitates export to large markets.

There is a very large scope for organising and develop-

ing the industry on co-operative lines on the production and

distribution sides. It is also essential to give better

transport facilities to the commodity for long distance

movements. Organisation on these lines will bring the

producers and the consumers into direct contact with each

other and avert food deficiency in the land.

37. Paddy husking ,—Paddy husking is one of the most

important food industries in the Province. About half a

century ago, hand pounding of rice was in vogue. The ad-

vent of rice mills during recent decades has affected the home
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industry. The use of mill polished rice rapidly became

the fashion among the rich and the poor in towns and

villages. There are at present 3,529 rice mills—small and

large—in the Province . 70 per cent . of the population use

milled rice and only 30 per cent, hand-pounded rice.

Public health suffered much due to Uie absence of vitamin

B in the milled rice.

Nutrition research conducted in South India during

recent years pointed out the need for a change in the habit

.

The Rural Reconstruction Movement also favoured hand

pounding of rice for social and economic reasons. In con-

sequence, paddy husking by hand pounding or by the use

of the wooden chakki has received some impetus. At

numerous centres this cottage industry is seen now. The

All India Village Industries Association is doing much for

popularising this industry in rural and urban areas. There

are nine co-operatives in the Province for hand pounding

of rice. There is a large scope for organising this industry

on co-operative lines. Due to the controls and rice ration-

ing, this cottage industry received some set back during

the past two or three years. The raising of these controls

and rationing will certainly give an impetus to the industry.

38. Miscellaneous industries .—There are numerous

other cottage industries of varying importance like gold and

silver smithy, perfumery, mica-splitting, pith hat and garland

making, flower and vegetable gardening, Kumkum making,

tooth powder making, bangle making, cotton ginning and

pressing, soap, stone work. These industries employ a

fairly large number of people. Some of them are pursued

on co-operative lines but most of them are carried on on

capitalistic lines, the workers working under a master work-

man or a merchant. There is a vast scope for organising

these industries on proper lines.
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3. Industrial Co-operation^

There are three kinds of industries:— (i) Large scale in-

dustries, (h) Small scale industries, and (in) Cottage indus-

tries. Large scale industries require extensive lands, huge

buildings, large capital and many labourers, Instances of this

kind of industries are the spinning mills, the industrial work-

shops, the cement factories, etc. Small scale industries arc

those which involve less capital and employ fewer labourers.

Yet, they too undertake productive enterprises in a factory,

where labourers work together. Instances of small scale

industries are cigar factories, workshops manufacturing

household metal ware, leather works manufacturing hoots

and shoes, etc. Cottage industries on the other hand are

small scale industries conducted in the homes of the pro-

ducers. In this variety of industries, labourers do not con-

gregate in one common building; nor do they work at fixed

hours under the orders of a foreman. Here, the father,

the mother and even the children participate in the pro-

duction of goods at hours most convenient to them and
without the fear Oif the foreman’s rod. I am not going

to deal now with large scale industries, although some of

them have been undertaken on co-operative lines, like the

manufacture of sugar by the Co-operative Sugar Factory

at Podanur, I shall confine my attention to cottage in-

dustries and small scale industries which lend themselves

more easily to co-operative effort than large scale indus-

tries in which the motive for profit is a potent force for

securing efficiency.

Handloom weaving .—The most striking example of

cottage industries in India is handloom weaving, which is

h By kind permission of Rao Bahadur J. C. ILan, Registrar
of Co-operative Societies# Madras.
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done in thousands of houses situated in towns as well as

villages. Although production in the home is most con*

genial to family life, experience has shown that for develop'

ment and progress each family of produders cannot afford

to be independent of its neighbours. Yarn has to be

obtained, finished goods have to be marketed and more

capital than a family can afford has to be secured. Con-

sequently, families of handloom workers, group themselves

under co-operative socieities, usually at the rate of one per

village or town. With the help of this organisation, they

obtain more capital on easy terms, and larger supplies of

yarn at whole sale rates. This organisation also enables

them to dispose of the finished goods in the most paying

markets at the most advantageous rates. There are now

tl946) in Madras over 300 co-operative handloom weavers^

societies, where about 30,000 handlooms are at work.

Realising that if union at the bottom in the village or the

town, provides strength, union at the top in the metropolis,

should furnish greater strength, all these handloom weavers'

societies have federated together in the Provincial Co-

operative Handloom Weavers' Society at Madras.

This central organisation provides yarn to the local

units and takes over the finished products for sale

through the emporiums of which there is at least one in

every district. This elaborate organisation of the hand-

loom indtt^ry on a co-operative basis now produces and

markets about 2 crores of rupees worth of handloom pro-

ducts in a year.

The largest weavers' co-operative society in the pro-

vince is the one situated at Yemmiganur in Bellary District.

It colmmands about 1,000 handlooms and produces about 3

lakhs of rupeels’ worth of goods per annum. The articles
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manufactured by it are of innumerable varieties like towels,

sheets, sarees, shirting-cloth, suiting-materials, table-linen,

furniture covers, etc. It has its own dye-house for dyeing

yarn, its own designers for inventing and introducing new

patterns, its own carpe/nters for ^manufacturing pit looms as

well as frame looms. Its products obtain a ready sale not

only at Ihe emporiums of the Provincial Handloom Weavers’

Society, but also at the hands of private traders.

Emboldened by the strong reserves which it had built

up during the last 3 years, it has recently launched an a’m-

Intious enterprise. Dissatisfied with the conditions of

housing in the village, it has planned to acquire about 70

acres of land on the outskirts of the village in a compact

block. This area is to be provided with roads, common
wells, public latrines and a park. One hundred houses are

to be constructed costing about Rs. 2,500 each. The
society is to have its ov n building on the new site with a

yarn-room, a finished goods store, a show-room, a

library and a recreation room. This building will

also have two halls one of which Is to be used

building will also- have two halls one of which is to be used

for sizing operations and another for trying out new

patterns on 40 frame looms. Government have been pleased

to supplement the resources of the society with a loan of

one 'lakh of rupees for the construction of the dwelling

houses which will be allotted to 100 members of the

society. When the loans are paid off by the members in a

period of 20 years out of their wages, they will becolme

the owners of these houses. In place of rented dungeons

situated amidst filthy surroundings, they will have houses of

their own built on modern lines with proper drainage and

Other facilities. The houses will accohimodate four looms
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each and handloom weaving will continue to be carried on,

on the existing basis of a cottage industry at which the

members of the family work according to their own con-

venience .

Leather goods manufacture .—While the Yemmiganur

Weavers’ Co-operative Society provides a glorious illus-

tration of a co-operative society which promotes a cottage

industry retaining its cottage character, the Kumbakonam
Leather Workers’ Co-operative Society is an example of a

Co-operative Society which promotes leather goods manu-

facture on a small scale in a factory. The picmbers of this

society work together during fixed hours in a common
workshop under the supervision of the president of the

society. Machinery, tools and implements are provided by

the society. Raw materials are distributed to the members
according to the ty])e of leather goods which they have to

make. Wages are fixed at so much per article. When the

members have manufactured the goods, the society takes

charge of them and arranges for their sale either at the

premises of the sodety or through the Provincial Co-

operative Marketing Society situated at Madras. A quali-

fied leather instructor is provided for the society by the

Provincial Co-operative Bank for introducing improvements

in the manufacture of leather goods.

71ie number of workers in the society is gradually in-

creasing: fo-r they realise that the work provided is steady

and the wages paid are liberal. The bonus given at the

end of the year on wages earned is an additional attraction

which can never be had from cither a consumer who em-

ploys them casually or from a trader who employs them for a

longer period. Consumers who .wish to have specified patterns

of goods and traders who require numerous articles of the
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same variety now book their orders with the society and

the latter supplies them their requirements within the ap-

pointed time. When sufficient orders are not booked in this

manner in advance, the society manufactures goods on its

own account for the open market.

Women's Co-operatives ,—^While the Handloom Wea-

vers' Co-operative Society and the Leather Workers' Co-

operative Society provide its members with full-time work

on small scale industry, the women's co-operative societies in

Madras provide their members with part-time work on

such industries. Usually, women cannot undertake full-

time work, for they have to attend to their family duties

and look after their childr<^. Yet they need some occu-

pation during their leisure hours to enable them to supple-

ment their husbands' income or to earn a little pocket

money. They have therefore grouped themselves under

seven women's co-operative societies in the city, each

member subscribing at least a share capital of Rs. 5.

Wifh the funds so gathered, and with the addition of bor-

rowed funds from the Central Co-operative Bank, the

members of these societies do tailoring work on cloth pur-

chased and distributed by the society. Twice in a week,

the meimbers meet in the society's premises and take from

the society's tailoring instructor their quotas of cloth for

being worked into pillow cases, or handkerchiefs, or blouses

or shirts. They do their work in their own homes during

their off-hours and bring the goods to the society for sale

either at its premises or through the Provincial Co-operative

Marketing Society. There are some members who have

earned Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 a month in this way. Some of

them have invested their earnings on new sarees or jewels

and go about with the additional joy of having acquired

them out of their own earnings. The example of the
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women’s societies in Madras has been taken up by Trichino-

poly, Madura and Vellore; and, with their increase in

numbers, many a home in the country will become happy.

Government five-year plan.—^Towards this end of in-

troducing increased happiness in every home, Government

have under consideration a five year pllan for the organi-

sation of women’s co-operative societies in the Province on

a large scale. They have also another scheme under their

consideration for the ihiprovemeiit of cottage industries

among men on a five year plan. When both these schemes

are finally approved and initialed with financial and other

help from Government, the future of the progress of the

cottage industries in this province on a co-operative basis

will indeed be bright. What is needed is only a will to

work on the part of the members like comrades in a common

cause

.

''Attempts to re-organise village industries on a more

profitable basis should not be undertaken sporadically or

fortuitously . To avoid mistakes which may well plunge

small craftsmen into still deeper difficulties than now^ it

is very necessary that a systematic inquiry should be made

into the economic conditions of any industry that

may be taken up .

”

REPORT OF THE MACLAGAN COMMITTEE
ON CO-OPERATION IN INDIA, 1915.
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VII. NORTH WESTERN FRONTIER PROVINCE

1 . General Features

The North-Western Frontier Province lies in the

extreme north-western part of the country. It became a

Governor’s province in 1922. Under the Government of

India Act, 1935, it became in antonoanous province with a

Governor a unicajmeral legislature and a Cabinet of Minis-

ters. The Congress Ministry was formed in 1937 and con-

tinued till 1939, when under Section 93 of the Act the

administration passed into the hands of the Governor and
his Advisers . Popular ministry was revived in 1946 after

the war. In the division of India the Province forms part

of Pakistan.

The Province is 36,356 square miles in area with a
population of 30,38,000 in 1941 . The majority are Pathcns^
and the chief language is Pusthu.

The province is rugged and mountainous with an
extreme variation in climate conditions. It has two
seasons of rainfall,, both of which are precarious,, the annual
average being 45 inches,, in Hazara district and about 13
inches in rest of the province.

The Province is Plainly agricultural. There are practi-

cally few important manufactures in it. Its commercial
importance lies in its position as a trade route from Central
Asia to India. The cultivated area is only 25 per cent,
of the total area. Wheat, barley, maize and bajra are the
chief food crops while pomegranates, grapes and apples also

grow abundantly.

[[ -IS
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Though the Province has a railway line of 375 miles,

pack horsed, camels and motor" lorries are the principal con-

veyances in the Province.

Peshawar is the capital.

The revenue and the expenditure of the Province in

1945-46 were Rs . 2 -7 crores and Ps . 2 *8 crores respectively.

There are a few cottage industries in the Province which

are mostly utilitarian.

2. General Condition

The Province is not much advanced industrially. There

are not many large scale industries
;
very few of them are

of private enterprise. There are soUie cottage industries

in the Province which though suffering from several handi-

caps and lack of enough state aid are, however, pulling on

to some extent. The following is an account of the present

position of some important cottage industries in the

Province

.

Cation Spinning and Weaving .—Cotton spinning and

weaving was at one time a wide spread industry in the

southern parts of the Province. Cotton was widely grown

and the women ginned, carded and spun yarn. About 1925

some 40,000 acres was under cotton cultivation. I.ong

staple cotton used to be grown in Swat. But by 1940 the

area had dwindled to half of it. Efforts have to be made
to extend cotton cultivation again. The skill in weaving

is still in existence although the earlier processes have now
practically disappeared. The weavers are using mostly mill

yarn, imported from other parts of India and abroad.

About 1940 some 24,000 Mds. of cotton twist and yarn

and 48,000 Mds. of piece-goods were imported into the

Province. From the change over of the hand spun yarn
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to mill yarn the Province has definitely lost much employ-

ment. There is a Government Hand-loom Weaving

Institute where weaving is taught to students by improved

processes. Efforts are being made to work out a cotton

spinning centre exclusively in the Province.

2. Woollen Industry .—Manufacture of woollen goods

is one of the most important industries of the Province,

Wool is produced all over the Province particularly in the

hill tracts. It is ihnported from the Frontier Tribal Areas

and States also. The average annual production of wool

is estimated at 40,000 Mds. Out of this only 5,000 Mds.
is used in the Province and the balance is exported. 8,000

Mds. of goat hair is also available, out of which one-third

t^sed to be exported to U.S.A. for making beltings, etc.,

and the balance was used in the Province for rope making,

etc. The quality of wool is not high. Spasmodic attempts

at improving the qualitv bv introducing Angora goats and

cross breed Merino with the local sheep have been made.

Regular attempts to produae bgtt^'^' quality are yet to be

made. Grading of wool and improved process of weaving

will help the industry much.

The workers are very skilful. They only require

guidance and direction. The Cujjars of Kaghan and the

workers of Swat produce very fine blankets, but the designs

are very crude. The makmg of Nakhai^ pile-carpets, etc.,

IS a highly skilled occupation in which large numbers of

people are engaged. People make their own garments in

villages froliri their own w^ool. The advent of cheap jersies,

socks, collars, etc., from Japan and Germany caused this

garment industry to decline. Khagan, Bhogarmang, Siran
Valleys in Kohat, Hazara, Peshawar, and Dera Ismail Khan
districts are important centres for this woollen industry.
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The industry has a bright prospect if the Government goes

to its aid.

3. Tanning .—The Province imports 1,00,000 heads

of cattle annually for slaughter or agricultural purposes.

The hides and skins of these slaughtered animals as well as

those brought in frOm thie Tribal territories are to a large

extent exported to Amritsar, Wazirabad, Sialkot, Jullandar,

Cawnpore and other places . About 40,000 Mds . of buffalo

hides and 30 000 Mds. of cow hides are available annually.

But only 10000 Mds. is used locally. 45.000 Mds. of

goat and sheep skins is available while only 2,000 Mds. is

used locally. In spite of this large availability of hides

and skins 40,000 Mds. of half-tanned and full-tanned leather

and 3,000 Mds. of half-tanned skins arc imported into the

Province. This shows that there is m'uch scope for i!m-

provement of tanning industry in the Province. Tanning
materials like lime, and bark are available in the Province.

Large quantities of babul bark and pine bark are ?mported

from the adjoining Provinces and Tribal areas. The local

materials could velty well be tised in their place. Muslim
Chammarangs are engaged in the tanning industry. Their
processes are primitive and uneconomical. Hence their

products are somewhat inferior. Government aid by way
of teaching improved processes and financial accommodation
would help the tanners a lot. The tanning industry is

scattered, but Peshawar, Haripur, Bannu and Dera Ismail
Khan are important tanning centres.

4. Oil Pressing .—Oil seeds are not cultivated widelv
in the Province . Rape seed and til sfeed are the two varieties

available in the Province. Oil pressing is done by bullock

driven ghanis in numerous villages but the conditions of the

industry are very deplorable, since work is done under
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unhygienic conditions . The chief irnpedhnent to the indus-

try is the obtaining of seeds in the villages. Merchants

purchase the entire stock at harvest time and sell it at high

prices in towns. The poor village oil-presser is obliged to

get his raw material from the towns. This industry can

be improved if along with the demand for the oilj^ other

side industries like manufacture of lamp oils, paints, var-

nishes, soaps, etc., could be developed. There is a wide

scope for the use of oil cake as excellent fodder and valu-

able manure. Dera Ismail Khan, Mardan, Haripur and

Kohat are very miportant areas of the oil industry.

5 . Gur making and Sugar Manufacture ,—Gur making
was an important industry in the Province. In Peshawar
valley about 40,000 acres and in Mardan district about 23,000

acres are under sugar cane. Sugar cane juice is extracted,

converted into gur by the indigenous processes . In Mardan
and Char Sadda alone over 10 lakhs of Mds. of gur is pro-

duced annually. The product is very crude and requires

much improvement by introduction of better processes of
extraction and boiling. Sugar making has not been till

recently a very important industry in the Province. Of
late the demand for sugar has increased on account of the

habit of taking tea. The Province imports 6,70,000 Mds.
of sugar annually. There is a sugar factory in the Pro-
vince. This has narrowed down the scope of gur making
and sugar manufacture out of sugar cane in the Province.
It is desirable that the cottage industry in respect of sugar
^ply should be encouraged. Gur is made from date palm
also, m the southern districts especially in Dera Ismail
Khan and Bannu where there are many wild date palms.
This palm sugar manufacture is not done on a wide scale
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in spite of its nutritive and medicinal qualities. There
is a wide scope for the development of this industry.

6. Bee-keeping .—There is a large scope for honey

making in Hazara,. Swat and other hilly parts of the pro-

vince. At present honey is collected particularly from the

jungles and also by constructing hives in the walls of

houses. Extraction of honey is done in a very crude,

wasteful, and unhygienic method. If proper training is

given by the Government bee-keeping as a cottage industry

can be developed on a very extensive scale.

7. Dairying .—Milk and ghee making are very im-

portant industries in the Province. In Kaghan valley

shepherds keep large flocks. Tlipy produce ghee and sell

it in the neighbouring districts. Over 50,000 Mds. of ghee

is brought into places like Mardan, Peshawar and Dera

Ismail Khan from Tribal areas. The product is usually a

mixture of buffalo’s, cow’s and goat’s ghee. Ghee is

packed in goat skins. This system of packing calls for

improvement on hygienic grounds. Fodder 'supply is a

very keen problem in the Province, since generally speaking

grazing land on the hills is both scanty and scarce. Im-

provement in this direction by the Government is essential.

The Province produced very large quantities of milk in

1937. The military alone were supplied about 7^4 lakhs

lbs. of cream and 15 laldis lbs. of milk. Milk drinking is

being gradually replaced by the tea habit. The Govern-

ment are taking some steps to wean the -people fro^n this

tea habit.

8.

Paddy Husking .—Rice is grown in about 40,000

acres—chiefly in the Hazara and Peshawar districts and

Kurran agency and in the river valleys in small quantities

in most of the districts. Dehusking is generally done by
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Dhenkis (^Pecos) worked by water mills. Several thousands

of these water mills scattered all over the Province espe-

cially in the Hazara, Peshawar and Mardan districts ahord

cheap form of mechanical aid to the villager. Therefore

dehusking with the aid of water mills ought to be en-

couraged in the Province. Unfortunately the Government

rules appear to disdourage their use. It would be a gxeat

benefit to the artisans in the Province if these restrictions

now placed on th,e water mills are removed. Urgent action

in this direction is needed in view of the tendency for the

rise of large scale power mills whidi are sure to replace

these small units if the latter are not x^rotected.

9. Flour Milling ,—Like paddy husking, flour milling

also is done with tlie aid of the small water mills. Power
driven flour mills are threatening these small units and the

Government restriction on water mills is handicapping

flour milling also. Protection required for paddy husking
may also be given to flour milling.

10. Poultry rearing .—About 40 million eggs are con-

sumed in the Province annually, and 10 millions are ex-

ported. Eggs form a very important item in the dietary

of the villagers . The local birds are not equal to the <;ultur-

ed breeds in laying power. At the same time it has not

been possible to acclamatise imported varieties like Leghorns
and Minorcas in the Province. There are a fev/ co-opera-
tive organisations marketing the eggs. The Co-operative

Fgg Grading Society is reported to have dealt with 43
lakhs of eggs in 1937. Marketing of eggs is largely in

the hands of women who supplement their income by
selling eggs. The export of eggs through cb-operative

enterprise has resulted in decreasing ^the food supply of
the people in the Province. It is advisable that the co-
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operative movement should help the Province to organise

the supply of eggs for feeding the entire Province and not

to drain away the food to other parts of the country.

11. Pottery ,^'M.ost villagers have their slupply of

pots made locally. Good clay is available in Imany places

particularly at river beds. Varieties of clay and stone

useful for glazing pottery, making wate^-pipes, etc., are

available locally. At present there are only a few potters

who make glazed ware of a crude type. The workers are

highly skilled but they are handicapped for the lack of

information regarding glazing materials and processes

and also lack of training in the production of new

types of pottery. Lack of systematic analysis of the clays,

in the Province is another important handicap. Cheap

machine-made metal vessels—for instance, aluminium,

brass and enamelled ware—are keenly competing with the

indigenous pottery. If the industry is organised, the

indigenous varieties can be popiflarised and produced on a

commercial basis.

12. Soap-making

,

—Soap-making on a small scale

exists in the Province. The Province produces very large

quantities of Sajjikar^ especially in Dera Ismail Khan from

lime stone and oil from oil seeds. Caustic soda itself may
be easily produced at the Salt Ranges. Indigenous soap

industry has to meet very keen competition from imported

soapsi. It is essential that soap-making from the indi^

genous materials should be popularised.

13. Wood work .—tWood work is an important indus*

try in the Province. Valuable wood such as ‘shisham,

walnut, olive ghaz and mulberry is available eithler in the

Province or from the tribal area. From these all kinds

of furniture and other useful articleis are made, Tonga
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building is the most important wood industry in Peshawar.

These Tongas which are well-designed have a good market

in Hazara and other parts of India. The advent of auto-

mobiles has caused this industry to decline to some extent.

At Dera Ishiail Khjan and at Peshawar beautiful

lacquer work is done. The lac itself is imported from

Amritsar. The possibilities of lac culture in the Province

have to be investigated.

3. Industrial Co-operation

In N.W.F. Province, the following industries are

being worked on a co-operative basis, giving etnployment

for about 600 people :

—

Name. No. Membership. Working Cap.

1. Weavers’ Co-op.
Societies. 1mi

2. Carpenters* Socie-
ties. 1

Rs. 12,739*

3. Mochies’ (Shoe-
maker) Societies. 1miH
The yarn for weavers' societies is supplied on a quota

•system previously sanctioned by Government,

These societies get their financial aid from Frontier

Co-operative Bank, Ltd., Peshawar, and they sell their

products in exchange for yarn. There is under contem-

plation, the formation of a niimber of societies, such as

black-smiths', pot-makers* societies and spinners’ asso-

ciation, etc. The other two types of societies (carpenters*

and shoe-makers* societies) buy their materials themselves,
and dispose of their finished articles in open market.

239 last year.
2* Rs. 9,306 last year.

11-19
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Working of Industrial Societies:

‘‘A sum of Rs. 12,365 was advanced as loan to 76

members as compared with Rs. 11,706 to 158 member^ last

year. The anioutit of loan at the beginning of the year

was Rs. 8,449 as compared with Rs. 11,075 at the end

of the year. 7'his loan is due by 111 members. Out of

Rs. 20,814 in principal, Rs. 9,739 was recovered. It

forms a percentage of 46.8. Amount of overchies is

Rs. 3,100 in principal and Ks. 906 in interest. Only one

society lias shown loss of Rs. 302 on account of suspense

interest. Lending rate is 12]/^ per cent, per annum. The
amount of deposit is Rs. 273 as compared with Rs. 146

last year. No interest is paid on (le})osits. The amount

of vshare money is Rs. 1,066.

Three societies were cancelled during the year, as they

ceased making the supplies of chaplis to Defence Depart-

ment for which purpose they were started.”

Co-operation touches no mans fortune; seeks no-

plunder; enters into no secret associations ; it contemplates

no violence; needs no trades union to protect its interests;

it subverts no order
^
envies no dignity ; it accepts no gift;

nor asks any favour; it keeps no terms with the idle and

it will break no faith zvith ,the industrious. It is neither

ynendicant, servile nor offensive; it has its hands in no

man*s pocket and does not mean that any other hands shall

help, self-dependence and such share of the common cem-

help, self dependence and such share of the common com^

petence as labour shall earn or thought can win .

^HOLYOAKE*
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Vin. ORISSA

1 . General Features

Orissa fomicrly formed part of the Province of Bihar

and Orissa. In 1936, it was constituted a separate province,

with a uni-cameral legislature, a Governor and a Council

of Ministers. Popular Government came into effect with

the formation of the Congress Ministry in 1937. In 1939,

this Ministry went out of office and the Advisers’ rule under

section 93 of the (kivernment of India Act came into being.

Jn 1941, the Parlakimedi Ministry came in. This yielded

place to the Governor’s administration in 1944. Popular

Government again came into existence in 1946. In the present

division of India Orissa forms part of the Indian Union.

The Province has an area of 32,400 sq. miles and popu-
lation of about 81,74,000 in 1941, of which the majority

are Hindus. Due to its situation on the east coast, the

Province is not subject to extremes of cold and heat. The
average rainfall is about 57.5” per annum.

The chief languages arc Oriya and Telugu.

Agriculture is the principal occupation engaging about

70 per cent, of the populatio<n. The principal crops are rice,

jute, pulses, sugar-cane and turmeric.

There are few large industries in the Province other

than mining. Iron ore, lime stone, manganese and mica
are mined in large quantities. Fishing and fish curing are

done on a very large scale along the coast.

The province has about 1,453 miles of road and 500
miles of railway line. Cuttack is the capital of the Province.
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Orissa is noted for numerous cottage industries, some

of which are noted for the skill and craftsmanship of the

artisans. The total receipts and the expenditure of the

Province in 1945-46 were Rs. 2,94,33,000 and

Rs. 3,03,01,000 respectively.

2. Gv-neuxl Condition

Handloom industry is the prince of all the cottage

industries in Orissa. About 2 per cent, of the total popu-

lation of the Province belong to weavers class. The weavers

of Orissa have a reputation for weaving art textiles and

fabrics of finer counts but their present deplorable condi-

tion is due to the fact that facilities are not available to

them for supply of yarn of required qualities at fair prices

and to train thIcTn to use appliances of improved types to

improve their economic condition. With a view to develop

the hand-loom industry of the Province, the following

organisations have been started by the Government.

TexUle Marketing Organisation .—This organisation

has its central office at Cuttack and branches in the districts

of Ganjam, Puri and Sainbalpur in charge of a Business

Manager. It provides employment throughout the year to

a selected number of about 1,000 weavers through

master weavers and co-operative societies in different

weaving centres of the Province. It distributes yarn

-of different shades and counts to weavers according

to standard specifications for weaving fabrics of im-

proved types and collects the fabrics by paying 'standard

wages and manufacturing commission and after finishing

and labelling sells the same at fixed pieces through selling

agents and sales depots in and outside the Province. This

organisation was started in the year 1941 with a working
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capital of Rs. 39,000 which rose to 3^ lakhs of rupees in

the year 1945-46. Similarly the annual sale of fabrics of

improved pattern which was Rs. 18,000 bp 1942-43 rose to

4 lakhs of rupees in 1945-46. This organisation is expected

to be self-supporting in the near future and to attract the

business men in hand-loom industry to follow this model

trade organisation and to conduct their business through

controlled channel for the improvement and benefit of both

the weavers and themsdlves

.

2. Weaving Dcanons[ration Parties .-"--There are four

Weaving Demonstration Parties in the l^rovince, each

consists of a Weaving Supervisor and 5 Weaving Mistries.

Each Mistry is posted to a weaving centre. There are

about 50,000 hand-looms in the Province and most of them

are of the crude types handed over to thd weavers by

their fore-fathers. A fly shuttle loom can pi-oduce over

50 per cent, more oloth than the primitive one and it can

also weave wider cloth and better designs \vhich cannot

be done in a throw shuttle loom. The main duty of

the Demonstration Party is therefore to train the weavers

in the use of improved looms and appliances and in the

weaving of fabrics/ of improved types.

3. Weaving Schools .—There are also two or three

weaving schools in the Province to ijnpart training to the

sons of weavers according to prescribed syllabus in

practice and theory for 2 years so as to enable them to pass

out as Inisitructors and Supervisors and thereby to remove
the acute shortage of skilled workers for the improvement
of the hand-loom industry. Stipends are also given by
the Industries Departbient to candidates for higher train-

ing in India and abroad for the Diploma courses in textiles..
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The hand-loom industry of Orissa has a bright pros-

pect if developed on right lines. At present it is a deficit pro-

vince. As regards the production oi cloth in the near future

when the yarn supply position will improve and the weavers

will adopt the use of improved looms and appliances

there is every possibility for this province to be a super-

fluous one for the production of cloth and then this pro-

vince will be in a position to export art textiles to other

Provinces and abroad and thereby wd1 fetch for the skilled

weavers higher wages ; and thus the earning capacity of the

weavers will increase considerably together with their

reputation for weaving artistic' fabrics which are the

specialities for Orissa having no competition either by

mills or hand-looms of other Provinces of India.

3 . Industrial Co-opkration

Industrial co-operation was not new to the IVovince

though it was a rarely pursued activity. The Bhogamadhab

Weavers^ Co-operative Society was started in the Jaipur area

as early as 1914 with a view to help the weavers in obtaining

raw materials, prodiKing cloth and marketing thje finished

product. No successful! additions were made until 1936-

37 when, under the Government of India Subvention

Scheme for handSoom weaving, three weavers’ societies

were started in Cuttack and Khurda sub-division. They
received credit accommodation from the central banks.

Two weaving supervisors for maintaining yarn accounts

and helping the weavers in producing and selling the

cloth were appointed. A weaver organiser also was
appointed to carry on propaganda. TTere was an ap-

preciable increaise in th,e number of Weavers’ Societies

particularly in qotton weaving. There were only two
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Devanga Weavers’ Societies at Berhampore and Olsing

which (lid silk weaving.

In 1940 there were in North Orissa and South Orissa

respectively 43 and 3 societies with a incnibershij) of 726

and 177 and a working capital of Rs* 40,797 and Rs. 5,016.

Their profit was Rsu 874 and Rs. 163 and their loss

Rs. 1,914 and Rs. 5 respectively. They were in a mori-

bund state due to o>ver financing in the past.

The War bias, however, given them a fillip. I'here

has been an increase in the number of Weavers’ Societies

to 78. They supplied war rec[uisites to the Military

elepartmemts in keen competition with middlemen con-

tractors. It wais to their credit that they produc(‘<l two-

thirds of the war textiles as against one-third ol the con-

tractors, securing for the Province the third rank in

Indian provincial war textile production.

During recent years numerous other varieties of

industrial co-operatives also have come into existence as

follows :

—

Variety 0)f societies. No.

Fishery Co-op. society . . 12

Oil Pressing society • • 7

Artisan society . . 5

Shoe-:makers’ and tanners’ society . . 4

Salt manufacturing society . . 2

Bell metal society . . 1

Paper making society . . 1

Home Industries society . . 1

Press society . . . . 1

Horn workers’ society . . 1
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Filigree workers' society . . 1

Electric workers' society . . 1

Tailors' society . . 1

Confectioners' society . . 1

Bee keepers' society . . 1

Co-op-IIat Factory . . 1

Some of these societies are engaged in production side

of goods, while the others are cfngagcd in co-operative

purchase and distribution of raw materials. It has been

found from experience that supply of credit has not been

to the real benefit oi the artisans since they wasted the

money on vices. Hence the policy of supplying raw

materials and tools to the artisans has been adopted. In

certain industrial co-operatives like the Hat Phetory, Salt

Society, oil pressing and textile weaving societies wages

also are advanced to some extent. Some of the very

recent societies) have not yet begun to function properly

for want of finance and materials. The Provincial

Government again came into existence in 1946. In the present

to help the societies in the initial stages.

The scope and structure of the Co-operative Movement

depend on the social and economic requirements of each

nation. State action and individual enthusiasm doubtless

make their contributions

.

—C.F. STRICKLAND.
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IX. TFIE PUNJAB

1 . Gkneral Features

The Punjab, the Land of the Five Rivers, occupies the

norlh-western part of India. It became a Governor's Pro-

vince under the Government of India Act 1935 with a bi-

cameral legislature, a Governor,, and a Cabinet of Ministers.

Popular Government has been in existence in the

Province ever since. In the x>resent division of India, the

Province is divided into two x^arts—-the Fast Punjab joining

the Indian Union and the West Punjab fonning of

the Pakistan.

The Province was 99,200 sq. miles in area before the

division, with a population of 2,77,70,000 in 1941 ;
of

which Muslims constitute about 50 i>er cent, and Sikhs and

Hindus the rest. Punjabi is the chief spoken language of

the Province.

The tract though partly mountainous has some fertile

parts with a copious rainfall. The climate is dry with

extremes of heat and cold and scanty rainfall in certain

tracts

.

Agriculture is the chief occupation for about 65.5 per

cent, of the population. Wheat and gram are the import-

ant crops, the other crops bding barley, millets, oilseeds,

cotton and sugar cane. The Province is also rich in live

stock

.

The large scale industries of the Province are textile

spinning and weaving, manufacture of cement, paper, sugar,

carpets and vegetable oil

.

II~20
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The Province has 26,000 miles of road including 5,000

miles of metal road, and 7,000 miles of railway and 150

miles of navigable canal. Lahore is the capital and

Amritsar and Simula the other important towns of the

Punjab.

7Te revenue and expenditure of the Punjab in 1945-46

were Rs. 21.2 crores and 19.3 crores respectively.

The Province has numerous cottage industries, many
of which are of artistic value.

2. Gknkuaj. Condition

The IHmjab, the Land of the Five Rivers, is noted for

its cottage industries. These industries which are pursued

both in rural and urban areas consist of numerous art

crafts like ivory carving, wood carving and metal inlay

work, and utilitarian industries like cloth weaving, utensil

making and basket weaving. The following is a brief

account of the cottage industries in the Province

:

1. Khaddar spinning and 'i^^cavlncj

,

—The khaddar

industry is probably more important in the Punjab, than in

any other province. The climate of the Punjab being some-

what cold, the people require coarse clothing. Khaddar

is well suited to the needs of the people. Therefore the

khaddar industry is pursued in the Province very largely

as a home industry. The count woven is very coarse, not

exceeding 10.y. The raw material is obtained locally. It

is estimated that out of about 60 million lbs. of yarn

consumed in the Punjab, over 35 million lbs. is hand-

spun yarn. Most of the cloth produced is for self use as

in Assiun.

2. Mill yarn hand-loom zveaving

.

—The use of mill

yarn for handloom weaving is seen at numerous centres iu
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the Province. Weaving is done mostly as full lime occu-

pation. There were about 3,55,000 weavers in the TTo-

vince about 1941 , There were about 2,84,205 hand-

looms in 1940 out of wbiah about 2,45,000 were cotton

looms. About 2,71,000 looms were throw shuttle looms,

which fact shows that weaving is very slow^ in the Province.

Ploshiarpur, Jullundur, l.udhiana, Amritsar, (jurdaspur

and Sialkot districts are the most important districts. The

chief centres are Amritsar, Multan, Tloshiarpur, Panipat

and Ambala, A number of Momws or Jolahas as engaged

in the industry. The weaver w'orks with his family for

about ten hours a day. The total production of cotton

handloom cloth amounts to about 228 million yards. The

varieties of cloth consist of dhoiics, sarccs, chaddars,

coatings, shirtings, towels, lungics, shawls and carpets.

The products are of both coarse and fine counts with

floral borders and ground designs worked in silk and lace.

The cotton coatings and shirtings of Amritsar and the

lungies of Hoshiarpur are famous in Northern Tndia.

During recent years, a change of fashion is causing a decline

in the use of th'e traditional varieties of cloth. Of the

weavers in the Province, about 60 per cent, are independ-

ent and the rest employed under Mahajans or in Karkhanas.

About one per cent are taken into the co-operative fold.

The industry requires mucih organisation particularly on

co-operative lines.

The weaving of cotton carpets is an important branch

of the cotton textile industry in the Punjab.

3. Woollen industry .—This is a very important indus-

try in the Punjab. Though there are numerous woollen

mills in the ITovince, woollen weaving as a cottage indus-

try is pursued in numerous centres. Ludhiana, Dera Ghazi
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Khan, Bhera, Amritsar, Panipat and Dhariwal are famous

wooHcn weaving* centres. Most of the wool is produced

locally, the finest material coming from Hissar. Large

quantities used to be imported from Australia and else-

where in fonner years. The absence of foreign imports

due to war has increased the supply from the surrounding

provinces and states like Kashmir. It has been estimated

that about 1941-42, there were about 28,000 workers

engaged in woollen industry. There were about 18,500

woollen looms and the production of woollen cloth was

about 6.540 million yards. There are about 300 small

power looms employed in wool weaving. There is a

good variety of woollen products, such as, rugs, shawls,

namdas (coloured felts), hosiery goods, serges and pile

carpets. The pile carpets of Ainritsar and Multan are

famous. The wool used is a variety known as pashm, the

fine hair of the Tibetan goat.

Some of the woollen goods are embroidered with silk,

gold and silver lace, etc. The products of the Punjab are

famous. The recent war helped the industry to improve

considerably. The Government also are taking a keen

interest in the development of the industry.

4. Silk mdustry ,—Silk weaving is another import-

ant industry in the Punjab. There are over five thousand

silk locwns engaging a few thousands of weavers. The
total production is estimated to be about 7 million yards.

The chief centres of the industry are Amritsar, Lahore,

Multan and Jullundur, The raw material used to be

imported from China in former years. It is now obtained

in part locally and in part from other provinces and

states. The important varieties produced are turbans,

waist bands, sarees, fringes, tassels and pyjama strings.
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One iimportant b^ranch of the silk industry is em-

broidery. Phiilkari work (flower work) is done as a

domestic industry in most districts. Embroidery is done

on cotton, wool and silk. The articles embroidered are

usually table covers, hangings, caps, belts, turbans,

sarees, etc. Goods are produced both for home use and

for the market.

5. Brass and bcll-metal work ,—This work is done

in the Province both as a utilitarian industry and an art

craft. Some decades ago copper and zinc ores also used

to be mined in the Kidii hills and other parts of the Himalayas.

With the advent of imported metals which were very cheap

these sources were given up. Bell metal is prepared in the

Province itself. A serious handicap has been felt by the

workers due to scarcity of imported metal sheet during the

war time. The use of old and broken vessels as basic

material relieved this situation to some extent

.

The manufactures consist mainly of domestic utensils

and other utility articles such as big and small kitchen

vessels, tumblers, water pots, lamp steads and plates. These

articles are either plain or roughly ornamented. Work is

done cither by casting molten metal in moulds and then

polishing them on a lathe or by hammering out metal sheets

into fonn. The chief Centres of the work are Jagadhri,

Panipat, Gujranwala, Amritsar, Pind Dadan Khan and

Sialkot. The Government of the Pimjab are taking interest

in the development of metal work. Instruction in metal

work is given at the Government Metal Work Institute,

Ambala City. A scheme for development of metal work has

also been prepared where by instruction in improved pro-

cesses and new types of work is given to the workers at their

homes, and facilities for the disposal of their productions are
offered.
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Metal work as an art craft is seen in the inlay work

done at Lahore and Amritsar city. Inlaying is done on cop-

per and brass in tloral and other designs. The products

which comprise trays, vases, hooka stands, ash trays^

tumblers, etc., have a wide popularity and a large demand

even outside the Province. This industry flourished

well during the war period due to demand from the foreign

military personnel.

6. Iron toork

.

— 'Fhe iron industry was fairly im-

portant in the Province. Iron are used to be smelted in

Kangra district in small quantities. The import of iron

and steel metal sheets from abroad hit this melting in-

dustry. The black-smiths of the Punjab manufacture a

large variety of iron articles ranging from utility goods

to art products. Agricultural hiipkanenls and ordinary

articles like nails, hinges, a.nd iron pans are made by the

vMlage black-s^niths at numerous places. Cutlery con-

sisting of knives and razors, etc., are made of good steel

at Gujaranwala and Bhera. Weapons such as swords and
the others used to be made at Lahore. This industry has

now declined. Dcnnascening or inlaying small articles of

iron with gold wire or silver is carried on in Siaikot dis-

trict. The products are very popular among foreign

travellers and visitors.

During the recent years imports of machine made hard-
ware have affected the cottage iron industry. The Ciovern-
ment are trying to revive this industry. There is a
school for the ananufacture of small machinery at Ludhiana
where the manufacture of smalll tools and machinery is

taught

.

7. Gold and silver smithy ,—As in other provinces
jewellery is very popular among the Punjabi women. The
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women of higher classes wear ornaments of gold and pre-

cious stones while the poor class women wear silver ones.

There is a large variety in ornaments worn in the Punjab;

for instance chains, rings, bangles, bracelets, anklets.

Amritsar and Lahoi;e are noted for superior work in pre-

cious metals. During recent years silver ware other

than jewellery has become popular. The high prilce of

gold and siJver has caused the people to remelt old wares

and get new patterns made out of the metal.

Enamelling is very popular in the Province. The
products consist of rings, bracelets, vases, etc., enamelled

with silver leaves, flowers, etc., on the surface. Multan

and Kangi'a are very famous for enamelling.

8. Foitcry .—Pottery is seen both as utilitarian

industry and an art craft in the Province. Every village

has its potter who produces rough unglazed pottery for

the use of the villagers in general. The raw material is

obtained locally or from the neighbouring river or canal

side. The products arc ordinary except at Jhajjar where
even the unglazed pottery is of a superior kind.

Glazed pottery is seen at a few important places like

Multan. The products comprise flower pots, plaques,

vases, etc., in a nuUiber of colours like blue, brown and
green. The designs are some times painted nicely. The
glazed tiles, cups and basins are very popular.

Porcelain work has now become fairly popular in the

Province. China clay is available in the Himalayas. A
number of porcelain articles like cups and saucers have
come into the market and are very popular.

9. Wood work .—^Thc carpenter or joiner is a com-
mon sight in very village and every town . He manufactures
all the articles of wood required for house construction or
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agriculture. In fomier years the village carpenter used to

get a share of the produce. But now the wage is paid

usually in money.

Punjab is very fairnous for wood work as an art craft.

Wood carving is done as a haiiditrafjt. at Amritsar city^

Bhera, Lahore, etc. The wood that is generally used is

shisham wood. The products of wood carving consist i:ot

merely in chairs, tables and bedsteads but in pieces such as

screens, lattice work, watch cases, flower stands, etc.

Inlaid work on wood is another branch of wood work

of importance. Hoshiarpur is an important centre for the

work. Shisham wood articles such as walking sticks, Imirror

cases, tea poys and pen cases are inlaid with ivory and

brass. This work which is supposed to have been introduced

from Arabia is very popular in the Province.

Cabinet and furniture making of plain design but

superior finish is seen in numerous towns and cities of the

Punjab. There is a large local demand for such articles,

which are largely modelled in western style.

10. Turned and lacquered ware making ,—This indus-

try rs pursued at a few centres like Pakpatan, Dera Ismail

Khan, Amritsar and Lahore. This work consists in making

small fancy articles and coating them with lacquer. The

wooden lathe aitd other implements are simple and the

process is the traditional method. Mineral colours, lac and

bees way are used as colouring and polishing matter. The
products generally are wood boxes, cups and toys, cigar

boxes, vases and trays, etc'. Some of the turned wood
articles are ornamented with mercury lines or carved ivory
work.

11 . Ivory carving .—The ivofy carving of the Punjab
is famous. Amritsar and Patiala, Ambala, Ludhiana and

i6o
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Lahore are famous for this work. The raw material is

purchased locally or is imported. iWork is done by means

of simple tools such as chisels and knives. The products

consist of combs which are essential for the Sikhs, photo

frames, caskets, trays, paper cutters, dftgger or knife

handles, bangles, chains, buttons, etc. The products ha\e

a good worlananship and design and are very popular among

travellers and visitors.

12. Leather iannmg mid leather goods manufacture .

—

Leather tanning is an important cottage industry of the

Province. Hides and skins of dead or slaughtered animals

are tanned in small cottage tanneries at a few urban and

rural centres by the indigenous processes. A portion of

the tanned leather is used for the manufacture of shoes,

belts, sandals, water-buckets, water-bottles, bellows, suit

cases, etc. The products have a local sale for the most

part . The Govermiient Tanning Institute gives instruction

to students in improved methods of tanning. Some of the

trainees have opened their own tanneries or leather goods

manufactories on a small scale. There are a few co-operatives

of leather workers. Superior varieties of manufactures

are sold at Government Sales Depots at Lahore and else-

where .

13. Fruit farming .—This is one of the chief food

industries pursued by the farmer on a small scale. The

Punjab is rich in fruit gardens containing a large variety

of fruit. Fruit are consiumed fresh locally. Soine varieties

are exported to distances either whole or in a preserved

form. This work is done at home by the whole family.

Various kinds of fruit drinks, such as tomato juice, lernon

or mango squash are manufactured, bottled arid preserved

for the market at a fairly lo\v cost by the farmer. This

i6i
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requires very little capital outlay. THe only exception is

the process of canning for which a machine can be purchased

for about Rs. 100. The Lyallpur Agritultural College

gives training in fruit growing and fruit preservation.

The attention of the Government in this matter has improved

fruit farming considerably.

14. Other industries .—There are numerous other

cottage industries in the Province such as paddy husking,

Hour milling, dairying, poultry keeping, bee-keeping and

other food industries
;
boat bilding, hand made paper making

and other utility industries; musical instrument making

and other art crafts. These industries, pursued in rural

or urban centres have very much importance.

The Government are taking much interest in the develop-

ment of cottage industries. Some 32 Industrial Schools are

maintained and about 34 Denionstration Parties are sent

round at an annual cost of about Rs. 15 lakhs to train the

workers in all industries in improved methods. A Market-

ing Organization is also maintained at a cost of about

Rs. 1.75 laklis for mark(‘ting the art and utility manu-

factures of the Province.

3. Industrial Co-operation

The Industrial Societies, generally speaking, had not

been working on true co-operative lines in the Punjab. In

most cases they have no permanent arrangements for

collective purchase of raw materials and collective sale of

finished goods. The members carried on their work in-

dependently so that the record of the society does not shovv^

what actual work has been done by the Society, in its

corporate capacity.

In 1943-44 the Industrial Societies in the Province

failed to take advantage of the favourable conditions created
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by the War. So in 1944-45 consolidation and rehabilitation

had been greater than expansion and weeding out of un-

desirable societies was also done.

Though the war has given them a good opportunity to

expand their activities and flourish on the whole the societies

have not benefited by the military orders because it has

been impossible to get the products through the inspecting

agencies

.

Weavers' societies were hit hard for want of adequate

supply of yarn though the co'-operative departmental staff

helped them to a certain extent.

The number of prixnaries fell from 373 in 1942-43 to

370 in 1944-45, their membership and working capital also

falling from 5,917 and ]\s. 14,44,503 respectively to 5,704

and Rs. 9,36,073 respectively. This fall was due to excess

of cancellation over registrations. There are some districts

where nothing has been done to introduce an industrial co-

operative. Attempts are now being made to start work in

Attock, Rawalpindi, Hissar and Kulu sub-division of the

Kangra district. Out of the total number of 370 societies

210 are of textile workers, 64 of shoe makers, 29 of car-

penters, 28 of smiths, 2 of oil men and 37 others. Member-
ship conditions have not changed since 1942-43. Effort

are being made to increase the number of wool workers in

the Kulu sub-division. The number of members who
borrowed from the primaries in 1944-45 was 155 as against

235 in 1943-44. This is a very small portion of the total

number of members and this indicates still that most of the

members are not in need of money and consequently that

they have ceased to take interest in the societies. The
amount due on 31-7-45 on account of principal was
Rs. 3,02,034 and on account of interest Rs. 2,68,973. Out
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of the interest due Rs. 2,65,540 has been credited to sus-

pense interest account. The total amount of loan at the

end of 1944-45 was Rs. 3,09,428 interest on loans is

between 9^ per cent, and \ 2y2 per cent.

Industrial societies are financed Central Industrial

Bank, Amritsar and by Unions at Kalabagh, Hoshiarpur,

Behran and Ludhiana at interest ranging from per cent,

to 6 per cent. p(‘r annum. Die Industrial Bank borrows

from the IVovincial Ikink. The fluid resources of these

institutions are ample, those of the Central Industrial Bank

being Rs. 3,00,029 as against Ivs. 1,69,961 required. Of
the affiliated societies 264 are in debt to the extent of

Rs. 7,20,243, most of them being societies which are un-

sound or under liquidation. This renders the bank weak.

The unions also are w(‘ak for the same reasons.

.S'a/c.y.— Finished goods are sold by the Societies in-

dependently through the sales depots at Delhi, Simla and

Lahore and shows held in the districts. The depots take

'6/4 cent, commission on sales except in the case of

Simla Depot which takes 9^4 per cent. The show rooms

which were doing little business became defunct. The
complaint of the depots is that they are not supplied with

enough stocks regularly.

The sales were as follows :

—

Years 1942-43 1943-44 1944-45

Rs. Rs. Rs.
Depots 52,900 26,441 25,570
Shows 7,081 8,541 22,854
Others 67,536 36,699 41,609
Direct Sales 39,525 5,368 7,337

Total 1,67,042 77,049 97,370
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The business done during 1944-45 was belter than in

1943-44 though not so good as in 1942-43 . Collective pur-

chase of yarn (cotton and wool), dyes, leather, wood,

methylated spirit, iron, steel, etc., amounted to Rs. 58,981

.

Collective sale of finished goods such as dusters, Mazri

cloth, chaguls, chappals, etc., to Defence Dej^artments

amounted to Rs. 2,13,028 and sales at depots, etc.,

Rs. 97,370.

The dc^partment has both administrative and technical

staff. It is safe to presume that the technical bias given

to the movement is full of possibilities. Technical im-

provement in the manufacture of goods by industrial

societies is absolutely essential for them to compete success-

fully in the open market. Inspection of these societies has

been much below the standard elsewhere and arrears of

audit are noticeable.

Mere members are not a measure of success in co-

operation. Quality is the test, and quality is to be measured

as much by the extent to which membership improves the

general outlook of the individual member, as by any better-

ment that it may effect in his economic condition.

—THE MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW
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X. SIND

1. General Features

Till 1936 Sind was a part of the Bombay Province. It

was constituted a separate province with Provincial auto-

nomy in 1936, under the Government of India Act 1935,

by which it should have a Governor, a unicameral legis-

lature, and a Council of Ministers. Provincial Autonomy
came into operation in 1937. Due to the almost equal

strength of the Congress and the Muslim League in the

Province, party Governtnent was not possible in it. In

the division of India the Province fonns part of Pakistan.

Sind has an area of 48,136 sq. miles and a population

of 45,35,000 in 1941. The chief language is Urdu. The
province has a large Hindu minority.

The climate is dry and the rain fall very little.

About 60 percent of the people are engaged in agricul-

tural and 10 percent in manufacturing industries, which
are very few. Cotton, wheat and barley are the chief

agricultural products.

The barrage system has converted the Province into a

garden, in some parts.

The Province has important railways and water ways.

Karachi is the capital not only of Sind but of Pakistan.

It is also a very important sea and air port,.

The Province has some cottage industries most of

wFich are of utilitarian value.
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2 . General Condition

There are not many urban or rural cottage industries

in the Province of Sind. Agriculture occupies most of the

time of the rural folk.

The chief cottage industry of the Province is hand loom

weaving. Hyderabad, Tatta, Shikarpur, etc.^ are import-

ant weaving centres. There were about 4,000 handlooms in

the Province about 1940 and about 4,500 weavers. 85 per

cent, of the looms were cotton looms and the rest silk

looms. About 70 per cent, were fly-shuttle and 30 ]>er cent,

throw-shuttle looms . The total annual production of cotton

cloth is too small for the requirements of the Province.

The varieties produced comprise lungis, coarse cloth, cotton

carpets, and blankets.

The other important non-food industries are metal work,

enamelling gold and silver, embroidery, lacquer work and

leather work for which Hyderabad and Shikarpur are noted

;

^and rough pottery and tile making for which Hala is

famous. Among food industries may be mentioned paddy

husking, flour milling, making, ghee making, and dairying.

There are few co-operatives for cottage industries.

Nothing has been done by the Government for the past

quarter century to develop cottage industries in urban or

rural areas. The lack of development is mainly due to the

absence of an Industries Department which alone can

popularise cottage industries among the people by giving

demonstrations and offering facilities.
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XI. UNITED PROVINCES

1 . General Filatures

This Province lies in the centre of Upper India, It

received provincial autonomy under the* (Government of

India Act 1935, with a Governor,, a bicameral legislature

and a Council of Ministers. Provincial Autonomy came

into force in 1937 with the Ciongress Ministry. This

Ministry went out of office in 1939 when Section 93 of the

Govenrment of India Act brought in the Advisers' regime.

Popular Government again came in 1946. In the division

of India the Province fomis part of the Indian Union.

The climate is dry and cold in various parts. The
Gangetic plain which covers the Province is very fertile.

The area of the Province is 1,06,248 sq. miles and the

population 5,63,46,456 in 1941. Tlie chief language is Hindi,,

The people are mostly Hindus.

About 70 percent of the i)eople are engaged in agricul-

ture and over ten percent in industries. The ITovince is rich

in minerals like lime stone in the hill tracts. It has a long

railway line and a net work of canals which are useful for

passenger and goods transport. It has also 31,000 miles of

road of which about 8,000 miles is metalled. The chief

agricultural produce is millets, sugar-cane, wheat, barley and

pulses. The chief large scale industries are sugar, cotton

and wool.

Lucknow is the capital of the Province and Benares,

Allahabad, Cawnpore a^id Aligarh some other important

towns

.
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The revenue and expenditure of the Province in 1945-

46 were Rs. 27.5 crores and Rs. 29.6 crorcs respectively.

There are numerous cottage industries in the Province

many of which are art crafts.

2. General Condition

The province occupies a position of special importance

in India as regards cottage industries. Its handicrafts

have been known for centuries. The crafts both artistic

and non-artistic are remnants of those developed for ages

under the influence of Idindu and Muslim rulers and the

landed aristocracy. Though vicissitudes of taste and lack

of direct support from the State during the last century

have been greatly responsible for the decay of most of
tliem, yet some O'f them are steadily improving.

Cottage workers who number about 2% millions pro-
duce a very large variety of goods both of necessity and
luxury . The principal cottage industries are :

—

1 . Cotton wool and silk-handloom weaving of all

kinds and the connected industries of dyeing, printing,

spinning, etc,

2. Vegetable oil pressing.

3. Leather industries including both leather working
and leather making.

4. Metal working, principaily brass, copper and bell-

metal wares and locks

.

5. Wood working of various descriptions.

6 . Pottery

.

7 . Ghee making

.

8
. Gur making

.

9. Glass bangles and other fancy articles.
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10. Rope and ban making.

11 . Basket making.

12. Moondha making,

13. Tat j)attis.

The chief diaracteristics of all these industries are

that :

—

(1) the work is done in the homes of the artisans

with the aid of hand-tools and appliances

;

(2) all the members of the family including women

and children take part in the process of manufacture at

different stages;

(3) there is practically no organisation for purchase of

of materials and sale of finished goods. The head worker

has to do this work himself;

(4) the finance is provided by a mahajan or money-

lender who is also usually the middleman dealer in finished

goods

;

(5) the artisans are generally poor and barely get a

coolie's wage as their earning, and

(6) in a number of cases the cottage workers are

primarily agriculturists.

The introduction of money economy and machine

made goods and the consequent decline of cottage indus-

tries was slow and gradual in the beginning but was rapid

later. Many an artisan family abandoned the occupation

which formed its principal livelihood and took to other

work. Others adhered to the work only half-heartedly little

knowing the deficit in their state of affairs and consciously

by going into debts.

Textiles The handloom weaving industry is spread

all over the province with its chief centres at Benares, Man.
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Mubarakpur (Azamgarh), Tanda (Fyzabad), Gorakhpur,

Maghar (Basti), Mau Aima (Allahabad), Bara Banki,

Sandila (Hardoi), Etawali, Amroha (Moradabad), Sikan-

drabad (Bulandshar), Meerut, Deoband (Saharanpur),

Dhampur (Bijnor), etc.

Benares, Mau and Mubarakpur in the district of

Azamgarh are fa^mous for silk and fine cotton fabrics.

Tanda is noted for the manufacture of sarees, shirting, etc.

Other places produce coarser type of shirting, coatings

and sarees.

The total number of actual workers is over 2.5 lakhs.

The number of persons connected with the haiidloom in-

dustry directly or indirectly is near about 8 lakhs including

women, children and helpers to the actual weavers.

According to the detailed survey of the industry

before the war, the number of looms was 2,44,000. Of
these about 1,98,000 were throw-shuttles and 46,000 fly-

shuttles. It was estimated that the number of cotton

looms was over 117 thousands, of silk and art silk looms

over 50 thousands, of blanket and carpets over 30

thousands

.

The total yarn consumed by handloom weavers before

the war was near about 67,971 thousands lbs.

The chief cotton fabrics made are garha, gazi, lahnga,

pagree, shirting and sarees. Their production in 1935

was 25 crore yards. The production of Benares brocades

and other silk fabrics was a little over 1.6 crore yards.

The output of art-sflk about 4.3 crore yards and of blankets

and carpets a little over 4 crore yards. Thus the pro-

duction of handloom goods was 29.3 crore yards of all

types.
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The decline in the import of textiles from England

and a total stoppage from Japan, created a cloth famine in

the market. The whole of Indian demand had to be met

from the stocks available in the market from the mills and

cottage workers. The former being busy with military

demands, the latter had an excellent opening for producing

cloth for civil consumption. But the difficulties with

which the weavers were faced during the war and even in

the post-war period are that they do not get yarn in

suffici(‘nt quantities. Yarn of higher counts is not avail-

able and prices have gone up. The supply position of

shuttles and reeds has not bt'cn eased as yet. Fine yarn

and chemicals are short in supplp. The quality of cloth

has therefore greatly deteriorated.

Vegetable Oil pressing .—The Oil Industry in rural

areas is amhned to the pressing of mustard and sesamum
seeds and a little of castor seed. The old wooden ghani
driven by a bullock is tlie common and the only equip-

ment of a teli . Hand-screw presses are to some extent

used in the cities of Agra and Cawnpore. The total

number of persons employed in the industry is about
3

,
00

,
100 .

The quantities of oil seeds consumed by ghani are as

below :

—

1. Mustard seed and rape seed 2.626,000 Mds. in 1944.

2. Linseed 1,300,000 »>

3. Sesamum 2,400,000 tf

4. Castor .. 200,000

Practically all the oil crushed by cottage Telis is

consumed in the province. The exports to other pro-

vinces, i.e., Bengal and the Punjab are negligible. It
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is the mill-made oil which is exported. The province is

self-sufficient in respedt of its supply of vegetable oil.

The cottage oil industry is scattered all over the

province and there are praplically no important centres

of production. The Telis however predominate in the

districts of Lucknow, Cawnpore, Azamgarh, Jaunpur,

Benares, Mirzapur, Ghazipur, Allahabad, Bareilly, Hardoi,

Moradabad, Meerut and Etawah.

Since the development of large-scale oil mills in the

United Provinces, the production of the cottage Teli has

gone from bad to worse. He is perhaps the most affected

of all cottage workers. Others artisans can find a place

as workers in the millls in their own line, but the Teli has

no advantage over a coolie in an oil mill . The percentage

extraction in a mill using either an iron ghanni or an

expeller is much more than that obtainable from an indigen-

ous ghanni . The mill oil is therefore cheaper and the Teli

is unable to compete with it in the market. His produce

finds a sale in his own village.

Leather Industry ,—This is a very important and

widely scattered industry of the province giving employ-

ment to about 1,25,000 persons of whom 50,000 are ‘leather

workers and the rest tanners. This industry is practically

unorganised and in the hands of the poor classes.

The leather industry is divided into two main brandies,

vis, (1) Leather tanning, and (2) Leather working. The

processes of tanning, curing, dyeing and pressing of hides

and skins comes under leather making. The use of this

leather in manufacture of articles like boots and shoes,

sandals, chapplis, suit-caSes, hand-bags, etc., comes under

leather working.

m
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Cottage tanning is done on the old and crude system of

pits with the use of lime and babool bark. The principal

articles made by cottage tanners in towns are safeda sheep

skin for harness and sheep skin non-cOloured and coloured

for lining of shoes. The tanning ingredients used are

either bark or chrome allum and oil. The village tanners

produce only bark-tanned leather, i.e., desi buffalo hides

for shoes, cow hides for charges and upper leather for desi

shoes

.

There is no competition with large-scale industries as

the produce of cottage workers does not come in the same

line and is meant for definite purpose. There is however,

much room for improvement in the quality of leather and

adjusting the product to the market demand. All the produce

is consumed locally in the village markets. Sharanpur. sole

leather whicli is much better in quality than that made in

the rest of the province has a market even in other dis-

tricts of the province.

Shoe making has progressed considerably and is done
both on the wooden-last and the iron-last systems. Improved
tools and small machines for pressing of soles, making of

heels, sewing of the uppers and other processes are com-
monly used by the Agra cottage workers.

The articles produced by the small factories and cottage

workers in towns are the following:

—

1 . Boots and shoes of various kinds and classes

.

2. Slippers and chapphs.

3. Suit-cases, attache-cases, dressing cases and hand-

bags of various styles and designs, cabin trunks, hold-alls,

bed straps, hat boxes, satchels, etc., etc.
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4. Fancy artitles of toilet use such as ladies bags and
purses, toilet and shaving cases, cigarettes-cigar and card
cases, portfolios, writing pads, bdts and garters.

5 . Saddler}'

.

The village workers make desi shoes, chapplis charsas,

bellows, whips, etc., etc.

The hand-made shoes of Agra and Cawnpore are very

stylish and compare favourably with imported ones. Agra

is called the Northampton of India for its boots and shoes

industry, and Cawnpore has the largest number of tanneries,

a large-scale boot and shoe factory with power macliinery

and the only important leather working factory of the Army
Department . ....

The following table gives the comparative value of

leather goods.

Name of articles.

1. Footwear in small factories

2. Footwear by cottage workers
3. Footwear by village workers

Rs. 88.51,000 Rs. 9,40,00.000

1939.

Rs. 14,38 000

„ 55,66.000

.. 18 47.0C0

1944.

Rs. 8.00.00,000

„ 1 ,00,( 0.000

4000000

Metal working .—The metal industry has the follow-

ing main branches :

—

1 . Brass and Copper wares including artistic wares

.

2 . Iron' wares

.

3 . Miscellaneous

.

(i) Domestic utensils .—Domestic utensils are made

out of scrap brass or brass sheets. The industry is carried

on at Moradabad, Shamli and Miranpur (MuzaflFarnagar),

Oel (Kheri), Mirzapur, Farrukhabad, Benares, Baharaich,
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Lucknow, Cawnpore, Hardoi, Shahjahanpur, Bindki (Fateh-

pur), Aliiiora, Baraut (Meerut) and Hathras (Aligarh).

(ii) Artistic brass and copper zvares ,—These are

made at Moradabad and Benares and iron wares are manu-

factured at Aligarh, Agra and Cawnpore. Trunks and

boxes are made at Allahabad, Aligarh, Lucknow and

Gorakhpur

.

(iii) Locks are made at Aligarh, Meerut, Farrukhabad

and Hardoi.

(iv) Cutlery is manufactured at Aligarh, Meerut,

Allahabad, Hardoi, Qaimgaiij (Farrukhabad) and Shah-

jahanpiir.

(v) Tin canisters are made at Hathras, Agra, Kdiurja,

Fitawah, Shikohabad, Cawnpore, Meerut and Ghaziabad.

(vi) Iron cast zveights and, agricultural implements

are made at Agra, Bareilly, Hardoi, Ghaziabad, Dankaur

in Bulandshahr district and a number of other places.

The total number of persons employed in all the metal

"working industries is 2 lakhs.

The total outturn in value of hnportant articles before

the war was as under:

—

Rs.

1 . Brass and Copper utensils 3 ,
00

,00,000

2. Artistic Brassware 10
,
00.000

3. Locks and Building fittings 2,50,000

4. Scissors 1,26,000

5. Knives, Sarotas and Spoons 1,25,000

6. Iron castings, i.e,, weights, cane

crushers and other materials 2,50,000

Total .

.

3,17,51,000
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The present estimated output of brass and copper

utensils is as below:

—

Rs.

1. At Farruldiabad 45,00,000

2. At Moradbad 1,50,00,000

3. At Mirzai)ur 50,00,000

4. At other places 55,00,000

Total . . 3,00,00,000

This industry suffered considerably during the war,

due to several difficulties such as non-availability of brass

and copper sheets, brass scrap and zinc which were needed

by Ordnance Factories and for other purposes. Even
now, these raw materials are not available in sufficient

quantities

.

Transport difficulty is still affecting the industry

adversely

.

Wood zvorking .—This industry includes the follow-

ing:—

1 . Manufacture of agricultural implements which is

purely of village type and is scattered all over the province.

The chief centres are Agra, Amroha, Meerut and Bareilly.

2. Furniture for which Bareilly and Dehra Dun are

very well known. This industry has greatly progressed

and most modem furniture is prepared there.

3. Artistic wood carving is done only in Saharanpur.

4. Brass-work on ebony confined to Nagina (Bijnor).

The total number of persons engaged in all types of

wood working industries is about 2,50,000. Of these

about 200 are in wood carving at Saharanpur, 50 in ebony

T77
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work at Nagina, 1,000 in furniture at Bareilly and the

rest is non-artistic wood-work.

It is not possible to estimate the output of the industry^

but during the war Bareilly supplied furniture worth

Rs. 20,00,000 as against lakhs before the war. Dehra

Dun firms supplied furniture and other articles worth

more than Rs. 40 lakhs.

Huge orders which the Defence Department placed

with firms have now ceased. The industry has now come

imder the cycle of depression. Many firms of mushroom

growth have vanished while the rest are working with the

reduced strength. The war has however added an im-

portant link to this industry by stopping the Japanese toys

and giving an opportunity to Indian Firms to grow up and

supply India's needs. Indigenous wooden toys are manu-

factured at Bareilly, Dehra Dun, Meerut, Lucknow and

Cawnpore

.

Pottery and Ceramics ,—Pottery is one of the oldest

industries in the Province. A large variety of products is

produced but the main divisions are;

—

1. Earthen-ware and domestic utensils of common
use, e.g., gharas, Sorahis, handis, chilums, plates, etc.

2. Glazed and artistic pottery, e,g,, flower vases,

tea sets, etc.

3. Clay modelling, i,e,, animal figures, toys, etc.

About 2,50,000 persons are engaged in this industry.

The centres for glazed pottery are at Khurja and

Chunar. Black or ornamental pottery is confined to

Nizamabad, Lucknow and Amroha are noted for clay

modelling

.
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During the war the Industries Department made an

attempt to organise the potters of Khurja for the produc-

tion of utility articles. Government furnaces were put

up in 1943 and about 200 persons were trained. Improved
types of furnaces have been set up and firing temperature
has been rai'^erl to LOO^C and bieh leavl ^^^lazes have been
replaced by lead-free glazes.

Fabricated raw materials are distributed to potters for

manufacturing glazed articles.

Chunar pottery is of ordinary clay pottery, glazed with

glass powder, borax and hematite. Tea sets, cups saucers,

etc., are manufactured and sold at the railway stations of

Chunar, MoghaJsarai, Benares and Allahabad.

Nizarnabad black pottery, tea sets, \ases and numerous

decorated articles are made of pond clay. The articles are

only for show as they are fragile.

Ghee .—This is an agricultural industry carried on on

a considerable scale throughout the province. In remote

villages milk is turned into ghee.

Centres for ghee are Etawah, Mainpuri, Shikohabad,

Bulandshahr, Khurja and Agra.

The present production is estimated at about 20,00,000

maunds

.

Exports of ghee during the pre-war days used to be

on an average 1,50,000 mds., but during the year 1944-

45 the export was only about 60,000 mds.

The vegetable ghee has nearly replaced the pure ghee

in the market.

Gur making —Next to ghee, gtir industry occupies an

important place and is practised from the ancient times.

It is carried out in villages by the cane growers themselves

1 79
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as a subsidiary industry to agriculture. Of the total pro-

duction of sugarHcane in the province about 65 per cent,

is converted into gur

,

The pre-war production was esti-

mated to be 20,00,000 tons.

Gur produced in the province was exported to all parts

of the country but at present restrictions on the movement

exist. Meerut, Muzaffarnagar, Sitapur and Bareilly are

the principal gur markets.

Glass Bangles and other Fancy Articles.— (i) Bangle

making .—This is predominantly done on cottage scale. It

is concentrated at Firozabad, where a population of about

21,000 out of the total population of over 40,000 is engaged

in this industry.

There are 83 roller bangle factories, 125 furnaces for
making twisted bangles, 100 bangle-cutting workshops, 500
muffled furnaces for enamelling and decoration of bangles,

2,400 bangle joining cottages and 1,500 dealers. The
estimated annual production is about 1,00,00,000 gross
pairs

.

The industry did wonderfully well in copying the
designs of foreign make and discovering their own ex-
pensive methods of manufacture.

During the war the industry suffered, as veiy little

heed was paid to it considering it as an article of luxury.

(ii) Glass Bead .—This is a new industry intro-

duced by the United Provinces Government. The services

of two Czechoslovakian experts have been secured for
training of students, but since they left some of their

trained men are doing the industry. About 50 persons
are now engaged in the manufacture of beads.
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Rope and Ban making .—This is purely village indus-

try scattered all over the province. The principal centres

are where raw materials, e.g., moonj, bhaber or sunn

hehip grow. These are M(‘erut, Saharanpur, Muzaffar-

nager, Bijnor, Budaun, Siiltanpur, Jaunpur and Benares.

This industr}^ employs about 40,000 persons. It is

difficult to arrive at production figures for ban and rope

industry^ yet on a rough estimate the production is about

1,50,000 mds. valued at Rs. 12,50,000.

Sunn hemp fibre is sold and exported and a large

({Uantity of it is used m making strings, ropes and tat

pat tis

.

Basket making .—Baskets are made all over the pro-

vince, but the important centres are Dehra Dun, Pilibhit,

Baharaich, Kheri, Gorakhpur, Gouda, Allahabad, Meerut,
Farrukhabad, Idrozabad. Saharanpur, Jwalapur, Benares,

Najibahad, Fyzabad, Moradabad, Bareilly, Agra, Cawn-
pore, Lucknow, Jhansi, Banda, Basti Nainital and Haldwani.
Ornamental wlicat straw baskets specially for tiffin

and what-nots are manufactured at Phulpur in Allahabad
district

.

Cane, bamboo, arhar, sticks, Thao, mulberry sticks,

khajoor sticks, rangal sticks and twigs of certain trees are

the principal raw materials. The following table gives the

figures of production of raw materials:

—

Razv Materials

.

Quantity

Bamboo .

.

5,45,000

Arhar Sticks .. 11,10,000

Jhao . . 11,10,000

Mulberry Sticks .. 11,10,000

Khajoor Sticks . . 5,20,00

Ringal Sticks .. 11,11,000
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About 40,000 persons are employed in this industry.

Annual outturn of baskets is worth Rs. 6,71,000.

Moondha making .— (Straw seats) are made mainly

in Meerut, Moradabad, Agra, Aligarh, Bulandshahr,

Bai'eilly, Etah and Cawnpore.

The number of famiffies engaged prior to war was

about 400 consisting of some 2,000 persons.

The annual outturn per family was 340. The total

outturn is about 78,000 worth Rs. 3,90,000.

Moondhas find only local sale as their transport occu-

pies more vSpace and makes the freight expensive. It

seems desirable that better designs and colour display may
be introduced.

Tat Pattis .—The patti making is carried on in the

Eastern districts of the province, i.e., Jaunpur, Partab-

garh, Sultanpur, Rae Bareli and to some extent in Etah and

Mainpuri.

The number of persons employed in these districts is

about 8,150. The raw material is sunn-hemp which is

grown over about 2 lakhs of acres and average yield is about

5 mds. an acre.

The outturn of tat pattis in important centres is

about 2,000 mds. valued at Rs. 20,000.

These are consumed locally and exported to other

provinces

.

3. Industrial Co-operation

Industrial co-operation, though it was not unknown
to the United Provinces before the recent War, was, how-
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ever, not well developed in the Province. A fairly rapid

growth of industrial co-operatives might be said to have

begun with the outbreak of the War. The position in the

Province in 1939-40 was as follows:

—

Kind of society.
No. of

societies.

No. of value of Profits. Working
active

societies.

sales.

Rs. Rs.
capital.

Rs.

Weavers’ societies 37 ..

Woollen societies 16 13 20,101 5,694
Fruit prtservatitjn 1 .

.

.

.

societies one
Khova societies 18 18 ,

.

384
^
lakh of

G^r societies 11 3 ,

.

. .
' rupees.

Ghee societies 607 607 2,15,387 50,261

(12,500 meiTibers)
Dairj' societies 23 16

Poultry societies 22 • • •

.

. .

The war requirements of the Supply and Defence

Departments and the Indian Stores Department gave an

incentive to the development of cottage industries, while

the lesson of the Chinese Industrial Co-operatives brought

in the co-operative society strength of organisation.

Numerous cottage industrial organisations particularly co-

operatives came into existence during the War period.

They comprised textile co-operatives, dairy co-operatives,

poultry co-operatives, gur co-operatives and ghee co-

operatives and so on. During the War they supplied many

lakhs of rupees worth of goods including hemp goods like

’^at-patti and nets, cotton and woollen goods like niwar,

gauze cloth, hospital bandage, water bottle carriers and

blankets and also hats, and canvas goods. It might be

said that to some extent the U.P. Government gave help

to the workers in obtaining some raw materials.

In 1945 when the War ended, the position of the indus-

trial co-operatives was not discouraging. There were 12
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central textile stores, 107 textile societies, 870 ghee

societies and two dozen other industrial societies besides

ntunerous gur, dairy and poultry societies. Their working

capital amounted to Rs. 16 lakhs and their production

rose to Rs. 33 laldis in 1944-45. For instance the ghee

societies alone which were 870 in 1944-45 had a member-
ship of 20,000 as against 12,500 in 1939-40. The ghee

handled by them decreased from 5,383 maunds to 4,899

raauiids. The profit for 1942-43 was Rs. 33,000; for

1943-44 Rs. 29,270; and for 1944-45 only Rs. 5,000.

Attempts at improvement of co-operative organisations

have continued throughout the War period. In 1941 the

IJ.P. Co-operative Industrial Federation was started. Its

objects are the development of cottage industries on co-

operative lines, increase in production, introduction of

better designs and quality, and providing facilities for

finance and marketing. The Federation helped all

cottage industries in general and handloom weaving in

particular. Much of the progress of cottage, industrial

organisations was due to the interest taken by the IJ.P.

Government by providing additional staff for the work and

by raising (though slowly) the interest-free grant from

Rs. 5 lakhs to 24 lakhs. The establishment of the Provin-

cial Co-operative Bank in 1944 was probably a helpful

factor.

Yet the general outlook on the industrial co-operatives

is not felt to be very encouraging. It is said that societies

relating to spinning and weaving, oil pressing, tanning,

work, metal work, glass work, paper making, toy making,

and dairy farming alone are referred to under Industrial

Co-operatives by the U.P. Co-operative Department and

that co-operatives relating to sericulture, poultry farming,.
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fruit and vegetable preservation, flour grinding, paddy

husking, ghee making and gur making are not given as much

importanct^ as they deserve. Secondly it is felt that several

co-operatives such as cotton ginning, durrie-making, brass

ware, tannery, bangle making and pottery societies are in

the same condition as in 1936. For instance there are in

the Province about 7y2 lakhs of weavers and 2 lakhs of

looms consuming about 70 million pounds of cotton, sdk

and woollen yarn, and yet only a few thousand weavers are

co-operatively organised. There are a lakh of workers in

the tanning industry and jiiany hundred in brassware, shoe

making, etc. Very few of them are in the co-operative

fold. Private merchants clear huge profits while the artisans

look on hungrily. Even in respect of artistic wares like

artistic brass-ware, bingecs, sarecs and prints, the indus-

trial co-operatives have not progressed. Though in 1936

some artisans made successful experiments in co-operative

production and sale, at the present day the artisans seem

to lack that initial ive and incentive for self-elevation. It

is to be feared that unless the artisans are alive to their

responsibilities, the withdrawal of Government concessions

and the fall in the War time demands and the keen com-

petition of mill made goods will hit them very hard. They

must fortify their position by co-operative action without

any more delay.

It is quite necessary to loiow the exact position of the

industries at present. For the purpose a detailed survey

and enquiry is quite essential. There is a large need for

research also. In regard to marketing of a few commodi-

ties some research has been done by the Provincial Develop-

ment and Marketing Federation. If survey and research

ri
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had been taken up by the Government much useful

work could be done.

In regard to training and propaganda very little work

seems to have been done. A few students nominated by

the I.N.A. Enquiry and Relief Committee have been

trained in organising work at the All India Industrial Co-

operative Association. Many more students have to be

trained as organisers. The Province has a Provincial In-

dustrial Association, but its work will not be very pro-

gressive unless many trained organisers are available in the

Province.

Our Grand National Plan must embody schemes of

utilify-cum-culture progress. Utility shall be the primary

concern, but in a form modified by cultural needs. In the

fabric of national life, utility is the warp and culture the weft.

Obviously the warp cannot constitute the whole fabric,

though it is the primary thing. Likewise, the weft,

though it provides the means of effecting decora--

tive improvements in the fabric, cannot exist independent

of the warp. Both of them have to be interwoven into

one perfect piece. Such should he the role of the twin

sources of national uplift in the plan to he.

—VISWANATHAN TEKUMALLA.
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IL GENERAL CONDITION IN STATES
I. BARODA

1 . General Features

The Slate of Baroda situated partly in Gujarat and

partly in Kathaiwar comprises four districts. The total

area is about 8,164 sq. miles with a population of 28,55,000

in 1941. About 89 per cent, of the people are Hindus.

The adininistration of the State is carried on by a

Maharaja (Gaekwar) and his Dewan and other Ministers

and a Legislative Council.

The rain fall in the State is not uniform.

About 63 per cent . of the people are engaged in agri-

culture. The chief crops are rice, wheat, gram, cotton,

tobacco and sugar-cane. There are a few large scale

industries in Baroda.

The State has about 795 miles of railway and 1,000

miles of road of which about 600 miles is metalled road.

Baroda is the capital. The revenue and the expen-

diture of the State in 1943-44 were Rs. 3,81,53,000 and

Rs. 3,33,70,333 respectively.

There are many cottage industries of artistic and utili-

tarian value in the State.

2 . General Condition

Development of Cottage Industries forms a special

feature of the industriail programme of the State. The
work of the development can be grouped under four heads

:

(1) Research and experiment, (2) Teaching and demon-
stration, (3) Finance, and (4) Marketing facilities. The
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Diamond Jubilee Cottage Industries Institute which has

been established in the year 1938 at Baroda, the capital of

the State, serves as a nucjeus for all activities and pro-

grammes for the development of cottage industries.

(1) Research and experiment .—The Institute takes

up from time to time small industries which can be use-

fully introduced in the State and carries out investigations

for simplifying processes, introduction of electrical power

for the more mechanical processes, etc., so that they may

be able to stand competition. When experiments have

shown that new industries or improved processes in old

industries are feasible, these are taught to students at

the Institute and in villages through demonstration parties.

(2) Teaching and dononsiation .—Teaching and

demonstration are carried out through the following-

agencies :—

•

(i) Through the Diamond Jubilee Cottage Industries

Institute at Baroda which has at ]n-esent the following

classes with courses of 2 years' duration

:

(i) Dyeing and Calico Printing.

(ii) Block engraving for Calico Printing work.

(iii) Wood carving and fixing of brass german

silver and silver metal sheets on the carved articles.

(iv) Lacquered wooden toys and lacquered fur-

niture .

(v) Making of leather goods.

(vi) Preparation of useful domestic articles by
casting copper and brass meta!.

(vii) Tailoring and Cutting.
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(ii) Through travelling demonstration classes in the

following trades:

—

(i) Carding, Spinning and Handloom Weaving.

(ii) Dyeing and Printing.

(iii) Tanning.

(iv) Making of leather goods.

(v) Rearing of eri-silk worms and Spinning of

the silk from cocoons reared.

3. Finance.—Interest free loans to the extent of

Rs. 50,000 are given away every year to trained students

and the artisans of the State.

4. Marketing facilities.—''The Baroda Arts and

Crafts Emporium'' which has been established last year on

the auspicious occasion of the Birthday Celebrations of His

Highness The Maharaja Saheb offers marketing facilities to

cottage workers who can exhibit and sell their products

through this Sales Depot.

Over and above the above programme, the following

facilities have also been provided by the department for the

benefit of the cottage workers :

—

(i) Publication of cheap literature on cottage in-

dustries in Gujarati.

(ii) Giving of implements in carding and spinning

at half cost to spinners and weavers.

(iii) Free technical advice.

(iv) Grants to Khadi Centres and institutions doing

village uplift work, and industrial classes and homes.

(v) Students are deputed to learn important cottage

industries or handicrafts in other institutions.
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The Cottage Industries Section is in charge of a

special officer known as the Cottage Industries Officer who

works under the direct control and supervision of the

Director of Industries. The Honourable the Development

Member is in charge of the Industries portfolio.

3. Industrial Co-operation

Industrial Co-operation has made rather slow progress

in the Baroda Slate. In 1941-42 there were 56 weavers’

societies, 28 leather workers’ societies in the State. There

has been some increase in the membership, working capital

and business of these societies. This is due to the increasing

interest taken by the State in developing cottage industries

by offering financial help and also by organising peripatetic

demonstration parties for giving instruction to the artisans

in improved processes. There is of late a desire on the

part of the people to develop industrial co-operatives with

State aid

.

Industrial co-operatives constitute a movement of far
greater social significance than their economic impli-

cations. While credit societies are a means of alleviating

temporary difficulties and consumers' co-operatives are a

palliative within the status quo of a competitive society,

industrial co-operatives are an altogeher new form of
organizing and regulating society. Thus they have meanr
ing for the future as well as for the present.

—RUTH WEISS, Ph.D.
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II. COCHIN
1. General Features

Cochin State is situated on the south-west coast of

India. It is governed by the Maharajah and his Dewan

and other Ministers and a Legislative Council under the

Government of Cochin Act.

The State has an area of 1,480 square miles, with a

population of 12,05,016 in 1941, out of which about 65

per cent, are Hindus and the rest Christians, Muslims, etc.

The average density of population is 814 per square mile.

The principal language is Malayalam. The percentage

of literacy is very high in the State.

A third of the State is covered by forest tracts and

lagoons or back waters. The forests of Cochin form one

of its most valuable assets. They abound in teak, ebony,

black wood, etc. The chief produce is rice and coqonut.

The State has good railway and road communications.

Cochin is a very important port with a good harbour. The
capital is Emakulam.

The revenue of the State is about Rs, 2,18,69,000.

The State has numerous cottage industries, many of

which are organised on co-operative lines.

2 . General Condition

Among the cottage industries in the Cochin State, the

majority are utilitarian crafts. The art crafts like lace

and embroidery, ivory carving screwpine weaving are very

few.

iqi
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1. Coir work,—Coir work is the most important

cottage industry of the back water region in the State . The
raw material is locally obtained because the State has vast

coconut p!lantations. Coir is obtained from coconuts in

the usual way, by soaking coconut husks in water and

retting them. This coir is good in quality and is used in

making ropes, door mats, floor mats, brushes, etc. Work
is done at home or in small open air karkhanas

.

Cochin

is a very important centre for the industry.

2. Handloom weaving,—This is only next in im-

portance to coir work. The Talapilly, Chittur and

Cranganur taluqs are important. The chief centres are

Nemmara, Chennamangalam, Desamangalam, and Kumbalam.

The sub-castes engaged in the work are Chetties, KaikoIanSj

Chedans and Calians, The yarn used is of coarse and fine

comits. Mundiis are woven out of coarse yarn and fine

sarees^ angavastrams, etc., are woven out of fine yam.

The products have a local market.

3. Mat making,—Chittur, Talapilly and Trichur

Taluqs are important for mat making, the chief centre

being Chittur which is noted for superfine grass mats. The

raw materials used are screwpine, bamboo and grass.

Screwpine mats are made generally by carpenter women
as spare time work. The raw material is obtained from

the fields. The products are rather crude. Mats and

other products of fancy patterns like bags and purses are

made at some missionary and other institutions where the

inmates are taught screwpine work.

Bamboo mats, etc
. ,

are made by Pulayas and Cherumas
in Chalakudy and forest tracts. The raw material is

obtained from the local forest. A large variety of baskets,

iq2
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bags, mats, etc., is made of split bcimboo. The articles

being crude, the market for them is only local.

Grass mat making is tlie hereditary occupation of

Kakalaus and Nanjanad Koravans in Chittur, Talapilly and

Trichur Taluqs. The coarse mats have a local sale; but the

superhne mats of Chittur have an outside market also.

Co-opereit ive enterprise is seen in the mat industry.

4. Soap and candle making .—There are a few indi-

genous soap makers scattered in the State at Cochin,

Crnakulam, Crangatuir, and Irinjalaldcuda . iTe products

are chieily washing soaps and in some cases toilet soax)s.

Candles are made to a small extent at lernakulam. lliese

candles are used by Christians at Churches.

5. Bell Mclal work .—-Bell metal ware is produced at

Cliennamangalam, Cranganur and Irinjalakkuda. The in-

dnsti'y is organised on co-operative lines at Chittur. The

goods consisting of hoiisctioM utensils of all shapes and

sizes are of good qua lit}''.

6. Cabinet and furnitnre making .—The forests of

Cochm are rich in good wood. Furniture and vehicles of

sev'cral ty])es are made at centres like Cochin, Icrriakulam

and Tricluir. Work is done on co-o])erative lines at d'ricliiir

and Ifrtiakulam. Chevoor near Trichur is famous for

cheaT) furniture.

Txattan u'ork consisting of fitrniture for domestic and

office use is done out of local raw material at Trichur.

7. Leather zvork .—This work is done chiefly at

Frnaku'lam and Trichur. The raw material used is either

imported leather or locally tanned leather. Several

Aluslims and Hindus are engaged in this work. The pro-
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ducts have .a large variety ranging from sandals to suit-

aises. There is a very large local demand for the products.

8. Bce-kceping —-Apiculture as a cottage industry

is seen at numerous centres in the State. The State

is taking much interest in this industry by appointing

a Bce-l£xpert who gives training and advice to the agri-

culturists and private individuals who follow^ this industry

as part time occupation. The honey extracted is of high

quality and has an external market also.

9. Fish curing,—The back waters and ponds of

Cochin abound in fish varieties. Fishing and fish curing

are the full time occupation of numerous fishermen in the

State. Good varieties of cured fish are sent outside the

State for sale. The State is taking much interest in

the development of this rich source of food.

10. Lace and crochet work and embroidery.-—-This

work is taught at numerous missionary institutions at

Ernakulam and other places. A large part of the produc-

tion is meant for the market. The goods are sold in

Madras and other cities.

1 1 . Other industries

.

—There are various other cottage

industries of importance in the State. Some of them are

art crafts like ivory carving, musical instrumcait making,

fire works and clay modelling; others are food industries

like dairying, poultry farming, cashew' nut roasting, bakery

and confectionery and condiment making; and yet others arc

utility industries like lime-burning, hcedi manufacture, seri-

culture, umbrella making, and tailoring. Some of the

industries are organised on co-operatives lines. The State

is evincing a good deal of interest in its cottage industries

particularly by encouraging co-operative enterprise.
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3. Industrial Co-operation.

The co-operative movement was introduced in the

State thirty three years ago as a proto type of the British

Indian movement. As in other jiarts of India in the early

years efforts were concentrated only on tlie organization

and developmetit of Credit Societies. In later years more

and tnorc attention was bestowed on the non-credit side of

the movement and many rural societies and special types

of societies have come into existence. The number of

societies at the end of the admmistration year 1945-^6

stood at 326 consisting of:

—

1 Institute for education and propaganda, 1 central bank,

1 land mortgage bank which advanced loans at S per cent,

interest, 1 cottage industries marketing society, 1 central

coir society, 1 wholesale society, 12 supervising unions, 9S

societies for rural credit, 52 urban societies, 32 rural deve-

lopment societies, 7 model panchayat societies, 19 consumers

societies for purchase and sale, 28 societies for depressed

classes, 9 agricultural non-credit societies. 12 weavers’

societies, 21 artisans’ societies, 7 students^ stationery

societies, 1 poultry society, 13 fishermen’s socie-

ties, 4 Insurance (Benefit Bund) societies, 3 co-operative

restaurants, 1 Ayur\'edic society and 1 bee-keepers’ society.

Excluding the 431 members of the Central societies llie

number of members in the Primary societies is 45,174, of

whom 5.885 are women. The working capital amounts

to Rs. 69.64 lakhs giving an average of Rs. 152 per

member and Rs. 23,060 per society. The total transactions

of all societies have gone up to Rs. 4.81 crores and the total

reserve fund is Rs. 6,64,349. At first the activities of these

societies were confined to agriailtural credit. But it was

soon realised that a proper course is to take into account
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all aspects of tlie agriculturist’s life as a whole. So rural

societies were encouraged to undertake all these activities

which affect the daily life and business of the agricul-

turist and the artisans. Many societies are continuing

this side of their activities such as manufacture of coir

and weaving.

Purchase and Sale Societies.—Consumers’ co-operation

was sought to be introduced in the State from the very start

of the movement
;
but as in other places the earlier attempts

proved to be a failure. There were 19 societies of this type

at the end of year with a niembc^rship of 2,455, working

capital of Rs. 1.29 lakhs and a turn over of Rs. 32.83 lakhs.

After a long period of comparative stagnation the situation

created by the War with the advent of controls and the

check against profiteering has given a new impetus to the

consumers’ movement. One important step now taken is

the federation of all the societies into a central wholesale

society. It is hoped that this society recently started will

give the right lead to the future development of the con-

sumers’ movement

.

Produclion and Sale Sociciies.

(a) Wca7JCrs.—There were 10 societies working at

the end of the year. These had a membership of 747, a

working capital of Rs. 50,641 and a turnover of Rs. 10.27

lakhs. All except one worked at profit. One of these

societies is a purely Khadi spinning and weaving society

rifhliated to the All India Spinners’ Association. As a post

war measure attempts are being made to bring more weavers

into the co-operative fold.

(b) Industrial Societies,—There were 21 societies

working at the end of the year. They had an aggregate

membership of 2 061 and working capital of Rs. 69,309
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and a turnover of Rs. 6.45 laldis. AH except 4 worked at

profit. Among the industrial co-operatives,, the Carpenters’

vSociety and the Leather Workers’ Society at Cherpu and

the Horne Industrial Society at Kunnamkulam have attained

a great measure of success. The organisation of the

several village industries on qo-operativc lines is taken up

jointly by the Industries and Co-operative departments.

Manufacture of coir yarn, etc., is one of the main cottage

industries in the several areas of the State. Though no

separate coir society is functioning at present some of the

village societies have taken up the industry as a side acti-

vity. A central society has been organised for the

marketing of coir and coir products and it is hoped that

this will foster the growth of the primary societies to be

engaged in this important industry.

(c) The Cochin Cottage Industries Marketing

Society.—This society was started to form a federation

of all classes of Industrial Societies. Its main object is

to organise rural production and the markeiing thereof.

The constitution is not of the purely federal type and the

membership is drawn from societies as well as individuals

and other institutions. It had a membership of 133, a

working capital of Rs. 1.99 lakhs and a business turn-

over of Rs. 20.08 lakhs. The society is entrusted with

the distribution of yam and it is also nominated as the

purchasing agent in the centr^iliscd purchase and distri-

bution of handloom cloth in some of the Taluks of the State.

(d) Special types of societies.—Cochin has made
some appreciable progress in developing certain special

types of non-credit societies. The following table shows
the particulars regarding the working of some of the

societies
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Type of societies.
No. of No. of

societies. Members.

Work- Total
ing trans- Net profit

Capital, actions. Rs.

Rural Development 31
societies.

Poultry society. 1

Ayurvedic society. 1

Bee-keepers’ society 1

2,582 56,901 8,04,001 9,000

58 1,113 3,428 484
25 342 2,093 111
165 5,582 77,977 512

The Cochin Central Co-operative Institute.—The In-

stitute is the non-(>fficial federal body and is the chief

exponent of co-operative public opinion in the State.

It controls the working of the Unions and generally

promotes the common interests of the movement.

The most important activities of the Institute are the

publication of the monthly journal on Co-operation,

maintaining a central library and reading room and

arranging co-operative conferences and lectures. As in

the case of the Unions, the Institute is proposed to be

reorganised on a more efficient footing with liberal subsidies

from Government. The scheme is now under the con

.sideration of the Government.

Social activitias, etc., of Societies.—Many societies

are engaged in sociail and other activities helpful to the

community in general. One society has transferred its

building to a lower secondary school . Many societies

conduct reading rooms and libraries. A few societies are

managing Industrial Schools. Some societies conducting

ration shops are giving rations of a day or two gratis to

all the card holders. Some students' stationery societies

give advances to its student meimbers for payment of fees

and scholarships for deserving students. Some societies

donate amounts from their common good and charity funds

for public objects and also make free distribution of slates,

]>ooks.. etc., to poor and deserving students.
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HI. HYDERABAD
1 . General Features

Hyderabad, situated in tlie heart of the Deccan plateau,

is the largest of the Indian States. It is ruled by the

Nizam, assisted by a Council of Ministers.

The State is 82,698 square miles in area with a popu-

lation of 1,61,84,000 in 1941 of which about 90 per cent,

are Hindus and the rest Muslims, etc. The principal

languages are Telugu and Urdu.

The climate is diy with extremes of heat and cold.

The rainfall is very scanty. The State has vast jungles.

About 57 per cent, of the population are engaged in

agriculture. The principal crops are cotton, millets, and

rice. The State has a large forest wealth and rich coal

mines. The chief industries arc coal, sugar and cotton

industries. The State has about 1,400 miles of railway

and a large mileage of road.

Hyderabad is the capital of the State and Secunderabad
the other important city.

The revenue and expenditure in 1944-45 were Rs. 16 '64

crores and Rs. 13.55 crores respectively.

The State has numerous cottage industries.

2. General Condition
Next to agriculture handloom industry is by far the

most important occupation o-f the rural population of the

State. Pour types of weaving are seen in the State:

iyi) cotton weaving (B) woollen cumbly and woollen
carpet weaving (C) PaUkanl weaving.

iqq
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A, Cotton weavmg .—Cotton weaving gives employ'

ment to about 4,50,000 persons including men, wojnen and

children and clothes about 30 per cent, of the population

of the State. Though the industry has some inherent

strength tlie chief obstacle to progress is the weaver’s high

cost of production and the low sale value of the products.

His appliances and pi'ocesses also are partly responsible for

his unenviable position.

The State Industries Department in devoting con-

siderable attention to the needs of the weavers. Jfven

before the War it organized District Demonstration

Parties for the purpose of popularising fly-shuttle looms,

dobby and jac([uards and improved methods of dyc‘ing and

bleaching. As a result of the propaganda 50 per cent, of

the looms in the State are of the fly-sluittle type.

During the War the Government invested Rs. 5.15

lakhs and organized production centres to provide work
for the famine-stricken areas and to the Aveavers in general.

vScveritcen centres were set up at the following places :

—

Gulbiirga, Sholapur, Shahpiir, Gurmatkal, Chitpur, Nara-

yanpet, Makhtul, Machcrla, Tavergera, Maski, Devarkonda,

Manwath, Paithan, Pattanclicru, Chowtupal, Yadgiri and

Raichur

.

Of these the first fifteen were production centres and

the last two yarn and cloth depots. Yarn was supplied from

the mills to the production centres through the depots.

The centres distributed yarn among the Aveavers and

received cloth from them according to certain specifications

on pieco-wage systeni. The cloth was then sent to the

depots for inspection and distribution. 2,800 looms and

10,000 persons were engaged in this relief work. Produc-

ooo
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QQixsistcd. of W3.r fs-brics like inaztij dusters, buntings

cloth, China grey sheeting and civilian clothes like dhoHes,

sarees, coatings and shirtings. Cloth to the value of

Rs. 7,07,420 was supplied towards war effort and

Rs. 4 laldis, i.e., 8 lakhs of yards, towards local require-

ments up to 30-9-1944.

After the war these centres were continued on a

re-organized basis to relieve cloth shortage among the

people. About 38 different types of fabrics have been

introduced. Specialisation of quality with new artistic

designs at each centre is now the key note of the State

policy. 3,80,160 yards of cloth of improved designs valued

at Rs. 4,83,231-15-5 has been produced and sold to the

public at the Government centres in Fasli 1354 (1945 A.D. ) .

The Government have taken care to sell the doth direct

to the consumers, jiarticularly to the low-paid Governineiit

servants thus avoiding the black market.

Development of women cottage industry is the new

field of activity started by the Government by nralving a

successful venture. The Department distributed a

large stock of fents (cut pieces) of bleached bunt-

ing cloth among a number of poor women of Baharam and

Mushirabad localities. The women converted them into

table mats, tray covers, pdlow cases and other articles ol

house-hold utility and received wages for their work. The

department realised from their sale much more than wliat

they would have got if the fents were simply auctioned.

B. Woollen Indiistyy,— (i) Woollen cumhly {blon-

ket) zveamng :
—

•

Mahaboobnagar, Warangal and Yadgiri are the most

important centres for the blanket industry. The industry

201
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is suffering from the sa!mc handicaps as cotton weaving.

So the Government have been rendering useful aid to the

industry as a part of war effort. The Government

have sanctioned Rs. 98,202 for the purpose. Two spin-

ning and weaving centres in the districts and one milling

centre at the Village Industries Training Centre, Hyderabad,

were established. The activities have covered over 40

villages in Mahaboobnagar district where 400 improved

wool spinning charkas have replaced the old type spindles.

The production of yarn has been doubled. Larger bows

which double the production of wodl have been introduced

among the Dhangars who produce wool. Power-driven

wool openers have been introduced at Warangal and Yadgiri.

The other advantages enjoyed by the local blanket industry

include direct purchase of wool fronu Dhangars^, the intro-

duction of improved types of hand looms, better quality and

fineness of yarn, introduction of twill and fancy colours

and check designs and the introduction of 100^^ wide

throw-and fly-shuttle looms. Over 2 lakhs of pounds of

wool valued at over Rs. 80,000 was consumed during the

four years ending Fasti 1354 (1945 A.D.) by Government

centres and contractors. The production was 30,952

blankets valued at Rs. 2,30,246-7-8. The sales amounted

to B.G. Rs. 1,52,492 or 0,S. Rs. 1,77,907*5-4, yielding

a profit of about Rs. 11,000 on the whok‘.

(ii) Carpet try.-—Warangal is the most im-

portant centre in the <;arpet industry which was once

flourishing. When it began to decline by 1930 the Govern-

ment went to its rescue by starting a ten-year scheme

through the Industrial Trust Fund at a cost of Rs. 62,328.

The scheme was to produce high class carpets against the

Delhi Palace orders and also to find fresh markets for

ooo
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ordinary rugs and carpets at home and abroad. This gave

the industry some vitality and carpets costing Rs. 70,000

were produced for the Delhi Palace and Rs. 1,35,000 for

the open market in Fasli 1351 (1942 A.D.) . Another 10-

year scheme was inaugurated at a cost of Rs. 63,836-10-8.

The Government manufactory which has at present 15

looms has already trained 200 workers in high class carpet

weaving. There are now 50 boys receiving training. The
looms increased from 70 to 400 in a decade in the locality.

The industry suffered badly during the War for want
of foreign export outlet. Sales were effected at home only

16,638 carpets costing Rs. 91,000 having been sold during

the War period.

Satranji weaving has been sarted to keep the weavers

employed in the absence of foreign export of carpets.

Carpets worth Rs. 57,367 and 2,139 Salranjis costing

Rs. 12,440 were made and sold at the Factory in Fasli

1354 (1945 A.D.).

C

.

Paithani Industry .—Paithani weaving, i.c ,,

weaving of gold embroidered sarees and pugrccs of beauty
and excellence was once famous but is now decaying. In

Fasli 1339 (1930 A.D.) the Government started a weav-
ing institute at Paithan to revive the industry by training

the weavers in fly-shuttle and dobby weaving and by pro-

viding raw materials on credit and by marketing the finish-

ed goods. The tnanufaiQturc of ordinary fabrics such as

shirtings, coatings, dhoties was also taken up by some of

the weavers to engage theansclves in continuous work. A
special line of employment is the special type of turban-

making for the police department. Manufacture of em-

broidered sarec borders was done b}^ 15 short-width looms
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but later on discontinued due to the high price of gold

and silver thread and lack of silk. Other fabrics to the

extent of 4,370 yards and 2,220 turbans were made in

Fasli 1353 (1944 A.D.). Three apprentices were trained

at the centre but the response from the weeiving community

was not satisfactory. A scheme for improving the in-

stitute and the industry is under contemplation by the

Govxamment

.

Tanning Industry .—^Tanning is an important indus-

try in Jalna, Mahaboobnagar, Hingoli, Yellareddi, Jiya-

guda, Bolarum and other places. The work is done

mostly by llarijans and :n some places by the Muslims.

The tanning business is in the hands of Muslim hide and

skin merchants. Flaying, i.e.y removing the hide or

skin from the body of dead or slaughtered animals, and

curing, l.c.^ temporary preservation are very defective in

the State. The Government introduced a scheme for the

improvement of the tanning industry. A flaying unit was

started in Fasli 1350 (1941 A.D.) and an expert flayer

was appointed. lie was sent round to several slaughter

houses in places like Flydcrabad, Mushirabad, Doodbawli

and Chanchalgooda, where he taught improved methods of

flaying and curing to the local butdiers.

Three model tanning units were also started at Jiya-

guda, Jogipet and Jalna. The departmental tanners de-

monstrated at the model tanneries and at local private tan-

neries to the local tanners, the improved processes. The
tanners learnt to produce better leather out of buffalo,

cow and bull hides. The production consisted in sole and

chrome leathers of attractive colours, harness and machine

belting. There were 13 hide and skin merchants and 7
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or 8 families of Harijans engaged in the business at

Jogipet.

An export tanning unit was organized for training and

organizing the tanneries to raise the quality of their pro-

ducts to the level of exportable standard. This unit work-

ed at Mushirabad, Bolarum and Jalna with much success.

Imported coloured and finished leathers whicli were used for

producing leather goods were not available due to war.

With a view to provide a substitute a dyeing and finishing

unit was started at Pathergatli and other places. The

products became very popular in the State and also in

Madras and Bombay where they were exported. This'

zvas a unique fcalurc in fhe history of tanning trade of

Hyderabad

.

Some of the local men who learnt this work

went to Bombay to earn a better income than at ilyderabad.

At Patlancheru where the local tanners gave up their

trade as unremunerative a rural tanning unit was started

in Easli 1351 (1942 A.D.) to co-ordinate its activities

with those of the niral development centre already work-

ing there. The unit itself had to supply raw materials to

the trainees since they were poor. The unit at the centre

advanced them loans by fonning them into a co-operative

society. The industry has been revived and the local tan-

ners’ Co-operative Society has a working capital of ]\s. 500.

The work was done by this unit at Mamnole and Tellapur

where SO to 60 persons learnt improved tanning. These

tanners are now making a profit of Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8-0

for a hide.

The leather goods manufacturing unit was started in

Fasli 1354 (1945 A.D. ) at Hingoli to demonstrate improved

methods of work and to introduce better types of foot v’ear
which comimand a ready sale.
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Handn'iade paper ,—The hand-made paper industry is

carried on at six places in the State, viz. Doulatabad,

Ellora, Gurud, Koratla, Warangal and Hyderabad and gives

employment to 2,500 people. Recently a private hand-

made paper factory with 35 workers has been started at

Gangawati in Raicliur District. Most of the pulp used is

reclaimed waste paper pulp. The scarcity of this material

has affected tlie industry to a great extent . So the Govern-

ment began to help the industry by supplying waste paper

from Government Offices free of cost to paper makers and

by conducting experiments for supplying cheap pulp from

indigenous materials like bamboo, paddy straw, sabai grass,

etc. Thirty tons of waste paper was supplied by the

Government in Phsli 1354 (1945 A.D.). Experiments

with paddy straw and sahai grass have given an average

yield of 42.7 per cent, of bleacjhed pulp at the air dry

weight of the raw materials and the cost worked out to

Rs. 450 per ton which is equal to one-third of the price

quoted for bamboo pulp at present by the mills. The

chemicals are suppllied to paper makers at controlled rates

by the Government agency.

Consequently the quality of the paper improved and

scarcity was reduced considerably. Litho printing and

other varieties of paper and card board boxes for cheap

cigarettes and buttons are produced by the hand made
paper industry. Much paper is supplied to Government
offices and three tons of paper was exported outside the

State in Fasli 1354 (1945 A.D.) as against 8 tons in

1353 (1944 A.D.). The annua! production of cigerette

boxes was three lakhs in Fasli 1354 (1945 A.D.).

Under the guidance of the departmental inspector

one local hand-made paper factory installed a pulp-
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making unit and a steam callender plant at a cost of

Rs. 75,000. The factory is expected to produce high

class hand-made stationery, greeting cards blotting and

filter paper and drawing art paper at a reasonable cost

.

Metal Industry

:

(a) Cutlery .—There are man}^ villages

in the interior of Karimnagar district where metal articles

like scissors, razors, nut crackers, stationciy knives are made
by the village artisans in their own cottages. Recently when
the imports of these articles failed and a large local demand

grew an opportunity presented itself for reviving this old

industry. The Industries Department improved the in-

dustry by improved processes and introducing new types

of articles at the veiy doors of the workers and by provid-

ing facilities for marketing them. Articles w^orth about

Rs. 200 were made in fasti 1354 (1945 A.D.).

{b) Bidri work —Bidri work which means inlaying

of silver ware done at Bidar is by far the best art industry

in the State. Several Muslim and Hindu craftsmen are

engaged in it. In the earlier days the Bidri ware industry

Confined itself to a few stereotyped designs arid a small

number of articles like hookas, trinket boxes, etc. Zinc

is the most essential metal required for Bidri work. During

the war there has been a remarkable expansion of this in-

dustry, particularly due to State aid. The annual output

which was less than Rs. 5,000 in Fasli* 1349 (1940) in-

creased to Rs. 60,000 in 1354 (1945 A.D.). The price

of zinc rose up to 800 per cent, and the material became

scarce. The industry was threatned with extinction. The

State Government went to its rescue and got release of

sufficient quantity from the Munitions Directorate of the

Government of India. The Cottage Industries Sales Depot

is the largest consumer of the bidri ware. The depot has
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given large help in guiding manufacturers in making new
types of articles for the new class of consumers who were

mostly military personnel passing through Hyderabad. In

consequence a very large variety of articles is now seen in

bidrl ware. Further expansion of the industry is

under the contemplation of the Government during the post

war years.

Bidi Industry hidi industry is in a nourishing

condition in almost every town in the Stale. Most of the

people of the State prefer local cigarettes and hidis to the

imported tobacco manufactures. There are numerous bidi

making factories run on cottage lines. Some of the bidi

makers are hnanced by some merchants who supply Tuki

leaves and the tobacco and other materials required for

bidi making. The workers who include women and children

manufacture bidls at home or at small Karkhanas and earn

wages. The industiy stands a good chance of capturing

the outside market also because of the cheapness of the raw
materials which are avai'ilable in the State.

Salt Industry.—In the absence of Salt Laws in

H3
^derabad State salt manufacture existed from a long time

as a cottage industry. The product is meeting local demands.

It has been estimated that only about AA thousand

maunds of table salts and 18,500 mauiids of tanning

salts are produced in of Hyderabad and

Gulburga Districts. Besides these Nitre is made from

old village refuse and exported. The Geological

Department of Hyderabad conducted experiments on starch

evaporation methods and proved that large quantities of

salt can be made on a cottage basis at a low cost as a

supplementary occupation to agriculturists. It is also

learnt that an enquiry conducted by the combined efforts
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of the Geologifcal Survey and Industries Departments in

Raichur and Gulburga districts, has proved that besicfcs

table and tanning salts there is scope to manufacture Soda

Ash, Nitre, Calciutn Sulphate,, etlc., at several places.

It is stated that some of these salts can find ready use in

glass industry and others in the preparation of chemicals

and fertilisers.

The State Government are giving help to the artisans.

Apart from the various demonstration imits like the

tanning units and centres in the districts there is a Village

Industries Training .C^-'ntre formerly known as Cottage In-

dustries Institute, (established in FasTi 1340, i.c., 1931 A.

D
.
)

.

This has been making its contribution to the improve-

ment of the handicrafts of the State by training the skilled

artisans and organisers introducing improved appliances,

supplying raw materials and giving technical advice and

also by conducting experiments with a view to evolving new
methods of manufacture.

The centre is run on semi-commercial lines, and under

workshop conditions. As designs play an important part

in the success of any handicraft, free hand drawing, paint-

ing and designing are compulsory subjects for students of

all sections. Preference in admission is given to sons of

Artisans having previous training in the trade . There is

provision for 79 students with a stipend. The handicrafts

taught are spinning, and Weaving, dyeing and printing;

cane ahd rattan work, lacquered toy making, embroidery

and geih setting, etc. The centre gives’ technical ‘aSsiistance

even to the ex-students who start their own industrial con-

cerns. ’ In Fasli 1353, .54 pupils ' and .in Fasli T364, 28

pupils received training at the centre.-
'

“
*
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A Cottage Industries Sales Depot was established ia

Fasli 1339 (1930 A.D.)* The depot has solved rthe

marketing difficulties of many cottage industries and put

new life into some of the old specialities like Warangal

Carpets, Paithani gold borders, Karimnagar silver filigree

and Bidri ware. The sales increased from Rs. 17,800 in

Fasli 1340 (1931 A.D.) to Rs. 1,59,894 in Fasli 1353, ie,,

by nine times . The depot has a Purdha Lady section with

a sales woman and also a Ladies Advisory Committee to

advise the depot in purchasing saleable articles. In Fasli

1354 (1945 A.D.) the depot bought goods worth

Rs. 2,44,914 and sold goods worth Rs. 2,68,062.

3. Industrial Co-operation

The development of the co-operative movement among
artisans was first ‘qpnfined to the credit side, but later on
non-credit activities were taken up. Industrial co-opera*

tives made some progress gradually covering a variety of

cottage industries. In 1939-40 there were 92 co-operatives

as follows :

—

Variety. No.

Weavers' society . . 60

Gold and brass-smiths' society . . 10

Shoe-makers' society . . 6

Carpenters' society . . 5

Paper manufacturers' society . .
' !-

Dyers' society • • 1-

Bidri workers' society . . 1

Tanners' society . . 1

Basket-makers' society . . I

Cutlers' society . . 1
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Potters' society . . 1

Industrial soap factory . . 1

92

Of them the sixty weavers' societies had a member-'

ship of 1,345 and working capital of Rs. 1,67,003

while the retmaining thirty-two societies had a membership

of 454 and a working capital of Rs . 47,769 yielding a profit

of Rs, 2,158. The war period has not seen any growth in

the number o^ industrial cp-operatives though financially

some progress has been achieved. In July 1946 there

were in all 91 societies as follows:

—

Kind of societies.
No. of

societies.

No. of
members.

Working
capital.

1, Weavers* Societies 61 1,208 1,55,203

2. Paper makers* Societies 4 68 4,771

3. Carpenters' „ 5 11 9,630

4. Smiths’ „ 9 171 19,412

5. Dyers' „ 1 10 1,458

6. Shoe-makers' „ 6 74 8,271

Total.. 86 1,693 1,98,745

The total membership of the societies in July 1946,.

including the five miscellaneous societies also is 1753 with

a working capital of Rs . 2,05,023 . The owned capital was

Rs. 1,17,064 forming 57 per cent, of the working capital.

The Societies purchased goods worth Rs. 14,415 and sokl

goods worth Rs. 14,718.
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IV.^ JAIPUR (RAJPUTANA)

1. General Features

Jaipur State is the loiirth largest in Rajputana. It

is ruled by the Maharajah, aided by a Council of Ministers,

The State has an area cf 15,579 square miles and a

population of about 30.41 lakhs out of which the majority

are Hindus. The tract consists for the most part of

level and open country.

About 60 per cent, of the people are engaged in agri-

culture and the rest in industry and other pccupaticns.

Jaipur City is the capital. It is the largest town in

Rajputana and also one of tJie few eastern cities laid out

•on a regular plan.

The normal revenue of the State is about 1.89 crores

of rupees.

The State has numerous cottage indstries many of

which are artistic in character.

2. General Condition

Next to agriculture and live-stock industry such

as rearing of cattle, sheep, camels, etc., cottage indus-

tries provide the most important occupation in Jaipur

State as evidenced both by the number of persons

supported by them and by the value of the goods produced.

Of these, industries connected with the production of

clothing, employ the largest number of workers, as spinners,

weavers, dyers, printers, tailors, etc. In this note a short

account is given of a few important cdttdge indiistries with
suggestions for their future development.

Hand Spinning of Cotton .—^This domestic craft is
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carried on mainly in the Tehsils of Amber and Bairath. As

a result of the activities of the All India Spinners’ Asso-

ciation, Govindgarh, handspinning which was declining made

remarkable progress, and handspun and hand woven 'Khadi’

is now being produced very much in excess of the local

requirements and consequent.]}^ to be exported to places

outside the State. For the development of handspinning,

the Secretary of the All India Spinners’ Association has

submitted a schejne which is receiving the consideration of

the Industries Department. The Government has allowed

the export of pure ‘Khadi’ free of duty, while that of

coarse handwoven cloth of mill-spun yarn is prohibited.

Handloom cloth of fine counts (60a'. and 80.s“.) can also

be exported on payment of a heavy duty of 33 ' per cent.

Hand Weaving .—It is reported that about 6,200

handlooims (reliable figures are now being collected) exist

in the State and practical-.y all of them use mill-spun

yarn. 'Pechas' and Saris of fine counts (60a'. and SOi*.)

are being woven at Jhim-jlnunu and Neem Ka Thana

mostly for the use of Marwaris living in big cities out-

side the State. This industry has suffered recently on

accoimt of shortage of raw material, namely mill-spun yam.
For assisting this premier cottage industry, four demon-

stration parties are stationed by the Department of In-

dustries in the four districts of the State, and iknproved

handlooms and cottage warping sets are being introduced.

During the last 18 months 511 of these looms were intro-

duced among the weavers after they were trained to use

them , The weavers are also encouraged to weave im-

proved designs and to use fast dyes. As the progress in the

developmeUt of handweaving is retarded on account of the

scarcity of yarn, the Textile Controller is requested to
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obtain a larger quota of yarn, preferably of finer counts,

even in case the State is to forgo a part of its doth quota.

* Dye and Block Printing,—These are the oldest

cottage industries of Jaipur with Sanganer as the famous

centre
;
they have established markets in such distant places

as Ahmedabad, Bombay, North-West Frontier Provinces

and Afghanistan. These industries have suffered seriously,

as the printers are not given the necessary cloth for

printing. A few printers, however, do job work for the

public or print coarse ‘khadi’ for local markets. The

dyeing mastries of the Demonstration parties are teaching

the printers the use of fast dyes.

Sheep Breeding and Wool Grading and Market-

ing.—Jaipur State has about 3^4 million sheep which

produce about 5 million lbs. of wool. Less than 10

per cent, of this is consumed within the State and

the balance is exported. The breed of sheep and the

quality of wool have to be improved as the sheep are an

important source of wealth in uncultivable tracts of land as

those in Jaipur State. For this purpose, the services of a

Sheep and Wool Improvement Officer have recently been

engaged. Schemes for (1) a sheep breeding farm; (2) a

wool testing laboratory and (3) a wool grading and market-

ing organisation have recently been submitted to the

Government for sanction.

Carpet Weaving.—^There are at present 31 carpet

factories in Jaipur City and most of their production is

Leing exported to foreign Countries. On account of a
slump in some of the foreign markets and of high prices

for jute yarn, the output of this industry has recently de-

clined. Efforts will be made to secure wider markets for
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Jaipur carpets through the Marketing Organisation and

the Agent, who will be shortly appointed in United Kingdom

and Western Europe for securing orders for Jaixmr craft

products and artware. Local capitalists are also being

encouraged to start a wool spinning mill which is an urgent

necessity for the growth of the carpet industry. The

carpet factories are now being helped in obtaining supplies

of cotton yarn.

Felt manufacture .—During the War, Jaipur State

supplied several thousands of yards of felt to the Indian

Stores Department of Government of India. But the

manufacture of felt is now completely stopped in

the absence of orders. Efforts will now be made to

secure markets for Jaipur felt in foreign countries . Malpura
is noted for white felt or ‘namda’ of a finer quality for

which the demand at present is simall. It is, therefore,

proposed to develop the trade in Malpura 'namda’ by

introducing attractive designs with embroidery work as in

Kashmir products.

Manufacture of Woollen Blankets and Rugs .—Daring
and at the tennination of the War, a few factories came
into existence for the manufacture of blankets and rugs

for both the army and civil consumption. But blanket

weaving is now practically stopped,, on account of the very

low prices offered for the products. With wider publicity

through the Marketing Organisation, Jaipur, and with the

orders to be obtained from the Jail, Police and Military

departments of State Government, it is hoped to revive

this industry.

Eri rearmg .—Castor plant is grown in several parts of

Jaipur State for the production of seed, and the foliage is

now being wasted. If the agriculturists who remain idle
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for the greater part of the year arc trained to rear -silk

worms during favourable seasons and produce cocoons,

they can earn an additional income. If this rural indus-

try is established in the State,, it is hoped that the economic

condition of some of the agriculturists will improve appre-

ciably. One 'Eri’ rearing instructor has been appointed and

he has carried on demonstrations at Jaipur West, Needaf

,

Benar and Kanakpura. About 37 persons arc reported to

have been trained. Further development is being watched

with interest.

Tanning and manufacture of leather goods .—These

industries are next in importance to those producing

textiles. A fcAV hides and skins are being tanned by the

Uhamars^ but in a very unsatisfactory and uneconomical

way. Most of these hides and skins are now being ex-

ported for tanning outside the State and are imported in

the form of finished leather and leather goods. According

to the reports of Customs Department, about 20,iD00

maunds of these valuable raw materials are being exported

every year from Khalsa areas. For the improvement of

village tanning, it is suggested that there should be demon-
stration parties to teach the ‘Chamars' the modern and
rational methods of tanning. Similarly 'Mochies’ should

be trained to manufacture footwear and leather goods of
superior quality and of better designs. Proposals for

the starting of these parties have been drawn up and will

be submitted to the Government.

Village pottery.—The village potter at present

works with an ipetfRcient wheel and kiln. The use of the
foot driven potters' wheel and kiln of the improved typ^
will have to be demonstrated for the benefit of these artisans.
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Village carpentry and smithy .—The tools at present

employed by the village carpenters and blacksmiths are of

the primitive type * These artisans have yet to learn the

use of labour saving tools and modern methods of work.

It is proposed to effect iimprovements in these industries by

training the younger generation of blacksmiths and car-

penters in the Tedinical Institute, for the starting of

which proposals are submitted to the Government.

Lapidary work .—;Of the various handicrafts carried

on in Jaipur City, lapidary work or the cutting, shaping,

faceting and polishing of precious, semi-precious synthetic

stones, is the most important one, supporting nearly 10,000

persons. A few enterprising workers use improved polish-

ing wheels driven by eleotric power. While no improve-

ment can be suggested in the technique of preparing gems,

these are to be helped with a regular supply of raw materials,

i.e., diamond quartz and rough stones. As they now work
for the jewellers in Jaipur City on contract basis, their living

depends upon the enterprise of (these jewellers. If the

latter fail to secure su-fficient orders from outside, the

lapidary workers remain unemployed. The Marketing

Organisation will advertise and give publicity to Jaipur

gems although it is not expected to carry on business in

them

.

Brass artware, sandal wood and ivory carving and

marble work .—These famous art crafts have brought

world-wide reputation to Jaipur State. Their products are

being marlceted by several local and other merchants,

mostly in foreign countries. In the absence of standard!-

satidn of the products, uniformity in quality and workman-
ship and rational methods of marketing, the artware trade

of Jaipur has made very little progress, if not declined.

TI-28
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The Government of Jaipur maintains a school of Arts and

Crafts for training the younger generation of craftsmen.

The Government Marketing Organisation, i,e,^ Jaipur

Crafts recently started, is trying to standardise the pro-

ducts of these and other cottage industries, give wide publi-

city to them and find new markets. For this purpose,

the Marketing Organisation will study the requirements of

foreign markets which are most paying, and will taprove

the designs accordingly.

Manufacture of hand-made paper .—Sanganer is famous

for hand made paper and has at present 64 Karkhanas.

During the war they supplied cardboard to cotton mills of

Ahmedabad and Bombay. As there is no demand now for

cardboard, the paper-makers manufacture writing paper

for Bhai Khatas, envelopes, writing pads, etc.
, and also

blotting paper. They are being hdped in obtaining sup-

plies of caustic soda, waste paper, maida, etc., since 1944.

A well was also cpnstructed at Sanganer with tanks round

it for washing the pulp. The paper-makers of Sanganer

have formed themselves into a society and are assisted by

the Co-operative Department.

Basketry and Reed zvork .—This is a rural industry

among certain classes of workers. Besides supplying the

needs of the villages, they make such articles as 'Chiks*

^Mudas', chairs, etc., for urban people. Under the rural

development scheme, it is proposed to teach this industr}^

in an industrial school to be started at Bassi . Incidentally it

may be stated that four such industrial schools are to be

started in the four distriicts,i to teach the improved methods

of wool and carpet weaving, basketry and reed work, wood
turning and lacquer work, and felt manufacture.
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Copper brass and bell metal work ,—The making of

domestic utensils such as 'Tlialis', ‘Katoras*, TCelas’, ‘Lotas',

etc., provides lucrative employment for the ‘Theteras’ of

Jaipur City, Sawai Madhopur, Sri Madhopur and a few

other towns. Jaipur is noted for 'Bharat' articies such as

TIukka-Kolis', 'Lotas', etc. The raw material for these

is all imported either in the form of sheets or scrap

metals. The sheets are of two types, (1) machine rolled

and (2) hand rolled from Rewari and Jagdhri. Improve-

ment in the designs and introduction of labour saving tools

will be introduced in this industry by starting a class for

non-ferrous metal work in the proposed Technical Institute

at Jaipur.

There are a few other cottage industries of less import-

ance and mention has not been made of them in this note.

These include gold and silver smithy, enamelling, electro-

plating, stone carving (both soft and granite), wire draw-
ing and gota weaving, embroidery and needle work, toy-

making, lacquer work, making of lac bangles, tailoring,

papier mache work, etc.
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V. JAMMU AND KASHMIR
1. , General Features

The State of Janunii and Kashmir is the northern**

most State* The administration is carried on by the

Maharaja and a Council of Ministers.

The area of the State is 84,471 square miles with a

population of 40,21,616 in 1941 of which over 80 per cent,

are Muslims and the rest Hindus.,

The country is hilly with irregular rainfall. It has

an extensive forest area. The country is very picturesque.

The people are mostly agricultural and pastoral. The

principal crops are rice, maize, wheat, oilseeds, etc. The
State has a wealth of fruits. The forest wealth consists

of tiimber, lac, etc. The chief minerals of the territory

are zinc, copper, bauxite, etc. The silk industry of

Kashmir is hiiportant.

The State has about 400 miles of good road and short

railway line. The country is too uneven for the extension

of railway and road.

Srinagar is the capital of the State and Jammu a sister

town of equal importance.

The revenue of the State in 1945-46 was Rs. 4.62
crores

.

There are numerous arts and crafts in the State.

2 . General Condition

Kashmir, the Switzerland of India is a land of numer-
ous cottage industries covering a wide range of utilitarian
and art crafts. The following is the present position of
some of the important cottage industries of the State.
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1. Carpets ,—The origin of the carpet industry oi

Kashmir dates back to the fifteenth century, when it was

introduced by Zain-ul-Abidin (1423-1474) with the help

-of foreign artisans. It developed rapidly under Kashmir

rulers. A carpet was prepared for Maharaja Ranjit

Singh with a ground showing the natural beauty of Kashmir

green turf with pink roses and almond blossoms. That

was the golden age of the art. Various designs woven in

the State were very popular in Frante; and other European

countries. The industry suffered a depression in the last

decade. With a view to keep the industry alive the Govern-

ment have granted a subsidy of two lakhs of rupees.

Kashmir, carpets are manufactured mostly from woollen

Md cotton yarn in a variety of ’shades ncrilching the colours

in the design. Properly twisted cotton yarn is warped and

set up on the loom where on the woollen yarn is piled. A
class of artists called 'Talini writers' draw the designs of

the carpets and the designs are translated in symbolic script

by the weavers. The weaver works in a mechanical way
weaying out to. the dictation of the scripts keeping in view

tbe number of knots to be tied in a particular colour.

The quality of the carpet depends upon the number of

knots per square inch. The greater the number of knots,

the costlier is the carpet. The industry is engaging about

125Q workers, and is localised in Srinagar onl3^

The products are exported to foreign
.
countries and

other parts of India. The exports of 1945 amounted to

Rs . 3 lakhs .
'

.

'

2. Shawls and Pashmina .—The shawl industry of

Kashmir is very old. In its present form it was introduced

in Kashmir by-one N«iqad beg Turkistani in Hijri 961. It

2!?f
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received great impetus during the Afghan periods and the

products used to be exported to Kabul and Khandahar^

where the Afghans used to wear shawls as their head dress

.

It flourished during the Moghul period also. In 1216

Hijri, when the industry was at its zenith there were 18,000

establishments with 45,000 weavers in Kashmir.

Shawls are of two kinds. (1) The Kani or loom

woven kind and (2) Amli in which plain pashmina is em-

broidered. ,Pashmina doth is made of one to four threads

of soft wool obtained from the shawl-goat. Pashmina

products have a rich variety ranging from ordinary to

superfine texture. Pashmina suitings of modern designs

are becoming very popular, Pashmina and silk are woven
together to give both strength and softness to the cloth.

Another variety of woollen manufactures is Toshas,

They are manufactured from special under wool of Tibet,.

Skardu, and Ladakh, A piece one and a half yards wide,

is so fine, that it can easily pass through a ring.

3 . Enthroidery and Needle work

,

—^This industry is aS

old as the shawl industry. It is the art of working on designs

drawn on fabrics of cotton, silk pashmina wool

with thread of different kinds. Much depends on the

skill of the fingers and the beauty of the designs. This

small scale industry gives employment to about 2,000

persons . The fdlldwing are the chief types of work relat-

ing to the industry.

(a) Amli, --Ain this the design is worked in almost

imperceptible stitches covering the whole ground in an

elaborate pattern. Work at one shawl may take one year*

This type of work can be seen on old chogas.
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{b) Chikan,—This consists in minute satin stitches

in silk, pashmina or cotton thread. This popular style of

embroidery has floral designs and comprises ladies dress-

ware, curtains, cushion cov^ers, table covers, bed covers, etc,

(c) Chhabi,—Chikan work done in white silk thread

on white pashmina ground is called Chhabi.

(cf) Doori.—This is knot stitch work usually done

on shawls, ladies" coats, and chogas, etc.

{e) Isfnes.—This is coarse work done on handspun

woollens, white and coarse cotton doth.

Embroidery in general has maintained its reputation but

has been handicapped for want of enough spun silk, raffle

cloth and yarn to keep the labour engaged.

4. Silk Industry,—^The rearing of silk worm is a

highly organised cottage industry. There are two silk

reeling factories in the State. There are about 156 power
looms and 4,500 handlooms producing 30,00,000 of yards
silk per year and engaging about 12,000 people in all.

The silk weaving factories were not able to get enough
Kashmiri silk yarn. Spun silk also was hardly available.

5. Paioo Patti Loi.—Three kinds of hand made
cloth namely^ Patoo (tw^eed cloth), Patti (milled blankets)

and Lois (blankets) are commonly made in Kashmir.
Pattis are generally !made by milling old condemned lois.

Milling thickens the cloth by shortening the size and gives

it a soft surface. About 40,000 people are engaged in the

industry. Sopore and Paanpore are the chief centres.

Large handmade woollen supplies were made by the State

to government of India during the war. There is now
a large demand for fashionable pashmina patoo because of

its softness and warmth.
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6. Gubba Industry ,—Gubba industry whose origin is

shrouded in mystery, is necuiiar to Kashmir , Anantnag is

its centre. This consists in the washing and milling of

worn out blankets or lois and then dyeing them in various

colours. There are two classes of gubbas, namely, em-

broidered and applique and also another class combining the

two. The first contains designs based on scenery and

foliage of Kashmir, The second is in-lay work in which

dyed pieces of patoo are cut into designs, and inserted into

the ground surface, and held in by stitching.

7 . Namdas Industry .—There are two kinds of namdas,

mixed and pure wool namdas. In the fonner, cotton is

mixed. The wool is Hastnagiri wool got from Panipet,

Punjab. The wool is carded and placed on a mat evenly

in a rectangular shape, and soap solution is sprinkled over

it. The mat is then foiled. Repetition of this process

felts the wool. In the mixed one there is a layer of cotton

between layers of wool.
. Of the various sizes of namdas,

four feet by six feet is the standard size. It weighs from
2 to 3 seers. Other sizes are y by 12%’ 2' by 3'; i' by 1^'.

The industry is now rapidly progressing and engaging 2,000
people.

8.

Silverware Industry ,—Kashmir silverware is

famous. Kashmir formerly produced engraved goods,
but now work is plain, highly polished, consisting of
varieties like, tea sets, spoons, tumblers, cigarette and toilet

cases, mirror and picture frames, flower vases, etc: Some
of the common designs are Chinnar pattern, Persia pattern,
Lotus pattern; Hazjara- pattern, etcJ The silver is 96 per
cent, pure.’ The chMi centre of this handicraft is Srinagar.
In spite of the high price of silver th<^ industiy is flourishingj

'
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9. Stones and Jewellery

,

—^Of late ornaments of glass

a^rid ordinary stones such as necklaces, ear rings, bracelets,

links, etc., have become very popular in the State. A
number of goldsmiths find employment in this art craft in

some parts of the State.

10. Wood carving and furniture,—Kashmir wood

carving has made a name. Seasoned walnut wood is used

for carving after being sawn into small planks and pieces.

Seasoning is done by allowing the wood to dry up in two
to five years. The design is drawn on the plank and then

carved out by the employment division of labour, whidi

consists in the carving of complicated portions by skilled

carvers, and ordinary ones by the others.

There are three types of wood work, raised, undercut

and engraved. Tables, trays, book-ends, etc., are some
popular varieties. About 5,000 people are engaged in the

work. Srinagar is the only centre. There are about 40
concerns, in addition to a large number of wood carvers.

The industi’y suffered due to railway ban on export of
furniture. Highly polished plain furniture also is manu-
factured in the State in modern designs and natural colours’

11. Hand made paper industry,—The paper is made
out of cotton waste, old cloths, and rags, and hemp. Oti
account of paper scarcity caused by the war, hand made

industry received an impetus * There is a great future
for this industry.

,

12. Papier mache

.

—The painted papier mdche wares
of Kashmir are Very' famous. They have a variety of
designs like shawl pattern, floral scenes, Chinnar leaf, bul-
bul and king-fi’sher figures, elfc. The products include
poVfrder and pulp boxes, cigarette boxes, ’ivrifmg sets,

finger bowls, shades, vases, f^cy tables, thHet etc.

225^
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These articles are made out of paper pulp which is prepared

from waste paper and starch. In the place of paper soft

ground wood is also used. This industry is a speciality

of Kashmir and engages about 3,000 people. This is

localised in Srinagar and inspite of poor exports* did fairly

well.

13. Wicker work ,—^Wicker work is one of the young,

industries of Kashmir and it had made much progress,

English willow is used as raw material and the products in-

clude chairs, baskets, floiwer vases, photo frames, cradles,

etc. There was much difficulty in obtaining good quality

willow during war time.

14. Metal work ,—There is a great variety of articles

made of metal. Several kinds of sticks, knives, forks, and
surgical instruments are produced. Kashmir nut-

crackers are considered very attractive. Of late both carved

and plain electro-plated nickel silver articles have become
very popular, being both cheap and attractive. Due to

difficulties in securing necessary metal sheet quota, some
small karkhanas had to close down. The industry has a
good future.

15. Hosiery ,—The hosiery products of Kashmir
compare very favourably with foreign goods in finish and
workmanship. Due to absence of foreign imports, there

has been a great demand for local products. Two work-
shops had been started at Jammu but the industry suffered
for want of yam. The products include sweaters, pull)

overs, socks, gloves, underwear, etc., etc.

16. Cotton hondloofH weaving ,—It is the largest

single industry of the State. There was a heavy demand
for handloom products. More than 45;000 looms are en-^

gaged in the ifldustjFjIwI The ifidustry suffered mtich due ttK

25r6
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scarcity of yarn. The Department of Industries tried its

best to secure yarn quota for the weavers but met with very

little success.

17. Soap Industry ,—^'Ihis is one of the flourishing in-

dustries of the province. Yet it was handicapped during war.

There was difficulty for some time in the supply of oil for

soap making. The Punjab Government however later re-

moved the ban on export of oil from the Punjab at the

request made by the Department. The manufacturers felt

some difficulty when Government prohibited the use of

maida in soap malcing due to food scarcity.

18. Pottery ,—Pottery on a cottage scale is to be seen

in several parts of Jammu and Kashmir. In Jammu some

hew potteries on cottage scale have been recently started.

There is much improvement in the production which in-

cludes the production of glazed tea sets which have come
into the market for the first time. Srinagar is a very
important centre for pottery.

19. Leather tanning ,—There is a cottage tannery at

Shalteng and other important centres. Tanning requires

some improvement. Expert technical staff will help the

improvement of the industry in the State.

20. Boot polish .—There are numerous boot polish

making workshops producing boot polish for government

supply and civilian consumption.

21 . The State has many other small industries such

as bee keeping, poultry keeping and toy making.
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VI. MYSORE
1, General Features

Mysore is an teportant State in South India. The

administration is carried on by the Maha Rajah assisted

by his Ministers and a bicameral Legislature.

The country is a table land with irregular rainfall.

The State is 29,474 square miles in area with a

population of 65,57,302 in 1941 out of which over 95 per

cent, are Hindus. Th,e chief language is Kannada

(Kanarese)

.

Over 75 per cent, of the people depend on agriculture.

The chief crops are rice, millets, gram, sugarcane and cotton.

The chief minerals are gold, bauxite and asbestos. The

important industries are iron, silk, sugar and soap.

The State has a fairly long railway line and road fit

for wheeled traffic.

Mysore is the capital of the State and Bangalore the

other important city.

The revenue and expenditure of the State in 1943-44

were Rs. 8.57 crores and Rs. 8.54 crores respectively.

The State is famous for numerous cottage industries

many of which are of artistic value.

2. General Condition

Mysore is endowed with certain natural resources

conducive to industrial development. Consequently cer-

tain important cottage industries have developed in the

State. As in other parts of India local craftsmanship

though not organized had the patronage of the Royal Court
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which helped the development of industries. ^ The market

is largely confined to the State except in the case of artistic

ware which transcends not only the State boundaries but

also the national lihiits..

Indigenous industries of Mysore have been classified

into two classes—tottering industries and surviving indus-

tries. Those industries in which capital plays a significant

part and which specially lend themselves to wholesale p(ro-

duction are in a decayed condition. Wherever individual

enterprise is most effective or labour costs are proportion-

ately large in the value of an article the indigenous indus-

tries have maintained their position.

The following is the present position of the surviving

industries of Mysore. Among the surviving industries of

Mysore before the War those that employed more than

1.000 families were handloom weaving in cotton, sillc

and wool, silk wonn rearing, pottery, blacksmithy, jewellery,

oil pressing, basket making, carpentry, leather working

and mat making. Industries employing about 1,000

families were tailoring, nakki making, beedi making, rope

twisting, perfumery and scented joss sticks, wood carving,

rattan work and toy making. The war has increased

employtnent in industries fike tailoring and rope making.

Mysore district and Bangalore district rank as the best

regions of cottage industries. Next come Tumkur, Chital-

drug and Kolar districts.

1. Cotton weaving ,—Nearly 25,000 men and 1,000

women were engaged in this industry. There were

30.000 looms and nearly 35 lakhs of pounds of yarn w^as

consumed by the looms. About 40 per cent, of the indus-^

tiy is concentrated in Bangalore district. Cotton 3ram of
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20^. and 30^. is used for pure cotton fabrics and 40^. for

admixture of silk. Handloom weaving in cotton meets

one-third of the defnand oFthe State and was worth a crore

of rupees before the war.

The weavers are indebted to local merchants and finan-

ciers . Their preparatory processes, viz
. ,
winding, warping

and sizing are still primitive and uneconomical.

2. Wool spinning and weaving ,

—
^This industry is

found in Tumkur, Chitaldrug and Mysore Districts.

About 20,000 persons and 75,000 looms are engaged in the

woollen industry. The total value of the production per

annum is about Rs. 13.25 lakhs. The raw material is pro-

duced in the State and consists of live wool and tannery

wool. The annual yield of wool is worked at about 2.7

million pounds, imported wool being about 3 million pounds

.

Different types of woollen products are made at differ-

ent centres thus effecting localisation of varieties.

The economic condition of the wool weavers is similar

to that of cotton weavers . The preparatory processes are

also defective as in the case of cotton industry.

Carpet making is an important branch of the

woollen industry. Bangalore carpets are known all

over India and have a large demand in the United States pf

America and United Kingdom, Australia and other foreign

countries . Over 200 looms and 700 persons are engaged in

carjpet industry and the annual production is over a lakh of

square yards valued at Rs. 3 lakhs.

3. Sericulture .—Sericulture is the most important

cottage industry of Mysore. Two important natutaJ

factors, climate and soil conditions, have helped the

development of this industry which is now a century old.

230
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Sericulture is only subsidiary to agriculture. This indus^

try gets the worker income frequently because 4 or 5 crops

of worms are raised during the year. 45,000 families are

engaged in silk worm rearing and mulberry cultivation.

About 70,000 families are engaged in silk reeling and other

occupations. About one-sixth of the population of the

State is engaged in this industiy.

Before the Economic Depression^ over 50,000 acres were

under mulberry cultivation. Before the War the acreage

had fallen by about 50 per cent, but the crisis had been

tided over due to the parental care of the State.

The sericultural industry comprises three types of

operations, (a) Mulberry cultivation and silk worm
rearing, (b) Silk reeling, (c) Trade. These three types

are carried on by three different types of business groups.

The bush variety of mulberry is grown in Mysore and 75

per cent, of the cost of producing cocoons is due to the

cost of providing mulberry leaves. Mysore has a distinct

race of indigenous silk worms known as multivoltine

species . Foreign varieties are reared in Government farms

to get hybrids which yield 40 per cent, more silk than

the indigenous variety.

Silk reeling is done by professional reelers on

charkas of which there are about 4,000 in the State.

Before the War over 80 per cent, of the raw silk was

reeled thus. The reelers sell the raw silk through big

merchants who maintain silk kotis or depots and who ad-

vance money on interest to reelers and undertake to sell their

product for a commission. There are also intermediary

brokers between the rearers, reelers, and merchants . About

30 to 40 per cent, of the silk is consumed In the State by
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the silk looms which number 8,000 and the remainder is ex-

ported outside India.

The main cause of the decline of the industry before

War and upto hostility with Japan was Japanese and Chinese

competition which consisted in the importation into India

of raw silk and artificial silk yarn and silk piece goods.

The weakness of Mysore industry consisted in higher costs

of production and lower efficiency of organisation than in

Japan and in China* The Mysore Government took mea-

sures to better the conditions of the industry. First it

tried to reduce the cost of production by supplying disease-

free layings to the sericulturists and also by distributing

hybrid varieties. Research in mulberry cultivation is also

done by the State, Better methods of reeling silk are in-

troduced by the Mysore Domestic Basin System, and by

education and demonstration. Co-operative societies also

are being organised for promotion of cultivation among
sericulturists.

4 . Jaggery making ,—Most of the sugar cane grown
in Mysore was being converted into jaggery till recently

by primitive processes which were wasteful. So the

Department of Industries has introduced some technical

changes both in the extraction of the juice and the con-

version of it into jaggery. The throe-roller iron mills

have largely replaced the primitive wooden rollers.

The industry offers a good prospect provided these im-

portant processes are adopted.

5 . Wood and ivory work ,—^Like many other Indian

States Mysore is very famous for its art-crafts. Ofie of

its most important art industries is sandalwood carvinf

which is done in Shimoga by a class of artisans known aa

23a
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Gudinas. They make itnages of deities, caskets animals,

intricate interlacing of foliage and products of very delicate

workmanship. Due to lack of a steady demand they do

not keep a stock. If they are taught to introduce more

realism in their art and to carve in more designs and also

if they are provided with a central organisation to .'finance

them and to market their goods their products would have

good foreign market also. Another important cottage in-

dustry is inlaying ebony and rosewood with ivory. This

work is done by Mohamedans. The products are tea trays,

soap boxes, paper weights and so on. Since these artisans

lack artistic ideas for want of education some of the designs

are dull and commonplace. The improvements suggested

for sandalwood workers may be adopted for these workers
also.

Chennapatna is noted for its lacquered toys. The
other centres are Bangalore, Closepet, Bidedi and Kankan-
halli and Nelamangala. About 1,000 persons including

women and children are engaged in the industry. The
principal raw material is Haley wood obtained from the
State forests. The annual export of toys from Mysore
amounted to Rs. 3 lakhs. The manufacture of musical
instruments is another important art industry whose market
extends beyond the State limits. The absence of new
designs which is a defect in other art industries is seen in

this industry also.

6. Nakki weaving .—^The origin of this industry in

the State is not known. The raw material, viz. Lametta
which is a kind of imitation gilt or silver copper wire was
largely imported from France in pre-war days and partly
from other parts of India. The market for this product
is in Northern India where there is a keen competition with

II--30
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the products of Delhi, Juilundur and Ajmere. Yet
strangely enough it is localised in Mysore. About 400

families of Soma Vamsa Kshatriyas are engaged in this

industry. About 650 looms are employed. The annual

output is 100 cases of 200 lbs. each valued at Rs. 30,000

at pre-war prices. In recent years some two local firms of

Bangalore have started this industry producing 3,000 lbs.

per month

.

7.

-
. Joss sticks and perfumery,—Bangalore, Mysore,

Chikbalapur and Chintalmani are the chief centres of this

industry in which women are engaged. The annual out-put

is about 20,000 maunds valued at Rs . 3 lakhs . Bangalore

alone accounts for two-thirds of it. About 3,500 persons

are engaged in this industry. The industry is suffering

from internal and external competition and is in need of

a central organisation to help its growth.

8. Extraction of oiL—Oil extraction industry is in

a transition state because the oil mills are displacing the

primitive methods of oil pressing. An improvement ih

technique of oil extraction on cottage scale is vital to the

improvement of this industry-

9. Miscellaneous ,—Poultry farming, basket making,

and other small industries are also pursued but they are

only subsidiary occupations.

Co-operatives are cells of Brotherhood,

~DR. E. STAWLEYfQ0ES.
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VII. TRAVANCORE
1

4

General Features

Travancore State, situated in the south-west portion

of the Indian peninsula, is a picturesque State. The
administration is carried on by the Maha Rajah assisted

by his Council of Ministers and advised by a bicameral

Legislature.

The State is 7,661 square miles in area with a popu-

lation of 69,70,018 in 1941, out of which over 90 per cent,

are Hindus and the rest Christians, Muslims, etc. The

tract has a good climate, with about 200 inches rainfall.

The State is covered with a vast forest region.

Most of the people depend on agriculture. The prin-

cipal food grain is rice. But the main source of agri-

cultural wealth is coconut. The other crops are

pepper^ areca-nut and sugarcane. The forests are

rich in teak, sandal and other woods, tea and rubber

and numerous minerals like graphite, mica and kaolin. The

State has many large industries like coir, coconut oil, and

ceramics.

The territory has 100 miles of railway and 500 miles

of road and a net work of waterways.

Trivandrum is the capital.

The revenue of the State is about Rs. 5.32 crores.

There are, numerous cottage industries in the State

many of which are of artistic value.
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2. General Condition*

There is hardly any other country in the world which

is so rich in the variety and indigenous character

of its cottage industries as Travancore, A land of

remarkable and unequalled beauty, Nature has enraptured

the art and enriched the life of Travancore. Her ever-

green forests, her palmy back waters, her flora and fauna^

while enhancing her beauty, have a!lso contributed to the

material prosperity and aesthetic achievements of her

agro-industrial artisan population. The impact of western

civilisation, symbolised in the dumping of cheap products

of the machine age, had for a short time dimmed the popu-

larity and value of the cottage industry products of Travan-

core also, But even in those periods, Travancore works of art

held their own and were widely appreciated in the dis^

cerning courts of Royalties and aristocracies of the world.

There has been a remarkable development of both

large scale and cbttage industries in Travandore, of late,

as a direct consequence of the policy of industrialisation

of the State. The Pallivasal Hydro Electric Scheme, now

supported and supplemented by others under way, has

made available cheap power to several villages. The State

is well provided with a net work of roads covering the

len^h and breadth of the country. These roads combine

with a natural system of backwaters and canals to render

easy communications, which,' are so vital to the industrial

life of the State.

Kerala has developed through the course of ages a cul-

ture all its own, and as a result, a number of industries to

Contributed by SrtG. R. Pillai, b.a., b.l., h.d.c- (MancWster),
Hor^. Secretary, The Travancore Central Cottage Industries Cooperatim Soc%e^*
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provide for the artistic and utilitarian needs of that cul-

ture sprang up. Most of them survive to the present day.

It has been the constant endeavour of the Cottage Indus-

tries Movement to sustain and rehabilitate the indigenous

industries of old, and bring them into line with modern

demands and requirements. In the main these industries

fall under the following heads :

—

Handloom products, Coir goods, Ivory and Horn-

carvings, Rattan, Reed and Grass-works, Wooden Toys,

Bell-Metal Curios, Screwpine Articles.

(i) Handloom products ,—Travancore has been a

producer of cotton cloth from time immemorial, as the

evidence of the earliest Phoenecian and Arab traders

shows. In spite of the drastic changes brought about in the

dress of the people by the impact of foreign imports and

the introduction of cheap milLmade goods, a large internal

market has been available for the local industry. Women
in particular clung tenaciously to the artistic fabrics which

could not be made by mills. The patronage of the Royal

Family also helped a great deal to keep them alive in fashion

.

The proportion of fly-shuttle looms used is largest in

Travancore nearing 89 per cent. Hand weaving is a cottage

industry. Most of the workers are full-time workers.

Contrary to the popular conception that handlooims hold a

sqrt of monopoly over the coarser counts, the handlooms

of Travancore are in fact engaged in the weaving of the

finest counts. Tht Neryatku (meaning, "Fine Product'')

is distinctive of Travancore. Handlooms produce: (i)

doth from extremely fine material, e,g.), yarn of counts

above 86x., (ii) cloth interwoven with gold and silver

threads, (Hi) cloth with multi-colour designs, (iv) doth
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with embellished borders and headings and (v) short pieces

with intricate designs to meet individual tastes.

The agency of the co-operative societies has been!

made use of for the purchase and distribution of yarn to

the weavers, and for the marketing of their produce; fifty

per cent, of the weavers in the State are members of the

Co-operative Society for them, to organise their business.

(ii) Coir,—Travancore stands foremost in the

market for the quality and quantity of its coir products.

The backwaters that adorn the whole of the west coast

form excellent reservoirs for the soaking and retting of

the coconut husks, preparatory to their conversion into-

coir yarn. The spinning of coir yarn is a cottage indus-

try almost universal on the west coast and provides occu-

pation for a large number of men and women . The weav-

ing is carried on both on cottage and factory scale. The

war has given a tremendous fillip to this industry and

Travancore has been able to cope with a very great demand

for coir articles for war purposes.

Coir is capable of an infinite number of uses ranging

from common cordage to costly carpets. From dyed yarn

and fibre are fashioned a variety of useful and fancy arti-

cles such as rugs of standard and special measurements and

designs, or with fancy stripes, door mats, bags etc,

(Hi) Ivory ,

—
^Travancore forests are very famous

for elephants; and the fame of the ivory carving in the

State and the skill and art of the workmen is ages old.

*‘No substance but the tusks of the elephant presents the

charadteristiejss of the true ivory and it niay be truly

said of Travancore that, although the rarity and value of

ivory have frequently obliged workmen elsewhere to use
ccimihoner and less valuable material, workmen here scorn
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to handle any but the genuine tusk. From the days of the

Greek and Roman civilisations, ivory has been exported

from the Country ; and even in the Bible„ ivory has a refer-

ence to the '"magnificence’' gathered from the country.

European connoisseurs have never failed to note the excel-

lence of Travancore ivory work as an example of rare

Indian art, and a :writer refers to the "Ivory throne with

a fpot-stod sent as a present to Queen Victoria from

India, and displayed at the London Exhibition in 1851.”

Beautiful ivory caskets had found their way to Europe

long before the 16th century. A great many objects of

great charm and attraction are being made at present and

it may be generally stated without fear of contradiction

that Travancore 'Ivories’ are unsurpassed in their flawless-

ness of line according to both Ancient and Modern
Schools of Art. Among the figures carved are (1) images

of Hindu Gods and Goddesses ranging in size from 3” to

10” (sitting and standing postures, single or double or

groups), (2) Christian figures, (3) artistic nudes

including dancing figures in various poses, (4) fancy and

decorative figures, (5) figures of Indian art style, (6)

village scenes and occupations, (7) animal models, (8)

portraitures (reliefs and statuettes), (9) curios, e.g,,

100 elephants in a single bean and (10) utility articles such

as combs, paper weights, paper cutters, cigarette cases,

etc.

(iv) Horn .—^What is done in ivory, is also done

in horn, principally, buffalo horn. The plentiful supply

of this mediuim allows a more liberal outlay of figures and

taWe ortpments, walking sticks, and other articles m
tune with ever chan^g fashions.
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(v) Bell metal mirrors.—The bell metal mirror is

a speciality of Travancpre in metallurgy. A metal mirror

with a highly polished surface is no new idea, but the striking-

ly glass-like finish (which process is a hereditary secret)

imparted to these mirrors is worthy of note. Though the

article cannot be turned out on a large scale, its value as a

curio product of an ancient process cannot be overrated*

(vi) Toys.—Another cottage industry that existed

in embryo long ago, but has recently sprung up into large

scale production is the manufacture of wooden and cloth

toys. A variety of durable wood is available in the State

and a variety of articles which are sure to attract the

juvenile public are daily turned out . Among them are a

considerable nuhiber of modern war weapons such as

anti-aircraft guns, armoured cars, tanks, bombers and

fighters, destroyers, aircraft carriers, etc.; also nursery

furniture including chairs and tables, commodes, blackboard

and easel, rocking horses in assorted colours, a variety of

animals, etc.

In the line of cloth toys, there is a fascinating collection

of items (small, medium and large sizes) of cotton, wool

animals, assorted, dolls, de luxe 'Doll Boys’, dolls wearing

saris, ^'curleta'^ Doll with long hair, etc.

Under miscellaneous products come all sorts of brooms,

brashes for clothes, floor and furniture, fancy electric

'

light stands and useful articles such as book-ends, trays,

efc,/ turned out in various tafetefuT designs of genuine

material.' ’ "

r (vli) Rattan and screwpine.—‘Rattan work falls

naturally Under' the heading of 'Travancqre Cottage In-

dustries', as the cane grows ih abundance in the Travancore
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forests and products are biade on the cottage industry

basis. All articles of ftirniture in latest styles of com-

fort are made and there is still infinite scope for develop-

ment. Foremost among the articles are chairs and tables,

picnic luncheon boxes,, flower baskets, linen boxes, etc

.

Although screw pine work is not new in Travancore,

new and cardinal departures are being made in its indus-

trial use. All kinds of fancy articles like dinner mats,

shopping bags, hand bags, purses, night cases, tea cosies,

table centres, etc., are now available in screw pine work

of cheerful design.

(viii) The grass matting of Travancore deserves

mention as a high quality floor cover material. It can be

had in plain, striped or chequered designs. Wall-mats with

painted scenery of sketcfi portraits of prominent people are

available. The grass is durable and capable of high finish.

The Industries Sub-committee of the Post War Recon-

struction Comjaiittee are in charge of the development

schemes relating to cottage industries. Three surveys,

namely Coir, Bell metal and Screwpine work, have been

sanctioned by the Committee. The surveys are being taken

-on hand. The surveys mark the scientific approach on the

part of the authorities to the problems connected wfith the

<levelopnient of cottage industries.

3. Industrial Co-oferation

Cottage industries are a very important feature of

Travancore’s economic life. There had been for some

ryedrs p^st some co-operative activity among artisans. With
a view to co-ordinate the efforts of the artisans towards

r^o-Opei^ative organisation, the Co-operative Department has
Feen doihg its best: The textile industry which is tlie
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i|i three months of its starting of this business, the coir

department received deposits of 913' candies of coir yarn

and advanced Rs. 1.14 lakhs. It sold 687 candies to

factories. This ware housing is very popular in the State.

Co-operative organisation is seen in a few other in-

dustries also, such as ivory carving. A Central Cottage

Industries Society has been started to provide raw materials

to artisans and to purchase and sell their products. In

1946 it had a membership of 608 and had a paid up

share capital of Rs. 18,195. About 60 suppliers generally

supplied goods to the value of Rs. 32,631 and received

-advance of Rs. 19,734. The goods are sold abroad or at

exhibitions. The Government have sanctioned an interest-

free loan of Rs. 50,000 for 3 years, and paid Rs. 6,000

towards working expenses.

The war helped the cottage industries of Travancore

to organise themselves on co-operative lines. The State is

doing its best to prevent a set-back, threatened by changing

conditions

.
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III. DEVELOPMENT PLANS IN PROVINCES
1. BENGAL

1. Handloom Weaving

While consolidating the existing Weavers’ Co-operative

Societies, the Governtment have a plan for expanding the

weavers’ co-operative movement further. The Co-opera-

tive Directorate has a post-war scheme for the development

of the handloom industry. Under ihis scheme it is con-

templated to organize 57 Industrial Unions in 57 sub-

divisions. Adequate staff has been provided for to super-

vise these Lhiions and bring them under efficient technical

guidance. Loan at the initial stage of these Unions, sub-

sidy for the first 5 years and provision for 4 calendering

plants at four important handloom centres are the other

salient features of the scheme. The establishment of a

central yarn depot at Calcutta for purchasing yarn direct

from mills and distribution to Unions, the opening of a

cotton spinning mill to feed co-operative handlooms and a

central dyeing factory attached to the yarn depot for

supplying ready-sized beams to weavers are some of the

other features of the scheme in view. The Government

would maintain an adequate staff for supervision and

technical guidance, propaganda and marketing. Grants

would be given to Unions or societies in accordance with

the special requirements, local conditions and productive

capacity of their members'.

2. Scheme for Tndcjstrtal Centres

[Development Scheme No. 114-A (63-A)]

(Department of Co-operation)

Objectives .—To develop village industries on commer-

cial lines in village factories, under a centralized adminis-
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tration for planning, supply and marketing, so that such

industries may hold their own in the progressive industrial

fields: to employ artisans and unskilled workers in these

factories and train them in improved techniques and the

use of modern machinery and tools.

Brief description,—One hundred Industrial Centres

will be established in areas which have traditional village

industries, or are suitable for the organisation of new in-

dustries and will be situated in the villages. The organi-

sation will be run as a commercial enterprise, with the

object of making all the Centres pay for themselves and

also meet all the expenses of the scheme. The operation

and production of the Centres, the organisation of purchas-

ing, supply and marketing, budgeting and accounts, will be

planned by the administrative and technical staff of the Head

Office and will be directed throuph five regional agencies.

A Staff Training and Research Centre, will be organized in

or near Calcutta as a model Industrial Centre, at which

all executive and operational staff will receive practical

training in factory organisation and management and

where new techniques, machinery or materials will be tried

out. The nett profits or surplus from any centre, subject

to an accrued minimum of Rs. 500, will be distributed on

the basis of 65 per cent, as bonus to the workers, 10 per

cent, as commissions to the Centre staff and 25 per cent,

as an appropriation to a Reserve Fund.

Areas selected for application

.

—Various districts in

Bengal

.

Other departments concerned.—Commerce, Labour and

Industries Department.

Time expected to be taken for execution.—Five years,

but appreciable results will be shown after the first year.
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The staff will be recruited locally and suitable members

from the Work Centre administrative and operational

staff may be engaged.

Rough estimate of cost for each year of first five year plan

{in thousand rupees) .

—

Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Total

*Capital (fixed)

year

1134

year

821

year

622

year

160

year

nil 2737
Working

capital 600 700 500 400 ,

,

2200

1734 1521 1122 560 • • 4937

*rncludes cost of buildings, plant and equipment.

To zohat extent is the scheme productive and\or cost

recoverable

,

—The scheme is directly productive in manu-

facturing goods for local consufmption and for export to

urban areas both within the Province and outside. The

regular wages paid to the workers and the returns on exported

products will benefit the areas of operation and help to

raise the standard of living.

Estimated returns from Industrial Centres—surplus or loss

{in thousand rupees)

Calculated 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
at prime-cost year year year year year

Plus 20 per cent, of cost L. 155 L. 66 S. 265 S. 864 S. 1643

To what extent will be scheme cater for returned

service personnel.—Suitable higher grade technicians will be

engaged, where practicable, for the administrative and

operational staff and lower grade personnel will be en-

couraged to find employment as workers in the Industrial

Centres

.
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General description of plant, equipment and stores :

—

(a) To be imported from abroad: Power weaving

machinery, wood working and metal-working machine

tools and small plant.

(b) To be purchased in India:—Machinery, tools,

accessories and raw materials for tbe various industries

;

Office, stores and showroom furniture and equipment.

Labour force required in case of large schemes .

—

It is estimated that approximately 10,000 to 15,000 workers

will be employed in the Industrial Centres, drawn from

their localities.

Whether Assistance of the Central Govermnent is

likely to be required for obtaining Machinery or Technical

personnel.—Yes, for plant and machinery imported.

Brief indication, zvhere appUcahle^ for further develop-

ment contemplated on the lines of the scheme iii succeeding

five year periods.—The scheme, if successful can he wddely

extended in all districts of Bengal. Foreign marketing,

which may be initiated during the first period, can be

developed. The Industial Centres are likely to become

more self-governing, as co-operative societies, although re-

taining the central planning and co-ordinating organisation.

Any other remarks or information.—There are, at

present 35 Rehabilitation Work Centres in five districts,

some of wEich will provide suitable foundations for the

proposed Industrial Centres. The main factors in selecting

sites for the Centres will be the conccntral ion of artisans,

local support, good cammuni<cations and transport facilities

and good market prospects . Approximately 15 of the

above-mentioned Work Centres conform to these standards

and are likely to be taken over for the new scheme and it
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is expected that these will bring immediate returns sufh-

cient to meet a part of the initial administrative expenses

of organizing entirely new^ Centres.

The scheme will be rim under the Co-operative Depart-

ment, but it is not proposed to introduce full co-operative

organization in the Industrial Centres until the scheme is

well established and developing. Worker's committees

will take some share in the management and will be gradu-

ally educated in co-operative principles and management.

The scheme is phased so that 100 Industrial Centres

will be established by the end of the year 1948-49, allowing

about so centres in the first year of operation. It is em-

phasised that, as this scheme is to be operated on commer-

cial lines, every economy will be practised both in regard

to staff, operational costs and expenses
;
therefore whilst

full provision has been made for expenditure under each

head, actual expenditure will only be incurred as necessitated.

lT->32
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II, CENTRAL PROVINCES
1. Scheme for the Manufacture of Gur from Juice

OF Palmyra and Date Palm in the

Province*

{Department of Co-operation)

Brief Description,—C.P. is deficit in the production

of gur and much of its requirements on this account is im-

ported from outside. There are at present about 40,000

palmyra trees and about 10,00,000 date palm trees spread

over the whole of the Province but most of the trees are

concentrated in forest areas in Chanda and Wardha dis-

tricts. Apart from the nutritional value that the palm

gur has, if systematic efforts are made the existing trees

are capable of producing about 1,13,000 maunds of gur

per year and thus the requirement of the Province can be

met with to this extent. With this view it is proposed to

launch a five year scheme concentrating efforts at two

training-c^^m-production centres, one in the Chanda dis-

trict and the other in the Wardha District . It is proposed to

train 100 persons, drawn from local tribes in the case of

Chanda, and from all over the Province wherever palm-

trees are available in the case of date-pahn trees, (Wardha)

per year, at each centre in the art of scientific tapping of

trees to enable them to undertake this business independ-

ently as a source of maintenance. Thus though in the

scheme only two centres are mentioned, there will spring up
many centres through the trained personnel throughout the

Province. The centres will train persons and manufacture

simultaneously and it is expected that this method

*This is under consideration of the C.P. Government
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would almost be self-supporting as about 9,000 maunds of

gur is estimated to be produced in five years by the trainees

themselves entailing no expenditure on the part of the

Government, excepting expenditure on the organisation,

though at the first instance Government will have to spend

for initiating the people in this industry. The total ex-

penditure for 5 years over the two centres including fresh

plantation-activities and the organisation is estimated at

Rs. 4,77,000 as against the income of the centres at

Rs, 3,28,000. Thus at the close of the fifth year Govern-

ment Would be required to bear at the most Rs. 39,000.

Under the scheme it is also proposed to advance interest-free

loans to trainees at Rs. 100 per head in the form of

equipment to encourage them towards the business. This

loan is proposed to be recpvered in two years in suitable

instalments. Eight nira shops as a refreshing drink are

also proposed to be opened at Nagpur for the public on self-

supporting basis

.

The Scheme is proposed to be launched during the

current year 1947-48.

Rough estimates of costs at the existing rate for each

year .

—

S. No. Items

ia) Capital

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Annual com^
year year year

(In thousands)
year year Total mitment after

the 5th year.

(i) Loan

<ii) Non-

10 20 20 20 20 90

recurring 37 5 2 2 2 48

ib) Recurring 38 97 97 98 99 429 99 (Organi-

sation).

Total.. 85 122 119 120 121 567 99
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Cost of building for each year included in item 5.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Total

year year year year year

25 . . 25

To what extent is the scheme productive or cost

recoverable :

—

Rs.

Cost recoverable in 5 years by way of sale

proceeds of gur i^rodnccd in two centres . . 3,38,000

Recovery of loans . . 90,000

4,28,000

Nature of equipment, store, etc., needed from :

—

(i) Abroad:—Nil.

(ii) Local :—Korai, Chemicals. Ropes, Utensils,

etc.

Any other remarks for info^mtation :

—

1 . The cost over the scheme for 5 years including

loans comes to Rs. 5.67,000 and the cost recoverable

from sale-proceeds of palm-gur produced in the two

training centres and the loss in 5 years is Rs. 4,28,000.

Tims actually Government Avill have to incur an expendi-

ture of Rs. 1,39,000 only over the scheme during 5 years.

The deficit will be due to high rate of overhead charges

which will be reduced to the minimum when the business

is undertaken by tlic local tribes.

2. Palmyra and date-palm trees of the Province

need to be protected from cutting under Law.
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2. Scheme for Promotion of Oil Presses formulated

BY THE Government of Central Provinces

AND Berar*

When compared with the other oil-presses existing in

the Province, the Magan Madi Oil Press designed and pre-

pared by the Village Industries Association of Wardha

has proved itself most capable. This scheme has adopted

this particular type of oil press. If oil seeds can be i)ro-

cured locally, the oil made from this press can be made

available to the villagers at the same price as mill made

oil.

In this province there are at present 500 such presses

working and what we have said above is a result of our

experience with these Mills. If we go into the matter a

little carefully, we will find out how oil can be got from

these presses at the same price as mill made oil . The mill

owners are able to supply oil at a cheaper price because

they take more oil from the seeds while they spend less in

pressing. But for gathering oil seeds from distant places

and also to send the oil and oil cakes to the villages once

again, they have to spend sufficient amounts on cartage and

they have also to give sufficient commission to the dealers.

Taking into consideration these expenses, it is found that

they have to spend more in proportion to their gains. The

Maganwadi oil press obtains seeds from its own locality and

it sells the oil also only locajly. Thus it avoids unnecces-

sary over-head charges with the result that from the point

of view of the consumers, the price of the locally pressed

oil is the same as that of the mill pressed oil, the extra

*The Scheme is now in operation in CP. arrd Berar.
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advantage being that the oil pressed locally is fresh and

more healthy.

Successful experiment ,—^This scheme has been drawn

taking into consideration the difficulties experienced in the

working of the oil-press. In this scheme instruction and

guidance will be given on behalf of the Government. The

people will have to harness their enthusiasm and organising

capacities to make the scheme a success . The Government

derives its strength from the people. Hence it is not

possible that the people should depend entirely on the help*

of the Government. Village committees in the respective

districts should put such schemes into practice. The

scheme has four parts: (1) Training of carpenters, (2)

Meeting the demand for oil presses, (3) Supervision of the

oil presses, (4) Helping the collection of oil seeds.

(1) Training of carpenters ,—^While the demand for

the improved Maganwadi oil press has been increasing in the

province, two difficulties have been experienced in meeting

the demand. One is the non-availability of wood of suffi-

cient width in one and the same place and secondly short-

age of trained carpenters. There are some carpenters

available in Wardha, but the number is not sufficient and

they cannot reach the different places in the presidency for

repairing the presses. This is one of the important ob-

stacles in running the oil press continuously. Hence the

ffrst essential for running the oil press in any place is that

the local carpenters should obtain the necessary training

in the construction and repair of the oil press . To give

the necessary training oil-press-workshops will be run at

the four places mentioned below :

—

(1) Narasimhapur—^Maha Kosal District—for the

northern portion.
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(2) Thilayari—Raipur District—for Chattisgad.

(3) Betul for Nagpur Division.

(4) Pahur Jeera—Buldana District—for Vidarbha.

Information to carpenters .—The period of training

Avill be 2 months, 20 candidates will be taken in each

centre in the first year. Later on 30 candidates will be

taken per year. If more candidates want to join, they will

have to do so at their own expense. Carpenters should be

sent on behalf of responsible institutions or persons.

While sending up the carpenters it should be assured that

they will work in this line after obtaining the necessary

training. While selecting the candidates, special atten-

tion should be paid to see that intelligent craftsmen who

are eager to learn work should be taken. During the

period of training each candidate will be paid a scholarship

of Rs. 2-8-0 per day. T.A. to and from will also be met

and after successful completion of training he will be given

some of the important tools free of cost» While under

training the candidates must provide themselves with their

own bedding, vessels, tools and other essentials. The

candidates should send in their applications through any

responsible person or Institution of their place. The names

of the centres are given above. After completing the

training, the carpenter will manufacture oil presses on his

own account or for wages and supply the same to the

people.

2. Meeting the demand for oil presses .—The four

workshops, will side by side with the training of the can^

didates, manufacture presses to meet the needs of the

people. But it will not be possible to manufacture oil

presses in large numbers . That is the reason why training
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to the local people is proposed to be given. The trained

carpenters will go To their
.
respective places and manu-

^acture presses. Hence, whoever wants to manufacture

these presses should arrange to send local candidates for

training in the workshops. They must also collect the

following wood; the drier the wood the better the results.:

No. Purpose Variety of wood Dimension

1 Mortar Tamarind, 5iVa^

Neetn, Anjan
7i ft. Circumference
5 ft. length.

2 Wedge Babool, Kusum 4i ft. circumference

li ft. length

3 Pestle Bahool, Bhera,

Kusum, Seesutn.

2 ft. circumference

10 ft. length.

In addition to this, miscellaneous pieces of wood will

also be required which can be collected according to con-

venience. Where it is not possible to get big logs for the

mortar, wood for the other items should be collected and

the mortar should be made of cement concrete. This will

facilitate the ilianufacture of presses in larger numbers.

The following articles are required for making the cement

mortar.

Cement , * .. 4 bags
Mud .. .. 12 „
Satid " 7

Galvanised Pipes 1^^^ 15' length

,

Rod li inch thick 30 ft.

>» At »» f» 50 ft.

Note ,—Arrangements to obtain cement and iron at controlled

rates will, be made by the workshops. Cqrjespondence in(this
matter should be addressed to the Manager of the workshop
concerned. .

- —
•

,

' Two cti ct time .—^Those who wish to put

presses ai^ advised to put up two presses at a time. Th'i
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special facility in the improved Maganwadi Press is that

one man can manage two presses at a time. This results

in economy of man-power and saving in production costs.

One press can ordinarily yield 16 seers of oil per day, and

the weight of oil seeds required for the same is about a

maund. On a broad calculation, it can be said that two

presses are enough to Uieet the needs of a village which has

1,000 population. For the two presses roofed space will be

required as follows :

—

For Bulls. 16'X 5'.

For oil cakes. 8'XS'.

Space for storing and cleaning oil seeds. 8'Xl6'

With a view to help those who want to buy new oil

presses, the Government propose to advance Rs. 50 for

each press, refundable in 36 monthly instalments carrying

an interest of 3% per cent«

3. Supervision of the presses ,—One of the difficul-

ties experienced by the people who run these presses is that

if the out turn of the oil press goes down, they lose finan-

cially. There are several' reasons for this. The defect

may be due to defective method of pressing the oil

;

some part of the press might have gone out of order and the

'presser might not be aware of the same. For the succcs^s

of the oil press, its maxilmum capacity must be maintained
right through. To ^lide the people who work the im-
proved presses, the Government proposes to appoint one
supervisor for each division. He will four his area and
it will be his duty to see that the oil presses in his division

Work perfectly. He will also
i
popularise this now scheme.

' e;4 . Hdp in • collectmef oil seeds

.

—The " biggest dlffi-

oiffty for the oil press is want of oil-seeds

^37
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quantity. After the harvest, the oil seeds do not generally

remain in the villages and the poor oilman does not have^

enough money to buy and stock seeds for the whole year.

This is the main reason for the failure of the scheme of

the oil presses. The remedy is quite easy provided people

understand it. Just as wc grow and collect our grain and

have it ground in the local mills by paying a small charge,

so also if the villagers arrange to get the seeds grown

by them pressed in the local oil presses, paying a small

charge, they will find things very easy. This will also saw

the producer a lot of worry and the oil presser from stock-

ing seeds for the whole year. This idea therefore requires

to be popularised. The villagers should realise the need

for collecting oil seeds for their needs. The shopkeepers

in the village should also be educated about buying the oil

seeds and stocking them ;
or the village co-operative society

may take up this work. To see that the stockist does not

run the risk of a loss due to the falling off price after the

harvest, Government propose to give a subsidy of Te. 1

per bag wherever there is such a loss incurred by the

stockist. There is provision in the scheme for this. But

there is no fear for the present on this score, as there is

control over oil seeds and oil. Now it is necessary that

co-operative societies and other institutions should help

the oil press owners in this matter . The Government will

do everything on their part, to aid them.

Due to the control on the price of oil there is every

possibility of the villager not being able to secure his

needs of oil easily. Therefore the general public by co-

operating with the Government in this scheme can help in

securing pure and fresh oil for their use in adequate

quantities*
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Capacity pf the Magawwadi Oil Press :

—

Oil Seeds
Quantity
required
per feed

Percentage
of oil

Time for one
pressing

Red Gingelly 18 lbs. (9 seers) 45 H hours

White Gingelly ,, 42 1^.

Groundnut If 45 li ,f

Cocoanut 20 lbs. (10 seers

)

55-60 1

Alsi 12 „ 6 30-35 If

Mustard 16 „ 8 „ 30 li

Sarso 16 8 35-40 H
Mahun 16 „ 8 35 1;

Castor 18 „ 9 40 1
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IJT MADRAS

1.

Five Year J'j.an for th^ Development oi^ Cottage

1nj)i;striks

{Scheme No. 40.)

Department of Co-operation

The Scheme drawn by tlie Rej^islrar in the first instance

envisaged The organisation of the following cottage indus-

tries on co-operative basis.

1 . Coir-ro])e making, mat and matting industry.

2. l.eather goods manufacture—chaplis, boots, shoes,

sandals, bed-straps, money jnirses, hand-bags, etc.

3. Pile carpet and woollen goods.

4. Ceramics—glazed potteries, ash trays, flower

vases, cups, saucers, etc.

5. Metal ware -brass- ware, aluminium ware*, bronze

and bell-metal wares, etc.

6. Mat industry—-rattan, kora and bamboo, etc.

7. Wood work, wooden toys and dolls and school

models, slate, frame manufacture.

8. Tobacco, cigars and cheroots.

9. Glass, glass bangles and beads.

10.

Distillation of essential oils and soap manu-

facture .

New^ co-operative societies wdll be organised for

f^ach of the cottage industries mentioned above. To exe-

cute the plan in a period of five years, 100 societies will be

formed every year, so that by the end of five years 500
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societies will have bt‘en fornwcl. These societies are to

concern the^nselves with the production of goods with such

help as might be given to them in the matter of supply of

raw materials, small' tools, machinery funds and technical

assistance'. A provincial organisation is necessary to obtain in

bulk the raw materials, appliances, tools, etc.', and supply

them to the societies. Suqh an organisation is also neces-

sary to market the finished products. It was thought that

without going in for a new separate organisation for the

purpose, the Ih*ovincial Co-operative Marketing Society

itself might be re-organised to suit the needs. The lines

on which the re-organisation of the Provincial Co-operative

Marketing Society was to take place, are the folloAving:—
1. Two separate departments are to l)e opened to

perform its functions on the' agrioiiltural and industrial

side.

2. The following additional functions are to be per-

formed by it

.

( / )
To assist in the formation and d(*velopment of

cottage industries co'-op(‘rative societies.

( ii ) 1^) arrange for the purchase in bulk and supply

of raw materials, aptdiances, tools and implements, etc.,

to the affiliated societies.

(rii) To arrange for the marketing of the tinlsh'.d

goods of its affiliated societies and to oj)en emporiums for

the purposes wherever necessary.

(iv) To carry on propaganda, arrange exhibitions

of cottage industries products.

(?’) 7"o set up work shops for purposes of demon-

stration, etc., and to arrange for the training of members

of cottage industries in u}>-to-date methods of production.
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(vi) To administer the grants which may be placed

at its disposal by Government and others for the develop-

ment of cottage industries societies, and

(vii) To take such other measures as may be neces-

sary to carry on these objects.

The constitution of the Provincial Co-operative

Marketing Society will be suitably modified so as to permit

representation of cottage industries societies on the Board

of the Society. The Registrar and the Director of Indus-

tries and Commerce will be ex-officio members of the Board.

If in course of thne, as the cottage industries develop, the

need for a separate organisation is felt, steps will be taken

to organise a provincial federation exclusively for cottage

industries. With this re-organisation, the Provincial Co-

operative Marketing Society will be styled as *‘The Pro-

\nncial Agricultural and Industrial Federation.*'

The state has to render the following financial assist-

ance for the successful working of the scheme.

Staff.—1. Technical staff at one instructor for each

cottage industry.

2. Two Deputy Registrars with necessary staff for

general supervision of the scheJme, one for the nortliern

districts and the other for the southern districts.

3. 50 Senior Inspectors at the rate of one Senior

Inspector for 10 societies.

4. A Co-operative Sub-Registrar and a Senior In-

spector with two peons for Registrar’s Office.

Subsidies .—Subsidies maybe given in the first few

years for the maintenance of clerical staff, for rent, etc*

Money grants are also needed for certain societies, the
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members of which may be too poor to subscribe adequate

share capital to enable them to raise funds from the finan-

cing banks . Grants for the initial equipment will also have

to be provided.

Facilities for the supply of raw materials either free or

at as low rates as possible may be afforded. For instance

members may be permitted to take Korai from river beds

for mat weaving.

Other forms of State aid may be as follows :

—

(1) Supply of brass and copper at controlled or

reasonable rales.

(2) Concessional railway freight.

(3) Asking the departments of Government and

local bodies to purchase the goods.

,
Subsequent to the submission to Government of the 5

year plan explained above, the following proposals were

made

.

The Provincial organisation will establish its branches

in the districts. There should be at least one centre for

each district. These centres will be called ‘^district service

centres”. They will discharge the function of the Pro-

vincial Society on the spot in so far as they relate to help-

ing the primary cottage industries societies in the district

to procvtre raw materials, offering technical advice, sale of

finished goods, etc. They will co-ordinate the activities of

the primary societies within the district in the matters

relating to organisation, finance, marketing, etc. A Senior

Inspector will be in charge of each centre . A technical

assistant may also be appointed. It is not the idea to start

all the District centres at once. Roughly 6 service centres

may be started in the first year and another 6 centres in
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the 3rd year and another 6 in the 5th year, in all about 18

centres

.

The plan was discussed further by Mr. S. Y. Krishna-*

swamy with the Joint Registrar and Director of Industries

and Commerce and the following modifications from the

original scheme were introduced.

1 . Glass bangle and beads industry might be left over

for the present

.

2. In respect of cottage industry No. 10, viz., dis-

tillation of essential oils, etc., a start might be made with

eucalyptus oil in the Nilgiris and oils fro^m seeds in areas

where there are fruit growing societies.

3. Instead of organising 500 new societies at

the rate of 10 societies per each industry per year,

a start will be made with 5 societies under each

of the 9 industries for every year bringing the total number
of societies to 225 at the end of the period.

The total cost of the modified scheme including the

expenditure to be incurred on account of the district

centres will come to Rs. 12.08 lakhs.

1st year 1,35,805

2nd year 1,64,605

3rd year 1,92,655

4th year 2,11,015

5th year - 2,25,007

District centres 2,29,716

Lump sum grant 48,000

Total . . 12,08,303
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2. Develoi’ment of Women's Cottage Industries

{Scheme No. 42.

)

The scheme is base<;l on the five year plan drawn up by

Mrs. K. vSatthianadhan for the development of woiuen’s

cottage industries co-operative societies in the Province

which has been accepted by the Cottage Industries Sub-

Committee . The Indian Women's Civic Corps ( I .W . C , C
. )

raised the objection that, if the scheme was implemented,,

there should be overlapping of the work done by it at

present. Government however agreed with the Registrar

that the Women’s Cottage Industries should be kept

separate

.

I"or purposes of organising new societies women can

be classified under three heads rich and well-to-do, (or

upper middle class) women, middle class women and

poor and lower middle class women. The first two
classes may be grouped together, while the last class may
be put under another head. Societies composed of the

first two classes of women may concentrate upon :

—

(a) Propaganda and spread of co-operative

education

.

[h) Socio economic activities such as maternity,

child welfare, promotion of thrift, etc.

(r) Eradication of social evils,

(d) Teaching the rural womenfolk simple industries

such as tailoring, needle-work, etc. The middle class

women who can be admitted into these societies can take

to small cottage industries such as preparation of jams,

preserved pickles, embroidery, etc.

The proposal envisages the starting of about 250 co-

operative societies in the Pro\’incc, about 10 in each dis-

11—34
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trict at the rate of 50 societies per year. There are 220

taluks in the Province and every talnk will be provided

with at least one society. It may be necessary to start

more than one society at the district headquarters to suit

the convenience of the women residing in the different

localities.

It may not be possible or desirable to start the 250

societies all at once. It may be enough if the organisation

of 50 societies is taken up each year. In the initial stages,

ttiere may be no need for a Provincial Organisation also.

It would be enough if the activities of the Women's Cottage

Industries Committee now functioning in the Madras City

are enlarged. Two or three ladies from the mofussil may
be added to this Committee which will co-ordinate the acti-

vities of all the women's societies in the TVovince and also

act as an advisory body and assist the Registrar in matters

relating to the working of these societies.

The Provincial Co-operative Marketing Society and in

the case of textiles the Madras Handlooni Weavers' Th'O-

vincial Co-operative Society will arrange to provide the

nevessary raw materials to the socieries and also for the

sale of liiiisht'd goods.

The industries pi'oposed to be tackled are :—

-

1 . Tailoring and needle wc>rk.

2 . Embroidery

.

3. Preparation of pickles.

4. Rattan Avork.

5. vStitching of leaf plates.

6. Lace making.

7. Making of appaJant^;.

8. Doll making.
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9 . Painting

.

10. Crotchet.

11. Knitting.

12. Small handloom weaving.

Industries which each society should concentrate upon

will depend on the capacity and inclination of members

and the local conditions, etc., of each society.

Staff .—The Province including the Madras City will

be divided into 9 groups and a woaiian officer of the grade

of a Co-operative Sub-Registrar appointed for eacli. Thus

9 women Co-operative Sub-Registrars will be a])pointed.

Besides, it is necessary to appoint women instructors to give

necessary training to the members of societies. It is

considered unnecessary to appoint separate instructors for

each industry proposed to be introduced; it is enough if 2

instructors are appointed for each district. In the first

year it is proposed to appoint 25 instructors and in the 2nd

year another 25 will be employed thus bringing the total

number of instructors to 50.

Subsidies .—Government will have to provide the

societies with funds for purchasing the necessary equip-

ment such as sewing machines, etc., at the rate of about

Rs. 300 to each. Until the societies firmly establish tlicm-

selves as successful business enterprises, it will be in many

cases difficult for them to meet their establishment and

contingent expenses. Subsidies for clerical assistance are

necessary

.

The financial implications for the 5 years are as

follows :

—
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Rs.

1. Capital expenditure *, 75,000

2 . Recurring . . 6,26,898

Total . . 7,01,898

The scheme was discussed by Joint Registrar with.

S. Y. Krishnaswamy, Esq., T.C.S. It is understood that

Mr. S. Y. Krishnaswamy is supporting the proposals of

the Registrar.

3. DKVFXOP]\n‘:NT of Village Industries in the
Firka Development Scheme

(7.0. Ms, No. 4591, Development, dated iMh
December 1946.

In pursuance of the announcement by Hon’ble the

Premier at a meeting of the Legislative Assembly in

September 1946, that suitable steps will be taken to deve-

lop cottage and village industries on intensive lines as a

part of the Firka Development Scheme, the Director of

Industries and Commerce formulated a scheme for the

consideration of the Government. The main features of

the scheme are

(i) Opening of demonstration and training units;

(ii) Reorganization of Industrial and Commercial

Museums
;
and

(iii) Provision of financial assistance to Cottage In-

dustrialists.

The Government pass the following orders on the

several items relating to the scheme.

2. (i) Opening of Demonstration and training

tmits.—Of the 35 industries selected by the Director of
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Industries and Connnerce, Ibe Government consider that

‘Crucible making/ ‘Pith hat manufacture’ and ‘embroidery’

may be left out and direct that demonstration and training

units be started in respect of the remaining 32 industries

in the select hrkas in the twenty-live districts as indicated

in Annexure 1 to this Order

In working these units, the Director of Industries and

Commerce should arrange to com/ert certain of these in-

dustries to more utilitarian and useful trades, such as

employing goldsmiths on clock and watch manufacture in-

stead of on the production of common jewellery, switching

over of bell-metal casting to the manufacture of water

pumping sets and other ustTul implements and diverting

the manufacturers of steel trunks to pressing iron sheets

and producing enamel ware.

The recommendations of the Director of Industries

and Commerce regarding the conditions of admission of arti-

sans for training in the several units, the duration of the

course of training and the number of admissions in each

of the units are approved. The Director of Industries and

Commerce is permitted to award stijiends to 50 per cent,

of the number of trainees in each of the units and to fix

the rate of stipends for each trainee within the rates of

stipends for the several industries prescribed as specified

in Annexure II to this Order
Pie is also permitted to distribute as bonus, among the

trainees, 25 per cent, of the recoveries effected by the

sale of articles produced in the respective units. Steps
should be taken to supplement the number of stipends

available to the trainees by enlisting local support for

<lonations, contributions, etc.

(ii) sanction is accorded to the employment, in the

<lemonstratioh and training units, of the following techni-
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cal staff temporarily for a period of one year from the

date of appointment:— ^

1 Superintendent of Training and Demonstrations

in Tanning (Gazetted) on Rs. 200—30|2—410.

2 Pottery Development Officers on Rs. 70—7^4 j

2

—100—10|2—150 per mensem each.

2 Supervisors of Tanning on Rs. 70—7j4l2—100

—10|2—150.

8 Supervisors on Rs. 55- -5|2 -75 per mensem each.

10 Senior Instructors on Rs. 70—7j4|2—100 per

mensem each.

39 Instructors on Rs. 45—5j2- -7^415—6^ per men-
sem each.

28 Instructors on Rs. 35—5|2—55 per mensem each.

18 Instructors on Rs. 40—5|2--^0 per mensem each.

7 Instructors on Rs. 5,5—512—75 per mensem each.

8 Instructors on Rs. 30 per mensem each.

51 Instructors on Rs. 28---2|2—42—1|2—45 per

mensem each.

16 Demonstrators on Rs. 40—80 per mensem each.

4 Demonstrators on Rs. 35—5|2—55 per mensem
each.

23 Demonstrators on Rs. 28—2j2—42—lj2—45

per mensem each.

1 Assistant Demonstrator on Rs. 35—5(2^—55.

4 Mechanics on Rs. 45- -512—65 per mensem each.

4 Jaggery Manufacture Experts on Rs. 55 per men-

sem each.

4 Drivers on Rs. 40 per mensem each.

4 Cleaners on Rs. 15 per mensem each.

232 Skilled workmen; and

4 Workmen.
20 Maistris on Rs. 15 per mensem each.
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The staff should be distributed among the several

units as specified in Appendix II to this Order. . . .

The Director of Industries and Commerce is permitted

to fix the starting pay of persons appointed to these posts

at any higher stage in the time-scale and he should report

such cases to the Government. The candidates so appoint-

ed shouild be informed specifically that starting pay fixed

by the Director of Industries and Commerce is subject to

the approval of the Government. The Director of Indus-

tries and Commerce is requested to fill the posts, with

due regard to the actual requirements of the scheme, only

as and when necessary.

The staff will be eligible to draw the cost of living

or dearness allowance admissible to them from time to

time.

The skilled workmen, except the thirty-two persons

employed in Lime-burning Units, will be paid wages at

the prevailing market rates subject to a maximum of Rs. 42

per mensem the dearness allowance being paid separately.

The skilled workmen employed in the ‘Lime-burning' units

and the four workmen employed in the ‘Charcoal-burn-

ing' units will be paid wages at the prevailing market

rates subject to a maximum of Rs, 15 per mensem and

Rs. 12 per mensem respectively, the dearness allowance

in both the cases being paid separately.

The Director of Industries and Commerce shall be

the appointing authority in respect of the staff sanctioned

above except for the Gazetted post of Superintendent for

Tanning Demonstrations. He is requested to submit

necessary proposals to appoint a suitable candidate to the

Gazetted post.
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Under the proviso to sub- section (2) of section 241

of the .Government of India Act, 1935, His Excellency the

Governor of Madras considers lliat the conditions of ser-

vice of the stall sanctioned above are matters not suitable

for regulation by rule. The incumbents of these posts

who have a lien on permanent posts will be governed by

the respective service rules which governed them before

appointment to the temporary posts sanctioned above.

(iii) Recurring and non recurring cxpeiniiturc

The Government permit the Director of Industries and

Commerce to incur expenditure on ‘raw materials’ and

^Contingencies’, in respect of the scheme, within the limit

of annual expenditure for each industry specitied in

Annexure IJ to this Order. They also improve provi-

sionally the lunip Slim estimate of Rs. 6 lakhs (six lakhs)

for the construction of sheds and of Rs. 8,56,380 (rupees

<dght lakhs fifty-six thousand five hundred and eighty only)

for the equipment required for the scheme. The Ii)i rector

of ’Industries and Commerce is requested to submit a

report giving detailed information relating to the number

of sheds and the .places where it is proposed to put them

up, the cost of the sheds and also particulars relating to

the items of equipment to be purchased for each unit.

(iv) Conteens,—The proposal of the Director qf

Industries and Commerce to provide ,midday meals to the

trainees at a cost' of two to three annas per meal for a

trainee and to incur an annual expenditure not exceeding

R$. 1,09,772 (rupees one lakh nine thousand seven hiuld'-

red and seventy-two only) on this accdimt is <^pproved.

He is requested to submit full particulars as to iiow tHe

i^uteens' are proposed to he run and to report ;the details

iu respect of the lump sum annual estimated
. Tlh is also
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requested to enlist local support for feeding the trainees so

that the cost to the Government on this account may be

reduced to the minimum,

(v) The Government consider that, wherever possi-

ble, the existing demonstration and training units in res-

pect of several cottage industries should be merged with

the proposed units under the Firka Development Scheme.

The Director of Industries and Commerce is requested to

take suitable action in this regard.

3. Reorganization of Industrial and Commercial

Museums .—Orders will issue separately on the proposals

of the Director of Industries and Commerce for the re-

organization of the Industrial and Commercial Museums.

4. Provision of Financial Assistance to Cottage

Industrialists .—The Director of Industries and Commerce
has suggested that a sum of Rs. 5,000 should be provid-

ed for each firka for payment of subsidy, loans, etc., for

development of cottage industries by persons who had

received training at the training centres or for payment

of scholarships to persons for further training, that ano-

ther sum of Rs. 5,000 will be required for purchase of

raw materials required by cottage industrialists in each of the

firkas and that a further sum of Rs, 10,000 is necessary

for general developmental work on cottage industries in

the district as a whole, as apart from tlie selected lirkas.

The Government consider it essential to provide for the

^'follow up'’ of the work in the training units and there-

fore direct that a sum of rupees five lakhs per annum be

placed at the disposal of the Director of Industries and

Commerce to meet the expenditure on the several items

ispdicated above . Before any expenditure is incurred

from this amount, the Director of Industries and Com-

^*73
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merce is requested to submit to the Government for ap-

proval suitable ad hoc rules to regulate the grant of loans

and subsidies and other paynients to assist cottage

industrialists

.

5. The Government consider that adequate arrange-

ment should be made for the maintenance of the accounts

relating to the demonstration units sanctioned above and

the audit of such accounts. The Director of Industries

and Commerce is requested to submit urgently suitable

proposals in this regard in consultation with the Account-

ant-General *

6. The expenditure on the scht!)ie sanctioned above

should be debited to a separate sub-head ‘'Post-war re-

construction (expenditure from the fund for village re-

construction and Harijan uplift) under "43 b. Industries

—Cottage Industries’\ the amount to be transferred

from the Fund being shown as a deduc entry under the

same sub-head. Suitable sub -heads of appropriation

under this head of account should be opened by the

Director of Industries and Commerce, in consultation with

the Accountant-General.

Receipts on account of sale proceeds of aritcles

produced at the training centres and other miscellaneous

items should be credited to a new detailed head "Post-

war Reconstruction—Cottage Industries'' under the

minor head "XXXII a. Industries—Industries." The
Accountant-General is requested to report his concurrence

to the opening of the new head of credit.

The Accountant-General is authorized to admit in

audit the expenditure in connexion with this scheme
pencKng the provision of funds later. The Direetor of
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Industries and Commerce is requested to take steps to

provide the requisite funds to meet the expenditure.

7. The Director of Industries and Commerce is

requested to submit a quarterly report, not later than the

15th of the month following the quarter to which the

report relates, giving full particulars of the progress in

the running of the training units and of the receipts and

expenditure relating to the period.

8. The Government have included two more firkas

in the Agencies, under the Firka Development Scheme.

The Director of Industries and Commerce is requested to

submit necessary proposals for extending the scheme

sanctioned above to these firkas also.

(By order of His Excellency the Governor)

T. SIVASANKAR,
Secretary to Government .
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IV. NORTH-WESTERN FRONTIER PROVINCE
Development Plans*

The economic condition of the people depends on

their productivity and not on their capacity to consume.

Therefore the one thing needed above all else, is training

in industries. The personal independence that characterises

the Pathans marks them out for production by decentralised

methods as individual artisans rather than as the hands

of a large centralised mill. Hence it becomes necessary

for us to concentrate attention to train the Pathan either

as an agriculturist or as an artisan. In the 1940 recom-

mendations emphasis has therefore been laid on organising

a training centre to train young men in village industries.

This has not been given effect to. This should be the

very first step to be taken up towards improving the econo-

mic state of the people. The backbone of the problem

is to find suitable staff for the training centre. Unfortun-

ately this lack of trained personnel still exists and has to

be grappled with first.

I. Immediate Schemes

1. Cotton spinning and weaving .—The Government

Handloom Weaving Institute as it is organised to-day is

not capable of fulfilling the purpose for which it was

meant. A good deal of the products of this Institute are

not saleable in the open market. That in itself is a con-

demnation of the Institute. An institution that is intend-

*These Developnient Plans of 1940, not having been given
effect to, still hold good for the Province. The values in money
represent those obtaining in 1940. They have since risen.
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ed to help the villagers has to be based on village condi-

tions. The Institute is divested from village conditions

and the financial outlook of the Institute is any thing but

that of a village institution. Unless the Institution is

completely overhauled from top to bottom it will not be

capable of serving any useful purpose.

The Government has to organise several units for the

development of spinning and weaving. To begin with a

centre should be started on the lines of the A.I.S.A. con-

stituted to become self-supporting as early as possible.

Such a spinning and weaving centre should be located at a

place like Mazogarhi in Mardan District where:—(a)

people are in need of employment, (b) spinning has sur-

vived in some form or other, (c) facilities for weaving

exist. The management should be entrusted to one ex-

perienced in A.I.S.A. production centres. A minimum
production of Khadi worth Rs. 16,000 is necessary for

the centre to be self-supporting. This amount of produc-

tion requires 16,000 lbs. of coarse yarn, which means

employment for 600 to 700 spinning wheels and 60 to 70

handlooms in its area of operation. The scheme may take

at least two years during which period the subsidy will be

required to meet the deficit. It may require in the first

year a capital of Rs. 3,000, in the second year Rs. 4,000

and in the third year Rs , 5,000 when the centre is expected

to be self-supporting.

2. Woollen industry ,—The grading of wool and

improved weaving methods are chiefly required for the

woollen industry in the Province. These improvements

and the manufacture of many new types of woollen goods

should be introduced through the agency of the Government.

A Wool Spinning and Weaving Centre has to be run by the
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Government so as to improve the industry. A working

capital of Rs. 2,000 will be needed for the purpose. Making

of woollen carpets, nakhai and taghar work and making

of pullovers and slipovers may also be taken up by the

centre in course of time with the help of expert workmen

and apprentices.

3. Tanning industry .—The tanning industry requires

proper organisation^ of the supply of materials like lime

and bark.
,
Dime stone is available in most of the districts

like Peshawar, Dera Ismail Khan and Bannu; and babul,

and pine barks and peel of pomegranate fruit are available

in the neighbourhood to some extent. All these materials

should be properly exploited. The tanners are handi-

capped largely by the lack of finance. The Government
ought to stock hides and thus relieve the tanners of the

financial burden . They should arrange to supply the neces-

sary tanning materials and take back the half tans. There

should be a Government owned or Government controlled

institution to give the necessary finishing after which the

leather could be marketed. Allied industries like gut

making, preparation of sausage containers, preparation of

horn articles, glue and bone meal manure should be develop-

ed : In the first instance it will be necessary for tlie

Governtnent to obtain experts in these side industries.

These ne\v industries should be started in a Central GPvern-

nient Training Institute. The working capital required for

a centre for training about si’x students is Rs. .7,000.

Peshawar, Hazara, Bannu and Dera Ismail Khan form

good centres for Governmental experitnents on the scale

suggested

.

4. Oil pressing oil pressing industry offers a

geiod scope for exploitation . The appliances used are fairly
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well-designed and satisfactory but owing to the general

poverty of the Telis they are kept in a state of bad repair.

They require expert attention and periodical inspection.

This function Imay well be performed by Government.

The Government should bring into existence in due time

an organisation which will stock the seed during the liar-

vest and issue it to the oilmen as and when needed charging

them prices which will cover the cost of administration

and interest and should also arrange to sell the oil; or in

the alternative the Government should get the seed crushed

by the Telis on a piece-work basis and sell the oil obtained,

Before selling the oil the Government organisation should

filter and refine the oil and if necessary put it in satis-

factory containers. These, services could not be rendered

by the Tell under the present conditions . The Government

Institution which trains students in industries should also

undertake the examination of oil cake and advise improve-

ments in production processes. For a centre consisting of

2 Ghanis the working capital required varies from Rs. 3,000

to Rs. 6,000 according to the kind of seed pressed—

mustard, rapeseed, taralmira, etc.

5. Gur making and sugar mamifacturc .—There is an

increasing demand for sugar on account of the tea habit.

To take up this demand it will be* well to introduce a

model centrifugal machine for sugar making, designed by

All India Village Industries Association, Wardha and

costing Rs. 35 with an output of 160 lbs. per day. The

Government has taken active interest in the promotion of

the Frontier Sugar Mills and Distillery Ltd., for sugar

making. This is not desirable for obvious reasons. It is

advivsable* that the Government encourage gur making on

improved methods.
:

^ T
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There are large areas of wild date pal!m offering a

wide scope for date palm sugar making. Palm sugar is

noted for its nutritive and medicinal qualities besides b«ing

a good source of occupation and income for the people.

Unfortunately no use is made of this source of wealth.

On this industry considerable amoimt of research has to be

done and this work entirely will fall on the shoulders of

the Government. The working capital required for a gur

making unit on 3 stages varies from Rs. 300 to Rs. 600.

6. Bee keeping .—Bee keeping is not organised in the

Province. Scientific exploitation of this source of wealth

and food in the Province is essential. The methods of

honey extraction are very crude wasteful and unhygienic.

The Government should explore the possibilities and develop

this industry both by scientific exploitation of its sources

and organising demonstration of agriculture by modern

methods. The Government should open a Training Centre

for bee keeping. The capital required for such a centre

with 12 hives is Rs, 125. The annual production from

the same will be about 30 seers and at Rs. 1-12-0 per seer

the income will be about Rs. 630 for the centre as a whole.

If a trained rural worker is paid Rs. 35 to Rs. 50 per

mensem for maintaining these colonies a centre can be

made self-supporting. Gradually the industry should be

extended by training the villagers in the neighbourhood.

The aim should be to let every village have its own bee

colonies

.

7. Dairy farming: Ghee,—Ghee production, being

one of the most popular industries, demands Government's

attention. The marketing of ghee has to be carefully regu-

lated and protected under the Pure Food Products Act.

The health of the people will be in danger if such import-
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ant food products that are brought in from distant places

are allowed to be contaminated by inadequate supervision

.

The danger to the milk industry lies in the develop-

ment of the newly formed tea drinking habit. The villagers

must be weaned from this tea habit and made to acquire

milk drinking habit. Some legislation like banning enter-

tainment with tea must be adopted by the Government in

this direction. It will also be advisable for the Govern-

ment to have small dairy units where milk can be collected

from the surrounding areas and better and pure ghee pre-

pared on scientific basis, returning the skimmed milk to the

villager and paying hijn on the fat basis. Such a measure

will give the villager all the benefits of the mineral contents

of the milk and it would be possible for him to substitute

the' fat taken out by adjusting his diet so as to obtain its

equivalent from comparatively cheap vegetable oil. Milk

dairy centres should be established in suitable localities

where :

—

(i) at least 200 lbs. of milk per day is available at

reasonable rates,,

(ii) where the farmers are sympathetic and willing

to co-operate.

(iii) where it is possible to get cheap and intelligent

labour and

(iv) where the bye-product, skimmed milk can

be economically disposed of. Farmers within a radius of

4 miles should be induced to maintain good cows. All

their surplus milk should be purchased at the centre at fat

percentage basis. Every time the milk is weighed a small

sample is set aside for testing the fat contents.
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Every week a composite sample is tested and payment

made accordingly. The milk is then separated by means

of a hand centrifugal machine. The cream may be re-

separated and boiled to make ghee or some starch may be

added and then butter and ghee made by agitation and boil-

ing. A part of the separated milk which is also nutritive

is returned to the farmer for feeding his children and calves.

Some of it is turned into sweets and sold in the markets.

The ghcc from the various centres is collected at a central

depot from where it is retailed to the consumer. In order

to cheapen the cost of production of milk the farmer can

be helped in many ways:— (a) A store for concentrates can

be maintained where the farmer can purchase suitable con-

centrates at moderate rates; (ft) the fanner may be helped

in selling the milk stocks or in marketing his surplus

animals; (c) his animals may be tested from time to time;

(d) community breeding bulls can be maintained; (c)

expert veterinary aid may be brought within the easy

reach of the shepherd; (/) from the price of the milk to be

paid to the farmer a small sum may be kept back as deposit

which would,/ of course, in time of need be returned to

him. It is always to be kept in mind that gradually the

farmers should be enabled to stand on their own legs, work
up on co-operative lines and make themselves independent

of outside help.

The minitnum requirements for a small centre working

200 lbs. of milk per day cost Rs. 200. Such a centre can

be run by one worker with the assistance of a boy and can

produce about 12 to 13 lbs. of ghee per day. The working

of such a dairy will possibly yield an income of 6 annas

per day.
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8. Paper making .—There is an increasing demand

for paper in the Province as in other parts of the country

.

There is an abundance of village waste and other raw

materials like rags, broken bamboo, mats, baskets, hemp
ropes, -gunny bags, rice straw, grass, and other fibrous

materials out of which valuable paper can be made. If

cheap electrical power can be made available, caustic soda and

bleaching powder which are needed in this industry can be

easily manufactured at Salt Ranges. The water-power

dhenkis (pecos} used for de-husking can be used with

slight adjustments for pulp-making in improved processes.

Pulp can be -made in Hazara and Peshawar districts and the

pulp so obtained can be made into paper in the villages.

The Government should organise a training centre for paper

making. Large quantities of waste paper available at the

offices can be used as raw material. In the early stages

while this industry is gaining strength and the workers are

becoming skilled this industry may prove a source of loss

but it will be worth the while in the interests of the Pro-

vince to suffer the small losses for a few years so as to be

able to became self-supporting in regard to stationery in the

future. In addition to the making of blotting paper .md

writing paper, papier niachc toys can be made from the

pulp. This in itself is a flourishing industry at Jaipur.

Kashmir and other places. The estimate of cajiital fur

paper making on a cottage unit basis where 6 men, and 4

boys work is Rs. 2,500.

JI. Latek Schemes

1. Paddy-husking

.

— Paddy-husking is done by means

of water miris. The Government rules appear to dis-

courage the use of these water mills. The reason given
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for the Government attitude is that the speed of the cur-

rent in the rivers is retarded. This does not seem to be

correct as most of the rivers in this part of the country

have a considerable gradient. The provisions of Section 58

of the Punjab Minor Canal Act are being applied. The

Government will be wel'l-advised to use its discretion as it

has ample powers in the Act and encourage the use of

water mills. Power-driven mills are fast replacing the

indigenous methods. Such power mills help to concen-

trate wealth of the people and they have to pay in cash for

services which are now being rendered by Nature. The
Government should, therefore, discourage these power
mills even at the beginning.

2. Flour grinding ,—The policy recommended for

production of paddy husking applies to flour grinding also.

3. Poultry rearing .—Exotic breeds of poultry like

leg-horns and minorcas succumb easily to epidemics. These

imported varieties are found in agricultural farms and

Government poultry yards. Since the introduction of

these breeds will throw a heavy burden of risk on the

shoulders of the villagers work in this direction requires

much caution. The Co-operative Egg Marketing Society

in the Province has a marked tendency to drain away the egg

supply of the people outside villages and outside the Pro-

vince. Thus there is a decrease in the food supply of the

people. To this extent co-operative activity is objection-

able. Such co-operative societies should interest them-

selves only in farms which they have been instrumental in

creating and not encroach upon the supply from the house-

hold pens. The grading system itself is good and follows

the requirements of the Agricultural Committee. Small

improvements are capable of being made to bring the in-
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stitution within the reach of the villagers’ finance and to

make it possible to manufacture them locally,

4. Pottery .—^Manufacture of glazed pottery has to

be improved in the Province. There is much scope for

research in this direction. Pottery is now suffering from

keen competition from imported china-ware and imported

and indigenous metal vessels. Production of better varie-

ties by improved methods to cater to the changing tastes of

the day will stabilise the industry. There has also been no
systematic analysis of the clays of the Province. This has

to be undertaken by the Industrial Laboratory where ex-

periments in glazing also have to be made before being

introduced commercially. Work in this direction needs
Government agency which it is hoped will help to develop

the industry.

5. Soap making .—Indigenous varieties of soap are

crude and imported varieties are objectionable from the
point of view of quality. There should be a good organi-

sation which will be capable of showing that such materials

are not placed before the public. Chemical tests should be
made to detect both adulteration and bad quality.

Raw materials like sajjikar and oil are available.

Caustic soda itself may be easily produced at the Salt

Ranges by cheap electric power. The method of soap-making
from these indigenous materials should be popularised
by teaching it even in girl schools so that every house hold
may be able to supply itself with its own requirements.

6. Glass ware .—The neighbourhood of Fort Lock-
hart in Kohat and the Hilly Tracts of the Province are

rich in many varieties of stone, sand and other materials

from which black glass can be produced. These materials
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should be tested and experimented upon locally before re-

commendations can be made in regard to this industry.

7. Wood work .—The Government carpentry train-

ing section must be so improved so as to make it self-

supporting. The possibiities of lac culture in the Pro-

vince have to be investigated. The forests have a few

topes of trees which would form good host trees if the

climatic conditions prove .suitable.

8. Paints and varnishes .—With the availability of

yellow and red ochres in plenty in the Provinces and the

use of large quantities of paints and varnishes both in house

building and tonga making, it is possible to promote the

manufacture of paints and varnishes in the Province.

Such an industry will not only utilise the turpentine from

the forests but will also create a demand for the Ghani

oil and increase the cultivation of the oil seeds.

9. Pencil making .—Considerable quantities of blue

pines are available and there is a large range of graphite

running through Amb State, about 5 miles bellow Darband.

This graphite may be a good material for pencil making on

a cottage basis in Hazara district.

General .—The small workshop established to make

sewing machines has great possibilities. This can be run

as a mechanical training and research centre in the making

of implements for village industries. Sugar centrifugals,

water pumping engines and other small machines can also

be made here. The Institution needs to be re-organised to

meet the new needs.

There is much scope for improving the statistics

section of the Industries and Marketing Departments.

This would apply to the Departments of Agriculture and

Public Health also.
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V. ORISSA

1. Oil Fressing

The Government of Orissa have prepared a separate

scheme for post war development of industrial co-operatives

and special staff for the purpose are appointed. Measures

to co-ordinate the activities of the different departments of

the Government through the District- Officer are also adopt-

ed. Tn accordance with the recommendation of Sjt. J.

C- Kumarappa, oil pressing co-operatives are now being

organised. They should supply raw materials to the Tdis

and pay wages and market the oil through co-operative

stores and mennber hawkers. The organisation of other

types of industrial co-operative societies also is under

contemplation of the Government.

2. Tanking vScfteme

The leather industry in general which may be divided

roughly into three sections, namely (1) production of

hides and skins, (2) production of leather, (3) manu-

facture of leather goods was in a very undeveloped state

in the Province. The hides which are produced mainly

from fallen animals are very inferior in quality and abound

in both natural and inflicted defects such as pox marks,

teek marksw thorn marks, vulture pecks
;
brand marks and

also such defects as flaying cuts insufficient curing, etc.

Leather was very little produced and manufauture of shoe

and leather goods too was being done in very small quanti-

ties. With a view to developing the industry in all these

aspects a tanning demonstration party was formed in 1938

to demonstrate and introduce the proper methods of flay-
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ing and curing, tanning and leather goods making through-

out the Province. Activities of the demonstration part}r

have been mainly centred at such places as Barang, Bhagat-

pur, Digpahandi, Parlakemidi, etc,, which are inhabited

by a large nutnber of Mochies whose traditional occupation

is to carry on the leather and allied industries on a cottage

scale. Two Co-operative Societies one at Barang and the

other at Digpahandi have since been formed and they are

running satisfactorily.

So far the number of persons benehted will be I'ound

about 200 and their average income even on the pre-war

basis has increased 3 times.

There has not been much improvement on the hide

production side on account of certain economic factors

which handicapped the introduction of better flaying and

curing methods. But the other two sides in the tanning

and leather making industry have appreciably developed.

Previously the shoe making industry had to depend on its

leather and on adjoining Provinces but now excepting chrome

shoes upper leather all the requirements of sole and

lining leather are supplied locally and more over some

quantity of leather for export to other Provinces is being

produced

.

Recent attainment of the tanning demonstration party

!S the successful utilisation as leather of the skins of

monkeys which are killed in thousands in the Province as a

supplementary measure of the Grow More Food Campaign.
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VI. UNITED PROVINCES
Schemes foU Development of Cottage Industries

The following are the schemes which were undertaken

in the past to develop the cottage and rural industries in

the province. Excepting No, 2 and 4 to 6 of these, the

rest are still continuing on a revised scale.

1 . Scheme for the development of cottage oil indus-

try in the United Provinces.

2. Scheme for the development of glass industry.

3 . Scheme for the development of handloom industry.

4. Scheme for the improvement of raw-hide industry.

5. Scheme for the development of leather industry.

6. Scheme for the developfment of ground-nut oil

Industry.

7. Scheme for development of gur industry.

8. Scheme for the development of cottage glass

Industry.

9. Scheme for the developjment of woollen industry.

10. Scheme for the development of handmade paper

Industry.

1 1 . Scheme for the development of sunn-hemp

industry.

The schemes which are in hand these days to give

direct aid to the cottage and village workers arc as

follows:

—

1, Production centres ,—The Department maintains

at present, handlooan producttion centres at 7 places in the

province. Cloth is manufactured at these places under the

direct control of the Department. Yarn is distributed
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departmentally and the sale is arranged through Govern-

ment sale depots such as Government U.P. Handicrafts

and its branches at important places in the province.

2. Government U .P, Handicrafts .—In 1935, the

United Provinces Government Handloom Emporium was

opened with the following ends in view :

—

(a) To deal directly with the weaver, eliminating

the middlemen.

(&) To train him to produce standardised goods and

to stock to given specification.

(r) To bring new business to him and to introduce

new types of fabrics so that the internal competition may
be lessened and better wages obtained.

(rf) To find new uses for his products by dyeing,

printing and better finishing of his products.

{e) To organise the vv^aver on co-operative lines.

It is now known as Government U.P. Plandicrafts

.

Not only the sale of handloom products prepared at the

Departmental Production Cenj;res but all, other sorts of

handicrafts are stored here for sale to the public. This

has been of great assistance to .cottage workers who are

hardly aware of the principles of marketing.

^
3. Deyi^WJ.^There is one designer in the Go\ern-

pJKSiit U.P. Handicrafts for suggesting and intrpdticitlg

new designs of modern taste, in handloom goods and another
tjie Wool Scheme-, ^

^ ^

f ^ Designs competitions Were field in the past’ to cteate ^
‘aaive interest ' in*certa.itl ' articles sitch as jnrei; borders,

itei sets, flower vases, cttrtains. drawing room furniturev

Tt- - f
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etc., etc. In these, competitors from all over India parti-

cipated.

4. Tuitional classes ,—The Department is maintain-

ing a large number o£ Tuitional classes with a view to train

craftsmen in the latest designs and processes of manufacture

to training in a short time and to develop production b}r

trainees as part of their training, in the following indus-

tries :

—

1 . Handloom weaving 15 Tuitional Classes.

2 . Tanning 10 Tuitional Classes.

3 . Blanket weaving 5 Tuitional Classes.

4 . Dyeing and Printing .. 10 Tuitional Classes.

5 . Carpentry 10 Tuitional Classes

.

6 . Smithy . . 6 Tuitional Classes.

7 . Leather working 7 Tuitional Classes.

8 . Wooden toy making 5 Tuitional Classes.

9 . Pottery . . 5 Tuitional Classes

.

10. Miscellaneous :

Paper 1 Tuitional Class.
’

Soap 1 Tuitional Class’.

Basket making 2 Tuitional Classes

Oil 2 Tuitional Classes

Water proofing 1 Tuitional Class

.

Total .. 80 Tuitional Classes.

Besides, the following schemes are being executed by

this department or the development of cottage and rural

industries :

—

1 . Dyeing and Printing Scheme (to improve the

dyeing and printing industry)

.

2. Khadi Industry.
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3. Chikan Embroidery (to improve the dyeing indus-

try of Lucknow in which it once earned wide fame)

.

4 . Inspection Depots (to standardise the handloom

goods prepared by cottage workers)

.

5. Loans and Advances (Rs. 1,50,000 has been pro-

vided in the current year’s budget for advancing loans and

advances to cottage industrialists)

.

6. Devieloptnent of Pottery Industry at Chunar.

7. Cottage Oil Industry (by popularising H.B.T.I.
ghani in the villages to replace the old ghani of the village

Teli).

8. Hand-made paper industry.

9. Sunn-hemp fibre industry (experiments are being

carried on in the H.B. Technological Institute, Cawnpore
in this industry).

10. Charsa Industry.

Other schemes such as basket making, toy making and
bangle cutting at Firozabad are under the consideration of
the Department.
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IV, DEVELOPMENT PLANS IN STATES
1. HYDERABAD

Post War Development Schemes

A few institutions had been functioning in the Dis-

tricts for th^ past several years to put new life into some

of the village industries: for instance the District Demon-

stration Parties did some useful work for the improvement

of handloom weaving. Apart from some individual

successes and failures there had not been much regular

and systematic work done to revive the old industries or

start new industries in the State. Hence the Government

through the Department of Industries and Commerce set

to formulate a scheme for the industrial improvement and

expansion in the State. Ambitious plans were formulated

in the Post-War Planning Secretariat for the future

development of industries in the Dominions. The follow-

ing are some of the plans under contemplation by the

Government

.

Handloom weaving .—The chief obstacle which the

handloom industry has is that while the handloom weaver

buys his raw materials in the dearest market he sells his fini-

shed articles in the cheapest one. His method of work, his

appliances and his general environment leave much to be

desired by way of improvement. The Department has

been devoting considerable attention to formulate a scheme

which might provide a solution for all these problems and

lead to a revival of the handloom industry on a suitable

and permanent basis. A tentative scheme has been drafted

and is under the scrutiny, of the Finance Department.

Women Cottage Industries ,—The experiment in tailor-

ipg the cut pieces of cloth as women cottage industry''
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gave the Industries Department a great encouragement ; so,

it has been proposed to launch a scheme of home industries

for poor women both in the Districts and in the City from

the provision of Rs. 5 Lakhs to be granted to the Indus-

tries Department from the E.P.T. Funds.

Woollen Blanket Industry ,-—A scheme prepared in the

light of experience gained in the improvement of woollen

blanket industry is awaiting the sanction of the Govern-

ment. The Weaving Institute of Paithan played an im-

portant part in saving the old artistic industry of Paithan

from extinction. It was, however, seen that much more

progress was essential to place the Institute on a sounder

basis in order to introduce a greater variety of designs in

saree borders and to make them more popular by reducing

their costs as far as possible and also to provide better

arrangements for training the future paithani workers. A
scheme was, therefore, formulated and submitted to the

Government for consideration.

Tanning Industry .—As a part of the scheme for

the improvement of tanning in rural areas, it was found

that tanning pits and sheds should be constructed in rltral

areas on small pieces of land measuring not more than 10

to 15 guntas. It was thought that it would be an easy

matter to secure these pieces from Government waste lands

in rural areas 1 Actually it has not been possible to secure

a single piece so far. Another difficulty felt was the general

increase of about 60 per cent, over the scheduled rates on

all constructions by the Public Works Department with the

result that no contractor was willing to take up the work

of building sheds unless the increase was allowed. A
request has therefore been made to the Rural Welfare
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Board for sanctioning the necessary increase in the grant.

This sanction is awaited. This scheime would help rural

planning a good deal.

Metal Indmtry {Cutlery) .—(With a view to revive the

metal industry the Industries Department undertook to

train local artisans in ifmproved processes and improved

types of metal manufacture. The work of the Depart-

ment held out a good prospect . It was felt that the quality

of goods mamifactured by the local artisans would so im-

prove as to enable them to withstand internal or external

factory competition. A scheme has therefore been sub-

mitted by the Department to the Rural Welfare Board for

the provision of funds to enable it to continue and intensify

its efforts.

Cottage Industries Sale Depots »—The cottage industries

sales depot has been instrumental in solving the marketing

difficulties of many of the cottage industries and putting

hew life into .some of the old specialities in the State. A
scheme for the expansion of the sales depot with a view

to enable it to render greater service to the cottage artisans

has been prepared and it is under the scrutiny of the

Finance Department.

Bidri’Ware ,—The Bidri-zvare industry expanded re-

piarkably during the war period on account of an increase

in the demand for bidri articles and the parental care of the

Government. Now that the war is over there has been

a likelihood of the demand falling, the Government is now
engaged in considering further steps that may go to stabi-

lise the progress already achieved as well as to secure

further expansion of this industry in the post-war years.
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II. MYSORE
Development Schemes

A three-year scheme costing Rs. 25 lakhs for the deve-

lopment of cottage industries in Mysore State is sanctioned

by the Government. Under the scheme about ten techni-

cians in different subjects will be appointed.

After a survey of the available raw materials^ indus-

tries will be established in various parts of the State, A
sum of Rs. 1,000 as subsidy and another sum of Rs. 1,000

as loan without interest^ payable in easy instalments, are to

be granted to those persons who are interested in starting

cottage industries.

The Government have approved the proposals of the

Superintendent, Veterinary and Animal Husbandry Services

regarding the development of bee-keeping in the State.

The scheme is estimated to involve a non-recurring

expenditure of Rs. 71,000 spread over three years and a

recurring expenditure varying with the increase in the

number of bee-keeping centres from year to year and

amounting to Rs. 1,06,000 from the third year onwards*

The Superintendent anticipates that the receipts from this

scheme for the first year v/ould be from Government

centres Rs . 10,400 and from private bee-keepers

Rs. 15,000.
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V* DEAD AND DECAYING INDUSTRIES:
THEIR RESUSCITATION

I. CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR*

1. Paddy husking .—Paddy husking has been one of

the most important food industries in the Province. Rice

is widely cultivated in the Provincte. In former days

people used to store paddy and dehusk it in small quantities

either for daily use or for trade purposes. Traders used

to employ labour for dehusking of paddy. They used to

polish it partly and keep only a small store to dispose it of

according to the demand . The labour employed was usually

that of old women and dependents to whom the wages

provided a living allowance.

This process requires only a pestle and a mortar or

a wooden or mud chakki or dhenki. They were made by
the local artisans or by the worker himself at a small cost.

The husk was used as manure and a little bran as fodder for

animals

.

The advent of rice mills dealt a blow to the industry.

Even during the pre-war period there were many rice

mills in the Province. Though their product was of poor

food value, yet on account of the cheapness it was veiy

popular. Not only traders in rice but the small consumers

in the rural parts found it easier to get paddy dehusked at

a mill than by the indigenous process of hand pounding.

This affected not only public health but also national wealth

iu the form of unemployment of numerous local artisans

* Based mainly on the Report of the Industrial Survey

Cpiumittee» C* P. fik Berar, 1939.
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who formerly made implements for paddy husking. Milled

rice came to be used even in Government institutions like

the Gferitral Jail. The change that has be^ brought about

by the introduction of rice mills reduced the purchasing

power of many of the poor workers denying them even their

very necessaries of life. Mills began to be used even for

preparing a preparation made from rice. This

industry was forimerly c;arried on as a c?ottage industry

largely by very poor coto:^unities like the fisherfolk during

their spare time. The production of it by mills threw,

many families out of employment. There was at th^t

time a great need for research in rice industry with a

yiew to better public health by supplying nutritious food

and also to enable the poor workers to produce more and
earn more. The A.I.V.I.A. had already taken up the

matter and helped the revival of the industry by designing

improved appliances and incitlcating the value of hand

pounded rice.

2. Flour grinding ,—The conditions prevailing in

paddy husking were to be seen in flour grinding also.

Flour mills were established in several parts of the Pro-

vince. The industry used to provide occupation for a

large number of women paying them about one or one and

half annas per day before the War. Nbw these women
were thrown out of eSmployment . Lack of research and

propaganda were to be seen in flour grinding also. The

A.i.V.I.A. did some useful work in this industry alsb.

3 . Oil pressing to paddy huskii^g and flour,

grinding oil pressing is the most important food industry

of the Province. The Province has large quantities of oil

sej^s :hkje i linseed. , RrajCticaflyr overy village

used to have bullock ghanas and' bil -pres^rS* telisO
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Some of the telis art naw engaged in field labour. Only

a few still pursue their hereditary occupation but their

returns are very low. Their work is very uneconomic

Their machines are old, their extractions poor, and their

tnethods dirty. They have been reduced to this position

by the introduction of machine-pressed oil into the market.

It is said that oil pressed out between wooden surfaces of

the ghani by the cold process retains its nutritive value

unlike the mill expressed oil. All parts of the ghani

usually made of wood at very little cost, by a special caste

of carpenters. The competition of machine pressed oil

hit hard a number of these ghanis. 25 lakhs of maunds of

oil. seeds were being exported every year in the pre-war

years. Vegetable oil is of value not only as an article of

food but for illumination purposes also. Vegetable lamp
oil has suffered much from the competition of kerosene oil.

The absence of an invention of a vegetable oil lamp has

been a great handicap. In China the Chung tin lamp,

designed to burn vegetable oils, has practically driven out

kerosene oil from the villages. During the recent years

such lamps have been invented by institutions like the

All-India Village Industries Association.
,

Oil cake is useful as cattle food and also as human

food. Its use as human food dwindled due to the inferior

quality of the power mUl product. One important handi-

cap to the industry was the desire to export the seeds

instead of the oil. During their survey the Industrial

purvey CommitteCji^ Central Provinces and Berar found in

1939 Wt the flourishing old ghanis hzA been reduced to

the position of relics of a dead industry. The need to

regulate the e>cisting power mijls and to take, drastic steps
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to restrict imports and to increase the use of ghoni pressed

oil was keenly felt by the Corrmiittee,

The tells experience considerable difficulty in stocking

seed . The middlettnen purchase the stock of seed during the

harvest and supply it to the ielis either at a very high price

or by offering piece-work wages. In such cases the tells

stand to lose. Proper arrangements for stocking seeds and

supplying them to the tells with Government aid as far as

possible would develop the industry.

4. Tile and brick making ,—Like pottery this indus-

try is also languishing. The advent of cement concrete for

buildings and galvanized sheets for roofings has hit this

industry hard. The financial depression also is partly

responsible for this oondition. sMost of the houses in the

villages are dilapidated. There are not improvements in

the designs of the tiles. The Government should direct

research to enable the villagers to produce the necessary

roofing and building material. Bricks and tiles are often

made only to order. Even these workers had to pay fuel

charges aimounting to 44 4 per cent . of the return during

the pre-war days. The Municipal tax in certain places was
about 2 annas for 200 bricks. Taking the price of tiles at

Rs. 1-4-0 per thousand during the pre-war days, the Ifire

wood charges worked out to 38.5 per cent, of the cost and

27.5 per cent, of the profits. The average return to a

man during the season was about 2 annas a day before the

War. Nobody—-not even the Government—^took interest

m this industry. Government buildings are built and tiM
by factory made materials. It is necessary that the Govern-

rfient should take some interest in the matter. The workers

have competition from the factories at Mangalore.
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5. Cotton ginning .—^About 6 lakhs of bales of cotton

are produced in the Province. Hence, cotton naturally

affords one of the main employments to the people . Over

90 per cent . of the raw cotton produced is exported . The

methods to be followed should be such as will enable the

village people to obtain employment. At present raw

cotton is sent to ginning mills. The seeds obtained from

the mills are not satisfactory for sowing purposes. For

seed, people prefer hand-ginning. The hand ginning

machine itself is very simple and can be made by the local

carpenter and the blacksmith. This is an industry in which

the advantage of operation on factory basis is comparatively

little. Women can take to it in the villages. The old

type of hand gin cost about a rupee but the improved type

cost about Rs. 5 during the pre-war days. The latter. can

gin 4 to 434 lbs. of Kapas per hour. If one anna per day

can be taken as the average return in a village then a woman
had to be paid Rs. 1-12-0 for ginning one candy of Kapas

while the charges of factory were Rs. 2-8-0 for the w^ame

quantity before the War. Hand ginning can compete with

the factory. At present hand ginning is practically dead.

It requires immediate attention. The A.I.S.A. has pro-

duced a small improved ginning and carding machine but

it costs about Rs. 80, which is too much for the poor cottage

worker.

6, Blacksmithy .—Blacksmithy also is closely allied

to agriculture, and holds a good position . Many of the

blacksmiths were skilled enough to tesnper village razors

and other cutlery. But the foreign articles have affected

the demand for them . The workmanship is not good and

requires improvement. At present the village black shiifh

Mostly carries on only repair work. He gets a certain share
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of the agricultural produce for keeping the agricultural in-

struments in good repair. Any additional articles bought

from him by the farmers are separately paid for under the

dan system. Therefore his subsistence is carried on, and

whatever he earns outside is an additional income. Like the

carpenter the blacksmith is comparatively well off, but even

so his trade has to face the onslaught of substitutes import-

ed from outside. Crowbars, spades, etc., were made by him

from raw materials, but now they come in ready made.

His condition is growing worse every day. If the competi-

tion from the large scale industry continues any longer,

under an unbalanced system such as prevails to-day, the

blacksmith’s profession will be gone before long. Even

the crudest articles are imported,! for instance nails, hinges

,

bolts. Good locks were locally made at one time, but now

that industry is gone. The Government have not done

anything to help the blacksmith in the matter of improved

methods of manufacture and other facilities connected with

the industry. Many of the blacksmiths have learnt what

Jittle they knew from their parents: Generally the black-

smith’s wife helps him in blowing the furnace with a pair of

goat-skin bellows. The profits are not constant. The smith's

implements are of the simplest type and can be made by

himself if good steel and iron are supplied. Jubbulpore

was once famous for its stainless steel. But now the

industry is gone. It is deplorable that a Province which

supplied high class steel to the world at one stage has now
to depend upon scrap iron and old spring^ for its stock o^f

raw materials for its blacksmiths.

I : 7. Dyes making .—^At one time vegetable dyes were
' largely manufactured lu the Province . Many fhst colbtifs

and rich shades couftf: be cut of indigenous materlEL
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The imported dyes killed the industry. Important dye

materials like lac, turmeric and Myrobolom are now

wasted. A few of the old dye-makers are still to be

found but they do not divulge their secrets. Strangely

enough even Khadi printing is done with mill made

materials.

8. Brass and metal wares .—Brass and bronze vessels,

lamps and other products/ were largely produced. But now
foreign competition has killed the industry. Formerly the

the basic materials were produced in the Province itself.

But prior to the War imported metal came to be used.

The cost of production showed, that 87j4 per cent went
towards the basic material and 12 per cent, remained in

the Province as labour . Such an industry would drain the

country of its purchasing power unless its condition is im-

proved. The bell metal industry is a side industry which
uses in addition to imported imetals, the scrap metal avail-

able in the Province. The worker hardly gets about 3 per

cent, profit after the taxes and middleman\s profits have
been taken away . In spite of heavy work the average earn-
ings of a temera were barely four annas per day in pre-War
days. Finance is the stumbling block of the brass and bell

metal workers who find themselves in the hands of the
sowcars , The Government have not paid any attention to
the improvement of their condition. If steps are not im-
mediately taken to improve the industry it may die out
early.

9. Tools and implements .—A great many of the

local artisans have become only repairers because most of
^he tools are imported. Even the Government Depart-
ments have been unfortunately advocating imported imple-

inents. In many villages craftsmen were able to turn out
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good work. They knew how to make with high tempered

steel hansalas, chisels, planes, etc . liven razors were temper-

ed by blacksmiths. The quality of steel around Jubbulpore

was very high. Tool making is the real test of craftsman-

ship; workmen who use foreign tools do not know their

job. The Handicrafts School at Nagpur is doing its best

in this direction. Even that School is using some imported

instruments. The Government would do well to revive the

industry and help the local craftsimen.

10. Smelting of iron .—In the neighbourhood of

Jubbulpore superior steel was produced formerly. Even
now this art is known; but the furnaces that were working
have almost disappeared.
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II. UNITED PROVINCES

Almost all the cottage industries were in a decayed

condition. For the revival of the handloom industry in

these Provinces, which is the most important of all

cottage industries, the Department took special steps towards

develophient and organisation. Various problems which

confronted the handloom weavers were;

—

1. Availability of raw materials.,

2. Finance,

3. Technical iliiprovement,

4 . Marketing,

5. Taxation and transport, and *

6. Finishing.

Textile ,—All these were considered by the Cottage

Industries Committee in 1935 and the following steps have

been taken by the Department to improve the condition of

this industry.

(a) Government Handloom Emporium was opened

in 1935 at Lucknow to stock and sell goods prepared by

cottage workers.

(&) ; Production centres were started to give direct

aid to the workers.
'

(c) Industrial Institutions and Tuitional classes

and Peripatetic classes were started to impart training in

j^^ttractive and moderp designs.

(d) Researches were conducted at the Government

-Central Weaving Institute, Benares, to introduce improved

appliances, tppls and plants. ‘

^'3^5
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(e) Finishing machines were established at import-

ant places such as Tanda and Maghar to give a better

finish

.

(/) At production centres raw materials are made

available departiiientally

,

Leather,—^1-eather making and working has been some-

what decaying for some time and the Department helped it

through the establishiment of leather working schools and

tuitional classes to train students and to improve the pro-

cesses of manufacture and by the opening of small leather

tanning institutions in rural areas, wherein the village

tanners are taught the art of tanning and curing of leather

on improved lines.

Gur ,—This industry had been in the hands of illiterate

persons and was almost in a decayed condition specially

in the face of the expansion of the manufacture of refined

sugar. It can only exist if the quality of gur is improved

and its process of manufacture is simplified. The Depart-

ment therefore started a special scheme for the develop-

ment of gur industry and operated it in a large number of

districts. Due to war conditions the scheme was closed

down in 1943 but has been revised now , The essentials of

the scheme are:

—

(1) Improved crushers were distributed to villages

in order to increase the yield.

(2) Improved types of furnaces were constructed by
which the quality of gur was much improved.

(3) Training of demonstrators in pwr making to

teach villagers the improved art of gur making*

(4) Propaganda work was carried on by putting

demonstration in exhibitions and gur making centres.
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Woollen Industry ,—In the Khuman Division the in-

dustry was in the han(]s of the hill people. The method

employed by them in tl^e manufacture of woollen fabrics

Avas old and the finished products were not much in demand.

The Department took steps to popularise woollen products

in the following manner :

—

(1) The Department purchased wool, got it carded,

spun and woven.

(2) It arranged for the supply of finished goods

through handicrafts emporium its agencies and branches

and largely through the multi purpose co-operative societies

in the hills.

(3) It supplied cloth to spinners against yarn.

Cottage Oil Industry ,—^After the establishment of

large scale oil mills, the question of re-organising village

telis attracted the attention of the Department, The yield

by the villlage ghani was much less in comparison with the

yield by an oil mill , The Department introduced a Wardha

type ghani to replace the village ghanis. The former one

fakes a charge of 10 seers and the latter only 2^4 seers.

The following steps are being taken to popularise this

ghani :

—

(1) By training demonstrators and carpenters in a

central organisation and conducting investigations with

^ view to further improve village ghanis.

(2) By organising peripatetic organisations to

train village telis in the use of improved ghanis.

(3) By distributing iaqavi loans for the purchase

of improved ghanis.

Hand-made Paper Industry ,—The making of good

sheets of papei* by hand was an important cottage industry
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in India. Lijce the others it decayed with the advent of the

machine age and its survival is due mainly to the denianci

for Bahikhatas or Account Books of Mahajans or Indian

Bankers and for wrapping gold and silver articles and

Agra Sweets, which require thin but strong paper. Some

of the States have also kept alive this industry by using,

hand-made paper at least on formal traditional occasions.

The (movement of Khadi revived interest in hand-

made paper also and there was sudden awakening at the

languishing centres. Kalpi, the best in the United Pro-

vinces became prominent. Some e.raftstnen of this place

have kept alive the old process of utilising vegetable fibres.

The movement of handicraft received greater impetus when
the Congress Ministry came into power in the United’

Provinces

.

A scheme for the development of hand-made paper in-

dustry was launched with the following objects in view :

—

(1) To orgahise training-cum-production centres.

(2) To train students who can take up the vocation?

of hand-made paper making at other places in the Province.

(3) To conduct researches in the H.B. Technologi-

cal Institute and to advise trainees to increase the manu-

facture.

Besides these,, the Department assisted to develop sonle

other industries, such as, dyeing and printing, wooden and

paper toy making, chick making, carpentry, smithy, blanket

weaving, etc., etc., through tuitional and peripatetic classes.
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III. MYSORE
Among the defunct or declining industries may be

mentioned hand spinning, metal industries, gold lace, paper

manufacture, glass bangle making, wire drawingand tannery.

The decay of these industries may be due to the dislnte*

gration of the village economic life and the infiltration of

western civilisation and influence. Some special reasons

also have contributed to the decline of particular industries.

1 . Hand spinning .—Hand spinning was of outstanding

importance till the rise of the cotton mill industry. The
adoption of mill yarn weaving on handlooms almost killed

hand spinning. During the recent years the Government

of Mysore with the assistance of the A.I.S.A. has been

endeavouring to revive the industry. Hand spinning exists

at present in the Badanvol region where good yarn is spun

fot weaving into shirtings, coatings and turban cloth

.

Estimates before the war were that about 3,000 persons were

engaged in it and produced 80,000 lbs . of yarn and a lakh

of yards of cloth . Of late several district boards have been

evincing considerable interest in this industry,

2. Metal industries .—Of this group the iron indus-

try is the most important. Iron smelting was formerly done

by a crude uneconomical process at Magadi, Chikkanaickan-

halli, Malavalli, Heggadevanpeta and several parts of

Kodur, Shimoga and Chitaldrug districts . This industry

now defunct on account of the importation of mill made

^heets and other articles. Brass-casting and steel metal

work were carried on at Magadi and Nagamangalam and

j|)$o .at. Sravanabelgola. Lamp-stands, images and utensils
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were made to meet a large local demand but the advent of

aluminium and enamel >vares had made the industry defunct.

3 . Gold lace industry .—This was carried on by a group

known as Sarigeydvaru. But the importation of French lace

killed it as early as 1870. There is a great demand for

lace from handloom weavers in South India which is even

now the largest region in India for handloom weaving.

Hence the gold lace industry may be revived. This would

be possible if the State renders aid to the industry.

4. Paper industry.—The presence of soda and lime

near Ganjam (near Seringapatam) and Chennapatna, etc.,

has given rise to the paper industry. The industry is now
defunct particularly due to the rise of paper mills in the

State and elsewhere. Of late the Government have taken

up the industry. The Department of Industries, Mysore

State, is doing its best to place the industry again on an

economic basis.

5. Glass bangles.—Chitaldrug and Trimulgheri dis-

tricts were famous for this industry. This also is now
defunct due to a rise in the rents of land containing soda

and also a rise in the wages of workers. A change of taste

among the people who have begun to favour glass ware

imported from Ferozabad and elsewhere is particularly res-

ponsible for thLs decay.

6. Wire drawing industry.—Wires for musical in^

struments were drawn from superfine indigenous steel.

Imports of foreign strings have almost killed this industry.

7. Tannery.—Tanning was an Important cottage in-

dustry at Hansur, Tarikere and* at Malavalli. Changes in

the tastes of the people and the cheapness of imported

things were responsible for the de^ay of cottage tanning
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and manufacture of leather goods. Bark tanning under

cottage conditions has been under trial with a view to

revive the industry. Glue manufacture out of fleshings

in the tanneries as a cottage industry is now receiving the

attention in many parts of the State. Of late tanning by

improved methods also is receiving considerable attention

from the State, due to a lack of imported varieties of

finished leather.

The introduction and estatjlhhment on an expensive

scale of cottage and small-scale industries are of supreme

importance to India. We wish to emphasize here that

the problem which zoe hen/e to solve does not deal only

with the provision of gainful occupations for the mass of

the rural population which remains unemployed or unpro

fitably employed, but also, and to an important degree;

with the organization and encouragement of subsidiary

occupations for even the larger mass of rural population

which is forced for a part of the year to while away Us

time in idleness for want of avenues of profitablle employ-

ment. The organization of such occupations and industries

in India is still in its infancy. Interest in them has been

aroused in recent years, especially during the war, and our

chief purpose should be to suggest how to develop them on

sound lines so that when the artificial scarcity of their pro-

ducts created by the war is replaced by Heen competition

from abroad, they may be able to zinthstand the shock.

-REPORT OF THE CO-OPERATIVE
PLANNING COMMITTEE, 1946.
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Section III—Special Articles

L—VILLAGE INDUSTRIES AND PROGRESS

Dr. J. C. Kumarappa

People as a rule, associate progress with large-scale

industries and many people have also been thinking that

large-scale inustries are scientific. They believe that fall-

ing back on village industries to supply our every day
needs is a step back into the past. These conclusions are

the result of much propaganda by centralised industries.

To-day the public may be made to believe anything

provided they are told often enough what to believe. Pro-

paganda has become a science and is ousting all individual

thought. Even educatibn in our colleges and schools is

taking the form of promulgating undigested half-truths*

When rightly understood science is the basis of all village

industries and village industries afford the fullest scope for

scientific research and application.

Science is not the creation of man. Nature works in

well-defined grooves according to immutable laws. When
man understands these laws and reduces them to a system of

knowledge we call it science. It follows therefore that any

‘Course of action to be termed scientific should conform to

I
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nature in all its bearings and where we deviate from na-

ture to that extent we are unscientific. Man may under-

stand vaguely the lines on which nature works, and make

use of that partial knowledge for his own purpose, deviat-

ing by so doing from the course ordained by nature. Such

deviation will lead ultimately to his own destruction be-

cause he himself is a product of nature. Destruction so

caused may be at his own hands or through mal-application

of a partial understanding.

Progress.—Progress signifies both the search after

knowledge and truth as found in nature and its applica-

tion to satisfy human needs. In the measure in which we

are able to pull alongside nature's dictates we shall be

progressing in the; right direction. But in so far as we

are pulling against the course of nature we shall be creat-

ing violence and destruction which may take the form of

'Social conflicts, personal ill-heaTth and the spread of anti-

social feelings, such as, hatred, suspicion and fear. From

these symptoms we shall know whether we are progress-

ing scientifically or not. If our course of action leads to

goodwill, peace and contentment we shall be on the side

of progress, however little the material attainment may be;

and if it ends in dissatisfaction and conflict we shall be re-

trogressing however much in abundance we may possess

material things.

Economic AcUvity.—Tht activity of man to satisfy his

elementary needs must therefore not merely produce the

material goods but should also be conducive towards

growth and development of his own personality. When a

ixlan eats food it not only satisfies his palate but it reple-

nishes the waste products of his body, maintains it in

gbod condition ' and allows for growth and further

2
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developtnent. If the food that he ale only satisfies the

palate without contributing to the two other aspects of

the needs it will be of no use. If a person drank water

sweetened by saccharine all the time however much he may
like the sweet taste he cannot enjoy good health and
strength as all the elements necessary for his body build-

ing, maintenance, replacement of wastage are not present

in proper proportions. Taste is a good thing but it is

not all. The main ^^ nction that food plays is performed

after it has left our palate. It is the manner in which
the food gets assimilated in the body that is going to tell

ultimately. Similarly, work also must not be judged by

the outward appearance,—nor by the quantity or things

produced. Work should develop the human personality

and be as food to all human faculties. When we, through

greed or false notions or wrong sense of proportion, inter-

fere with nature hoping to obtain short-cuts we generally

end up by being wasteful. Nature does not believe in

shortcuts. The mills of God grind slowly. Hence in our

hurry, we often bring destruction on our heads and we
imagine such quick results to be a sign of progress.

Food .—For instance, nature packs up all nutritious

articles, e.g., foodgrains, fruits, eggs
;

etc.
,
carefully in

such a way that the ingredients are kept intact and in pro-

per proportion as will be necessary for the users. But we

destroy nature’s packing; we create counter influences

which also destroy the value of food.

Rice, to cite one example, is packed up well in the

husk coated with bran and equipped with pericarp and

grain. When this is to be eaten all that we have to do is

to dehusk the rice. Such dehusked rice, because of its

nutritive* nature, will be attacked by weevils, vermin, rats,.

3
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«tc. Therefore, when we require rice we should dchusk

what is needed at the moment and keep the rest as

paddy. Then al'one we get the whole benefit from eating

the cereal. But man in his hurry uses a rice mill and as he

cannot store rice when dehusked he proceeds to polish it

and takes away all nutritious efements of it. By so doing

he no doubt increases the storage properties of rice but at

the cost of its food value. This is an instance in which

human interference with nature is thoroughly unscientific

and injures man. Hence, rice mills are against progress

and however skilfully the mechanism may have been de-

vised it is unscientific in the true sense.

Husbanding of Resources.—A scientific use of resources

should mean that we get the fullest benefit out of what

we find around us. Man in his eagerness to use mechani-

cal devices is often irrational in the utilisation of re-

sources. For instance, if paper is to be made out of

bamboo by the simple hand process, we do not use bam-

boos cut fresh from the forest. The bamboos in the forest

when they are first cut are used in various ways for roo-

fing, for being made into mats, sieves, baskets and other

household articles and then, when they have served their

term as such, the broken and used-up bamboo pieces are

converted into pulp and paper is made from it.

But the so-called scientific industrialist cannot

afford to work on this basis as his machines are to be kept

going all the time ; so in his hurry, he has to get the tender

bamboos from the forest and feed them into his mills to be

converted into paper. For this purpose, he has to cultivate

forests of bamboos, directing human energy into lines

which were totally unnecessary in the former case. Hence,

the mill process of making paper as we have shown, is

4
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thoroughly unscientific and wasteful in the utilisation of

natural resources.

Similarly, if we have to utilise as food the nutritious

elements found in nature we may get, gur from palm trees

that grow wild on uncultivable lands and obtain the whole

benefit of the sap minus the water which it contains along

with sugar in a digestible form, and various minerals and

salts

.

But man in his anxiety to use his knowledge puts up
sugar mills, converts good lands which may be used for

cultivation of cereals into sugar cane growing lands and

then the sugar cane is converted into sugar, wasting bulk of

the minerals and salts in the molasses which are thrown

out as unfit for human consumption and from which he

prepares rum and gin to poison the people and to acquire

for himself the money they possess.

Even if sugar be required to be produced by hand the

gur prepared from palm juice can be centrifuged, and

having obtained the sugar, the molasses left can now be

converted into edible gur rich in minerals and salts.

Molasses produced from the sugar miWs as they are effected

by the use of sulphur compounds in the processes are not

fit for human consumption and have to be wasted or con-

verted into intoxicating drinks as stated above.

Here again we see that sugar mills are thoroughly un-

scientific and wasteful of human resources. They, like the

rice mills, are only to satisfy the greed for accumulation of

wealth by individuals at the cost of nutritious food pro-

ducts found in nature.

In our quest for ways and means of satisfying our

needs we have to take into consideration the resources

available to us and make the best use of it possible. It

5
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will be unscientific to use coal for fuel where it is not

available and where crude oil can be easily obtained.

Similarly where coal is available and where no firewood is

available it would be senseless to bring firewood from

distant places for purposes of fuel. In the same manner

where human energy is available cheaply and in abundance

it will be irrational to obtain other motive forces from

distant places. In India where people are suffering from

unemployment and lack of occupation to produce our needs,

to resort to mill production which ultimately spreads un-

employment is unthinkable. From this point of view

hand spinning however slow it may be is scientific and in

line with human progress while textile mills are irrational

and spell ruin to the people.

Perversion of Tajife.—Through propaganda people’s

natural taste is perverted. They are made to believe smell

and colour are to be avoided. They may be taught soon to

hold that paper roses are better than natural ones as the

former do not ''stink''. The best example of this t^^e of

perversion for business purposes is the present drive to

popularise "Vanaspati Ghee". Here the mill prostitutes

scientific knowledge to deodorise and decolourise the

natural oil, to substitute nutritionally inferior oils for

the traditionally used ones, to solidify vegetable oils while

lowering or des'troying their digestibility. They render all

this disservice at an enhanced price. Is this not taking

liberties with Nature—science and progress? Do we not

deserve it if in return Nature visits us with blindness, loss

of powers of growth and reproduction ? This is industriali-

sation in all its nakedness. Such is what passes for science

and progress to-day heralding their advent by highly paid

advertisements, exploiting the ignorance of the people.

6
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Machines and Tools .—^This does not mean that there

is no room for machines. Where standardisation and
regimentation of Ihbour are called for the use of large

scale machines is indicated. Where precision tools are to

be made and standardised articles are essential, then pro-

duction of these through machines will be necessary. But

in consumption goods duplication and standardisation are

not of the very essence of their being. A comb may be

made of horn by hand ; but no two bombs so made be alike

precisely. There is no purpose in standardising such

articles. Hence making combs from plastics is not called

for. Similarly there are many articles in common usage

which do not call for standardisation. On the other hand,

most consumption goods call for the catering of individual

need and taste. In such cases only cottage and village

industries can answer the purpose. When a man has to be

fitted with a pair of shoes, the shoes have to be made for his

feet even so as to conform to any defoiimities that he may
possess. Such making of shoes for a particular person’s

feet is scientific and will help the shoe-maker to use his

resourcefulness and ingenuity to meet the need and thus help

him to develop his capacity; while standardised shoes,

though they may produce the articles in abundance, cannot

be said to be thoroughly scientific in so far as they are not

calculated to fit any particular foot exactly. So large-

scale production of shoes as compared with the work of the

muchi is again unscientific and so again^ progress.

Violence and Destruction .—In the last two generations

we have known the results of mechanical production of

standardised goods. The raw materials are needed in

large quantities and they have to be collected from the four

corners of the world and , the finished products have to be

7
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assured of a definite market and for these the ocean

routes have to be kept clear and safe. These con*

ditions have brought about the two catastrophic

global wars. In the course of these wars much of

the human production and skill! has gone into destruction.

Any war is definitely against progress, it turns men back

to the jungle and so can be termed imscientific. Since our

activities to satisfy our hutnan needs have cultninated in

these global wars, they are unscientific and retrogressive.

Conclusion ,—^Therefore when we attempt to plan pro-

duction in our country to satisfy our needs we have to be

careful to choose the most scientific method and the most

progressive ways. We must remember production of a

multiplicity of goods is not synonymous with progress nor

is destruction a sign of science. Attainment of quick

results are not conducive to production of culture. Nature

works in mysterious ways and demands its own time. No
man in a hurry can be either progressive or scientific. We
need patience and we need a ballast to our lives. This we
can find only through satisfying our needs by village indus-

tries and decentralised production.

Large-scale industries may be used as a necessary evil

as has already been referred to above in the production of

tools and machines needed for cottage and village indus-

tries and provision of basic raw materials such as sulphuric

acid, steel, etc. It can also provide natural monopolies,

such as commimications, means of transport, public utilities

like water and power. Anything more than this will spell

ruin and destruction to humanity. It calls for great care

and forethought to be able to judge. However, we cannot

resort to centralised methods of production in the satis-

faction of our daily needs. jWherever there is a doubt,.

8
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it is safer to fall back on the decentralised methods of pro-

duction, Hence, we hold that the proper application of

science and the way to real progress lies in resorting to*

village and cottage industries to satisfy our daily needs.

An a^pparent conflict has arisen in the minds of some
betiveen the claims of cottage industries and those of large

scale industries. This conflict is largely one of emphasis.

I\t is clear that in India to-day the development of cottage

industries on a vast scale is essential for the well-being of

the masses. It is equally clear that ihe rapid development

of large scale machine industry is an urgent need of the

country. Without industrialtsdtion no country can have

political or economic freedom, and even cottage industries

cannot develop to any large extent if economic freedom is

absent. Without industrialisation also the rapid and

effective raising of the standard of the people is not possible.

—PANDIT JAWAHARLAL NEHRU.

JII—
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II. ART IN MODERN INDUSTRY

Prof. O. C. Gangoly

It is being slowly recognised that it has not been

possible to preserve the conditions, religious, social, and

psychological, under which India had produced the magni-

ficient and monumental Arts and Crafts which illuminate

the brilliant pages of her culture—^history during the pre-

historic and the historic periods. The marvellous quality

of wood carving and metal work which her craftsmen and

sthapaxtis had produced attained a high water mark in

patterns, designs, and executive skill under the patronage

and inspiration of religious worship. It is the demand of

worship in the Temple which called for an incessant supply

not only of utsava murtis but of various kinds of ritual

implements, lamps, bells, platters, dishes of exquisite shapes

and patterns. The beautifully carved temple cars and their

decorations, kept alive generations of Guilds of wood carvers,

weavers, and textile workers of marvellous, talent and exe-

cutive skill. Their handicrafts were not commercial pro-

ducts but the best and finest gifts that the hand of man
could produce for the service of the gods in the temple.

They were produced very much under the same conditions

as the religious craftsmen working under the system of the

Art Guild of the Gothic Churches, in Europe. The modern

age with its new economy, new psychology, new kinds of

faiths and beliefs has produced new conditions, which are

calling forth new kinds of productions different from the

past. And, we have recalled the past history in order to

face the new historv that the new age is building-up under
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our very eyes against our wishes, and in opposition to our

old habits. A new order, better or worse is destined to

come. And '"the best way to suppose what may come is to

remember what is past''. If we ignore the past history of

our handicrafts we may lose the gifts of a valuable heri-

tage which generations of skilled and devoted craftsmen

have bequeathed to us. There are no more Mahendra

Varmans to punctuate each military victory by carving a

temple on the sea shore. There are no more Raja-

rajas, no more '^Sivapada-sikharas" (those whose crowns

were the footstool of Shiva) to raise sky-kissing Vitna-

nas and Gopuras to thrill the hearts, no donors (donapatis)

royal or humbler personages to load the services in the

temples with gifts of Lamps and Ritual implements of

exquisite craftsmanship. Should the great heritage of our

great craftsmanship and the talent for creating Beautiful

Forms be for ever buried in the pages of history and sur-

vive only in the pride of our national memories? Is it

not possible to put this great national heritage to newer

and secular uses? Is it not possible to make our artistic

past live in the new and living present?

This brings us to the topic of our discussion—the

possible use of Art in Modem Industry. In order to rea-

lize accurately all the implications of the piloblem, it is

necessary to define clearly what we understand by the

term ‘Art* and what is implied by the term 'Modem

Industry.' Generally, the term Art is supposed to be

opposed to the implications of the term Indus-

try. Art in current application hajs acquired a subjective,

romantic, sublimated and a high-brow function. It is sup-

posed to be something remote from the realities and ac-

tualities of hum-drum existence. It is an unattainable

ir
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luxury item in the base storjuggle for winning bread. Yet

man cannot live by bread alone—^he needs a little butter to

swallow his bread. “Run into debt in order to sip a

little butter/’ {Rinam kritva ghf^Jtam pibet), this is one of

the injunctions of our moralists. If it is a luxury, it is a

luxury which is a necessity. Flunger for Beauty is a

biological necessity. It supplies the sauce, the salt of life.

Art helps to meet this biological need by creat-

ing forms of beauty to express the disinterested, the

spiritual, or the emotional thoughts of man. In this sense^

it is the most valuable medium of human intercourse

—

the communication of human values between man and man.

It is thus a valuable record and a repository of what hu-

man being feels and what feelings he wants to communi-

cate to his felibw-beings whethor near to him or distant from

him in time or space. An Indian poet having made his

emotional records in forms of poetical composition was

prepared to wait indefinitely—until a sympathetic connois-

seur capable of sharing his feelings was forthcoming

from the far comers of the earth, or centuries after his

death—for as he said
—

‘Time is endless, and this earth of

ours is truly spacious'. From this point of view, the chief

function of Art is conununication of human emotions.

From another and higher point of view—art is the bye-

product of an attempt of human beings to communicate

with the divinity. Images, Sculptures, Temples, and

their pictorial and sculptural decorations, hymns and songs,

are products of thought dedicated to the divinity. "My
highest aim is to find within God whom I find every

where without". (Socrates) "External Nature is only

Internal Nature writ large". (Vivekananda, Gothic

Churches, Buddhist Frescoes, Brahmanical Images are

12
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the bye-products of communication with the divinity—of

attempts to render the Limitless within limited spaces. But

are these high and noble conceptions of Art applicable

to objects of Industry?

To answer this query we have to define what we
understand by Industry. The word is commonly under-

stood to mean laborious work, labour, sometimes un-

interested labour, forced labour, drudgery, while art in-

variably stands for] work executed out of and through

pleasure. It is this quality which stands for the pleasure

and the happiness that the workman has felt in carrying

out a piece of work. A majority of our machine-age pro-

ducts—our factory goods—are not the consequences of

the pleasures of the workmen in producing them; so

that in considering the use of Art in connection with In-

dustry we have to understand art in a more limited sense,

in a much narrower application. In this narrower sense

Art stands for '‘skill'’, "fine execution", irrespective of

any subjectivQ^ or spiritual quality. In a still narrower

sense art stands for 'ornament' or 'decoration', something

not inherent in or emanating from the design but some-

thing added to, or applied to a thing for the purpose of

effect, attention, or attraction. There is another related

word—'Craft'—frequently used in connection with works

of Art. A piece of 'Craft' is a work of ingenuity or skill

—

and generally, applies to works of Applied Art as distin-

guished from works of Fine Art, confined to objects made

for contemplation, and spiritual uplift, and not generally

considered as essential to the daily material needs of

life, such as Painting, Sculpture, Architecture (as op-

posed to mere 'buildings' and 'structures'). Fine Art is

not generally understood to cover objects of essential uti-

13
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lity. But the most essential eltoent in the connotation of

the word ‘craft' is that it is made mostly by hand, some-

times with the help of crude appliances

—

e.g,, wood work

and pottery. 'Craft’ is thus distinguished from works of

‘Industrial Art’. ‘Craft’ is applied to all works with hand

—

constructed and fashioned objects—in the fields of cera-

mics, metallurgy, wood-work, paper; leather; weaving; and

hand-blocked textiles—genei;ally covering things of utility

necessary for the daily needs of life. ‘Industrial Arts’

are generally understood to cover all three-dimensioned

objects, designed, constructed and fashioned in all the

above materials—with the aid of machines worked by

‘factory hands’ and are not regarded as works of Art.

One may protest against this denial of a respectable title

to objects turned out through the medium of machines

which are after all the products of human skill and in-

genuity. The answer invariably given is that machine pro-

ducts do not bear the human touch, the personal', indivi-

dual touch of the artist who is unable to convey his emo-

tions, messages, yearnings, and prayers through the

machines,—^which stands between the maker and the user

and robs it of human and spiritual values.

This brings us to the heart of the discussion of our

topic. Can there be any room for ‘Art’ in works produced
by our Modern Industrial machines. Can ‘Art’ and ‘Indus-

try’—apparently of contradictory values be affiliated, allied,

and joined together in ties of matrimony? The answer to

the problem can be conveniently sought in the respective

history of Art, Craft, and Industry.

In mediaeval times, before the advent of the Machine
Age, all requirements of life, secular or religious—^gener-

ally called ‘art-crafts' used to be made by Artists and
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Craftsmen in India, called sthapatis, the sons of Visva-

karma—who were experts in all materials, wood, metal,

stone or stucco, and covered all demands of society except-

ing weaving. They were organized in Guilds Goshtis,

or Srenis) and used to live in one special quarter of a

town or village assigned to them. In the Jatakas we

have numerous references to these Guilds or Groups of

artists and artisans practising craft as a hereditary occu-

pation, and, generally specializing in more than one craft.

They kept up a high standard and quality of production

—

in patterns, designs, and execution. In Swamimalai

(Kumbhakonam), we have still surviving a whole village

of architects and sculptors (acharis) catering to the needs

of the temples; and also at Raghunathpura (three miles

from Puri, Orissa) we had, upto a few years ago, two

groups of pictorial; artists,—painting sacred pictures for

the use of pilgrims. The advent of the printed pictures and

machine-made lithographs has put an end to a high-class

hereditary art of extremely fine quality and flavour. The

flagging of faith and the decadence of devotion have les-

sened the demands for votive images for the temples; and

the great school of South Indian Bronzes has perhaps

come to a logical termination replaced by the modern sculp-

tors trained in the Schools of Art. The first batch of pro-

ducts of the machines were ugly, crude products—severely

utilitarian objects—^without any decoration and devoid of

any claim to beauty. People with Victorian or Mediaeval

prejudices looked with suspicion at any products of the

machine; and many of them continued to use the rarer and

the more expensive handicrafts which were unable to

compete with machine pr'oducts, notwithstanding the

beauty of their patterns and the quality of their execution.

15
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On the other hand, in vainly trying: to compete with the

machine-made article—the handicrafts lost all their quali-

ties of beauty and craftmanship. Ultimately, the machine-

made things triumphed and drove from the market all fine

handicrafts.

Owing to an ingrained prejudice against machine-made

things, the factory products, the artist and designer as such

for a time non-co-operated with the Industrialist,

the factory owner, and the Artist refused to contribute any

manner of Beauty to the machine piit)duct. This is typi-

cally illustrated by the attitude of the great English Artist,

Eric Gill. ^'Factory is a place where things are made, in

which the individual workman is not responsible for the de-

sign of workmanship of the thing made, being only res-

ponsible for doing what he is told. Modem industrialism

is built up on the twin forces of greed and need. Greed

supplies the motive power for the masters, need keeps men

tame under servile conditions” (Eric Gill: Art Noti’Sense,

1929, p. 11). Assuming this criticism to be just it was

all the more necessary for the Artist to co-operate and to

save the soul of the Industrialist and to try to invest his

products with Beauty. In the industry of pottery-niaking

in England, Josiah Wedgwood (18th century) in associa-

tion with a man of excellent taste Thomas Bentley,

brought culture and beauty in association with Industry.

His attention being drawn to the supreme quality of An-
cient Greek Vases—both in the design and fine technique,

Wedgwood made an attempt to use ancient principles of

beauty to modern pottery. "'Once before in the histoiy of

art, pottery had been the medium of a nation's highest

artistic genius, A Grecian Um was a symbol for all the

grace and serenity of the ancient world. Wedgwood
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determined that pottery should again rise to those heights.

The best artists in the land, were commissioned to copy

ancient prototypes or adapt theim to modern uses. In a

sense, they succeeded all too welb’ (Herbert Read: Art

and Industry, p. 35). Wedgwood was the first potter to

think out forms whicli should be thoroughly suited to

their purpose, and at the same time capable of duplication

with precision in unlimited quantities for distribution on

a \'ast scale. In oriental countries we have excellent artis-

tic traditions in the Pottery Industry—the Pottery of

Mohenjo-Daro—with exquisite animal and vegetable de-

corations, the incomparable Pottery of China—progressing

through the centuries in excellent traditions of forms as

well as of decorations, and the beautiful Islamic Pottery

of Sultanabad and Rhages which were produced with the

active collaboration of Masters of Pictorial Art, But

these excellent traditions have not been adopted or exploi-

ted for modern ne^*ds. To resume the history of Industrial

Art, ill England, we have the advent of William Morris,

who came a century after Wedgwood and attempted to

revive handicrafts and supply new designs for furni-

ture, textiles and tapestries. He was opposed to the deve-

lopment of machinery and the ugliness and degrxidation

which he associated with that development. '‘Morris's

attitude was the inverse of Wedgwood's." "Wedgwood

was the industrialist who thought of art as something ex-

ternal which he could import and use." Morris w^as tlie

artist who thought of industry as something inconsistent

vuth art, which must therefore be reformed or abo-

lished. He had however seen in the machine a chance to

save the drudgery of labour." "I suppose that this is what

is likely to happen
; that machinery will go on developing.

17
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with the purpose of saving men labour, till the mass of the

people attain real leisure enough to be abl/e to appreciate the

pleasure of life, till in fact they have attained such mas-

tery over Nature that they no longer fear starvation as a

penalty for not working more than enough/' (Aims of Art,

1887). I'nfortunately, machinery has not yet succeeded in

eliminating the drudgery of life—or in securing more

leisun^ for pursuit of the high(u' and more spiritual v^alues

of life. Towards the* end of his life, Morris had to modify

his attitude towards the machine. ''Those almost mira-

culous macitines which if orderly forethought had dealt

with them miglit even now' be spee^dily extinguishing all

irksome and unintelligent labour, leaving us free to raise

the slandard of the skill of hand and energy of mind in

our workmen and to produce afresh that loveliness and

order wliich only the hand f>f ijian giiidt'd by his owm soul

can produce; what have they done for us now ?” (An and

Socialism)

.

'‘
Flit' Morri.-^ Movement liad some indirect eftect on

the attitude of the Industrialist. lie made an attempt to

cover up tin* ugliness of Ins machine-products, lie called

in the aid of some 'artists' (Inferior ones no doubt) to

provide some ‘designs' to sugar-coat and cover his machine-

made ugliness.''

Tlicn came the D(‘sign and Tndusliy Association (1933)

with the avowed purpose of creating a real alliance bet-

ween qualified artists and designers and tlic manufacturer.

A. fTovernment Report entitled ‘Design and Cotton

industry' surveyed with claboiaie care the methods cus-

tomary in the Cotton Industry for obtaining suitable

designs. The Report stated that economic circumstance

i8
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rendered it ‘Vitally important that effective means shall be

found to draw into the service of the industry men and

women of trained artistic ability.” The sources of supply

for designs for printed and woven fabrics were described

in detail, also the manner in which those designs are in-

spired. Whether art and industry could enjoy partnership

in this field may best be judged by the following quotations

from the Report : “I'abric painters obtain their designs

from one or more of the following sources : works studio,

bhiglish comnua*cial studios (chiefly in Manchester), free-

lance designers (including, occasionally, art students), and

French commercial studios,” “The designs may be either

entirely new and the expression of the designer's own ori-

ginality or, more often, the rc‘sult of suggestions made by

clients and based uj)on their opinion of what is likely to sell

in the particular market for which they are catering. These

opinions, are, of course, usually based upon designs which

have already proved successful.” “It does not appear to

he unfair to say that the designer in a studio is generally

i<x3ked upon as a person of no great importance.” Accord-

ing to the calculation of the British Institute of Industrial

Art it is estimated that only 3 per cent, of the designs wcfc

bought from free-lance artists. When the free-lance

“presents his designs for inspection, the treatment he

receives sometimes reflects too crudely the subordinate

status of the designer in the studio, and he retires

from the effort in disgust.” Somewhat similar reports have

come from artists employed by some of the owners of

various cloth-mills in Ahmedabad who requisition the

^'ervices of artists and designers to provide attractive

"designs' for sari borders.”
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The attempt to introduce good designs into tlie products

of Metal Industry is besf-t with still more insumiountable

difficulties

.

In India, many of the handicrafts still survive, in a

very moribund condition, owing to lack of sufficient patron-

age, and they cannot coivipete with machine made products

and are unable to maintain a reasonable standard of quality

and design. It is difficult to say if it is possible to keep

tnem al ve by a ‘^spoon-fed” jjatronage to help it to survive

the competition with machine-made ])roducts. An enquiry

by a committee of qualified experts should be able to dig

out all the facts and conditions now governing the old

surviving Indian handicrafts. If the old handicrafts

cannot ktpt alive, the only ahievi'ative is to find ways and

means to employ qualified and talented artists and designers

to introduce beauty into machine-made products.

The problem, as it stood in England, has been clearly

stated by Arthur J. Renty in the course of a review of

Eric Gillfs Beauty Looks After Itself: ^‘Experience proves

that none of the arts can stand up against machinery and mass

production. The Crafts were the first to suffer. Now the

turn of the Fine Arts has come, the latter are not attacked

so much by machinery direct as were the crafts, but they

wither in tlic new social atmosphere that has come into

existence with the increasing mechanisation of life and in-

dustry. A people whose occupations are mechanical,

whose leisure is spent in motor cars and cinemas, whose

ideal is speed and whose god is money, cannot discover

points of contact with the arts whose existence pre-sup-

poses life, lived in a more leisurely and contemplative

fashion. They belong to different worlds and no com-

munication is finally possible between them. Hence our

20
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dilemma. It is no use attempting to save the arts as

Mr. Gill and the modernists would have us do by advising

architects, artists and craftsmen to throw in their lot

with industrialism, foit that can oril'y make the destruction

absolute. Art has to do with the ends of life, while indus-

trialism is concerned with the means. And it is impossible

for ends to serve means, which is what would have to happen

for the arts to derive their inspiration from industrialism.”

As against this somewhat extreme view, there is a

group of thinkers who consider that even under the pre-

sent conditions it is possiblle to bring about a real part-

nership between Design and Industry,—accepting the in-

evitable use of the Machine for the production of useful

objects on a large scale in factories. If the artist-designers

realize tlie mechanical conditions of production and the

nature of the materials used, he should be able to provide

suitable designs which wilt elevate the looks of industrial

products and help to abolish ugliness from Industry.

In the coming New Order of things in India, with

planned designs for village improvements, such as con-

templated by the Kasturba Trust, it is possible to keep

alive some of the old handicrafts, and also to improve and

modernize their designs and patterns, on a rea-

sonable economic foundation. Very beautiful handi-

crafts have been produced at Sri Niketan (Visva

Bharat i) in the fields of pottery, leather-work, wood-work,

and textiles—but it has not been possible to keep down

prices on a reasonable level, so as to make these handicrafts

available within the purchasing power of buyers of

moderate means. Very close and intimate co-operiation is

necessary between the expert economist and the expert

artist-designer to place the new village handicrafts on a
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sound and practical foundation. It would be much easier

to keep alive Art in Village-industries and Handicrafts,

than to provide for its survival in the mechanical conditions

of machine products.

The greatness and beauty of Oriental art, especially in

Japan and China, consist in this, thckt there the artists

have seen this soul of things and they believe in it. The

West may believe in the soul of Man, but she does not really

believe that the universe has a soul. Yet this is the belief

of the East, and the zvhole mental contribution of the East

to mankind is filled with this idea. So, we hi the East need

not go into details and emphasise them; for the most im-

portant ihing is this universal soul, for which the Eastern

sages have sat in medvfation, and Eastern artist^ have join-

ed them in artistic realisation.

—RABINDRANATH TAGORE
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IIT.—THE NEED TO DP:VELOP FOOD INDUSTRIES
ON A COTTAGE BASIS

I\AO SaHKB G. JoCilRAJlT

One of the main causes of the present poverty and low

standard of living in Rural India, which is inhabited by over

87 per cent of the total population of the country, is that

there are far too many peopl’e dependent on the cultivation

of the land than it can fully employ or keep in comfort.

The remedy suggested by one school of economists is the

large scale industrialisation of the country on Western lines

and the transfer of the surplus rural population to the new

industrial centres for work. India is industrially very much

behind other civilised countries and needs the expansion of

mechanised industries on a large scale. Such expansion,

however, has to be brought about in a manner and to the

extent that it will be conducive to the wel'fare of the vast

masses of the rural population.

The extent of unemployment in rural areas, computing

the odd periods of idleness into units of 300 days’ labour

may not be less than about 20—30 per cent of the total

available labour. If indiscriminate mechanisation of indus-

tries were to be effected on such an extensive scale as to

produce every requirement of the country—from the axe to

the aeroplane, even the few cottage industries still extant in

the rural areas may perish and the percentage of unemploy-

ment go up still further, and it will be impossible for the
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new industria? institutions even if developed to the utmost

possible extent, to absorb such a large percentage of the

huge rural population. Even granting that mechanised in-

dustries can absorb all the surplus rural labour, it will be

necessar}^ to retain in the villages sufficient casual labour to

attend to the agricultural* operations in the busy seasons in

time and efficiently and such extra population provided with

other emplo}aiient in the off seasons. If agricultural pro-

duction is not to suffer, not more than about ten per cent

of the present rural population can be spared to go out of

villages and with this labour such essentially large scale

mechanised industries such as those required to produce

steel, transport-craft, machinery and machine-tools, cement

etc., may be pushed on to the uttnost needs of the country.

But to provide sufficient work to the partially unemployed

rural population which has to be retained in the villages in

the interest of agriculture, it is essential that certain indus-

tries connected with the production of the daily require-

ments of life, chiefly food and clothing, should be decen-

tralised and organised on a cottage basis at least to the ex-

tent of the needs of the rural population, increasing often

their efficiency by effecting such improvements as the in-

troduction of better tools and methods of work. It is

possible that in the case of certain industries some stages

may be organised on a cottage basis and others on a factory

basis. But it is certain that no cottage industry can thrive,

however efficient the worker may be, under competition

from its mechanised counterpart.

Before discussing other points in favour of the decen-

tralisation of industries connected with the essential needs

of life and in particular the food-industries with which

this article is mainly concerned, the principal food indus-
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tries which were once confined to the villages and which

have suffered from competition from their mechanised

counter parts may be briefly referred to here.

1.

Husking of paddy.—The establishment of rice factories

all over the rice growing tracts has practically extermina-

ted this home industry which once provided regular em-

ployment to a number of people in the village.

2. Grinding wheat and other grains into flour.—This

domestic industry has also suffered considerably from the

competition of power-mills, especially in the wheat con-

suming areas.

3. Extraction of oil from gingelly, groundnut and

other oil-seeds.—The recent introduction of Rotary Power
miTls and Expellers has of late considerably thrown local

*ghanies' or ‘chekkus’ out of w^ork.

4. Manufacture of buffer and ghee from milk.—The

advent of factory-made vegetable ghee or Vanaspathi’ into

the market has of late commenced to compete with this in-

dustry which has already been much affected by a decrease

in the production of milk for various causes and owing to

the large scale use of milk as coffee, tea, etc.

5. Manufacture of jaggery from sugar cane.—The

establishment of new sugar factories in old sugar cane

growing areas has also encroached on the existing indus-

try, in some cases, with the aid of compulsion by the Gov-

ernment.

Besides displacing existing vilfage industries, and

increasing unemployment, the concentration of industries

such as the above, in a few industrial centres creates a

number of new problems which are difficult to tackle.
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A sudden breakdown in the production at the factory

or in the means of transport and distribution on account of

unforeseen causes such as floods, cyclones, wars, or strikes

which last have of late become none too common, may

paralyse supply, create black markets, and bring on un-

told mass suffering in the area affected, as was the case in

Bengal and Mal'abar a few years ago. It is therefore ad-

visable to see that villages are, as far as possible, self-reliant

and self-sufficient in the matter of their essential needs,

especially food materials, by facilitating not only their

production but also their processing on a cottage basis, in

the villages theimselves.

Since the raw products for the food industries are pro-

duced in the villages, their transport to the industrial cen-

tres for being processed, and the return to the villages for

consumption enhance the prices of the final pro-

ducts to the consumer in the latter, who has to bear not

only the transport and processing charges but also the

profits of the factory owners and commissions of traders

and middlemen. It may also be noted that the transport

charges which once went to the village cartmen, have of

late been going to the lorry owner of the town, or the

factories.

The rehabilitation of food industries on a cottage

basis is also desirable from the health-view of the rural

population, since processed products such as milled rice,

machine-ground flour and hydrolysed fats are now known
to be inferior as food to the corresponding cottage industry

products

.

Cottage industries also contribute to the health of

the rural population in another way . A period of en-

forced idleness in a slack agricultural season, makes a person
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less fit or inclined for work in the following busy season

and cottage industries provide in the interval, useful work

necessary to keep the body accustomed to efficient work
especially to women and juveniles.

The main food industries referred to already and a few

others which may be encouraged or newly started, may be

estimated to be capabfe of providing the number, roughly

noted below, of units of labour of 300 days per year per

1000 persons or roughly 200 families living in villages

of the non-deltaic rice-growing areas where other irrigated

and dry crops are also grown

Husking of paddy with " dhenkis ’ or

lever-pounders
Oil extraction by ^ ghanies ’ improved
on the Wardha pattern

Butter arid ghee making on improved
lines but on a cottage industry

baus
Jaggery manufacture from sugarcane

or sweet toddy*)
Other minor food industries such as

malting grain, preservation of fruit

and fruit-juices, bee - keeping,
poultry-rearing, fish-breeding, etc.

besides existing ones such as

popping corn, making sweet-meats,
biscuit) etc.

Units of Labour.

Female
Male or

Juvenile

21 l6

3 6

15

5

30 47

• With the prohibition of the use of palmyra and date-toddy

all over the country, its conversion into jaggery may also be
encouraged under precautions against illicit use, so that the present

toddy drawers may be kept employed.
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Roughly, about 30 out of every 200 families in a village

will thus find employment in food industries. The dis-

tribution of these and other avocations among the families

of a village as shown below (per every 200 families or 1000

persons inhabiting it) will provide adequate occupation and

fair means of living to all and at the same time ensure all

essential supplies and services on a mutual basis:

—

Number of families.

Agriculture . . 90
Agricultural and other casual labour . . 30

Food industries as shown above . . 30

Carding cotton, making slivers (spinning

being done by every family generally) and
weaving . . 12

Other cottage industries such as pot and
other earthenware manufacture, mat, basket and
rope-making, leather work, etc. . . 4

Skilled services such as carpentry, smithy,

masonry, washing clothes, dressing hair, etc. . . 10

Trade and transport (carting) . . 6
Village servants (curnam, munsiff, and

menials) School-masters, post master, purohit,

etc. .. 8

190

To leave the village if unemployed and settle

down in large industrial colonies . . 10

Total . . 200

Besides the above, ginning of cotton, hand-spinning

for sale of yarn to those who may not spin for themselves,

and other minor works afford extra off-time occupation to

some women of families who do not wish to do agriculturaji

or other out-door work.
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IV. WHAT FOR IS RICE POLISHED?

M. ViNAIK.

There is a lot of difference between what is now-a-days

known as paddy husking and what was understood in days

of yore. In the olden days it used to be a household indus-

try carried on mostly by women. They were removing

only the outer husk of paddy thus making available to the

people what is at present known as wholly unpolished

rice. There was no unpolished and polished rice in those

days and what was available in the name of rice was all

unpolished, the most nutritive and health-giving form of rice.

Nature has provided ample facilities to the eastern

parts of the world to grow paddy extensively. It is

more or less a monopoly of nations like Indo-China, Java,

India, Burma, Japan, etc. Near about 90 per cent of

the world^s production cf rice is concentrated in Asia.

To the Westerners ri c is rather a rare commodity. Even

to this day it is not grown there to any large extent. Rice

is one of the world’s important staple cereals and it had

to be exported to many foreign countries from these

tracts

.

Industrialisation brought with it all its horrors.

Machines needed all sorts of material to satisfy their in-

satiable hunger for raw materials. Private capitalists who
stood to gain by these machines became unscrupulous in

exploiting all available resources without the least thought

of the harm they were doing to their brothers. Thus in

their search they found in rice a good starch that was highly
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useful' for their different industries. They began importing

rice. It took a pretty long time for the consignment to

reach their destination. In the transit unpolished rice,

being highly nutritive, attracted weevil, vermin, rats and

hoards of insects. The stuff would deteriorate due to the

devel'opment of rancidity of the fatty bran and emit un-

pleasant smell. So this was not fit for purposes of making

h igb grade st a rch .

Elaborate machines were invented to be set up in the

rice exporting countries to deprive rice of all its outer

-

coats. By this they solved their problem of importing rice

without any deterioration on the way.

Thus the machines wen invented with a specific pur-

pose of simply improving the keeping quality of rice to be

made into starch. But to-day what do we see? People

have all become mad after this rice polishing machine. We
find these enemies of public health in ( very nook and

corner of our country. There is no sc'nse in copying a pro-

c(\ss which is intended for producing mere skirch for large

scale industries—for the rice which is intended for human
consumption. But still to-day’s fashion requires milk-

white polislied rice. That is, rice which has been repeatedly

shorn of all its outer layers which are the seats of the

nutritious and vitaniinous contents of rice. The madness

did not stop there. It has spread from rice to wheat and

then to other cereals. We, eat different cereals not only

for their starch content but also for their mineral salts and

vitamins. The latter are concentrated in the outer layers

of cereals. And when these layers are purposely removed

is there any reason for having worthless starch for human
consumption?
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The popular slogan is ''gone are the days when people

were unimaginative, unreasonable, blindly following what-

ever is dinned into their ears/' To-day we claim to be

advanced, civilized and educated. We do not do things

blindly because that was the custom; we ask ourselves the

question 'why'. Will anyone answer this question—^why

polished rice?

They can never (^.o together

We ha\ e referred to the causes that led to the invention

of rice polishing machinery. Improving the keeping quality

of rice which was to be made into high grade starch for

large scale industrial purposes was the chief incentive

that led to its invention. But to-day the same machine is

put to use for treating rice for human consumption with-

out the least thought of the harm it does to the health of

the people. In spite of this discredit rice pounding indus-

try is considered to be an advancement and anyone who
dishonours tiie machinery for polishing rice for human con-

sumption is accused of being a utopian who wants to "put

back the hands of the clock." The reason for this scathing

propaganda is not far to seek. It is an instance of the

capitalist—Satan at work. To-day we find all over the world

private capitalists owning these large machines which bring

to them huge profits which otherwise would go into the hands

of our poor paddy husking women. How can they tolerate

those who propagate against the use of machines thereby

imdennining their parasitic and easy-going existence?

Now a days we commonly hear these capitalists and

their agents coming out with a suggestion why not use

wholly unpolished rice prepared in these mills? It means

that we can have nutritious food with the help of the latest
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machinery. At first sight this Tooks like a reasonable

remedy. Let us now examine what this suggestion means.

The nature of machinery is to overproduce. With the

help of the machinery we cannot produce our requirements

only. We will have to produce over and above the needs

of ouy country and the slock thus accumulated will have to

be exported to other countries. If we produce unpolished

rice by the mills and try to export it to other countries we
will come to face the same problem that led to the invention

of these machines. So, centralised and over-producing

machinery cannot suit unpolishing due to the difficulty of

the rice getting deteriorated in a short time before it reaches

the consumer.

Dehusking of paddy and getting wholly uni^olished and

health-giving form of rice is essentially to be a small scale

industry to be carried on in every village if not in every

house. Instruments needed for the purpose are also to be

such that every village or villager should afford to keep

for household use.

Large scale machinery and nutritive rice are two in-

compatiblcs that can never go together. If we want large

scale industry that means we insist on eating that polished

form of rice which is completely devoid of all mineral salts,

vitamins, pleasant flavour and sweet taste. If we care to

consume the most nutritive and health giving form of rice,

we shall have to eschew completely all kinds of centralised

machinery. It only remains to see how far are our people

educated enough to separate chaff from the grain.
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V. FISH CURING AS COTTAGE INDUSTRY

Director of Industries and Commerce, Madras

1. Fish curing as a cottage industry has an abiding-

place in the basic economy of the Nation. If the collection

of food in seasons of plenty and its proper preservation

and storage for use in times of scarcity is a prime necessity

of life, then it is essential that fish curing should be prac-

tised to a far greater extent than is done at present. For,

fish is a seasonal food in the sense that in particular periods

it is available in extra large quantities at ludicrously cheap

rates and at other times it is rare and costly. To take the

case of “Mackerer’, the most common medium sized marine
fish on the west coast, its price for home delivery in

Calicut in 1945-46 by hawkers in the fresh condition has

ranged from Rs. 5 to Rs. 80 per 1000 (roughly weighing 2

maunds) or from 6 pies to 8 annas per pound, while the

range of price for mutton ranged only from Re. 1 to

Rs. 1-4-0 per pound according to quality and for milk

from 4 annas to 6 annas per Ib. The priqe of fish at the

landing grounds has been considerably lower than the

price paid by house owners. Further, fish is a cheap flesh

food just like meat or milk products so essential for the

building up of our bodily tissues. It is. only a point of

domestic economy to purchase it in quantity when it is

cheap and keep it safe for the rainy day. The methods

of curing practised commonly at the producing centres alone

are described. The principles and processes of fish cur-

ing are similar to those adopted for the preservation of

ITT-~-5
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other kinds of food, but with this difference that fish pre-

servation requires greater quickness, cleanliness and care-

fulness as fish is more easily decomposed and putrefied than

other food materials.

2. The causes of decomposition and putrefaction how-

ever may not be so well-known as their effects. Decom-

position and putrefaction are brought about in living or

dead organic matters as much by the action of substances

called *'Enzyms*^ present in living tissues as by bacteria

present in air, water and land, infesting such materials.

Fortunately these agents can bring about putrefaction only

in the presence of air and moisture and at particular ranges

of temperature.

3. The basis of all curing methods is the removal of

these optimum conditions. Keeping materials at a very

low temperature out of contact with air, after their mois-

ture content is considerably reduced, wilJ be the ideal

method of preservation especially for fish, but according to

the facilities and funds available, one or more of these

points might be observed. As practised at present in

India, fish is kept salted partly or wholly dried, or in

pickle but rarely at a low temperature as methods of refri-

geration and cold storage are comparatively modern and

continue to be costly in this hot climate.

4. The earliest records of fish curing and the export

of cured fish in modern times in India are found in the

expoitt statistics of 1869 when a few hundred tons of cured

fish were exported from the ports of Tellicherry and

Negapatam. An enquiry into the origin of this export re-

vealed that the article was produced on the Malabar coast

by private individuate in small quantities simply by sun

drying fishes with or without salting them with mud salt
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produced as a hofime industry. This was essentially a crude

product but it found a ready market in Ceylon, Burma, and

other Eastern countries where vegetarianism was not the

fashion.

5. Fish curing was essentially a cottage industry as Gov-

ernment found it in 1872 and it was permitted to maintain

its character though considerable improvements have since

been effected. The Government undertook to give good

salt in sufficient quantities at cheap rate for the fish-cur-

ing industry, if the concession was not misused. For this

purpose the Government opened Fish Curing Yards in

which the Curers were expected to carry on their opera-

tions. Starting with 10 yards in 1882, they now have

65 yards in which 1319 curers or ticket holders carry

on their operations on a cottage industry basis. The Gov-

ernment has all along kept strict supervision and control

to sec that it is not cpnverted into a large-scale capitalistic

venture. The fisherman or fish curer and his family do

most of the manual labour themselves. It consists in

cutting and cleaning the fish as it is landed and putting

it in salt in proportion varying from to ^ of the

weight of the fish in earthern or wooden tubs or cement

tanks according to quantity and keeping them for a day

or two when the salt penetrates the fish and a certain

quantity of fish liquor is thrown out which dissolves the

remaining salt and forms a pickle in which the fish is

kept indefinitely sweet. This is a process which any indi-

vidual can adopt easily. After such salting the fish is

taken out after one or two days, sun dried for 2 or 3 days

and packed in mats and despatched to the consuming

markets. If these are put in strong saltpickle in the

houses in wooden tubs or in earthern and porcelain jars,
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it will form a useful addition to the larder and various

preparations can be made according to taste with dif-

ferent condiments, just like vegetable chutneys, pastes,

soups, etc. Fish will thus help maintain the nitrogen

balance so deficient in tlie diet of poor people living mainly

on rice and tamarind water, who have not been able

to get sufficient quantities of milk. On the west coast of

the Madras presidency the catch is estimated at 48,40,187

maunds valued at Rs. 18,29,206 in 1945-46. Out of this

21,26,560 maunds of fish using 3,35,644 maunds of salt

have been handled in 65 fish curing yards on this coast

entertaining 1219 ticket holders. Unorganised curing

might also account for an additional 15 per cent.

6. The consumption of fish as fresh fish either plain or

iced will account for a further 40 per cent. The rest of

the fish is beach dried, and the quantities so treated are

estimated at 1,93,400 maunds
;
part of this has been used as

manure but the rest has been used for edible purpose. With

the development of fish curing as a home industry less and

less will be converted as manure and more and more will

be used for edible purpose. No attempt has been made in

this article to deal with the quantities of marine

fishes caught and cured on the east coast, where also the

Government are having similar institutions. But the

catch is poor and much of it is consumed as fresh

fish.

Similarly, the lakes and tanks and large irrigation

canals and other huge storage reservoirs give appreciable

quantities of fish in summer when they are cleaned, the

fishing rights being generally leased. As these are gener-

ally handled by private individuals, no figures are availa-

ble regarding the quantities caught. It is presumed that
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most of it is consumed as fresh fish and very little is availa-

ble for the curing industry.

7. Once the principle of curing, especially hard salting

is well understood, it will be easy to adopt the other

methods of light curing, semi-drying, smoking, pickling or

making fish flour which will all give very tasty products.

In most of these cases, the initial process consists in cur-

ing the fish in concentrating salt water (brine) forfeited

with additional quantities of salt as required. The curing

effect is quicker requiring only time required for

the previous, the product neater and sweeter. Generally

satu^rtifed brine is prepared by adding 25 lbs. of water to

10 lbs. of salt, warming it up in a mudpot and allowing it to

settle. The fiquid is allowed to cool and settle down clay

and itnpurifies. The lop layer of clear liquid is decanted

and stored separately for use. It will be worthwhile to

purify a fair amount of bazaar salt in the same way by

preparing some saturated salt solution as above and dip

into it a close woven wicker basket containing crystal-

line salt, stir it well and take the basket out and allow the

water to drain back into the pot and dry the salt on cloth.

The same hot brine can be used to wash 5 times its weight

of salt.

It is worthwhile to use such purified brine and salt if

long storage is attempted. The cleaned fish can be cured

by keeping it in such saturated brine. 10 lbs. of fish for 10

lbs. of brine and 1 lb. of salt can be kept spread in a wic-

ker basket or tray at the top so that salt will get dissolved

in the brine as the fish absorbs salt from the brine. It is

enough if the fish is kept in such brine for half an hour

for every quarter inch thickness of flesh or part thereof.

If the fish is in slabs or slices one inch thick, it should
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therefore be kept in brine for 2 hours. It may then be

taken out, drained and dried for transport till the weight

is reduced to 50 to 60 per cent of the original. This is an
improvement which can be practised in the producing

centres. The ordinary house keeper in the consuming cen-

tres has learnt to pi^chase and keep such fish in satura-

ted brine and take it and use it as required for hot or

sour dishes or for making pastes, soups, or pickles with

suitable condiments as pepper, vinegar^ etc.

8. It will be seen from the foregoing that there is con-

siderable scope for development in the producing centres

and an equally wide field is awaiting development in the

consuming centres and markets, if only the ordinary indi-

vidual will take a little more interest in his daily diet. In

the absence of such development we will have to export

the major portion of our cured fish to the other countries

when we are ourselves suffering from shortage of food.

The Japanese consume as food one-fourth of the total

consumption of fish in fhe world, and to them it is the

healthiest of all foods. So long as there are good supplies

of fish and rice available, the life of the Japanese is well

assured.

—THE EAST ASIA ECONOMIC NEWS
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VI. THE HANDLOOM INDUSTRY IN INDIA

M. P. Gandhi

The total number of handlooms in India, excluding

Burma, according to the infomiation available to the Fact-

Finding Committee,* is about 2 million. The number of

active looms is about 17,00,000, more than 2,65,000 being

reported to be idle. The percentage of idle looms thus

works out to about 13 per cent. Classified according to

textiles in the weaving of which they are engaged, it is

found that a great majority of the looms are engaged in

cotton weaving. Over 14,00,000 were engaged in cotton

(72 per cent.)
; 99,000 in wool (5 per cent.)

; 3,71,000

looms in silk (16 per cent.)
; 25,000 looms in artificial silk

(1 per cent.)
; and 1,00,000 looms in other textile mixtures

(6 per cent.).

In a broad sense, handloom weaving includes weaving
of all types of fibres of vegetable, animal, mineral and che-

mical origin.

Types of Handlooms
In regard to the types of handlooms, we find

that to-day out of a total of 2 million handlooms

in India, about 64 p^r cent, are throw-shuttle looms,

35 per cent. fly-|shuttle looms and 1 per cent,
other categories. It is certain that 20 years ago, the num-
ber of fly-shuttle looms was far less and credit for the in-

crease in the number of this type of loom must go to the

* Report of the Fact-Finding Committee (Handlooms, Cotton
Mills), published by the Government of India, 1941.
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endeavours of various Provincial Governments who have

popularized them. It will be noted that the proportion of

fly-shuttle looms is largest in Travancore (89 per cent.),

Madras (81 per cent.), Mysore (78 per cent.), Cochin (73

per cent.), Bengal (67 per cent.) and Bombay (55 per

cent.), and it is low in Ihc Punjab (5 per cent.), Orissa (15

per cent.) and in the United Provinces (19 per cent.).

While in Bengal, the total number of looms has fallen with

the increase of fly-shutlle sleys, the total has risen in

Madras, indicating that production has advanced more in

the one than in the other.

Number of Workers

Obviously there are serious difficulties in counting

workers in the hand-weaving industry as it is functioning

to-day. Formerly each weaver was an independent worker.

But to-day a great majority of them work for a wage under a

master-weaver, mahajan or karkhanadar

.

The condition

of the industry is, however, still unorganised, most of the

weavers still working in their own homes, and there is no

facility for collecting periodical returns as in the case of

mills. According to the Fact-Finding Committee, how-

ever, the number of weavers is 14,34,000 whole-time, and

7,47,000 part-time, the total being about 24,00,000 (includ-

ing 1,75,000 estimated for smaller States) . The number of

paid assistants is 2,53,000 and unpaid 25,73,000. Thus the

total number of weavers fo^* India is 24,00,000, while with

the addition of auxiliary workers who assist them, some

paid and others unpaid, estimated at about 36,00,000 by the

Fact-Finding Committee, the total number of workers is

about 60,00,000 for the 20,00,000 looms working in India.

In addition to these, there are the dependants whose number
cannot be less than 40,00,000.
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Assuming that each of the 24,00,000 weavei^s has to

support besides himself three persons on an average, it can

be assessed that the total population depending on the in-

dustry must be round about 10 million.

Small-scale PowERLooMsf

It has been difficult to estimate with any exactitude the

number of powerlooms operating in the country. Accord-

ing to the information which the Fact-Finding Committee

was able to gather in 1941, there are about 11,640 power-

looms in the Provinces and States, of which 6,350 or more

than half (55 per cent.) are in the Bombay Presidency.

Next to Bombay come the Indian States, of which Mysore

has 1,300 and Kolhapur also 1,300. The rest are scattered

in the Punjab, Central Provinces, Berar, Madras, Hyderabad^

Baroda and Bihar
; 58 per cent . of the looms are engaged in

weaving artificial silk, 14 per cent, in silk, 8 per cent, in

mixtures and 3 per cent, in wool.

Statistics of Production .

An estimate of the total production of cloth on hand-

loom would perhaps give a better index of the progress of

the handloom weaving industry than the number of hand-
loom weavers. It is unfortunate, however, that accurate

statistical computation is not possible in the case of a non-

organized industry like hand-weaving, pursued in small

imits and scattered all over the country. The Fact-Finding

Committee went into the question very closely and arrived

at the conclusion that the quantity of handloom cloth

t Reference to powerlooms in this context is only to small

powerloom factories, and not to powerlooms in the large mills of

the country. The number of such powerlooms in mills is 2,00,000 at

present^
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(cotton) on the basis of the number of handlooms and the

average normal pre-war output per handloom may be esti-

mated at 1,617 million yards assuming a rough average

working season of 200 working days of 9 hours each§.

The estimate made by the Fact-Finding Committee of the

total value of handwoven cloth in India (in 1939) works

out to Rs. 72.80 crores, value of cotton cloth being Rs. 47

•crores; silk, Rs. 15 crores; artificial silk, Rs. 4 crores;

and wool, Rs. 3 crores. This was the position immediately

before World War II, that is, in 1939.

A word in regard to the structure of the handloom in-

dustry would be useful at this stage.

Structure of the Industry

Although hand-weaving is essentially a cottage industry,

there are elements in it which are somewhat allied to the

factory system and for which intervention of financiers is

greatly responsible. Inquiries made by the Fact-Finding

Committee have shown that hand-weaving at present is a

full-time occupation. The Committee takes exception to

the statement of the Tariff Board (1932) that ‘Tor a large

number of those who are engaged in it, it is a secondary

{ It has been assumed that 1 lb. of yarn is equal to 4.57 yards in

the case of handloom cloth. In the case of mills, 5.24 yards have
been estimated as the production per lb. of yarn. In the case of
handloom cloth made from hand-spun >arn, the estimate of cloth

woven per lb. of yarn is 3 yards. Thus, on the assumption of
54 million lbs. of available hand-spun yarn, the production
of hand-loom cloth is about 163 million yards from hand-spun
yarn.

§The average output per loom per day of 9 hoursjadopted in the
estimate is 4 yards from throw-shuttle, 7 yards from fly-shuttle,

and 10 yards (as a flat rate) for other types of improved looms like

Hattersley, semi-automatic, etc.
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occupation ancillary to agriculture,” and has found that the

great majority of weavers in India, with the exception of

Assam, are full-time workers. The proportion of full-

time weavers is 90 per cent, in Sind, 88 per cent, in

Bombay, 87 per cent, in Madras, 81 per cent, in the Punjab^

75 per cent, in the United Provinces and 75 per cent, in

Bengal. Nearly all the weavers of Travancore and Cochin,

97 per cent, of the weavers in Mysore and 85 per cent, of

those in Hyderabad are full-time workers. The only not-

able exception is Assam, where hand-weaving is pursued as

a full-time occupation in only a few places. In Assam,

while every woman is expected to spin and weave as part

of an age-old custom, men work the looms only during two

months (November to January) when agricultural opera-

tions are slack. While hand-weaving is common occupation

to all in the Assam Valley, it is the function of special

castes, at any rate among Hindus, in the rest of India.

Urban or Rural?

According to the popular view, handloom weaving is

essentially a village industry and is carried on mostly by

independent weavers. This is still largely the case in back-

ward tracts of the country, but it is no longer true of the

more important hand-weaving tracts. With the develop-

ment of communications, markets were extended and trade

grew between distant parts. From early days, especially

fabrics from India always found growing markets in certain

distant lands. In this state of things, the ordinary weaver

found himself helpless in his village without credit from a

financier or advance from a merchant in the town, and this

induced him to migrate to the towns. As a result of this

tendency operating during the last 80 years, hand-weavers

are now largely in towns, especially in those areas of the
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country where production is for distant markets. In many
of the towns, the weavers occupy prominent positions in

civic life. Most of the hereditary weaving classes have

had nothing to do with agriculture, and indeed some of

them have considered agricultural work as infra dig. The

Fact-Finding Committee comes to the conclusion that to

take the weaving folk as a part of the village population is,

therefore, incorrect. Handloom weaving, according to this

Committee, has now become largely an urban industry. In

Bombay, 45 per cent, of the total number of handlooms arc

found in 26 urban centres; in Madras, 39 per cent., are

found in 49 urban centres. The position is nearly the

same in the Central! Provinces and Berar, Hyderabad and

other areas. It is true, however, that a large number of

weavers are still working in villages, but it is to be noted

that although they are residing in villages or hamlets, they

have little connection with agriculture.

Changes in Industrial Structure

The structure of the industry has also been affected.*

In certain areas where production is largely for distant

markets and the weavers are financially weak to undertake

the risk of price fluctuations, they have become employees

of sowcar weavers, although working in their homes, and

in some places they have been brought to the workshops or

karkhanas. Such changes have taken place more in Bom-
bay and Madras than in Northern India. The independent

cottage system now predominates only in backward areas.

There are several t)rpes of middlemen, including the

sowcar weaver (often called the master-weaver) who em-

ploys under him weavers mostly of his own caste
;
secondly,

the merchants, either of yarn or of cloth or both, who are

keenly interested in the supply of cloth of qualities re-
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quired and in adequate quantities and, thirdly, the kar-

khanadars who bring the weavers together into small fac-

tories or workshops.

The ''Entrepreneur's"^ Position

Materially, a class of small entrepreneurs is now con-

trolling the handloorn industry in many areas. Whether

as maliajan working through the domestic system or as

karkhanadar with his labour housed in small factories, such

entrepreneurs are to-day playing a large part not only in

marketing of handloorn cloth but in its production also.

In 1918, the Indian lndus\trial Commission reported that

such middlemen were not so powerful nor so numerous,

but since then, the movement in this direction has been

rapid and the hand-weaving industry in the more develop-

ed areas has come into the grip of a growing number of

middlemen. vSome of them have indeed sprung from the

professional weaving castes, but the majority are outsiders

with only a financial interest in the industry and their

monetary transactions with the weavers are not alWays

quite fair. This is a matter of great concern to the poor

handloorn weavers.

The number of independent weavers has greatly dimi-

nished, especially in the Provinces of Bombay and Madras,

where they form only 21 and 28 per cent, of the total

number. In other areas like Assam, Bihar, Punjab, a great

majority of them are still independent. The number of

employees under the domestic and karkhana systems has

increased generally. The wages of the weavers under

nearly all systems are paid on a piece basis. In most cases

advances have to be made and later adjusted when wages

fall due. The earnings of skilled labourers weaving speci-

ality fabrics requiring skill and care are higher, but as such
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work is not obtained every day, their total earnings do not
amount to much.

Supply of Raw Material

The principal problem, a problem of vital importance

to the industry, is the supply of suitable yarn. As a

raw material it accounts for a large proportion of the total

cost of production to the weaver, ranging from 50 to 60
per cent, or even more^j according to the count and qua-

lity of the yarn. It would be clear from this that the un-

interrupted availability of cheap and plentiful yarn is a

primary condition for the success of the industry. Un-
fortunately, this primary condition is far from being satis-

fied at present owing to a multiplicity of factors. So long

as the weaver continues to buy yarn in the dearest market

and sell his cloth in the cheapest market, it is impossible

for him to make a decent living out of his emplbyment. The
Fact-Finding Committee observes (page 87) that

'"the handloom weaver is being mulcted on several

fronts by a host of middlemen and parasites, whose exis-

tence leads to a 'pyramiding’ of the prices of yarn and

who have carried on nefarious practices in regard to the

quality as well as the quantity of yarti supplied and fully

exploited the ignorance, poverty and helplessness of the

weavers. The malpractices prevalerit in the yam trade in

many parts of the country have added to the costs of

handloom industry and to that extent handicapped it m
relation to its competitor's.”

The cost of production of the handloom weaver, in so

far as yarn is concerned, becomes high, observes the Fact-

Finding Committee on account of (a) the profits, legiti-

mate and otherwise, made by the chain of middlemen,

(b) packing, freight and handling charges, cartage, etc.,,
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(^c) interest charges, and (d) the various other charges

such as insumnce for fire risk, godown rent, commission

and discount paid by the series of middlemen.

The prevalence of a multiplicity of middlemen at

every stage in the marketing of yarn, leads to a pyramiding

of yarn prices. Parallel to the pyramidical structure of the

selling organization, there is also a pyramiding of prices.

From the wholesale stage to that of final retailing, each

dealer adds his own quota of commission to the price of

yarn so that by the time it reaches the hands of the weavers

the price becomes considerably inflated.

Kinds of Yarn Used

The handloom weaver uses practically every type of

yam, from the coarsest yarn made from waste cotton to the

finest silk, artificial silk, tassar and mercerized products.

Some of these yarns are also consumed by the small-scale

powerloom factories. GeneraHy speaking, the village

artisan, in view of the demand for inferior types of cloth in

local markets and shandies, uses cotton yarn of coarser

counts. On the other hand, important centres, catering for

distant markets and for well-to-do consumers utilize finer

yarn made from cotton and the costlier fibres. It is not

untrue, however, to say, observes the Fact-Finding Com-

mittee (page 102) that

‘'the handTooms hold a sort of monopoly of coarser

counts or that there is any natural dichotomy under which

handlooms may be relegated to the coarser counts and

the mills and powerlooms can use finer counts, only. In

fact, the handlooms in many pat)ts of the country, are

engaged in the weaving of the finest counts to a far greater

extent than is commonly imagined.''
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The sources of supply of cotton yarn are (1) Indian^

mill yarn, (2) imported foreign yarn, (3) hand-spun yarn.

According to the Fact-Finding Committee, the annual con-

sumption of cotton yarp by handlooms in various parts of

India is about 360 million lbs., 274 million lbs. (78 per

cenl
. ) being mill yarn, 27 million lbs. (7 per cent.) being

imported yarn, and 50 million lbs. (14 per cent.) being

hand-spun yarn. These figures are for 1941.

Estimates of Hand-Spun Yarn

The figures for mill-spun and imported yarn are easily

available but there is considerable difficulty in regard to the

figures of production of hand-spun yarn in the country.

One thing can be stated, however, with certainty, observ^es

the F^act-Finding Committee, that hand-spun yarn, which,

once used to be the mainstay of the handweaving industry,

was long ago relegated to an insignificant position in the

textile industry of the country. It is true, however, that

owing to the influence of the khaddar and hand-spinning

movement sponsored by Mahatma Gandlii, there has been

some resuscitation of hand-spinning, especially under the

aegis of the All-India Spinners* Association

.

The estimates

of the production of hand-spun yarn are very varying, but

the Fact-Finding Committee has concluded that on the esti-

mate of 5 million spinning wheels being actually in use and

the number of spinners being about the same as the number

of wheels, the total production would amount to 60 million

lbs. (About 35 million lbs. are produced in the Punjab

alone.) This estimate differs radically from the estimate

of the Tariff Board (1932) which placed the production of

hand-spun yarn at 24 million lbs. and the estimate of Amo
Pearse at 2,400 lbs. (It is definite that this writer made a

colossal blunder.) The Fact-Finding Committee states.
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however, that its estimate of production of 66 million lbs.,

which includes production of yarn on taklis, is more close

to the estimate of 60 to 125 million lbs. made by Mr. M.
P. Gandhi in his monograph "How to Compete with Foreign

Cloth in India” (page 73) published in 1931.*

The Committee estimates the consumption of hand-

spun yarn at 54 million lbs. and the quantity of cloth from

hand-spun yarn at 162 million yards at the rate of 3 yards

of cloth to 1 lb. of yam in 1939. Mr. M. P. Gandhi's

estimate was 180 million yards of cloth in 1931.

Counts of Yarn

During the past 10 years there has taken place a steady

rise in the counts of yarn utilized by the handlooms. The
following tables from the Report of the Fact-Finding

Committee (pages 112-115) will be of great interest in this

respect :

—

Also vide Appendix XXVI on Hand-spun Yarn of the Fact-

Finding Committee Report.

IIW
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The consiunption of different types of cotton yarn by

the handloom according to counts is given in Table II.

Table II.

(In million lbs.)

^ .5 ^
c a
0 D

•j: ft U c

r;: e-T c ^0 c Cl..

2

Counts - e.H 0
0 a
^ vi

5^ 0 10 OJ ^
g 2

t/> c
E-§

"

a xi
0^ c H-t '2

0 oeU 0 CJ 0

MO'S .. 7171 24 74 0.19 46.79
11 -20's . . 123.03 24.74 0.38 98.50
2l-30's . . 70.48 ,

,

0.32 70.16
31-40's 50.03 ,

.

3.91 47.02
Above 40's 42.57 •

.

5.73 36.84
Two folds, etc. .. •• 22.65 ••

Total • • 359.32 49.48 33.18 299.31

Table III shows the consumption of Indian mill yarn

for different purposes classified according to counts (1937-

40)

Table III,

(In million lbs.)

Counts

1 -10's . . 128.5 46.8 3.9 5.7 72 12
ll- 20's .. 581.4 98.5 17.4 25.6 430.94
21-30's .. 321.5 70.2 9.7 14.3 227.3
31-40's .. 161.4 47.0 4.8 7.1 102.5
Above 40's . . 87.3 36 8 2.6 3.8 44.1

Total . . 1,280.1 290.3 38.3 56.5 886.0
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A summary of the foregoing tables is given in Table

IV which gives the percentage distribution by counts and
the consumption of cotton yarn by handlooms and mills. It

will be seen therefrom that the percentage distribution of

the mills steeply rises in the range ll~80's, while in the case

of handlooms, it is more evenly spread out. Thus, both in

very low counts and in high counts, the proportion of hand-

loom consumption of yarn is higher than that of mill con-

sumption of yarn. Another interesting point which arises

from the Table is that below 20's the mills consume 57.7

per cent, of their output, white the handlooms use up less,

viz., 54.4 per cent. Thus, although the Tariff Board's

assertion in their 1932 Report (page 171) that “the bulk of

the handloom production consists of cloth of counts 20’s

and below,” is correct, the statement would be even more

true of the mill industry.

Table IV. Distribution by counts of cotton yarn

consumed by handlooms and mills (1941)

1-urs

Counts Mills

%
8.1

Handloom
%
20 0

n-3(/s ,

,

4tv.6 34.4

21-30's 25 7 19.6

31-40's .

.

11 6 14.2

Above 40's .

.

5.0 11.8

Total .. 100.0 100.0

The position has slightly altered during the last two

years, as the tendency for production of finer coxmts by

mills is on the increase.

Quality of Handloom Fabrics

Generally speaking, handloom weaving excels in the

coloured styles of cloth. This is due to two factors, viz,.
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warp of a short length can be prepared most economically by
hand process and also a number of colours in the weft can

be easily introduced, reducing the wastage ito a minimum.

The limited market for such cloth also makes their pro-

duction uneconomical for the mills. Thus, the handloom's

advantage is specially noted in the following types of pro-

duction: (1) cloth made from extremely fine material, e.g.,

yarn of counts above 20’s, (2) cloth inter-woven with gold

and silver thread, (3) cloith with multi-coloured designs, (4)

cloth with embellishment in the border and headings, (5)

short pieces of cloth of unique design to meet individual

tastes, (6) rough cloth of very low counts such as durris,

niwars, where the tensile strength of the yarn is too low for

the mills.

Handloom cloth, it must also be stated, is not free from

defects. The chief among them are (1) lack of uniformity

in texture, (2) inexactness regarding dimensions, (3) lack

of finish, etc.

The principal cloths made at present on the handloom

are (1) women's clothing, e.g., sari, lehnga, susi, choli-khan;

(2) men's clothing, e.g., dhotis, lungis, chaddars, anga-

vastrams, pugdies or turbans, shirtings and coatings; (3)

cloth for domestic use, e.g., towels, carpets, curtain cloth,

mosquito curtains, etc., and (4) longcloth.

It would be of interest to note that the sari is the

most important line of production, in Bombay, Madras,

Bengal and Central Provinces, while coarse khadi is produced

chiefly in the United Provinces and the Punjab. Of the

total cloth produced in Bombay Province, 95 per cent,

consists of saris, while the percentage in Madras is 44, in

C.P. 75, and in Bengal 40.60 per cent, of the cloth pro-
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duced in the U.P. consists of coarse khadi, while the per-

centage in the Punjab is 43.

Costs of Production

Any proper cost accounting of handloom cloth is at

present a very difficult undertaking as the industry is not

organized and the bulk of the weavers hardly keep any

account. The Fact-Finding Committee, however, has

arrived at some broad conclusions, from which it is found

that the cost of material', namely, yarn, varies from 50 to

80 per cent, while the cost of labour varies from 15 to 23

per cent., depending upon the fabric woven. Yarn is,

however, by far the largest factor entering into the cost of

production. It would be of interest to note that in the

manufacture of coloured saris (80*s x 80’s) the cost of yam

and other material is 64 per cent, while labour is 36 per

cent. In the case of dhotis (120’s x llO^s) the cost of yarn

is 36 per cent, and labour is 62 per cent, while in the case

of dhotis (20’s x 20^s) the cost of yarn is 60 per cent, and

labour is 40 per cent.

Marketing

At the outset, it is important to note, that it is an in-

correct notion that handloom production in India is largely

meant for domestic consumption in the rural areas. With

the exception of two Provinces, Assam and the Punjab, the

domestic consumption of handloom production, that is, by

the weaver himself, is very small and in some cases negligible.

The Fact-Finding Committee, on the basis of the information

supplied to it by some of the Provincial and State Govern-

ments, came to the conclusion that practically everywhere,

except in the Provinces of Assam and the Punjab, a ve^

large proportion of handlooim production is meant for sale in
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the market, local, intcr-Provinciaf, or foreign. In Madras,

for instance, 5 to 10 per cent, is for home use, and 80 to

90 per cent, for sale in the Indian market, while 5 to 10

per cent, is for export. In the Punjab, 50 per cent, is for

home use, 35 per cent, for sale in the Indian market and 15

per cent, for export. In Mysore practically no cloth is

produced for home use and 100 per cent, of the production

is for sale in the Indian market. In Assam 80 per cent, is

for home use and 20 per cent, for sale in the Indian market.

(Report, page 135.)

The handloom weaver is considerably handicapped in

selling his cloth in the absence of a proper and well-organized

marketing agency. He is generally at the mercy of the cloth-

dealer who charges him a substantial commission for re-

tailing the cloth. The present system of marketing hand-

^oom product is costly and impinges upon the residual in-

come of the weaver. The prices of handloom products

are, in the ultimate analysis, fixed by the entire cloth mar-
ket, and the pace of these prices is set to a large extent by
the prices of mill-made piecegoods. The organization for

sale of clolh manufactured from handlooms compares very

unfavourably with the organization set up by the mills. It

has been estimated by the Fact-Finding Committee that the

percentage of middlemen's profit on certain speciality

fabrics varies from 5 to as high as 46 per cent. The cost

of marketing being thus prohibitive, the principal problem

of the handloom weaver is of reduction in the marketing

costs. The handloom also seems to suffer by the differen-

tial railway charges on cloth or yarn. The present railway

rates show no concession to handloom goods. It has been

suggested that the railways should reduce the unit of con-

cession from a bale to a bundle, so that the ordinary
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weaver may also be benefited by the concessional rates. It

has also been pointed out that the railways classify mill

goods under class while handloom goods are classified

under class ‘"A”, and special concessions are shown to the

former. Thus while the parcel rate from Ahmedabad to

Madras is Rs. 9, and the goods rate is Rs. 5, the railways

charge the concessional rate of Rs. 2-2 inclusive of ter-

minals for mill goods.. Further, the handloom product is

not entitled to the concessional freight rates as it is trans-

ported in the unpressed condition. The difference between

the rates charged on machine-pressed bales of mill pro-

ducts and on half-pressed or ktdeha bales is as much as 30

per cent,, that is, the charge on the latter is higher to that

extent. The railways can help the handlooms by reducing

the freight rates and by taking proper care of the products

in railway yards so that they are not damaged by expo-

sure to sun and rain. Another handicap of the handloom

product is lack of sl anclm dization. Such standardization

of prices and quality is of particular necessity in the ca.se

of fabrics intended for the inter-Provincial and foreign

markets, and if achieved, would be of great help to the

handloom industry.

Export Trade

The Indian handloom fabrics have considerable export

markets in the countries of the African and Asian littorals,

but here also the mill product has large mai^kets. The

principal countries to which handloom fabrics are exported

are Burma, Federated Malay States, the Straits Settle-

ments, Ceylon, Siam, Zanzibar, Borneo, Java, Sumatra,

United Kingdom, British West Africa and French West
Africa. In most of these countries, the consumers are

largely Indian labourers who have settled there and have

III—
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carried with them their tastes and habits of dress. The
bulk of the exports of handloom cloth is from the Madras

Province; considerable quantities are also exported from

other Provinces, particularly Bengal, U.P., Punjab, Sind,

Bihar and Bombay.

It has been computed by the Fact-Finding Committee

that the exports of handloom cloth correspond to about 25

—33 per cent, of the total exports of cotton piecegoods

from India. The export trade has experienced considera-

ble fluctuations; especially in Madras handkerchiefs, the

condition of the trade has been very unsatisfactor}^ in re-

cent years. It would be very helpful to the industry if the

export trade in handloom fabrics is properly organized,

and this can be done if Government were to regulate ex-

ports and license exporters who should be required to ex-

port goods conforming to particular specifications. Official

agencies may also be utilized in foreign countries to deve-

lop markets by propaganda and by maintaining museums

of handloom products, and arrangements may be made for

providing credit facilities from banks and other agencies to

exporters of handloom products.

Competition with Mills

Divergent views have been expressed in regard to the

question of competition between mills and handlooms in

India. The handloom weavers throughout the country be-

lieve that their troubles are mainly due to mill competition.

On the other hand, important organizations like the Mill-

owners* Associations of Bombay and Ahmedabad hold that

the mills and handloom industry are complementary rather

than competitive, and they deny that mills have encroach-

ed on any styles of goods produced by the handlooms. The

Fact-Finding Committee examined this question in great
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detail, and stated tliat competition between mills and hand-

looms cannot be denied; the contention that the two sec-

tions of the Indian textile industry are complementary is

not tenable at present. The relationship, they observed,

was to a gieat extent complementary before 1925, but

things have changed since then. Even now the two are com-

plementary in a narrow field ; but there is competition, both

direct and indirect, over a wide range of counts and fab-

rics. The Fact-Finding Committee also found that during

the last decade, mills have increased their production of

certain styles and types of fabrics traditionally associated

with handlooms; the handlooms have also in turn tried to

imitate certain styles which the mills had long adopted.

The view held by many handloom weavers that all their ills

are due to mill competition is even more untenable in some

respects. The replacement of some of their fabrics by

mill goods was due to change of fashions, and the mills pro-

duced fabrics for which there was a growing demand. It

is extremely difficult, however, to draw a line between fair

and unfair competition, and according to this Committee,

while there exists severe competition of the legitim.ate kind,

unfair competition is not much in evidence, and in certain

cases, wherever some injury has resulted to handlooms, cloth

dealers rather than mills have been largely responsible.

The question whether mills have replaced handloom

cloth is not very easy to answer. The Fact-Finding Com-

mittee have examined the question in close detail and have

observed that while there has been a substantial increase

amounting to 706 per cent, between 1901-02 and 1936-37 in

the produqtion of mills, the increase in the pro-

duction of handlooms has been only 53 per cent.

The mill production in 1901-02 was 389 million
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yards and in 1936-37^, 3,220 million yards, while the

handloom, production was 827 million yards in 1901-02 and

1,265 million yards in 1936-37. A reference, however, to

the percentage share of consumption enjoyed by imported

cloth, mill cloth, and handloom cloth will show that the

handloom industry has maintained its position at a fairly

steady percentage during the period although there have

been minor fluctuations. For instance, during the last war

of 1914-18 the share of handlooms went down considera-

bly, and it rose thereafter and has been more or less steady

since. On the other hand the share of the mills rose enor-

mously before and during the last war and suffered a slight

decline thereafter and is rising steadily during the last de-

cade. In the case of imports, the decline has been fairly

continuous. Thus the millowners’ contention that they

have replaced imported cloth appears to be correct.

Table V from the Report of the Fact-Finding Com-
mittee (page 157) gives the relative consumptions of mill^

handloom and imported cloth in the Indian market between

1901-02 and 1936-37:—

Table V.

Year
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1901-02 . . 2,042 62.7 3R7 11.9 827 25.4

1906-07 .. 2,193 56.S 588 15.1 1,103 28.4
1911-12 . . 2,362 52.9 1,020 23.8 995 23.3
1916-17 1771 48.3 1.297 35.4 598 16.3

1921-22 980 28.4 1,529 44.4 938 27.2
1926-27 . . 1,750 34.9 2,068 41.0 1,217 24.1
1931-32 760 15.7 2,768 56.9 1,332 27.4
1936-37 753 14.4 3,220 61.5 1,265 24.1

* In million yards.
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It is important to see the nature and extent of the com-

petition that has been going on between handlooms and

mills. The 1932 Tariff Board observed that the bulk of

the handloom doth was of count 20s and below, but the

Fact-Finding Committee believed that such a statement

was not correct in 1932, and that at any rate it is not quite

correct at the present time (1941).

Table VI gives the annual consumption of yarn of dif-

ferent coimts by handlooms in 1941.

Table VI. Consumption in 1941

Province 1-20's 21's-40's 41's-60's Above 60'

% % % %
Bengal .. 10.0 70.0 16.0 4.0

Bombay . . 16.0 59.0 20.0 50
Madras . . 42.6 38.4 12.4 6.6

Orissa . . 42.5 49.9 65 1 1

Bihar . . 92.6 6.1 1.0 0.3

Punjab .. 90.1 5.8 3.7 04
U.P. . . 84.2 12.6 2.7 0.5

C.P. and Berar . . 71.5 24,0 3.2 1.3

Average .. 54.4 33.8 lTJ~

A perusal of the table will show that while 54 pt.* cent,

of the total cotton yam consumed in India is still below

20’s count the perqentage of such yarn is as low as 10 per

cent, and 16 per cent, respectively in such important areas

as Bengal and Bombay. About 86 per cent, of the total

yam used by handlooms in Bengal and 79 per cent, in Bom-

bay is between 20's and 60's. Madras and Orissa come

next with 51 per cent, and 56 per cent, respectively. Re-

cently Indian mills have been devoting attention to spin-

ning yam of high counts and to the manufacture of finer

and dhoiis from such yarn. In this way, mills entered
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a new field in which competition with hand-woven goods

was inevitable. It was mostl}^ in Bengal, Bombay and

Madras that saris and dhotis of fine counts were formerlpr

produced in large quantities
;
and the fairly numerous mid-

dle-class population that these goods catered for are also

mostly in those areas. Therefore, when mill-made saris

and dhotis became popular, the result was injurious com-

petition with the handloom industry.

Direct competition is noticeable in many parts of

India in respect of hand-woven saris which have to com-

plete with mill-made saris and dhotis of nearly identical

counts, dimensions, colour and borders and in such dealings

the consumers’ choice is decided by price rather than by

quality. This is a peculiar feature of Indian economy due to

her extreme poverty.

Changes in Fashion

Important changes which have taken place in the cloth-

ing requirements of the people throughout the country^

both in the style of garments and in the type of fabrics

used, are also responsible for a certain amount of com-

petition. These changes have greatly increased the demand

for mill-woven cloth and depressed the market for hand-

woven cloth. The Fact-Finding Committee of 1941, after

a very careful investigation, came to the conclusion that

among men throughout India the use of turbans has greatly

diminished, shirts and kurtas have come into common use

and that the demand for chaddars and angavastrams has

fallen. Among women, generally, the use of blouses has

become common throughout India. In the North, the sari

has largely replaced the traditional Hindu {lehnga or

ghaghra, and hurta) and Musalman (salwar, kurta or
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dupatta) forms of dress. The use of knitted goods has

increased everywhere, especially among men.

Competition of a somewhat different category came

to operate when middle-class people of both sexes began to

prefer light mill-made saris and dhotis to the traditional

heavy lace-bordered sa^'is and dhotis previously worn.

Price Competition

Had the competition been only indirect, i.e., from one

style of garment to another, the position of the handloom

would not have been so materially affected. But what

really happened was that side by side with such indirect com-

petition there was also going on a much more direct com-

petition, i.e., one fabric replacing another of similar kind

by being cheaper. .Such a competition was greatly helped

by the steady fall in the prices of piecegoods from 1926

to 1936, a factor which greatly weakened the competitive

power of hand-woven cloth. Prices of mill cloth went

down owing to internal and external competition, but the

handlooms were not able to keep pace with this. According

to the Fact-Finding Committee, it meant to them straigh-

tening their belt or closing down.

The most serious competition of the mills has been in

saris of 20’s to 40’s counts. This has been so, particularly

because the consumer gets the fabric that he is accustom-

ed to use with a slightly more finished appearance and at a

lower price. This naturally makes him prefer the mill

fabric. In the case of dhotis, as in that of saris direct mill

competition, observes the Fact-Finding Committee, is in

respect of medium counts.

Small-scale Powerloom Competition

A more serious rival to the handloom industry than

mills, states the Report of the Fact-Finding Committee^

^3
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has risen in the small-scale powerloom factories. This

rival combines in itself, owing to the medium-scale produc-

tion, the advantages of both mills and handlooms. It can

utilize cheap electrical power and avail itself of the modem
appliances in weaving. The competition of powerlooms is

a growing phenomenon of recent times. About 15 years

ago, the handlooms has nothing to fear from them. Power-

looms are not subject to any irksome restrictions such as

the Factories Act or special taxes. This being so, they

are a source of competition in important lines to the mills

as well. The cost of production in powerlooms is com-

paratively low owing to small overhead charges and eco-

nominees of mechanical production. Thus, the contest has

now become a three-comer one. There is a serious com-

petition of the powerlooms in Surat, Sholapur, Dhulia,

etc., with the hand-made coloured saris of Navsari, Gan-

deri and Sholapur. The powerlooms in Bombay-Deccan

have specialized in saris produced from mercerized and

doubled cotton yarn. A large number of handloom wea-

vers in areas where such small-scale powerlooms operate

have lost their hold on the market. In the future also, the

small-scale powerloom is likely to be a greater menace to the

handlooms.

It is extremely difficult to assess statistically the conse-

quences of mill competition on the hand-weaving industry.

The Fact-Finding Committee after a detailed inquiry

states, however, that it is possible to get a general idca*of

the trend. The competition has been keenest in areas like

Bengal, where white clothing has been in vogue. On the

other hand, where coloured clothing is used, mill cloth has

cot made much headway.
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The Handloom's Sphere

While a certain amount of adjustment has been taking

place by the handloom weavers changing their line of pro-

duction, when faced with the loss of markets for particular

kinds of goods, it would be incorrect to assume that all the

weavers affected by competition would have been re-em-

ployed by the shift to the new lines of production. On the

basis of the information available to it, the Fact-Finding

Committee states that unemployment and under-employ-

ment have increased among weavers. It also observes that

handlooms have an advantage over the mills in weaving

multi-coloured ^arieties of cloths which could not be econo-

mically produced in the mills, ‘^solid-bordered” saris, stri-

ped and checked saris with various colours and designed

borders, extra-weft figured saris (like Benares saris), with

gold-laced border striped and checked, cotton and silk-

mixed saris, silk-bordered cotton saris, loom-embroidered

allovers (swivel effect), check Iungis, sarongs, Madras

handkerchiefs and coloured woven chaddars, etc.

Mills, according to the Fact-Finding Committee, have

a greater advantage in making grey goods of plain weave,

twills, drills, jeans, satin, saris without stripes or checks,

grey or dyed chaddars, dhotis, ordinary shirtings and coat-

ings, because these are all suitable for mass production.

Ordinarily, therefore, it will not be advisable for hand-

looms to take up such production.

There appear to be new prospects in the field of shirt-

ings and coatings, the demand for which has been growing

and is bound to grow in future. Handlooms have been

able to produce striped shirtings and coatings at competi-

tive prices in Madras, United Provinces and elsewhere.
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7 yards as against 4 yards on throw-shuttle, production per

loom has increased by 75 per cent, by this change alone. This

increase in production is due largely to the change in techni-

que and has led to no improvement in the economic condi-

tion of the weavers. Besides, the increase in production is

no proper test of the prosperity of the industry. Hand-

weaving is more allied to agriculture than an organized in-

dustry. Jf a mill does not pay a reasonable dividend it

will be sold or scrapped and the millowner will put his

money into some other more profitable industry. But if the

handloom weaver does not get a reasonable return from his

loom, he may work harder and longer to make up by quaii-

tity what he loses in value. Tn fact, most hand-weavers will

continue to ply the loom (as a mode of living) even though

they get barely the pric<? of yam used in the making of cloth.

The cotton mill industry has increased its production

by leaps and bounds during the last 40 years, and yet it was

faced with serious financial crises from time to time and

had to seek tariff* protection. As compared to the increase

of 479 per cent, in mill production between 1901-02 to 1938-

39, the handloom production underwent an increase of 54

per cent, only. Tf the mills had still to supplicate for pro-

tection, the case of tlie handlooms for protection is much

stronger.

The Fact-Finding Committee concludes that there is

a large increase in unemployment among weavers. Gener-

ally, they have no work for more than about six months in

a year, and even during these months employment is un-

steady and irregular. They have also come to the conclu-

sion that there has been a drastic fall in the earnings of

hand-weavers throughout the country during the last 10 or

12 years, and the fall in some cases is as high as 70 per
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cent, or 80 per cent. Their present earnings are also found

to be extremely low and indicate that employment is far

from adequate and that the remuneration received is meagre.

Number of Workers Employed

In spite of the unsatisfactory condition of hand-weavers

in many parts of the country, the Fact-Finding Committee

Report observes that it is not correct to consider hand-

weaving as a decaying industry. This can be seen by an

examination of the numbers engaged in the industry, by the

substantial improvements in production and by the pro-

fitable business pursued by certain sections of the industry

which are properly organized. In spite of the decline in

the numbers employed in the industry there are to-day

more than million workers engaged in handloom weaving

and this cannot be an over-estimate seeing that there are as

many as 2 million looms in the country. It is also estimated

tliat a population amounting to 10 million are still depend-

ing on this industry. The cotton textile industry employs
only 5 lakhs workers of whom a considerable number are

working in spinning mills producing yarn for the handloom.

Thus, although to-day mills are producing about 68 per

cent, of the total cloth consumed in the country, they

employ only a fifth of the total member of workers in the

cotton textile industry. The remaining four-fifths are em-

ployed in the hand-weaving industry.

The 234 million workers engaged in handweaving

maintain (including themselves) a population of about 10

million. If after a hundred years of mill competition, the

handloom industry is still able to employ such large numbers,

it is an undoubted indication of the fact that the Indian

hand-loom industry has a unique capacity for survival.

Will the Handlooms Survive?

Sir Alfred Chatterton observed over 25 years ago:

“the handloom weaver still survives to-day because there is

^9
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iio alternative open to him. ... .He can easily hold his own for

a long time to come .... since he is content to exist on but

little more than the bare necessities of life. ” It may be seen

that it has not been so much a question of the handloom

industry surviving as of the handloom weaver himself sur-

viving. The margin between the price of raw material and

the price of finished products in the case of the independent

weaver and the earnings received by the weaver-labourer, has

fallen so low that it is doubtful whether even the bare necessi-

ties of existence are available to the weavers anywhere;

The Fact-Finding Committee came to the conclusion

that in spite of some increase in production, employment

among weavers has been falling. Left to itself, the industry

will perhaps dwindle down to the position of a small handi-

craft concentrating on production of a few speciality clotliaL.j

It should be remembered that the handloom industry is,

next to agriculture, the largest single industry of the country.

It is the main occupation of several millions of people and

for most of them there is no subsidiary occupation. Nor is

hand-weaving a handmaid to agriculture, but the sole occup-

ation of a large class of people. It is the mainstay of

many towns and numerous villages scattered all over the

country. Although this industry is only responsible for

about 2S or 30 per cent . of the total cloth consumed in the

country, it employs over 85 per cent, of the textile workers.

If for any reason the handloom industry collapses, the

resultant misery is bound to be serious, as it will involve

the pauperization of a large population and this will bc*-

come a heavy burden on the State. Many flourishing towns

and extensive rural areas would thus be deprived of their

bread and this may have ugly social and economic con-

sequences .
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Secondly, one of India's principal economic problems

is the unemployment and under-employment of large masses

of people. As a means of solving this problem, large-scale

industrialization in India has so far been conspicuously

ineffective. Although this country to-day produces all our

sugar, a large part of our requirements in cloth, iron and

steel, cement and jute bags in power-using factories, on^y

about million labourers have been absorbed in all in-

dustrial establishments coming under the Factories Act.

Had a good many alternative occupations been available in

India, large-scale production of cloth would not have caused

any great dislocation, but in the present state of the peculiar

economy of the country, we have to concentrate largely on

occupations which call for a plentiful supply of labour while

economizing on capital.

Thirdly, a fundamental cause of India's poverty is

the tendency to an unequal diffusion of purchasing power.

This defect cannot be rectified by the expansion of factory

industries, unless large social and economic changes also take

place simultaneously. While the proportion of the wage

bill to the total cost of production in mills is at the most

25 per cent., it forms about 40 per cent, in hand-weaving

with mill yarn and nearly 75 per cent, in hand-weaving with

hand-spun yarn.

Conclusion

We have shown the important role which the Indian

handloom industry has played in the national economy of

the country from the date of its birth till the present time.

While it is difficult to prophesy in regard to the further

developments and changes which will occur in its size and

importance in the future, it seems to be fairly certain that

in the peculiar conditions of India where there is a lot of

7X
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spare labour awaiting engagement in some occupation, it

will continue to hold its own, in spite of the advent of
machine-made cloth from India or from other countries.

One of the qliief handicaps to the industry at the present

time has been the lack of supply of suitable quantity and

quality of handspun yarn, which throws the industry at the

mercy of the mill and makes it greatly dependent

upon it for the supply of this principal raw material.

On the other hand, the industry, as it is now
equipped, can hold its own against the mills if a very

fair chance is given. On no reasonable ground can the

industry be denied the little aid it asks for, namely, suitable

arrangement for an uninterrupted supply of yarn direct to

the weavers by the mills at fair prices, formation of a

dependable and efficient organization for sale of its finished

products, publicity and propaganda for making the lasting

and superior qualities of handloom cloth known to the

people of India as well as other countries which have pat-

ronized such products in the past, reduction of the depend-

ance of the industry on a host of middlemen who only help-

in increasing the cost of production, employment of arti-

ficers for furnishing new designs for handloom weaving,,

exemption of handloom cloth from taxes and tolls like

octroi, etc.*

The social advantages of employjnient of a large number of

people in the manufacture of cloth in towns and villages far

removed from factory conditions are such as cannot be

ignored, and it would be the duty of the State as well as the

people to offer their patronage to cloth thus manufactured

on the handlooms, even at a sacrifice

.

• Vide •* The Future of Handloom Weaving in India By
M, P. Gandhi, 1947, and the India Cotton Textile Industry Annual

fpr 1946-47 by M. P. Gandhi.
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VII. THE WEAVER SPEAKS
V. V. Raman

India, ancient in culture, excelled others in the weaving

art. Her handloom weavers produced the famous Dacca

muslins and the Bunder Calico Prints.

But under the alien rule this cottage industry, the pride

of our craftsmen, gradually decayed. Yet symbolic of the

immortal spirit of our people, the handloom weaver survived

all the onslaughts.

The recently he was ebiploying primitive methods in his

production. The hhrow shuttle' and ‘hand warping' were

in use. It was in the year 1908 that ‘fly shuttle' and

‘machine warping’ had been introduced and the weaver

greatly benefited by adopting them.

Madras province has the largest number of looms,

5,00,000 out of nearly 20,00,000 looms all over the country.

The handloom weaver of Madras produces all kinds of

cloth, from 1 count to 200 counts, from Sarees to “Kuppam’’

seamless quilts.

In the pre-war days the crux of their problem was

marketing. The handloom cloth had to face the com-

petition of foreign imports and Indian Mills. The

Swadeshi movement of Mahatma Gandhi gave a fillip to

handloom industry in the early twenties, but later on when

Ahmedabad Mill-owners monopolised patriotism, no Indian

seriously bothered to buy handloom cloths, which were a

bit costly though durable. People either wore khadi or

mill-cloth. It was at this period that the weaver faced his

greatest crisis.
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There was a big awakening among the weavers and they

demanded State protection. It was then that the Fact-

Finding Committee of Dr. P. J. Thomas was constituted

to study the handfoom industry and advise measures for

re-vitalising this industry. The Fact-Finding Committee

collected a good deal of data and made many recommenda-

tions. Before these recommendations could be implemented,

War broke out.

During the first half of the war period, even ihough

handloom cloth prices went up, the real labourer got very

little. Speculative yarn dealers, greedy master-weavers

and middlemen had the upperhand. It was only after 1943

that the wages of the workers steadily went up. More

than any other factor this betterment of the position of the

individual weaver could be traced to the growing co-

operative movement. Thanks to the subvention scheme

of the Government of India, enterprising men of this

province, started the Madras Handloom Weavers’ Provin-

cial Co-operlative Society Ltd., and slowly but surely, all

over the province primary handloom weavers’ co-operative

societies sprang up and to-day the weaver is the master of

himself. He has learned thrift and is a stabilising factor

in the social structure of our villages.

But for the acute yarn scarcity confronting the weaver

since 1944, the handloom weaver of to-day could lead a con-

tented life and also clothe his brethren cheaply.

To-day the handloom weaver is at the cross-roads.

For no fault of his, he is losing popularity on account of

the high prices of his goods. With all his ''so called” high

wages, he is now hardly employed for a week in the month

and is scarcely earning one square meal a day .
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The day is not far off when Indian mills will bring out

cheap dbths and foreign imports will compete with hand-

looms. The world is moving fast and we are in the Atomic’

Age. Will the weaver rise to the occasion or will he be

extinguished? He can yet hold his own provided he too

keeps pace with the times. He must devise speedier appli-

ances and produce more yards and better quality per hour.

This he can do only through co-operative societies and
State aid. The Government should institute research

course in the Textile Institute and offer scholarships to

promising weavers . A vigorous plan for developing

electricity schemes should be put on hand and each village

must be ekctrified. The weaver provided with cheap elec-

tricity can through co-operatives instal in his house power-
looms and this will help a great deal in increasing the per

capita income of the weaver as well as solving the present

acute cloth scarcity. This is in consonance with the de-

centralisation of Industry, now advocated by some eminent

authorities

.
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VIII. DOLL AND TOY MAKING

V. R. Chitra

The origin of dolls and toys in any country, not ex-

cluding Japan which was till recently the world's toy land

is so ancient that it is very difficult to determine exactly at

what time and where they first originated . It is so shroud-

ed in the mists of the past, that at the present day, their

existence can be traced in almost every excavation of pre-

historic times. Among the ancients, the Egyptians were

found to have made excellent toys, and even in the recent

excavations of Tutankatnan's tomb wonderfully preserved

specimens of dolls and toys, some in terracotta, and a few

others in precious metals set with precious stones were

found. Equally ancient is the Indian toy, and the Mohenjo

Daro discoveries have revealed their existence in large

varieties. In union with their traditions, Japan also holds

a unique place in the development of dolls and toys. Her
contributions form a special variety, and this can be attri-

buted to the geographical isolation by which she was shut

out from the other cultural centres of the world. Further,

the influence of religion—Buddhism and Shintoism—^was

responsible for this peculiarity. As is the case with other

ancient nations the Japanese, at the outset, considered dolls

and toys as a form of expression to represent their religious

deities and conventional forms of worship connected with

this religious belief. In fact, to-day, in Japan, the statues

of Gautama Buddha and other deities in the innumerable

temples are nothing else than well-made toys, gorgeously
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draped and brilliantly coloured. However, it would be

interesting to know what psychological elTects these dolls

and toys have, especially on the child's mind.

It is necessary, now, to define what exactly the terms

^'dolls'' and ''toys" mean. A doll is usually understood to

be a miniature human figure representing a phase of life or

character. On the other hand, a toy is to represent in

miniature any object or article, that is either in daily use

or used by adults as a necessity or luxury of life. To-day,

a doll or a toy is considered more as an object for children's

play and intended to give the growing child a meiins to

develop its racial consciousness inherent in its national or

domestic traditions and conventions. In fact, in India

this carried a step further in the sense that they connote

even the superstitions current in the communities.

The child’s first impression on the world is a festival

of colours, it lives for a long time in wonderment of the

blaze of a myriad colours. Its quick sense responds to the

richness of their tones. The mother, the father and every

thing around is nothing but appealing colours to it till in

course of time it begins by constant watch and close study

to gain the other sense, the sense of form. It is these two

things, colour and form, that help the memory of the child

to gain the power of recognising persons, objects and toys

which it is constantly allowed to see. Thus, the child’s

first start in the acquiring of knowledge is with a study of

the artistic coloration in creation, till other interests are

brought in gradually to obliterate this primary impression.

Later on, when the child is old enough to distinguish

between the different objects, the toys help them to get

acquainted with the various articles with which it is expected

to come in contact. In fact, children of to-day can easily
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distiriguisli an aeroplane from a flying vulture or an eagle,

but the same would be hardly possible, say some twenty

years ago. Again, given a variety of toys, a child will

easily name them as railway train, steam-ship, etc., and

when it gets an opportunity to see them in reality,

it often happens that the child makes every attempt to

enlarge its knowledge by questioning its parents. Thus

what was thought a matter to be got from books is now

made available in concrete objects. In fact, toys accelerate

the healthy growth of a child’s mental faculty as it comes

in direct contact with the miniature of the realities of nature

and thus develop in its infant mind a sense of art, a sense

of harmony, colour and beauty of form.

If we really realise the importance of toys in the

mental growth of the child, we would consider thrice before

we place any toy in the hands especially when it is going to

be impressed for life by a study of it. (We know that the

child's toys create a world of its own and reveal to it the

real world into which it has to enter immediately and at the

same time should not be mere play things that merely

attract but do not educate.

In addition to the utility as an article of play for

children, dolls and toys have another aspect. They are

intended to give in a definite form and shape, the varieties

of a single object. To make this clear, an instance may be

cited : In the Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay, we have

a remarkable collection showing the sets representing the

various craftsmen in India, the persons belonging to the

various religious communities and castes in India, various

types of beggars, the varieties of dress worn by women in

India and so on. Such collections have importance in as

much as they are able to convey even to a lay man, ethnolo-

gical matters, which ordinarily form subjects of specialised
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interest. If by any scheme this idea of art can be develop-

ed in our Province, where there is much scope, I am sure a

very good and steady market can be created for these pro-

ductions .

To my surprise, I have never seen a Japanese child

play with a celluloid doll or a tin toy. Children of Japan

play with the most beautiful dolls and toys very characteris-

tic of their social life especially made to educate and make

them worthy citizens. From 'their childhood, they are

trained to see beautiful things, understand their uses, their

traditions and so forth, so that when they grow up, they

have all the background necessary to behave as patriotic

citizens. Realising this great importance in developing

personality, the educational authorities have introduced in

the primary education, a course to teach children of both

sexes “Doll Making’L Of course, doll ceremony has now

become a national festival and doll making, a great tradition

and a big industry.

Japanese dolls are mostly made of wood pulp and por-

celain and the toys are made chiefly in wood and bamboo.

But, for the export purposes, they are manufactured in

rubber, celluloid, wood, stuffed in cloth, porcelain, etc.

Most of these are copies of foreign toys and dolls. These

cheap toys and dolls are exported to almost every corner

of the world. Japan before the War. had made such rapid

progress in this industry that countries like England and

America were unable to check the Japanese imports into

their countries.

Wooden toy industry of Japan, like any other small

scale industry, was very progressive till before the War.

Though I was unable to get the actual figures of their

exports, I was assured that it was on the ascent. There
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were several towns chiefly engaged in the manufacture of

export of toys and dolls. Nagoya was one of them. I

visited several factories in this city and these factories were

in no way different from those of other smaller establish-

ments. The space required for a toy-making factory was

much less and the number of people at work was also small

.

As in the enamelling units, these toy-making factories con-

fined themselves to a few specimens of toys. There was no

separate unit system, since from the first stage to the

finished article, it was done by one and the same factory as

the raw materials required and the process of manufacture

were few and simple. These toy-making establishments

were managed chiefly by designers or artists as a side line.

The factory consisted of a couple of lathes, a circular saw

machine, an electric motor to run the above and a spray

gun with an air compressor outfit. Besides the designer,

rather, the owner of the factory, there would be at the most

two skilled workmen to assist him along with his family

members. Raw materials required are wooden planks and

scantings, various colour paints and small metal hinges,

springs, wires, etc., which were all easily available in the

locality. Besides the above, the worker required some
specimens of dolls of other countries. These specimens

were supplied by the wholesalers’ or the exporters* associa*

tions. The exporters’ associations maintained a large

collection of toys of foreign origin and some specimens of

original toys were made for their benefit by the Industrial

Art Research Institutions and similar organisations. These

specimens along with their respective quotas for each were

distributed among the small establishments. Thus, these

small establishments had been successfully carrying on their

trade for the last two decades. This did not apply to toys
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and dolls only but to all small handicrafts which became pro-

fitable industries.

It is beyond the scope of this note to deal with this

industry in greater detail. It requires volutnes to write

on this particular industry not only from the industrial point

of view but from artistic and other points of view.

The methods by which these small handicrafts have

been developed into paying concerns without loss of any of

the traditional characteristics is itself a subject for research

and study. This aspect of Japanese industry had attracted

me in my first visit and since my return to India, I have

been able to change the view point of the craftsmen as well

as the public.

Ty way of suggestion for immediate action in this

matter, T desire to point out that some arrangements should

be made to get a statistical record of the productions of
the various toy manufacturing centres in our Province. For

instance, so far as I know, we have the wooden dolls and

toys made at Kondapalli, Tirupathi and other places, the clay

models of Panruti and Pondicherry, metal productions of

Kumbakonam and Madura, ivory and horn varieties of the

west coast. In fact, many of these places are isolated centres

and at present have no co-ordination with one another.

Further, the Industrial Schools and other like institutions

are not taking any keen interest in the development of this

indigenous craft and hence the lay workmen, who are res-

ponsible for the production of these toys and dolls, are solely

guided by time-worn traditional methods. Further, most

of these places have till now specialised only in the produc-

tion of mythological images. I wish to suggest that some

arrangements be made by which this industry can be intro-

duced with profit in our sdiods and also the students may

8i
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be trained to make toys like animals, birds, various forms

of conveyances and other items of popular interest. In

this connection, I am reminded of the famous Lucknow

toys, which are made in terracotta in natural colours . There

is also much scope for introducing this colouring scheme and

it would not be surprising if I should forecast that this in-

dustry besides preventing the drain of our wealth to foreign

markets, will command a very good international market and

thus will enable us to revive the ancient traditions of our

country

.

Moreover, it should be impressed on the Government

as well as the industrialists that we should devote more time

and thought to developing these small indigenous handicrafts

and organise them on sound business principles so that these

handicraft industries may not only cater to the needs of

our people but also be a source of inspiration and joy to

others

.

The process of doll and toy making is simple and

requires very little finance and technical skill. Wc have in

this province hereditary and talented craftsmen to make

any sort of dolls or toys, and we have got suitable raw

materials. But what is required at present is, a proper

oraganisation to guide these traditional craftsmen and to

market their products. No general scheme will do any

good to help these craftsmen. Every centre differs from

the others in several respects ; so, what is good and helpful

to lacquer toy makers of Etikoppaka might not be good

to Kondapalli doll makers. Similarly, what is good and

hdlpful to Kumbakonam iknage makers might not be bene-

ficial to Panruti doll makers. So each of these centres

should be individually tackled by experts by giving them

different schemes to suit their local conditions. For in-
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stance, let us take the lacquered toys of Etikoppaka. There

is no change either in the designs or colour combinations

from the time the industry was started there. To add to

this, the work is gradually getting cruder and cruder due

to the pressure brought on them by the merchants for tlie

sake of cheapness. The average output of a “turner’' is

200 articles for a 9-hour day work,, and it hardly paid him

12 annas at pre-war rates for the whole day's labour and

this too is not always assured. If, by any misfortune, he

falls ill and is unable to work, he runs into debt and then

is ruined. Thus all the 150 families working in Etikop-

paka are under the. mercy of a few merchants, who neither

take interest in the worker nor in the improvement of the

industry. Their idea of improvement is only in reducing

the prices when paying to the worker and making more

profits when selling the toys. This has made several

workers to migrate to other places or to other professions

and thus ruined the industry. The same is the case with

Kondapalli dolls, which were once very famous. Now
there are hardly five families working. Even these wor-

kers are not able to make both ends meet. They have

started a co-operative society in Kondapalli to give assis-

tance to these workers, but this society has not been able

to render any help except advancing money to these wor-

kers, No technical advice was rendered to them, which

was more essential to improve their quality and design.

Likewise, every one of these indigenous handicrafts deter-

iorated for lack of technical guidance. The Government

may establish with advantage small institutions in each of

these centres, and these institutions should be run on sound

business principles with less of the usual departmental

routine. The institutions should be able to guide the local

artisans in designing, application of modern methods and:
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the use of labour-saving appliances, and the introduction

of raw materials and technique. All these institutions

should be under the direct supervision of a central organi-

sation like that of the Industrial Art Research Institute at

Sendai in Japan, where research into various possibilities

of improvements • in these handicrafts should be under-

taken. It is also necessary 'to reorganise the School of Arts

and Crafts Museum and to convert it into a Museum-

cufii Emporium” for handicrafts. If that scheme is

given effect to and small industrial schools are established

in each of the centres where toys and dolls are at present

made, we can bring about a great revolution in this field.

At the outset, these institutions will cost the Government

a substantial sum, but in the course of a few years, they

would show very good returns to the Government besides

promoting the industry and stemming foreign competition.

It will not be possible to give a general scheme, which

can be adopted to all these centres. Each centre has to be

individually considered after studying the local conditions,

the possibilities and the nature of help that are required

and then a suitable scheme lias to be evolved for adoption.

1 have seen two centres Etikoppaka and Kondapalli. I

suggest two schemes, one for Etikoppaka and the other for

Kondapalli . As for the other centres, schemes may be made

for individual centres after close inspection of their position.

Etikoppaka :—I have suggested that a skilled workman
may be recjruited to the lacquer Work Section of the

School of Arts and Crafts, Madras, so that some experi-

ments may be conducted in the School for the benefit of

the workers at Etikoppaka. This has been given effect to

and the School has conducted several experiments with new
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materials, such as bamboo and other jungle woods and in-

troduced new designs and more pleasing colour combina-

tions. This workman, in his turn, taught his brother-

workmen at Etikoppaka when he went there for vacation.

I understand that some of thelm are very anxious to co(me to

the School to learn all these improvements. So, if a small in-

stitution is established at Etikoppaka and all these new
methods and designs are introduced, the industry will

rapidly develop enabling them to get better wages.

Cost to the Government to establish a small institu-

tion at Etikoppaka:— (at Prewar rates)

Recurring :

—

One Instructor trained at the School of

Arts and Crafts on Rs. 35 p.m. . . Rs. 420

One workman on daily wages of Rs. 1-4 . . 375

One unskilled workman on daily wages of

12 annas . . 225

Materials, wood, lac and colours . . 500

Rent for a small house and the upkeep . . 150

Total . . 1,670

Non-recurring :

—

Furniture, equipment, etc. . . 320

From the very first month of its establishment, the

institution will be able to show good returns and without

much exaggeration, I may estimate Rs. 2,000 as a minimum
receipt per annum at prewar prices. One set of articles

made at the institution will be put on show for the benefit

of the local workers and they may be given facilities to see

the new processes, designs and colour combinations. The
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articles made at the institution may be sent for sale to

Madras and other important cities and when the demand

grows more and more for these toys, the institution may
organise an association by which it can bring all the

workers under its fold, distribute work evenly to all its

melmbers and control production, price and quality. This
is the only way by which this industry can be helped and
developed

.

KondapalU :

—

I visited this place in 1938 and found very few homes

working. I also visited the Co-operative Society and made

enquiries as to how it was working. T was not at all

impressed by the nature of help it was rendering to its

members, and to my surprise, I found that only a few of

the workers had joined the society. The society was not

able to attract all the workers in the village, because it was

not in a position to guide them or render any technical

assistance. The articles exhibited at the society were much

worse than what I saw in the homes of some of the non-

members. I also understand from the Victoria Technical

Institute that these dolls are not in great demand as they

used to be in the past and they are gradually losing their

popularity.

Kondapalli is situated at the foot of a small mountain

and a thick forest. It has an abundant supply of jungle

wood soft and suitable for making dolls. There are about

a dozen families engaged in this work. Most of these

families are in a deplorable condition. The annual output

of the village is on the decrease and the standard is falling

every year. There is a great scope for developing this

industry and the only way is to establish an institution on

the same lines as the one suggested for Etikoppaka. Since
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the present condition of the industry at Kondapalli is very

deplorable, the Government should provide the necessary

amount for equiping the institute with a good range of

old samples of Kondapalli dolls and modern dolls so that

the workmen might draw their inspiration from them and

gradually raise the present low standard. I may also sug-

gest that one skilled workman from Kondapalli may be

employed in the Sdiool of Arts and Crafts, Madras, where

new designs and experiments along new lines may be made

and later on may be sent to the institution for being

copied and popularised. After working these two institu-

tions at these centres, the Government will be in a better

position to judge how far these schemes are beneficial to

the workers and the industry in general. When these

institutions prove a success, the Government may take up

other cetitres in the Province.

With regard to the modern wooden toy manufacture,

I do not propose to submit any scheme as it does not

require a separate one. Some of the Industrial Schools

are making these toys though crudely. All that is required

to do now is to supply to all the Industrial Schools where

carpentry is taught, a good range of foreign toys that are

popular in the local markets and get them copied with the

help of modern equipment, such as fret saw to cut out

from thin planks various shapes of these toys and spray

on them cdours by using stendils and spray gun, etc. It

does not require much skill but requires proper supervision

and artistic sense. This can be acquired only by working

under qualified masters. It is necessary to open post-

graduate course in the School of Arts and Crafts for

training qualified designers. If this is given effect to, the

students that are trained in that section and the research

work they conduct could be, with great advantage, applied
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to the toy making, and these graduates may be employed

in the Industrial Schools. I may conclude here that the

doll and toy making industries do not call for technical

skill as much as artistic sense. So, it is desirable that these

industries should be supervised by well qualified artists.

Playthings or toys made in Japan are (1939) exported

to more than one hundred foreign countries. Pretty dolls,

toy electric trains and automobiles and the like are played

with and admired by children in all parts of the world. The

annual value of Japanese toys exported abroad amounts to

approximately ^10,000,000.

—THE EAST ASIA ECONOMIC NEWS
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IX. THE HAND-MADE PAPER INDUSTRY*
T. Venkajee

The hand-made paper industry is one of the very few

industries that should appeal to industrialists not only on

account of its utility but also by its great economic and

cultural value. Many waste materials could be utilized in

this industry for qonvcrsion into piilp and then into paper.

The industry would also utilize the idle moments of the

villagers if it were carried on as a small-scale industry.

Further the processes followed in the industry are so

simple and easy that everyone, young or old, man or woman,

may engage in one or the other of the processes . It is there-

fore, desirable that this industry should be revived as far

as possible employing modern methods,, so that it might

increase the individual and national wealth as well as the

culture of the country, in however small a degree.

The various methods of manufacturing hand-made
paper are to a great extent based on the principles known
in ancient days in India. All the suitable materials of

whatever quality are collected, sorted, and stored accord-

ing to quality, colour and shade. The material is after-

wards freed from any adhering foreign matter and then

cut into small pieces and allowed to soak in water for a

number of days. Later, these are subjected to the pro-

cess of boiling with chemicals. Rags are the main and

the most important raw material for the industry. Some-

times paddy-straw, bamboo, and some varieties of reeds are

used. The main purpose of pulp-making is to eliminate non-

* By courtesy Ind. Com. Journal, Dec., Madras.
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cellulose matter. Every material or fibre that is used for

paper-making has the following constituents which form

different groups :

—

(1) Moisture, (2) Starches, (3) Pectous matter;

(4) Waxes and resins, (5) Lignin or colouring matter,

(6) Cellulose.

It would thus be seen that non-cellulose matters are to

be isolated fr'om cellulose which is the basis for paper.

Some of these groups like starches get into the solution when
the material is boiled with water. Pectous matter is

eliminated by boiling with very dilute caustic soda solution.

Lignin requires drastic treatment and has to be removed by

a strong solution of caustic soda. The accompanying list

of raw materials generally used in paper-making shows the

yield of cellulose.

TABLE OF RAW MATERIALS SHOWING YIELDS
OF CELLULOSE

Raw Materials. Cellulose Ash.

Cotton, linen and rags 91.15 0.11

Flax 70.75 1.32

Hemp 77.13 0.82

Sunnhemp 80.01 0.61

Ramie grass 62.50 5.63

Jute 60.89 1.40

Bast Tissue 49.35 6.19

Esparto 40.80 3.67

Straw 46.60 5.50

Eeta reed (bamboo) 48.00

Strictus bamboo 44.00

Arundanaecia 42.00

Botha grass 39.00

Koppera gaddi 35.00
Paddy straw 33.00

Jammu grass for boards 42.00
Waste paper 75.00
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From the list shown above it would be found that

cotton, linen, rags and flax contain the highest amount of

cellulose. The less the non-cellulose matter in it, the

greater is the ease with which a material is converted into

pulp. In the case of materials like paddy-straw and other

grasses whose yield of cellulose ranges from 25 to 30 per

cent, non-cellulose matter to the extent of 70 to 75 per

cent, has to be eliminated or brought into solution isolating

or separating these from cellulose.

As soon as the pulp is washed free from chemicals, it

is subjected to the process of ^Teating’\ which is a pro-

cess of maceration converting pulp into a homogeneous

mass. The long and short fibres are made uniform. The

old process of trampling it under the feet of the worker is

still followed in many of the factories. In some parts of

the country dhenkies are used. Fig. 1 annexed is that

of a beater under operation. This consists of a roller

with blunt knives placed equidistant in its circumference

and projecting about half an inch out. This rotates at high

speed against a stationary bedplate containing knives pro-

jecting out and fitted slightly angular to the rotating

knives. The clearance between the knives in the roller and

those in the bedplate is brought to the minimum so that the

knives will slowly bruise the fibres of the material that is

subjected to beating. The stuflf is thus slowly made homo-

geneous.

When white paper is manufactured, this pulp is sub-

jected to the action of bleaching liquor at a particular

consistency and concentration. Bleach liquor is manufac-

tured by carefully bringing bleaching powder into solu-

tion with water in proper proportions so that the resulting

supernatant clear bleach is at a strength of 4.5 T. W.
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liquor. Bleached pulp is washed free from bleached liquor

and stored.

Fig. 2 is that of a vat fi"om which paper is lifted. It

has sloping sides to enable any foreign matter like sand

and grit in pulp to separate and deposit itself down. It is

also fitted with an agitator which may be worked by power

in larger institutions or by hand, or by a treadle arrange-

ment. This keeps the solution of pulp and water in the vat

in a uniform consistency. The greatest difficulty in produ-

cing hand-made paper is the difficulty of lifting the sheets

of uniform thickness. It is due to the fact that when the

paper-lifting frame or mould (as illustrated in Fig. 3) is

dipped in the solution of pulp and water in the vat, pulp

at different consistencies gets attached to the frame and

hence sheets of different thickness result. The agitator in

the vat prevents the formation of sheets of unequal thick-

ness. The paper-lifting wire (vide the details given in

Fig. 3) is the most important implement in the manufac-

ture of hand-made paper as well as of machine-made paper.

In the manufacture of hand-made paper the paper-lifter

dips the frame holding it in both hands widthwise and
in a slanting position. When the frame is nearly three-

fourths down into the solution of pulp and water, he turns

the frame horizontally so that the whole frame is under the

surface of the pulp solution. He lifts it up in a level

position and slowly upwards, and when half the thickness

of the frame is above the surface of the water the paper

maker moves the frahie forward and backwards and side-

ways in order to give a thorough interweaving of fibres.

At this stage he lifts the frame above the level of the pulp
and water in the vat. He keeps the frame in that position

for a few seconds to allow water to be drained completely.
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The deckle is then removed and the frame with the wet

sheet on is raised and handed over to the coucher boys who
invert it against a soft and absorbent napkin laid flat on a

table. By the application of uniform pressure, the wet

sheet is pressed on to the napkin below. The frame is

next removed and washed free from any adhering particles

of pulp before being used again. The last process is known
as 'couching*. The processes of lifting and couching are

illustrated in Fig. 4.

It may be briefly remarked here that the possibility,

in the case of the hand-made industry, of giving a double

shake to fibres in the weft sheets and thus strengthening

the texture of the sheet, gives an advantage to hand-made

paper over machine-made paper. This advantage is par-

ticularly noticeable in the production of ledger, parch-

ment, paper, etc
. , which require a large degree of strength

and resistance.

The strength of paper is seen in the rattling noise

it gives when it is tested. Strength is imparted to paper
by heavy pressure given, when the sheets are wet, pre-

ferably by a hydraulic press. In the absence of this

press, heavy-screw presses are used. (Fig. 5) . The pres-

sure is applied slowly and when no more water is coming
out of the wet sheets, the pressure is maintained steadily

for about half-an-hour and then continued at intervals

of every five minutes till no further particles of water
come out of the wet sheets. The w^t sheets are then re-

moved and interchanged and again subjected to pressure

overnight. An attempt may now be made to separate the

wet sheet from the napkin and if it does not come
out freely, it is an indication of moistute still left.
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It is again subjected to heavy pressure till the wet
sheet is easily peeled off from the napkin. The wet
sheets thus removed are placed one over the other

in a systematic manner so that the sheets touch each
other uniformly. This pile of sheets is then subject-

ed to slow pressure for some time and to heavy pressure

later, for the second night. The third day the sheets are

separated from one another and interchanged. This opera-

tion is called ‘"exchanging and parting’'. If wdt sheets

are thus interchanged and their surfaces allowed to touch

each other under heavy pressure, natural smoothness re-

sults. This is a fundamental principle which gives impor-

tance and individuality to the hand-made paper. This re-

versing and intercdianging is carried out twice or thrice;

and on the fifth day spurs of 4 or 5 wet sheets are removed

and allowed to dry on round wooden rollers. After a few

hours, the ends of the wet sheets separate themselves, indi-

cating that the paper is nearly dried. The position of the

wet sheets in contact with the wooden rollers is altered

frequently during the process of drying so as to eliminate

the formation of “hunchback” or “stretch” in paper at

places where it is touching the roller due to the weight

of the wet sheets on either side of the point of contact.

The sheets thus separated are placed flat in a corner

of a cool room. This pile of paper is allowed to lie in

that position in order to get flat by its own weight and

also to eliminate crease as fat as possible. This process,

is called ‘maturing’.

Papers are then sorted out, eliminating bad edges*,

tcarings, etc., and are then all polished in a calendaring

machine. (Fig. 6) . The calendaring machine has two bowls

(rollers) operated by hand. It may also be operated;
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mechanically and with power, if it is available, and when
the outturn warrants its use. Sheets of zinc, brass, or

ODpper of 24 G to 30 G are used in the calendaring

machine. Between each sheet, one sheet of paper is placed

and the whole lot is allowed to pass to and fro through the

rollers. This operation is continued till the desired polish

is obtained. The papers are thus ready for packing, ream-

ing or for sale. These are then cut to different sizes in a

table-cutting machine. (Fig. 7). Hand-made paper thus

reamed and baled is ready for despatch. (Fig. 8).

Hand-made paper bas a utility and a market of its

own and is not a rival to machine-made paper, as is com-

monly supposed. If machine-made paper is suitable for

general use in writing and printing, hand-made paper is

useful for special purposes such as Share Certificates, In-

surance Policy Papers and other documents that have to

withstand the ravages of time. The characteristic differ-

ences between the two kinds of paper are shown below:

—

(1) Hand-made paper is necessarily strong for the

double shake it gets during the time it is lifted from the

vat. This double shake is not possible, as mentioned al-

ready, in the case of machine-made paper as it is made in

a continuous sheet and is even stretched when it is being

reeled on.

(2) The strength of hand-made paper is further in-

creased by being allowed to shrink to a maximum which

is nearly 8 per cent. This shrinkage is possible in the

case of hand-made papers, as they are dried slowly under

ordinary temperature and that in a period of nearly six

days. This is not possible in a paper machine, for the

sheet is dried in a maximum period of six minutes due to

the speed of the paper machine.
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(3) Most of the hand-made papers that are necessary;

for special purposes are sized twice. The base paper is

made and dipped in a bath of gelatine. It is dried and

cjalendared. This paper is like a photo enclosed in a glass

frame, absolutely immune from bacterial or atmospheric

action from outside.

(4) The time given for wet sheets to get into touch

with the water marking design which is embossed on the

paper-lifting frame (or on the ‘'dandy roll" of the paper

machine) is sufficiently long in the case of hand-made

paper. This is an important factor that contributes to the

well defined water-mark on hand-made paper. Hence its

suitability for currency notes of higher denominations.

But the time that is given for water-marking is only a

fraction of a minute in the case of machine-made paper.

Thus it would be seen that hand-made paper and

machine-made papers have different classes of consumers to

cater for and that there need not be any competition bet-

ween the two kinds of paper. Hand-made paper units

cannot manufacture ordinary writing, printing and other

varieties of paper on a mass production scale and therefore

cannot afford to sell their products at very cheap prices,

since 60 to 70 per cent, of the processes are carried out by

hand. On the other hand, paper mills (i.e., factories pro-

ducing machine-made paper) cannot slow down production

in order to manufacture such high-class papers, as men-

tioned above, which are the specialised products of the hand-

made paper industry, unless they pay very heavy overheads.

Finally, some mention may be made of the great bear-

ing of the paper industry (both hand-made and machine-

made paper) on national progress and culture. Paper is

the index of civilization. When it is written or printed
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HANDMADE PAPER INDUSTRY

(By the courtesy of tlie Government of Madras.)

A beater under operation.
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HAND-MADE PAPER INDUSTRYIII)
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on, it is the visible embodiment of thought. If a country

wishes to rise in the scale of nations it should have pri-

marily a high standard of literacy, besides progress in

other lines. Now it is obvious that an important medium of

spreading literacy is books which are printed on paper.

And thus the literacy of a country is indicated by its con-

sumption of paper per head per annum. The following

table shows clearly the lamentable standard of literacy in

India to-day. It may also be pointed out that a small

country like Holland, which is not as big as the Northern

Circars, has a literacy of 99 per cent. India can scarcely

hope to occupy a high place among the nations with its

literacy of only 16 per cent, as at present,

CONSUMPTION OF PAPER PER HEAD PER
ANNUM

Name of Country, Quantity

Consumed.

1. United States of America 248 lbs

2. Canada 175

3. United Kingdom 153 »

4. Germany 103 >>

5. Belgium 85 »

6. France 36

7. Italy 26 ft

8. Russia 12 ft

9. India 0.5 ft

It is, therefore, quite imperative that there should be a

marked increase in the production of paper in India, be it

machine-made or hand-made, so that every sheet of paper

lifted might contribute its quota, however insignificant, to-

wards the development of literacy and knowledge in the

country.

III-13
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APPENDIX.
Fig. 1.—A Beater under operation.

P ig. 2.—Caption given above.

P^ig. 3.—Caption given above.

P"ig. 4.—The processes of '‘Lifting” and "Couching”

Fig. 5.—-A Heavy-Screw Press.

Fig, 6.—^A Calendaring Machine.

Fig. 7.—A Table-Cutting Machine.

P'ig. 8.—Papers ready for despatch.
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III. RURAL CREDITS AND DEBITS
T. N. Srinivasan

'Why is India so poor?"' is the baffling question that

confronts almost every economist and industrialist who
attempts to analyse the low economic conditions that had

persisted for long in our country. The usual answer that

is given is that since our country is mainly agricultural,

production is low as compared with the countries which are

more advanced industrially. If it is further questioned,

why the production is low, it is answered by saying that

man power in our country is untrained and unorganised

and also that the Government of the country had been un-

progressive, as their method of approach to elevate the con-

dition of the country was all along parochial.

But it is essential to investigate more minutely the

structure of our rural wealth which forms the nucleus on

which the entire economic system of our country is built up.

Economics are not uniform in the preparation of wealth

:

Why?—Professor Gidy uses this term particularly to mean
"anything of the nature to satisfy an economic desire’^ and

others like J. S. Mill employ the term in a narrower sense,

while others like Marshal and Ely use the term in two

different senses, one to mean personal wealth and other to

connote social wealth. According to Seligman “wealth

is now-a-days anything that can be exchanged"'; and so

personal wealth may be anything which can be bartered or

can be converted into private property. To estimate cor-

rectly the prosperity of the village, it is enough if the

property of the ordinary rural man is critically examined.

The property of a rural man may be said to consist of
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all or any of the following items: (i) Some lands; (ii)

Livestock; (iii) Immoveable property in the shape of house

or other constructions
;
(iv) Domestic and agricultural imple-

ments and utensils; and (v) Savings, if any.

To a person in rural areas land is perhaps his most

valuable asset that he can claim. In villages a family

takes its social position according to its relation to land,

for it is believed that possession of lands lends both

social status and economic credit to the family. More-

over, it is believed that investment in land is comparatively

safer and steadier and considered to be more paying in

the long run than anything else. So, as a rule, all the rural

classes attempt to invest all that they can spare in land and

strive on to buy more and more lands. For a labourer his

lifers ambition would be to become a land owner and settle

down in his village with his family. Investment in im-

moveable property being the diief aim of the rural popula-

tion, it has been estimated that the average amount of

total wealth per family invested in this kind is nearly 60

per cent. The possession of land by the rural man also

gives him certain advantages, as in very many villages it

is the richest landholder that is entrusted with such a job

as Karnam, or village Munsfff; it is even considered a

matter of prestige all along to occupy this status which is

believed to be a direct representation of the Crown.

Next in importance comes the possession of livestock

in the form of wealth by the rural man. There are very

many advantages in the possession of livestock and it is

found that as much as 80 per cent, of the families possess

some kind of livestock which forms nearly 20 per cent, of

the rural wealth. As the livestock is protected, it helps

the cultivator to raise the crop. In villages the status of

an individual is commonly measured by the number of

TOO
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bullocks and other animals that he owns, and hence the pos-

session of livestock has become very important. Moreover,

they are nutritory, as the animals like cow, she-buffalo and

others are employed for purposes of extracting milk and

other products. If the amount of this livestock is consi-

derable, it is lucrative also, as a rural family makes it a

side profession to sell the surplus milk and its products.

In villages, livestock constitutes a sort of reserve fund to

the cultivator, as he can raise a small amount of cash

whenever he is in need by either selling the cattle to others

or in the weekly markets
;
and hence the common villager

finds it more profitable to invest his surplus money in

cattle rather than deposit it elsewhere.

House is almost a necessity for many reasons: Pri-

marily, it is essential for anyone to have a safe and pro-

tective place to live in and hence construction of houses

in villages is almost essential. The larger the house one

possesses, the higher the social status that is usually

conferred on him. None can acquire a locus standi in

village matters unless he is the possessor of a house. So,

wealth in the form of immoveable property primarily con-

sists of building (i) for dwelling (ii) for housing the

cattle and (iii) for storing the produce and agricultural

implements. In many cases a single building satisfies

all the above needs, but in some big families three or more

separate buildings are held by the landlord. In some

families the dwelling house may be small consisting of only

a couple of rooms, while in other places, it is known that

luxurious buildings have been built for the use of the rich

owners.

Utensils fortn a small percentage of the rural wealth,

as it is observed that very many families, in spite of their'
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social status, do not possess much of vessels made of metal.

They use good earthenware, as they are cheap and hygienic.

It is rare to come across instances where there had

been hoarding or segregation of wealth in the form of

savings. It has been found very difficult to persuade ordi-

nary rural men to keep their savings in a bank or with

any other person, as they are doubtful about the return of

their investments. In fact, they prefer to invest their sav-

ings in the shape of ornaments in gold or silver; and as it

is necessary, even the poorest woman will wear a few orna-

ments or jewels like Thali, ear and nose ornaments and

waist belt. Most of the savings of a rural man is invested

in jewellery. Even women of the richer classes wear many
ornaments just to show their economic and social superio-

rity over their servants.

It is now essential to study the mode by which the

family income is acquired. Family income is usually

taken as the net income of the entire family. But it is still

not clear how to trace the lines that determine the net in-

come from the gross income of the family. There are

many factors which constitute the family income, the chief

among which are (i) wages for the labour of the family;

(ii) rent of his land, if he is a cultivating owner; (iii)

interest for the capital invested in livestock and other

things; (iv) remuneration from his organisational ability.

To appraise family income : capital plays a very import-

ant role in increasing the production and simultaneously

the total income. But it cannot be surmised that all wealth

can be taken as capital. Only that portion of the wealth

which is actually used in production constitutes rural capi-

tal and only land, livestock and that part of the savings

which is actually used for purposes of purchasing imple-

ments and seeds during the seasons, can be taken as capital.
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In villages, the capital does not increase so rapidly as in the

case of a trader in a big town, as the latter can, on ac-

count of his greater intelligence, rotate the capital more

freely and earn much more. But investment in land by an

agriculturist is supposed to be more steady and to yield

more permanently than any speculative ventures in which

the capital is bound to increase or vanish more quickly.

Land is the most important source of income with most of

the economic classes and forms a nucleus round which rural

wealth is built and enlarged. Next to land, livestock is

the more permanent and perennial source of income. In-

come from livestock is got in very many ways ; for instance,

by selling the milk, curd, butter, manure, eggs, kids and

so on
;
and a shrewd housewife makes a considerable in-

come from the dairy products. It is found that she is able

to run the family on this income, not depending on the

income which her husband may get from the sale of the

products of the land.

The next source of income is through labour. Agri-

cultural operations involve various forms of labour which

cannot be coped with by the owner of the land and so

labourers are employed either on permanent

basis or on daily payment. Usually in the case of

the latter, the payment to the labourer is in kind, while in

case of permanent labourers, it is in cash as well as in kind.

There is no great scope for non-agricultural employment

in rural areas and hence the main source of income by

labour is only through agricultural services. In some cases,

non-agricultural labour like house building, tree felling

and maintaining the sanitation and other subsidiary jobs

of the village, offer a small income to the rural man.

Trade is a source of income that occupies a very

minor position, as most of the villagers do not interest
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themselves in trade, as in each village a group of persons

follow the occupation of traders by selling the sundry re-

quirements, conducting tea shops and other small shops

and acting as commission agents by selling or buying

cattle. The margin of profit earned by a trader in rural

areas is just sufficient to keep hiin going. In villages cart

rent is a source of good income, as cart as a passenger con-

veyance is still in vogue in almost all the villages of our

country, primarily because the roads are not motorable. In

very many villages the landholders keep a number of

carts which are used both as conveyancJe for the people

and for carrying grain and other products to neighbouring

markets for sale.

Service in village occupies an insignificant position and

is usually of three kinds (1) Government service, (2)

Service in mill or other institutions and (3) Private service.

In case of Government service it is usually given to the

most respectable rural man and in many cases the service

of a village munsif or karnam is only honorary. In other

cases a small emolument is given. In villages, if there are

mills, servants are employed on a definite salary basis.

Private services in villages consist of boys employed for

herding the cows, buffaloes and also to watch the crops during

the harvest season.

Among other forms of sources of income of a villager

are the various handicrafts which the particular village

develops as a result of its economic situation. Village

industries like weaving, carpentry, shoe-making and pottery

are some of the many handicrafts which form a good source

of income to the non-agricultural section of the rural popu-

lation. In certain cases these village industries have been

developed on sound lines and form substantial assets of the

villages.
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Minor sources of income for certain families are

services in the local temp^le, acting as the village physician,

acting as the local astrologer, custom of drum beating and

keeping watch over the village during night time. These

constitute the main lines along which the rural income is

built up.

Side by side with the income it is essential to examine

rural consumption in order to know and evaluate the rural

expenditure. The most important item under this head is

consumption of staple food. In most cases, unless and

otherwise indicated, the land owner, cultivator, labourer or

the village artisan usually consumes the product of his own
lands, though in some cases there fs necessity to bring in

some extra food material from outside. In addition to the

^individual members of a family consuming the staple grain,

it is necessary also to allot a portion for the use of animals

as fodder and also to distribute to others who are in need.

Next to staple food, the cultivator uses cereals and vegetables

most of which he produces in his own field. It is rare that

this variety of food stuff is imported into villages. Con-

diments and spices and materials like salt, oils and other

things form the third item of rural consumption. Of minor

importance are stimulants and intoxicants, snuff, tobacco,

opium, etc., which many of the villagers use. The next

item of consumption of a rural family consists in dress.

But in most cases, it is found that a very small peicentage of

the income is allotted for this purpose, as the dress of an

ordinary villager is very simple. Miscellaneous expenses

I

like religious expenses, performances, festivals and fairs,

i purchase oif semi-luxury articles like shoes, bangles
, combs

,

I
etc., form other items of rural consumption.

1 To meet these requirements, an average rural man

i
spends from out of the earnings which he makes through
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lands, livestock and services. The average percentage of

expenditure on staple food is nearly SO per cent, of the

income, while the bazaar expenses on stimulants and intoxi-

cants reign next forming 15 to 20 per cent. Expenditure

on clothes does not exceed usually 15 per cent., and the

remaining portion of the rural income is spent for such

occasional expenses like the marriage expenses, expenses

on buildings or expanding the existing houses, expenses on

agricultural tools, implements or livestock, domestic ex-

penses like maternity or ceremony charges. Taking the

figures of income and expenditure as per average rural

family, it has been found that in most cases nearly 35 to 40

per cent . of the families have a deficit budget. Except in the

case of well-to-do land owners and tenants, it is almost true

that the labourers and servant class are almost in an eternal

state of indebtedness.

Rural debts can be classified into various varieties

according to the duration of the loan and the purpose for

which they are borrowed:

(1) Borrowings

:

Small debts are contracted by the

average villager to meet the day-to-day needs of his family^

especially in off-seasons, when he cannot expect any re-

muneration from his employer. These are considered as hand-

loans taken from a friend or a relative or master and return-

ed within a few days for which no interest is usuall}^ charged.

In case of default, it is adjusted from the next payment due

to the labourer by the master.

(2) Seasonal debts: This consists of amounts bor-

rowed for the purpose of financing agricultural operations

during the harvest season or for maintaining the family diir-|

ing the off-season. It is usually taken in the form of a'

mortgage of the next year's produce and is often repaiti
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from the yield during the harvest season. Small interest is

charged for this, but the cultivator does not trouble himself

to pay the same in cash, as he adjusts the entire amount in

the form of grain.

(3) Short term debts: These are usually contracted

occasionally to meet the expenses incurred for conducting

social ceremonies or for building of new premis- s by the land-

holder. Those who have credits in land obtain this from

tlie co-operative societies of the locality. In some cases

it is obtained on the security of the land or by pledging gold

jewels that one may possess. Usually these are returned

from out of sale proceeds of the produce and adjusted

quickly

.

(4) Long term debts: These are rare as they are

taken only by rich land owners where the amount borrowed

is rather large and cannot be paid off from the proceeds of

one harvest season. In some cases the landholder having

a number of small old debts borrows a lump sum from one

source to pay off these debts and makes long term arrange-

ments to clear off the amount by part payments.

The agencies that contribute to the rural finances are

many. The foremost among them are the Co-operative

Credit Societies which are now established in almost all the

important villages in our country. The members of these

societies are entitled to get small credits ; and credit societies

are rendering useful service and are becoming increasingly

popular. Next to this, many landlords finance the villagers

on personal security or on the pledge of valuables or other

moveable or immoveable properties. Villagers also borrow

from their friends and relatives on a small scale for a short

peribd. It has been found that most of the debts get repaid
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by paying the surplus of income over the expenditure or by

portion of the capital resources.

The problem of increasing the income of the rural

areas is very complex and is almost difficult to solve. At
present agriculture is a gamble with Nature and in money;

and no amount of patch work as has been done at the present

time can give substantial relief to the rural people. Unless

our rural economy is rightly planned and sincerely carried

out, there cannot be appreciable improvement in the con-

ditions of the rural people in the near future; and there

will be always a tendency to discard the land and migrate to

the cities in search of food.

Comparing the rural oebt per capita in 1939 and in

1945, ^ihat of

(i) Big landhoMers {of over 25 acres each) fell

from Rs, 188.5 to Rs. 113.3 {by 39.9 per

cent
. ) ;

(ii ) Medium landholders {of S do 20 acres each) fell

from Rs. 78.8 to Rs. 59.4 {by 24.6 per cent.) ;

{Hi) Small landholders {of belozv 5 acres each) fell

from Rs. 42.8 to Rs. 31.6 {by 12.3 per

cent . ) ;

(iv) Tenants rose from Rs. 20.5 to Rs. 21.3 {by

4.1 per cent.)
;

(v) Labourers rose from Rs. 5.7 to Rs. 8.3 {by

45.6 per cent .) .

—Report on Rural Indebtedness in Madras

Presidency, 1946.
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XI. SCIENCE AND THE ARTISAN
T. S. Dandapany

Many enthusiasts are intolerant of suggestions that

may be made to improve or modify cottage industries.

They seem to imagine that the pristine beaut}^ of these in-

dustries should be preserved and not spoiled by new fang-

led ideas. This attitude is entirely mistaken and has been

responsible for the general stagnation and lack of enthu-

siasm for cottage products. This slay-put mentality is

usually found in people who refuse to think progressively

or comprehend things in a larger sphere. Their ideas would

have fitted in with a society which had not developed be-

yond the primitive stage and had not come into contact

with modern culture or civilisation.

We in India have been particularly fortunate in hav-

ing most of our cottage crafts preserved through all these

centuries in spite of the many conflicts and vicissitudes

which our country had to pass through. This is due to a

great extent to the simplicity of our own wants and to a

greater degree to the tenacity of our national character

and the religious and social customs that have helped to

maintain a continuity in all our crafts and industries.

But cataclysmal changes are taking place in the world and

transformations of state and society almost magical in

eflfect are revolutionising life in many countries. Old

theories are thrown overboard and new ones are coming

into their place. Science and organised industry have

affected human activities and human wants to an incompre-

hensible degree and society to-day is not what it was, even

a decade ago. In such a world, if cottage industries have
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to remain alive they must march with the times and must

be organised on a progressive and flexible basis. There

no reason why cottage industries should not play a leading

part in the modern world beset as it is by big business and

vested interests. Luckily India has not been very much

affected by these two vicious systems, and if only we could

devote a little clear thinking and careful planning we could

organise our cottage industries to take a more useful and

a larger part in the social economy and the national welfare

of our country and thus set an example to other countries

which are undecided whether to choose the path to the

factory or the road to the villages.

Cottage industries could be organised along two

main lines of work. The first vv^ould content itself with the

village economy and the second would cover a larger field

meeting the demands of the urbanite and perhaps of the

State also. In the first group would be included such items

as carts and cart wheels, plough shares and other farm im-

plements, water lifts, bricks, roofing materials, storage

bins and similar products to meet the villagers’ needs. In

the second group could be included fabrics and dress

materials, paper, toilet articles, leather goods, woollen

textiles, utensils, pottery, glass and metal ware. Among
the needs of the State which the dottage worker could help

to meet, would be standard brick and other construction

material, woodwork and joinery, and other articles for the

services both civil and military. In these days when so

much is made of total warfare and total defence, when de-

fence in depth is favoured in preference to the localised

methods, cottage and village organisations seem to be

the ideal means of achieving the purpose. Qiina is an out-

standing example of how organised co-operative working

has made rural centres the backbone of the State’s armoury

I lO
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and the country's manufactory. Our country occupies a

front rank position among the nations of the world, for

the skill of its craftsmen and the great range of hand-

made articles used by its people.

A rural craftsman in our country has in consequence

an important place in the country's productive organisation.

But to-day he has to face modern methods of mass produc-

tion and competition and if he has to combat these success-

fully he has to seek the help of the scientist and the re-

search worker. It is in this way that science will have to

play a large part in the re-organisation of our village in-

dustries. I have already referred to the rural and urban

needs which cottage industries could satisfy. The farm

implements and tools, brick and roofing, leather-craft, and

so on which are manufactured in the village itself to satis-

fy the needs of its inhabitants are carried on on primitive

lines, almost in the same style and manner in which they

were thousands of years ago. There has been hardly a

change in the processes of materials. Whatever merits

they may have had in the olden days they are definitely un-

economical and unprofitable in these days of mass-produced

articles.

Government could organise a central bureau controlling

a number of district units. The network of Rural Industries

Bureau could conduct research into rural crafts and manu-
factures, collect methods and materials from various centres,

discover new dyes and new materials, make comprehensive

tests, formulate working and technical data, and make it-

self useful to the village craftsman through its various

affiliated regional units. In this manner much experience

and knowledge may be exchanged and the latest scientific

methods and materials placed within reach of even the sim-

IX I
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plest of village artisans. To cite just one example in which

research could be carried on and improvements effected, we
may state the cart wheel or the plough head. A good deal

of research has gone into the designing of these simple

articles in England a;nd elsewhere. Sijmilar work may
benefit Indian farmers.

The men who man these research organisations, both

central and local, should not be merely academicians hav-

ing experience of laboratory technique only but should

also be practical men having thorough working knowledge

of the various crafts for which they design. There

should be a close liaison between the men of research and

the village craftsmen. The laboratory people should go

out periodically to the villages and see for themselves, how
the new technique or the improved models which they have

offeiDed to the villager, are actually used by him, whether

he finds them better than his traditional ways, what diffi-

culties he has and what suggestions he has to offer. The

villager may not be very eager or willing to change over to

the newer methods. Much tact and persuasion is needed.

The villager is one who resents superiority and shrinks

from it. Therefore he should be handled in a sympathetic

manner and the benefits he will derive should be demons-

trated to him. Handled in this manner there may be very

little opposition and in fact much willing co-operation to

follow the advices offered.

I have adopted a wider concept of cottage industries

not only in their scope but also in their range. There is

no reason why cottage industries should be confined to tra-

ditional ways and methods and there is no reason why they

should be confined to the villages. The newer materials

and methods like plastics, the new synthetic fibres, the

II2
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new alloys, newer methods of textile printing and dyeing,

should all be brought within the village artisan’s scope of

work. Also young men and youths who could not, for some

reason or other, pursue an academic career could be trained

in the central or regional laboratories so that when they

settle later in the villages they will infuse the new^er techni-

que and keep it alive.

By all this one should not understand that revtdut ion-

ary changes are meant, or are advocated. That way would

He disappointment and failure. Factory methods of pro-

duction should not be aimed at and in fact cannot be achie-

ved. On the other hand, the research council should de-

vote its attention to finding out ways by which the latest

discoveries in material and technique could be modified to

suit the village craftsman's skill and equipment. As an

example, let us take the case of the village weaver. One
of the processes involved in his work is the sizing of yam.

His method of going about this work is highly wasteful of

time and material. Simple machines have been devised wdiich

would do this work not only in a much shorter tinu* but

with a greater saving of sizing material. The weaver

could thus turn out mor(‘ work or enjoy the leisure at his

disposal. It will be one of the principal duties of the re-

search council to bring home to the villager the merits

of such machines. In many cases the villager may not

have the necessary funds to take advantage of modern

methods or machinery and in all such instances, co-o])era-

tive credit societies should afford easy and quick help.

Steps may however be taken to see that the villager uses

the newly acquired processes profitably and is enabled to

discharge his debts conveniently.

In this short article I have just indicated the possible

lines on which science couild help the craftsman. With in-
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telligent and careful planning even complex products

involving complicated processes could be split up into easy

stages of uniform and standarised work which could be

entrusted to village craftsmen. The whole work could be

streamlined and the units could be collected and assembled

in organised factories. This would ease production and

find work for the artisan and the factory hand. Though

the one may live in the village and the other in the town

their work is co-ordinated. No work will be too large and

no product too complicated. Prefabricated houses and

other similar standarised products could be handled in this

manner much to the benefit of the nation's wealth and the

individual worker.

The accumulated experience of the village artisan

when backed by the scientists' aid should help in the re-

generation of our rural districts and help them to take

their due place in the country's progress. Villages will no

longer be isolated and forgotten areas. The farmer and

the craftsman will find a new stimulus and life would once

again be throbbing and pulsating in the villagers. India

expects that her statesmen and her scientists will do this

duty to help this regeneration.
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XII. CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF
COTTAGE INDUSTRIES.

ViSWANATHAN TeKUMALLA

The nineties of the last century marked a great crisis

for industrial crafts in India; for in 1891 the great indus-

trial scientist, P. N. Bose, voiced the opinion of the

educated men of the period when he declared in his Presi-

dential Address at the Indian Industrial Conference, held

at Calcutta, that ‘Hhe day of mere manual skill is gone by,

and, rest assured, will never return.” These crafts owing

to their inherent vitality, tided over the crisis, and fifteen

years laiter, in 1906, the same scientist was obliged to

admit in his Welcome Address to the delegates of the

Indian Industrial Conference held in that very city, that

“that the possibilities of such (petty) industries should be

developed to the fullest extent goes without saying.” The
forbidding by the Secretary of State in 1910 of State-

managed commercial enterprises, the banking crisis and

the failure of industrial enterprises about 1913 and the Great

War of 1914—18 which made it impossible for India to

import foreign goods as well as to start large scale industries

in the country proved to be blessings in disguise for the

indigenous crafts of India, because the country was

obliged to depend more and more on the products of crafts-

men. The Co-operative Societies Act of 1912 also came

in good time and gave facilities to the artisans to improve

themselves and their art by co-operative effort. The

campaign against foreign imports launched by the Con-

1*5
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gress in 1-921 and 1931 acted as a great stimulus for these

small industries, while the self-determination granted by
the 1919 Refonns to provinces in the field of co-opera-

tion made it possible for the provinces like Bombay and
Madras to enable their small industries to develop on co-

operative lines in conformity with local conditions. But
by far the greatest opportunity occurred in 1935 when the

new Government of India Act enabled the Congress to

contest for power. The question of cottage industries

was brought into limelight during the election campaign

and was pursued vigorously by the Congress Ministries

till their termination in 1940. And the outbreak of the

recent World War even earlier than the end of the

Congress regime, obliged the Governments to continue

without any break the policy of Congress ministers to-

wards cottage industries. Some progress in the develop-

ment of cottage industries in general and on co-operative

lines in particular has been reported from time to time

in eveiy province
;
but the lines of progress appear to in-

dicate a lack of clear ideology: Cottage industries and

co-operation are still understood in (their narrow obsolete

sense which is incompatible with modern conditions . Hence
before proceeding to estimate critically the progress of

cottage industries on co-operative lines and suggest fur-

ther and more correct lines of development, I propose to

point out the exact connotation and denotation of the two
tenns under present day conditions.

The term cottage industries has been understood and

defined by many individuals and committees in a loose and

incomplete manner . Importance has been given only to

secondary questions like capital and place of work and not

to the human aspect—the point of human labour, pure

n6
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and as relating to the machine. In capitalistic industry

capital is more important; in co-operative industry labour is

more important . I suggest here that, by cottage industries,

should be undex'stood those industries where artisans not

exceeding nine per industrial unit, find employment either

as independent workers or apprentices or assistants in or

at their own or their employers' homes, or as wage-earners

in small karkhanas, and work with capital, limited

in practice (but not in theory), adopting at times a simple

but harmless division of labour, and employing such hand

or power-driven machinery as does not interfere with the

utility and art values of the products whose market is by

no means merely local

.

And now of co-operation: Unfortunaitely it is often

forgotten that Indian Co-operation is different from

European Co-operation in the same sense as Indian Econo-

mics is different from luiropcan Economics; and the

Indian system is viewed through European spectacles.

That co-operation is a foiim of organisation for all-round

progress on an economic basis is true
;
but in devising the

means of achieving it, it must be noted that European Co-

operation was the outcome of popular effort while Indian

Co-operation was the result of Government initiative. It

follows that in India, if co-operation should be successful,

the Government through its local self-governing bodies

must associate itself with the people not merely in

a patronising way but in actual co-partnership . Henqe co-

operation in India should be taken to mean a form of

organisation wherein persons associate together under State

(Government) auspices on a basis of equality for the pro-

motion of their economic and other interests.
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A critical estimate of the progress of cottage industries

on co-operative lines to recent times will facilitate a

correct appreciation of the problems that now confront the

co-operation-minded industrial enthusiasts ; I shall here con-

fine my attention to the Madras Province, since it is ^^asier

for us to comprehend our own conditions. The number of

co-operative societies for weavers who constitute the largest

single artisan group in the country grew from 1 in 1905 to

21 in 1919-20, 52 in 1927, 174 in 1939-40, 215 in 1942,

336 in 1946. Almost all these societies deal in mill-yarn

products . Khaddar is still run almost on capitalistic lines

;

for in 1939-40 there were only 5 spinners’ societies, 3

weavers’ societies and 2 sale societies for khaddar. The

number of co-operative milk supply societies and dairies

rose from 12 in 1927 to 121 in 1940-41. The following

figures show the number of and the business done by

societies for cottage industries in 1940-41 in the Madras
Province :*

No. of
Societies.

Milk Supply Societies 104
Milk Unions .. 17

Weavers’ Societies .. 194

Madras H. L. Weavers’ Society .. I

Egg Marketing Societies .. 3

Hand pounded Rice Societies .. 2

Cottage Industiies Societies exclu-
sively for women .. 21

Other Cottage Industries Societies. 63

Fishermen’s non-credit Societies .. 34

Business done Rs.

6,44,129

6,88,650

14.06.000

25.31.000

8,750

4,045

Little work,

do.

do.

This slow progress of the co-operative movement in

relation to cottage industries was pointed out by responsible

bodies from time to time. In 1927-28 the Townsend Com-

* On 30—6

—

’

46
,
there were 336 Weavers' Co-operatives and 222

other Societies; but how for they indicate real progress is still to

to be seen.
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mittee wrote: ‘'the help given by the co-operative move-

ment to weavers so far is negligible
; most of the weavers*

societies are doing little, if any, wo)rk'\ Over a decade

later, in 1939-40, the Madras Committee on Co-operation

recorded that “these societies (weavers') have not met with

much succ(ess .... The societies have had a chequered

career. There have been deaths, and new bitilis from time

to time." And in regard to cottage industries in general,

the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Madras, wrote in

his administration report for 1938-39: “I must confess

that very little has been done so far to form co-operative

societies for the promotion of cottage industries".

This slow progress of cottage industries in general and

this chequered career, characterised by deaths and births

of societies, during a quarter of a century when many
opportunities, as mentioned above, occurred for cottage

industries to develop themselves, is certainly indicative of

some vital defects in their organisation and management,

the diagnosis and elimination of which is a sine qua non

of cottage industrial development in the country. With
a view to find out these vital defects which caused either

failure or averted crises of some of the co-operative socie-

ties, I toured the Coastal Andhra districts extensively in

in 1942 and '43; and I g^ve below the circumstances which

led to the failure or some crises of some important co-

operative societies of representative industries.

1. Cotton Handloom Weavers* Society of a West

Godavari village ,—The secretary was a mere boy who
was under the influence of the president. Work was

irregularly given to members. Only about 10 looms were

employed whereas about 40 looms could be provided with!

work . The secretary and the president utilised the society's
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funds and showed some private producers' cloth as stock

at the time of audit. This mischief was detected by the

authorities; many members withdrew their sharfe capital.

Consequently the society had to be wound up.

2. Cotton Handloom Weavers' Society of a Krishna

village,—The capital was inadequate. Loans and some

times even wages could not be given due to non-selling of

stock. Moreover the Provincial Co-operative Society

gave, only 40 per cent of the yarn requirements of the

societ}
,
and even that after much delay and correspondence.

At that time the local sowcars used to advance money

with a view to attradl weavers. The cloth woven was

according to the instructions of the Provincial Weavers'

Society of Madras but not according to local tastes. The

tx.)st of production was higher than that of the local pri-

vate weavers by at least 20 per cent . Since local merchants

cared for cheapness of cloth and not for quality, the

superior cloth (jf the .society could not stand competition.

This cloth was sent to distant markets in the Province.

After some months part of the stock was returned as

unsold. Since the unsold stock was in a spoiled condi-

tion it had to be sold at 60 per cent of the original price.

The finances and membership gradually dwindled and the

society was wound up.

3. Woollen Weavers' Society of a West Godavari

village.—There were factions among the members. The

president of the society was alleged to have borrowed much
money from the society through the members under his in-

fluence, with a view to meet a Government contract for

rugs on his own account. Subsequently the contract was
cancelled. He sold away a part of the raw material, buL
without crediting it to the society, he started private business^
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with the capital on hand . The society's fin«'inces having

suffered, the other members protested. The president and

his party resented this action and decided to wind up the

society, so that 'they might carry on their business freely.

It was also alleged that a certain Co-operative Inspector was

more interested in the Ellore Pile Carpet Weavers' Society

than in the other society and that the spinners of wool of the

latter were induced to spin woollen yarn for the carpet

weavers’ society.

4. Co-operative Milk Supply Society of a Krishna

town .—At first rihe society used to buy all the milk supplied

by the members. The same members used to buy milk

cheaply outside and sell it privately in the town at com^

petitive rates, thus banning their own society. Consequently

the society had to turn the surplus milk into curds. It lost

heavily in this curd business since it could not compete with

the inferior stuff sold locally. Then again in winter the

members could supply milk but in summer could not supply

it in adequate ([uantities. There was a crisis but it was

averted by the timely interference of the supervising officials.

5. Fishermen s Society of a West Godavari

village ,—It had not enough capital. It undertook to sell

fish at favourable rates. But transactions took at least

one week. Meanwhile the members were hard pressed

for money. Hence they were obliged to sell away their

catches to private merchants at low rates Thus the

society became virtually a non- entity.

6. Co-operative Credit Society of a West Godavari

village .—The story, of the failure of a credit society can-

not be out of place since as the Madras Committee on

Co-operation in 1939-40 stated ‘‘there were 64 societies in the
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Provincje in which more than 60 per cent of the meimbers

were weavers*'.

At first the president took much interest in the society.

But when between 1925 and 1932 the Panchiyat Board,

Panchayat Court and Forest Panchayat were opened, he

began to utilise the society as a source of finanqe and

influence to achieve his own personal ambitions. Any
person was Enrolled as a member and allowed to borrow

indiscreetly from the society. The president and his

party were backed by some responsible co-operative officials

and no notice was taken of the corruption even when

pointed out ! Soon bad debts accumulated and the

membership dwindled. The society was wound up.

From these brief accounts and relevant details, the

following causes of the failure or crises of co-operative

societies O'f artisans may be inferred:

—

(i) Lack of adequate capital .—Societies had not

enough capital either to give full time work to members

or to enable them to manage until the products were sold.

Consequently the members were obliged to produce for the

local market or for the local sowcar.

(ii) Lack of good faith among the members :

—

The limited benefits conferred by the societies made the

members disloyal. Hence some members used to do pri-

vate business during the brisk season and depend on their

respective societies during the! slack one. Some members

even considered the societies as a third party which aimed

at gaining by their labour and so did not scruple to play

duplicity by competing in their individual capacity with

their own body corporate.

{Hi) Personal interests of office bearers :—Some
influential members as office bearers utilised the societies^
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funds to further their own personal ends. In one case

attempts were made to run the society as a capitalistic

concern for personal economic gain. This led to factions

which resulted in the winding up of societies.

(iv) Improper public taste .—The consumers not

having been accustomed to care more for quality than for

price the non-member artisans competed keenly with the

members of societies by producing inferior stuff for the

market. The societies could not cope with the situation.

(v) Lack of co-operation among Departmental and

non-official staff:—Instead of obtaining the co-operation of

the supervising officials, the office-bearers of some societies

actually betrayed their own cause by hoodwinking them.

These causes may be said to hold good for the whole

province since as can be seen from the following figures of

1940-41 the average percentage of defective and bad

societies of the Coastal Andhra districts was almost the

same for the whole province:

—

Thoroughly
good

Societies.

Defective
and bad
Societies.

All other
Societies.

Total.

Average per district

in the Province .

.

Average per district

4.0 26 69.3 100

in the Coastal
Andhra 4.4 79 68.0 100

It will thus be seen that the handicaps of the co-

operative movement were two—^psychological and material:

Time was when, besides the virtual co-operative institu-

tions like the nidhis, the joint family system helped to

knit together the members of large families in mutual trust

and good faith. Now due to several causes the joint

family system yielded place to individualism which brought

with it mutual suspicion and ill-will. The co-operative

movement which is essentially a nation-wide endeavour to
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combine judiciously the virtues of the two mutually-opposed

forces, has been Hrying to eliminate the undesirable elements

in them, like suspicion and distrust. The measure of

success achieved so far has not been very appreciable. It

was unfortunate that this psychological handicap should

syndironise with the Economic Depression, for during the

decade following the Depression, several artisans, finding

it hard to run their trades independently, chose to take

service under some capitalists. The rising prices of raw
materials during llie early part of the recent war were as

detrimental to the interesits of the artisans, as the falling

prices of finished products during the preceding decade.

Does this unsatisfactory back-ground augur a bright

fiiaire for cottage industries in our country? It does, for

the success so far achieved is not discouraging. Even as

long ago as 1920, Hemingway felt that “co-operative

societies of al! kinds are found to be admirably receptive

of iK'c ideas for tlie improvement in the appliances and

meihods of (heir members' occupations whether agricul-

tural or industrial”. The Townsend Committee opined

likewise: and the Madras Committee of 1939-40 “are

satisfied that cottage industries have a future, an expand-

ing future and that the co-operative principle has a large part

to play in their development''. My own impression which

is a result of niy tour in the Coastal Andhra districts is

that there is a very vast scope for co-operative activities

as well as a very great desire on the part of many an artisan

to “try" co-operation. Wherever I went, with the excep-

tion of a few ignorant individuals, artisans were desirous

of having co-operative societies. But the peculiar feature

was that they wanted somebody to organize them. It is

really quite possible even now for enthusiasts to org^lnize

T24
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co-operative societies for the textile printers of Narsapur

(West Godavari district) and Masulipatam (Krishna

district), the coir makers of Muthyalapalli (West

Godavari district), the poultry-keepers and fishermen of

the Ko'lleru lake villages, ihe lapidaries of Masulipatam,

the dairy-women of many deltaic tracts of the Andlira

districts, and several others who are now exploited by un-

scrupulous middlemen

.

Experience in the co-operative field has shown that it

is more difficult to organize producers’ societies than to

organise consumers’ ones. It is said that this accounts for

the relatively small expansion of producers’ movement in

America. But for India which is of a different economic

system this task of organising producers’ societies is ineviU

able in spite of all difficulties. It is gratifying to learn

that the Madras Government is considering the matter of

organising and developing cottage industries on co-opera-

tive lines since imports from abroad have fallen as a result

of war.

Since the move to take advantage of the present situa-

tion has come, it is now iK‘cessary to take into account the

following problems, on whose solution the future lines of

work depend.

(1) Industrial Surveys .—The existing surxey of

cottage industries in our province is old and incomplete.

Many important industries like dairying, poultry, and bee-

keeping have been omitted. Moreover many industries like

cement works, hand-stick making, hosiery, and oils and

paints have coime into existence during recent years. And
the War has brought many more. Hence a complete

s.urvey is essential.
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(2) Capital .—This problem is of a varied nature as

shown below:

(a) Artisans usually borrow cash for the purchase

of raw materials, etc., but are obliged to utilise it for other

purposes.

(b) Credit is usually given on personal security

and not on that of raw material like cotton or finished pro-

ducts like cloth

.

(c) Capifial requirements vary in amounts with

each industry. For instance, an iron-safe maker or a

hosier who applies machinery requires larger amounts

than tlie village society can often afford to give on personal

security

.

(d) The problem of repayment is knotty. The in-

come of the artisans is not regular but dependent on the

seasonal demands for products. Again in industries like

iron safe making and bronze bell and image cashing finished

products are paid for and taken delivery of only on aus-

picious days and so regular payment is not possible. More-

over some industries require long term loans. Sometimes

when the artisans have money on hand, the sowcar on

whom they partly depend pounces on them and takes away

the money, thus leaving them little to pay to the society.

(3) Organisation .—This problem comprises the

following minor problems

:

(o) The artisans of a locality distrust one another

so much that they want an outsider to organise them into a

society. Unfortunately this ugly situation is sometimes

rendered uglier by the patronizing attitude of the Co-

operative Department.

(b) There are several minor industries like rattan

work, horn work and bfitton making, which are scattered
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here and there. They differ from one another in many
respects and yet need to be organised into one co-operative

unit.

(c) The weaving industry is decentralized, but the

spinning industry is almost localized. The transport of

yarn to important weaving! areas like the Coastal Andhra

is expensive, in consequence of which circumstance the

weavers of that region are unable to compete with the South

Indian weavers. Plence the spinning industry must be

started on co-operative lines in the Coastal Andhra,

Rayala seema and other such regions.

(rf) Two important industries, khaddar and hand-

pounded rice, are rapidly developed as a result of popular

sentiment, but they are running mainly on capitalistic

lines. They afford a very large scope for expansion on

qo-operative lines.

(c) Poultry and dairying industries are exclusively

carried on by women in many districts. Since the male

members of the families do not take any interest in their

development, some outside r.gency must organise them into

a society.

(4) Marketing,—(a) Some new industries like

hand-stick making and oils and paints have low cost of

production and decent margins of profits. They require a

society only for marketing their products.

{b) Certain industrial products like cloth are not

thoroughly standardized in quality even in co-operative

societies. Some standards must be fixed and strictly en-

forced .

( 5 ) Administration .

—

A. Internal.— (a) The democratic principle of the

societies usually degenerates into the principle of oligarchy.
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Societies are often managed by a small clique in utter dis-

regard of the opinions of the other members, but when a

crisis occurs the smaller men are victimized.

(b) There is of len a tendency on the part of the in-

dustrial aristocrats of the locality to look down upon the

local society as a group of rebels and to try to harm it with

the aid of some black sheep.

B. Departmental.

—

(a) The artisans are under the

impression that the Industries,, Co-operative and Agricul-

tural Departments are indifferent to their progress. It was

reported to me that some improved weaving appliances were

supplied to a certain society without any instructions as to

how to use them. A certain officer told me how the pro-

paganda for the introduction of a new industry was ham-

pered by the refusal of the concerned departments to supply

hiim with the necessary appliances for demonstration which

the artisans demanded.

(b) There seems to be a lack of co-ordination in the

policies of the Development Department; for instance, as

I was told, an order is placed with some artisans by the

Industries or Co-operative Department but the goods pro-

duced are not taken in time by the Department;; for which

they are meant

.

(c) The Government supervising officials are often

reported to have interested themselves in the politics of a

society.

The above are the general problems which were placed

before me by the artisans of the Coastal Andhra. Their
talks disclosed a general lack of confidence in the wewking
of the societies under existing conditions, though they were
unanimous in acknowledging the suitability of co-operation
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to the country. It now follows that a succ^essful solution

of these problems is the key-note of success of the pro-

ducers’ movetment in India. This solution means a reorien-

tation of the industrial and co-operative policy of the

country. 1 shall here venture to olfer a few suggestions

;

1 . A re-adjushnent of the spheres of certain large

scale and cottage industries ,—The two largest industries in

any country are food industry and clothing industry.

Though the former is larger than the latter, India has been

obliged to pay greater attention to her textile industry on

account of the huge drain on her purse caused by imports

of foreign cloth. The ceaseless toil of the country for the

past three decades has brought the situation well in hand.

So it is time that India paid greater attention to her food

industries

.

A. Food industries.—Food industries like cereals,

flour and confectionery are run as large-scale industries and

on capitalistic lines. It has been realised new that this

system has not only thrown many people out of employment

but also been the indirect cause of malnutrition in the

people. Popular sentiment which has recently begun to

develop in favour of home-pounded rice and home-made

flour and the like, as a result of medical researches, the

difficulty in importing Imill machinery at present, the pro-

hibition by the government of production of polished rice,

and the poor keeping quality of unpohshed rice and its

flour produced on a large scale have favoured the develop-

ment of these industries on cottage lines. Since these in-

dustries are certainly more remunerative than the khaddar

spinning industry in the deltaic regions, many able-bodied

spinners will do well to take to them. These industries

are not at present run on co-operative lines. In 1940-41
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there were only two co-operative hand-pounded rice societies

of importance whose annual sales were about four thousand

rupees. Local societies with district federations and pro-

vincial apex bodies may be organised with advantage for

these industries,

Fr)uit canning, pickles and jams, oil pressing, poultry,

dairy and bee-keeping are some other food industries fit for

being carried on on co-operative basis.

B. Textile industry.—This may be considered here

for it comes only next to food industries

:

(a) Mill yarn handloom weaving.—^Handloom weavers

are at present under a great handicap due to the indiffer-

ence of the capitalistic mill owners in die matter of yam
supply. Hence they will do well to have co-operative spin-

ning mills for important weaving centres. Another form

of co-operation in weaving is the joint ownership by about

five weavers of a single power-loom. Weaving can be done

by the weavers by turns every day and the rest of the da}"

may be spent in marketing the products and so on

.

{h) Khaddar.—The khaddar industry is no'w run on

capitalistic lines by the A.I.S.A. and several private

producers. The A.I.S.A. is over-soilicitous„ while the

private producers are unscrupulous. In its eagerness to

help the artisans the A.I.S.A. is unmindful of the con-

ditions of the tex*tile market while the private producers do

not scmple to exploit the artisans in accordance with the

market conditions. Only co-operation is the best remedy

for this state of things. The A.I.S.A. should transform

itself gradually into a federation of co-operative societies

organised separately for spinners and weavers. The arti-

sans will thdn feel that the societies are their own and that
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they should strive to better their conditions. The popular

sentiment ih favour of A.I.S.A. will be an asset to the

newly fortned societies.

Events seem to tend towards this end:—In 1930 the

A.I.S.A. expressed itself in favour of decentralisation.

And in 1941-42 financial difficulties pressed the A.I.S.A.

to take the significant step of asking the artisans to con-

tribute small sutns towards capital. This is a helpful

sign. And it is to be hoped that co-operation will soon take

the khaddar industry also into its fold.

C. Other Industries.—There are scores of other

industries which are individually smaller than the above

two industries; for instance, metal work, rope making

paper making and toy making. They are all important

in their own way font they are helping to replace some

fadtory made articles. Soine of them are so small and

scattered that they cannot be organised except in groups.

2. Better production .—The people should be made

to give up their mutual distrust and join hands in mutual

good faith. Propaganda and education must be pursued

not as routine work but as a matter of conviction. The

Government insltcad of evincing a supervising attitude

should volunteer its services.

{a) Capital,—The Government should aid some

societies substantially. For instance, for the promotion

of co-operative spinning, the Government through the

local bodies may invest capital (since the capital forth-

coming from the weavers will be small) and supervise it in

such a way as to enable a smooth running of the industiy.

Since the pr'esent Co-operative Societies Act does not

admit of this state co-partnership, the Adt may be amended
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to this effect. It need not be considered impracticable in

view of the fact that the Registrar of Co-operative Societies,

Madras has induced several mills and central banks to buy

shares in co-(jperati ve societies.

(b) Production.—Small power-driven machinery

can also be used co-operatively in the case of some import-

ant industries.

3. BcHcr Sales .—The ways and means of selling

—

advertisements, exhibitions, museums and the like—are

not unknown . Only they are not taken full advantage of

.

For example, industrial museums introduced during the

Congress regime are now virtually defunct. They have

become merely displaying plact^s of ‘museum pieces’. If

all these tmeans are properly adopted the outside market

may be easily captured, l.ocal unhealthy competition may
be eliminated if all the artisans are enrolled as members.

4. Better Living .—It is a truism that despite the

general absence of better living in the land, the factors

conducive to its attainment are not unknown. Hence
there is no need to dilate on it.

The present trend of the co-operative, movc'mcnt is to

combine all the activities of the members. The multi-

purpose society is evolved to attain this end. This type

of socieRy has been criticised of late by some people.

But has been found fairly successful in Bombay, U.P.
and elsewheiV. In Madras also it is being tried at Alamuru

and other centres. This multi-purpose society may be

constituted to dombinc the various activities of one large

industry (as a vertical combination) or the activities of a

group of small scattered industries in each locality (as a

horizontal combination).
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What then are the respective spheres of eclivity of the

people and the Government towards co-operative develop-

ment of cottag^^ induslri(*s? 'Fhe scope of work of the.

people has been too often explained by leading co-operators

to need mention here. Sullice it to say that the people

must have the will to elevate themselvc's by co-operativo

action. They must put heart and. soul into their work

and then success is theirs. Young men who have the

necessary technical education and equipment should give

the lead by starting some new industries or improving old

ones co-operatively rising improved appliances like machinery

as in many western countries.

But the aid which the State can render needs to be

mentioned here. The Government can assist by:

(a) Co-partnership in certain costly but essential

industries for thd benefit -if the artisans;

(h) Ihirchase of articles producca.l by co-operative

societies

;

(c) Supply of electricity at cheap rates for indus-

trial purposes

;

(d) Opening technical institutes at Imany centres

for training young men since apprenticeship is not i)Ossi-

ble under present conditions
;

(c) GiUng free technical advace and neW designs

and patterns which the artisans may not be able to obtain

othemisc

.

If industilies are developed on these lines there will be

scope not only for employment but also for living a good
and a full fife.

The co-operators the world over, are hopefully re-

joicing that the] latter part of this century will be a new
age of man characterised by social co-operation. If India

is to share the same hopeful joy she must justify her

position by working in right, earnest even from now.
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XUT. INDUSTRIES IN NEW INDIA
Sii . Ghulam Ghous

To write on any tedinical subject requires longer

time and space. So L give here general hints for persons
interested in these lines.

If a person is to start any industry he should look if

there is a fair demand for his produce. Again there are

certain articles which are necessaries of life and there are

sdme which can be avoided, for instance toilet articles.

The English when they first opened their sli<.)p at Surat

created a market for their articles of luxury by purposely

allowing people to steal them. When the people were

accustomed to use them they were obliged to purchase. So

when one starts any industry he should enquire scrutiniz-

ingly if there is any market for it.

In the present times there is an ample scope for home
industries esjx‘cially for those which arc articles very

necessary for the present life; for instance, cloth of all

types, chemicals, phannace'uticals, writing materials, etc,,

J give some technical and seci'ct information for some of

the following industries.

Cloth .—Cloth is a necessary article for life. No
cloth manufacturer will find any difficulty in its sale. But

did you ever think, why we cannot produce snow-white

cloth without bleaching chemicals. Water has its effect

on cotton yarn and this is the chief cause of its muddy

colour. In England people felt similar difficulty which was

removed by opening factories all round the river Avon.

In Kashmir we have lot of such waters which give the

s^une results. In Muzaffarabad district there are certain
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drugs which they use in bleaching wool. There is a great

scope for cfoth manufacturers to start this industry in

Kashmir State. Similarly ilhcre may be other places in

India. Try and you will discover. Pakistan is getting

one source of a such a water on Kangra side, but there may
be some in U.P. near hills also.

Writing Materials.—The second class of things whicli

are as necessary as cloth, are writing materials like pencils

or inks. There are many factories in England and

America ^vhich supply us, and there is a great scope for

thousands of such factories here. When I conunenced my
research work on pencil making I found that Indian manu-

facturers do not know the secret processes of deiioccula-

tions. The people who use Kaoline and graphites use thejn

after purification only. The proper use of chemicals is

unknown to them also. A I.ahore manufacturer is using

wax which is now unknown in all good foreign makes.

The result is that most of the factories cannot make good

leads, and so there is still a great demand for foreign pen-

cils. We have another difficulty in India: we have no

good wood for this industry. Will Hidustan and Pakistan

Governsments try to grow Juniperous Virgeniana (Cadar-

Virginian Red) ? Both these Governments possess cli-

matically suibiWe places for their growth. Persons

desirous of starting this industry may read my Secrets of

Pencil-Making which will be printed shortly.

A very important article in writing materials is Blue-

black ink. For those who know chemistry, it is very

easy to make. There is a secret process, however, for

introducing iron into water in aitomised condition. The

present method of using lArrous Sulphate and Tannic

Acid has now been replaced by a cheap method of intro-
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ducing iron directly into water. This method is a trade

secret. Ink by this method may cost one anna for one

pound of writing Iluid. I have discovered this secret

method which the Jay reader may not understand.

Hiere are many other articles of writing materials

like scIkxjI slates, whicla may be iJianufactured

with great proht. (iennaii ‘.lAmeta’ type of slates were

considered to be the best. Indian manufacturers started

this industry. They used some hard material like fine

sand, of Barium Sulphide, etc., in black varnish. After

drying, slates were heated a little in ovens. These slates were

not durable and therefore all the factories are closed now.

Other writing materials like fountain pens, dc., can

be manufrvctured here also, but unless India begins to pro-

duce acids, celluloids, and alloys like 'pen metar, etq. I

do not advise them to start them.

Agricultural Industry .—The third is a class of articles

which comes under the Agricultural Industry. Till to-day

this line was developed to produce grain for food or cotton

for Lancashire. There are thousands of articles, which the

agriculturists can easily produce and they are very import-

ant for present day life. Jmr instance milk-powder, gallilith,

artificial horn, buttons, starch, dextrine, glucose, industrial

alcohol, wooden articles, wood spirit, and chemicals derived

from it, etc. Both Hindustan and Pakistan can start such in-

dustries with great success and there is a great demand for

these things also. I can supply German secret methods

for making any thing to persons who are interested in them.

As far as our Kashmir State is concerned, we have

several lines which can be developed by capitalists. I will

be glad to supply information about them.
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COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA

Section IV—Improved Production and
Organised Distribution

A. PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE
I. TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS IN HANDSPINNING

All India Spinners’ Association, Wardha
Iwer since the commencement of the Khadi movement

in 1920, Khadi workers have been paying attention to the

improvement of spinning and weaving implements. It is

necessary to make some modifications in the implements used

for ginning, carding, spinning, weaving, etc., in villages from
very ancient times. Without such modifications, no progress

is possible in the Khadi movement. When Khadi workers

realised this necessity, the first attempt at this reform was
made in Sabarmati Ashram under the direction of Maganlal
Gandhi. Later on experiments in improving the Gharkha
and other implements were continued in the workshops at

Bardoli, Nalbadi, etc. The All-India Spinners’ Association,

opened a separate Research Centre to carry on experiments

in the technical improvement of handspinning. This was

followed by the opening of many more Research Centres by

the Provincial Branches. As a result of these attempts, many
technical improvements were effected in Khadi implements.

Khadi which in the initial stages was thick and coarse,

giving a sort of ugly appearance to the wearer is now entirely

different
;

it is fine and smooth and definitely good-looking.

No doubt the valuable experience gained by workers also

is responsible for this improvement ;
but it must be admitted

that the improvement noticed in the strength, evenness,

appearance, quality, etc., the ease with which the workers

are now working, the increase in the speed of spinning and
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weaving:—all these are mainly due to the improvement of the

technical implements.

Some people fancy that as a result of these improvements
implements can be made to match mill parts and Khadi can

be produced almost at the mill-speed. But this fancy can be
indulged in only by those who do not understand the object

of Khadi. If Khadi implements are to be improved and

converted into machines which can match the mills, then

why not use our mills themselves ? The various machines

in the mills are the result of long researches of thousands of

scientists. If only such improvements are to be effected in

Khadi implements also, then why not straightaway accept

the machines of the mills ? We wish to make it clear that

the technical improvement of Khadi implements is for entirely

different reasons which can be outlined as below :

—

1 . To make the required implements from local material

and craft ;

2. To simplify the implements so that the workers in

the village can handle them without any special trainings

and repair them when necessary ;

3. To lighten the implements so that one man can

singly work with each of them, eliminating very heavy

implements which extract too much of labour from one man
or which require either many men or animals or steam or

electric power to function ;
and

4. To suitably improve only the existing popular

implements and make them strong, efficient and simple to

handle ;
but not to introduce altogether new implements

in place of the old ones.

In addition to the above, another point also had been:

kept in view in effecting improvements. That is to make the

simplest possible implements which everybody can easily

handle, which will be cheap and which will not occupy much

2
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space. It does not matter if because of them even the rate

of production comes down. It is enough if they satisfy the

aim of self-sufficiency in cloth. Such implements that do not

take much time to arrange, that are light and do not occupy

much space are very necessary.

Thus we find that improvements are necessary from

two view points :

I . From the point of view of those who do Khadi work
for wages, and 2. From the point of view of those do Khadi
work for self-sufficiency in cloth. Let us now consider these

improvements one by one :

—

Ginning.—In the production of Khadi, cotton undergoes

many processes before it is woven into cloth. Of these pro-

cesses, ginning is the first. Different kinds of ancient ginning

implements were in vogue in different provinces. There
were two small rollers, either both wooden or one wooden
and the other made of iron, in them. There was the provision

of wedges also to increase or decrease the pressure. Because

of the small size of the rollers, the speed of ginning was low.

The imperfect provision for pressure made it very difficult

to separate the seeds from the cotton. Experiments were
carried on in Bardoli, Nalbadi and other places on these

old implements, after which some new ones were designed

in which instead of both the rollers being made of wood,
one was made of wood and the other of iron. The size of

the wooden roller was kept bigger than that of the iron one.

As a result of this for each revolution of the wooden roller,

the iron roller revolved thrice and thus the speed of ginning

was increased. With the old implement we could hardly

get half to I seer of cotton ginned per hour
; but now we

easily get one and half to 3 seers of cotton ginned with the new
implements. With a view to get better grip on the cotton,

octagonal and cylindrical rollers were tried and octagonal

3
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one proved effective. In the case of the cylindrical variety

we have to cut cross-groves to get good grips. This results

in the spoiling of the fibres and the possiblity of breaking the

corners of the cotton seeds. The wedge system is good for

adjusting the pressure between the roller and the axle. But

in the Bardoli Ginner, the wedge has been substituted by a

screw, by tightening or lessening which the pressure can be

increased or decreased. But in view of the difficulty in

manufacturing the screws in the villages, the wedge-system

is preferred. The wooden roller was thick at one end and

tapering at the other in the case of the old ginner. There

were friction and slips between the rollers due to this. There-

fore in the new ginner the wooden roller and the iron rod

are of uniform size at both the ends. The want of seat for

the ginning worker in the old implement is rectified in the

new implement by the provision of a seat. The seat has been

so arranged that it rests firmly without moving either side,

by the weight of the worker. In the case ofthe old impelment,

either big stones were used as fixers or the implement itself

was fixed well to the wall to prevent movements while gin-

ning. It was found that the speed of ginning varied with

the softness or the hardness of the cotton (cotton which is

easily separated from the seeds is known as soft cotton, and
that which is difficult to separate is known as hard cotton).

The Nalbadi ginner is considered to be good in the case of

hard cotton and the Bardoli ginner in the case of soft cotton.

Besides these implements some mechanical ginners also,

as used in factories, were experimented on and one such was
even designed and made in Sabarmati. That is worked by
the pedal system like the bicycle. Cotton is cleared on one

side. The chain, ball-bearings, etc. of the cycle are made
use of in that instrument. But it is not used because it is

not constructed according to the principles of the Khadi
movement.

4
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Salai Fatri {Roller and Plank),— The big ginner which is

described above is good and useful for ginning on a large

scale, but not for self-sufficiency in cloth. For self sufficiency

in cloth one must gin 3 to 4 tolas per day
;
and he does

not want such costly instrument with a ginning capacity

of 2 to 3 seers. Then a big carding implemetit is required

to card the cotton ginned by the big ginner. All this is

unnecessary. Therefore ‘ Salai Fatri ’ is devised for the sake

of those who only want to attain self-sufficiency in cloth.

It consists of only two things—a wooden plank measuring
9" X 3" X 1" and an iron rod ri long. One or two clusters

of cotton are placed on the plank and the rod is rolled on
by the palms. Tims the seeds arc separated from the cotton.

Cotton tliLis ginned becomes very loose. So it is carded with

a small bow or the hand and slivers are made easily. Even
for carding on the bigger implement, cotton ginned on the

Salai Fatri is very good. Then the slivers also are better.

The Salai Fatri is cheap and can be made at a cost of 10 to

12 As. With this 10 to 15 tolas of cotton can be ginned per

hour.

Carding.—Carding is the process next to ginning. The
big carding bow was in use in the initial stages. But it was
not good for carding. It could be used where yarn of 5 or 6

counts was wanted. Therefore in Sabarmati Ashram a new
type of carding instrument was designed which was only

an improvement on the old big instrument with the additional

advantage of being of medium size. A thin string and a

small striker were also used in carding with the instrument.

Carding and making slivers was possible with this instrument

at the rate of 10 tolas per hour. To-day this medium sized

carding instrument alone is considered to be the best for

Khadi production.

During the 1930-32 movement, when workers began

to propagate carding and spinning, a smaller and easily

5
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portable carding instrument was needed. The medium
carding instrument has to be hiing from a bow while carding.

So it requires some considerable space. Therefore another

smaller carding instrument was made which could be held

in the hand while carding. The carding capacity of this

hand-carder is 5 tolas per hour. The string is very thin

here and we can make slivers with this which can be used

for spinning yarn of 30 or 40 counts. This instrument is

useful to small school-children too.

Bow Carding ,—Both the above types of instruments were

found to be too heavy for self-sufficiency purposes. There-

fore Acharya Vinobaji conducted some experiments to

devise simpler methods of making slivers, as a result of which

carding and making of slivers came into vouge. In Andhra

and some other places, the method of making slivers was

in existence. With some modifications, the method of

carding with the fingers or bamboo sticks came into practice*

By this method it takes only seven minutes to make slivers

for one hank of yarn. The method of ginning on Salai

Patri and making slivers of that cotton also became prevalent.

It is only a question of ginning here and no time need be

wasted in carding. Even though the slivers prepared on
Salai Patri cannot stand comparison with the slivers pre-

pared after carding, they are all right for coarse yarn.

But the bow-carding method is decidedly more useful

than both these methods. As in carding and slivering,

the cotton is ginned with Salai Patri and the fresh cotton

is loosened with a small bow. The loose cotton which

attaches itselfto the string of the bow is separated and stretched

by the fingers and made into slivers. Barring ginning^

the speed limit of bow-carding approaches 5 to 6 tolas per

hour. The slivers thus made are also good. The only

appliance used here is the small bow made of bamboo strip.

6
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There is not even the question of spending for the string
;

only the twine of the charka or some such thin twine is used
in this case. This has proved to be the best for those who
spin for self-sufficiency in cloth. This above is being

popularised now.

The Carding Machine.—For carding well on a large scale,

a machine was designed in Sabarmati workshop after the

varieties used in mills. This is worked by the feet. Its

construction is of a screw type, as in the case of the Ginning
Machine. The cost is very high and it is very taxing also

to work it. Therefore, it was not considered to be desirable

for Khadi work. Still it has become a litde popular in Gujerat.

Charkha.—A new charkha was made in Bardoli with

certain modifications in the old ones. It is known as the

Bardoli charkha. The wheel in it is kept big to increase

the speed of spinning
;
there are brass bearings in it to ensure

smooth and light movements
;
the whole build is scientific

to make it strong and avoid rocking while in action. All

the parts are well-measured and accurate and fixed at pro-

per distances and in proper directions. The spindle and

the axles are made of good steel
;
the leather pieces are

of new type. These new modifications have removed the

defects of the old charkhas, namely the slipping of the belt,

the rocking of the charkha, the shaky vibration of the spindle

the heavy movement of the wheel, etc. These peculiarities

of the Bardoli charkha have been incorporated in the charkhas

of other provinces also retaining as far as possible the different

local forms. The cross-spindle method was adopted in

the Savali charkha of Maharashtra. This enabled the easy

manipulation of yarn and checked it from slipping from

the spindle. The usefulness of this method commended

itself to others and the method has been adopted in other

charkhas too.

7
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The two wheeled charkhas became popular in view of

the ease in handling and corrifort in carrying them during

tours. Some had flat wheels and some vertical wheels.

But since the belting arrangement was not satisfactory,

they could not become very popular till 1930. Gandhiji

carried on some experiments with these charkhas during

his incarceration in 1930-32. He preferred the flat charkha

to the vertical one. Some people had made no provision

for fixing springs between the two wheels and the bend

to ensure firm belting. They were incorpor^lted in the

new Charkha. After this improvement, the two-wheeled

charkha liecame very satisfactory. Encasing it in a box,

using slipping twine instead of leather, etc. were other

improvements on it. Since this charkha was designed in the

Yerrawada Jail, it has come to be known as the Yerra-

wada charkha. Good in appearance, protected since it is

encased in a box, scientific and strong in build, good for

speed and fit for spinning fine uniform and durable yarn,

this charkha has become very popular among urban spinners.

To reduce the price of the Yerrawada Charkha still

further, it was mounted on a plank, instead of encasing it

in a box. This is known as the Kisan Charkha. Being

simpler and stronger in build and cheaper in price than

the Yerrawada charkha., this has become v^ery popular in

villages. But some iron parts have to be used in both the

Yerrawada charkha and the Kisan charkha. The lathe

is necessary to make its wheels, axles, etc. Therefore,

the village artisans cannot make it. Hence the use of this

charkha is not considered to be proper in rural parts.

When the Spinners’ Association decided to pay the

workers living wages, it became necessary to pay special

attention to their efficiency and to improve their yarn.

This was not possible with the old charkhas and it was very

8
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expensive to provide them with new charkhas in the place

of their old ones. Therefore their charkhas also were pro-

vided with speed wheels as in the case of the Yerrawada

charkhas. Then the rotations of the spindles and the capacity

of the spinners increased. Thus the provision of the speed

wheels in the vertical charkhas also came to be made.

Attempts were made to provide for two spindles in

the charkha with a view to increase the spinning output.

As a result of these, two kinds of Magan charkha were designed

on the treadle and the pedal types. 'Fhis enabled the increase

in the spinning output by l i to times. But it requires

skill to spin on these charkhas
;
more labour also has to be

put in. Apart from these considerations, the size is incon-

venient and the cost prohibitive. Therefore, they could

not become very popular.

In this connection, the Spinners’ Association announced

a prize of Rs. 1,00,000 for an improved charkha. The condi-

tions attached to the award of the prize were :

1. That the charkha should be capable of spinning'^

2000 yards per hour.

2. That its price should not exceed Rs. 150 and

3. That it should be capable of being repaired in

villages.

Many mechanical charkhas were designed for this

reward. Among them the charkha designed by Sri Kale
of the Kirloskar Factory deserves specicil praise. The
whole charkha is made of iron. There are eight spindles

in it and there is also provision in it for automatic carding
and making of slivers. But because of its excessive cost

and complicated mechanism it could not be accepted.
The other charkhas also were found unsatisfactory for similar

reasons. The announcement of this prize has now been
withdrawn since mechanical charkhas are not in accordance
with Khadi principles.
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The DhAnush Takli,—Sri Bharatanand, a Polish resident

staying with Gandhiji designed a new instrument called

the Dhanush Takli, cheaper and simpler than even the

charkha. The spindle is set on leather pieces and the instru-

ment mounted on a small wooden plank. A bow with a
leather strap is used to revolve the spindle while spinning.

There is provision to maintain the speed imparted by
the strap. To ensure friction, the strap is coated with

a rough paste. It is so simple that anybody can make it.

It does not cost more than lo or 12 as. and the speed

also is not much inferior to that of the charkha. But it

is difficult to spin on this for 4 or 5 hours at a stretch,

because it requires much energy to work with the strap.

Frequently it gets out of order too. Improper resin, loosen-

ing of the strap, shaky vibration of the spindle and many
such defects are responsible for its not being as comfortable

for spinning as the charkha. So this instrument also could

not become very popular.

The Takli.—The easiest and the cheapest instrument

for spinning is the Takli. The discs of the old Taklis were

of stone and the spindles of bamboo. They were improved

further and brass discs of correct weight and iron spindles

were used later. Provision was made for a hook in the

Takli with the result it has become good in strength and
speed. These brass Taklis alone are in vogue today. No
doubt the lathe is required for making these discs

; but

these small things can be made in any place and easily sent

to any other place. They have to be produced on a large

scale too and so the use of the lathe in the making of the

Taklis can be overlooked.

Any kind of yarn, fine and coarse, uniform and durable

can be spun with the Takli. It can be worked even during

discussions nd debates in meetings and conferences. Even

though the peed of the TaAr/ns somewhat less than that of the

10
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4:harkha.^ it is the best instrument for attaining self-sufficiency

in cloth. Acharya Vinobha has brought into vogue new
methods of spinning by revolving it on the shin and thigh

because of which the speed of the Takli has been conside-

rably improved. It has proved to be useful to school children

too.

Correction of the spindle .—Whatever the improvements
effected in the charkha^ all our efforts will be in vain if the

spindle is bent. The bent spindle often cuts the yarn and
thus spinning becomes very difficult. Old spindles were
made of ordinary iron and so they used to get bent very often.

To avoid the bending, the spindle is now made of steel

needles. But still due to mistakes, it is sometimes bent

and not perfectly straight. It is essential to correct it before

giving it to the spinners. In the initial stages, the correction

was done mainly by an estimation by the eye. Only a

select few could do this. But now an easy method is known
to us for correcting this bend. The spindle is kept hori-

zontally on a frame and is gently rotated, marking on it

with chalk at the same time. At places where the spindle

is bent, the chalk-mark is not clearly formed. This bent

portion is then corrected by hammering it on the anvil

suitably. This is so easy that anybody can do it with a

little practice. This must be regarded as an important

improvement to the implements of handspinning. The
Takli also is corrected in the same manner.

The improvements so far made in the implements of

ginning, carding and spinning have been described above.
Let us now consider the implements of weaving. So far

no notable improvements have been made in the weaving
looms from the point of view of Khadi. The handlooms
and shuttlelooms were already in existence

;
setting up looms

in pits or in frames was also popular before. They have
been wholly adopted in Khadi work. The tendon, comb,

TI
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shuttle and such other parts of the loom are all still in use.

No necessity has been felt to make any modifications therein.

But quite a number of experiments and improvements have

been made in the process of weaving. The unwinding

of yarn, the preparing of the warp and the weft and such

other processes have ]3een modified in accordance with

the requirements of Khadi. Many other improvements

also have been made in weaving, details ol which need not

be gone into here.

The main objective Khadi work is that all the processes

in the production of Khadi must be such as can be done

by evercbody easily at home and at leisure. In other words>

the object of making improvements in the implements of

Khadi has been to devise instruments which are useful,

handy, cheap, simple and easy to make I’rom local material

with local talent. There is not much scope in Khadi imple-

ments for mechanical or complicated parts.

In Africa, the takli^^ is used widely even today to spin

cotton. The Africans learned this method of spinning, many

centuries ago^ from the Arabs who had learned it from India.

12
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II. SCREEN PRINTING

S. Ramanathan

Screen Printing or to give it its American name
“ Silk Screen Processing ” or “ Se rigraph)'

\

is little known
in India. To the extent it is known it is thought of

only as a method of textile printing which is a half

way house between the ancient handicraft of printing

cloth by engraved blocks of wood and the modern power
driven cylinder printing machine of the mills. AYhilc

textile printing is undoubtedly one of the many methods

of application of the silk screen process, its real inwardness

is that it is an art form like painting, the drama and the

cinema. It is a modern addition to the armoury of graphic

art.

One picture is worth a thousand words, as the Chinese

say. Screen printing multiplies pictures by the million.

Man is not content with producting one work of art. His

very pleasure at the^ production urges liim to continue the

process. He wants to continue to draw, to paint. He
strives to reproduce his pictures over other media, at other

places, and at other times. Like every human faculty,

art is not content to be self-satisfied and static. It is an

activity, a process of continuous exertion and ceaseless toil.

The urge for duplication, for reproduction of works of art,

has led to the discovery of engraving, printing, lithography,

photography, etc. Serigraphy is in that line of discovery

and is meant to fulfil the need for reproduction of not merely

the form but the colours of the original. It is a handicraft

with the distinct individuality of the artist imprinted on
it as distinguished from the product of the printing press

13
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which carries with it the full monotony of the factory assembly.

The original works of art can be owned only by the elite,

the very rich, and are not within the reach of the man
of moderate means. There is a genuine need for a method of

reproducing original in colour for the delight of the poor.

Serigraphy meets that need.

Screen printing is really a development out of stencil

printing. This art originates from pre-historic times when

men inhabiting tropical jungles used to cut banana leaves

as stencils for painting on the trees and on the rocks.

Stencil printing has developed through the ages with practi-

cally no improvements in the technique except in the change

of medium from banana leaves to metallic plates. Stencilling

is such an easy method of duplication that it finds application

in all walks of life. "^ Addressing packages and painting names

and numbers on all media are done everywhere by using

metallic stencils. But, there is one defect in stencil work

which obtrudes on every observer. It is the necessity for

leaving unprinted breaks along what should be continuous

lines. The outstanding feature of screen printing is the elimi-

nation of these breaks in continuity. This is accomplished

by the use of screens to which the stencil is affixed as a

background. The permanence of the stencil is guaranteed

by reinforcement with the screen by lacquering. This

feature may be illustrated by a simple experiment. Take

a very thin fabric, preferably either organdy or bolting silk^

and fix it by nails to the four sides of a wooden frame made

Hke a picture frame. Fix a sheet of paper on a table with

drawing pins. Place the frame with the fabric nailed to

it over the paper. Now pour over the fabric some thin

paint or a fairly viscous ink like cyclostyle ink and spread the

ink over the fabric by using the edge of a thick cardboard or

a wooden foot-rule. Then if you remove the frame you will

find the ink or the paint spread through the meshes of the*

14
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fabric and laid over the paper as a thin coating. Now, cut

a small circle of paper and attach it to the middle of the

underside of the frame. Place the frame over another sheet

of paper fixed with drawing pins as before. Again draw the

edge of the cardboard or foot-rule over the entire fabric.

On removing the frame you will find that this time the

thin layer of paint has left a white circle in the middle corres-

ponding to the shape of the cut paper attached to the fabric.

If instead of the circular piece of paper you attach any other

figure, that figure will be as faithfully reproduced as the cir-

cle. The figure need not be cut with ties and the continuous

lines need not be broken as it has to be in the case of metallic

stencils.

This principle has been incorporated in serigraphy with

a lot of technical improvements. Stencils are cut on tracing

paper coated with shellac. The cut stencils are then affixed

to the screen by hot iron and afterwards reinforced with the

screen by lacquer. Of late, stencil material has been dis-

covered which dispenses with the process of lacquering.

Instead of cutting the stencils by hand, mechanised appliances

are used and pre-sensitised screens reproduce the original

designs by the use of the photographic method. These and

other improvements in serigraphy are yet unknown in this

country. They are largely used in America for painting

sign-boards and printing posers and show cards.

Screen printing is superior to printing by the ordinary

printing press because high grade shining paints can be

used in screen processing while only thin inks can be taken

by the printing press. Glossy posters and sign-boards are

the results of serigraphy. A variety of media including cloth,

paper, wood, metal and wall can be printed over by the

silk screen. In fact every kind of surface ofwhatever material

or shape, including curvatures like bottles, cups, plates and

procelain-ware are fit media for screen printing. There
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is a special product called Decalcomania consisting of multi-

coloured prints deposited on tissue paper which can be

readily transferred to any surface by a process of wetting and

ironing. Trade marks and patented signs and ornamental

designs can be fixed permanently over glass containers, porce-

lain ware, w^ood furniture etc., by use of decalcomania.

The process of screening which was originally done

entirely by hand is now' gradually getting machanised and

machinery has been invented for manipulating six or more

screens of various colours at the same time. The form of screen

printing mostly practised in this country is for the purpose of

printing on cloth. The practice is to spread the cloth over

tables whose length is between 6o to 8o feet and whose width

is between 45 to Go inches. The tables are usually made of

wood but sometimes of concrete. A wooden rail is fixed

to one edge of the table lengthwise to support the printing

screen. Over the wooden rail are fixed stops, made also

of wood, every 18 inches. These stops provide automatic

and accurate repeats for the screen. Such accuracy in repeats

is impossible in the old method of block printing except with

skilful and experienced printers. Indeed, with the intro-

duction of screen processing, textile printing has ceased to be

a specialist’s job. A beginner after a few days of instruction

and trial will do as good a job as a workman with years of

experience behind him.

Screens used in this country are made usually of the

size 24 inches by 55 inches so that cloth and sarces measuring

up to 48 inches width may be tackled. A well-made screen

will print up to 2 bales of cloth if properly taken care of.

The process of applying colour is done by scrapers or squeegees

which press the dye paste through the screen over the sur-

face of the cloth. The squeegees are provided with edges

of rubber of about 21 inches length. The tables are covered

with a thin layer of an adhesive paste which is prepared by
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mixing bees’-wax, rosin and castor oil. The cloth is then

spread over the table and held fixed to the surface by the

adhesive paste during the process of printing. I'he paste

does not adhere to the cloth when the latter is removed

from the table after printing.

Subsequent processes of dyeing, steaming, developing and

finishing are the same for screen printing as for every other

method of textile printing. While it is not claimed for screen

printing that it can compete with th'e power driven cylinder

method employed by the mills for mass production, it is

certainly true that for small scale operation where variety

and individuality are of importance the screen processing

method will always be supreme. While the masses especially

in a poor country like India will always go in for cheap
machine printed cloth, the richer and the middle classes

will prefer to patronise screen cloth which may be a little

more costly.

n
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III. SOAP MAKING AS A COTTAGE INDUSTRY
D. Sambasiva Rao

In spite of the fact that soap is supposed to have been

known as early as the Bible or eaidier still, in India, according

to her oldest Sastras in one of which a preparation for a soap

named “ Phenakam ” is given, we have to admit that the

soap of today is but an accidental discovery, like so many
other discoveries, when kitchen grease accidentally got mixed

with ash from the fire-place and a new substance was formed,

which proved to be a product of an unexpected nature, and

upon which further experiments were conducted in various

ages and the modern soap was evolved.

The soap of India made its first appearance in the early

days of this century and Madras saw its first soap factory

about 1915 as an ofi-shoot of fisli oil refining at Tanur on

the west coast, which developed later on into the present

Kerala Soap Institute. Those were the days when Govern-

ment were obliged to make good soap (mostly washing

soap) for supplying mainly to the War front etc. as those

were the days of the first World War.

Along with the depression that came after the World

War the Swadeshi movement started in full swing and every,

thing Swadeshi was the slogan of the day. Till then the soap

that was made on a large scale in big factories in imitation

of the foreign stuff imported took a change and alongside

with Khadi and other cottage industries the making of

household soap on the cottage industry basis came into

fashion.

Various people devised various methods and experiments

were conducted with various materials availabe in the villages-
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and finally the All-India Village Industries Association with

its headquarters at Wardha developed and brought into use

a soap made entirely from the village soil and the locally

available oil.

But one has to admit that this system of manufacture has

its own short comings, due to the fact that the process is more
laborious and troub]esom(‘ in comparison with other

methods of soap manufacture where caustic soda is got direct

from its manufacturers and used. In any country, big

or small, the basic industries must be provided to meet the

existing demands of its people though not for trade and

export, and caustic soda is such an important industrial

product, that the manufacture of it cannot be ignored

and left over. Besides there is no perfect process for its

preparation except that which involves heavy initial outlay

for a good factory meaning good capital and efficient

labour. When such is the case, surely die basic industries

cannot but be provided either by Government or good
capitalists and when thus the product is available cheap,

there is no reason why one should resort to indigenous

and crude methods of its manufacture for the cottage

soap.

So taking for granted that one is prepared to use the

readily available caustic soda, I am proceeding further regard-

ing soap manufacture on the cottage industry basis : Besides

.
I can emphatically say that when a tolerably good soap for

either washing or toilet purposes is required, soap made only

with good caustic soda is better in all respects than that

prepared in accordance with the other processes where

caustic soda also is made by the soap maker from the locally

available sajji matti etc.

(a) Raw materials .—Oils and fats on the one hand and
caustic soda on the other are the two important raw mate-

rials that are required and the binding medium for these
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two is water, which is the most important material. The
more pure and soft the water, the better is the product.

Hence water is the third important raw material that enters

the soap. As a matter of fact it will be more relevant to

put water as the first and the foremost of the raw materials

that are required for a good soap. Last but not least, is the

use of other materials like soda ash and silicate of soda

for the toning up of soap when used in smaller c^uantities

and for adulterating soap when used in excess quantities.

Having got accustomed to smell soap as we pick up from

any market place, before going into its purity or quality for

which we rely on appearances, we may add that perfume

though left in the bath room only is yet another important

raw material.

No single oil or fat will ever give a good soap and so oils

must be blended in such a way as to give a good washing or a

good toilet soap and one has to take many considerations

in blending the oils. The availability and the price form

the chief considerations.

Coconut Oil is the important oil in the case of small scale

manufacture especially of the cold process type and its

usage upto certain percentages is indispensable for any
variety of soap made either on the cottage industry basis or

the large scale operation. Without using the oil no soap

gives abundant lather or lathers freely. Only coconut oil

soaps lather very freely and waste away easily though they

appear hard and brittle. Besides they tend to remove the

natural odours of the skin and body and they lather freely

even in brackish waters.

Ground-nut, marote^ cottonseed and other oils of this

type give a comparatively softer soap tha^ the coconut

oil but these oils do not lather as freely. So they are

used for blending and softening the coconut oil and also

for cheapening the product as they are much cheaper than
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coconut oil. Marote oil otherwise known as Indian Chalmungra

gives also a good medicated soap.

Castor Oil is yet another oil of importance that enters

soaps especially of the transparent type even though its soap

is soft and docs not lather freely or profusely. Without

castor oil, sugar, glycerine and alcohol there is no trans-

parent soap.

Sesamum oil having more food value, it is very little used

in soap making and it is better not to try to use it. So also

is the case with mustard oil which has got a peculiar persistent

smell also.

Punnai, Pongam, Ganja seed, croton seed, kokum butter

and other oils are of regional nature and are available only

in certain localities wliere only they are cheap and can be

used with advantage.

Mouha oil and Dhupa fat otherwise known as Mala])ar

tallo\c arc very good for tlie manufacture of good soaps

that carry some])odyin the lather in comparison with other

soaps.

Fats from cow, Intfialo, goat or pig can all be used va'th

adv^antagc, especially in toilet soaps as long as sentiment

does not come in the way. It is not known why sentiment

should come in especially when we are using them to

cleanse ourselves, while others arc using them in very large

proportions for the adulteration of the ghee the intaking of

which is a dire necessity which allows no sentiment to come

near-abouts in any way.

Hydrogenated oils that are entering the local markets

all over the country are really a good god-send to the soap

maker as they are free from bad smell and colour and can be

got in various grades of solidity for the making of a soap of

choice either for washing or toilet purposes. At least for the

sake of the growing industrial needs of India the hydroge-
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nation of oils industry is to be encouraged though not for

other purposes like causing of the temptation to the ghee

merchant who is able to get now in large quantities a

product similar to that of ghee which has no smell and
which could readily be jjassed on for ghee v\dlh a mixture

of pure ghee in a very small quantity. Of course, cases

are there in plenty wherein the ghee merchant of a

greedy nature is caught and punished, but when once the

temptation exists, no one on earth can ever find a cure for it.

Though out of place I suggest that hydrogenation of oils

should be allowed only i'or industrial needs of any country

and nothing more.

Now washing soda, soda silicate, soap stone, fullers earth

and a multitude of other ingredients are used by the soap

maker for adulterating soap. As has been already said the

use of the first two up to three per cent, can be considered

only as a toning agent for soaj) as that much of it is not

detergent and on the other hand improves the washing

qualities of soap and also does not allow soap to waste away

freely. But no toilet soap can ever contain these as they

are harmful to the body ev^en though in fact many of the

cheap foreign soaps that are sold in the Indian markets are

prepared cheap with their use as there is no law prohibiting

their usage in toilet or other soaps in India as in other

countries all over the world.

(b) Utensils .—As long as soap is made only for self use,

and the idea of marketing does not occur the existing utensils

of any moderate house hold suffice for its manufacture.

Making soap for the market is quite different from its making

for the family needs, where the shape of the soap or its

colour cannot be a drawback for its utility, viz. the washing

of the household linen and keeping the body clean, cheaper

than any other known product. As long as soap is made

at home even soap nut, shekai appear to be costly and as long
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as one is able to make a good soap with some extra care and
is prepared to use the juice of an orange or a lemon or the

juice of some acid fruits as a final ringe ” to give a better

tone and remove the. soapy feeling, I can advocate with

pleasure the use of soap as a shampoo for washing hair ; for

this saves us from all the worries of the breaking of the

soap-nut or the pounding and boiling of the shekai paste.

Besides, soap is so cheap and economical, that a

cake got for an anna gives four or five shampoos or even

more according lo the length of the hair, in comparison

with the rupee worth of soap nut or shekai for tlie same

purpose.

Again coming back to the suljject after the long devia-

tion, soap making for the market requires extra utensils

like soap frames for cooling soaps, soap cutting tables, soap

stamping machines and finally enough of printed matter,

card board boxes, wooden cases and the like for appearance

and transport for trade.

Soap frame for all purposes is something like a box

without the lid, the sides of which can be removed convenien-

tly by removing a few bolts and nuts and can be made of

good wood like teak or of iron sheets or, if funds permit, cast

in iron.

Hand ctiUing of soap can be done by a good piece of

wire tied to two strong wooden pieces, 8to lo inches long and

3 to 5 inches in circurnferance but the use of the cutting table

of the two-way type is very economical and useful.

Hand stamping of soap is cheap though laborious and

can be resorted to by getting a good engraver to engrave

the required letters on a good strong piece of wood or brass

plates fitted to wood as the case may be. Letters may be

made separately and fixed to wobd also for the same pur-

pose. A small stamping machine of the two wheeled type
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with two or three sets of dies is an asset for the small scale

soap maker.

Weights, balances, foot miles etc., are other needs and

finally one should have a good mixing drum for the ingredi-

ents to get mixed up and boiled if necessary, of double the

size of the batch that one is prepared to make at a time.

A good drum can be got from crude oil drums cut to size

half way or so. Another drum of the same size or less for

mixing up of caustic soda in water and storing it for a number

of batches at a time is also required.

Whether one is making soap for his personal use or

for marketing purposes, the use of Baumc’s Hydrometer for

the iinding out of the strength or density of the casutic soda

solution in water popularly known as lye is recommended,

as its strength varies from time to time due to the high hygro-

scopic nature of the lye (capacity ofabsorbing water) by which

it absorbs water from the air and gets weaker day by day.

(c) Procedure .—Caustic soda can be got from the bazaar

packed in the form of flakes or small bits or in lumps packed

as one big lump. Generally there are drums of either variety

available and the solid caustic is cheaper than the flakes.

Buying caustic in flakes is more advantageous for the house-

hold manufacturer, when he can mix only sufficient quantity

every lime as and when required, instead of mixing up the

entire lot and storing it when he buys it as solid.

Generally one part of caustic soda is mixed in two of

water and kept previously for use, its strength verified

with the help of the Baume’s hydrometer which is some-

thing like a milk tester having the figures from to 50^.

The thing sinks low if the lye is thin or rises high if the lye is

thick and shows o if it is only water for testing initial error

if any. Generally lye of 35^ 1040° B is taken up and used as

such for the cold process soap manufacture or diluted as
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desired for the semi-boiled process of soap manufacture

known popularly as the hot process.

Caustic lye must be always cold and this must he added to the

oil and not otherwise.

The required quantities of the various oils and fats

are weighed properly and put in the drum or pan and heated

if necessary to dissolve all the solid matter if there is any.

Then taking the power of the combination of each of the res-

pective oils with caustic potash (generally known as saponi-

fication value, which is given later on) the required quantity

of the solid caustic soda is calculated. With the help ot the

hydrometer the strength of the soda is got and used for the

determination of the exact quantity of the lye that is recpiired

for the batch.

(i) Cold process.—T’jien I'or the cold process soay:) manu-

facture the lye is lu'ought and added slowly to the oils in

the pan in small quantities gradually stirring the contents ol

the batch with a wcKiden paddle slowly and steadily.

Never stir vigorously. Then (he oil begins to appear cloudy

creamy and begins to get thicker and thicker and iM^comes

whiter and whiter. Hie stirring should go on for a considci -

rably long time after tlic whole of the lye is poured in, till

the stuff gets suflicicntly thick and docs not drift away freely

from the paddle. At this juncture the colour and perfume that

one intends to add is added and stirred. After ensuring

about the homogeneous mixing of the colour and perfume,

it is transferred to the cooling frames which arc got ready

previously. Old soap is generally beaten with a wooden

hammer till it gets softened and rolled into tliick rolls and

used as a paste for closing leaky places of the frames especially

all the corners as a precautionary measure.

The soap is then allowed to cool and settle for a day or

two and the sides of the frame are removed by loosening the

bolts, when a single l)lock of soap is got for every frame.

TV—
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By the help of the foot-rule and in tune with the stamping

die the required thickness is determined and marked on the

block all round, and by joining the marks, lines at the interval

the required thickness are drawn all round the block. Any
ordinary nail will suffice for the marking of the lines. Then
the thick good wire that is got ready by tying to the bits of

wood is stretched by two persons and passed along the lines

carefully and firmly, when wnth each passing of the wire

a slab of soap is cut. In the same manner the slabs are cut

into bars and the 1)ars into cakes which are finally stamped,

wrapped in paper, packed in cardboard boxes and packed

for trade in dealwood boxes.

Now after the general description of the process of

manufacture of soap by the easiest process popularly known
as cold process I shall now proceed with the description of the

semi-boiled (hot) process of manufacture of soap for the

benefit of its maker.

As a rule the bottom plate, the top plate and the sides

of the block of soap that is prepared by the cold process are

left awa)' as they are supposed to contain more alkali than

the rest of tlie block. Generally they are scraped away

thinly to remove the excess alkali. Besides there will be the

bits of soap left over in the cutting of bars and cakes and also

at the stamping press. These things shall not be a waste.

To convert such accumulated bits into good soap and also

to make good soap on a larger scale than that of the cold

process at a time and for easily reducing the soap contents

of the soap and filling it with adulterations and thereby

cheapening it, and also to make particular varieties of soap

like insecticides and soft soap for the cotton dyeing and for

paper making etc., the semi-boiled process of soap making
is a good method. Even the best soap without adulteration

can be made in larger quantities by the hot process when
the saponification or the mixing up of oils with alkalis and
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forming into soaps can be quickened and completed in the

space of a short time, etc., the hot process is useful. Here the

coconut oil contents can be reduced to the minimum thereby

cheapening it as far as possible.

(ii) Hot process .—Now supposing we want good washing

soap by the hot process, take the necessary quantities of the

oils and fats and the alkalis weighed and keep them ready.

Pour all the oils and fats in the pan and heat them on a good

flame for half an hour or so or till all the solid stuff like the

rosin, fat, etc., gets completely dissolved. Then in the

alkali mix the necessary quantity of silicate of soda if so desired

and add enough water that generally gets evaporated in the

process. Add all the alkali to tlie hot oils steadily and quickly,

stirring vigorously when the entii'e mass gets hardened easily.

Now control the flame and give enough heat till the hardened

mass begins to get liquified when a good yellow colour of

perfectly formed soap is seen in the centre of the stufi'. Then
begin to stir gradually and when all the stuff is molten add

the perfume and colour, remove flame, stirring vigorously

and transfer the stuff to the cooling frames early. If the

flame is not controlled properly the soap begins to rise in

the pan and gets a hollow in the middle or in various places

after it is got cooled in the frames. This is the method that

is generally followed by those that make soap by the supposed

hot process.

(hi) Semi-boiled process .—For the real serni-boiled method
of soap making after getting all the material weighed and got

ready, the pan is put on the fire and some water and some
alkali are added and heated. Then the remnants of soap

if any are added to the pan and heating is continued

till all those bits melt completely. Then add the fat and
rosin of the batch of materials and also some more alkali

and water and heat. One must be always sure of keeping

the batch alkaline till the end, lest it should get lumpy and
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cause trouble. That means adding more, alkali than required

for the oil you are going to add each time
;

that is, the

alkali and oil are to be added in various lots and not at one

time like the other methods. At each further adding one

must be sure that the previous batch of oil has been taken up

and saponified completely, h'inally add the last quantity of

alkali and oil and when it is complete, add the colour, perfume

silicate ofsoda solution or washing soda solution and any other

material either for toning up the soap or for adulterating

it and cool it for some time before transferring it to the

cooling frames.

After giving all the possible information that could be

given in a small article of this type and treating the subject

as non-scientificallg as possible, 1 will give you hereafter the

necessary information for calculating the quantity of alkali

and give you the necessary tables for reference with an

assurance that any further information on this subject will

be gladly furnished and Ibrmulae given to various localities

or people after knowing the various oils and fats available

in their localities with their respective prices. , This is

only because (here is no good of my giving you a formula
with olive oil or palm kernel oil or some other oil that can
never be procured easily or cheaply in one’s locality.

One thousand parts of coconut oil requires 246 - 260

parts of solid caustic potash for becoming soap and so 246- 260

is known as saponification value of coconut oil. The saponi-

fication values of the various oils are as follows :

—

Castor • . 183 - 186

Coconut 240 - 260

Cotton seed •• 193 - 195

Ground nut 190 - 196

Marote . . 203 - 208

Mow’^ha . . 188 - 192
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Punnai . . 191 - 198

Beef Tallow . . 193 - 200

Mutton Tallow . . 192 - 195

Suppose your soaps consist of 100 lbs. of coconut oil, 50 lbs

of tallow and 50 lbs. of ground nut or castor oil. On the

average, say, 25 lbs., of solid caustic potash for coconut oil

and 20 ll)s. of caustic for the other two, in all 45 lbs. of caustic

potash are required for the total oils and fats of 200 lbs.

But we want to use caustic soda for our soaps and not

potash. So divide the amount of potash required by seven (7)

and multiply the result by five (5) . Why so requires a very

great deal of explanation which is not necessary for the

present purpose.

Thus 45 of potash means of solid caustic soda.

Generally when one part of caustic soda is mixed in two

parts of water and cooled, the hydrometer gives a strength

of 38^ B which is equal to 32.45 per cent. That means in

100 lbs. of solution there is only 32.45 of caustic soda solid;

or 32,45 lbs. of soda solid is equal to 100 lbs. of lye.

I lb. of it is equal to llis. of lye. So if,
"^5^ ^ lbs. of soda

32-45 '

7

is required qq lbs. of lye is required at 28° B
7X32-45

. 1 a

In a similar mannf^r calculate the exact quantity of lye

for the batch of oils and fats you want to use for your soap

and to assist you I am giving the percentages of soda in the

popularly used strength of lye for the making of soap.

Deg. as per Hydrometer Percentage of Caustic Soda

30 23.901

31 24.858

32 25-750
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33 27.1 10

34 28.109

35 29.161

36 30.535

37 31.490

32 32.446

39 33-905

40 35-382
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IV. PAINT PRODUCTS—QUALITY TECHNIQUE

SoDHAN ” Cottage Industries Association

Quality of their paint products and their painting

service is the claim of Sodhan—The Cottage Industries

Association. The same was recognised by the Government

of Madras in their C.O. Ms. No. 1920 dated 9th September,

1940 of the Public Works Department as also by the people

as far as our products reached them. It is common know-

ledge that special quality products are generally hand-made.

If mass-production be the boast of the huge factories the

quality of product is the pride of the cottage industry.

Let us here discuss to some extent what is called quality.

The rule of “ Standards of Quality ” which is much talked

of in the factory world does not apply to the cottage industry.

The cottage worker is the man on the spot. He has the privi-

lege of pei'sonally inspecting the painting work he has to do.

He notes the special requirements of the individual cases

and suits his paints to the particular demands of different

cases. While the centralised factory can only give certain

general-purpose goods, the cottage industry looks to individual

needs and prepares its paints accordingly.

Medium .—Medium is the first consideration in paint

manufacture. Linseed oil stands foremost as paint oil. Dura-
bility of the paint film, weathering properties, elasticity,

gloss retention, flowing and levelling ofwet paints are some of
the essential qualities of paint medium. These indispensable
qualities cannot be achieved by the use of raw linseed oil

or the boiled oils marketed by the paint factories. They
can only be produced by a special treatment of raw linseed
oil. Raw linseed oil is heated in copper pots from four to
eight hours at 300"=* G. The oil thickens to a stringy viscosity.
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Sodhan G.I.A. have adopted this process of heat thickening

oflinseed oil in order to ensure the quality of their products.

Sodhan’s paints are not ordinary bazaar qualities but enamel

types. This step may be mentioned as the first important

technical improvement achieved by Sodhan G.I.A.

Again Sodhan’s experience is that a blend of oils of

different viscosities gives better results. Sodhan generally

uses Itlends of four hours, six hours, and eight hours poly-

merised i.e. head thickened linseed oils in the manufacture

of their paints. This adds elasticity to the paint film and

prevents cracking.

Incorporation of good quality gums such as copals^ and
certain synthetic gums into polymerised oils is a third

method adopted to make their paints hard drying, and water-

heat and acid-resisting. This resistance is further improved
by co-polymerisation of linseed oil with the famous Chinese

Tung Oil.

Sodhan were the first to try Tobacco seed oil in the

manufacture of paints. It is a semi-drying oil. Tobacco
seed oil co-polymerised with linseed oil lessens the danger
of cracking of zinc-base-paint film, it is said, due to its 6o

per cent, content of linolic acid caf)able of forming chain-

polymerides. The three demensional polymerides of linseed

oil are believed to give hard films while chain polymerides

will have reinforcing effect upon them.

Utilisation of castor oil which is native to the Guntur

District is a fresh attempt of Sodhan G.I.A. In a modified

form the oil is expected to take the place of the foreign Chinese

Tung Oil which is famous as a varnish oil.

Sodhan have always endeavoured to utilise, in their

paints, local oils co-polymerised, blended or modified accor-
ding to requirements. Soap industry is another line for

Sodhan to utilise local oils.
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Pigments ,—The solid part of paints, mostly pigments are

no less important than the oils. In the first place it may be men-

tioned that Sodhan have discarded the practice ofreduction of

pigments. Reduction of pigments is done by adding exten-

ders such as barytes to pure pigments like white lead, white

zinc and so on, and is done with a view to cheapen the pig-

ments. Adulteration of oils and reduction of pigments is

ths mean, adopted by the huge producers to offer competitive

prices. We may mention here that this gross neglect of

quality is not calculated to l)enefit the consumer. Sodhan,

The Cottage Industries Association, as manufacturers and

appliers of their own paints have found out that the best

qualities invariably worked out to be the cheapest on account

of their greater covering capacities, better obliterating or

hiding power, weathering capacity and durability. Repain-

ting work becomes an easy matter. The best is always the

cheapest.

Lead pigment gives soft films. Zinc pigment gives un-

duly hard films. Mixture of these two pigments gives desira-

ble results. So also other pigments such as red lead, red

oxide and so on.

Red lead rapidly reacts with the oil in the paint. I

loses its colour and drying properties due to the formation

of lead soap on storage. It is the privilege of the cottage

producer to manufacture red lead paint for use on the very

next day if need be. Aluminium paint shall not be kept

in store after mixing. It will lose its important property

called “ Leafing'" It must be mixed on the work spot

and applied then and there.

Colour taste of the paint consumer immensely varies with

individuals. The customer sits by the side of the mann**

facturer and dev^elops the shade to his entire satisfaction.

Factories can only sell in fixed packings. Cottages can
supply the agtual requirements to the ounce* Many more

IV—
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are the advantages of the local industrial cottages, to the

paint consuming public. As well, the cottage producer also

can command technical, mechanical, and economical advan-

tages.

When each producer works along with of his people the

industrial cottage spreads industrial ideas and confidence in

the minds of the public.

Production and Quantity Technique

Sodhan are as ambitious as any huge factory producer,

with respect to production and distribution. If a number of

mills are placed together in the centralised factory they are

separated and distributed over the country by Sodhan

—

The Cottage Industries Association. Each separate unit is

made a separate individual proprietary concern with a

definite area of business allotted to it. Decentralisation of

capital, profit and production and centralisation of direction

and control is the theme of Sodhan.

'Fhe prospective unit holder is given training at first in

painting work and then in paint-making. He is a full man
in all the sides of the paint trade. He is put in direct contact

with the consumer. The wasteful advertisement and the

middleman are thus obviated. He gets into direct touch

with the public. He increases his demand and increases his

production accordingly. While the individual unit holder

goes on increasing his business, of course, within his area the

central organisation called Sodhan-central, The Cottage

Industries Association works out the expansion by multipli-

cation of the decentralised units. The Centre gives training

and fits men for their work at the units. The Centre carries

on scientific research and research in business methods, in

mechanical advantages, in raw material resources and thus

all that is needful for the promotion of the expansion

scheme. The Centre is an association of the cottage units,

themselves formed for their common benefit. The total
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production of all units goes on increasing as the number oP

units increases every year. Sodhan’s fair name is enhanced

and enjoyed equally by all Sodhan’s units.

No master^ and servant, no capital and labour relations

exist in Sodhan’s working. It is a continuous course of

learning, earning and living. Every worker in Sodhan’s

organisation is trained to think about any problem in its

entirety. Tie knows his trade in all its sides. Specialisa-

tion is not made much of. Knowledge and skill are derived

by inheritance (Sampradaya)

,

practical working, obser-

vation and reading.

Business and Price 1'i:ciiniq,uk

Sodhan have been able to offer competitive prices^

equality to quality, for their products and their service.

Sodhan are three in one : 'Phey are manufacturers, suppliers

and painting contractors. They can scrape one or two

of their margins if need be. They can very well meet any

situation if the capitalist should come down upon them with

cut-throat competition. They are not profiteers. They

work for the bare living wage if they should.
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V. CROCKERY MANUFACTURE ON
COTTAGE INDUSTRY BASTS IN INDIA

Dr. N. V. Raghunath

The following are some of the countries, where the

ceramic industry has progressed well :

—

{
I )

C^iechoslovakia,

(2) Germany,

(3) Japan,

(4) England, and

(5) United States of America.

The crockery industry in the above countries is about

150 years old. The following table shows the number of

factories in various countries :

—

Greater Ger- Great
many including Britain Switzer-

‘ U.S.A.Austria and and land.
Czechoslovakia. Ireland.

Technical Porcelain including
Magriesiaware

Porcelain painting including
362 71 2 92

decoration of China 530 Figs, not
available. 7 62

Stoneware including fire arti-

cles

Earthenware including faience,
440 59 24 244

miolica, terracotta and com-
mon pottery 651 234 59 244

Tile factories for stove and
Dutch tiles 366 Figs, not

Refractory ware for common
available. 23 244

fire-clay goods and terra-

cotta 431 83 5 244
Abrasive for whet stone and

grinding discs 164 25 3 244
Ceramic laboratories and schools 64 Figs, not 2 Figs, not

available. available.

Coming to India, we find that the Ceramic Industry is

yet in its infancy when compared with what it is in Europe,
America, Japan, etc. There are a few factories manufac-
t;uring porcelain and earthenware crockery. For manu-
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facturing high class crockery, the china clay must be very

good, and besides, white burning ball clay is required.

These raw materials are not available at present in India

and so they have to be imported from outside. If a thorough

survey of all the raw materials available in India is made,

then the question of the supply of good raw materials will be

solved. This has been done in most of the other countries

where manufacture of crockery h is progressed well.

In the rnanulaeturc of crockery articles 50 per cent, of
the cost goes towards labour, 30 per cent, of the cost goes

towards fuel and the remaining 20 per cent, towards raw
materials. The reason why Japan was able to manufacture
crockery articles at a very cheap rate was the Japanese skilled

labour was the cheapest in the whole world. To compete
witli the manufacture ofJapanese crockery articles, America
tried various labour saving devices, and thus overcame the
difficulty. Here in India, we find that la]>our is not educated
and not economical in the long run. The first requisite is

to make education compulsory.

From the above it is seen that for manufacturing crockery,

the supply of proper raw materials plays a very important
part. At present in India, there arc the village potters who
take the black tank clay and fashion various mud vessels

and bake them in the kiln at about 600 ® C. using wood fuel,

etc. All these mud vessels are without glaze. Low tem-
perature crockery below 1000 ® G., could be made using the
above black clay and covering it with a suitable glaze. For
manufacturing the plaster moulds, gypsum which is available

at Xrichinopoly and Nellore could be ground by hand in
stone wheels, used for grinding rice, etc., at home, and then
calcined in an open pan at about 130 to 180 » G. Making
plaster of paris from gypsum works out cheap and if this^

is not possible, ready made plaster of paris could be bought.
If white porcelain is to be made then a central organisation
is to be sel up for supplying porcelain body material, which is
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made by using washed china clay, felspar and quartz in

definite proportions and grinding it to a suitable fineness.

This porcelain body material will be supplied to various

centres, where this will be converted into casting mass by
adding suitable electrolyte like sodium silicate and sodium
carbonate.

After crockery articles are cast, then the question for

firing the articles comes up. At present in almost all the

Indian villages, a small kiln is used fired by wood, etc., for

firing the mud pots. For firing the glazed crockery, a higher

temperature is required and also cheap fuel. A proper kiln

plays a very important part in manufacturing good crockery.

At present all over India various Provinces are planning

hydro-electric schemes and thus every village could be

supplied with cheap electric power, which could be used for

lighting, irrigation and factory purposes. So wherever the

porcelain crockery is to be made one small electrical resis-

tance kiln of 40 KW capacity and going up to 1400° C. could

be installed. If electric power is supplied to the above kiln

at 0.25 anna per KWH., it will work out very economical.

Some of the essential spares like globar rods, thermo-couple,

etc., could be bought and kept. Not only the glazed crockery

can be fired in the above electric kiln, but it could be used

for firing over-glaze decorated articles, etc. The cost of

one such kiln will come to about Rs. 10,000 and the price

could be much further reduced by getting only the essential

parts for the kiln, from outside and getting the other parts

locally. I have suggested the electrical kiln as it gives

better control than kilns fired by coal or wood.

I have outlined the main lines and in view of the fact

that cottage industry is going to be revived all over India,

the above plan could be tried and the results watched.

The author will be only too glad to furnish other particulars

if required.
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VI. COTTAGE MANUFACTURE OF GLUE FROM
HIDE FLESHINGS.*

K. Seshaghalam Ghoudary

AND Y. NaYUDAMMA

Glue is manufactured from the fleshings which form a

tannery bye-product during the fleshing, i,e., the scrapping

of the flesh sides of hides and skins before they are tanned.

It consists chiefly of collagen, the glue-yielding substance, and

lime, mostly as calcium carbonate from the lime pits. The
•wet fleshings from the tannery are usually sun-dried before

they leave the tannery.

Preliminary Treatment—Soaking and Washing .

—

The weighed dry fleshings are well beaten to the ground

to remove the superficially adhering lime. The stock is

then soaked in cold-water—about loo gallons of water to

I cwt. of dry fleshings—in a wooden tub for about 24 hours.

It is well trampled once or twice during this time to make it

soft. The softened stock is taken out and washed four or

five times with fresh changes of water until the wash water is

clear. Most of the adhering lime would have been removed

by this time. The remaining lime in the fleshings is com-

pletely removed by treatment with acid. The fleshings are

put into a tub with water to which Commercial Hydro-

chloric acid (3 per cent, on the weight of fleshings) diluted i : i

has been slowly added. The lime will be slowly dissolved

out. After a few hours the water is tested with blue litmus

paper. If the paper is turned red it is an indication

that there is excess of acid in the water, i.e., that the

By courtesy of the Director of Industries and Commerce, Madras.
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lime in the fleshings has been dissolved. If the paper is

not turned red it means that there is not excess of acid
;

so more acid is added and the water is tested again

after some time. The addition of acid is repeated until

the water turns blue litmus red. (The correct quantity

of acid to be added can be easily understood from experience).

The fleshings are again trampled for an hour and the wash

water thrown off. They are next washed well in the tub

four or five times with sufficient changes of water until all

the acid is found to be removed by testing the wash water.

(The wash water should not turn blue litmus red at this

stage). The neutralized fleshings are pressed hard with

the hand to remove the water and kept overnight on a

sloping ground in the shed.

Digestion .—This is the important process in the manu-

facture of glue and it has to be done with care. The digestion

should be carried out at a controlled temperature below the

boiling point of water, quickly and uniformly, and without

the fleshings coming in direct contact with (ire. 1 he method

is detailed below.

An iron drum of 40 gallons capacity is taken and a false

bottom (a])out 3^ inches in height) with holes is fixed into the

drum or iron legs. A tap should Ije fitted near the bottom

of the drum to draw off the liquor. Ihe drum may be

covered with a tight lid. Water is poured into the drum

at the rate of 50 gallons of water to i cwt. of fleshings. The

fleshings are next put on the false bottom. The drum is

now heated on a furnace similar to the one used for making

jaggery. The dried spent tan-bark from the tannery might

be used as a fuel in this furnace. The digestion is to be

carried on for 6 to 8 hours and the liquor drawn off.

It has been found that instead of digesting the fleshings

with the total quantity of water, i.e., 50 gallons of water to

1 cwt. of fleshings, at one stretch, it can be done several
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times with the same quantity of water, with advantage to

the colour and quality of the glue obtained, as detailed

below.

One cwt. of fleshings is digested first with 15 gcillons of

water for 3 to 4 hours and the liquor drawn of!' at 6 degrees Be.

This liquor can be clarified and evaporated {see later).

,Five gallons of water is now added to the stock and digested

for another two hours and the liquor drawn off at the proper

consistency. This is repeated a third time. Thus in one

day the digestion can be carried on for 8 hours and three

runnings can be drawn off. This is repeated four times next

day and then the digested fleshings thrown off. Thus
there can be obtained seven runnings in two days (the quantity

of water not being more than 50 gallons). This method

yields a bright and clear liquor, the liquor being drawn off

from the zone of the highest temperature in a short time.

The drawn liquor runnings is filtered through a muslin cloth.

An ordinary wire gauze litted with muslin cloth can be used

for this purpose. The dark coloured glue liquors may be

clarified by the addition of a saturated solution ofAmmonium
Sulphate (NH 3 SO 4) and decanted. The liquor is then

evaporated.

Evaporation .—The evaporation should be done quickly

and at a low temperature. A pan which can conveniently

hold the total quantity of runnings from a single long-timed

digestion can be fixed on to the top of the drum, in the place

of the lid and the runnings from the drum filtered and

poured into the pan. By this arrangement the digestion

of fleshings and the concentration of the runnings will go

on simultaneously and with the same fire. Thus there is

saving of heating. As the evaporation proceeds the glue

liquor gets concentrated. As soon as the liquor gets to the

proper consistency (10 degrees Be) it is removed from the pan.

Setting and 'drying ,—The concentrated glue liquor is now
poured into tin trays, lightly greased to facilitate easy removal

IV-~6
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of the jelly. The trays may be cooled by placing them in a
tub of cold water. The period

,
of setting depends upon the

outside temperature, the atmospheric humidity and the

height of the liquor in the setting trays. The most congenial

conditions could be ascertained from experience.

The set glue is now cut into pieces of the required size.

These cut pieces are then dried by keeping them on wooden
frames fitted with wire gauze. The drying should be done

in the shade (not in the open sun). This is best done in an
open shed where there is a good draught of air, as free circu-

lation of air aids rapid drying.

The glue prepared by the method described above is

found to be of good colour and adhesiveness.

The yield of glue has been found to be about 25 per cent,

of fleshings.

General .—The water used should be soft and free from

salt. The water that is used in a tannery would be suitable.

Since a large quantity of water would be required for this

work the industry should be located in a place where there

is a large water-supply. As the drying should be done in a

shed with a good draught, an open place where there is good

draught of air is to be chosen for locating the industry. The
location of the industry near a tannery wilh ensure an easy

supply of fleshings and of waste tan-bark for fuel. The
place where the industry is carried on should have facilities

for draining the water without fouling any public supplies.

Since tanneries are usually located away from dwelling

houses this industry would be best located near a tannery.

Economics of Glue Manufacture

{Unit—one cwt. ot'fleshings)

Capital Expenditure :

—

Rs.

One furnace with iron gratings , , 100

One drum with false bottom, etc. .. 50
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One pan

Trays for setting (24)

Wooden tubs (3)

Drier with wire gauze (4)

Appliances (Spring balance, thermometer,
hyddrometer, etc.)

Shed with land

Miscellaneous

Rs.

20

100

150

200

50

500

130

Cost of Manufacture :

—

Fleshings : i cwt. at Rs. 30 per candy

Labour

Chemicals

Fuel for boiling

Pay of Foreman at Rs. 45
Depreciation on capital

Miscellaneous

1,300

Rs. A. P.

612 o380
T 4 O300
I 8 o

o 8 o

O T I o

19 3 o

Yield of glue : 27 lbs.

Cost price of i lb. of glue Re. o-i 1-6.

Average selling price of i lb. ofglue Re. i.

Profit per lb. of glue Re. 0-4-6.
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VII. BANGLE INDUSTRY—IMPROVED METHODS
OF MANUFACTURE.*

A. N. Raju

The imports of glass bangles and ])eads form the biggest

single item under imports of glassware into Madras Presi-

dency, having been valued at over Rs. lo lakhs a year in the

pre-war period. The manufacture of bangles and beads was

once a flourishing cottage industry in some of the districts in

this Presidency, particularly in the Ceded Districts and the

Circars. But the industry has been dying out slowly due

chiefly to the competition from the liner, more attractive

and cheaper imported bangles. There has been consider-

able improvement, of late, in tlie design, quality and manu-

facturing technique of bangles and beads at Ferozabad and

abroad. To revive and bring this industry to its former

flourishing state, it is necessary that the latest methods of

manufacture should be adopted. The following is a brief

account of the up-to-date methods of manuDcture of bangles

followed at Ferozal^ad in the United Provinces.

Raw materials .—Soda lime glass is used for bangle

making. Silica (sand or quartz), soda and lime form the

bulk of bangle glass. Silica and lime are available in abundance

in several parts of this Presidency. Soda extracted from

alkaline soils which occur in several districts can be used in

certain types of coloured bangle glass. Bangle glass is obtain-

ed by fusing the above three ingredients at high temperature

(1200 to 1250 degrees centigrade) together with small quanti-

lies of oxidizing, reducing, colouring, opacifying and fining

agents as are necessary for the type of glass to be produced.

A portion of soda is sometimes replaced by borax. Saltpetre

*By courtesy of the Director of Industries & Commerce, Madras.
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(sodium nitrate Na No. 3), carbon as finely crushed coal,

metallic oxides, flourspar and cryolite, and arsenious oxide

are respectively the oxidizing, reducing, colouring, opacify-

ing and fining agents. The following table gives the average

composition of bangle glass :

—

'Sand (Sio2) Sodium Oxide (Naso) Lime (CaO).

70 - 75 parts 23 - 15 parts 7-10 parts.

The colouring effect of the metallic oxides is usually very

strong and small quantities (
i
per cent, to 5 per cent.) are

required to produce the desired effect.

Colour. Colouring Agent.

Red

Yellow (gold)

Yellow

Aquamarine blue

Blue

Green (Lemon)

Green
Violet

Selenium with or without Cad-
mium sulphide.

Cadmium sulphide.

Uranium oxide.

Copper oxide or copper sulphate.

Cobalt oxide.

Potassium dichromate (ks Cr 2

07) and copper oxide (Cu 02).

Iron oxide.

Manganese dioxide (Mn 02).

Manufacturing Methods

Equipment.— (i) Glass founding furnace. (2) Reheating
furnace (same as the one which is in vogue in this

Presidency). (3) Muffle furnace. (4) Rollers for drawing

glass rod in the form of spirals, iron rods, pipes, cups,

slabs and moulds, corundum wheels, bellows and other

tools.

Bangles produced at Ferozabad are classified as follows

(i) Imitation (2) Ration (3) China fancy (4) Fancy

(5) Coral (6) Desi (crude type) bangles.

Imitation Bangles :

—

Molten yellow glass is gathered from a pot in a furnace

and is blown to the shape of a bulb. When it is sufficiently
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cooled and hardened transparent molten glass is col-

lected on it from a different pot of the same furnace and dis-

tributed uniformly over the yellow glass by rolling in a semi-

circular iron cup with water and oil and then it is given a

conical shape by rolling on an iron slab. It is again heated

in the reheating furnace and rolled on an iron slab. Great

care is taken to see that the transparent glass is uniformly

distributed over the yellow glass. Then it is drawn in the

form of a spiral as in the previous case and is sent to silver

treatment. Silver nitrate (Ag N03) solution together with

a reducing agent like glucose is pumped through the

hollow glass spiral which is kept in boiling water for a few

minutes and removed. It is then cut into open rings and

joined.

Ration Bangles :

—

A small quantity of opal glass (bone glass) is taken on

an iron rod from a pot in a reheating furnace and is given

the form of a short rod by rolling it on an iron slab. Then
a quantity of molten glass of the desired colour is gathered

on it from a pot in a furnace and the gather rolled to a round

shape by rolling it in an iron cup and then to a conical

shape by rolling on an iron slab. This will be heated in the

reheating furnace till it attains proper viscosity to be drawn
in the form of a rod when it will be taken to the operator

who, sitting in front of a box-like reheating furnace, reheats

the cone and draws out its end into a thread by attaching it

to another iron rod. The thread of glass is then drawn out

over the fire and attached to an iron roller on the farther

side of the furnace. The roller is wound rapidly by another

man by means of a small crank handle and is mounted on a

steel shaft which is supported on semi-circular notches in two

wooden posts, one on either side of the furnace. One of

these notch bearings is threaded and engages in a thread

on one end of the shaft. When the crank handle is wounds
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a transverse motion is imparted to the roller by the thread

in the supporting post and the glass is wound on to the roller

in the form of a spiral. When the roller has been completely

wound, the thread of the glass is cut and the spiral removed

from the roller. The coil is next broken into a scries of open

rings by scratching it down its length with a piece ofcorundum^

The twist in the open ring thus formed is removed by exposing

the opposite side of the joining end to kerosene flame and the

ring is joined in a jet of kerosene or petrol lamp flame.

China Fancy Bangles :

—

Molten glass is taken from a pot in a furnace on an iron

rod and made into a rectangular block. Molten china

glasses of different colours are then welded to the facets of the

original block which is then drawn in the form of a spiral.

The spiral is then cut into open rings which are afterwards

joined as already described.

Fancy Bangles :

—

Block glass is melted in crucibles in a reheating furnace
and the molten glass is taken on an iron rod and worked into

a conical shape and coloured china glasses are welded either

inside or outside the cone, as the case may be. Then it is

heated in the same furnace and when it is sufficiently soft

the end of the cone is taken on an iron rod and is drawn to

a length of about 20 feet while twisting. Then the glass

rod is cut with a corundum piece into uniform sizes. These
pieces are heated on sand beds, just at the entrance of the

working holes of the same furnace
; and when sufficiently

soft, they are removed and when the ends are welded together

on a slab, are then transferred to a revolving fire clay cone,

where each piece attains the circular shape.

Coral Bangles:

—

Pipes of about 2 inches diameter and 12 inches length

are blown just like any other hollow ware and then annealed.
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The pipes are cut with a diamond cutting pencil into rings

which form the bangles.

Bangles :

—

The method of making this type of bangles at Ferozabad

is the same as that followed in this Presidency.

Designing and Decoration :

—

Designs and facets are cut by grinding the bangles on

revolving corundum wheels. Liquid gold and enamel col-

ours are applied on the designs either by painting or stamping.

Decorated bangles are placed single file on M.S. flat and

hred in a muffle furnace for about lo minutes at about 600

legrees C. temperature.

It is indeed desirable that cottage industries should survive.

But it is no good their surviving as a relic of primitive economy^

as a symbol of sweating and low living standards. They must

survive and grow strong as the corner stone of a healthy decentralised

modern economy which will maintain in freedom millions of
families on a reasonable standard of comfort.

—Dr.P^ J. THOMAS.
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VIII. POWER LATHE Vs. COUNTRY LATHE
V. R. CHITRA

Lathe—a device for turning and shaping articles of wood,

metal, etc., is as ancient as the potter’s wheel
;
and it is beyond

the reach of historians to guess exactly or even roughly the

period when it was brought into use and by which country

it was first invented. Old civilizations like the Indian,

the Chinese and the Egyptian were using the lathe from very

early times as is evident from the specimens, in the museums^

of work in wood and metal. In India and China we find

still in use the old lathes
;

and many beautiful lacquer

articles and metal art ware are made throughout

India without using the power lathe.

There are about three varieties of lathes in our Country

—

very popular even to this day—which could not be replaced

by the power lathe, in spite of the precision and easy manipu-
lation with much less effort which the modern power lathe

offers to the artisan. In spite of the best efforts of the Govern-

ment departments and the industrialists, some of the traditional

craftsmen refused to replace their old lathes with the modern
ones. In the earlier days this attitude was attributed to the

conservatism of the artisan ; but after proper investigation it

has been found that the power lathe cannot replace the country

lathe for the manufacture of certain articles. For instance, tur-

ned lacquer work throughout India, in the Punjab, in Gujarat,

in Orissa and in Madras is done on different country lathes.

In these provinces some ambitious industrialists, introduced

power lathes to manufacture the same articles on a mass

production scale, with a view to reduce the cost of production

by greater output as a result of the machanical power and

technical precision that a modern lathe offers. But to

their great disappointment they could not reduce the cost;

IV—
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and on the contrary the quality was much inferior to that of
articles that were produced on the country lathe. After

a very careful examination it was found out that the advan-

tages that a country lathe offers to the artisan cannot be

expected on the power lathe
; and hence the work turned out

on a power lathe cannot compare well with that of the other

lathe, especially for art-crafts. All the country lathes arc

manipulated by two persons one to turn the lathe and the

other to shape the articles. The man who shapes the article

is an artisan well-versed in the manipulation of his tools,

shaping of various forms and harmonising several shades of

colour
;
whereas the man who turns the wheel or the spindle

which varies according to the design of the lathe, is an un-

skilled workman who knows his master’s skill and the speed

that he requires for a particular type of work. This co-

operation and harmony is absent in the power lathe so much
so that articles that are produced on a power lathe are crude

and unartistic. Hence they fail to compare well with the

products of the traditional artisan working in the indigenous

methods.

Exquisite lacquered articles including furniture are

made at Etikoppaka in Vizagapatam district in the Madras

province, Multan in the Punjab and at several places in the

Kathiawar State in Gujarat where only country lathes are

used. Several attempts were made to replace them with a

view to increase and improve production by introducing power

lathes ;
but after some bitter experience workers reverted to

their old processes thus proving to the modern scientist that

for efficient use and artistic production nothing can beat the

age-old country lathe.

In the Madras Province there are two varieties of lathe*

of which one is used entirely for wood turning and lacquering

and the other mostly for metal work. The wood turning lathe

is a very simple one; and every artisan makes his own lathe and
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fixes it up in his house. It,comprises of two hard wooden posts

fixed into the ground and a small cylinder of hard wood with

an axle at one end and a clutch at the other to hold bits of

wood for shaping articles. A leather belt about lo to I2

feet long with good wooden grips at both ends for the puller

to hold fast is wound round the cylinder. The artisan sits

on the ground shaping the wood and applying lacquer to

the articles while the unskilled workman sits on a small stool

resting his feet against the two posts fixed to the ground that

holds the lathe and revolves the wooden cylinder in both

directions. His eyes are fixed on the lathe and the article

under preparation and he adjusts his motion according to

the reciuirements of the artisan. The other lathe is the usual

one with a big fly wheel which is operated by a handle.

The unskilled workman sits on a stool and turns the handle

of the fly wheel which is fastened with a rope to the lathe

spindle. The revolution is only in one direction. Even

here the attention of the unskilled workman is on the object

under operation. This lathe is mostly used for metal shaping

and polishing almost throughout India.

In the Punjab the wood turning lathe is almost the same*

as that of Madras except for the difference in the device to

revolve the spindle
;

for instead of the leather belt is used

a bow-like thing whose string is wound to the lathe cylinder

and the unskilled man sits and turns it up and down allowing

revolution in both directions. These are the most common
lathes used in this country.

On the other hand there is not much variety in the power

lathes used throughout the country. They are worked

chiefly by the use of electricity. Their patterns are standardised

and the types of work for which they can be used are defined.

* An illustration of this lathe in actual use is given at P. i6i ol

Sec. II.
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It cannot, however, be said that the power lathe is not useful

to the artisan. It is rather an advantage for him to use a small

power lathe where electricity is available. From the stand-

point of production costs, it is very economical to have a

small power lathe. The world is mad after decentralisation

of industry and ihc modern precision lathe helps to pro-

mote this objective. The recent war has clearly demonstra-

ted this. During that period numerous home workshops sprang

up and successfully helped war production where large

scale industries failed miserably. This was all due to the

precision lathe. Machine tools, spare parts, and scores of

other things were manufactured in these home workshops,

all precise to a ten-thousandth of an inch and there was no

difficulty what so ever in fitting up these spare parts made
at several units into huge machinery. This would not

have been possible but for the precision lathe.

Could it then be taken that the precision lathe has

gained a point over the crude country lathe.^ Could it

then replace the age-old indigenous appliance with advan-
tage ? Far from that. The precision lathe can effect pre-

cision and standardised production. But it cannot put beauty
and elegance into the products. This beauty and elegance can
be brought in only by the dexterous hand of the artisan and
the quick eye of the operator of the lathe who knows how
to regulate speed so as to bring a particular kind of effect.

It therefore follows that the power lathe has a sphere
complementary to that of the country lathe. It can be used

for manufacturing buttons, in ivory, bone, horn and even
wood and various articles with wood and plastics useful for

stationery, furniture and toilet where precision is essential.

But where production is required to decorate the drawing

room, to delight the child and to brighten the hearts ofmany
with beautiful shapes and elegant colours, the country lathe

has a definite place in our industrial economy.
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B. INDUSTRIAL PROPAGANDA
I. EXHIBITIONS AND HOME INDUSTRIES*

Sir T. Vijayaraghavagharya

An Exhibition of the products of home industries has

a special value in India, where the distances are great,

the art of publicity is imperfectly developed and many of

the makers are men of small means working small concerns

in small places. Quite apart from the stimulus given to

trade by bringing sellers and probable purchasers together,

there is the outstanding fact that an assemblage of home-
made products like this brings together in one view the

variety and wealth of the indigenous skill displayed in home
crafts by men whose names do not appear in the advertise-

ment columns of newspapers or in published catalogues.

In my experience, often the fact that an industry of the

kind exists at all is so little known that even residents of

the district round about are not aware of it. Once when
I was organising a show of home crafts, I had to penetrate

into villages, far away from the railway line, before I could
get at the craftsmen. With the present day keenness for

using so far as possible in our homes the products of home
industries, an exhibition very well serves the valuable pur-

pose of bringing to the notice of people what all things are

produced in India and can be produced on a commercial

scale if only the requisite patronage was forthcoming. I

had to organise during the last war an all-India exhibition

of Indian made goods, and as a part of the work of organi-

sation, compile a catalogue of exhibits. When I came to

prepare the subject-index to the catalogue, I was amazed
to discover how, under the stimulus of the protection afforded

by war conditions, a vast array of indigeneous substitutes^

* By kind permission of the author.
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was being manufactured. It was deplorable that once

peace came, and normal trade relations were resumed,

that skill and enterprise temporarily aroused were allowed

to die out. It is to be hoped that advantage will be taken

of the present conditions to stimulate the rise of new indus-

tries in India and to ensure that these industries do not die

out once peace returns.

That brings me to the question of how the industrial

skill latent in the country is to be given permanent expression,

how spasmodic cflbrts are to be converted into systematic

enterprises, and the methods by which crafts practised by

a few groups of workers depending on uncertain local

patronage and enjoying a precarious existence could be

turned into concerns on a commercial scale. Exhibitions

that are regularly held are of great value in this process

of conversion. Now that provincial autonomy is in sight,

though temporarily eclipsed, * I think, it should be one of

the important tasks of the new ministers to assist in develop-

ing the formation of district associations which should be

charged with the duty of helping the development of small

local industries. The spirit of encouragement of home
industries is abroad ; it should be caught and utilised in

institutions of a permanent character. The great thing

is to ensure the small handicraft-worker a living wage.

In some countries of Europe the State makes a grant for

this purpose. Doubtless, it will be pointed out to me that

many such industries did exist and flourish in the last century

in many a locality in India, and that they died out when
communications improved and brought the country side

into the vortex of international commerce and international

competition. That was the age of laisstz faire when

we were nourished on the pure word of the doctrine of

Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill and believed that the

* Our land has since achieved independence.
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brotherhood of man and the federation of the world were

in sight. We then believed that the world could be treated

for purposes of production, trade and consumption as one

unit, that every country should produce what natural condi-

tions made it fit for producing and should buy from other

countries what it could not produce so well. The war
came and blew the vision splendid out of existence like

the baseless fabric of a gorgeous dream. We do not now
live in the age of Gobden and Bright; we live in the age of

Dr. Schacht and Mr. Walter Elliot. It is an age of economic

nationalism, of tariffs, quotas and trade restrictions, when
every country seeks to export and not import and makes

national self-sufficiency its objective. Even England, the

traditional home of free trade, has deserted the practice

of free trade. In the attempt to produce in England things

which could be more cheaply imported from countries

better fitted to produce them, the Government is making
subsidies to the farmers on a scale which would stagger us

in India. For instance, in last few years the Milk Board

set up in England is being subsidised at an annual cost of

one and quarter million pounds, that is, over i ^ crores of

rupees. It is astonishing the way in which the objects of

State-aid have multiplied. Beet, hops, pigs, nothing agri-

cultural or pertaining to livestock, has escaped Mr. Walter

Elliot’s protecting hand, and it is doubtful if his successors

be able to go back on it, for the policy of the Government
in England is decided not as in India by a single powerful

minister but by the collective opinion of the public at large.

What is still more astonishing is the way in which the mild

Englishman of the present generation stands even in peace

time a system of State control of industries and of State

regulation of prices, which his father would not have tolerated.

It is not so long ago that powerful political parties were
turned out of power for venturing to talk of tampering with

the Englishman’s precious heritage of free trade.
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The point that I wish to make is that, if in a highly

industrialised country like England, it is considered wise

and expedient to help agriculture and animal husbandry

by special protective measures on the part of the State,

by a parity of reasoning in a country like India which

industrially speaking is still backward, similar treat-

ment is required to foster its industries. Not that I do not

recognise that agriculture is the predominant industry of

the country. 1 quite see that I go further. As far as my

poor imagination can peer into the future, I see no time

when it will cease to occupy the first place in the country’s

economic life. I am not one of those who are ashamed of

the fact that India is one of the world’s largest producers

of raw material. If India, by reason of her natural

advantages and skill and industry of her cultivators, is able

to grow things which the woi'ld seeks and of which she has

either tlie monopoly or possesses an advantage in pro-

duction, there is no reason why she should not supply them.

On the other hand, it is the strength of her countryside

that she is able to produce such a large range of raw materials.

Look at the way in which the “ have not ’ countries like

Germany and Italy urge their claim to colonies on the score

that they cannot without them get their essential raw pro-

ducts. But, on the other hand, the rale at which the popu-

lation of India is growing, and the fact that on the average

there is not per individual more than an acre and a half

of land growing or capable of growing food crops, make it

imperative that more non-agricultural occupations should

be found. One of the members of the Government of

India referred the other day to the ‘ explosion which

he apprehended if the Universities went on producing

graduates for whom employment could not be discovered.

The danger is greater if you add to the rank of the educated

unemployed, men from the countryside.
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An advantage in the case of India is that there is no
conflict of interests between town and village, between
the agriculturist and the industrialist. In fact, except

perhaps in parts of Northern India, the dividing line between
the townsman and the villager is faint. I know that in

Madras the townsman is at heart a villager. The growth
of towns and the growth of industries are factors helpful

to the agriculturist. He finds in them a market for the

produce of his kitchen garden and of his livestock. I revisited

recently the early scene of my labours as a District Officer,

the place where I learnt the alphabet of administration-

In my time it was entirely a rural area. The nearest town
was 35 miles away, and the prices which the agriculturist

could get for the vegetables which he grew were so absurdly

low that I used to w^onder that he grew them at all. But
the motor lorry has changed all that and has placed within

the ryot’s reach towns as far distant as 200 miles or over.

The result is that he commands much better prices for his

green stuff. I found that to the presidency towm which
is more than 200 miles aw-ay, two lorry services w^ere

running daily from my old subdivisional headquarters
just to convey the humble vegetable known as the drum-
stick which the Madras man loved and was willing to pay
a good price for.

It is not necessary to labour further my point that

the prosperity of the town spells the prosperity of the village.

Where the natural outlet of an agricultural product is in

the industry arising out of it, the connection is obvious

enough. Think of what the sugarcane grow-er used to

get for his jaggery and of what he gets now for his cane

from the sugar factory.

As Lord Linlithgow and others have said, whether we
like it or not, economic nationalism has come to stay. At
any rate, far from seeing the beginning of the end of it, we
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see it going from strength to strength. India is naturally

hit hard bv it. The reports of the Indian Trade Commis-
sioner at Hamburg show how India has lost or is losing

her markets in Central Europe. We are aware already

of our losses in Eastern Asia, and of how Siam and Cochin-

China not only do not take Indian rice but are proving

formidable competitors in our home market. It is time

that India embarked on bold industrial policy backed f)y all

the resources of the State.

My valued friends, Sir PurusboUarndas Pliakurdas and
Sir H, P. Mody, who are mucli more competent than myself

to speak on these matters, have told us how the rise of the

sugar industry in the country has disproved the notion

that used to be current of the shyness” of Indian capital

and of the lack of enterprise on the part of our captains of

industry. Sir Purushottamdas pointed out how the industry

has given employment to 200,000 skilled and unskilled

workmen, and 1 0,000 educated Indians, scientists and others.

1 shall only add one more figure. In the season 1934-35

the value of sugar manufactured from cane was Rs. 1,250

lakhs and of this, 600 lakhs went to the growers as the price

of' the cane, 200 lakhs represented the wages bill in the

factory, and 50 lakhs the salary bill. I’hat is how the

money which would otherwise have gone out of India,

principally to Java, has fructified in the pockets of the

people of this country. I do not forget that against this

has to be set the loss that the Central Government’s

budget has sustained in normal yeais under the head of

import duties. To mv mind the measure of that loss is the

measure of the effectiveness and success of the policy on

which the Central Legislature embarked in 1931-32.

I ctuote the sugar cane as a “ pointer ” of the policy

which should be adopted if the industrialisation of the

country is desired. But India is the home of lost causes
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and forsaken beliefs of other parts of the world ; and free

trade often masquerades under strange forms. It has been
put as an objection to the policy of protection that it has
promoted inefficiency in the sugar industry. Granting
for the sake of argument that there has been inefficiency,

would that be an argument against giving protection ?

The only alternative was to leave the industry to its fate

and it is notorious and otlicially admitted tliat if Govern-
ment had rot come to the rescue and asked the Imperial
Council of Agricultural Research at its inaugural meeting
in 1929 to investigate the case and suggest a speedy remedy,
the sugar industry in India would have collapsed. Would
you say that you would have either an absolutely perfect

industry or none at all P And is it only protected industries

that arc inefficient ? How aliout the Lancashire textiles

industry which grew up in the course of a ( entury and for

which it used to be claimed that it was built up by private

effort vvithout an artificial propping up by the State ?

Has it not required drastic rationalisation ?

Make no mistake. I do not say that measures other
than protection are not required to build up a sound industry

either of the big factory kind or of the small cottage variety.

But in a country like India where many industries are still

in their infancy, protection is often an indispensable condition
of their existence. Protection is the first step, but certainly

not the last.
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II. INDUSTRIAL MUSEUMS: THEIR FUNCTIONS
V. R. Chitra

The idea of an Industrial Museum is not to transplant

one of the shops from the evening-bazar or to transfer a

few almirahs and showcases from the ordinary Museums.

An Industrial Museum is something different from a sales

emporium or the collection of dead labelled specimens

which Rll the almirahs in the Provincial Museums. The

Industrial Museum has a message to carry from the artisan

to the shop-keeper and the on-looker. It must afford faci-

lities to the artisans, cottage workers and small industrialists ;

put them in touch with all the modern developments ;

introduce to them all the modern ai')plianccs, latest tools

and new raw materials. It should also try to bring together

all artisans, cottage workers and industrialists in the District

to avoid unfair competition and put down petty jealousies

among themselves. It must enlist all these people as its

members and serve every one of them and make them all

serve the country through the Industrial Museum,

It is the duty of the Industrial Museum to collect

statistics of the whole district, gather information on the

availability of local raw materials and their potentialities

and circulate such information to its members. It should

also try to put these artisans and industrialists in touch

with financiers
;
promote more cottage or small industrial

units
;

procure concessions and other facilities from the

Government. It should periodically organise industrial

exhibitions in the Museum as well as at other centres in the

District, and their specimens to other exhibitions or organise

their own exhibitions in ether centres in India and abroad ;

offer prizes and scholarships to some deserving artisans

and send them out, even abroad, for higher training. Thus
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we can decentralise not only the industry but also to some
extent the Government departments such as Industries

and Commerce, Forest and Agriculture.

Industrial Library .—To do all the above mentioned
work more efficiently the Industrial Museum should have
a well equipped library with enough accomodation for

people to work in the library. In these days of rapid deve-
lopment in all branches of knowledge, we will fall behind
in the march of progress if we do not gather up-to-date

information. We should direct our activities in such a
manner as to take the fullest advantage of all the latest work
in the various branches connected with an industry. Speciali-

sation in study has made the progress of human effort varied

and rapid. If we have to keep pace we should get

access to it, to all our workers. Again, unless we get

a comprehensive view of things, our development would
become lop-sided and ugly. The various aspects of an
industry have to be studied and co-ordinated. The advan-

tages and disadvantages of centralisation and decentrali-

sation not merely from the point of the economics of an
industry but also from social aspects, have to be evaluated.

We have to plan for rich and full growth of our

society, keeping human values and moral worth in tact.

There is the problem whether in certain cases our technical

development and scientific research should take the line

of improving cottage and small scale industries. All this

requires study and for this purpose we should have a library

up-to-date and well equipped, with latest publications and

current magazines, handy brochures, and statistical reports,

bearing on all the aspects of an Industry—economic,

scientific, social and national.

To this library a research department should be added.

A mere collection of books and almirahs with a librarian

does not serve any useful purpose. Not only should there be
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facilities for study, but there should also be inducement ta
study. The study must be, not merely for intellectual curiosity,

but for application to life. Mere theory takes us nowhere.
Unless there is a research section attached and interested
people are encouraged to work in various handicrafts and
cottage industries, our efforts will not bear any fruit. Such
work has been neglected in our country from the beginning
of this century. Yon should not be misled by the term
research. I do not mean research work as it is generally

carried on in our Universities. What I mean is experimental

work with a view to develop the existing local handicrafts,

giving them better raw materials, improved tools and new
designs. Each one of these three items is equally important.

Raw materials form the basis of an industry. Woik to

raise the quality of a raw material, or to mould it to suit

a particular type of industry is very important. Good suita-

ble raw material lessens human labour, raises the quality

of the goods and gives scope for varieties in production.

Taking cotton as an example, what amount of difference is

seen when the staple is long or short, when the dents on the

cellulose wall of the fibre are many or few, when the tensility

is great or less. A particular type of fibre suits a particular

type of cloth Some times we have to develop new varieties

to suit our requirements. And we must know our require-

ments. Tlr's means an intimate touch with the practical

field work and an intellectual acumen in our research

workers to apply theoretical knowledge to actual problems.

Next are the tools. They are to the handicraftsman,,

the limbs of his industry. If they are primitive, old, hardened
and rusted, they hamper the work. Efficiency would decrease.

Labour costs mount up. The worker loses pleasure in his work,

which lack kills the soul of his creation. Good, handy, efficient

tools with easy manoeuvrability are absolutely essential.

Here again the research worker must not be a mere theoretical
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mechanist. He must have intimate knowledge of the various

stages of production and the processes involved. He must
keep in mind the cost of such tools, and the available repair

facilities in the localities of their use. The failure in many
of our ventures in cottage industries is due to lack of such

facilities. To cite only one example, I may mention the

hand-made paper industry. Suitable equipment and efiicicnt

tools will produce high grade paper to suit special tastes^

and would thus put the industry on a firm footing.

Last but not least, I may even say the most important

of the three factors 1 mentioned, is the production of new
designs

;
and we arc sadly lacking in them in our country.

If you want good markets you must have good attractive,

artistic designs. Not only from the marketing point of view

are designs important ; but they have a higher value also.

What is beauty and charm to a flower that gives us joy,

what is melody to a song that soothens our mind, what is

rhythm to the dance that enlivens this creation, design is

to a piece of art craft. Design in structure, design in colour,

design in the very creation, makes it “a thing of beauty which

is a ioy fer ever

The sordid gloomy habitations we call dwelling houses

in our country, lack colour and line. Even they can be made
sunny and cheerful, fit for the blossoming personalities of our

children who have to grow with the pride of our race and the

glory of our civilisation imprinted on them, grow into adults

who would stride this wide world as free citizens contri-

buting the rich gifts ofjoy and peace to the whole ofhumanity.

But this can be done only by surrounding them in every day

Ufe with artistic things. The daily articles of utility, the

decorations in our homes, the apparel we wear, the toys

we give to our children, all these should be artistically

designed so that we can infuse in our children an aesthetic

sense, that makes them see the importance of harmony over
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mere material usefulness,—^which, though cheap, is ugly

and jarring. After all man does not grow on bread alone.

The blossoming personality requires something more to

kindle the soul within. That something is the love of har-

mony, of beauty, of peace, of perfection. All this requires

good artistic designing, creative in its effort, combining utility

with charm, and strength with beauty. The employment of

good artists who would give ever new designs is as great a

necessity as that of scientists that develop raw materials or

engineers that give better tools.

Scholarships for deserving young men already employed

in a craft or industry should be given. It should also under-

take to translate from time to time such of the literature that

is considered necessary and useful to the artisans and other

industrial workers. Our craftsmen are very efficient and

clever but most of them know only their mother tungue

and unfortunately all available literature in handicrafts

and industries is in English. Even the Government reports

on industrial survey, etc., are printed only in English. Ins-

tead of making the Government do this work which may
be more expensive and less effective, it must be undertaken

by the Industrial Museum, lessening the burden of the

Government. In this manner, we can decentralise certain

Departments of the Government. To the research section

of the library there should be added some experimental

stations. These experimental stations need not all be located

in the premises. Better they are located near the production

centres with the sole object of helping the workers with

scientific knowledge, technical experience and artistic

designs. It is then and then alone the Industrial Museum

would serve the purpose for which it is originally intended.

Otherwise in course of time it will slowly reduce itself to

something like the common Municipal Museum w hich is just

an apology for a Museum.
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Ttis a!)S()lutely essential to develop our l^istrict

Industrial Museums on the lines indicated above. Such
a course would also lielp us to develop the mineral and forest

resources of our land which is undoubtedly the richest in the

World. We have not sjot such resources and faciliti('s any-

where else and if we do not develop them and take adwantagc

of tlie limes w(‘ will lag behind and a little later we will be

too late. Leave the big industries to the Government.

We need not bother very much about the big industrialists.

They know how' to take care of themselves. Fhcre are

people who would come forward, if not in the interests of

the country, at least in their own interest
; they would

start big industries. But nobody would come forward to

develop our indigenous handicrafts and cottage industries.

We must take up the development of our local handicrafts and
cottage industries. I know personally that many of the local

handicrafts and cottage industries have degenerated due to

lack of modern scientific and technical efficiency and proper

organisation to push them up and protect them against the

monster Mass Production, 'Lhis is the time to check

foreign imports into our country which come under the

false pretence of cheap consumer goods. There is no better

service that one can render to his country at the present

time than to develop our handicrafts and cottage industries

and this we can do only by making these industrial Museums
as nuclei for industrialisation of our country.

Of course, one or more sales emporia should be attached

to an Industrial Museum invariably.

IV—
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G. SOME IMPORTANT ORGANISATIONS
I. THE ALL-INDIA VILLAGE INDUSTRIES

ASSOCIATION

Sevagram, Wardha

The All-India Village Industries Association, also known
as the Akil Bharat Gram Udyog Sangh. was started in 1934 as

the outcome of a resolution passed by the Indian National

Congress at its Bombay session. The object of the Association

is the relief and service of the poor in the vi-lages by the

re-organisation and improvement of village industries with a

view to promote the moral and physical advancement of the

villagers.

The plan of work of the Association is based on non-

violence and truth. It lays emphasis not on mere co-ordi-

nation of the country’s resources to obtain the largest material

return, i.e.^ the accumulation of wealth, but on the proper

distribution of the wealth. Unlike large-scale industrial

concerns where labour generally does not count for much
as a factor of production, the Association follows a method

of production which uses the labour factor most. Its object

is to include as large a share of labour cost as possible, so^

that the price of the village production may be made up

largely of labour costs. In other words, it endeavours to

distribute wealth as it produces it.

With that object in view it has chosen industries which

supply the needs of the masses, rather than obtain the largest

returns. The necessities being food, clothing, and shelter,

it started to work on paddy-husking, flour-grinding, gur-

making, oil-pressing, honey production, soap-making, cloth

production, leather-tanning, etc. Since many of the cottage

industries have been languishing for lack of knowledge in

useful and better processes of production, the Association has
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also taken up research such as the studying of the diet and
food requirements of the people and the finding of better

processes of production which would be in keeping with the

utility value of the product. Although agriculture is the base

of all industries, it has not taken it up as it requires a con-

siderable amount of special help from Government.

Its headquarters arc at Sevagram near Wardha where
it owns extensive buildings built with very little capital.

Though the Association is largely concerned with research

and experimentation, it has, however, chosen to work up a

few industries for the benefit of the people. It provides

implements and raw materials to the producers and under-

takes to market the production. From the value of finished

goods, it deducts the cost of materials and a small instal-

ment towards the payment of the equipment. In some cases

it provides implements, gives guidance to the producers and

helps them in marketing their products.

With a view to guaranteeing the conditions of production

and return to the producer the Association has laid down a

scale of wages so as to yield a livnig wage to the producer.

So as to ]:)ring the availalfie knowledge to the people

organises exhibitions and partakes in exhibitions organised

by others. It publishes from time to time books on the

results of its experiments and tcscarcli lor the l^enelit of the

people. It has also two periodicals tlie Graiu Udyog Patrika

and the KJiadi Jagaf These are meant to keep the people

in constant touch with the work of the Association. The ’

Institution has a school of crafts —the (h’am S(naik Vldyalaya '

—and a mustmm for Khadi and Village industries—the

Magan Sangrahalaya at Wardha.

) The following is a brief noU' on the work of this Associa.
,

tion in 1945 :

—

The Work of the Association was hampered to a con-fc a

siderable extent by two factors : First, important members ^
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of the staff and other workers were imprisoned by Govern-

ment following August, 1942 and some institutions were

closed down. Secondly, transpori o^' implements was very

difficult since the Railway Aiitliorities placed them under

class VI relating tf) furniture or luggage, though they were

useful for food production. Consequently supply of improved

implements was very difficult.

With a view to organise work and supervise its agents,

affiliated institutions and certified shops 10 Sanchalaks were

appointed. On the 31st December, 1945, there were 380

members, 32 agents, 31 recognised production centres, 29
certified shops and 8 affiliated institutions.

The progress made in the various industries was as

follows :

—

(1) Paddy husking and flour grinding .—Not much work
could be done in this respect as food grains were rationed

and their movements were controlled by Government.

Paddy could not be obtained even for experiments at Wardha.

So no research work was possible. Transport of implements

was difficult, and so local manufacture was encouraged.

The grinding of flour at the consumer’s own house was

encouraged. Experiments were made with bullock driven

chakki but discontinued later.

(2) Oil pressing .—Due to lack of wood and railway res-

trictions ghani production suffered considerably. During

the year only 3 complete ghanies and some pestles and other

spare parts could be supplied. Local manufacture of ghanies

was encouraged.

Under the Ghani Scheme capable workers were pro-

vided loans up to Rs. 500 to cover the cost of two ghanie.s.

They were to engage a local assistant to ply the ghanies,

so that they might attend to the general village work.

Rs. 12,755-4-0 was advanced for 53 ghanies distributed in
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43 centres. In about three-fourths of the centres the workers

WT.re enabled to attend to the general village uplift work.

The average monthly income of a two ghani centre was

Rs. 6o nett and of a one ghani centre Rs. 25 nett. Work
under this scheme however received a set back for two reasons *

The G. P. (Ljvernment controlled the rates of oil cake.

Secondly, the price of oil seeds shot up and the stocks in the

villages were disposed of by the villagers with the result that

the ghanies were left with no seeds. In consec|uence the

scheme could not rapidly expand.

It was found out that bhera and tamarind wood would
be useful and babul would be useless for implement making.
It was found out tliat for bleaching and refining of oils good
results could be obtained by adding % caustic soda to about

15 to 20 times water, and adding this solution to the oil

and warming it till the oil gets decolourised. If the oil is

impure i % caustic soda could be added. Any oil can be
purified by adding 10 per cent, common salt to it gradually

while heating it.

35 students were trained in oil pressing and ghani
manufacture.

(3) Bee keeping .—Bee keeping progressed in Honavar
(Karnatak) and 296 colonies were captured and 52 persons

were trained. Honey was marketed by the bee-keepers’

co-operative societies Lhe number of box hives with

colonies rose from 2,129 to 2,985. ITc yield of honey in the

district rose from 13,722 lbs. to 22,533 I^<^^ keepers^

societies were formed at various centres. The average yield

per colony was 7.55 lbs. The highest average yield per
colony was 19.7 lbs, and for a single hive 55 lbs. One indi-

vidual harvested 795 lbs. during the year. 16 persons were
trained in bee keeping at Wardha.

{4) Gur making,—Work in this respect consisted in

training, research and propaganda. A centre in Sindhi wa^
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opened at Wardha and eight students were trained. Owing
to prohibition there was a shortage of experienced tappers

;

so a scheme for training Harijans in date palm tapping was

prepared. Research was done in improving the sugar

centrefugal machine. The output on the new model machine

was 2 maunds of sugar in a day of 8 to lo hours. Its price

was Rs. 163. Demonstrations in making gur from palmyrah

were given in Chanda district.

(5) Paper making.—Paper making suffered for want of

waste paper. Some arrangements were made with the aid

of Government grants for the supply of waste paper to the

Arandol and Jimnar paper making centres. At the head-

quarters 300 reams of paper worth Rs. 7,000 was produced

and sold to the extent of Rs. 9,137-8-9. The wages paid

amounted to Rs. 2,821-13-0.

(6) Soap^ chalk and dale pencil manufacture.—Owing to the

scarcity of sajji matti for soap making, work was confined to

training and research, ii maunds of washing and toilet

soap was made and 8 students were trained during the year.

Not only washing but scented and coloured soaps also were

produced. In the process of manufacturing caustic soda

from sajji matti and quicklime, the proportion of resultant

caustic soda and slaked lime is 4 to 5. From this lime chalk

can be easily manufactured as a side industry. The lime

should be completely free from all traces of caustic soda. For

this purpose it may be washed well in clean water. To
seventy-five parts of slaked lime 25 parts plaster of Paris are

added. The plaster of Paris will be obtained by heating

gypsum in a pan and powdering it. The paste which forms with

the mixing of plaster of Paris and slaked lime is placed in

moulds and chalk sticks are obtained. A similar process is

adopted in the manufacture of slate pencils except that the

percentage of the plaster of Paris to be added to slaked lime

is 50.
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(7) Magan Deepa .—Further experiments were made on

vegetable oil lamps in respect of ventilation and suitability

of the various oils. Since the ordinary mill-made wick was

not satisfactory due to close weave, experiments with khadi

cloth and cotton creased in cloth were made and found

satisfactory in results. 1,655 6^^ lamps, 165 table lamps,

254 attachments and 231 hurric^ine lanterns were produced

during the year.

(8) Miscellaneous .—Work was carried on in industries

connected with leather, horn, button and coir.
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IL SODHAM
The Cottage Industries Association,

Tenali—Andhra

Sodhan—The Cottage Industries Association was started

with the object of reducing the large scale production methods

of huge factories to smaller scale adaptable to cottages and

workable to ordinary house-holders. It began with the

manufacture of paints as India is perfectly suited for the paint

industry.

It has been at the paint manufacture for the last twelve

years, and has always given the benefit of its knowledge and

experience in the industry to enthusiastic young men. It has

so far helped the formation of eight paint making units in the

Province of Madras (two units), Nellore, Guntur, Tenali,

Bezwada, Rajahmundry and Vizagapatam. Decentrali-

sation of capital, profit and production and centralisation of

direction and control arc in a nut shell its scheme of expan-

sion. In pursuance of its scheme of expansion by decentrali-

sation of industry it proposes to form a net work of industrial

cottages in the Province Each cottage unit is made an

independent proprietary concern with a specified area of

business. All the units will be united in a centre for their

common benefit.

G. O. Ms. No, 1920 dated 9th September, 1940, of the

Public Works Department of the Government of Madras

recommends encouragement to the industry. The Govern-

ment Departments and the general public have realised that

the paint products of Sodhan C.I.A. are reliable, and its

painting service satisfactory.

“ Direct to the consumer ” is its method of service.

The middle man and the bazaar of the present day, it holds,

are not characteristic of the cottage method of service. The
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present day market is the creation of centralised capitalistic

manufacture.

Its production is in keeping with the demand. There is

never the danger of over-production with it. Paint formu-

lation is done in accordance with the requirements, special

to individual cases. Formulation is not influenced by
competitive price considerations. In this way it finds that

the cottage-scale worker is required to think for himself at

every stage of production. Individual initiative and talent

are brought into play on a nation-wide scale.

There is no question of wages in its scheme of work,

since every concern is more or less a family unit. The troubles

of labour strikes and lock outs do not occur in its scheme of

work. The whole plan of working of Sodhan—the Cottage

Industries Association— is based on the principle of labour,

skill and knowledge. Labour plays the predominant role.

In its opinion, the finished consumer-products shall be

generally produced in cottages. The capitalist or the State

shall make available the raw materials of good quality and

the small scale machines of good precision required by the

cottage worker, where necessary. The rich man exists to

help the poor man but not to compete with and eliminate

him.

It is noteworthy that its existing units are carrying on

their work to the workers’ advantage. It desires that indus-

trially-minded young men of different districts should join

Sodhan, the Cottage Industries Association, receive training

in its different manufactures and form their own independent

cottage industrial units in their respective districts.

In pursuance of its plan of expansion and progressive

decentralisation, the organisation submitted to the Govern-

ment of Madras in September, 1946, a scheme for the produc-

tion of the entire paint requirements of the Province by the

lV-10
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formation of a net-work paint making cottages throughout

the Province. It offered to work out its scheme in agreement

with the self-sufficiency scheme under the consideration of

the Government. According to its scheme the Association

undertakes to produce lo lakhs of gallons of paint, valued at

one crore of rupees, which is the average annual consumption

of the Province. The capital outlay would be Rs. 50,00,000.

The production would be effected in 200 paint-making units

under the aegis of the Association providing work for 4,000

young men. Each unit would invest a capital of Rs. 5,000

and after all expenses are met, there would be a minimum
income of Rs. 100 per head per month. The Association

sought the help of the Government in respect of supply of raw

materials like zinc, lead, iron, oils and pigments, cheap

electric power supply and railway transport facilities. It also

requested the Government to purchase the product for

Government departments and to ban the import of outside

substitutes in its area of operation.
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III. RURAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE,
Patangheru, Nizam’s State

The Rural Development Centre, Patancheru, is mainly

concerned with the improvement of agriculture and co-

operation. It is concentrating on the development of cottage

industries which arc side industries maintained by the peasants

such as poultry farming, horticulture, etc.

Distribution of pure bred cockerels and eggs of improved

breed is carried on by the centre in the villages to improve the

country breed of fowls and to increase their egg laying

capacity both in number and size.

Basket and rope making are part time occupations of

labour class and agriculturists, where improvements in the

quality and appearance have been effected through the

centre’s efforts.

The weaving society with a membership of 15 weavers,

purchased 40 and 60 count thread and prepared saries,

dhotieSy shirting cloth and other varieties with improved

shuttle, but due to the non-availability of thread, caused by

changed conditions, this industry could not flourish long.

When normal conditions are restored, it will be again

revived.

The depressed class people are taught improved methods

of flaying and tanning by the assistant tanning instructor.

The tanned leathers by this method are durable and superior

in quality, and fetch better prices in the market. It is a

part time industry of the dheds and is very remunerative due

to enhancement of prices. About 90 families in 5 villages

Jiave been trained in this new art of tanning.

To make the tanning industry more successful and

popular, a co-operative society with a membership of 29

persons and a share capital of Rs. 298 was formed.

It is functioning satisfactorily.
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IV. VILLAGE RECONSTRUUnON CENTRE,
Mooi.ky, Karnataka

The Village Re-construction Centre, Moolky, situated

in the South Kanara district of the Madras Province has

been started in 1945. typical organisation devoted

to rural uplift on the West Coast. Its area of activity com-

prises a number of villages. Work is conducted by the

Village Reconstruction Committee, Moolky. The pro-

gramme of work in general is rural uplift
;

but by far the

most important items of work are development of cottage

industries and introduction of compulsory education.

A report as to the various cottage industries now existing

in the different villages of the area ^yas called for during

the second Tree Planting Day. As a result it was found

that I. hooks
;

2. thread button
; g. coroanut shell and

horn works
; 4. mats

; 5. baskets
;

6. spinning and
weaving

; 7. pottery ;
8. shoe-making

; 9. toy-making
;

10. broomsticks; ii. country umbrellas; 12. stitching

and embroidery : 13. painting
; 14. coir

; 15. cane

works; 16. carpentry; 17. iron tool works
; 18. jaggery;

ig. fruit and vegetable growing
; 20. goat-rearing

;
21.

bee-keeping ;
22. fish-oil extraction

; 23. oil pressing
;

and 24. hand-pounding of rice, are some of the cottage

industries now pursued in the villages. The list shows what a

variety and number of articles are being produced in the

villages. These things are now being prepared on a very

small scale and mainly for local consumption. The way to

improve these indigenous industries lies in finding them a

wider market. This would encourage both quantity and
quality of production thus adding to the wealth of the villager.

The Village Reconstruction Committee feels that unless

some organisation on a co-operative basis is started for sale
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of these articles, it will be futile to ask the villagers to produce

these articles on a larger scale. The Industries Department

co-operated with the Committee by starting a Coir section

at Moolky, soon after the first Exhibition. It is regrettable

that the Department had to close down the section, a few

months ago, for lack of proper response. But it is gratifying

to note that it will be opened again.

The Committee made representations to the Education

Department to bring the whole area under compulsory

education. Thanks to the District Educational Officer and

the Department, nine villages of the centre have been brought

under the Scheme for Compulsory Elementary Education

during 1947. It may be menticned here that the Committee

had already placed before the several communities in 1946

a proposal to collect funds and grant scholarships to deserving

students. Work could not l)c done in that direction, during

the vear, but it was hoped that communities which have

not made any efforts in this direction would do so and earn

the gratitude of those who would otherwise be unable to

educate their children.
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APPENDIX

NOTES ON SOME SPECIAL ART CRAFTS

I . Bidri work

Bidri work, known to tlic Western world as damascened work, derived

its name from Bidar, its original home. It is said that one of the Hindu
kings of Bider invented this art and used the art ware at the time of worship-

ping household gods. The Muslim rulers of India improved the art

very much.

Till recently this work was done at four cliief centres, namely Bidar>

Lucknow, Purnca, and Murshidabad. Subsequently due to the demand

from European consumers many other centres also came into existence.

The mode of manufacture is very nearly the same in all places: The
first process is the preparation of the mould. A mould is made of clay

or a paste of fine dust and fresh cow-dung. It is shaped on a lathe. A
layer of wax is then applied to it and it is then shaped smooth of the lathe.

Another layer of clay is applied and the mould is dried. Two holes are

bored into it. ^Vh(‘n the mould is gently heated the wax melts and runs

out through the holes leaving space between the two clay layers for receiving

the metal. An alloy of copper and zinc, in a proportion varying from cen-

tre to centre is prc'parcd by melting copper and zinc, in separate crucibles

and then adding cup])cr to zinc and firing strongly again. This heat

unites the metals into a rich alloy, 'fhe mollen alloy is poured into

the mould and when cooled the rough model is taken out. The surface

is then made smooth and even on the lathe. So far the work is done by

the braziers.

The vi'.ssc l is now passeil on to tlie designer who applies to the sur-

face copper sulphate solulion and turns it black. I'his ht'lps him to see

clearly the design etched on tlie surface with a steel point. The vessel

then goes to tlie carver or engraver who scoops out the design with

chisels and ^hammer carefully. The grooves anr somewhat smoothened

so that the surface may rixinve in-laying properly. In-laying is done

with gold, silver and even copper.

Thin plates of gold or silver are laid on a bed of wax and resin. An
impression of the excavated pattern is taken by inserting a thin bit of

paper into the grooves. Tlit: jdate is then cut accordingly and then

inserted into the grooves and gently hammered, 'fhe thicker the wire

inserted, the more durable is the work done. The surface is then polished

with a common file and scraper.
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The final process is the giving of a permanent black colour to the

surface. The article is gently heated and then thickly smeared with some
paste. It is allowed to dry for some hours and then washed well. The
black hue sticks on to the article enhancing the lustre of the gold or silver

inlay which is not aflfected by the paste.

The patterns are generally flowers or fish, etc. The products were

formerly, hukkas^ water goblets, spittoons, betel cases, flower vases, plates

trays, etc. But now due to the European market the articles include knife

handles, buttons, cigarette cases, ash trays, ladies’ belt buckles, etc. A list

of bidri ware is appended to section VI.

2. Enamelling (Minakari)

The art of enamelling on metal is very old in India, the centres being

Jeyporc, Alwar, Delhi, Lahore, Multan and Benares. The best work was

done on gold at Jeyporc in Rajputana where the artists could lay rainbow

tints on gold with exquisite skill and harmony of colour. Work is done

on gold, silver and copper also. The principal cnamcllers in Jeyporc

are all descended from Sikh artisans imported from Lahore in Akbar’s

time.

Enamelling or painting on metals with mineral oxides, in such a

manner that the colours are fixed u]:)on or adhere to the metal, is done

in many ways. Incrustation is the Oriental method. This method is

two-fold—Cloisonne or filigree enamel, and charnpleve or excavation

enamel. 'Llie latter method is common in India while the former s

common in China and Japan.

I'he artist draws tlu‘ design
;
the goldsmith makes the article to be

enamelled ; and then the engraver engraves the pattern on it with steel

styles. These three artisans are goldsmiths by caste. The enameller

{Minakar) carefully burnishes the surface of the ornament and then applies

the colours in the order of their hardness, or power of resisting fire, be-

ginning with the liardest. The enamel colours are available at Lahore-

All the colours known can be applied to gold
;

only some colours like

black, gr('en, blue and yellow to silver; and a few colours like white and
black to copper, 'fhe application of pure ruby red requires tlie greatest

skill.

T he enameller begins with the whites and usually burns in each colour

separately, though two or more may be fixed at one firing. The colour

is powdered and made into a paste and applied with a probe. Then the

ornament is put in a primitive charcoal furnace. The time of firing and
the intensity of heat required for fixing the particular colour are knwon to

the worker from experience. I’hc piece is then polished with corundum;
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then it is gently heated and cleaned by rapidly dipping in some strong

acid solution. Colours require similar care at each firing. Some large

pieces are fired as many as eighteen times whicli shows that work must

necessarily be slow.

Enamelling is done not only on jewels like bangles and bracelets of

women but also on the handles of swords, fans, umbrellas, handsticks, etc.

Enamel liclps to enhance the beauty even of the. gems set on them.

The enameller always works in his own home with help of his hnnily.

Each member does a particular job such as applying colours, firing and
fixing and feeding and watching the furnace. Each artist sits on the

ground before a low stool with his tools and his moistened colours arranged

in a brass pallet before him. An ordinary bracelet of five tolas takes

fifteen to twenty days for completion. The artisans are so poor that

their valuable designs, colours etc., arc kept wrapped in dirty rags only.

3. Papier-mache

Papier-mache work is probably the most picturesque art craft of

Kashmir. It was once a thriving industry but has of late begun to lan-

guish due to cheap substitutes.

Papier-mache articles are made out of paper pulp. This pulp is made
out of waste paper which is pounded and mixed with starch. The material

is never exactly reduced to a pulp ; it is merely made soft. Before pasting

the pulp on the mould several layers of paper arc pasted on the mould of

the required article. Over it pulp paste of the required thickness is laid

and over it again is pasted some thick paper, layer upon layer, by repeated

process of drying and adding. This is done until the article gets the correct

shape and thickness. Even when it is wet the mould is wrapped in a thin

muslin rag and covered with a layer of dressing material said to be plaster

of Paris (gach). The mould is then made smooth by rubbing until the

surface becomes uniform. The ground colour {zamin) is then painted on

the surface. The pattern, floral or otherwise, is then painted in water

colours on this ground. After drying, it is glazed with transparent

varnish, usually made from copal dissolved in turpentine.

In place of paper, soft ground wood has, of late, come to be used.

These wooden goods are coated with thin layers of pulp and the designs

are painted on the surface as in the case of pure papier-mache articles.

There are a number of designs in papier-mache work, the most impor-
tant being, shawl pattern, rose pattern, Arabseque pattern and Yark-

hand pattern.

The shawl pattern consists in the making of wooden moulds, coating

them with pulp and painting the designs in water colours on pure white

ground colour.
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Rose pattern : This consists in the painting of roses and birds all

over the surface, in accordance with a colour scheme.

Arabesque pattern : The design is painted against a dull grey oi'

brown ground colour ol large articles like tables.

Yarkhand pattern : fn this pattern there is a dark background and
gold and white rosettes and (lowers are painted spirally or on the tops of

golden foliage.

During recent years only two or three old patterns like the shawl

pattern and the rose pattern have been in vogue. Several modern
patterns have now been introduced and the old patterns are being slowly

abandoned.

4. Andhra Fine Spinning

During the palmy days of the Dacca muslin industry, the muslins

of the Andhra Desha ranked only second in excellence in our country,

but now the ^Vndhra muslins are probably the hnest in our countr>"

This fine Khadi production is confined mainly to the Vizagapatam District

where the poor women si:)inners of Vclama and Paitusali sub-castes spin

even now yarn of over ioo.v. Mention may b(^ made here of tlie blind

woman spinner of Bonthala-Koduru village who can spin super-fin^"

yarn on a crude charkha in spite of her blindness.

The excellence of the Andhra fine spinning is tlie result of highly

elaborate processes like ginning, carding and slivi'iing which are quite

different from those adopted by the spinners elsewhere. These processes

may be said to be some six in number -every one of them requiring

attention ;

{a) Selection oj Cotton- -Vhc cotton used is a local variety of hill cotton

known as kondapath and another local variety of level country cotton

called buradapatii or gndipatti. I'hough the staple of these varieties is

not long, yet it lias a smooth, silken surface. Fhe kapas or pods are

carefully selected and cleaned.

(b) Combing. Goinhing is done by ini'ans ol a fish jaw bone, d’he

kapas is held in the left hand and the bone is gently passed over the fibres

with the right hand. I’his process helps to remove the dust particles

and to stretch the fibres properly.

(c) Ginning .—-The ordinary cotton gin is not usixi. Only a wooden

block and an iron rod are used. The block, made of black pala wood

is about I ' by ’ with a smooth surface. The rod is a foot long, thick

at the middle and thin at the ends. Fhc combed kapas is placed on the

8i
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block—some five or six seeds at a time—and the rod is carefully rolled

over it. Thus the seeds are removed without affecting the fibre.

{d) Cleaning .—This process is very important. The cotton is put

in a closely woven basket and gently thrashed with two thin broom sticks.

Small quantities of cotton are then taken out and the dust particles are

removed with the fingers. Then the lint is taken in the left hand and

stretched into flakes of about half-foot each. The fibres are thus arranged

parallel to one another.

{e) Carding.—

A

small bow made of bamboo or apple wood with a

strong but elastic gut is used. About a tola or two of cotton is taken

and gently carded with the fingers. The strands of fibres are thus carefully

separated.

(/) Slivering .— riic carded cotton is folded into a thin sheet of about

l
’ by It is placed on a plank and a thin rod or piece of cane is

rolled from one end of the sheet to the other, d'he sheet rolls into a sliver

and the rod is removed. I'hese slivers weigh ^ to i tola each, fhe

slivers arc carefully kept in a closed basket.

Every one of these processes requires much care and patience. The

greater the care taken the better is the product.

The Charkha used is large with a diameter of 30 to 32 inches. It is

very light and quick in movement, rhe spindle gives about 180 to 240

revolutions for one revolution of the wheel. The spinner holds the sliver

in a piece of dry plantain bark placed between her fingers. She sits

on a short stool, plies the wheel and spins with dexterity and ease.

5. Afridi Wax Work ^
This art craft is peculiar to the N.W.F. Province. This consists in

the working of designs on cloth in a kind of wax called roghan. This

material is prepared by boiling a vegetable oil (polli seed i.e. wild safflower

or carthamus oxyacentha) to a thick consistency and then adding some

mineral pigments until it looks like laquer. To obtain the proper consis-

tency a little dry lime is added. 'Phe various colours are obtained by

mixing various mineral substances. For instance : red is obtained by

adding red lead and white by white lead ;
yellow by mixing orpiment

and blue by indigo ;
green by mixing indigo and orpiment with roghan

;

for obtaining gold or silver colour powdered gold or silver leaf or imitation

leaf is to be added.

The worker wears a leather shield on his left hand and puts in its

palm a little roghan of the size of a pigeon’s egg and in his right hand he

holds a six inch iron style pointed at one end. With this pointed end he

draws the roghan out into fine threads. If the wax is too moist he adds a
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Uuk more finely powdered lime. He works up the roghan until he gets

properly the plastic thread that is required for his work.

He marks the patterns in outline on the fabric with chalk. In the

case of common place designs for instance malkhosai or panairakh no out-

lining is done. He then works up the paUcrii by placing the plastic-

threads along the out lines. I'his work is done by the artist very carefully.

He charges the style each time from the little store on his left hand.
Thel ittle thickness at the end ofeach newly drawn thread is very artistically

used. The rapidity and accuracy with which the artist works is remarkable-

A skilled artist can w^ork with ease from right to left and vice versa.

After working up the threads of roghan on the cloth the artist presses

the moistened tip of his finger all along with the design. I’his causes

tile wax to sink into the textun- of the cloth and adhere to it firmly. It

hardens and becomes permanent rendering the fabric washable without

damage to the wax work. If solid patches of colour are required on the

designs, the artist passes the style over the design a number of times plying

it in the same direction and laying the roghan threads in paralkd lines.

Then he presses the patch with his moistened linger tips. If two or more

colours are required for the design the artist applies one colour at a time.

An expert worker compresses the parallel lines so dexterously that the

parallel lines disappear and a solid patch is left on the design.

A number of designs arc wwked out by the wax w orkers
;
for instance,

flower baskets, dragons, peacocks and the Persian Tree of Life. Some
modern designs like the regimental or military colours have recently

been introduced.

6. Kalamkari Work

Kalamkari, also known as printing and painting on cloth with perman

ent vegetable dyes is one of the oldest art crafts of our land. The most

important kalamkari centre is Masulipatam in Andhra Deslia. It is said

that some Persian merchants settled at Masulipatam and improved the

local industry and that the art craft took its name kalam (pen) kari (work)

from them. Locally the work is known as addakam.

I'ill the beginning of this century, kalamkari work was done on hand

spun, hand woven cloth. But during recent decades mill made long

cloth and mull has come into use for this work. The cloth used is gene-

rally unbleached and of close texture.

This art craft strictly consists of two series of processes, namely block

printing of designs and pen work for colour effect.
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(a) Block printing. - The grey cloth is soak(“d in cow-dung solution

and rinsed and dried on the grass at water side. This process is repeated

daily for afiout a week until the cloth is bleached.

Mordanting is done next. 'I’his consists in soaking the cloth in a

filtered decoction made of myraboion powder, water and pure milk and

then rinsing and drying it.

Designs in outline are block printed on the cloth with red and black

solutions. The red solution is made by mixing pure alum with gum and

water, 'fhe black one is made by soaking iron pieces in jaggery water

for a month and then adding gum to th<' solution obtained. 'I'hcse designs

are essential for pen work.

A colour bath is then given to the cloth
: jaji leaf, chiruvetu and

chiranji are boiled in water. Some two days after the block printing,

the cloth is lightly rinsed in water and dried. It is then soak(‘d in the

boiling colour bath for some two or thrive hours. I'he r<'d and black

designs an* thus developed.

{b) Pen work.— The artistic colour effects arc brought out by this

process. The cloth is soaped in rice kanjee and dried, d’he portions ol the

designs for whicli a particular colour say blue- is not required are

covered with melted bees ' wax by m<*ans of a brush-lik(? pe n.

A solution of tantipa seeds, indigo, lime and country soda is made
by fermenting them in a vat for a fortnight. The wax-coated cloth is

tiipped in this vat and the uncovered portions take the dye.

'Fhe wax is removed by clipping the cloth in boiling water. I'hc

cloth is then soaped and cleaned with country soap made out of lime,

gingelly oil and saline water.

For obtaining green and yellow effects, use is made of althi solution

which is prepared by boiling myraboion flower powder in water. I’he

cloth is soaked in kanjee and milk and dried. The solution is painted

on the required portions with the pen. After two days the cloth is soaked

in alum solution for fixing the colour. I'his gives light shades. For

deep shades the wax-coating and colour bath process is adopted after

which the alum solution bath is given. Wax-coaling and colour bath

are done as many times as the number of colours required.

Then the piece is finally .soaptd and cleainxl. Fancy shades are

produced by mixing the colours. A good kalamkari curtain or bed sheet

takes a month to produce it since these hand processes arc necessarily

slow. But after manufacture the product displays such a harmony of

colour scheme that the time element is ignored.
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COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA

Section V—Inquiry and Legislation

I. REPORTS AND SURVEYS OF COTTAGE
INDUSTRIES

1. A NOTE ON THE WORK OF INVESTIGATION

ViSWANATHAN TeKUMALLA

Nothing is more trying and at the same time more

pleasing than investigation, particularly in the field of eco-

cnomics. It is at once a task and a hobby
;
and is more so

when self-imposed. If one desires to test the truth of this

observation, he has only to play the investigator himself.

It is very obvious that the work of the investigator is

beset with several handicaps. The chief handicap is the

ignorance of the cottage workers. In respect of ignorance,

the urban artisans are on a par with their rural brethren.

Deplorable as this common defect is, it must be admitted in

fairness to them that they are not wholly to blame for it.

Their share of the blame lies in so far as they have not

striven to shake off their ignorance and to inove with the

times; but the larger part should, without a word, be borne

by the Government, the national leaders, and a large number

of educated persons. The Government has, for several years

past, not concerned itself seriously with any regular system

of inquiries. The last government survey of cottage in-
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dustries in the Madras Presidency, for instance, dates as

far back as 1929, the last pre-Depression year
;
and nothing

appreciable seems to have been done since then to apprise

correctly the condition of the artisans. Evidently the Gov-

ernment busied itself more with the dull departmental routine

than with the institution of inquiries. The report submitted

by the sub-committee of the National Planning Committee

is of value only as a proof of the revival of the whole

nation's interest in cottage and rural industries. Of course

the national leaders have established a very close contact

with the rural and urban artisans, especially in the field of

khadi but they cannot be expected to go farther than laying

general policies for the development of cottage industries.

The work of vSystematic surveying should naturally have

been taken up by their followers, but they too have not

taken it up either due to the fear of strain or want of confi-

dence in themselves. But at least the Universities or some

educated youngmen could have started the work, but they

too have left it out in the cold. The thesis of Prof. N. G.

Ranga on handloom weaving (1930) and a few village

surveys incorporated in the book entitled Some South

Indian Villages edited by Dr, Gilbert Slater of the Madras
University (1918) and a couple of other brief surveys, are

probably all the research work done in the Madras Province.

Unfortunately there has, however, been a dearth of real

enthusiasm in field-work in the country. It is a pity that

the country should lag behind and allow every other country

to steal a march on it. The obvious effect of this absence

of periodical surveys is the popular ignorance of their value,

if only these surveys are made a regular feature of our

economic system, the cottage workers would not view an
investigator with appalling strangeness.

Ignorance does not exist by itself
;

it brings in its train

several attitudes which confront the investigator and dis-
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courage him at first. The first thing that challenges his

confidence is the suspicion of the artisan. Suspicion is writ

large on his face
;
he does not even pretend to conceal it.

His simple mind is pormally incapable of concealing emo-

tions, and much more so when a stranger makes his pre-

sence suddenly. Whatever be the psychology behind it,

the fact remains that his suspicidn is so marked that the

spirits of an ordinary investigator arc chilled at once. This

suspicion manifests itself in various ways. One artisan takes

the stranger for a revenue officer in disguise whose object

is to impose or enhance some tax
;
another imagines him to

be a government agent whose object is to coerce him to pay-

ing some fund
;
and yet another, with all his imagination,

fancies him to be a rival aiming at getting all his trade sec-

rets; and so on. It must, however, be noted that weavers

are usually free of such fancies, obviously because their

occupation has fio trade secrets and also because their posi-

tion is by no means enviable. Most other artisans are prone

to these misgivings. Women in this respect are worse than

men; and here my experience merits mention : At Viravasa-

ram, one of the famous cotton-tape weaving centres of the

West Godavari District, the weaver-women of a large part

• of the village stopped their work abruptly and piled their

spinning-wheels and looms as ‘lumber’ within a few minutes

of my arrival. Many a suspicious artisan bluntly asks the

stranger whether he is a revenue officer. His bluntness

should not be attributed to mischief. It is merely the atti-

tude of an indisciplined mind which cannot easily compre-

hend the role of a sincere investigator. It is also natural

that such a mind should start with suspicion; for, suspicion

is to it what caution is to the mature mind.

Then there is another type of attitude, namely indiffer-

ence. It is the outcome of half-knowledge and is also likely

to baffle the investigator. It also manifests itself in more
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tha-n one way: For instance the artisan admits the investi-

gator's sincerity of purpose but doubts the success of his

mission. On that score he refuses to respond to his in-

quiries and even advises him not to embark upon such a

futile mission. What explains this attitude is, as already

stated, his dangerous half-knowledge of things. Ome of his

friends, usually a clerk ot a peon in some office tells him the

tale of the failure of a departmental inquiry to better the

conditions of the staff
;
and at once he is convinced that an

inquiry is a sham
;
and he deems it his sacred duty to urge

the futility of any inquiry.

Another trait of the artisan's life also presents some

difficulties to the investigator at first. It is his lack of

interest in the conditions of his locality and of his own craft.

Almost every artisan lives by himself and for himself. If

his village is fairly large, he may not know or even care to

know how many families live by his craft. The wise in-

vestigator does not ignore him, but accepts his statements

with caution and uses him as a measure of the ignorance of

the artisans. Again, the artisan displays a remarkable lack

of interest even in the matter of keeping business-accounts

and drawing family budgets. He believes that his small

business profits little by account-keeping. Like a child he

chooses to concern himself only with the present. He seems

to sing with the poet

:

“Trust no future, howe’er pleasant!

Let the dead Past bury its dead

!

Act,—act in the living Present!”

There are other handicaps too to reckon with: First

there is the physical and mental strain which field work
entails. Only experience can show its intensity. Almost
every day he has to visit a new village and approach new
men. Very often he has to go from street to street and
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house to house in quest of proper informants. He has to

put up with discomfort in board and lodging. At times he

is obliged to carry his portmanteau and quilt from the bus-

road to the village. Secondly, travel involves a good deal

of expenditure which, in these days, is not a matter to be

ignored.

The foregoing account will give an idea of how investi-

gation becomes a task; but it is not the entire picture; for,

were it so, investigation could never be a pleasure. Luckily

there are several salient traits of the artisan’s nature which

encourage the investigator and make his work a pleasant

task. The artisan is after all not entirely irrational. Con-

sequently his first anti-social emotions melt away under

good influences and his latent goodness becomes patent,

Freed of his false fears and suspicions, he becomes a loveable

fellow man. The first encouraging trait is his dormant

sincerity. The sincerity of the inquirer evokes sincerity in

him. At times he is sincere to a fault. He is pmne to

look upon his kind inquirer as a deliverer and to place too

much faith in him. Too much trust is as much a fault with

many an artisan as too much suspicion. I still remember
how the weaver-women of Viravasaram, alluded to before,

regretted their having hidden, away their looms out of sus-

picion. Another admirable trait is the hospitality behind his

apparent coldness. Once he is impressed with the stran-

ger’s sincerity of purpose, he is at his service till he leaves

the village. Thirdly he has a good memory to make for

lack of account-keeping. He can state from his memory
the approximate state of his imdustr}^ in the past. But if he

feels unequal to the task, he will certainly direct the investi-

gator to one who is competent.

So much of the artisan; and now of the investigator.

Nothing is nearer truth than that the success of his mission

depends on himself. He must qualify himself for the mis-
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sion by the possession of certain indispensable qualities.

These qualities are also the limiting- factors because their

absence precludes mamy a young man from venturing upon

the work. First, he must he gifted with tact since, without

it, a right approach to the artisan becomes impossible. Tact

is the key with which to open the bosom of the artisan. A
blunt inquiry, however sincere, only confirms his suspicion;

but, if tact is used, there will always be a good response,

The investigator should talk in a sweet strain giving points,

of general and special interest to the artisan and at the same

time not straying from the purpose of his visit. Care must

also be taken not to confuse tact with cunning. He should

create the impression, of a plain-spoken person but not of

a blunt or artful inquirer. Secondly he needs an inexhaus-

tible fund of patience, '.rhe artisan is prone, unwittingly,

to try his patience m several ways. He may ignore his

presence ayd converse with some known visitors for a long

time; ke may confront him with a volley of silly questions

of every nature; or he may bluntly tell him to see him again.

Only patience can help him in that situation. He should

patiently wait, as at the door of a lord, or choose to call on

him again
;
or he should tactfully mix with the company

and take part in their conversation. Any trace of impatience

or false dignity is sure to mar his purpose. Then the

investigator should have enthusiasm and energy. Strictly

speaking they are the basic requisites
;
for, on them depends

the desire to investigate, just as the success of investigation

depends on intelligence, tact and patience.

One thing more deserves special mention—the camera.

It is also a necessary part of the investigator’s equipment.

It is a sure means of successful approach to the artisan. It

tickles his vanity, and by the promise of what he fancies to

be a luxury, makes the task of the investigator fairly easy.
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2. COTTAGE INDUSTRIAL SURVEYS AND
REPORTS IN PROVINCES AND STATES

There does not seem to have been made in any part of

the country a scientific and systematic study of the condi-

tion of the handicrafts or village industries or cottage indus-

tries and the problem arising out of various political,

economic and social factors. It may not be far from true

to say that no comprehensive surve*\^ of cottage industries

has been made in most parts of the country. There have,

however, been in some Provinces and States occasional

inquiries and surveys which do not go very deep. Most

of them relate to handloom weaving. The following is a

list of the reports of the committees or individuals who
had undertaken survey under Government auspices or on

their own account:

All India

Report of the Banking Enquiry Committee, 1931.

Report of the National Planning Committee, 1939.

Report of the Fact Finding Committee on Mills and Handlooms,
1941.

Report of the Co-operative Planning Committee, 1946.

Imperial Gazetteer of India.

Assam

Survey of handloom weaving conducted during census operations

in 1921.

Survey of handloom weaving conducted during census operations

in 1941

.

Survey of handloom weaving in selected areas about 1941

.

Bengal

Report on the Survey of Cottage Industries, 1923.

Sample survey of handloom centres by the Bengal Board of
Economic Inquiry, 1936.
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Report of the Bcn^^al Iiichistrial Survey Committee, 1941

.

Rei>ort on tiic Survey of Cottage Industries in Bengal, 1945.

Survey of Traditional Rural Arts and Crafts of Bengal by the

Calcutta University (now in jirogress).

Bihar

Survey of Handlooni weaving conducted during census opera-
tions in 1921

.

Census of Handlooms, Bihar, 1935.

Survey of Handloom weaving by the Industries Department in

1941.

Bombay

Survey of Handloom Weaving by Department of Industries,

1923,

Report on Arts and Crafts by J. P. Fernandez, 1930.

Report of the Bombay Economic and Industrial Survey Com-
mittee, 1938—'1940.

Report of the Committee for Promotion of Village Industries,

Bomba}^ 1 947.

Report of the Cottage and Small Scale Industries Sub-Com-
mittee of the Provincial Industries Committee.

Central Provinces and Berar

Survey of Industries by C. E. Low, 1908.

Survey of Handloom Weaving, 1935.

Report of the C, P. Government Industrial Survey Committee,
1939.

Tabulated occupational tables of 1941 Census (C. P. is the
only Province in India where these tables have been
tabulated)

.

Madras

Statistics of Handlooms and Weavers of the Board of Revenue
since 1850.

Survey of the Arts and Crafts of Northern Ci rears by E, B.
Havell, 1881.

Report on the Survey of Cottage Industries in the Madras
Presidency by D. Narayana Rao, 1929.

Survey of Handloom weaving in the Province by Co-operative
Department, 1939.

Bulletin on Handloom weaving of Industries Department, 1930.

Special Survey of Important Weaving Centres by Co-operative
Department, 1941.
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Survey of Cottage Industries in Coastal Andhra by Viswanathan
Tekuinalla, 1942-44. (Not yet published.)

Survey of Cottage Industries by Co-operative Department, 1946.

(Not yet published.)

North-West Frontier Provinces.

A Survey of Cottage Industries and Handicrafts, 1938.

A Plan for the Economic Development of the N.-W.F.P. by
I. C. Kumarappa, 1940.

Supplement to the above Report, 1946.

Punjab

Manufactures and Arts of the Punjab by H. II. Baden Powell,

1872.

Survev of the d>xlile Industry bv Industries Department,
1926-27.

Survey of Industries in the Punjab, 1940, by the Industries

Department.

Report of the Village Sub-Committee of the Industrial Planning

Committee, Punjab, 1946.

United Provinces

Report of the U. P. Industrial Re-organisation Committee,

1936.

Report of the U. P. Industrial Finance Committee, 1937.

Report of the Cottage Industries Inquiry Committee, 1935.

(Not yet published.)

District Industrial Survey Reports (1921-23). (These reports

are now being revised.)

Survey Reports on Leather, including flaying and curing of

hides.

Oil pressing.

Metal Industry.

Rope, Ban and Tatpatti making.

Basket making.

Reed and Cane Furniture making.

Glass Bangles.

Pottery and Ornamental Toys.

Rapid Industrial Survey Report by M. Z. Rab.

Cottage Glass ' Industry

.

*N.B .—These reports could not be published owing to the shortage
of paper. Besides a regular quarterly survey report of
certain important cottage industries is being conducted by
this Department.

V-^2
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Bee Keeping.

Handloom Survey Reports, 1933.

Hosiery Survey Reports, 1935.

Baroda State.

Survey of Handloom Weaving in three centres in the State.

Cochin.

Survey of Handloom Weaving in 1935-36.

Hyderabad.

Survey of Handloom Weaving in Hyderabad, 1931

.

Survey of Handloom Weaving by Industries Department, 1937.

Mysore

Survey of Handloom Weaving in Mysore by the Industries

Department, 1940.

Travancore

Special Survey of Handloom Weaving in Travancore State,

1940.

Other Publications.

Industrial Arts of India, Sir George Birdwood, London.

Journal of Indian Art Volumes, London.

Cotton Painting and Printing in the Madras Presidency, W. S.

Hadaway, 1917.

A Plan for Rural Development, Dr. J. C. Kumarappa.
Economics of Khaddar, R. B. Gregg, 1925.

Village Industries and Reconstruction, Bharatan Kumarappa,
Handloom Weaving in Madras Presidency, Prof. N. G. Ranga.

Handloom Weaving in South India, Dr. K. S. Venkatraman.

Cottage Industry in Indian Economy, All India Congress
Committee, 1947,
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ir. ACTS FOR PROMOTION OF COTTAGE INDUSTRIES

A. INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION

.1. ALL INDIA

THE KHADDAR (NAME PROTECTION) ACT, 1934

(1) The Khaddar (Name Protection) Act^ 1934 (Passed by

the Indian Lej^islaUirc : Received assent of Governor-General on

13-3-1934) .

An Act to regulate the use of the words “Khaddar' and .‘Khadi*

when applied as a trade description of woven materials.

Whereas it is expedient to regulate the use pf the words
‘Khaddar’ and ‘Khadi’ when applied as a trade description of woven
niviterials; It is hereby enacted as follows: This Act may be called

the Khaddar (Name Protection) Act, 1934.

(2) It extends to the whole of British India, including British

Baluchistan and the Sonthal Pargonas.

(3) This section shall come into force at once, and section 2,

shall come into force in any province on such date as the Local

Government may, by notification in the local official Gazette, appoint

in this behalf.

The words ‘Khaddar’ and ‘Khadi’, whether in English or in

any Indian vernacular language, when applied to any woven material

shall be deemed to be a trade description within the meaning of the

Indian Merchandise Marks Act, 1889, indicating that such material

is cloth woven on handlooms in India from cotton yarn handspun in

India.
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II. BENGAL
THE BENGAL STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES ACT, 1931

(Bengal Act III of 1931)

(As modified up to the ISih March, 1941).

Statement of Repeals and Amendments.

Repealed in part and amended.—The Government of India

(Adaptation of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

Note.—In reprinting this Act,

—

(1) matters repealed have been omitted, explanatory notes being

inserted

;

(2) the amendments have been inserted in their proper places

W’ith explanatory foot-notes

;

(3) the marginal notes to sections have been revised, wherever

this was necessary, in order to bring them into harmony witli the

amendments made in the sections.

CONTENTS.
Section.

1. Short title, local extent and commencement.

2. Definitions.

3. Establishment of a Board of Industries.

4. Procedure in default of election of members.

5. Chairman and Vice-Chairman.

6. Elections and appointments to be notified in Gazette.

7. Term of office.

8. Removal of members.

9. Casual vacancies

.

10. Allowances and fees.

11. President at meetings.

12. Interested members not to vote.

13. Delegation of functions of Chairman.

14. Power of Board to make regulations.

15. Supersession of Board.

16. Duty of Board.

17. Documents and reports to be furnished to the Provincial Go-
vernment.
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18. {Repealed.)

19. Forms o£ State aid.

20. {Repealed.)

31. Industries which may be aided.

22. Inspection and returns.

23. Disposal of profits during continuance of Slate aid.

24. Power of Board to receive donations, etc.

25. Method of recovery of money due.

26. Power to Provincial Government to terminaU^ aid on account
of fault.

27. Fees.

28. Supervision of assisted industry.

29. Recovery of sums due.

30. Powers and protection of persons acting under this Act.

31. Finality of decision of Provincial Government.

32. Power of Provincial Government to make rules.

THE BENGAL STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES ACT, 1931.^

(As MODIFIED UP TO THE 15tH MaRCH, 1941.)

[22nd October, 1931.]

An Act to provide for the gwing of State aid to industries in Bengal.

Whereas it is expedient to make provision for the giving of
State aid to industries in Bengal;

And whereas the previous sanction of the Governor-General
under sub-section (3) of section 80-A of the Government of India
Act has been obtained to the passing of this Act;

It is hereby enacted as follows:

—

1. Short title, local extent and commencement.— (1) This Act
may be called the Bengal State Aid to Industries Act, 1931.

(2) It extends to the whole of Bengal.

^For Statement of Objects and Reasons, see Calcutta Gazette,
1930, Pt. IV, page 107; and for report of the Select Committee,
see ibid., page 148; and for Proceedings in Council, see Bengal Legis-
lative Council Proceedings, Vol. XXXV, p. 203 and Vol. XXXVII
pp. 140 and 217.
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.

(3)

It shall come into force on such date^ as the ^[Proviticial

Government] may, by notification, appoint.

2. Definitions.—In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant

in the subject or context,

—

(1) “Board” means the Board of Industries established under

section 3

;

(2) “Chairman” means the Chairman of the Board;

(3) “Director” means the Director of Industries, Bengal, and

includes any person appointed by the Provincial Government] to

discharge the functions of the Director under this Act

;

(4) “industry” means any industrial business or enterprise,

including agriculture, undertaken or conducted by any person

;

(5) “machinery” includes plant, apparatus, tools and otlier

appliances required for carrying on any industrial operation or pro-

cess ;

(6) “notification” means a notification published in the ^‘[Offi-

cial Gazette]
;

(7) “owner” means the person who owns any industrial under-

taking, and includes the sticcessors in interest of such person in res-

pect of such undertaking; and

(8) “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this

Act.

3. Establishment of a Board of Industries .— (1) The ^ [Provin-

cial Government] shall, as soon as possible after the commencement
of this Act, establish a Board to be called “the Board of Industries,”

for carrying out the purposes of this Act, and consisting of the

following members, namely :

—

^ The Act came into force on the 1 5th January, 1932, vide notifi-

cation No. 7392 Ind., dated the 23rd December, 1931, published in the
Calcutta Gazette, dated the 31st December, 1931, Pt. I, page 1636.

2 These words were substituted for the words “Local Govern-
ment” by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adapta-
tion of Indian Laws) Order, 1937,

* These words were substituted for the words “Calcutta Gazette”
by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adaptation of
Indian Laws) Order, 1937,
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(a) two members, not being ^ [servants of the Crown], to be

appointed by the ^ [Provincial Government]

;

(b) one member, being an employee of the Imperial Bank of

India, to be appointed by the ^ [Provincial Government]
;

(c) two members to be elected by the Bengal Legislative

^[Assembly] from among the members of the Assembly]
;

(d) one member to be elected in the prescribed manner by

the Bengal Chamber of Commerce;

(f) one member to he elected in the prescribed manner by

the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce;

(/) one member to be elected in the prescribed manner by

the Marwari Association;

(ff) one member to be elected in the prescribed manner by the

Calcutta Trades Association;

(h) the Director:

Provided that the Board shall have powA to co-opt for the

discussion of any particular question before it not more than three

members specially qualified to advise on the matter in question or

having special knowledge of local conditions in the area where the

industry in question is situate.

(2) The Director shall be, ex-officio, Secretary to the Board.

4. Procedure in default of election of members.—If, by such

date as may be fixed by the 2 [provincial Government], any of the

bodies referred to in clauses (r), (d), (e), (/) and (g) of sub-

section (1) of section 3 does not elect the member to be elected by it

under the provisions of that section the 2 [Provincial Government]

shall appoint a suitable person to be such member, and any person

so appointed shall be deemed to be a member as if he had been duly

elected by the body failing to elect a member under the said provi-

sions.

^ These words were substituted for the words “Government ser-

vants” by Sch. IV to the Government of India (Adaptation of Indian

Laws) Order, 1937.

2 See foot-no>te 2 on p. 14, ante.

2 This word was substituted for the word “Council”, ibid,

* The word “non-official” was omitted, ibid.
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powers and duties shall devolve upon the Vice-Chairman during the

continuance of such order.

(2) When the office of Chairman is vacant, the Vice-

Chairman shall exercise the functions of the Chairman until a new

Chairman is appointed.

14. Power of Board to make regulations .— (1) The Board may
make regulations in regard to the following matters, namely :

—

(/) the time and place of its meetings;

(it) the manner in which notice of meetings shall be given;

(it’O the conduct of proceedings at meetings

;

(iv) the division of duties among the members of the Board;

(t/) the appointment, duties and procedure of special com-

mittees amsisting wholly of members of the Board or partly of such

members and partly of other persons; and ^
(vi) generally, the carrying out of the purposes of this Act.

(2) Any regulation made under sub-section (1) which is repug-

nant to the provisions of any rule made under section 32 shall, to

the extent of such repugnancy, but not otherwise, be void.

15. Supersession of Board .— (1) If at any time it appears to

the ^[Provincial Government] that the Board is not properly per-

forming the duties imposed upon it by or under this Act, the

^[Provincial Government] may, after considering any explanation

offered by the Board, by an order in writing specifying the reasons

for so doing, remove all appointed and elected members of such

Board and direct that the vacancies shall thereupon be filled by

election in respect of elected members and by appointment in respect

of appointed members or that all the vacancies shall be filled by

appointment.

(2) From the date of an order under sub-section (1) until the

vacancies are filled, all powers and duties of the Board shall be
exercised and performed by such person, in such manner, as the

^[Provincial Government] may direct.

16. Duty of Board .—It shall be the duty of the Board to

receive, and, after such inquiry, if any, as it deems necessary or
may be required by this Act to report to the ^[Provincial Govern-
ment] uiKm, applications for State aid, to frame complete schemes
and programmes for such State action as the Board considers neces-
sary for the steady and progressive development of industries for

^ See foot-note 2 on p. 14, ante.
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the consideration of the Provincial Government] and to advise the

^[Provincial Government] on any other matter that may be referred

to it.

17. Documents and reports to be furnished to the Provincial

Government.—If the ^[Provincial Government] so directs, the

Chairman shall forward to the ^[Provincial Government] any docu-

ment and prepare and submit any report relating to the work of

the Board.

18. {Board to appoint, punish and dismiss its officers and

servants.] Omitted by Sch. IV to the Government of India (Adap-

tation of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

19. Forms of State aid.— (1) Subject to the provisions of

section 21, the ^[Provincial Government] on the recommendation of

the Board may grant State aid to an industry in all or any of the

following forms, namely :

—

(a) the grant of a loan to be secured and repaid in the

prescribed manner and upon such terms as may be fixed by the

order granting it :

Provided that no such loan shall exceed fift}^ per cent, of the

net value of the assets of the industry to which it is granted after

deducting all encumbrances thereon existing at the time when an

application is made under section 16. Such value shall be ascer-

tained by the Board in the prescribed manner

:

Provided also that every such loan shall, unless the ^[Provin-

cial Government], for reasons to be recorded in w’^riting, otherwise

directs, be repayable within not more than ten or where the whole

loan is secured on land or buildings or both within not more than

twenty years after the date of the advance of the loan or, where
the loan is advanced in instalments, after the date of the advance

of the last instalment

:

Provided also that the ^[Provincial Government], for reasons

to be recorded in writing, may, on the application of the owner of

an industry to which such loan has been granted, in exceptional

cases, vary the terms fixed by the order granting the loan

;

(b) tlie guarantee of a cash credit, overdraft, or fixed

advance with a bank to be secured and the amount realised there-

under by any industry to be repaid in the prescribed manner;

(c) the taking of shares and debentures:

^See foot-note 2 on p. 14, ante.
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Provided that the amount paid by the ^[Provincial Govern-

ment] for such shares and debentures shall not exceed the amount

already paid by other persons for shares and debentures in the same

industry

;

(d) the guarantee of interest on preference shares or deben-

tures to be secured and the amount realised tliereunder by any

industry to be repaid in the prescribed manner;

(<?) the guarantee of a minimum return on the whole or part

of the capital of a joint stock company to be secured and the amount

realised thereunder by any industry to be repaid in the prescribed

manner

;

(/) the grant on favourable terms of land, raw material,

firewood, water or any other ^ [property vested in His Majesty for

the purposes of the Province]
;

(g) the payment of a subsidy for

—

(1) the conduct of research;

(fi) the purchase of machinery; and

{h) subject to the i)rcscribed conditions, the supidy of

machinery on the hire-purchase system.

(2) In the case of the grant of any of the forms of State

aid specified in clauses (/) and (g) of sub-section (1), the ^[Pro-

vincial Government] shall ordinarily in the order granting such aid

fix a period of years and a rate of interest on the capital invested

in the industry so aided, and, if within such period the industry

pays a rale of interest or a dividend in excess of the rate so fixed,

the value of the aid granted, as ascertained by the prescribed autho-

rity in the prescribed manner, shall be paid at the expiration of

the said period by the owner of the industry to the ^[Provincial

Government]

.

(3) In no case shall the total value of all State aid granted

to an industry, as ascertained by the prescribed persons in the

prescribed manner, exceed the limit specified in the first proviso to

clause (a) of sub-section (1).

^ See foot-note 2 on p. 14, ante.

^ These words were substituted for the words “p^'operty of the

Local Government" by Sch. IV to the Government of India

(Adaptation of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.
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20. [Delegation of povoer of Local Government to give State

air.] Omitted by Sch. IV to the Government of India (Adaptation

of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

21. Industries which may be aided.—State aid may be given

—

(a) in any of the forms specified in sub-section (1) of

section 19 to

—

(i) a new or nascent industry,

(ii) an industry to be newly established in an area where

such industries arc undeveloped, and

(in) a cottage industry, including industries conducted by

groups or organisations of artisans;

(b) in the forms specified in clauses (b) and ((/) (/) of

the said sub-section to any industry except agriculture
;
and

(c) in the form specified in clause (h) of the said sub-section,

to agriculture

:

Provided that no State aid shall be given to any joint-stock

company unless the company is registered in India with a rupee

capital, and the ^ [Provincial Government] ai)proves the composition

of the Board of Directors of the company:

Provided further that every recipient of State aid sliall make

such provision for the training of api)rentices as may be prescribed.

22. Inspection and returns.—The owner of any industry

—

(i) when an application has been made for State aid to such

industry; or

(ii) during the continuance of State aid to such intlustry in

any of the forms specified in clauses (a), (/?), (e), ((/) and (e)

of sub-section (1) of section 19 shall

—

(a) comply with any general or special order of the ^[Pro-

vincial Government] relating to the inspection of the premises,

buildings or plant or stock-in-trade, emplo3^ed, or to be employed,

for the purposes of the industry;

(b) permit the inspection by the i)rescribed person of all

accounts relating to the industry;

(c) submit the accounts relating to the industry to such audit

as may be prescribed;

^See foot-note 2 on p. 14, ante.
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(d) furnish in the prescribed manner to the prescribed person

full returns of all products manufactured and sold both as regards

description and quantity;

(e) maintain such special accounts as may be prescribed; and

(/) furnish such statements as the ’[Provincial Government]

may require.

23. Disposal of profits during continuance of State aid.— (1)

During the continuance of State aid to any industry under

section 19 the profits of such industr}^ shall, if distributed, be distri-

buted only after interest due on debentures and loans has been paid

and an amount reasonable in the opinion of the ’[Provincial Govern-

ment] has been set aside for depreciation or obsolescence of plant

and buildings and a further amount which shall not be less than

twenty-five per cent, of the net surplus available after provision for

depreciation or obsolescence has been carried to a reserve fund to

be utilisexl in the prescribed manner and payment made to a sinking

fund for the purpose of repayment in the prescribed manner of any

loan granted under the provision of clause (a) of sub-section (1)

of section 19 or of any sum guaranteed by the ’[Provincial Govern-

ment] under the provisions of clauses (b), (d) or (e) of that

sub-section.

(2) No dividend shall be paid to shareholders and no profit

shall be taken by the owner in excess of such i)ercentage rate upon

the amount of the paid-up capital invested in the industry as the

’[Provincial Government] may fix from time to time, during the

continuance of State aid to the industry.

24. Power of Board to receive donations, etc.—The Board

shall have power to receive donations, endowments or contributions

from the public on such conditions as may be approved by the

’
[
Provincial Government]

.

25. Method of recovery of money due.—All arrears of monies

payable to the ’[Provincial Government] under this Act, including

any interest chargeable thereon and costs, if any, incurred, shall be

recoverable as a public demand.

26. Power to Provincial Government to terminate aid on

account of fault.—If the ’[Provincial Government] decides for

^ See foot-note 2 on p, 14, ante.
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reasons to be recorded in writing to terminate aid in respect of

an industry on any of the following grounds, namely :

—

(i) that any portion of the aid given has been misapplied, or

(«) that there has been a breach by the owner of the industry
of the provisions of this Act or of any rule made thereunder or of
any condition of the gr^int, or

(in) that the application on which the aid has been granted

contained, or was accompanied by, any material statement by the

owner which he knew to be false, or any intentional concealment

by him of any material fact, which in the opinion of tlie ^[Provin-

cial Government] it was his duty to disclose, or that any such false

statement or concealment was intentionally made in any inquiry made
under this Act by or with the connivance of the owner or in any

return under this Act, or in reply to any requisition for information

under this Act, or

(iv) that the industry is being managed in such a manner
as to endanger the repayment of the value of State aid granted

thereto repayable under this Act,

the ^[Provincial Government] may make an order that the aid be

terminated and, notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this

Act or in any other enactment, may proceed to recover from the

owner as a public demand

—

(a) the whole amount of any loan outstanding, together with

such interest as may be due thereon, or

(b) in cases where the aid is given otherwise than by loan,

the money value of the grant as fixed at the time when it was
made, together with interest at a rate not exceeding twelve and a

half per cent, from the date of fhe grant till the date of realisation,

and

(c) in the cases mentioned in clause (a) or clause (^0 fbc

cost of recovery, and, if the ^ Provincial Government] so directs,

the cost of any inquiry made in connection therewith,

and such order shall be final.

27. Fees .—The ^[Provincial Government] may charge in

respect of applications, inquiries, inspections and audit by whomso-
ever made under this Act, such fees, if any, as may be prescribed.

28. Supervision of assisted industry .—During the continuance

of State aid to an industry in any of the forms specified in

^See foot-note 2 on p, 14, ante.
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clauses (o), (b), (d) and (r) of sub-section (1) of section 19

the ^[Provincial Government] may, by appointing directors or

inspectors, or otherwise, take such steps as it deems advisable so to

control the conduct of the industry as to safeguard the interest of

the ^[Provincial Government] therein.

29. Recovery of sums due.—All sums payable under this Act
shall, unless otherwise provided therein, be recoverable as if they

were public demands.

30. Poioers and protection of persons acting under this Act .

—

Every person who acts on behalf of the ’[Provincial Government]

or the Board under this Act (including every person wdio conducts

an inquiry iincler this Act) shall be deemed to be a public servant

within the meaning of section 21 of the Indian Penal Code, and no

suit, prosecution or other legal proceeding shall lie against any such

or any other person for anything wdiich is in good faith done or

intended to be done under this Act.

31. Finality of decision of Provincial Government.—The deci-

sion of tlie ^[Provincial Government] as to whether the conditions

imposed by or under any of the provisions of this Act have been

satisfied shall he final.

32. Flower of Provincial Government to make rules.— (1) The
’[Provincial (Government] may, by notification, make rules for carry-

ing out the purposes of this Act.

(2) In particular, and wdthout lu'ojndicc to the generality

c>f the foregoing power, such rules may provide for all or any of

the following matters, namely :

—

(a) the manner of election of the members of the Board
referred to in clauses (d), (c), (/) and (g) of sub-section (1) of

section 3;

(b) the pa3mient of travelling and daily allow'ances and fees

referred to in section 10 and the conditions of such payment;
2^ .'fc ^

(e) the manner of securing and repaying the loans referred

to in clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 19;

Sec foot-note 2 on p. 14, ante.

2 Clauses (c) and (d) were omitted by Sch. IV to the Govern-
ment of India (Adaptation of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.
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(/) the manner of ascertaining the value of the assets referred

to in clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 19;

(g) the manner of securing and rejiaying the amounts referred

to in clauses (&), (d) and (c) of sub-section (1) of section 19;

(h) the conditions of the supply of machinery on the hire-

purchase system under clause (h) of sub-section (1) of section 19;

(t) the authority by which and the manner in which the values

referred to in sub-sections (2) and (3) of section 19 shall be

ascertained

;

(;) the provision for training referred to in the second proviso

to section 21

;

(k) the person referred to in suh-clause (b) of clause (ii) of

section 22

;

(/) the audit referred to in sub-clause (c) of clause (n) of

section 22;

(ill) the person to whom and the manner in which the re-

turns referred to in sub-clause (d) of clause (u) of section 22 shall

be furnished

;

(«) the accounts referred to in sub-clause (e) of clause (ii)

of section 22

;

(^?) the manner of utilising the amount carried to a reserve

fund under sub-section (1) of section 23 and the manner of re-

payment of any loan or any sum guaranteed by the ^[Provincial Go-
vernment] referred to in that sub-section

;

(/>) tlie fees referred to in section 27; and

(g) general^'’, to regulate the conduct of its duties, the manage-
ment of its proceedings, and the preparation and submission to the

^[Provincial Government] of the minutes thereof by the Board.

^ See foot-note 2 on p. 14, ante.
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III. BIHAR AND ORISSA
THE BIHAR AND ORISSA STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES

ACT, 1923.1

[Bihar and Orissa Act VI of 1923]

CONTENTS
Preamble
Sections

1 . Short title, extent and commencement

.

2. Definitions.

3. Constitution of Board of Industries.

4. Forms of State aid.

5. Industries to which several forms of State aid may be
given

.

7. Application for State aid.

8. Member of the Board not to take part in proceedings in

which he is pecuniarily or professionally interested.

9. Limitation of amount of loans.

10. Loans, how secured.

11. Inspection and returns.

12. Power of Local Government to adjust security during cur-
rency of loan.

14. Repayment of loans.

15. Guaranteeing of cash credits, etc., with banks.

16. Subscription for shares or debentures or guarantee of a
minimum return on capital.

17. Subsidies.

18. Disposal of profits when conditions on which State aid is

given are not fulfilled.

19. Government control of industry aided.

20. Recovery of moneys due under this Chapter.

21. Percentage of cost to be deposited by hirer.

22. Particulars to be specified in order when application is al-

lowed .

23. Conditions of supply of machinery on hire-purchase system.

^ This Act, passed before the separation of Orissa, is still in force

in both provinces.
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24. Consequences of default by hirer.

25. Option of hirer to purchase machinery seized for default*

26. Termination of hiring by hirer.

27. Liability of hirer on termination of hiring under sections 24
and 26.

28. Termination of hiring on payment of cost of machinery.

29. Penalty for omission to remove metal plate when machinery
becomes property of hirer.

30. Recovery of sums due under this Chapter.

31. Finality of decision of Local Government and bar of suits

and proceedings in Civil and Criminal courts.

32. Power to make rules.

33. No State aid to be given save in accordance with provisions
of Act.

THE BIHAR AND ORISSA STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES
ACT, 1^23,

[The assent of the Governor-General to this Act was published in

the Bihar and Orissa Gazette of the 3Ht October, 1923]

An Act to regulate the giving of State aid to industries.

Preamble.—Whereas it is expedient to regulate the giving

of State aid to industries

;

And whereas the previous sanction of the Governor-General has

been obtained under sub-section (3) of section 80-A of the Govern-

ment of India Act to the passing of this Act;

It is hereby enacted as follows :

—
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CHAPTER I

Preliminary

1. Short titlej extent and commencement .— (1) This Act may
be called the Bihar and Orissa State Aid to Industries Act, 1923.

(2) It shall extend to the whole of Bihar and Orissa including

the Santal Parganas.

(3) It shall come into force on such date as the Local Go-

vernment may by notification direct.

2. Definitions.—In this Act, unless there be something repugnant

in the subject or context,

—

(1) the ‘'Board'’ means the Board of Industries constituted

under section 3

;

(2) “Director” means the Director of Industries, and includes

any officer appointed by the Local Government, either by name or by

virtue of his office, to i)crform any of the functions of the Director

under this Act

;

(3) “industry” means any industrial business or enterprise,

including agriculture, conducted or undertaken either by an individual

or by a company, association or body of individuals whether incorpo-

rated or not

;

(4) “machinery” includes plant, apparatus, tools and other

appliances required ft)r the purpose of carrying on any industrial

operation or process; and

(5) “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this

Act.

CHAPTER II

General provisions regarding the giving of State aid

3. Constitution of Board of Industries.— (1) There shall be

constituted a Board of Industries consisting of such number of mem-
bers, not less than twelve, as the Local Government may by notifica-

tion determine
:
provided that not less than two-thirds of the total

number shall be non-officials.

(2) Three of the members shall be elected by the members
of the Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council from among their

own number, and such number as the Local Government may
from time to time by notification determine shall be elected by
such associations or other bodies as the Local Government may
select as best representing any particular classes of industries or
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interests. The elections shall be made in such manner as may
be determined, subject to the approval of the Local Government

by the electing bodies.

(3) The Director of Industries shall be a member ex officio.

(4) The remaining members shall be appointed by the Local

Government.

(5) The Chairman of the Board shall l)e appointed by the

Local Government from among the members of the Board.

(6) The names of the members who have been elected and

apix^inted shall be published in the Gazette.

4. Forms of State aid.—The forms of State aid which may be

given are the following, namely :

—

(a) the grant of a loan;

{b) the guarantee of a cash credit overdraft or fixed advance

with a bank

;

(c) the taking of shares or debentures;

(d) the guarantee of a minimum return on the whole or

part of the capital of a j|oint-stock company

;

(e) the grant on favourable terms of land, raw material, fire-

wood, water or any other property of the Local Government

;

(/) the pajnncnt of a subsidy for

—

(i) the conduct of research, or

(ii) the purchase of machinery;

(g) the supply of machinery on the hire-imrchasc system.

5. Industries to zvhich several forms of State aid may be

given.—State aid may be given

—

(a) in any of the forms specified in section 4, to

—

(i) a new or nascent industry,

(ii) an industry to be newly established in an area where

such industries are undeveloped, or

(iii) a cottage industry;

{h) in the form specified in clause {g) of the said section

to agriculture; and

(c) in the forms specified in clauses (6) and (/) (i) of the

said section, to any industry except agriculture

:

Provided that no State aid shall be given to any joint-stock

company unless the company

—
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() is registered in India with a rupee capital, and

() conforms to such rules as may be made under this Act
requiring that a minimum proportion of the members of its Board
of Directors shall be Indians;

Provided further that every recipient of State aid shall make
such provision for the training of apprentices as the Local Govern-

ment may prescribe.

6. Delegation of power to give certain forms of State aid .—The
Local Government may, with regard to industries generally or any

particular class of industries, and subject to such conditions or res-

trictions as it may deem fit to impose, delegate to any other authority

its power to give State aid in the forms specified in clauses (a), (b)

and (g) of section 4 of an amount or value not exceeding, in res-

pect of any one industry, five thousand rupees.

7. Application for State aid.— (1) Applications for State aid

shall be made to the Director in such form, and shall contain such

information, as may be prescribed.

(2) Every application shall be placed before the Board at

a meeting for its advice, and no application shall be allowed if

two-thirds of the members of the Board present at the meeting ad-

vise its rejection.

(3) No State aid shall be given of an amount or value

exceeding such sum as may be prescribed or, if the Local Go-
vernment or the authority to which it has delegated the power to

give State aid, as the case may be, so directs, of an amount or value

less than such sum, unless the application therefor has been pub-
lished in the prescribed manner together with a notice calling upon
persons objecting to the giving of such aid to submit their objections

in such manner as may be prescribed.

(4) The Local Government or the said authority, as the

case may be, shall consider every such objection and, after making
such inquiry, if any, as it may deem necessary, shall make an order
either admitting or disallowing it.

8. Member of the Board not to take part in proceedings in

which he is pecuniarily or professionally interested.—No member of
the Board shall vote or take part in the discussion of any question
coming up for consideration at a meeting of the Board if the question
is one in which he or his partner has any direct or indirect pecuniary
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interest, or in which he is interested professionally on behalf of a

client or as agent for any person other than the Government, a local

authority or a railway company.

CHAPTER III

Provisions regulating the giving of State aid otherwise than
BY the supply of MACHINERY ON THE HIRE-PURCHASE SYSTEM

9. Limitation of amount of loans.— (1) No loan shall be grant-

ed to any industry of an amount exceeding such percentage as may
be prescribed of the net value of the assets of the industry after the

deduction of the value of all encumbrances existing at the time when
the application is made.

(2) The valuation of the assets under sub-section (1) shall

be made by the Director in the prescribed manner. For the pur-

pose of such valuation the additional assets which may be created

by the grant of such State aid may be taken into account to such

extent as may be prescribed.

10. Loans, how secured.—Every loan granted to an industry

shall be secured by a mortgage or floating charge upon the whole of

the assets of such industry, subject to any encumbrances existing at

the time when the loan is granted, and by such collateral security,

if any, as the Local Government may require.

11. Inspection and returns.—In any case in which an applica-

tion for a loan has been made under this Chapter, the applicant, and

at any time during the currency of a loan that has been granted, the

grantee, shall be bound

—

(a) to comply with any general or special order of the

Local Government relative to the inspection of the premises, build-

ings, machinery and stock-in-hand of the industry;

(b) to permit the inspection of all accounts relative to the

industry

;

(c) to furnish full returns of all products manufactured or

sold both as regards description and quantity;

(d) to maintain such special accounts and to furnish such

statements as the Local Government may from time to time require;

and

(e) to submit the accounts of the industry to such audit as

the Local Government may prescribe.
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12. Power of Local Government to adjust security during cur-

rency of loan.—If at any time the outstanding balance of the loan

is found to exceed the percentage fixed under section 9, the Local

Government may either recover so much of such balance as is in

excess of such percentage, or accept such additi(>nal or collateral

security as it may deem sufficient.

13. Power of Local Government to recover loans.—If the

grantee fails to comply with any order under clause (a) of

section 11, or does not permit or obstructs the inspection of the

accounts of the industry, or makes default in respect of any of the

particulars specified in clauses (c), {d) and (e) of the said section,

or if on inspection of such accounts, returns and statements or audit

the Local Government is of opinion that State aid should be with-

drawn, or if the grantee disposes of any profits in contravention

of the provisions of section 18, the Local Government may, after

considering any representation the grantee may make within such

time as the Local Government may allow in this behalf, proceed to

recover the loan.

14. Repayment of loans.— (1) Every loan granted under this

Chapter shall be made repayable by instalments within such period

from the date of the actual advance of the loan or, when the loan

is advanced in instalments from the date of payment of the last

instalment, and shall bear interest at such rate and payable in such

manner as may be fixed by the order granting the loan.

(2) The period fixed as aforesaid shall not exceed twenty

years unless the Local Government, by general or special order,

extends the same.

15. Guaranteeing of cash credits, etc., with hanks.—The provi-

sions of sections 9 to 13 (both inclusive) in respect of loans shall,

subject to any rules that may be made under this Act, apply so far

as may be to guarantees of cash credits, overdrafts or fixed advance

with banks.

16. Subscription for shares or debentures or guarantee of a
minimum return on capital.—The conditions of the taking of shares
or debentures by the Local Government, or the guarantee of a
minimum return on the whole or part of the capital of any industry,
shall be

—

(a) that the industry shall be subject to the conditions of
section 11 in respect of inspection and returns; and
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(h) that for all shares and debentures taken by the Local

Governmient there shall be taken by other persons shares or deben-

tures on which an amount has been paid not less than that paid by

the Local Government.

17. Subsidies.— (1) The condition of a grant of a subsidy for

the conduct of research or the purchase of machinery or the grant

on favourable terms of land, raw material, firewood, water or any

other property of the Local Government, shall ordinarily be that an

amount equal in value thereto shall be repaid to the Local Govern-

ment at the close of such term of years as may be fixed by the

Local Government in this behalf, if within that term the industry

be shown to the satisfaction of the Local Government to he paying

interest or a dividend upon the capital invested in such industry in

excess of such rate as the Local Government may determine.

(2) No subsidy shall exceed forty per centum of the cost of

the research or of the niachiner>, as the case may be.

18. Disposal of profits zvhen conditions on which State aid is

given are not fulfilled.—No recipient of State aid shall pay any

dividend, or distribute or take any profits, in excess of such per-

centage rate upon the amount of the capital of the industry as the

Government may from time to time fix, until the conditions on

which the State aid has been granted are fulfilled. The balance

of the profits, after proper amounts have been set aside for obsoles-

cence or depreciation of machinery and buildings and for the

payment of interest on debentures of loans, shall be carried to a

reserve fund to be utilized in such manner as the Government

may approve.

19.

Government control of industry aided.—Notwithstanding

anything elsewhere contained in this Chapter, if in any case the

amount or value of the State aid given thereunder amounts to or

exceeds two lakhs of rupees, the Local Government shall, and in

any other case may by the appointment of Government directors or

otherwise, take power to ensure such control over the conduct of

the industry as shall suffice in its opinion to safeguard its interests.

20.

Recovery of moneys due under this Chapter.— (1) All

moneys recoverable under this Chapter, including any interest

chargeable thereon and costs, if any incurred, if not paid when
they are due may be recovered by the Director from the person

aided and his surety, if any, as if they were public demands.
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(2) When any sum due as aforesaid is paid to tlie Director
by the surety or is recovered from him or out of his property by
the Director, the Director shall, on the application of the surety

so far as possible recover the sum from the person aided and pay

it to the surety.

CHAPTER IV

Supply of machinery on the hire-purchase system.

21. Percentage of cost to he deposited by hirer .—No machinery
shall be supplied on the hire-purchase system unless the applicant

therefor deposits with the Director such percentage of the cost

thereof as may be prescribed.

22. Particulars to he specified in order when application is

allowed .—When an application is allowed, the Director shall, subject

to and in accordance with any rules that may be made under this

Act, make an order specifying the following particulars, namely :

—

(a) The amount of each instalment of rent to be paid for

the hire of the machinery and the number of such instalments to be

paid before the machinery shall become the property of the hirer;

(/;) the amount of interest, if any, to be paid with each instal-

ment of rent on the remaining unpaid instalments;

(c) the dates on which and the manner in which the aforesaid

payments shall be made; and

{d) such other particulars as may be prescribed.

23. Conditions of supply of machinery on hire purchase system.

—Until the hiring is terminated in the manner hereinafter provided,.

the following provisions shall apply, namely:

—

(a) The hirer shall pay punctually without demand the instal-

ments of rent and amount of interest specified in the order referred

to in section 22.

(h) The hirer shall retain the machinery in his own posses-

sion in good and serviceable order and condition, and shall not

without the previous written consent of the Director make any

addition thereto, or alteration therein, nor remove the machinery

from the premises specified in the application for the supply thereof.

(c) The machinery shall remain the sole and absolute pro-

perty of Government, and any transfer thereof, or assignment of any

right, title or interest therein, or the creation of any mortgage,,

encumbrance or any other charge thereon, by the hirer shall be void
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as against Government unless it has been made with the previous

written consent of the Director.

(d) The machinery shall not be liable to distraint, attachment

or sale by any process under any law for the time being in force.

(e) The machinery shall bear a metal plate in the prescribed

form and any person who wilfully removes or defaces such plate

shall be liable to a fine not exceeding five hundred rupees. It shall

be presumed until the contrary is proved that machinery bearing such

metal plate is the property of Government hired out under this

Chapter.

(/) The hirer shall permit the Director, or any person autho-

rized by the Director in this behalf, to inspect the machinery at all

reasonable times, and the Director or such other person shall have

all such powers of entry as may be necessary for the purpose of

making an inspection.

(g) In addition to the foregoing conditions the hirer shall be

bound by such other conditions consistent therewith as may be

prescribed by rules made under this Act, or may be imposed by the

Director in any particular case.

24. Consequences of default by hirer.—If the hirer makes
default in paying the rent of the machinery, or any sum payable as

interest or any other charges due from him under this Chapter, or
fails to comply with any of the conditions contained in, or that may
be imposed under, section 23, the Director may immediately termi-

nate the hiring and he or any other officer authorized by him in

this behalf may thereupon enter the premises in which the machi-
nery is for the time bemg kept, whether such premises belong to the

hirer or not, and seize and take away the same.

25. Option of hirer to purchase machinef'y seized for default .
—

•

If the machinery is seized and taken away under section 24, the

hirer shall have the option to be exercised within one month after

such seizure, or such longer period as may be allowed by the

Director in this behalf, of purchasing the same by payment to the

Director of the unpaid balance of the cost thereof, such proportion

of the interest on such cost as may be prescribed, and the cost of

and expenses incidental to such seizure and removal.

26. Termination of hiring by hirer.—The hirer may at any

time terminate the hiring by returning the machinery to Government
in the prescribed manner.
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27. Liability of hirer on termination of hiring under sections 24

and 26.—If the Director terminates the hiring under section 24 and

the hirer does not purchase the machinery under section 25, or if

the hirer returns the machinery to Government under section 26, the

hirer shall not be entitled to the refund of the sum deposited by him

under section 21, or to the refund or remission of any payment made
by or due from him during the hiring, and shall be liable to pay

such amount, if any, as the Director may determine in respect of

any loss or damage, other than by reasonable wear and tear, that

may have been caused to the machinery during the hiring.

28. Termination of hiring on payment of cost of machinery .

—

When, after credit has been given for the amount deposited under

section 21, the hirer has paid in full all the instalments of rent men-

tioned in clause (a) of section 22, and the amount of interest, costs,

and other charges payable by him under this Chapter, he shall be-

come the owner of the machinery and shall thereupon remove from
the same the metal plate mentioned in clause (e) of section 23:

Provided that if at any time during the hiring the hirer pays

in advance the remaining instalments of rent the interest payable

in respect thereof shall be remitted.

29. Penalty for omission to remove metal plate when machinery

becomes property of hirer.—If the hirer wilfully omits, after receiv-

ing due notice, to remove the metal plate from any machinery which

has become his property under section 28, he shall be liable to a fine

not exceeding fifty rupees.

30. Recovery of sums due under this Chapter.—All sums
payable under this Chapter shall be recoverable as if they were

public demands.

CHAPTER V
Supplemental^

31.

Finality of decision of Local Government and bar of suits

and proceedings in Civil and Criminal Courts.— (1) The decision of

the Local Government as to whether the conditions laid down in or

under any of the provisions of this Act have been satisfied shall be

final, and no suit shall be brought in any civil court to set aside or

modify any order made thereunder.

(2) No prosecution, suit or other proceeding shall lie against

any Government officer or other authority vested with powers under
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this Act for anytliing in good faith done or intended to be done

thereunder.

32. Power to make rules.— (1) The Local Government may
after previous publication make rules consistent with this Act for

the carrying out of all or any of its purposes.

(2) In particular and without prejludice to the generality of

the foregoing power, the Local Government may make rules regu-

lating or determining all or any of the following matters, namely :

—

(a) the conduct of proceedings of the Board including the

manner in which notice of a meeting shall be given, the fixing of a

quorum and the due record of pnjceedings;

(b) the particular classes of industries to which and the

purposes for which State aid may be given under section 5;

(c) the delegation of the power to give State aid under

section 6;

(d) the manner of making apjdications for State aid under

sub-section (1) of section 7 and all matters relative to the publi-

cation of such applications, and the submission and disposal of objec-

tions under sub-sections (3) and (4) of the said section;

(e) the manner of ascertaining the net value of the assets of

an industry and the percentage of such value which may be granted

as a loan under section 9;

(/) the nature of the security to be taken and the conditions

under which State aid may be given under section 10

;

(g) the inspection under section 11 of the premises, buildings,

machinery and stock-in-hand and the mode of keeping and auditing

the accounts and of furnishing returns of any industry in respect of

which State aid has been given;

(/?) the guaranteeing by the Local Government of cash

credits, overdrafts or fixed advances with banks under section 15,

and the recognition of banks for this purpose

;

(t) the fixing of the period for the repayment of loans under

section 14 and the conditions and dates of the retiaymcnt of subsides

and grants under section 17;

(;) the application under section 18 of profits in the cases

in which the conditions on which State aid has been given have not

been fulfilled;
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(k) the appointment and functions of Government directors

under section 19 and the prescribing of other methods of control of

industries to which Stale aid has been given;

(/) the percentage of the cost of machiner}^ to be deposited

under section 21 ;

(}}i) the additional particulars to be specified in the order

referred to in section 22, and the conditions on which machinery

may he supplied on the hire-purchase system;

(n) the form of the metal jilate referred to in clause (e) of

section 23;

(o) the proportion of the interest on the cost of the

machinery payalile under section 25

;

(p) the manner in which machinery may be returned to

Government under section 26 ;
and

(<?) the recovery of any sums payable under this Act.

33. No State aid to be gwen save in accordance with provisions

of Act.—No State aid shall be given by tlie Local Government to

any industry, except agriculture, save in accordance with the provision

of this Act

:

Provided that nothing in this Act shall apply to the power
of the Local Government to

—

{a) start or conduct an industry for experimental purposes

or with a view to stimulate industrial development;

{b) assist an industry by agreement to purchase on Imsiness

terms the whole or a portion of the products of the same;

(c) assist an industry by giving free of charge or on favour-

able terms, the services of Government officials or experts either in

the capacity of advisers or for a limited period not exceeding one

year for starting or conducting such industr}^

;

(d) assist an industry in connexion with industrial education

or the training of apprentices;

(c) acquire land under the provisions of the Land Acquisi-

tion Act, 1894, for a company; or

(/) assist a company formed for the purpose of supplying

electricity, gas, water or any other service which in the opinion

of the Local Government is likely to prove useful to the public.
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IV. BOMBAY
I. RULES FOR GRANT OF SUBSIDIES AND LOANS TO

BACKWARD CLASS ARTISANS FOR PURCTTASF
OF APPLIANCES AND TOOLS

{Paragraph (2) of Government Resolution)

Improved types of tools and implements, etc., may be supplied

and a loan to provide workin<? capital may be given by the Director

of Industries to deserving bona fide craftsmen on the following

terms :

—

(1) Fifty per cent, of the cost of equipment delivered and

erected .at site ready for c:>peration and 50 per cent, of the working

capital shall be met by Government and shall be considered as a

subsidy to the craftsman.

(2) Fifty per cent, of the cost of equipment delivered and

erected at site ready for operation and 50 per cent, of the working

capital shall be treated as a loan free of any interest repayable in

instalments by the craftman, to Government.

(3) Repayment of the loan under (2) above ma}?' be spread

over a period not exceeding five years in equal monthly instalments,

payment of first instalment to commence after eighteen months

from the date of disbursement of the loan.

(4) The Director of Industries or an officer of the Depart-

ment of Industries deputed by him shall select and supply and give

possession of the improved appliances and equipment to the

craftsman.

(5) The craftsman shall accept and adopt in his works the

-equipment, apparatus and appliances mentioned in rule (4) above.

(6) The instalments referred to in rule (3) above shall be

paid by the craft.sman into the Local Treasury and a copy of the

chalan shall be sent by him to the Director of Industries.

(7) The Director of Industries shall maintain a separate

register and record therein all the cases in which appliances and

loans have been given to craftsmen on the above terms.

(8) Copies of the order sanctioning the grant of improved

appliances and a loan under these rules to craftsman shall be
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forwarded by the Director of Industries to the District Industrial

Officer of the district concerned or in his absence to such other

subordinate officer of the Department of Industries stationed in the

district as the Director of Industries may choose and it shall be

the duty of that officer to ensure that instalments are duly paid into

the treasury by the craftsman concerned.

(9) The Director of Industries under the rules 1 and 2

above maj^ sanction a total expenditure not exceeding Rs. 400 in

respect of the supply of improved appliances and working capital

in any individual case.

(10) Recoveries of instalments under these rules shall be

effected as arrears of land revenue.

(11) In the event of default in pa^'ment of instalments, it

shall be open to the Director of Industries to take possession of the

equipment and appliances and dispose of the same and credit the

receipts to Government. The difference between the Government
outlay and sale receipts shall be payable by the craftsman as

arrears of land revenue.

(12) The craftsman shall execute an agreement in the

attached form agreeing to the terms laid down before any equip-

ment is supplied to him or loan money disbursed to him.

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR SUBSIDY AND LOAN TO
BACKWARD CLASS ARTISANS UNDER

BACKWARD CLASS SCEIEME
(Application fkom the Backward Class Trainees under the

Backward Class Scheme only will be considered.)

1. Full name of applicant.

2. Place of residence.

3. (a) Age; Date of birth.

(h) Caste with sub-caste.

4. Whether a hereditary craftsman.

(Proofs should be provided.)

5. Academical qualifications, if any.

6. Technical or business qualifications.

7. Name of the Institute of his Department

wherein the applicant was trained.

8. Place of work.

9. Date and year of starting of industry

er business, if any.
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10. Name and details of industry or business.

11. Names and details of tools, implements or

machinery required.

12. Cost of tools, implements or machinery in

detail

.

13. Names of raw materials if known.
14. Sources of raw materials if known.
15. Approximate cost of production and

estimated profits.

16. Capital invested or to be invested.

17. Market for finished goods.

18. Present value of the concern.

19. Amount of debts if any.

20. The form and extent of financial

assistance required.

21. (a) The amount of subsidy and loan

for the purchase of machinery and

tools, etc.

(b) The amount of subsidy required for

working capital.

22. Instalments by which the loan will

be repaid.

23. Two references for ability to do business

or to start industry.

24. Any other useful information.

25. Permanent postal address.

Date 19 . Signature of applicant.

(N.B.—Separate sheets may be attached if the space is found

insufficient.

)

2. RULES GOVERNING GRANTS TO EDUCATED
UNEMPLOYED TO START INDUSTRIES OF

THEIR OWN.’*'

{Accompaniment to G. R., G. D., No, 4514-33

dated the \2th March, 1942.)

1. Grants will be made by the Director of Industries to (t) edu-

cated persons who have been trained in a particular industry to set

A short note on State aid to educated unemployed is given in

the Appendix on pp. 47—8.
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Up in th^ industry or in business or trade connected therewith, and

(u) those already in business, industry or trade with a view to help

them to develop and expand their activities.

2. Grants will be given

—

(i) for the purchase of tools, implements, and appliances or

machinery, including the cost of erection,

(ii) for enabling the recipient to tide over the early stages

of manufacture on a commercial scale,

(in) for helping the recipient to meet losses due to poor

production in the beginning,

(iv) for working capital in special cases,

(t;) for other similar purposes depending on the circumstances

of each case.

3. (a) The grant shall not ordinarily exceed Rs. 1,000 and

in no case Rs. 2,000 without the special sanction of Government pro-

vided that, if a grant is sanctioned for two or more persons for

a joint undertaking, the total sum granted may be equal to what

would have been admissible to each of them separately.

(^) Fifty per cent, of the grant stated al)ove shall be consi-

dered as a subsidy to the educated unemployed.

(c) Fifty per cent, shall be treated as loan free of any

interest payable in instalments by the educated unemployed to Go-

vernment .

(^) Repayment of the Loan under (r) above ma}- be spread

over a period not exceeding five years in equal monthly instalments;

payment of first monthly instalment should commence after 18 months

from the date of the disbursement of the loan.

(e) The instalment referred to in rule 3 (d) above shall be

paid by the grantee into the local Treasury and a copy of the chalan

shall be sent by him to the Director of Industries.

“Note.—In considering individual applications, the Director of

Industries may, in cases in which circumstances justify such a

course, sanction a grant on the basis of recovery of the whole of

the grant or any percentage higher than 50 notwithstanding the provi-

sions contained in rules 3 (b) and 3 (c) above.”

4. No recurring grant shall be made but Government may, in

special cases, give grants in two or more successive years to the

same persons.
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5. Applications for grants giving information under prescribed

heads should be submitted to the Director of Industries in prescribed

form A. The Director may summarily reject applications which in

his opinion are prima facie not fit cases for such grants. Applications

from more than one person for a joint undertaking will be given

preference.

6. Grants sanctioned under these rules will 1)e paid after the

applicant executes an agreement in form “B” applied to those rules

and in instalments according to reguirements of each case as deter-

mined by the Director of Industries. The payment of second and

subsequent instalments in such cases shall be made only after it is

proved to the satisfaction of the Director of Industries that a

major portion of the last instalment has been actuallv utilised on the

object or objects for which it was given.

7. The grantee shall maintain an account of the exi)cnditure

incurred out of the grant received by him in such form as may be

prescribed by the Director of Industries and sul)j)ect to such instruc-

tions as he may give in any case. In particular, such accounts will

show the amount spent thereon and the undislnirsed amount, if any.

The grantee shall produce on demand, bis accounts for the insi)ec-

tion of the Director of Industries or such otlicr olficcr as the Direc-

tor of Industries may authorise in this behalf.

8. The grantee shall submit to the Director of Industries:

—

(f) a progress rei)ort of the work for which the grant was

given with a statement showing item wise how the Government

grant was being spent by him, at such lime as may be directed by

general or special order of the Director of Industries;

(u) a final report after the work has been comi)lcted and

grant spent;

(m) such additional information as may be required by the

Director of Industries.

9. (a) If the Director of Industries is satisfied that the con-

ditions of the grant have not been fulfilled, the grantee will be

bound to refund, in such manner as may be laid down, the whole

or such portion of the grant as the Director of Industries may think

fit.

{h) Recoveries to be made under the above sub-rule shall be

made as an arrear of land revenue and provision to this effect shall

be made in the agreement under Rule 6.
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10. The Director of Industries shall within six months of the

close of each financial year, submit to the Government a report on

the grants made during the year. This report will, among other

things, contain

—

(a) a statement of the grants classified with reference to the

various classes of industry promoted by the grants, and showing the

manner in which each grant was spent;

(b) a statement showing the cases in wdiich on account of the

non-fulfilment of the conditions of the grant or on account of any

other cases the grantees were required to refund tiie grants and

the extent to which refunds were actuall^^ made together with a note

of the reasons for non-realisation of ain* outstanding balances;

(c) a note explaining the extent to which the objects for which

they were given were fulfilled and in the case of grants that failed

in their purpose, a concise statement of the reasons for the failure.

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIES
Old Custom House Yard, Fort, Bombay

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR GRANT-IN-AID TO
EDUCATED UNEMPLOYED

(In filling up this form, give as much detailed information as possible^

Use separate sheets if space is inadequate)

1 . Full name of applicant (s)

(with father’s name)
2. Place of residence.

3. Age, date of birth and place of birth.

4. General educational qualifications.

5. Technical or business qualifications and

practical experience.

(Names of institutions where train-

ed and names of organisations

where practical experience gained

must be given. State the designa-

tion of the post held.)

6. Nature of industry or business in res-

pect of which the grant is applied

for.

7. Where do you propose to work?
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8. Is the industry or business already

started? If so, give the dale and

year of starting.

9, Names, specifications and cost of tools,

implements or machinery required.

Use separate sheets and submit

statement as below :

—

Name. Specifications.

j

[ Cost.
1

10. Names and value of raw materials

required.

11. Sources of raw materials, whether

local, provincial or purchased

from outside the Province.

12. Approximate cost of production and

estimated profits per unit. (Piece,

dozen, seer, maund, etc.)

13. Capital invested or to be invested

() Fixed capital such as cost of machi-

nery, tools, appliances, shed, etc.

() Working capital for the purchase

of raw materials, payment of

wages, etc.

(c) Annual turnover of the existing

business.

14. Markets for finished goods, whether

local, provincial or all India.

15. Present value of the concern. Sub-

mit an up to date balance sheet

showing details of assets and lia-

bilities as well as i)rofit and loss

account,

16. Amount of debts, if any. (Disclose

all details and rate of interest).
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17. The form and extent of financial as-

sistance required

(a.) for capital go-ods.

(b) for working capital.

18. The rate at wliich the returnable part

of the grant will be repaid.

19. Two references for ability to do busi-

ness or to start industry. (Must

be respectable permanent residents

of the Province) .

20. Any o-ther useful information.

21. Permanent postal address.

Date 19 . Signature of the appliccmt.

(Return this aiiplication to Director of Industries when duly
completed.)
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APPENDIX
A SHORT NOTE ON STATE-AID TO INDUSTRIES

1 . Government were pleased to sanction a scheme for assistance

to educated unemployed persons to start or develop industries of

their own or to set up in business or trade connected therewith, in

March, 1942. The Minimum qualifications generally required of

an applicant for being eligible for assistance under the scheme are

:

(1) he should have obtained academic education upto a standard of

what is known as non-matric, (2) he should have received systematic

training in a technical or industrial institution in the particular in-

dustry, to start which industry or business or trade connected

therewith he requires the assistance or (3) he should have very

considerable experience in the industry, business or trade he is in-

terested in.

2. The scheme has been in operation for over four years and

upto this date grants have been sanctioned to 55 persons to enable

them to start or develop their respective industries. The total

amount so sanctioned upto the end of March, 1946 comes upto

Rs. 62,115 out of which an amount of Rs. 17,757-8-0 is treated

as subsidy and an amount of Rs. 44,357-8-0 is treated as loan, free

,of interest, rei)ayable by monthly instalments spread over a period not

exceeding five years. The statement below shows the number of

persons assisted under the scheme, industry by industry and the

amount of subsidy and loan therefor.

Name of
Industry. Number

of

persons

assisted.

Amount of
Subsidy.

Amount of
interest

free loan.

1

Total
amount of

grant,

1

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. ks. A. P.

1

Chemical. 11 4,525 0 0 7,025 0 0 11,550 0 0
Engineering. 10 3,895 0 0 8,09S 0 0 11,950 0 0
Art crafts. 7 2,787 8 0 3,787 8 0 6,575 0 0
Weaving. 5 1,000 0 0 5,300 0 0 6,300 0 0
Oil Extraction. 5 2.000 0 0 5.000 0 0 7,000 0 0
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Name of
Industry. •a

S I-. to= 0) w
0, oS

Amount of
Subsidy.

Amount of
interest
free loan.

Total
1
amount of

grant.

Dyeing and

1

4

[

Rs. A. P. ks, A. P.

4,000 0 0

Rs. A. P.

4,000 0 0

Printing

Dairy and Con* 4 500 0 0 3,500 0 0 4,000 0 0

fectioner>.

Paper Manufac* 3 2,250 0 0 2,250 0 0 4,500 0 0

turing.

Tanning. 3 •• 3.100 0 0 3,100 0 0

Hosiery. 1 500 0 0 500 0 0 1.000 0 0

Slate pencil. 1 •• 1 500 0 0 1,500 0 0

Card board slate 1 300 0 0 300 0 0 600 0 0

manufac t u r-

ing.

55 17,757 8 0 44,357 0 0 62,115 0 0

3. Out of the 55 persons assisted, some persons did not utilise

the grants for the purpose for which they were granted, and as such

they were asked to refund the grants.

4. In conclusion, the scheme is working satisfactorily and

there is ample scope.
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V. CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BERAR
1,

THE CENTRAL PROVINCES STATE AID TO
INDUSTRIES ACT, 1933

[Central Provinces Act No. XII of 1933]

[/Is amended in 1946]
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—

Supplemental

24. Finality of decision of Local Government and bar of suits

and proceedings in Civil and Criminal Courts.

25. Power to make rules.

26. No State aid to be given save in accordance witli llie provi-

sions of Act.

THE CENTRAL PROVINCES STATE ATI) TO
INDUSTRIES ACT, 1933.

[Central Provinces Act No. XIT of 1933.]

An Act to regulate the grant of State aid to Industries.

Preamble.—Whereas it is expedient to regulate the grant of

State aid to industries in the Central Provinces

;

And whereas the previous sanction of the Governor-CTeneral

required under sub-section (3) of section 80-.^ of the Government

of India Act and the previous sanction of the Governor required

under section 80-C of the said Act have been obtained to the passing

of this Act;

It is hereby enacted as follows :

—

CPIAPTER 1.

Preliminary.

1. Short title, extent and co^nmencement.— (1) This Act may
be called the Central Provinces Aid to Industries Act, 1933.

(2) It extends to the whole of the Central Provinces.

(3) It shall come into force on such date as the Local Govern-

ment may, by notiheation, appoint in this behalf.

2. Definitions

.

—In this Act, unless there be something repug-

nant in the subject or context,

—

(1) the “Committee’^ means the Provincial Industries Com-
mittee constituted under section 3

;

(2) “Director” means the Director of Industries, and includes

any officer appointed by the Local Government, either by name or

by virtue of his office, to perform any of tlie functions of the

Director under this Act;

(3) “industry” means any industrial business or enterprise,

conducted or undertaken either by an individual or by a company,

association or body of individuals whether incorporated or not

;
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(4) **machinery" includes plant, apparatus, tools and other
appliances required for the purpose of carrying on any industrial

operation or process; and

(5) “prescribed" means prescribed by rules made under this

Act.

CHAPTER II.

General provisions regarding the giving of State aid.

3. Constitution of Provincial Industries Committee

.

— (1)

There shall be constituted a Provincial Industries Committee con-

sisting of the following members, namely:

—

(0) the Minister for Commerce and Industry who shall be

the President of the Committee;

(b) the members representing the commerce constituencies in

the Legislative Assembly of the Province;

(c) the members representing the labour constituencies in the

Legislative Assembly of the Province;

(d) one member to be elected in the prescribed manner by

each of the following organisations:

—

(1) the Nagpur Chamber of Commerce;

(ii) the Berar Chamber of Commerce;

(iii) the Mahakoshal Chamber of Commerce; and

(iv) the Central Provinces and Berar Mining Association;

(e) not less than five and not more tlian ten members to be

appointed by the Provincial Government, three of whom shall be

persons qualified to advise on the technical aspects of industry

;

(/) the Director;

(g) the Secretary to Government in the Development Depart-

ment :

Provided that the Committee shall have power to co-opt for

the discussion of any i)articular question before it not more than

four members specially qualified to advise on the matter in question

or having special knowledge of local conditions in the area where an
industry in question is or is to be situated

:

Provided further that for any meeting of the Committee the

Minister shall have the power to co-opt any person for a discus-

sion on any particular question.

(2) Any person so co-opted shall have no vote.
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(3) The Director shall be ex officio Secretary to the Com-
mittee,

4. Term of office,— (1) The members of the Committee
elected under clause (c?) of suh-section (1) of section 3 or appointed

tinder clause (e) of sub-section (1) of that section shall hold office

for a term of three years from the date of their election or appoint-

ment, as the case may be, and may, on the expiration of such term,

be re-elected or re-appointed, as the case may be.

(2) Notwithstanding the expiration of the term of three

years mentioned in sub-section (1), the appointed or elected member
shall continue to hold office until the vacancy caused by the ex-

piration of the said term has been filled,

4-A. Dissolution of Committee

.

—Upon a dissolution of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province, the Committee shall stand

dissolved.

5. Casual vacancies

.

—A casual vacanc)^ in the Committee shall

be filled by a new member under the provision of section 3 appro-

priate to the category of the vacancy and the new member shall hold

office for the remaining term of his predecessor

:

Provided that no act of the Committee shall be deemed to be

invalid by reason only that the number of members at the time of

the performance of such act was less than the number provided

by section 3.

6. Forms of State aid,—The forms of Slate aid which may
be given arc the following, namely :

—

{a) the grant of a loan;

{h) the guarantee of a cash credit, overdraft or fixed advance

with a bank

;

(c) the guarantee of a minimum return on the whole or part

•of the capital of a joint-stock company for a period fixed in accor-

dance with rules made under this Act;

(d) the guarantee of principal and interest on debentures

issued for or by limited joint stock company;

{e) the acquisition of shares in a limited joint-stock company

either by the payment of money or in consideration of the grant of

any facility specified in clause (d) according as the Provincial

Government may deem fit;
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(/) the grant, on favourable terms, of land, raw material,

fuel, water or any other property or right of the Local Government,

subject to the provisions of any law, rule or order for the time

being in force;

{g) the grant, free of charge or on favourable terms, of the

services of experts or Government officials for starting or advising

an industry;

(/i) the payment of subsidy for

—

(i) the conduct of research or

(ii) the purchase of machinery.

7. Industries to which sez’cral forms of State aid' may be given.

—(1) State aid may be given

—

(a) in any of the forms specified in section 6, to

—

(1) a new or nascent industry;

(ii) an industry to be newly established in an area where

such industries are undeveloped, or

(hi) a cottage industry;

(b) in the forms specified in clauses {!)), (d), (/), (g) and

(h) (i) of the said section, to anj^ industry:

Provided that no State aid shall be given to any joint-stock

company unless

—

(a) the company is registered in British India with a rupee

capital

;

(aa) the company requires that such percentage of its share

capital as the Provincial Government may fix shall be held by
residents of the Province

;

(h) not less than two-thirds of the members composing the

board of directors of the company are Indians; and

(c) not less than two-thirds of the members composing the

Managing Agency of the company are Indians:

Provided further that every recipient of State aid shall make
such provision for the training of apprentices as the Local Govern-
ment may prescribe.

(2) The Provincial Government may, before giving State aid

under this Act, require any person to locate his head office in the

province

.

8, Formation of a Company.—(1) The Provincial Government
may take such steps as are necessary or desirable to secure the for-
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mation of a limited company conforming to the prescribed conditions

and have it registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1913, "with

the object of providing industrial credit.

Delegation of powers of Provincial Government to a company .

—

(2)

The Provincial Government may, with regard to industries

generally or to any particular class of industries, and subject to such

conditions or restrictions as it may deem lit to impose, delegate to

the company its power to give State aid in the forms specified in

clauses (a), (/>) and {d) of section 6, and such powers under this

Act and the rules made thereunder as it may think fit.

(3) Upon such delegation all references to the Provincial

Government in this Act or the rules made thereunder under which

the power is delegated, shall be construed as references to • the

company.

(4) Rules shall be made under this section regulating the

conditions subj|ect to which a company shall be formed under this

section and such rules may provide that a breach of any such rule

or condition shall be punishable with fine which may extend to one

hundred rupees.

9. Form and contents of application for State aid.— (1) Appli-

cations for State aid shall be made to the Secretary of the Com-
mittee in such form and shall contain such information as may be

prescribed.

Application to be placed before Committee.— (2) Every appli-

cation shall be placed before the Committee for its advice and no

application shall be allowed if two-thirds of the members of the

Committee present at the meeting advise its rejection.

(3) No State aid shall be given to an applicant before

—

(a) in the case of an existing industry, owners of other units

in the industry are given an opportunity to aiiply for the said aid;

and

{b) in the case of a new industry, applications for the said

aid are invited by publication of a notice in the manner prescribed.

(4) The Provincial Government may refer to the Committee
any matter relating to the establishment of an industry in the

Province or to the grant of State aid under this Act to any industry

and it shall be the duty of the Committee to examine the matter

referred to it and to advise the Provincial Government on it.
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10. Member of the Board not to take part in proceedings in

which he is pecuniarily interested.—No member of the Committee

shall vote or take part in the discussion of any question coming up

for consideration at a meeting of the Committed if the question is

one in whicli he has any direct or indirect pecuniary interest.

CHAPTER III.

Provisions regulating the giving of State aid.

n. Limitations of amount of loans.— (1) No loan shall be

granted to any industry of an amount exceeding 66 per cent, of the

net value of the assets of the industry after the deduction of the

value of all encumbrances existing at the time when the application

is made.

(2) The valuation of the assets under sub-section (1) shall

be made by such persons and in such manner as may lie prescribed.

For the purpose of such valuation the additional assets which may
be created by the grant of such State aid may be taken into account

to such extent as may be prescribed.

12. Loan hozv secured.—Every loan granted to an industry shall

be secured by a mortgage or floating charge upon the whole of the

assets of such industry subject to any encumbrances existing at the

time when the loan is granted, and by such collateral security, if any,

as the Local Government may prescribe.

13. Inspection and returns.—In any case in which an applica-

tion for a loan has been made under this chapter,, the applicant and,

at any time during the currency of a loan that has been granted, the

grantee shall be bound

—

() to comply with any general or special order of the Local

Government relative to the inspection of the premises, buildings,

machinery and stock in hand of the industry;

() to permit the inspection of all accounts relative to the

industry

;

(c) to furnish full return of all products manufactured or

sold both as regards description and quantity;

(d) to maintain such special accounts and to furnish such

statements as the Local Government may, from time to time, require;

and

(c) to submit the accounts of the industry to such audit as the

Local Government may prescribe.
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14. PoiJ^r of Local Government to adjust security during cur-

rency of loans.—If at any time the outstanding balance of the loan

is found to exceed the percentage fixed under section 11, the Local

Government may either recover so much of such balance as is in

excess of such percentage, or accept such additional or collateral

security as it may deem sufficient.

15. Power of Local Government to recover loans.—If the

grantee fails to comply with any order under clause (a) of

section 13, or does not permit or obstructs the inspection of the

accounts of the industry, or makes default in respect of any of the

particulars specified in clauses (c), {d) and (c) of the said section,

or if on inspection of such accounts, returns and statements or audit

the Local Government is of opinion that State aid should be with-

drawn, or if the grantee disposes of any profits in contravention of

drawm, or if the grantee disposes of any profits in contravention of

sidering any representation the grantee may make within such time

as the Local Government may allow in this behalf, forthwith proceed

to recover the loan.

16. Repayment of loans.— (1) Every loan granted under this

chapter shall be made repayable by instalments within such period

from the date of the actual advance of the loan or, when the loan

is advanced in instalments, from the date of payment of the last

instalment, and shall bear interest at such rate and payable in such

manner as may be fixed by the order granting the loan.

(2) The period fixed as aforesaid shall not exceed twenty

years unless the Local Government, by general or special order,

extends the same.

17. Guaranteeing of cash credits, etc., zvith hanks.—The provi-

sions of sections 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 in respect of loans shall,

subject to any rules made under this Act, apply so far as may be

to the guarantee of debentures issued to the public, a cash credit,

and an overdraft or fixed advance with a bank.

18. Guarantee of a minimum return on capital.—The condition

of the guarantee of a minimum return on the whole or part of the

capital of any industry shall be that the industry shall be subject

to the conditions of section 13 in respect of inspection or returns

and that an amount equal to the sum paid or part thereof as may
be determined by the Local Government shall be repaid to the Local

Government at the close of such term of years as may be fixed by
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the Local Government in this behalf, if within that term the industry

be shown to the satisfaction of the Local Government to be paying
interest or a dividend upon the capital invested in such industry in

excess of such rate as the Local Government may determine.

19. Subsides .— (1) The condition of a grant of a subsidy for

the purchase of machinery shall ordinarily be that an amount equal

in value thereto shall be repaid to the Local Government at the close

of such term of years as may be fixed by the Local Government in

this behalf, if within that term the industry be shown to the satis-

faction of the Local Government to be paying interest or a dividend

upon the capital invested in such industry in excess of such rate as

the Local Government may determine.

(2) The condition of a grant of a subsidy for the conduct of

research or the grant, on favourable terms, of land, raw material,

fuel, water or any other property or right of the Local Government

or the grant, on favourable terms, of the services of experts or

Government officials may be that an amount not exceeding the value

thereof shall be repaid to the Local Government at the close of such

term of years as may be fixed by the Local Government in this

behalf, if within that time the industry he shown to the satisfaction

of the Local Government to be paying interest or a dividend upon

the capital invested in such industry in excess of such rate as the

Local Government may determine.

(2-a) Without prejudice to the provisions of sub-section (2),

the condition of a grant of a subsidy for the conduct of a research

may further be that the Provincial Government shall have a share

not exceeding twenty-five per cent, in the patent rights arising out

of such research.

(3) No subsidy for the purchase of machinery shall exceed

forty per cent of the cost thereof.

20. Disposal of profits 7vhen condition of State aid is not

fulfilled .— (1) Until the conditions on which aid has been granted
are fulfilled, the profits of the industry in respect of wdiich aid has
been granted shall, if taken or distributed, be taken or distributed

only after interest due on debentures and loans has been paid and a
reasonable amount has been set aside for depreciation or obsolescence
of plant and buildings and a further reasonable amount has been
carried to reserve fund to be utilized in such manner as the Govern-
ment may approve.

V—

8
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(2) No recipient of State aid shall pay any dividend or distri-

bute or take any profit in excess of such percentage rate upon the

amount of the capital of the industry as the Government may from

time to time fix until the conditions on which State aid has been

granted are fulfilled

:

Provided that the Local Government may relax the provision

of this section in the case of any industry aided by the grant, on

favourable terms, of land, raw'' material, fuel, water, or any other

property the right of the Local Government or the grant, free of

charge or on favourable terms, of the services of experts or Govern-

ment officials or by the payment of a subsidy for the conduct of

research.

21. Government control of industry aided.—Notwithstanding

anything contained in this chapter, if in any case the amount or value

of the State aid given thereunder amounts to or exceeds one lakh

of rupees, or the face value of the shares held by the State exceeds

25 per cent, of the authorised share capital, the Provincial Govern-
ment shall, and in any other case may, by the appointment of Govern-

ment directors or otherwise, take power to ensure such control over

the conduct of the industry as shall suffice in its opinion to safeguard

its interests.

22. Recovery of moneys due under this chapter.— (1) All

moneys recoverable under this chapter, including any interest charge-

able thereon and costs, if any, incurred, if not paid wdien they are

due may be recovered by the Deputy Commissioner, on a requisition

from the Director, from the person aided and his surety, if any, as

if they were arrears of land revenue.

(2) When any sum due as aforesaid is paid to the Director

by the surety or is recovered from his or out of his projierty b}^ the

Director, the Director shall, on the application of the surety, so far

as possible, recover the sum from the person aided and pay it to the

surety.

23. Ravings.—Save as otherwise may be prescribed, nothing in

sections 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17 shall ai)ply to industries with a

capital outlay not exceeding five thousand rupees or to cottage

industries.

Chapter IV.

—

Supplemental.

24.

Finality of decision of Local Government and bar of suits

and proceedings in Civil and Criminal Courts.— (1) The decision of
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the Local Government as to whether the conditions laid down in or
under any o£ the provisions of this Act have been satisfied shall be
final, and no suit shall be brought in any Civil Court to set aside

or modify any order made thereunder.

(2) No prosecution, suit, or other proceedings shall lie against

any Government ofiEcr or other authority vested with [)Owers under
this Act for anything in good faith done or intended to be done
thereunder.

25. Pozver to make rules.— (1) The Local Government ma}^
after previous publication, make rules consistent with this Act for

the carrying out of all or any of its purposes

-

(2) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of

the foregoing power, the Local Government maj^ make rules regulat-

ing or determining all or any of the following matters, namely :

—

(a) the manner of election of members of the Committee re-

ferred to in clause {d) of sub-section (1) of section 3, and the con-

duct of proceedings of the Committee, including the manner in which

notice of a meeting shall be given, the fixing of a quorum and the

due record of proceedings;

{h) the fixing of the jKTiod t)f the guarantee of a minimum
return under section 6;

(c) the particular classes of industries to 'which and the

purposes for which State aid may be given under section 7 fixing

the percentage of the share capital of a company to be held by the

residents of the province and defining the expression residents of

the Province; and the provision for the training of apprentices under

the said section;

id) regulating the conditions subject to which a comixiny shall

be formed under section 8;

(c) the manner of making applications for State aid under
sub-section (1) of section 9 and the manner of publishing the notice

under sub-section (3) of the said section;

(/) the manner of ascertaining the net value of the assets of
.an industry and the percentage of such value which may be granted

as a loan under section 11;

ig) the nature of the securit3^ to be taken and the condition

under which State aid may be given under section 12;

ih) the inspection under section 13 of the premises, buildings,

machinery and stock-in-hand and the mode of keeping and auditing
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the accounts and of furnishing returns of any industry in respect of

which State aid has been given;

CO the guaranteeing by the Local Government of debentures

issued to the public and of cash credits, overdrafts or fixed advances
with banks under section 17, and the recognition of banks for this

purpose

;

(./) the fixing of the period for the repayment of loans under
section 16 and the conditions and dates of the repayment of sums
paid under the guarantee of a minimum return under section 18 and
of subsidies and grants under section 19;

(k) the application under section 20 of profits in the cases
in which the conditions on w’hich State aid lias been given have
not been fulfilled

;

(!) the appointment and functions of Government directors
under section 21 and the prescribing of other methods of control
of industries to which State aid has been given

;

(ui) the conditions under which and the securitv on which
loans may be granted or guarantees of debentures or of a cash credit,
overdraft or fixed advance with a bank given tfi the industries speci-
fied in section 23

;

(n) the recovery -of any sum payable under this Act.

26. No State aid to be given save in accordance with the pro-
visions of Act. No State aid shall be given by the Local Government
tx) any industry save in accordance with the provisions of this Act;

Provided that nothing in this Act shall apply to the power
of the Local Government to

—

(a) start or conduct an industry for experimental jiurposes
or with a view to stimulate industrial development or start or
conduct an industry either as a State monopoly or as a State-
managed unit

;

(b) assist an industry by agreement to purchase on business
terms the whole or a portion of the products of the same;

(c) assist an industry in connection with industrial educa-
tion or the training of apprentices.

Note.—The Act came into force in the Central Provinces from
the 1st September 1934.
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RULES FRAMED UNDER THE ACT
CENTRAL PROVINCES

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of sec-

tion 25 of the Central Provinces State Aid to Industries Act, 1933

(XII of 1933), the Local Government is pleased to make the follow-

ing rules to regulate the grant of State aid to industries in the

Central Provinces :

—

Rules.

1. (i) These rules may be called the Central Provinces State

Aid to Industries Rules, 1934,

(ii) In these rules, words and expressions have the same mean-

ing as in the Central Provinces State Aid to Industries Act, 1933

(XII of 1933), hereinafter referred to as the Act.

Section 25 (2) (a )

2. The election of the members to represent the Nagpur

Chamber of Commerce and the Bcrar Chamber of Commerce under

clauses (e) and (/) of section 3 (1) of the Act shall be held at

a meeting of the members of the Chamber concerned, convened

in accordance with the rules of such Chamber.

3. (i) The representative of the factory owners in the Central

Provinces and Berar under clause (r/) of section 3 (1) of the Act

shall be elected by a majority of votes by the owners of factories

situated in the Central Provinces and Berar which are subject to

the Indian Factories Act, 1911, and the same Act as applied to

Berar.

(ii) The Director shall cause to be prepared an electoral roll

of all factory owners entitled to vote, post a copy thereof by regis-

tered post to each voter and invite nominations by a date to be

fixed by him. He shall then issue a voting paper by registered

post to each voter, who shall mark it in accordance with the in-

structions thereon and return it to the Director by the date fixe

by the Director.

(iii) After scrutiny of the voting papers and counting the votes

recorded on those that are validly marked, the Director shall report

to the Local Government the name of the candidate who has secured
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a niaj)ority of the votes cast. In the case of an equality of votes

the Director shall determine the result by lot.

4. The following shall be the procedure for the conduct of

the proceedings of the Board :

—

(a) The Chairman shall make arrangements with respect to-

the place, day, hour, notice, management and generally with respect

to the transaction of business of the Board as he may think fit.

If there is not sufficient business for holding a meeting, he may
ascertain the opinion of the members in his discretion by circula--

tion of papers to avoid delay and expense. The majority of opinions

thus obtained shall be deemed to be the decision of the Board.

(&) The Chairman shall, upon the wTitten request of not less

than one-third of the total number of members of the Board, call

a special meeting of the Board.

(c) One-third of the total number of members of the Board

will form a quorum and no Inisiness shall be transacted unless

a quorum is present.

(d) Every meeting shall be presided over by the Chairman,

if present, and during his absence by such one of the members
present as may be chosen by the meeting.

(e) All questions shall be decided by a majority of votes of

the members present, the Chairman liaving a second or casting

vote in case of equality of votes.

(/) If a poll be demanded, the names of the members voting

and the nature of their votes shall be recorded by the Chairman

of the meeting.

(g) The minutes and the names of the members present and

the proceedings at each meeting shall be kept h}' the Secretary in a

book to be provided for the puriK)se, which shall be signed, as

soon as practicable, by the Chairman of such meeting and shall

be open to inspection by an^^ member during office hours.

Details relating to matters decided by the Chairman by circula-

tion of papers under clause (a) shall be recorded by the Secretary

over tlie Chairman's signature in the minute-book.

(h) At least 10 days' notice of all meetings with the agenda

shall be given to every member, provided that the accidental failure

of service of notice on any member shall not invalidate the pro-

ceeding of any meeting.
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No business except as stated in the agenda shall be transacted

at the meeting except with the assent of the members present,

5. The Director shall maintain a register in Form I annexed

of all loans granted under the Act.

Section 25 (2) {d)

6. The Director may give aid in the forms specified in clauses

(a) and (6) of section 6 of the Act of an amount or value not ex-

ceeding five thousand rupees in respect of any one industry, provided

that, without the special sanction of the Local Government, the

Director shall not grant a loan for a longer period than 10 ^ears.

Section 25 (2) (e)

7. (1) Every application for aid shall be made to the Director

in the form annexed and shall contain a declaration signed by the

applicant that the statements made therein are true to the best

of his information and belief. It shall also contain information

on the following points:

—

(a) The nature of the industrial concern for which aid is

sought

.

(&) The administrative, technical and executive staff existing

or to be appointed with qualifications.

(r) The facilities available for development of the industry,

such as sources of raw materials, transport conveniences and market-

ing of the products, with estimate of anticipated profits,

(J) The nature of the processes to be employed.

(r) The total estimated cost of the undertaking.

(/) Wh}^ the business cannot be financed without State as-

sistance.

(fir) The nature and extent of the aid applied for.

{h) The security for the aid. On this point information shall

be furnished as to the financial resources of the applicant, the assets

and revenues which will be available as security for the loan and

particulars of any existing charges thereon and debts and as, to the

additional assets which may be created by the utilization of the aid

applied for. These particulars shall be supplemented b}^ recent ])alance

sheets and profit and loss accounts of the concern. Information

should also be furnished as to the collateral security offered in the

event of the above being found insufficient.
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(1) The period, if any, over which the payment of the loan

or subsidy should be spread.

(y) The additional net income expected to be earned as a

result of the proposed expenditure.

(k) If the applicant is a Joint-Stock Company, the application

should be accompanied by a copy of the prospectus and memoran-

dum and the articles of association with information as to the amount

of capital actually subscribed and paid up, number of shares Iield

by each of the directors and their salary and fees and other per-

quisites, a list containing the names and descriptions of the directors,

and particulars of the managing agency. In tlie case of cottage

industries or small concerns not using steam or other power, it

will be sufficient if such information is given as is, in the ojiinion

of the Board or the Director, necessary to permit of an estimate

being made of the feasibility of the proposal, e.g., in the case of

a small hand-weaving establishment, the number of operatives to be

employed, the sources of raw materials, the number of hand looms,

the cost price of materials, selling price of the finished articles, the

method of marketing the products, etc.

(2) The notice under section 9 (3) inviting objections to the

grant of a loan or other aid under the Act shall be published by

the Director in at least three consecutive issues of at least one daily

new^spaper published in Nagpur and in such mofiissil newspapers

as the Director thinks fit in the circumstances of each case and

once in the Central Provinces Gacetie. The notice shall specify

the name and address of the applicant for loan or other aid, the

nature of the aid and the nature of the business or enterprise in

respect of which the application is made. It shall state that any

one desiring to make any objection to the loan or other aid may
do so by presenting a statement of his objections in writing at the

office of the Director within thirty days of the publication of the

notice in the gazette. The statement shall furnish details regarding

the name, address and calling of the objector and grounds of objec-

tion.

(3) The Director shall hear the objections, if any, at such

time and place as he may notify and place the objections before

the Board with his opinion.

Section 25 (2) (/)

8. (i) The value of the assets of an industry shall, so far

as they do not consist of money, be taken to be

—
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(a) in the case of fixed assets acquired by purchase for cash,

such as land, buildings, leasehold, railway sidings, plant and machi-

nery, develoiiment of property, trade marks and designs, etc., the

price at which these assets were acquired subject to proper deduc-

tions for wear and tear; such deductions shall be calculated in the

case fd buildings, machinery and plant at the rates fixed as allow-

*able depreciation under section 10 (2) of the Indian Income-tax

Act, 1922; appreciable increase or decrease in the market value of tlie

site, machinery and buildings may also be taken into consideration;

(}>) in tlie case of fixed assets acquired by purchase other-

wise than for cash—the value of the consideration at the time the

assets were acquired

;

(r) in the case of stores, spare gear or tools not taken into

use—the cost price or price of replacement whichever is less;

(d) in the case of stores, spare gear and tools which have

been used hut are still in stock— the cost price less a proper deduc-

tion for wear and tear

;

(e) in the case of stock in trade, if of manufactured stock

—the cost of manufacture or the market selling price, whichever is

less; if purchased stock—the cost jirice or price of replacement,

whichever is less

;

(/) in the case of lxx)k debts—the nominal amount of those

debts; but the debts shall be classed as good and doubtful and

no account shall be taken of doubtful debts; all debts which shall

have been due and recoverable for over two years shall be classed

as doubtful;

(//) in the case of investments, the market value of those

investments on the day on which the valuation is made

;

(h) in the case of any other assets which have not been

acquired by purchase—the value of the assets at the time when they

became assets of the business subject to proper deduction for wear

and tear, provided that no value shall be placed upon the goodwill,

patents or secret processes of any business.

(ii) The value of the assets, so far as they consist of money,

shall be all cash, wdtli bankers or on hand, the value of cash in other

countries being taken at the rate of exchange ruling on the day on
which the valuation is made.

V-9
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(iii) The value of the additional assets that will be created by

the application of the loan granted by the Local Government shall be

money expended on the acquisition of immoveable property and ma-

chinery of a permanent nature and on the liquidation of encum-

brances on existing fixed assets which contributes to the enhance-

ment of the capital value of the concern.

(iv) The assets having been valued as above, all debts and

liabilities of the business shall be deducted, other than accumulated

profits and reserves, and the balance shall represent the net value

of the surplus of assets and shall be the value of the Imsiuess for

the purposes of the Act.

9. The assets shall be valued by a competent person or i)er-

sons authorized in this behalf by the Local Government.

Section 25 (2) (g)

10. The interest charged on the loans advanced under the

Act shall not be less than one-half per cent, above the rale at which

the Local Government has last borrowed for the Provincial I.oan

Account.

11. Whenever a loan is granted under this Act to a person

in respect of any industrial business or enterprise and is secured

by a mortgage or floating charge ui>Dn the assets of such business

or enterprise, the grantee of the loan shall be bound to put up at

his place or places of business or enterprise, a prominent sign post

containing the firm’s name of such business or enterprise, with

the addition of the word “State Aided” within brackets. Such

notice when so displayed shall be deemed to signify that the busi-

ness or enterprise is in receipt of a loan secured as provided by

section 12.

12. When the assets are valued by the person or persons

appointed under rule 9, the costs of making such valuation shall

be recoverable from the applicant.

13. Every loan shall be applied to the purpose for which

it is granted. If, at any time, it is proved to the satisfaction of

the Local Government that the loan or any part of it has been mis-

applied, the whole unpaid balance of the loan with interest and

costs, if any, shall become immediately payable and shall be re-

covered in the manner laid down in sub-section (1) of section 22.
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14. (1) The recipient of any State aid shall maintain in good

and substantial repair the premises, buildings, machinery, plant

and all other properties mortgaged to the Local Government as

security for the loan. He shall, unless exempted by the Local

Government, insure the mortgage properties, against loss or damage

by fire and shall duly and punctually pay the premia payable in

respect thereof as and when thej^ become due and payable. In

the event of failure to carry out any repairs or to effect the insurance

or to pay the premia when due, the Director may himself do so

or cause them to be done and incur the expenditure necessary

therefor. The expenditure so incurred shall be recovered in ac-

cordance with the provisions of sub-section (1) of section 22.

(2) It shall be open to the Director to insist on the recipients

of any aid effecting the insurance before the actual grant of the

aid.

(3) The company with whom the insurance is effected as also

the amount secured by the insurance shall have the prior approval

of the Director.

Section- 25 (2) (h)

15. The recipient of any State aid under the Act shall be

bound to permit tlie Director, or any person deputed by him by
general or special order in writing or any other person authorized

in this behalf by the Local Government, to inspect the premises,

buildings, plant, stock-in-hand and accounts of the industrial busi-

ness or enterprise in respect of which the aid has been granted

and to grant facilities for all or any of these purposes.

16. The. accounts of any industrial business or enterprise

in respect of which State aid has been granted shall he examined

and audited at least once in every year by an auditor approved by
the Local Government and it shall be the duty of such auditor

to outline the method in which the books of the particular industrial

business or enterprise shall be kept. If the books of any .such

industrial business or enterprise are not kept in the manner out-

lined by the auditor, the Local Government may, at the cost of

such industrial business or enterprise and for such period as it

may consider necessary, appoint an auditor, accountant or other
officer for the preparation of such books.

17. A return shall be made once in every year certified by
such auditor and the return shall show

—
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(1) ;i full and complete statement of the assets and liabilities

of the business,

(2) a valuation of the assets as prescribed by rule 8 above,

and

(3) a workin.ej or manufacturing: account showing

—

(a) the outturn of the industrial business or enterprise with

the cost per unit of outturn and

(h) llie profit or the lf)ss xm the marketing of the products.

Sfxtion 25 (2) (/)

18. Every guarantee under clause (b) of section 0 of the Act

shall be for a fixed period. At the expiration of such period if

the cash credit or r)verdraft is not cleared or the fixed advance

not repaid and if the bank with which the guarantee has been made

so desires, the amount outstanding, l>oth of the i>rincipal and the

interest, shall be immediately recoverable.

Section 25 (2) (/)

19. Loans shall be recoverable by fixed annual instalments

in discharge of both principal and interest. The date of the i)ay-

ment of each annual instalment shall be fixed so as tx) coincide with

the time of making out a balance-sliect . Subject to the above condi-

tions the. Local Government shall have discretion tt) fix the date

of payment of the first instalment, i)rovided that such instalment

shall not be payable at an earlier date than one full year from the

date of disbursement of the loan or of the last instalment of the

loan.

20. (1) Nothing in rule 19 sliall debar a borrower from re-

paying at any time a larger sum than the amount of an annual instal-

ment or from discharging the whole loan in a single payment.

If any sum in excess of the amount of any instalment be paid, it

shall be credited in reduction of the i)rincii)al, the number of

future instalments being, if necessary, reduced, but no postpone-

ment of subsequent instalments shall be permitted nor shall any

alteration in the amount of subsequent instalments be allowed except

in the final instalment if such alteration is necessary to adjust the

balance due.

(2) If the amount due for any instalment is paid before the

date fixed for the payment thereof, such pa3’mcnt shall not entitle

the borrower to any concession and it .shall be treated for all pur-

poses as having been made on the said date.
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21. All repayments of loan and interest under these rules

shall be made at the nearest Government treasury to the credit of

the Local Government.

22. On every instalment of interest or of principal and interest

which is not paid on the date fixed for payment, a penally at the

rate of 12 per cent, per annum shall be levied from the said date:

provided that the authority granting the loan may, in cases in which
he finds sufficient reason for doing so, remit such penalties in whole
or in part subject to the payment of interim interest during the

moratorium period.

23. The repayment of an annual instalment may be suspended,

by the authority sanctioning the loan whenever from causes beyond

the borrower’s control such payment of the instalment becomes

unduly burdensome. Whenever the payment of an instalment is

suspended, all the remaining instalments due on the loan shall be

postponed for one instalment iJeriod, provided that nothing in this

rule shall enable the Director to make any order which will have

the effect of extending the period of repayment to over 10 years

or the Local Government to extend the period h) over 20 years,

except in the manner specified in .sub-.section (2) of section 16:

provided also that the suspension of repayment shall not carry

with it the suspension of interest except under the orders of the

Local Government and in exceptional circumstances.

Section 25 (2) {k)

24. In cases in which the conditions under which loans or

grants have been made have not been fulfilled, no i)rofit shall be

appropriated without the sanction of the Local (lOvernment.

Section 25 (2) (?;?)

25. In the case of any industry to which section 23 applies

—

(a) no loan shall be granted and no guarantee oi a cash

credit, overdraft or fixed advance with a bank shall be given un-

less the value of the security offered is at least equal to the amount

applied for;

(b) every loan, guarantee of a cash credit, overdraft or fixed

advance with a bank shall be secured by

—

(i) a mortgage or floating charge upon the whole of the as-

sets of the industry, or
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(ii) a mortgage or floating charge upon the other assets

belonging to the applicant, or

(iii) a mortgage or floating charge upon the assets of the

surety or sureties of the applicant, or

(iv) the personal security of the applicant or the joint per-

sonal security of the applicant and one or more persons up to

the extent of Rs. 500, provided that sucii security shall ordinarily

he taken as collateral security only, or

(v) a combination of the forms of the security mentioned in

sub-clauses (i) to (iv).

(c) no loan shall be disbursed and no guarantee of a cash

credit, overdraft or fixed advance with a bank shall be given to

an applicant unless he and his surety, if any, execute the necessary

bond to the satisfaction of the Director;

(d) the provisions of rules made under clauses (c), (/), (h),

'(/) and (k) of sub-section (2) of section 25 shall apply to all loans

and guarantees of cash credit, overdraft or fixed advance with a

bank; and

(c) a return shall be made once a year by the recipient of

the loan or the guarantee of a credit, overdraft or fixed advance

with a bank furnishing

—

(i) a full and complete statement of the assets and liabilities

of the business, the assets being valued as prescribed under rule 8,

and

(ii) a statement giving the income and expenditure of the

business.
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FORM I OF REGISTER OF LOANS GRANTED UNDER
THE STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES ACT, 1933

(XII OF 1933)

Name and address of the borrower

—

Amount of loan sanctioned

—

Numlier and date of letter sanctioning the loan

—

Repayable on the equated system in instalments

*<5^ commencing with 19 and ending with

10
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Annexuke

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR AID UNDER THE STATE.

AID TO INDUSTRIES ACT, 1933 (XII OF 1933)

1. Name of applicant and his full address.

2 . Nature of the industrial concern f(jr wliich aid is sought.

3. The administrative, technical and executive stafl existing

or he appointed with qualifications.

4. Th^^ facilities available for the develoi^ment of the industry.

5. The nature of the jiroccsses to be emphned.

6. Details of plant and machinery installed or proposed to

be installed at the works.

7. The total estimated cost of the undertaking and the i^ro-

bahle time that will be occupied in its execution (details of recurring

and non-recurring expenditure should be furnished separately).

8. Approximate number of operatives employed or to be

employed

.

9. Estimated net expenditure per annum in running tlic

works

.

10. Estimated net profits accruing.

11. Reasons why the business cannot be financed without State

assistance.

12. Nature and extent of State aid api>licd for. (The parti-

cular clause of section 6 under which the aid is applied for should

be stated) .

13. Security offered :

—

(a) If land

—

(1) Survey No.

(2) Extent.

(3) Assessment.

(4) In whose nrov.* registered.

(d) Nature and de-. ri{)tion of other security, if any, offered.

14. Nature and extent of the ai)plicant’s right in the concern

whether as co-sharer or [»n)]>ricl<)r or otherwise, an{l his financial

sources

.

15. Nature and extent of the applicant’s right the property

offered as security.

16. Nature and extent of encumbrances of the immovable

property offered as security, primary or collateral.
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17. Whether any arrears are due on the immovable property

offered as security primary or collateral, and if so, the nature and

extent of such arrears.

18. Period within which and the number of instalments in

which the applicant proposes to repay the loan.

19. Approximate additional net income expected to be earned

as a result of the proposed expenditure.

20. Tf the application is from a Joint Stock Compan}^ the

amount of capital actually subscribed and paid up and the number

of shares held by each of the Directors and their salary and fees

and other perquisites should be stated.

Note.

—

Tlie application should he accompanied by a copy of

tlie prospectus and memorandum and the articles of association with

a list containing the names and description lof the Directors.

21. Any other remarks.

Declaration.

1 declare that the statements made
above are true to the best of my information and belief.

Dated 19 .

Signature of applicant

.

2. BERAR—ADOPTION OF THE C. P. ACT

NOTIFICATIONS

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
FOREIGN AND POLITICAL DEPARTMENT

New Delhi, the 26th November, 1933

No. 615-7.—In exercise v)f the powers conferred bv' the Indian

(Foreign Jurisdiction) Order in Council, 1902, and of all other

powers enabling him in that behalf, the Governor-General in Council

is pleased to direct that the following further amendment shall be

made in the First Schedule to the Notification of the Government
of India in the Foreign Department, No. 3510-1. B., dated the 3rd

November 1913, applying certain enactments to Berar, namel}' :

—

After entry No. 189 the following entry shall be inserted,

namely :

—

V—IO
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“190. The Central Provinces State Aid to Industries Act, 1933
(C.P. Act XII of 1933).“ H

B. J. GLANCY,
Offg. Political Secretary to the Government of India.

Simla, the 2nd August 1934

No. 379-1 .—In exercise of the powers conferred by the Indian
(Foreign Jurisdiction) Order in Council, 1902, and of all other power
enabling him in that behalf, the Governor-General in Council is

pleased to direct that the following further amendment shall be made
in the First Schedule to the Notification of the Government of India
in the Foreign Department No. 3510-LB., dated the 3rd November
1913, applying certain enactments to Berar, namely :

—

In the said Schedule for entry No. 190, the following entry
shall be substituted, namely:

—

^‘190. The Central Provinces

State Aid to Industries Act,

1933 (CP. Act XII of

1933)

.

(1) For clause (1) of section

2, the following clause shall be

substituted, namely :

—

(1) the “Board” means the Board

of Industries constituted under

section 3 of the Central Provin-

ces State Aid to Industries Act,

1933.

(2) Sections 3, 4, 5 and clause

(a) of sub-section (2) of sec-

tion 25 shall be omitted.”

R. E. L. WINGATE,
Offg, Political Secretary to the Government of India.

Note.—

T

he Act will come into force in Berar from the 1st

January, 1935.
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THE BERAR STATE AID TO INDUS. RULES*
Notification No^ 2400-1248-X///, dated the \9th November, 1934.

—In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of

section 25 of the Central Provinces State Aid to Industries Act,

1933 (XII of 1933), as applied tx> Berar, the Local Government is

pleased to make the following rules to regulate the grant of State

aid to industries in Berar :

—

Rules

1. (i) These rules may be called the Berar State Aid to

Industries Rules, 1934.

(«) In these rules, words and expressions have the same

meaning as in the Central Provinces State Aid to Industries Act,

1933 (XII of 1933), as applied to Berar, hereinafter referred to as

the Act.

Section 25 (1)

2. The Director shall maintain a register in Form I annexed

of all loans .granted under the Act.

Section 25 (2) (d)

3. The Director may give aid in the forms specified in

•clauses (a) and (b) of section 6 of the Act of an amount or value

not exceeding five thousand rupees in respect of any one industry,

provided that, without the special sanction of the Local Government,

the Director shall not grant a loan for a longer period than 10 years.

Section 25 (2) {e)

4. (1) Every application for aid shall be made to the Director

in the form annexed and shall contain a declaration signed by the

applicant that the statements made therein are true to the best of

his information and belief. It shall also contain information on the

following points :

—

(a) The nature of the industrial concern for which aid is

sought

.

’^Note;.—

T

he Berar State Aid to Industries Rules, 1934, w'ere

published in Part III of the Central Provinces 6'a.^c/tc, dated the 23rd
November, 1934, and are the same as the Central Provinces Rules
with this exception that the former rules do not contain any provi-
sions relating to the constitution of the Board of Industries in view
of the fact that the Board for Berar will be the Board constituted
for the Central Provinces.
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(h) The administrative, technical and executive staff existing^,

or to be app.^inted with qualifications.

(r) The facilities available for development of the industry

such as sources of raw^ materials, transport conveniences and

marketing of the [iroducls with estimate of anticipated profits.

(d) The nature of the processes to be employed,

(e) The total estimated cost of the undertaking.

(/) Why the business cannot be financed without State

assistance.

(g) The nature and extent of the aid applied for.

(h) The security for the aid. On this point information

shall be furnished as to the financial resources of the applicant, the

assets and revenues which will be available as security for the loan

and particulars of any existing cliarges thereon and debts and as

to the additional assets which may be created by the utilization of

the aid applied for. These particulars shall be supplemented by

recent balance sheets and pnofit and loss accounts of the concern.

Information should also be furnished as to the collateral security

offered in the event of tlie above being found insufficient.

(i) The period, if any, over which the payment of the

loan or subsidy should be spread.

(/) The additional net income expected to be earned as a

result of the proposed expenditure.

(k) If the applicant is a Joint Stock Company, the application

should be accompanied by a copy of the prospectus and memorandum
and the articles of association with information as to the amount of

capital actually subscribed and paid up, number of shares held by

each of the directors and their salary and fees and other perquisites,

a list containing the names and descriptions of the directors, and

particulars of the managing agency. In the case of cottage indus-

tries or small concerns not using steam or other power, it will be

sufficient if such information is given as is in the opinion of the

Board or the Director necessary to permit of an estimate being

made of the feasibility of the proposal, e.g., in the case of a .small

handweaving establishment, the number of operatives to be employed,,

the sources tof raw^ materials, the number of hand looms, the cost

price of materials, the selling price of the finished articles, the

method of marketing the products, etc.
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(2) The notice under section 9 (3) inviting objections to the

grant of a loan or other aid under the Act shall be published by the

Director in at least three consecutive issues of at least one daily

new^spaper published in Nagpur and in such mofussil newspapers

as the Director thinks fit in the circumstances of each case and

•once in the Central Provinces Gazette. The notice shall specify the

name and address of the applicant for loan or other aid, the nature

of the aid and the nature of the business or enterprise in respect of

which the application is made. It shall state that any one desiring to

make anj^ objection to the loan or other aid may do so by presenting

a statement of his objections in writing at the office of the Director

within thirty days of the publication of the notice in the Gazette.

The statement shall furnish details regarding the tiame, address and

calling of the objector and grounds of objection.

(3) The Director shall hear the objections, if any, at such

time and place as he may notify and place the objections before the

Board with his opinion.

Section 25 (2) (/)

5. (i) The value of the assets of an industry shall, so far as

they do not consist of money, be taken to be

—

(a) in the case of fixed assets acquircil by purchase for cash,

such as land, buildings, lease-hold, railway sidings, plant and machi-

nery, development of property, trade marks and designs, etc.—the

jirice at which these as.sets were actiuired subject to projier deduc-

tions for wear and tear
; such deductions shall be calculated in the

case of buildings, machinery and plant at the rates fixed as allow’-

able depreciation under section 10 (2) of the Indian Income-tax

Act, 1922, as applied to Berar; appreciable increase or decrease in

the market value of the site, machinery and buildings may also be

taken into consideration

;

(b) in the case of fixed assets acquired by purchase other-

wise than for cash—the value of the consideration at the lime the

assets were acquired

;

(c) in the case of stores, spare gear or tools not taken into

use—the cost price or price of replacement Mdiichever is less;

(d) in the case of stores, spare gear and tools which have
been used but are still in stock—the cost price less a proper deduc-
tion for wear and tear;
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(e) in the case of stock in trade, if of manufactured stock

—

the cost of manufacture or the market selling price whichever is

less
;

if purchased stock—the cost price or price of replacement

whichever is less;

(/) in the case of book debts—the nominal amount of those

debts; but the debts shall be classed as good and doubtful and no

account shall be taken of doubtful debts; all debts which shall have

1)een due and recoverable for over two years shall be classed as

doubtful

;

(g) in the case of investments—the market value of those

investments on the day on which the valuation is made

;

(/i) in the case of any other assets which have not been

acquired by purchase—tlie value of the assets at the time when they

became assets of the business subject to proper deduction for wear

and tear, provided that no value shall be placed upon the goodwill,

patents or secret processes of any business.

(ii) The value of the assets, so far as they consist of money,

shall be all cash with bankers or on hand, the value of cash in other

countries being taken at the rale of exchange ruling on the da}' on

which the valuation is made.

(iii) The value of the additional assets that will be created

by the application of the loan granted by the Local Government shall

be money expended on the acquisition of immoveable property and

machinery lof a permanent nature and on the liquidation of encum-

brances on existing fixed assets which contributes to the enhance-

ment of the capital value of the concern.

(iv) The assets having been valued as above, all debts and

liabilities of the business shall be deducted, other than accumulated

profits and reserves, and the balance shall represent the net value

of the surplus of assets and shall be the value of the business for

the purposes of the Act.

6. The assets shall be valued by a oompetent person or persons

authorized in this behalf by the Local Government.

Section 25 (2) (g)

7. The interest charged on the loans advanced under the Act

shall not be less than one-half per cent, above the rate at which
the Local Government has last borrowed for the Provincial Loan
Account.
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8. Whenever a loan is granted under this Act to a person in

respect of any industrial business or enterprise and is secured by a

mortgage or floating charge upon the assets of such business or

enterprise, the grantee of the loan shall be bound to put up at his

place or places of business or enterprise, a prominent sign post

containing the firm’s name of such business or enterprise with the

addition of the word “State Aided” within brackets. Such notice

when so displayed shall be deemed to signify that the business or

enterprise is in receipt of a loan secured as provided by section 12.

9. When the assets are valued by the person or persons ap-

jiointed under rule 6, the costs of making such valuation shall be

recoverable from the applicant.

10. Every loan shall be applied to the purpose for which it is

granted. If, at any time, it is proved to the satisfaction of the

Local Government that the loan or any part of it has been mis-

applied, the whole unpaid balance of the loan wdth interest and costs,

if any, shall become immediately payable and shall be recovered in

the manner laid dowm in sub-section (1) of section 22.

11. (1) The recipient of any State aid shall maintain in good

and substantial repair the premises, buildings, machinery, plant and

all other properties mortgaged to the Local Government as security

for the loan. He shall, unless exempted by the Local Government,

insure the mortgaged properties, against loss or damage by fire and

shall duly and punctually pay the premia payable in respect thereof

as and when they become due and payable. In the event of failure

to carry out any repairs or to effect the insurance or to pay the

premia when due, the Director may himself do so or cause them to

be done and incur the expenditure necessary therefor. The expendi-

ture so incurred shall be recovered in accordance wdth the provisions

of sub-section (1) of section 22.

(2) It shall be open to the Director to insist on the recipients

of any aid effecting the insurance before the actual grant of the aid.

(3) The company with whom the insurance is effected as also

the amount secured by the insurance shall have the prior approval

of the Director.

Section 25 (2) (h)

12.

The recipient of any State aid under the Act shall be
bound to permit the Director, or any person deputed by him by
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general or special order in writing or any other pcrs-on authorized
in this behalf by the Local (iovernment, to insjiect the premises,
buddings, plant, stock in hand and accounts of the industrial business
or enterprise in respect of which the aid has lieen granted and to
grant facilities for all or any of these purposes.

13.

The accounts of any industrial business or enterprise in

respect of which State aid has bten granted shall be examined and

audited at least once in every year by an auditor approved by the

Local Government and it shall be the duty of such auditor to

outline the method in which the hooks of the particular industrial

business or enterprise shall be kept. If the bo>)ks of any such indus-

trial business or enterprise are not kept in the manner outlined by

the auditor, the Local Government may, at the cost of such indus-

trial business or enterprise and f<m such period as it may consider

necessary, appoint an auditor, aca)untant other officer for tlie

preparation of such books.

14,

A return shall be made once in every year certified by

such auditor and the return shall show

—

(1) a full and complete statement of the assets and liabilities

of the business,

(2) a valuation of the assets as prescribed by rule 5 aljove,

and

(3) a working or manufacturing account showung

—

(fl) the outturn of the industrial business or enterprise wuth

the cost per unit of such outturn, and

(h) the profit or the loss <;n the marketing of the products.

Section 25 (2) (i)

15. Every guarantee under clause (h) of section 6 of the

Act shall be itor a fixed jieriod. At the expiraticjn of such period

if the cash credit or overdraft is not cleared or the fixed advance

not repaid and if the bank with which the guarantee has been made
so desires, the amount outstanding, both of the principal and the

interest, shall be immediately recoverable.

Section 25 (2) (/)

16. Loans shall be recoverable by fixed annual instalments in

discharge of both princijial and interest. The date of the payment

of each annual instalment shall l)e fixed so as to coincide with the
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time of making out a balance sheet. Subject to the above condi-

tions the Local Government shall have discretion to fix the date of

payment of the first instalment, provided that such instalment shall

not be payable at an earlier date than one full year from the date

of disbursement of the loan or of the last instalment of the loati.

17. (1) Nothing in rule 16 shall debar a borrower from

repaying at any time a larger sum than the amount of aai aiiniKil

instalment or from discharging the whole loan in a single i)aymcnt.

If any sum in excess of the amount any instalment be paid, it

shall be credited in reduction of the principal, the nmnber of future

instalments being, if necessary, reduced, but no postponement of

subsequent instalments shall be permitted nor shall any alteration in

the amount of subsequent instalments be allowed except in the final

instalment if such alteration is necessary tv) adjust the balance due.

(2) If the amount due for any instalment is paid before the

date fixed for the payment thereof, such i)aymcnt shall not entitle

the borrow^er to any concession and it shall be treated for all

purposes as having been made on the said date.

18. All repayment of loan and interest under these rules shall

be made at the nearest Government treasury to the credit of the

Local Government.

19. On every instalment of interest or of j^rincipal and intere.st

which is not paid on the date fixed for paA'inent a penalty at the

rate of 12 per cent, per annum shall be hvied from the said date,

provided that the authority granting the loan may, in cases in which

he finds sufficient reason for doing so, remit such penalties in whole
or in part subject tx) the payment of interim interest during the

moratorium period.

20. The repayment of an annual instalment may ])e suspended

by the authority sanctioning the loan whenever from causes hexond

the borrower’s control such payment of the instalment becomes

unduly burdensome. Whenever the paxinent of an instalment is

suspended, all the remaining instalments due on the loan shall be

pi:)Stponed for one instalment period, provided that nothing in this

rule shall enable the Director to make any order which will have the

effect of extending the period of repayment to over 10 years or the

Local Government to extend the period to over 20 years except in

the manner specified in sub-section (2) of section 16; provided also

that the suspension of repayments shall not carry with it the suspen-

sion of interest except under the orders of the Local Government and
in exceptional circumstances.
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Section 25 (2) (k)

21 . In cases in which the conditions under which loans or

grants have been made have not been fulfilled, no profit shall be

appropriated without the sanction of the Local Government.

Section 25 (2) (m)

22. In the case of any industry to which section 23 applies

—

(a) no loan shall be granted and iiu guarantee of a cash

credit, overdraft or fixed advance with a bank shall be given unless

the value of the security offered is at least equal to the amount

applied for;

(/;) every loan, guarantee of a cash credit, overdraft or fixed

advance with a bank shall be secured by

—

(i) a mortgage or floating charge upon the wIicjIc of the

assets of the industry, or

(ii) a mortgage or floating charge up; in the other assets

belonging to the applicant, or

(iii) a mortgage or floating charge up' n the assets of the

surety or sureties of the applicant, or

(iv) the personal security of the applicant or the joint

personal security of the applicant and one or more persons up to the

extent of Rs. 500, provided that such security shall ordinarily be

taken as collateral security only, or

(v) a combination of the forms of the security mentioned

in sub-clauses (i) to (iv) .

(c) no loan shall be disbursed and no guarantee of a cash

credit, overdraft or fixed advance with a bank sliall be given to

an applicant unless he and his surety, if any, execute the necessary

bond to the. satisfaction of the Director;

(d) the provisions of rules made under clauses (e), (/),

(p)» (^)f (/) (^) sub-section (2) of section 25 shall apply

to all loans and guarantees of cash credit, overdraft or fixed advance
wdth a bank; and

(e) a return shall be made once a year by the recit)ient of

the loan or the guarantee of a cash credit, overdraft or fixed

advance with a bank furnishing

—

(i) a full and complete statement of the assets and liabilities

of the business, the assets being valued as prescribed under rule 5,

and

(ii) a statement giving the income and expenditure of the

business.
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FORM I OF REGISTER OF LOANS GRANTED UNDER
THE STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES ACT, 1933

(XII OF 1933), AS APPLIED TO BEIUVR

Name and address of the borrower

—

Amount of loan sanctioned

—

Number and date of letter sanctioning the loan

—

Repayable on the equated system in instalments of

Rs commencing with 19 and ending with

19

11 2 13
|

4
|

5
|

6
| 7|8
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Annexure

FORM OF APPLTCATION FOR AID UNDER THE STATE
ATD TO INDUSTRIES ACT, 1033 (XII OF 1933),

AS APPLIED TO BERAR
1. Name of applicant and his full address.

2. Nature oi the industrial concern R)r which aid is sought.

3. The administrative, technical and executive staff existing

or to be appointed with (jualifications.

4. The facilities available for the development of the industry.

5. The nature of the processes to be employed.

6. Details of plant and machinery installed or proposed to be

installed at the works.

7 . The total estimated cost of the undertaking and the probable

time that will be occupied in its execution (details of the recurring

and non-recurring expenditure should be furnished separately).

8. Approximate number of operatives employed or to be

employed

.

9. Estimated net expenditure per annum in running the works.

10. Estimated net profits accruing.

11. Reasons why the business cannot be financed without State

assistance

.

12. Nature and extent oi State aid aiiplied f r. (The parti-

cular clause of section 6 under which the aid is applied for should

be stated.)

13. Security otTered

—

(a) If land—

(1) Survey No.

(2) Extent.

(3) Assessment.

(4) In whose name registered.

(h) Nature and description of other security, if any, offered.

14. Nature and extent of the applicant's right in the concern
whether as co-sharer or proprietor or otherwise and his financial
resources

.

la. Nature and extent of the applic.'int’s riKht to tlie property
offered as security.
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16. Nature and extent lof encumbrances of the immoveable

property offered as security primary or collateral.

17. Whether any arrears are due on the immoveable property

offered as security primary or collateral, and if so, the nature and

extent of such arrears.

18. Period within which and the number of instalments in

which the applicant proposes to repay the loan.

19. Approximate additional net income expected to be earned

as a result of the proposed expenditure.

20. If the application is fi-om a Joint Stock Company, the

amount of capital actually subscribed and paid up and the number

of shares held by each of the Directors and their salary and fees

and other perquisites should be stated.

Note.—The application should be accompanied by a copy of the

prospectus and memorandum and the articles of association with a

list containing the names and description of the directors.

21. Any other remarks.

Declaration.

I declare that the statements made

above arc true to the best of my information and belief.

Dated 19 .

Signature of applicant.
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THE MADRAS STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES ACT, 1922

(Madras Act No. V or 1923)

As modified up to the \st July, 1947

Passed by the Legislative Council of Madras

[Received the assent of the Governor on the 19th January, 1923,

and that ot the Governor-General on the 1st March, 1923; the

assent of the (jovernor-General was first published in the Fort St.

George Gacette of the 3rd March, 1923.]
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19. Power to make rules.

20. Powers of the Provincial Government as regards starting

or conducting industries and giving aid of certain kinds.

An Act to recfulate State aid to industries

[3rd March, 1923.

Preamble

.

—Whereas it is expedient to give power to the Local

Government to assist in the establishment and development of indus-

tries in the Presidency of Madras; and whereas the prevof)ns sanc-

tion of the Governor-General has been obtained under section 80-A

of the Government of India Act to the passing of tliis Act; It is

hereby enacted as follows :

—

1. Short title.— (1) This Act may be called the Madras State

Aid to Industries Act, 1922.

(2) It extends to the whole of the Presidency of Madras.

’[1-A. Definitions.— In this Act

—

(0 ‘cottage industry’ means any industry carried on by a

worker in Ins own home; and

(ii) ‘village industry’ means any industry which forms the

normal occupation, whether whole time or part time, of any cla.ss of

the rural population of the Province.]

2. Director of Industries,.—The ^[Pi-Qvincial Government]

may appoint any officer or other person to perform all or any of the

functions of the Director of Industries under this Act.

3. Board of Industries.— (1) (a) There shall be constituted a

Board of Industries consisting of not less than ten and not more

than twelve members including the Chairman and the ex-oflicio mem-

bers. Not more than three of the members shall be Government

officials

.

(b) One of the members shall be elected by the members for

the time Iieing of the Madras Chamber of Commerce; one by the

members for the time being of the Southern India Cdiamber of

^ This section was inserted by section 2 of the Madras State

Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1937 (Madras Act XIII of

1937) .

2 These words were substituted for the words “Local Govern-
ment” by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adaptation

of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.
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Commerce; one by the members for the time being of the Madras

Trades Association; and two by the members of the Madras

^[Legislative Assembly]. The election shall be conducted in such

manner as may be prescribed. A return of the name of every person

so elected shall be made to the ^ [Provincial Government] by the

Chairman of the Chamber or Association concerned and by the

Secretary to the ^[Legislative Assembly], respectively, and such

return shall be published in the ^fOfficial Gazette].

(r) The Director of Industries, Madras,, and the Secretary

to the Government of Madras in the Finance Department shall be

ex-offici(_) members of the Board of Industries.

(2) The Chairman and the remaining members shall be ap-

pointed by the ^ [Provincial Government] by notification in the

^[Official Gazette], provided that if banking or mufassal interests

and cottage industries are not represented by election, members so

appointed shall include, as far as possible, persons who represent

such interests or industries.

(3) The Board of Industries shall assist the 2[ Provincial

Government] in dealing with applications for the grant of State aid

under this Act.

(4) No member shall \T)te on or take part in the discussion

of any question coming up for consideration at a meeting of the

Board of Industries if the question is one in whicli he has any direct

or indirect pecuniary interest i)y himself or his partner or in which

he is interested i)rofessional]y on behalf of a client or as agent for

any person other than tlie Government, a local authority or a

Railway Company,

4. No aid except in accordance with the provisions of the Act.

—No aid shall be given by the ^ [Provincial Government] to any

industrial business or enterprise except in accordance with the

provisions of this Act.

^ These words were substituted for the words “Legislative

Council” by the Sedond Schedule to ibid.

2 These words were substituted for llie words “Local Govern-

ment” by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adaptation

of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

’ These words were substituted for the words ‘*for{ St. George
Gazette” by paragraph 4 (1) ibid.
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5. Industries to be aided.— (1) The industries to which aid

may be given under this Act shall be such as have an important

bearing on the economic development of the country and shall be

:

(a) new or nascent industries, or

{b) industries to be newly introduced into areas where such

industries arc undeveloped, or

(c) cottage industries ’[, or

(d) old or established industries:

Provided that aid shall not be given to any old or established

industry unless the ^(pj-ovincial Government) are satisfied that

special reasons exist for giving such aid.]

(2) No such aid shall be given to any joint-stock company
unless :

() the same is registered in India on a rupee capital, and
() the company conforms to such rules as may be made by

the ^[Provincial Government] from time to time requiring that a
minimum number or a proportion of the members of its bcrard of

management shall be Indians:

Provided further that every recipient of aid under this Act
shall make such provision for the training of apprentices as the
2 [Provincial Government] may, from time to lime, prescribe.

(3) The decision of the ^ [Provincial Government] as to

whether tlie conditions of this section are fulfilled shall be final

and ‘Ushall not be called in question in any Court of law],

6. Method' of giving State aid.—Subject to the provisions of

this Act and of the rules framed thereunder, tlie ^ [Provincial Gov-
ernment] shall have power to give aid to an industrial business or
enterprise in one or more of tlie following ways :

—

(a) by granting a loan;

(b) by guaranteeing a cash credit, overdraft or fixed advance
with a bank

;

^ This was added by section 2 (i) of the Madras State Aid to
Industries (Amendment) Act, 1936 (Madras Act VII of 1937).

2 These words were substituted for the words “Local Govern-
ment” 1)3^ paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adaptation
of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

3 These words were added by section 2 (ii) of the Madras State
Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1936 (Madras Act VII of

V—12
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^r(^) by paying a subsidy, in the case of a cottage industry

for any purpose, and in the case of any other industry for the con-

duct of research or the purchase of machinery;]

(d) by subscribing for shares or debentures;

(e) by guaranteeing a minimum return on part of the capital

of a joint-stock company;

(/) by making a grant on favourable terms of land, raw

material, firewood or water, 2 [the property of the Crown for the

purposes of the Province]

;

by supplying at concessional rates electric energy from

a source ^[the property of the Crown for tlie purposes of the

Province. ]

‘'*[7. Omitted].

8. Application for State aid and procedure in dealing with

applications.— (1) Any person desiring to obtain a loan or other

aid for any industrial btisiness or enterprise shall make his ai)j)lica-

tion to the Director of IrRlnslrics in such form and shall furnish

such information concerning his business as may ])e prescrilied.

(2) If the extent of the aid a]»plied for ('xeecds Rs. 50,000

and in any other case in which lie considers this ])roce(lnre ncccs-

sar3% the Director of Industries shall pnidish a notice in the pres-

cribed manner calling upon any person wh.> objects to the grant of

the aid applied for to slate liis objections at a time or place to be

specified, and shall hear such olijection and make such inquiry as may
be necessary.

(3) Every application for aid shall he placed before the Board

of Industries for advi ce

.

^ This clause was substituted for the original clause (c) by

section 3 of the Madras State Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act,

1937 (Madras Act XITI of 1937).
2 These words were substituted for the words “the property of

the Local Government” by the Second Schedule to the Government

of India (Adaptation of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

^ Clause (g) was added by section 2 of the Madras State Aid to

Industries (Amendment) Act, 1935 (Madras Act X of 1935) .

^ These words were substituted for the words “belonging to the

Local Government” by the Second Schedule to llie Government of

India (Adaptation of Inilian Laws) Order, 1937.

5 This section was omitted by the Second Schedule to ibid.
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(4) The ^[Provincial Government] may constitute district

committees for the purpose of advising on applicatbns for aid.

(5) No aid shall be granted under this Act if the Board by
a unanimous resolution at a meeting advises the rejection of the

application

.

9. Grant of loans .—No loan shall be granted of an amount ex-

ceeding 50 per cent, of the -[net value of the assets of the industrial

business or enterprise and of any other property offered as collateral

security for the loan, after deducting in both cases existing encum-
brances], such value to l»e ascertained by such person as may be ap-

pointed by the ^ [Provincial Government] and in accordance with such

rules as may be prescribed; for the purpose of this valuation the ad-

ditional assets which may be created by the expenditure of the

sums granted may be taken into account to such extent as may be

prescribed, j

10. I.Ayans hozv secured .—Kvery Kjan granletl under this Act

shall be secured by a mortgage or floating charge upon the whole of

the assets of the business or enterprise, subject to any encumbrance

existing at the time of the grant, and b^' such collateral security,

if any, as may be required by the “^[Provincial Government], and shall

bear interest payable on such dates and at such rates as the ^[Provin-

cial Government] may determine.

11. Inspection and returns .— In any case in which a lv)an lias

been applied for under this Act, the applicant, and at any time during

the currency of a loan that has been granted under it, the grantee,

sliall be bound

—

{a) to comply with any general or special order of the ^[ih'O-

vincial Government] relative to the inspection of the premises, build-

1 These words were substituted for the words “Local Govern-

ment” by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adapta-

tion of Indian Laws) Order,, 1937.

2 These words were substituted for the words “net value of the

asset of the industrial business or enterprise after deducting existing

encumbrances” by section 3 (i) of the Madras State Aid to

Industries (Amendment) Act, 1936 (Madras Act VII of 1937) .

3 The proviso was omitted by section 3 (ii) of the Madras State

Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1936 (Madras Act VII of

1937) .
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ings, or plant or stock in hand of the industrial business or enter-

prise
;

(b) to permit the inspection of all accounts relative to the

industrial business or enterprise;

(r) to furnish full returns of all products manufactured or

sold both as regards description and quantity;

(d) to maintain such special accounts or to furnish such state-

ments as the ^[Provincial Government] may from time to time re-

quire
;

(e) to submit the accounts of the industrial business or enter-

prise to such audit as the ^{Provincial (lovernment] may prescribe.

12. Control of business assisted .—Tn any case in which a loan

or loans is or are granted under this Act amounting to two lakhs

of rupees or upwards, the ^Provincial Government] shall, and in

any other case may, by the appointment of Government directors or

otherwise, take poweT to ensure such control over the conduct of the

business or enterprise as shall sutlicc in their opinion U) safeguard
their interests.

13. Repayment of loans,.— (1) Every loan granted under this

Act shall be made repayable by instalments within such period from
the date of the actual advance of the loan, (jr when the loan is ad-

vanced in instalments from the date of payment of the last instal-

ment. as may he fixed by the order granting the loan.

(2) The period fixed as aforesaid shall not exceed twenty

years unless the ’ [Prt A’incial Government
|

shall, by general or by

special order, extend the same.

14. Guaranteeing of loans by hanks .—No guarantee t>f a cash

credit, overdraft or fixed advance with a bank shall be given except

under the conditions prescribed in sections 9 to 12 in respect of loans.

2[14-A. Exemption of small and cottage industries .—Save as

<itherwisc may be prescribed by rules made under this .'^ct, nothing

^ These words were .substituted for the words “Local Govern-

ment” by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adaptation

of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

2 This section was inserted by section 2 of the Madras Stale Aid

to Industries (Amen<lment) Act, 192S (Madras Act VIP of 1928).
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m sections 9, 10, 11 and 14 shall apply to any industrial business or

enterprise with a capital outlay m>t exceeding ^(two thousand rupees)

or to cottage industries.]

15. Subscriptions for shares or debentures or guarantee of a

minimum return on capilaL—Th^ condition of subscription for shares

and debentures by tlic Provincial Government] or the guarantee

of a minimum return on the capital of any industrial business or

enterprise shall be that the business or enterprise shall be subject to

the conditions of section 11 in respect of inspection and returns as

well as of the provisifms (of section 12 in respect of Government

control

:

Provided (a) that for all shares subscribed by the Government

there must be taken up and fully paid for not less than an equal

number of shares

;

{h) that for all capital on which a return is guaranteed by

Government there sliall be paid up not less than an equal amount of

capital which carries no guarantee.

16. Subsidy by the Provincial G(wernment .—The condition of

a grant of subsidy or of any payment under guarantee of a minimum
return on the paid-up capital or of the grant of Government land,

raw material, firewood or water on favourable terms, ^^[or of the

supply from a Government source of electric energy at concessional

rates] shall ordinarily be that an amount equal to the sum paid or to

the value of the grant 4|or concession as fixed at the time when it is

made shall be repaid to the Provincial Government] at the close

of a fixed term of years if within that term the industrial business or

enterprise shall be shown to be paying interest or a dividend upon the

capital invested in excess of such rate as the ^ [provincial Govern-

ment] may fix.

^ These words were substituted for the w^ords “one tJiousand

rupees” by section 4 of the Madras State Aid to Industries (Amend-
ment) Act, 1936 (Madras Act VII of 1937) .

2 These words were substituted for the w^ords “Local Govern-
ment” by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adaptation

of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

3 These words were inserted by section 3 of the Madras State

Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1935 (Madras Act X of 1935) .

4 These words were inserted by section 4 of the Madras State

Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1937 (Madras Act XIII of

1937).
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No subsidy ^[U) an industry other than a cottage industry] shall

exceed 40 per cent, of the cost of the research or of tiie cost of

the' machinery as the case may be.

17. Disposal of profits when condition of Slate aid is not ful-

filled .—No recipient of State aid shall pay any dividend or distribute

or take any profits in excess of such percentage rate upon the amount
of the capital of the industrial business or enterprise as ^Ithe Pro-

vincial Government] may fix from time to time until the conditions on

which the State aid has been granted are fulfilled. The balance of the

])rofits, after selling aside jiroper amounts for depreciation or obso-

lescence of plant :uid ])i]ildings, and for the payment of interest on

debentures of loans, shall be carried to a reserve fund to be utilized

in such manner as -[the Provincial Government
j
may approve.

3[17-A. Grant of aid to cottage industries by the Board of

Revenue .— (1) The Board of Revenue may, if so empowered by the

Provincial Government and subject to such conditions, restrictions

and limitations, if any, as may be laid down by them, grant aid, in

accordance with such rules as may be made under this Act for the

purpose, to any cottage industry in one or more of the ways specified

in clause (a), clause (h), clause (c) or clause (/) of section 6 up

to an amount or ^^aIue not exceeding five hundred rupees in each

case.

(2) The decision of the Board of Revenue to grant or not to

grant aid in any case under sub-section (1) shall not be called in

question in any Court of law^

(3) The powers conferred ion the Provincial Crovernment by
section 12 may also be exercised by the Board of Revenue in cases

where aid is granted by the Board under sub-section (1).

(4) Nothing contained in sections 3 and 8, and save as other-

wise may be prescribed by rules made under this Act, nothing con-

tained in sections 9, 10, 11, 14, 14-A and 17 shall apply to any appH-,

^ These words were inserted by section 4 of the Madras State

Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1937 (Madras Act XHI of

1937) .

2 These words were substituted for the words “the Government^

by the Second Schedule to the Government of India (Adaptation of

Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

® Section 17-A was inserted by section 2 of the Madras State

Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1941 (Madras Act II of 1941).
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catinn for the grant of aid under sub-section (1) or to any case

where aid is granted under tliat sub-section.]

18. Methods of recovery of money due .— (1) All moneys pay-

able under this Act, including any interest chargeable thereon and

cost, if any, incurred,^ if not paid when due, may be recovered from

the person aided and his surely, if any, under the law for the time

being in force as if they wa*re arrears (of land revenue.

(2) When any sum due as aforesaid is paid by the surety or

is recovered from him or out of his propert^^ under sub-section (1)

the Collector shall, on the application of the surety, so far as possible

recover the same from the person aided and pay the same to the

surety

.

19. Pozver to make rules .— (a) The ^[Provincial Government]

may make rules to carry out all »or any of the purposes of this Act

not inconsistent therewith.

(b) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of

the foregoing power, they ma}^ make rules regulating all or any

of the following matters :

—

(1) the classes of industrial business or enterprises to whidi

and the purposes for which aid may be given;

(2) the constitution of the Board of Industries, the term of

office of its members, the quorum at the Board's meetings, the method

of arriving at its decisions, the appointment of its staff, the remune-

ration of its members and all other matters relative to the conduct

of its business; and the constitution and functions of district com-

mittees
;

= [( 3 ) ]

(4) the manner of making applications for State aid and the

informatmri to he given in such applications, provided that no such

rules shall require any applicant or grantee of aid to divulge any

information relating to the technical details of any process or any

patent owned by him

;

(5) the manner of conducting inquiries and the matters to be

specially inquired into in dealing with applications for State aid and

^ These wfords were substituted for the words “Local Govern-
ment" by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adaptation

of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

2 This clause was omitted by the Second Schedule to ibid.
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the powers to be exercised the Director of Industries conducting

such inquiries

;

(6) the mode of ascertaining the value of the assets of an in-

dustrial business or enterprise
;

^ [or of an^^ property offered as colla-

teral security for a loan;]

(7) the nature of the security to be taken for the due applica-

tion of loans and grants and the rates of interest at which and tlie

conditions under which loans or grants may be given, and the creation

of a mortgage, floating charge or collateral security under section 10;

(8) the inspection of the premises, buildings, plant and stock

on hand and the accounts of any industrial business or enterprise for

which State aid has been granted

;

(9) the mode of keeping and auditing the accounts and fur-

nishing returns lof any industrial business or enterprise in respect

of which State aid has been grantcxl;

(10) the appointment and functions of Government directors

or the prescribing of other methods of control of industrial business

or enterprises in respect of which State aid has been granted

;

(11) the application of profits in cases in wliich the conditions

under wliich loans or grants have been made have not been fulfilled

;

(12) the guaranteeing by the ‘^| Provincial Government] of

cash credits, overdrafts or fixed advances by banks and the recogni-

tion of banks for this purpose

;

(13) the fixing of the period for llic repayment lof loans raid

the conditions and dates of the repavmont of subsidies and grants;

H 1

(14) the recovery of any imaieys due under this Act; ]

^ These words were added by section 5 of the Madras State Aid

to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1936 (Madras Act VIl of 1937).

2 These words were substituted for the words “Local Govern-

ment” by paragraph 4 (1) of the Government of India (Adaptation

of Indian Laws) Order, 1937.

3 The word “and” was omitted by section 4 of the Madras State

Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1928 (Madras Act VJII of

1928)

.

“*The word “and” was omitted by clause (i) of section 3 of the

Madras State Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1941 (Madras
Act II of 1941) .
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^[(15) the conditions under which and the security on which

loans shall be granted or guarantees of a cash credit, overdraft or

fixed advance with a bank given to the industries referred to in

section 14-A] ;

2 [and

(16) all matters connected with, or relating to, the grant of

aid by the Board of Revenue under section 17-A, including all mat-

ters referred to in the foregoing clauses which are applicable to such

grant;]

Provided that such rules are laid on the table of the Legislative

® [Assembly] and notified in the ^[Official Gazette] one month after

which they shall have the force of law unless amended by the Legis-

lative ^[Assembly] within that period, or, if the ® [Assembly] is not

sitting during that period, at its next meeting.

20. Powers of the Provincial Government as regards starting

or conducting industries and giving aid of certain kinds.—Nothing in

this Act shall be held to debar ^[tlie Provincial Government]

{a) from starting or conducting industrial enterprise for ex-

perimental purposes or with a view to stimulate industrial develop-

ment;

{h) from assisting an industrial business or enterprise by
agreements to purchase on business terms llic whole or a portion

of the products of the same

;

(c) from assisting an industrial business c^r enterprise by giv-

ing gratis or on favourable terms, tlie services of Giovernment offi-

cials or experts either in the capacity of advisers or for a limited

^Clause (15) was inserted by section 3 of the Madras State Aid

to Industries (Amendment) Act, 1928 (Madras Act VIII of 1928).

2 The word “and" and clause 16 were inserted by clause (ii) of

section 3 of the Madras State Aid to Industries (Amendment) Act,

1941 (Madras Act II of 1941).

3 This word was substituted for the word “Council" by the

Second Schedule to the Government of India (Adaptation <of Indian

Laws) Order, 1937.

^ These words were substituted for the words ‘‘Fort Si. George

Gazette'' by paragraph 4 (1) ibid.

s These words were substituted for the words “the Government"

.by the Second Schedule to ibid.

V— 13
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period not exceeding one year for starting or conducting such busi-
ness or enterprise;

id) from assisting all industrial business or enterprise in con-
nexion with industrial education or the training of apprentices;

^[(e) from assisting a village industry in any manner which

may he determined by the Provincial Government.]

RULES MADE BY THE PROVTNCIAT. GOVERNMENT
UNDER THE ACT

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 10 of the State

Aid to Industries Act, 1922 (Act No. V of 102vD, the Government

are pleased to make the following rules :

—

RULES
Section 19 (o)

1. (1) The Notice under section 8 (2) inviting objections to

the grant of a loan or other aid under the Act shall be [)ublished by

the Director of Industries in at least three c(msecutivc issues of at

least two daily newspapers published in Madras and in such mufassal

newspapers as the Director of Industries thinks fit in the circum-

stances of each case and once in the Official Gazette. The notice

shall specify the name and address of the applicant f^'r the loan

or other aid, the nature of the aid and the nature of the business

or enterprise in respect of which the application is made. It shall

state that any one desiring to make any objection tcv the loan or

other aid may do so by presenting a statement of his objc^ctions in

writing at the office of the Director of Indu.slries within thirty days

of the publication of the notice. The statement shall furnish details

regarding the name, address and calling of the objector and grounds

of objection. The Director shall hear the objections, if an3 ,
at

such time and place as he may notify and place the objections before

the Board of Industries with his opinion thereon.

^This clause was added by section 5 of the Madras State Aid to

Industries (Amendment) Act, 1937 (Madras Act XTIl of 1937)

,
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^[(2) The cost of publication of tlie notice referred to in

sub-rule (1) shall be borne by the applicant for the loan or other

aid.

(3) The Director of Industries shall by order in writing re-

quire the applicant for the loan or other aid to deposit the cost of

publication of the notice within fourteen days of the date of such

order. If the applicant fails to deposit the amount within the period

aforesaid the nc-tice shall not be published and with the approval of

the Provincial (iovernment, further coiisideration of the application

shall be dropped.]

2. The election of the members to represent the Madras Cham-
ber Commerce, the Southern India Chamber of Commerce and
the Madras Trades Association under section 3 (1) (b) of the

Act shall be held at a meeting of the members of the Chamber or

Association concerned, convened in acc/ordance with the rules of

such Chamber or Association.

3. The election of the members to represent the Madras Legis-

lative Assembly' shall be conducted in arc rdaiice witli the rcgulatiions

made by the Speaker under rule 144 of the Madras Assembly Rules.

4. A Joint-Stock Company shall not be given aid under the

Act unless at least one-third of the members of its Board of Manage-
ment are fndians.

Section 19 (b) (2)

5. The Chairman of the Board of Industries shall hold office

during the pleasure lof the T^rovincial Covermnent and the members
elected or apiK>intcd under sub-sections (1) (b) and (2) of section

3 shall hold office for a period of three years from the date of noti-

fication; but the Iffiovincial Government may at any time accept the

resignation of any member, provided, however, that a member, elect-

ed in his capacity as a member of a particular I>ody, shall hold

office so long onl}^ within the said period of three years as he conti-

nues to be a member of that body.

6. The Provincial Government may declare that any member
who has absented himself from three consecutive meetings of the

Board or from India for three months has ceased to be a member
and his office shall thereupon be deemed to be vacant. Any such
member shall, however, be eligible for re-election or re-appointment.

^G.O. No. 895, Development, dated 23rd April, 1940.
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7. Any vacancy in the office of a member shall be reported by
the Chairman to the Chairman or Speaker of the body concerned in

the case of elected members and to the Provincial Government in

the case of members appointed so that the vacancy may be filled up
by fresh election or appointment as the case may be.

8. Every non-official member of the Board shall be entitled

to a fee of Rs. 15 for each day of attendance at the meeting of the

Board or of any oommittee thereof. Such of the members as attend

from the mufassal shall also be entitled to travelling allowance and

mileage at the rates shown below for their journeys to and from the

place of meeting :

—

(1) Those who are members of the Madras Legislature

—

(a) If they have relinquished the whole of their salary as

such—Travelling allowance at the rates prescribed in rule 7 (2)

of the Madras Legislature Travelling Allowance Rules.

(b) If they have not relinquished the whole of their salary as

such—One second-class and one third-class fare for journeys by rail-

way and mileage at 4 annas a mile for journeys by road.

(2) Those who are not members of the Madras Legislature

—

One first-class and one third-class fare for journeys by rail-

way and mileage at 8 annas a mile for journeys by road.

The Director of Industries shall be the Controlling Officer in

respect of their travelling allowance bills.

9. The following procedure shall be observed with respect to

the Proceedings of the Board :

—

(1) The Board shall meet and shall make from time to time

such arrangements with respect to the place, day, hour, notice,

management and adjournment of its meetings, and generally with

respect to the transaction of business, as it may tliink fit, subject to

the following conditions, namely :

—

(fl) the Chairman may, whenever he thinks fit, and shall upon

the written request of not less than four memliers, call a special meet-

ing of the Board;

(b) four members shall form a quorum and no business shall

be transacted unless a quorum is present;

(r) every meeting shall be presided over by the Chairman,
if present and, during his absence, by such one of the members pre-

sent as may be chosen by the meeting;
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(d) all questions shall be decided by a majority of votes of

the members present, the Chairman having a second or casting vote

in all cases of equality of votes

;

(e) if a poll be demanded,.' the names of the members voting

and the nature of their votes shall be recorded by the Chairman of

the meeting;

(/) minutes shall be kept of the names of the members pre-

sent and of the proceedings at each meeting in a book to be pro-

vided f'or the purpose, which shall be signed, as soon as practicable

by the Chairman of such meeting and sliall be open to inspection

by any meml)er during office hours
;
and

(g) the Chairman may, wdth llie consent of any meeting, ad-

jlourn it.

(2) If there should not be sufficient business for holding a

meeting, the Chairman may, to avoid delay and expense, ascertain

the opinion of the members of the Board by circulation c-f papers;

if desired by any member, he shall recirculate the papers and, unless

on such recirculation any member specially desires discussion the

majority opinion thus ascertained shall be deemed to be decision of

the Board.

(3) The Board may co-opt an ofbcial or non-olTicial to assist

it in the discussion or elucidation of a |)articu]ar subject or for the

duration of a meeting. Co-opted members will not be entitled to

vote, but shall be entitled to the fees and travelling allowances pay-

able to members under rule cS.

(4) The Board may from time to time appoint a committee

consisting of not less than three of its number to make a report to

it on any particular matter that may be referred to it.

(5) An officer deputi'd by the Director of Industries from

among his subordinates will act as Secretary to the Board.

(6) The Board may refer to a district c(^mmittee as herein-

after constituted for advice any application placed before it.

(7) District committees may be constituted whenever neces-

sary.

(8) Such committees shall consist of not less than three nor

more than five members. The members shall be appointed from
time to time when occasions arise by the Provincial Government on
the advice of the Director of Industries in consultation with the
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District Collector. Their functions will be to advise on specific

applications for aid under the Act when the Board or Director of

Industries considers the assistance of such a committee necessary.

No honorarium will be paid to members of sucii district committees,

but travelling allowance will be paid ion the scale provided in rule 8

supra and the Collector shall be the Controlling Officer for the tra-

velling allowance of members of such committees.

^-A. The Director shall maintain a register in Form I annex-

ed of all loans granted under tlie Act.

Section 19 (b) (4)

10. Every application for aid shall he made to the Director

of Industries in Form 11 annexed and shall ccnitain a declaration

signed by the applicant tliat tlie statements made therein are true

to the best of his information and belied. It shall also contain

information on the folliowdng i'.f)ints:

—

(a) the nature of the industrial concern for which aid is

sought

;

(/?) the administrative, technical and executive staff existing

or to be appointed witli qualifications;

(c) the facilities available for development of the industry

such as sources of raw materials, transport amvcnienccs and market-

ing of the products, vv’itli estimate of anticipated [irofits

;

(d) the nature of the processes to be emjiloyed

;

(c) the total estimated cost of the undertaking;

(/) why the business cannot he financed without Slate assist-

ance;

(g) the nature and extent of the aid applied for;

(h) the security for the aid; on this p'int information shall

be furnished 3^ to the financial rcstairces of the applicant, the assets

and revenues which will be available as security for the loan and

particulars of any existing charges thereon and dd>ls ami as to the

additional assets which may be created by the utilization of the aid

applied for. These particulars shall be sni>[)lementcd by recent

Balance Sheets and Profit and Loss accounts, where such exist,

certified by an audite-r entitled to audit the acoamls of companies

under the Indian Companies Act. Information should also be fur-

nished as to the collateral security offered in the event of the above

being found insufficient;
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(t) the period, if any, over which the payment of the loan or

subsidy should be spread

;

(/) the additional net income expected to be earned as a

result of the proposed expenditure;

(k) if the applicant is a Joint Stock Company, the ai)plication

should he accompanied by a copy of the prospectus and memorandum

and the Articles of Association with information as to the amount

of capital actually subscribed and paid up; number of shares held

b}?’ each of tlie Direct(jrs and their salary and fees and other i)erqui-

sites and a list containing the names and descriptions of the Direc-

tors .

In the case of cottage industries or small concerns not using

steam or other power, it will be sufficient if such information is given

as in the opinion of the Board or the Director of Industries necessary

to permit of an estimate being made of the feasibility of the proposal,

e.g., in the case of a small hand-weaving establishment, the number

of operatives to be employed, the sources of raw materials, the

number of handlooms, the cost price ‘-jf material, the selling price

of the finished articles, the method of marketing the product, etc.

Section 19 {!>) (6)

11. (i) The value of the assets of an industrial business or

enterprise or of any property offered as collateral security shall, so

far as they do not consist of money, be taken to be

—

(a) in the case of fixed assets acquired by purchase for cash

such as land, buildings, leaseholds, railway sidings, plant and machi-

nery, development of property, trade marks and designs, etc., the

price at which these assets were acejuired, subject to proper deduc-

tions for wear and tear; such deductions shall he calculated in the

case of buildings, machinery and plant at the rates fixed as allow-

able depreciation under section 10 (2) of the Income-tax Act of

1922; appreciable increase or decrease in the market value of the

site, machinery and buildings may also be taken into consideration;

(h) in the case of fixed assets acquired by purchase other-

wise than for cash, the value of the consideration at the time the

assets were acquired;

(c) in the case of stores, spare gear or tools not taken into use,

tlie cost price or price of replacement whichever is less

;
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(d) in the case of stores, spare gear and tools which have

been used but are still in stock, the cost price less a proper deduc-

tion for wear and tear;

(e) in the case of stock in trade, if of manufactured stock,

the cost of manufacture or the market selling price whichever is less;

if purchased stock, the cost price or price of replacement whichever

is less

;

(/) in the case of book debts, the nominal amount of those

debts; but the debts shall be classed as good and doubtful and no

account shall be taken of doubtful debts ;
all debts which shall have

been due and recoverable for over two years shall be classed as

doubtful

;

{g) in the case of investments the market value of those in-

vestments on the day on wdiich the valuation is made;

(h) in the case of any other assets w^hich have not been ac-

quired by purchase, the value of the assets at the time when they

became assets of the business subject to proper deductions for wear

and tear provided that no value shall be placed upon the goodwill,

patents or secret processes of any business.

(ii) The value of the assets so far as they consist of money

shall be all cash wdth bankers or on hand, the value ^jf cash in other

countries being taken at the rate of exchange ruling on the day on

which the valuation is made.

(iii) The value of the additional assets that will he created by

the application of the loan granted by the Provincial Government

shall be money expended on the acquisition of immovable property

and machinery of a permanent nature and on the liquidation of en-

cumbrances on existing fixed assets which contributes to the enhance-

ment of the capital value of the concern.

(iv) The assets having been valued as above, all debts and

liabilities of the business shall be deducted, other than accumulated

profits and reserves, and the balance shall represent the net value of

the surplus of assets and shall be the value of the business for the

purposes of the Act.

12. The assets shall be valued by the Director or by a compe-

tent person or persons authorized in this behalf either by the Direc-

tor or by the Provincial Government.
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Section 19 (6) (7)

13. The interest charged on the loans advanced under the Act
shall not be less than one-half per cent, above the rate at which the

Madras Government have last borrowed for the Provincial Loan
Account.

14. Whenever a loan or subsidy is granted under this Act to a

person in respect of any industrial business or enterprise and is secur-

ed by a mortgage or floating charge upon the assets of such business

or enterprise the grantee of the loan or subsidy shall be bound to put

up at his place or places of business or enterprise a prominent sign-

post containing the firm name of such business or enterprise with

the addition of the word “State-aided” within brackets. Such notice

when so displayed shall be deemed to signify that the business or en-

terprise is in receipt of a loan or subsidy granted under the Act,

and also that any such loan is secured as provided by section 10 of

the Act.

14-A. Every loan or subsidy shall be applied to the purposes

for which it is granted. If, at any time, it shall be proved to the

satisfaction of the Provincial Government that the loan or subsidy

or any part of it has been misapplied, the whole unpaid balance of

the loan or subsidy with interest and costs, if any, shall become im-

nlcdiately payable and shall be recovered in the manner laid down

in sub-section (1) of section 18.

14-

B. The recipient of any State aid under the Act, in respect

of concerns other than cottage and village industries, shall ensure a

minimum standard of labour conditions to the emplo^^ees in his con-

cern, the Government decision as to what constitutes the minimum
Standard being final.

Section 19 (h) (8)

15. The recipient of any State aid under the Act shall be bound

to permit the Director of Industries, or any person deputed by him

by general or special order in writing or any other person authoriz-

ed in this behalf by the Provincial Government, to inspect the pre-

mises, buildings, plant, stock in hand and accounts of the industrial

business or enterprise in respect of which the aid has been granted

and to grant facilities for all or any of these purposes.

15-

A. (1) The recipient of any State aid shall maintain in

good and substantial repair the premises, buildings, machiner3% plant

and all other properties mortgaged to the Provincial Government as
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security for the loan. He shall, unless exempted by the Provincial
Government, insure the mortgaged properties against loss or damage
by fire and shall duly and punctually pay the premia payable in res-

pect thereof as and when they become due and payable. In the event
of failure to carry out any repairs or to effect tlic insurance or pay
the premia when due, the Director of Industries may himself do so

or cause them to be done and incur the expenditure necessary therefor.

The expenditure so incurred shall lie recovered in accordance with
the provisions of sub-section (1) of section 18 of the Act.

(2) It shall be open to the Director of Industries to insist on
the recipients of any aid effecting the insurance i)cforc the actual

grant of the aid.

(v3) The company with whom the insurance is ctTectcd as also

the amount secured l>y the insurance shall have the pricer approval
of the Director of Industries.

Section IQ ( h ) (9)

16. The accounts of any imlnstrial l,)iisiness or enterprise in

respect of which Slate aid has been granted shall he examined and
audited at least once in every >ear hy an Auditor approved by the

Provincial Government and it shall be the duty of such Auditor to

outline the method on which the books of tlie particular industrial

business or enterprise shall be kept. If the books of any such

industrial business or enterprise are not kept in the manner outlined

by the Auditor, the Provincial Government may, at the cost of such

industrial business or enterprise and for such period as they may
consider necessary, apj>oint an auditor, accountant or other ofheer

for the preparation of such books.

17. A return shall be made cmcc in every year certified by such

auditor and the return shall show

(1) a full and complete statement of ilie assets and liabilities

of the business;

(2) a valuation of the assets as prescribed by rule 11 alK>ve;

and

(3) a working or manufacturing account showing

(a) the outturn of the industrial business or enterprise wdth

the cost per unit of such outturn
;
and

(b) the profit or the loss on the marketing of the products

produced

.
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Section 19 (b) (11)
18.

In cases in which the conditions under which loans or

grants have been made have not been fulfilled, no profit shall in any

way be appropriated without the sanction of the Provincial Govern-

ment.

Section 19 (b) (13)

19. Loans shall be rcpayalile by fixed annual instalments in dis-

charge of both principal and interest. The date of Ihe payment of

each annual instalment shall be fixed sr> as to coincide with the lime

of making out a balance sheet. Subject to the above crjiiditions the

Provincial Government shall have discretion lo fix the date of pay-

ment of the first instalment : Provided that such instalment shall

not be payable at an earlier dale than one full year from the date

of disbursement of the loan or of the last instalment of the loan.

19-A. Subject to the provisions of section 16 of the Act

—

(1) a subsidy shall he repayalde at the close of the term of

years fixed in that behalf by the l^rovincial Government in one or

more instalments as determined by them; and

(ii) the date of repayment of the subsidy or of each instalment

thereof, as the case may be, shall be so fixed as to coincide with the

time of making out a balance sheet for the business or enterprise jnded

by the subsidy.

20. (1) Nothing in rule 19 shall debar a borrower from repay-

ing at any time a larger sum than the amount of an annual instalment

or from discharging the wliolc loan in a single payment. If any

sum in excess of the amount of any instalment be paid, it shall be

credited in reduction of the principal, the number of future instal-

ments being, if necessar}', reduced, but no postponement of subse-

quent instalments shall be permitted nor shall any alteration in the

amount of subsequent instalments be allowed except in the final

instalment if such alteration is necessary to adjust the balance due.

(2) If the amount due for any instalment is paid before the

date fixed for the payment thereof, such payment shall not entitle

the l)orrower to any concession and it shall be treated for all pur-

poses as having been made on the said date.

21 . All repayments of loan and interest, under these rules, shall

be made at the nearest Government treasury to the credit of the

Provincial Government.
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22. On every instalment of interest or of principal and the in-

terest which is not paid on the dates fixed for payment a penalty at

the rate of 10 per cent, per annum until the 1st day of January 1938

and at the rate of 7 j/2 per cent, per annum after that date shall be

levied from the said date provided that the authority granting the

loan may in cases in which he finds sufficient reason for doing so

remit such penalties in whole or in part subject to the payment of

interim interest during moratorium period.

23. The repayment of annual instalment may be suspended by

the authority sanctioning the loan whenever from causes be^^ond the

borrower’s control such repayment of the instalment becomes unduly

burdensome. Whenever the payment of an instalment is suspended,

all the remaining instalments due on the loan shall be postponed for

one instalment period and no additional interest shall be charged by

reason of such suspension

:

Provided that nothing in this rule shall enable the said autho-

rity to make any order which wall have the effect of extending the

period of repayment to over twenty years cxcej)t in the manner

specified in section 13 of the Act.

Section 19 (h) (15)

24. In the case of any industrial business or enterprise with a

capital outlay not exceeding two thousand rupees and cottage Indus-

tries,

(fj) no loan shall he granted and no guarantee of a cash cre-

dit, overdraft or fixed advance wdth a bank shall he given unless

the value of tVie security offered is at least ccpial to the amount

applied for;

(b) every loan, guarantee of a cash credit, overdraft or fixed

advance with a bank shall be secured by

(i) a mortgage or floating charge upon the whole of the

as.sets of the business or enterprise or cottage industry, or

(ii) a mortgage or floating charge upon the other assets be-

longing to the applicant, or

(iii) a moi^tgage or floating charge upon the assets of the

surety or sureties of the applicant, or

(iv) the personal security of the applicant or the joint perso-

nal security of the applicant and one or more persons, up to the ex-

io8
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tent of Rs. 500, provided that such security shall ordinarily be taken

as collateral security only, or

(v) a combination of the forms of the security mentioned in

sub-clauses (i) to (iv) ;

(c) no loan shall be disbursed and no guarantee of a cash cre-

dit, overdraft or fixed advance with a bank shall be given to an

applicant unless he and his surety, if any, execute the necessary

bond to the satisfaction of the Director;

(d) the provisions of rules made under clauses (6), (7),

(8), (11) and (13) of sub-section (6) of section 19 of the Act shall

apply to all loans and guarantee of cash credit, overdraft or fixed

advance with a bank, provided that in the case of any industrial

business or enterprise with a capital outlay not exceeding five hun-

dred rupees, it shall not be necessary, unless the Director of In-

dustries for special reasons otherwise directs,, to insure the pro-

perties mortgaged to the Provincial Government against loss or da-

mage by fire
;
and

(e) a return shall be made once a year by the recipient of the

the loan, or the guarantee of a cash credit, overdraft or fixed ad-

vance with a bank furnishing

(i) a full and complete statement of the assets and liabilities

of the business, the assets being valued as prescribed by rule 11;

and

(ii) a statement giving the income and expenditure.

THE MADRAS COTTAGE INDUSTRIES LOANS AND
SUBSIDY RULES, 1941

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (16) of sub-section

(6) of section 19 of the Madras State Aid to Industries Act, 1922

(Madras Act V of 1923), His Excellency the Governor of Madras
is hereby pleased to make the following rules:

—

RULES

I. Short title and commencement.— (1) These rules may be

called the Madras Cottage Industries Loans and Subsidy Rules, 1941.

(2) They shall come into force on the 15th September, 1941.

109
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II. Definitions.—In these rules unless there is iinything repug-

nant in the subjject or context

—

(i) ‘the Act’ means the Madras Stale Aid to Industries Act,

1922;

(ii) ‘Form’ means a form appended to these rules; and

(iii) ‘Government’ means tlie Government of Madras.

III. Objects for ivhich loans or subsidy may he granted.—Any
cottage industrialist may apply to the Collector of the district in

which he proposes to start, or carries on a cottage industry which

has an important hearing on the economic development of the country

for a loan or subsidy not exceeding Rs, 500 for the purj^osc of start-

ing or carrying on the cottage industry.

IV. Mode of application for loans or subsidy.— (a) Every ap-

plication for a loan or subsid\^ under these rules shall be made in

Form III annexed to these rules. It shall be accompanied by a state-

ment containing the following i)articulars, namcl^', the sources of raw

materials, the cost price of such materials, the selling price of finished

articles, the method of marketing the finished articles and such

other information as the Bc'ard of Revenue niay, by general or

special order, direct.

(b) The loan or subsidy granted shall

—

(i) be a multiple of Rs. 10 when the amount of the loan or

subsidy exceeds Rs . 25 but does not exceed Rs . 250

;

(ii) be a multiple of Rs. 50 if the amount of the loan or

subsidy exceeds Rs. 250.

Where the amount of the loan or subsidy applied for is not a

multiple of Rs. 10 or Rs. 50 as the case may be, the application shall

be treated as one for a loan for the multiple of Rs. 10 or Rs. 50

next below the amount applied for.

V. Local enquiry.— (1) On receipt of an application for a loan

or subsidy, the Collector shall cause a notice thereof to be put up in

the village chavadi of the village in which the apidicant proposes to

start, or carries on, the cottage industry or in a conspicuous place in

the village if there is no village chavadi. The notice .shall specify

the date on which and the place at which the local enquiry mention-

ed in sub-rule (2) will be made. It shall also specify the date

on which, the place at wdiich, and the officer to whom, objections,

if any, to the grant of the loan or the subsidy may be preferred.

IIO
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(2) As soon as may be after the receipt of an application for

a loan or subsidy, the Collector shall cause local enquiry to be made
into the correctness of the particulars furnished in the application,

the nature and adequacy of the security offered and the general feasi-

bility of the undertaking in respect of which the loan or subsidy is

applied for. Such local enquiry shall be made jointly by the

Tahsildar and the Supervisor of the Industries department of the

subdivision. These officers shall also enquire into the objection,

if any, to the grant of the loan or subsidy preferred under sub-rule

(1). They shall submit to the Collector a report of the local en-

quiry together with their remarks on the objections, preferred.

VT. Enquiry into the sufficiency of security offered.—The bona

tides and the solvency of the applicant and the sufficiency of the

security offered shall be carefully ascertained before sanctioning a

loan or subsidy.

VI f. The nature of the security required.— (1) No loan or

subsidy shall be granted unless the value of the security offered is at

least equal to the amount applied for. The grant of subsidy will be

limited to 75 per cent, of the cost of the research or of the cost of

the machinery as the case may be.

(2) F.very loan or subsidy shall be secured by

—

(i) a mortgage or floating charge upon the whole of the as-

sets of the cottage industry, or

(ii) a mortgage or floating charge upon the other assets be-

longing to the applicant, or

(iii) a mortgage or floating charge upon the assets of the

surety or sureties of the applicant, or

(iv) the personal security of the applicant or the joint per-

sonal security of the applicant and one or more persons, up to the

extent of Rs. 500 provided that such security shall ordinarily be

taken as collateral security only, or

(v) a combination of all or any of the forms of security

mentioned in clauses (i) to (iv) .

(3) no loan or subsidy shall be disbursed to an applicant un-

less he and his surety, if any, execute the necessary bond to the

satisfaction of the Collector.

VITI. Grant of loan or subsidy and execution of mortgage

deed or bonds.—The Collector shall forward the application together

III
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with the connected records of enquiry and his own recommendation

to the Board of Revenue, which shall pass orders sanctioning or

rejecting the application.

IX. Rate of interest .—The interest charged on the loans ad-

vanced under these rules shall not be less than one-half per cent,

above the clTective rate of interest of the Government’s borrowing

of the year adopted for levy of interest on loans and advances from
the Provincial Loan Account. The rate of interest charged on loans

shall be notified by the Government from time to time in the Fort

St. George Gazette and the District Gazettes. Except as otherwise

stated in the rules, the rate of interest charged shall be the rate in

force on the date on which the loan is sanctioned. The applicants

whose applications are pending disposal when the rate of interest is

raised shall be given an opportunity^ of agreeing to the altered rate or

of withdrawing their applications.

X. Calculation of interest .—Interest shall accrue fn:;)m the date

of disbursement of the loan. If the loan is disbursed in instal-

ments, interest on each instalment shall run from the date of disburse-

ment of such instalment. In calculating interest, the calendar month

shall be the unit, period of fifteen days and over in one calendar

montli being treated as one calendar month and periods of less than

fifteen days being ignored. If the amount of interest payable con-

tains a fraction of an anna, it shall be rounded off to the nearest

whole anna, six pies counting as the ne>:t higher anna.

XL Method of repayment by equal annual instalments .— (a)

Loans shall be repayable by fixed annual instalments in discharge of

both principal and interest. The Board of Revenue shall have

discretion to fix the date of payment of the first and subsequent instal-

ments with reference to the circumstances of each case

:

Provided that the first instalment shall not be payable at an

earlier date than one full year from the date of disbursement of the

loan or of the last instalment of the loan

.

ih) Subject to the provisions of section 16 of the Act

—

(i) a subsidy shall be repayable at the close of the term of
years fixed in that behalf by the Board of Revenue in one or more
instalments as determined by it, and

(ii) the Board of Revenue shall have discretion to fix the

date of repayment of the subsidy or each instalment thereof, as the
case may be, with reference to the circumstances of each case.
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XI t, R(^payment in excess or in advance of the instahnents .

—

'0) N-othi'ng in rule XI shall debar the recipient of a loan or subsidy

frpm repaying at any time a larger sum than the amount of an

instalment or from repaying the whole loan or subsidy in a single

payment. If any sum in excess t)f the amount of any instalment

is paid, it shall he credited in reduction of the principal of the loan or

in reduction of the subsidy, the number of future instalments being,

if necessary, reduced but no postiionemcnt of subsequent instalments

shall be permitted, nor shall any alteration in the amount of subse-

quent instalments be allowed except in the final instalment if such

alteration is necessary to adjust the balance due.

(2) 1f the amount due for any instalment is paid before the

dale fixed for the pajment thereof, such payment shall not entitle

the recipient of the loan or subsidy to any concession and it shall be

treated for all puriioses as having been made on the side date.

XJII. IVhere payment has to he made .—All repa^'ments of loan

and interest or subsidy under these rules shall be made at the nearest

•Government treasury to the credit of the Government. The Board

of Revenue may, if it sees fit, authorize repayment at any other Go-

vernment treasury,

XIV. Interest on overdue instalments.—On every instalment of

interest or of principal and the interest which is not paid on the

•dates fixed for payment a penalty at the rate of 7Yz cent, per

annum shall be levied from the said date provided that the Board of

Revenue may in cases in which it finds sufficient reason for dxiing

so remit such penalties in whole or in jiart subject to the j)a3'ment

of interim interest during moratorium period.

XV' . Suspension of instalment.—The payment of an^- instal-

ment of the loan or subsidy may be suspended by the Board of Reve-

nue whenever from causes be\^ond the control of the recipient of the

loan or subsidy pajanent of the instalment becomes unduly ])urden-

sonie. VVhenever the fiayment of an instalment is suspended, all the

remaining instalments due on the loan or subsidy shall be post-

I)oned for one instalment period and in the case of a loan no additional

interest shall be charged b^^ reason of such suspension

;

Provided that nothing in this rule shall enable the Board of

Revenue to make any order which will have the effect of extending

the period of repajmient of a loan to over twenty years except in

the manner specified in section 13 of the Act.

”3
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XVI. Summary recovery for breach of conditions.—-(1) Every
loan..or subsidy shall be applied to the purposes for which it is grant-

ed, If at any time, it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the Board
of Revenue tliat the loan or subsidy or any part of it has been
misapplied, the whole unpaid balance of the loan or subsidy with

interest and costs, if any, shall become immediateh- pa:>able and shall

be recovered in the manner laid dow^n in siib-scction (1) of sectioti 18

of the Act.

(2) When a subsidy is ordered to be recovered summarily
under sub-rule (1), interest shall be charged at a rate not less than

one-half per cent, above the effective rate of interest of the Go-

vernment’s borrowing of the year adopted for lev} of interest on

loans and advances from the Provincial Loan Account. Interest

shall be calculated from the date of disbursement of the subsidy.

If the subsidy was disbursed in instalments, interest on eacli instal-

nient shall be calculated from the dale of disbursement of such instal-

ment. In calculating interest the calendar month shall l)e the unit,

periods of fifteen days and over in one calendar inontli being treated

as one calendar month and periods of less than fifteen days being

ignored. If the amount of interest payable contains a fraction of

an anna, it shall be rounded oft* to the nearest whole anna, six i)ies

counting as the next higher anna.

XV^IL Submission of return by the recipient of State aid .

—

A return shall be made to the Board t)f Revenue through the Collec-

tor of the district once a year by the recipient of a loan or sub.sidy

furnishing

—

(1) a full and complete statement of tiie assets atid liabilities

of the business, and

(2) a statement giving the income and expenditure.

The Board of Revenue shall maintain a register in Form IV annexed
to these rules of all loans or subsidies granted under section 17-

A

of the Act.

XVIII. Miscellaneous.— (1) The recipient of a loan or subsidy
shall be bound to permit the Collector or any person deputed by him
by a general or special order in writing or any other person authoriz-

ed in this behalf by the Board of Revenue to inspect the premises,
buildings, plant, stock in hand and accounts of the cottage industry"

in respect of which the loan or subsidy has been granted and to grant
facilities for all or any of these purposes. A person deputed or

M4
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authorized under this rule shall be an officer of the Revenue depart-

ment not below the rank of Revenue Inspector or an officer of the

Industries department not below the rank of Supervisor.

(2) The recipient of any loan or subsidy shall maintain in

good and substantial repair the premises, buildings, machinery, plant

and all other properties mortgaged to the Government as security

for the loan or subsidy.

(3) It shall be open to the Board of Revenue to insist on the

recipient of any loan subsidy insuring the properties given as

security against loss or damage by fire before the actual grant of the

loan or subsidy. The company with whom the insuratice is effected

as also the amount secured by the insurance shall have the prior

approval of the Board of Revenue.

Form I

Name and address of the borrower.

Amount of loan sanctioned.

Number and date of Government Order sanctioning the loan.

Repayable on the equated system in instalments of Rs.

commencing with 10 and ending with 19

Form II

Form of application for aid under the Madras State Aid to Industries

Act, 1922 {Madras Act V of 1923)

1. Name of applicant and his full address.

2. Nature of the industrial concern for which aid is sought,

3. The administrative, technical and executive staff existing or
to be appointed with qualifications.

4. The facilities available for the development of the industry.

”5
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5. The nature of the processes to be employed.

6. Details of plant and machinery installed or proposed to be

installed at the works.

7. The total estimated cost of the undertaking and the probable

time that will be occupied in its execution. (Details of recurring

and non-recurring expenditure should be furnished separately.)

8. Approximate number of operatives employed or to be eni*

ployed

.

9. Estimated net expenditure per annum in running the works,

10. Estimated net profits accruing.

11. Reasons why the business cannot be tinanced witht:)Ut State

assistance.

12. Nature and extent of State aid applied for. (The particuE

lar clause of section 6 under which tiie aid is applied for should be

stated
.

)

13. Security offered

—

((/) If land,

(1) Survey number.

(2) Extent.

(3) Assessment.

(4) In w^hose name registered.

(h) Nature and description of other security, if any, offered.

14. Nature and extent of. the api)licant’s riglit in -the concern

whether as co-sharer- or pr(*i)rietor or otherwise and his financial re-

sources .

15. Nature and extent of the applicant’s right to the i)roperty

offered as security.

16. Nature and extent of encumbrances on the immoveable pro-

perty offered as security—primary or collateral

•

17. Whether any arrears are due on the immovahlc property

offered as security—primary or collateral and, if the nature and ex-

tent of such arrears.

18. Period within which and the number of instalments in which
the applicant jjroposes to repay the loan.

19. Approximate additional net income expected to be earned
as a result of the proiK)sed expenditure.

20. If the application is from a joint stock company, the amount
of capital actually subscribed and paid up and the number of shares
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held by each of the directors and their salary and fees and other

perquisites should be stated.

Note.—The application should also be acconiiianied by a copy

of the prospectus and meniorandiitn and the Articles of Association

with a list containing the names and descriptions of the Directors.

21. Any other remarks.

Declaration.—I, ,
declare

that the statements made above are true to the best of my information

and belief.

Form 111.

(^See Rule IV of the Madras Cottage Industries T.oans and Subsidy

Rules, 1941.)

Application for loan or subsidy

Form of application for loan or subsidy under section 17-/1 of the

Madras State Aid to Industries Act, 1922 (Madras Act V of 1923)

1. Name of applicant, father’s name and residence of applicant

and his full address.

2. Nature of the cottage industry for which aid is sought.

3. The facilities available for the development of the industry.

4. The nature of the processes employed.

5. Estimated net expenditure per annum in running the work

6. Estimated net profits accruing.

7. Reasons why the business cannot be financtxl without State

assistance and the amount of loan or subsidy reciuired.

8. Nature and extent of Slate aid applied for (the particular

clause of section 6 under which the aid is applied for should be

stated)

.

9. Security offered

—

(a) If land,

(1) Village survey number (wet or dry) .

(2) Extent.

(3) Assessment.-

(4) In whose name registered.

(b) Nature and description of other security, if any, offered.
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10. Nature and extent of the applicant’s right in the concern

whether as co-sharer or proprietor or otherwise and his financial re-

sources .

11. Nature and extent of the applicant’s right to the property

offered as security.

12. Nature and extent of encumbrances on the immovable pro-

perty offered as security—primary or ocdlateral.

13. Whether any arrears are due on the immovable property

offered as security—primary or collateral and, if so, the nature and

extent of such arrears.

14. Period within which and the number of instalments in which

the applicant proposes to repay the loan or subsidy.

15. Approximate additional net income expected to be earned

as a result of the proposed expenditure.

16. Any other remarks.

Declaration.

I,
, declare that the statements made above arc true

to the best of my information and belief.

Signature of the applicant.

Form IV

(Sec Rule XVII of the Madras Cottage Industries Loans and Subsidy

Rules, 1941.)

Name and address of the recipient of loan f>r subsidy.

Amount of loan or subsidy sanctioned.

Number and date of Board’s proceedings sanctioning the loan

or subsidy,

Repa>able on the equated system in instalments of Rs.

commencing with 19 and ending with 19
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VIT. SIND

STATE-AID TO SMALL INDUSTRIES RULES, 1938

No. 1727-G. B.|36.—Government are pleased to approve the fol-

lowing Rules for the imrpose of granting loans to small industries in

Sind :

—

1 . Short title.—These rules may be called the Sind State-Aid to

Small Industries Rules, 1938.

2. Coming into operation.—They shall come into force on such

date as Government may appoint in that behalf.

• 3. Purposes for 2vhich loans may he granted.—^Loans may be

granted to small industries and in particular to cottage industries

for the following purposes, namely:

—

(1) construction of buildings, godowns, ware-houses, wells,

tanks and other works necessary for industrial operations.

(ii) purchase and erection of machinery, plant and appliances,

(iii) purchase of raw materials.

4. Application.—Ever}' application for a loan shall be made in

writing to the Assistant Director of Industries and rhall contain in-

formation on the following points:

—

{a) the amount of the loan and the purj>ose tor which it is

required,

{h) the total estimated capital reciuired for running the indus-

trial concern,

(r) the date before which and the period for which the loan

is required,

{d) the manner in which the loan is proposed to be repaid, and

(r) the details of the collateral security proposed to be pro-

vided .

5. Disposal of applications.— (1) Loans for amounts not ex-

ceeding Rs. 2,000 in each case will be sanctioned by the Assistant

Director of Industries provided that the aggregate amount of such

loans sanctioned by him during the course of a year does not ex-

ceed Rs. 5,000 and provided further that reports of the full details

of each case are submitted by hini to Government as soon iis the

loan is sanctioned.

(2) The Assistant Director shall forward to Government for

sanction all other applications received under rule 4 which cannot
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be disposed of by him under sub-clausc (1) with his remarks and

recommendation

.

6. Maximum amount of loan.—No loan exceeding fivx" thousand

rupees shall be granted to any person.

7. Security for loan.—Before the granting of a loan, tlie bor-

rower shall agree to pledge to Government any buildings that may
be erected or any plant purchased from the loan money and in addi-

tion the borrower shall provide collateral security by mortgaging his

lands or buildings and | or by providing personal or other security of

persons other than the applicant. The collateral securities shall

be such as in the opinion of Government or Assistant Director of

Industries are adequate to cover the full amount of the loan.

8- Valuation certificates of securities.— (1) Tlie Assistant

Director of Industries shall obtain valuation certificates C)f the ap-

plicant’s property as follow^s:

—

(1) In the case of land, from the Collector,

(ii) in the case of buildings, valuation certificates prepared

on the basis of detailed survey of buildings and net letting value from

the Executive Engineer.

Note.

—

Land will not be accepted as security f(^r an amount
greater than half its market value.

(2) The applicant shall furnish a true declaration to the

officer concerned of an3^ encumbrance or charge or any of interest

or claim b^- w’ay of inheritance, gift or otherwise howsoever to

which the property to be valued is subjiect.

(3) Tlie Collector and the Executive hmgineer, as the case

may be, shall furnish to the Assistant Director of Industries on a

request made by him, the valuation certificates, required under sub-

rule (1) above free of charge.

(4) Government or the Assistant Director of Industries, as

the case may be, may at an}' time re-valuate the securities and in

case the securit}’ taken has, in its opinion, become inadequate require

the borrower to furnish additional security.

9. Disbursement of loan.—^After the loan is .sanctioned under

rule 5, the Assistant Director of Industries shall issue an order in the

form appended to these rules which will set forth all the conditions

regulating the grant of loan and disburse the loan in one or more
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instalments accordinj^- to actual requirements of the borrower after

obtaining his signature at the end of the order referred to and also

after taking from him and|or from the person other than the appli-

cant a mortgage deed or deeds under rule 7 in one or more forms

appended to these rules subject to such v^ariation as may he sanc-

tioned by Government or the Assistant Director of Industries as the

case ma3^ be in individual cases.

10. Interest.—Loans granted under these rules shall hear com-

pound interest at the same rate of interest as Takavi loans granted

tinder the Land Improvement Loans Act, 1883 (XIX of 1883).

Interest on a loan shall accrue from the date of the disbursement of

the loan and when the loan is disbursed in instalments, interest shall

accrue on each instalment from the date of the disbursement of such

instalment.

11. Period of loan.—Every loan shall be repayable within such

Ijcriod as may be fixed in the order granting the loan :

Provided that the period so fixed shall in no case exceed ten

years from the date of the disbursement of the loan, or, if it is

disbursed in instalments, from the date of the last instalment.

12. Manner of repayment

.

—Loans shall be repaid by instal-

ments fixed in the orders granting the loans

:

Provided that a borrower may repay a loan on an earlier datCt

or in instalments larger than those fixed in the order granting the

loan. A corresponding remission of interest in respect of complete

months only shall be granted to the borrower so repaying a loan.

13. Recovery as arrears of land rei^enue if instahnent not paid.

—Unless otherwise directed by (iovernment, the amount of a loan

or balance thereof and all moneys payable under the order granting

the loan including interest and costs, if any incurred, if not iiaid

when due, may be recovered as an arrear of land revenue under

the law for the time being in force.

14. Recovery as arrears of land revenue if loan is applied to

different purposes.—AH sums disbursed under rule 9 must be ex-

pended in accordance with the objects for which the loan was sanc-

tioned. The borrower shall submit, within three months from the

date on which any instalment of the loan is paid to him, certificates

showing the amount actually spent by him and the purpose for which

it has been spent. If at any time the Assistant Director of Indus-

tries is satisfied that a loan is not being applied to the purpose for

I2I
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which it was granted, he may pass an order tliat the' loan or the

balance thereof and all moneys outstanding against the borrower
shall be forthwith repaid and if not so repaid, the same may be

recovered with the previous sanction of Government as an arrear of

land revenue.

15. Inspection .—The borrower shall be bound to permit the

Assistant Director of Industries, or any person deputed by him by

general or special order in writing, or any other person authorised

in this behalf by the Government, at all reasonable times, to inspect

the premises, account books, machinery, plants, appliances, furniture,

stocks and stores and all other belongings and things connected with

the industrial undertaking in respect of which the loan has been

granted and to grant all reasonable facilities for such inspection.

16. Property purchased out of loan to be kept in good repair.

—^(1) Any building, gCKlown, ware-house or other work constructed

or purchased, and any machinery, plant, appliance or furniture pur-

chased out of the loan granted under these rules be maintained in

good and efficient repair to the satisfaction of tlie Assistant Director

of Industries.

(2) The Assistant Director of Industries may pass an order

that a building, godown, ware-house or other work or the machinery’,

plant, appliance or furniture referred to in sub-rule (1) shall be

repaired, re-constructed or renew^ed at the cost of the Ixirrower and

if the borrower fails to carry out such order, the loan or any balance

of the loan outstanding against him may be rea>vered as an arrear

of land revenue.

17. Register of Joans .—The Assistant Director of Industries

shall maintain a register of loans in such form as may be approved

by Government.

APPENDIX A.

I

Order granting the loan {sanctioned under the Government of Sind

Resolution^ General Department, No. dated )

and setting forth the conditions on which the loan is granted.

I.—The sum of Rs. (Rupees)

granted to caste calling son
of residing at as a loan (sactioned under the

Government of Sind Resolution No.
, dated the day
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of ) for the purpose of
,
subject to the con-

ditions in the following clause of this order.

—

II .—The conditions referred to in clause I are as follows :

—

(1) The sum of the said loan shall be paid to the said

on the execution of the necessary mortgage deed or deeds by him

andtor surety, and|or of the surety bond as required by the Sind

State-Aid to Small Industries Rules, 1938, in the following

instalments

—

(a) Rs. on

(b) Rs. on
,

etc.,

and he shall forthwith on making purchases of machinery, plants,

ai)pliances, etc., execute a deed of mortgage in respect thereof as

required by the Sind State-aid to Small Industries Rules, 1938.

(2) The said shall give such further or

additional security for the due repayment of the loan hereby granted

as shall from time to time, be required by the Government of Sind,

(3) If it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Assistant

Director of Industries, Sind, that any portion of the said loan has

been mis-applied to an} purpose other than the purpose specified

above, the whole of the said loan paid to the said with

compound interest payable thereon and the costs shall bea)me due

and payable at once and shall be recoverable summarily as arrears

of land revenue or otherwise.

(4) The said loan shall bear comi)r>und interest at the same
rate of interest as is payable on Takavi loans granted under the

Land Improvement Loans Act, 1883 (XIX of 1883). Such interest

^hall accrue from the respective dates of the instalments mentioned

in sub-clause (1) above and the loan shall be repaid with compound

interest by equal annual instalments of Rs. each falling

•due on the dates speclfiied below:

—

The said shall be at liberty

to repay the said loan by larger instalments.

(5) The annual payments mentioned in the foregoing sub-

, ,
Sub-Treasury

clause shall be made at Treasury
’
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(6) If default in payment of any instalnient. of principal or

interest occurs or if the said shall contravene any

of the conditions under which the said loan is granted, the unpaid

instalments or balance of loan and interest shall, at the option of

the Government of Sind, he recoverable summarily as an arrear of

land revenue or otherwise.

(7) The buildings, etc., erected and the machinery, plants,,

appliances and materials purchased with the said loan shall be main-

tained in good working order and repairs and renewals as directed

by the Assistant Director of Industries, from time to time, shall be

carried out without undue delay at the cost of the saivi.

Failure to comply with such order shall render tlie loan and Interest

accrued thereon recoverable summarily as arrears of land revenue

or otherwise.

(8) The said shall sulnnil to the Assistant

Director of Industries within three months from the date on which

any instalment of the loan is paid to him, certificate showing the

amount actually spent by him and the [niriHise for which it has been

spent and annually send to the Assistant Director of Industries infor-

mation regarding the working and general conditkin of the under-

taking in aid of which the said loan is made in the form as ma\ be

ai>proved b}' him, from time to time.

(9) The said shall permit the Assistant

Director of Industries ar any person deputed b}' him by general or

special order in writing or any other person authorised in this behalf

by the Government of Sind, at all rea.sonahlc times to ins[)ect the

buildings, etc., and account hooks, machinery, plants, appliances,

furniture, stock and stores and all other belongings and things

connected with the industrial undertaking in aid of which the said

loan has been granted and grant all reasonable facilities therefor.

Dated, The Assistant Director of Industries.

1 1
We have understood and agreed to the above terms and

conditions.

Dated, Signature of borrower.

Signature of surety.
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II

Mortgage deed io be executed by a borroiver mortgaging the

property purchased out of the loan.

This indenture made the day o£ 19

between of [hereinafter

called “the Mortgagor (s)“] of the one part and the Governor of
Sind (hereinafter called the (jovernor) of the other part; Whereas
.the Mortgagor(s) has|have received from the Assistant Director of
Industries of the Government of Sind, an Order, dated the

under the Sind State-Aid to Small Industries Rules, 1938 (herein-
after referred to as “the said order”), in virtue of
Avhich the said is j are entitled to receive the sum of

as a loan from the Government of Sind for the
purpose of purchasing and whereas the Mortgagorfs)
hasihave purchased from the sai<l loan the articles and things des-
cribed in the Schedule “A’' hereto, And Whereas security for the
punctual rejiayment of the same according to the terms of the said
order has been demanded by Government of Sind and in order to
furnish such security the Mortgagor(s) hasihave agreed to execute
these presents.

Now this Indenture witnesselh as follows:—

1.

In consideration of the said loan and in pursuance of the
said agreement the Mortgagor (s) doth [do hereby assign to the
Governor articles and things described in the said Schedule “A’'
hereto subject to a proviso for redemption hereinafter contained.

2. And it is hereby agreed that if the Mortgagor(s), hisltheir

heirs, executors, administrators or assigns shall duly coniiily with

the said terms on which the said loan has been granted and sliall duly

repay the amount of the said loan together with any interest which,

may have become payable thereon or any part thereof and all costs

incurred by the Government of Sind or the Assistant Director of

Industries, as the case may be, in making the said loan or in connec-

tion therewith, the Governor .shall thereupon reassign the said articles

and things described in the Schedule “A” hereto and hereby assigned

to the Mortgagor (s), his|their heirs, executors, administrators or

assigns as he or they shall direct.

3. Provided always and it is hereby agreed that in case the

Mortgagor (s) shall fail to comply with the terms on which the said

loan has been granted or if any instalment of principal and | or
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interest shall be in arrear for a period of seven days after it has-

become due it shall be lawful for the Governor to recover such of

the instalments of principal and lor interest as shall be in arrear as

aforesaid or the whole of the loan then remaining due as an arrear

of Land Revenue under the provisions of the Bombay Act

V of 1879
and any amendments thereof : Provided alwa3^s that thi»

II of 1876

power shall not in any way limit or affect the power of sale or any

other powers reserved unto the Governor by the Transfer of Pro-

perty Act, 1882, or by any other law for the time being in force,

4. Provided also and it is hereby agreed that

—

(itI the Mortgagor (s) will at all times during the continuance

of these presents keep the prot>erty hereby assigned in good state

and repair.

(b) The Mortgagor(s) shall not allow" or permit the pro-

perty hereby charged to be taken in execution for any judgment.

In witness whereof the Mortgagor (s) has j have hereunder set

his4heir hands and seals the day and year first aI>ovewritten.

Schedule '*A’' above referred t<>

Description of articles and tilings. Value.

Signed, sealed and delivered by the abovenamed,

in the presence of

—

III

Mortgage deed to be e%xecuted by Borrou'cr in respect of his landed

property.

This Indenture made the <h\y of 19 .

between of (hereinafter called

“the Mortgagor (s)” of the one part and the Governor of Sind

(hereinafter called The Governor) of the other part. Whereas tlie

Mortgagor (s) has|have received from Assistant Director of IndiiSr

tries of the Government of Sind an order, dated the ,

under the Sind State-Aid to Small Industries Rules, 1938 (herein-

after referred to as “the said order”) in virtue of which the Mort-
gagor (s) is [are entitled to receive the sum of Rs. as a
loan from the Government of Sind for the purjiose of and
whereas security for the due application of the said loan and for
the punctual repayment of the same according to the tenns of the
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said order which have been accepted and are hereby confirmed by

tfie Mortgagor (s) has been demanded by the Government of Sind

and in order to furnish such security the Mortgagor (s) Iias|have

agreed to execute these presents.

Now this indenture witnesseth as follows :

—

1 . In consideration of the said loan and in pursuance of the

said agreement the Morlgagor(s) dothjdo hereby transfer and assign

to the Governor. All the land hereditaments and premises described

in the Schedule “A” hereunder written with the api)ertalnances

thereto subject to a proviso for redemption hereinafter contained :

—

2. Provided always and it is hereby agreed and declared that

•f the Mortgagor (s)
,

hisltheir heirs, executors, administrators or

assigns shall duly comply with the terms embodied in the said order

in every respect and shall duly repay the amount of the said loaii

together with any interest which may have become payable thereon

or any part thereof and all costs, charges and exi)enses if any

incurred by the Governor of .Sind in making the said loan or other-

wise in connection therewith the Governor of Sind shall at the

request and costs of the Mortgagor (s) transfer the said land here-

ditaments and premises described in the said Schedule “A” hereto

to the Mortgagor (s), his|their heirs, executors, administrators or

assigns or as he or the3 - shall direct.

3. Provided also and it is hereby agreed that the Mortgagor (s)

will at all times during the continuance of this security keep the

property hereby transferred in good state and repair.

4. Provided also and it is hereby agreed that if the Mort-
gagor (s) shall fail to compl}* with the said terms or if any instal-

ment or principal and | or interest shall be in arrear for a period of

seven days after it has become due it shall be lawful for the

Governor of Sind to recover such of the instalments of principal

and
I
or interest as shall be in arrear as aforesaid or the whole of the

loan then remaining due as an arrear of land revenue under the

_ . V of 1879
provisions of the Bombay and any amendments thereof

:

IT of 1876

Provided always that this power shall not in any waj' limit or affect

the power of sale or any other powers reserved unto the Governor
of Sind by the Transfer of Property Act, 1882, or by any other law
for the time being in force.
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In witness whereof the Mortj*ag<)r(s) lias | have hereunder set

his. (their respective) liamifs) and seal(s) the day and the year

first above written.

The Schedule above referred io,

in tlie presence of

—

Signed, sealed and delivered by the abovenamed,

IV.

Mortgage deed to he executed by surety in resbeef of iiis landed

property.

This Indenture made the day of 19

between of (hereinafter

called “the Mortgagor (s)” of the one part and the (Governor of

Sind (hereinafter called the (iovernor) ^>1 the other part 'W'hereas

has I have received from the Assistant Director of

Industries of the (jovermnent of Sind an order dated the

under the Sind State-Aid to Small Industries Rules, 1938 (herein-

after referred to as “the said order“) in virtue of winch the said

is! are entitled to receive the sum of Rs.

as a loan from tlie (iovernment of Sind for the

purpose of and whereas security for ilie due appli-

cation of the said loan and for the punctual retm>'ment of the same

according to the terms of the said order which are fully understood

by the Mortgagor (s) has been demanded )>> tlie Government of

Sind in order to furnish such security the Mortgagor (s) has j have

agreed to execute these presents.

Now this indenture witnesseth as follow s :

—

1 . In consideration of the said loan granted to the said

and in pursuance of the said agreement the Mortgagor (s)

doth [do hereby transfer and assign to the (governor all the land

hereditaments and premises described in the Schedule “A” hereunder

written with the appertainances thereto subject to a proviso for re-

demption hereinafter contained.

2, Provided always and it is hereby agreed and dechwed that

if the said his|their heirs, executors, administrators or

assigns shall duly comply with the terms embodied in the said order

in every respect and the said hisj their heirs,

executors, administrators or assigns or the Mortgagor (s), hislthetr

heirs, executors, administrators or assigns shall duly rejiay the amount
of the said loan together with any interest which may have become
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payable thereon or any part thereof and all costs, charges and ex-

penses if any incurred by the Governor of Sind in making the

said loan or otherwise in connection therewith the Governor shall

at the request and costs of the Mortgagor (s) transfer, the said land

hereditaments and premises described, in the said Schedule hereto

to the Mortgagor (s), his [their heirs, executors, administrators and

assigns or as he or the3^ shall direct.

3. Provided Also and it is hereby agreed that the Mortgagor (s)

will at all times during the continuance of this security keep the pro-

perty hereby transferred in good state and repair.

4. Provided Also and it is hereby agreed that if the said

shall fail to comply with the said terms or if any instal-

ment of principal and|or interest shall be in arrear for a period of

seven days after it has become due it shall be lawful for the Governor

of Sind to recover such of the instalments of principal and
| or in-

terest as shall be in arrear as aforesaid or the whole of the loan

then remaining due as an arrear of Land Revenue under the pro-

V of 1879
vision, of the Bombay Act and any amendments there-

II of 1876

of : Provided Always that this power shall not in any way limit or

affect the power of sale or any other powers reserved unto Governor

by the Transfer of Property Act, 1882, or by any other law for the

time being in force.

5. Provided Also and it is hereby agreed that although as bet-

ween the said and the Mortgagor (s) the Mortgagor (s)

IS [are Surety [Sureties only for the said yet

as between the Mortgagor (s) and the Governor the Mortgagor (s)

islare to be considered as principal debtor (s) for the principal

moneys, interest and costs intended to be hereby secured so that the

Mortgagor(s), hisjtheir heirs, executors, administrators or assigns

shall not be released or exonerated by time given to the said

his
I
their heirs, executors, administrators and

assigns or by any other dealings, acts, matter or things whatsoever

whereby the Mortgagor(s) or his|their heirs, executors, administra-

tors or assigns as Surety [Sureties only for the said

his [their heirs, executors, administrators or assigns

would be so released or exonerated.

In witness whereof the Mortgagor (s) has [have hereunder set his

.(their respective), hand(s) and seal(s) the day and year first above

written.
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The Schedule “A’' above referred to.

Signed, sealed and delivered

by the abovenamed

In the presence of—

-

V
SURETY BOND

1. Whereas haslhave received from the

Assistant Director of Industries of the Government of Sind on behalf

of the Government of Sind and order dated the under the Sind

State-Aid to Small Industries Rules, 1938 (hereinafter referred to as

“the said order”), in virtue of which the said isjare en-

titled to receive the sum of Rs. as a loan from the

Government of Sind for the purpose of and wdiereas

surety for the due application of the said loan and for the punctual

repayment of the same according to the terms of the said order

which fulb" understood by me (us) has been demanded by the Go-

vernment of Sind and in order to furnish surety I

(We jointly and severally) am
Surety (are Sureties) of the said and do

hereby agree that if the said shall make the

default in paying the said loan or iiny portion ther«)f as contemplated

by the aforesaid terms then the amount of default shall be recoverable

from me (us jointly and severally) either as an arrear of I^and

V of 1879
Revenue under the provisions of Bombay Act

TI of 1876

and any amendments thereof or by a suit.

2. This surety shall be without prejudice to and sliall not be

affected nor shall I (w^e) be released or exonerated by any time

given or extended to the said or father

indulgence granted to or compromise or composition or arrange-

ment made with the said with or w'ithoiit

myloiir consent or notice to melus.

Dated this day of 19 .

By order of His Excellency the Governor,

(Sd,)

Secretary to (government.
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VIIL UNITED PROVINCES
ORDER BY THE DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIES
AND COMMERCE, UNITED PROVINCES
No. 1967-IlXVI—R (l)—30//i May, 1940

The Board of Industries has decided to help pioneer industries

of the United Provinces by sanctioning grants-in*aid . Rules (printed

below) and other information on the subject may be obtained from
the Director of Industries,, United Provinces. Grants-in-aid will

ordinarily be to meet a part (not .exceeding half) of the expenses

connected with researches or experiments to cover a portion of loss

in the initial stage of the pioneering industries or to afford a subsidy

for marketing. The Board has selected the following industries in

the first instance as suitable for development in this province and

they will be given preference over other industries for purposes of

giving grants from the funds placed at its disposal

:

(1) Leather-boards.

(2) Leather-belting.

(v3) Felting of wool.

(4) Making of wire-gauges for sugar factories.

(5) Metal pressing.

(6) Making of small machines for cottage industries.

(7) Press-lock making.

(8) Scissors and cutlery.

(9) Sand-paper and emery cloth paper.

(10) Belting (other than leather) .

(11) Subsidiary industries to sugar.

Applications in the prescribed forms should be addressed to the

Director of Industries, United Provinces, Cawnpore. The next

meeting of the Board of Industries for considering such applications

is expected to be held shortly.

Rules for grants-in-aid by the Board of Industries, United

Provinces out of the allotment at its disposal.

1. Powers of the Board.—The United Provinces Government

place at the disposal of the Board of Industries a certain sum of

money annually to be utilized by the Board at its discretion subjject

to the rules prescribed hereafter,
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2. The allotment is intended for

—

(a) grants to new industries, that is, industries that have not

so far been established on a firm basis in this province;

(b) grants to new or experimental types of industrial organi-

sations ;

(c) grants for the testing of new but promising processes,

tools, plant, machinery, etc., and

((f) grants for the marketing of products and for experimen-

tal or research schemes which would, in the opinion of the Board,

contribute towards the industrial, developments of the province,

3. No grant shall be made from this allotment for the main-

tenance or equipment of technical or industrial educational institutions.

If a non-Government institution, however, undertakes to carry out

.any special experiments which come within the purview of rule 2

above, the Board may sanction a grant for the extra expenditure

involved for such experiments or researches only.

4. Loans should not be given from this allotment, but a grant

may, in special cases, be made repayable on certain conditions; the

accounting procedure for a repayable grant be such as may )>e pre-

scribed from time to time by Government.

5. No recurring grant may be given out of this allotment.

The Board will have full discretion to decide whether a grant should

be given towards the financing of an object of a recurring character,

but in no case shall the Board commit itself or the Government to

-a (yDntinuance of the grant in succeeding years.

6. No grant shall ordinarily be made unless the grantee is pre-

pared to spend an equal amount. The Board of Industries shall have
the power of waiving this condition, especially where experimental

-or pioneering work is undertaken,

7. Applications for grants.-~A\\ applications for gnint shall be
submitted to the Director of Industries in a prescribed form (Appen-
-dix A) but any member of the Board shall be at liberty to make
proposals for the utilization of the money at the disposal of the
Board.

8.

^

The Director may summarily rejeOt applications which, in
Lis opinion, are prima facie not fit to be placed before the Board.
If, however, such an application has been recieived from or through

1^2
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a member t)f the Board, it shall not be summarily rejected without

the consent of such member.

9. On receipt of an application, the Director will make, or

direct to be made by a gazetted officer or member of his staff, an

en<iuiry on the spot, unless the application is summarily rejected by

him;

10. Conditions and requirements.—As soon as a grant is sanc-

tioned by the Board, a copy of the resolution sanctioning tlie same

shall be sent to the Accountant General.

11. The grant will be paid in such instalments as may be fixed

by the Board of Industries when sanctioning the grant. No further

instalment shall be paid unless and until the Director of Industries is

satisfied that the previous instalment has been spent on the purpose

and in the manner prescribed by the Board.

12. The grantee shall execute an agreement in the prescribed

form (Appendix B) binding himself his heirs, executors, and assigns,

to abide by the general conditions imposed by these rules and any

special condition which the Board of Industries may lay down when

sanctioning any particular grant.

13. The grantee shall hypothecate to Government all machinery,

tools, or equipment purchased w'ith the aid of a grant made speci-

fically for the purpose.

14. The grantee shall, if the Board of Industries so desire,

purchase machinery, tools, plant, or furniture, etc,, from a firm ap-

proved by the Director of Industries.

Notes.— (1) When the machinery or other articles of equipment

have been purchased, a bill for the grants-in-aid equal to the price

thereof should be presented by the grantee duly receipted by him.

The firm\s bill and a certificate that the machinery or other articles

of equipment have been received in good condition should be at-

tached to the bill. The bill will thereafter be countersigned by the

Director of Industries, and cashed at the treasury w'ith instructions

to issue an R. T. R. or demand draft, as the case may be, in favour

of the firm.

(2) If under the provisions of rule 6 of these rules the gran-

tee is required to spend an equal amount on the object for which

a grant-in-aid is given the grantee should be asked to pay his

portion first to the firm, the part payment being acknowledged in the
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firm's bill. The payment of the Board's grant will be niade in ac-

cordance with the procedure indicated in the preceding paragraph.

(3) The Director of Industries (or the Stores Purchase Officer

acting in his behalf) may at his discretion himself place the order

with a firm. In doing so, the firm should be asked to present the

bill for the cost of the machinery, etc., to the grantee, so as to enable

the latter to adopt the procedure outlined above.

15. The grantee shall spend the grant solely on the object or

objects for which it is given.

16. The grantee sliall complete the work for which a grant is

given within the time fixed for the purpose by the Board of Indus-

tries and within six months of the date of receipt of the grant if no
such time is fixed. This time limit may be extended by the Direc-

tor of Industries up to a t>eriod of six months; but for longer periods

of extension the matter should be referred to the Board.

17. The grantee shall carry on his trade, business or profes-

sion, towards which a grant is sanctioned, for such minimum period

(if any), as may be fixed by the Board.

18. The grantee shall, from his own side, spend such propor-

tion of the total expenditure as may be required by the Board.

19. The grantee shall maintain accounts of the grant received

by him and of his own share of the expenditure in the form prescrib-

e*d (Appendix C) showing the amount allotted for each item in the

original scheme, the amount spent thereon, and the undisbursed

amount, if any,

20. The work for which the grant has been received, and all

account books and registers, showing the manner in which grants
made by the Board have been si)ent, shall be open to inspection at

all reasonable times by the Director of Industries, by a gazetted

member of his staff, and by any member of the Board of Industries,

the accounts shall also be made available for audit by any officer

of the audit department.

21. The grantee shall submit to the Director T)f Industries:

(i) a statement every quarter showing itemwise how the
Board s grant and his own share are being spent by him

;

(ii) a progress rejwrt, every quarter, of the work for which
the grant was given

;
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(iii) a final report, after the work has been completed and the

.grant spent; and

(iv) such additional information as may be required by the

Director of Industries.

22. If the Board are satisfied that the conditions of the grant

have not been fulfilled, the grantee will be bound, if so required by

the Board, to refund, in such manner as may be directed by the Board,

the whole or such portion of the grant as they think fit.

23. Supervision and control.—The Director, of Industries shall

obtain periodical reports on the progress of the work, at such inter-

vals as he thinks fit, from any Government official, not below the

rank of a naib-tahsildar, or from a member -of the Board of Indus-

tries, and shall submit to the Board the final report made by the

grantee, indicating how far in his opinion the work has been success-

ful and how often a departmental officer visited and inspected the

works and what technical help was given. An account of the ex-

penditure of the entire grant shall also be appended to the Director's

report showing that it has been in accordance with the agreement

mentioned in rule 12.

24. The Director of Industries, shall within six months of the

close of every financial year submit for the information of the Board

(jf Industries, a statement .showing the grants made during the year

and the manner in which they were spent. A copy of the statement

shall be forwarded to the Government and to the Accountant-Gene-

ral, for information.

25. General .—If towards the close of the financial year, the

Director finds that the whole amount of the Board's allotment has

not been, or is not likely to be, utilized, or if at any time the

Board resolve that they do not require the balance of the allotment,

the Director may utilize the balance for the purpose mentioned in

rule 2 or re-appropriate such savings in accordance with the rules

in the United Provinces Budget Manual,

26. If in any year the Board require a further grant before the

close of the financial year, an application for re-appropriation or for

a supplementary grant may be made to Government by the Director

in accordance with the rules in the United Provinces Budget Manual.
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APPENDIX A

Form of application for grant-in-aid by the Board of Industries,

United Proznnces, for Industrial Purposes

1. Name of applicant.

2. Qualifications and experi-

ence of applicant.

3. Particulars of the industry

and the period for which attach-

ed to the industry.

4. Experiments, if any, con-

ducted in the industry with re-

sults.

5. Method of manufacture

employed or proposed to be em-
ployed by the applicant.

6. Machinery used by llie

applicant so far.

7.

Machinery projwsed to be

used, with details, prices and

purpose.

8* Whether the industry is

new or nascent or is to be newly

introduced or revived into the

area, or cottage indiistrj^ with

full explanation supi)orted by

facts and figures.

9. Give full reasons to show
that the industry is undeveloped

or decaying in the area.

10. What is the benefit to

the general public derived from

such industry if help is givai

by the Board of Industries?

11. Whether the industry, if

assisted by the Board would be

able to supply the existing defi-

ciency in the interests of natio-

nal safety or in the case of an
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industry of which the extension

was desirable in the interests of

consumers or producers over a

wide area ? Give full reasons

supported by facts and figures.

12. What time and amount

the scheme would require to

mature?

13. What amount of grant

is required and how it is pro-

posed to be spent?

14. What amount is the ap-

plicant prepared to invest from

his own resources and how is it

to be spent?

15. What are the sources

of supply of raw materials

and what are the markets for

the products?

16. What time will the ex-

periments take to establish the

industry ?

17. Any other additional in-

formation.

V—18
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APPENDIX B
(See rule 12)

Rules for grants-in-aid by the Board of Industries,

United Provinces

Form of Agreement
AN AGREEMENT made the day of

BETWEEN the Governor of the United Provinces (hereinafter
called the grantor”, which expression where the context so admits
shall include his successors in office and assigns) of the one part

(hereinafter
called the grantee” which expression where the context so admits
shall include their |his| her | its heirs, executors, administrators, repre-
sentatives and assigns

I
successors and assigns) of the other part.

VVhereas the Board of Industries for the United Provinces
(hereinafter called “the Board”) has sanctioned a grant of

.
to tl^e grantee (^payable in the

instalments specified in the schedule hereto) for the purpose

on the conditions laid down in the Rules for Cirants-in-aid by the
Board of Industries, United Provinces.

And whereas under the aforesaid Rules the grantee is required
to execute an agreement in the form hereinafter appearing.

Now THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSES and the grantee hereby
covenants with the grantor as follows:

(1) That the grantee will abide by and observe all the rules
and conditions laid down or hereafter to be laid down in the Rules
for (grants-in-aid by the Board of Industries, United Provinces,
hereinafter called the Rules and other rules imp^)scd by a special
resolution.

The words within brackets be scored out if the grant is paid
rn one lump sum.
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(2) ^ That the said grant will be spent and utilized for the

purpose for which it is granted within a period of from
the date of receipt of the grant.

OR
^ That every instalment of the said grant will be spent and

utilized for the purpose for which it is granted before the next

instalment falls due.

(3) That the said grant will be applied solely for the purpose
for which it is given and not for any other purpose except with the
previous consent of the Board.

(4) That the work for which the grant is made shall be open

to inspection by the officers of the Industries and Audit Departments
of the United Provinces and members of the Board.

(5) That the grantee shall expend at least Rs
out of his own pocket on the work for which the grant is made.

(6) That the grantee shall furnish within a reiisonable time

statements and reports prescribed in rule 21 of the Rules and such
information concerning the said grant or the work for which the

same is made or the way in wffiich the same is spent or intended to

l:>e spent and other matters connected with the grant as the Director

of Industries, United Provinces, may require.

(7) That the grantee will maintain a register of grants in the

form prescribed by Government and shall keep it open for audit by

the officials of the Industries and Audit Departments and members
of the Board.

3 (8) That the ‘Board will be at liberty to withhold payment of

any instalment of the grcuit until the Chairman of the Board is

satisfied that all previous instalments have beep spent for the puriose

for which they were paid and. in . the manner prescribed by Rules.

(9) That all articles to be purchased from the grant shall be
obtained, if so required by the Board, through the Stores Purchase
Department of the^ Government “ of. the United . Provinces in the
manner prescribed in the Rules. All such machinery, tools and
equipments so purchased with the aid of the grant will remain

^To be used when a grant is paid in one lump sum.
2 To be used when a grant is paid in instalments.
3 To be used when the grant is paid by instalments.
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hypothecated with the grantor till such time as the terms and
conditions of this agreement have been fulfilled.

(10) In any of the following cases tlie Board shall be at
liberty to stop the payment of any further grant or of any portion
of the grant which remains to be paid and to call upon the grantee
to refund the whole or such portion of the grant as has already been
paid and (or to return all serviceable materials including tools or
equipment purchased from the grant and if and when so called upon
the grantee will refund the said grant or portion of the grant, as
the case may be and|or will return such materials.

() if the work, trade or business for which the grant has
been made ceases to exist within 'from
the date of payment (of any instalments) .2

() if the grantee commits a breach of any of the covenants
herein contained, or any other condition that may be laid down by
the Board

.

AND IT IS HEREBY AGREED between the parties that the
stamp duty payable under the law in respect of this agreement shall
be borne by the grantee.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the grantee has put his signature
below on tlie date hereinbefore first mentioned.

(The Schedule herein referred to)

(Instalments in which the grant will be paid)

Date Amount
Signed by

(Grantee)

In the presence of

and of

Signed by

Signed by

Chairman,
In the presence of

and of...,*.

^To be filled in.

^To be used in case the grant is paid in instalments.
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APPENDIX C
Register or Government Grants.

Purpose for which the grant is given and whether recurring or

non-recurring

.

Number and date of the order sanctioning the grant.

Full amount of the grant.

Income Expenditure

(Sd.)

Director of Industries and Commerce,

United Provinces,

141

Balance

at

the

close

of

each

month
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IX. COCHIN
THE COCHIN STATE AID TO INDUSTRIES

REGULATION.

Regulation X of 1111.

Passed hy His Highness the Maharaja on the 23rd day of

Vrisrhigam 1111 corresponding fa the 9th dav of December,
1935.

Preamble.—Whereas it is expedient to provide and regulate

State aid to assist in the establishment and development of industries

in the State, it is hereby enacted as follows ;

—

1. Short title and extent.— (i) This Regulation may be called the

Cochin State Aid to Industries Regulation, X of 1111.

(ii) It extends to the whole of Cochin State.

1—A- In this Act

—

(i) ^Cottage industry* means any industry carried on by a

worker in his own home; and

(ii) ‘Village industry’ means any industry which forms the

normal occupation, whether wdiole time or part time, of any class

of the rural i)Opulation of the Cochin State.

2, Director of Industries.—The Government may appoint any
officer or other person to perform all or any of the functions of the

Director of Industries under this Regulation.

3, No aid except in accordance veith the provisions of the

Regulation .—No aid shall be given by the Government to any
industrial business or enterprise except in accordance with the

provisions of this Regulation.

4.

—Industries to be aided.— (i) The industries to which aid may
be given under this Regulation shall be such as have an important
bearing on the economic development of the country and shall be:

(a) new or nascent industries, or

(b) industries to be newly introduced into areas where such
industries are imdeveloped, or

(c) cottage industries.

(ii) No such aid shall be given to any joint-stock company
unless

:
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(a) the same is registered in the Cochin State on a rupee

capital, and

(b) the company conforms to such rules as may be made by
the Government from time to time requiring that a minimum number
or a proportion of the members of its board of management and not

less than 40 per cent . share-holders shall be Cochinites

:

Provided further that every recipient of aid under this Regu-
lation shall make such provision for the training of apprentices as

the Government may, from time to time, prescribe.

(iii) The decision of the Government as to whether the

conditions of this section are fulfilled shall be final.

5 Method of giving State aid.—Subject to the provisions of

this Regulation and of the rules framed thereunder, the Government
shall have power to give aid to an industrial business or enterprise

in one or more of the following ways:

—

(a) by granting a loan;

(b) by guaranteeing a cash credit, overdraft or fixed advance

with a bank;

(c) by paying a subsidy, in the case of a cottage industry

for any purpose, and in the case of any other industry for the

conduct of research or for the purchase of machinery;

(d) by subscribing for shares or debentures;

(e) by guaranteeing a minimum return on part of the capital

of a joint-stock company;

(/) by making a grant on favourable terms of land, raw
material, fire-wood or water, the property of the Government.

(9 ) supplying at concessional rates electric energy from
a source belonging to Government,

6. Delegation of the power given by section 5.—The Govern-
ment may delegate the power to grant State aid under section 5,

provided that no authority to whom such power is delegated shall

be empowered to grant aid to any one industrial business or enter-

prise of an amount or of value exceeding Rs. 1,000.

7. Application for State aid and proceduj'e in dealing with

application

,

— (i) Any person desiring to obtain a loan or other aid

for any industrial business or enterprise shall make his application

to the Director of Industries in such form and shall furnish sudi
information concerning his business as may be prescribed.

m
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(ii) If the extent of the aid applied for exceeds Rs. 5,00^

and in any other case in which he considers this procedure necessary,

the Director of Industries shall publish a notice in the prescribed

manner calling upon any person who objects to the grant of the aid

applied for, to state his obj|ections at a time and place to be

specified, and shall hear such objection and make such inquiry as

may be necessary.

(iii) The Government may constitute taluk committees for

the purpose of advising on applications for aid.

8. Grant of loans ,—No loan shall be granted of an amount

exceeding 50 per cent, of the net value of the assets of the industrial

business or enterprise after deducting existing encumbrances, such

value to be ascertained by such person as may be appointed by the

Government and in accordance with such rules as may be prescribed;

for the purpose of this valuation the additional assets which^may be

created by the expenditure of the sums granted may be taken into

account to such extent as may be prescribed.

Provided, however, that a loan of an amount not exceeding

Rs. 10,000 may be granted even if it exceeds 50 per cent, of the

value of the assets as above ascertained.

9. Loans how secured ,—Every loan granted under this Regu-

lation shall be secured by a mortgage or floating charge upon the

whole of the assets of the business or enterprise, subject to any

encumbrances existing at the time of the grant, and by such collateral

security, if any, as may be required by the Government, and shall

bear interest payable on such dates and at such rates as the

Government may determine.

10. Inspection and returns .—In any case in which a loan has

been applied for under this Regulation the applicant, and at any time

during the currency of a loan that has been granted under it, the

grantee shall be bound

—

(a) to comply with any general or special order of the

Government relative to the inspection of the premises, buildings or

plant or stock in hand of the industrial business or enterprise;

(b) to permit the inspection of all accounts relative to the

industrial business or enterprise;

(c) to furnish full returns of all products manufactured or

sojd both as regards description and quantity;
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(d) to maintain such special accounts or to furnish such

statements as the Government may, from time to time, require

;

* (e) to submit the accounts of the industrial business or

enterprise to such audit as the Government may prescribe.

11, Control of business assisted.—In any case in which a loan

or loans is or are granted under this Regulation amounting to ten

thousand rupees or upwards, the Government shall, and in any other

case may, by the appointment of Government Directors or otherwise

take power to ensure such control over the conduct of the business

dr enterprise- as shall suffice in their opinion to safeguard their

interest.

12. Repayment of loans.— (i) Every loan granted under this

Regulation shall be made repayable by instalments within such

period from the date o-f the actual advance of the loan, or when

the loan is advanced in instalments from the date of payment of the

last instalment as may be fixed by the order granting the loiin.

(ii) The period fixed as aforesaid shall not exceed twelve

years unless the Government shall, by general or by special order,

extend the same.

‘ 13. Guaranteeing of loans by hanks.—No guarantee of a cash

credit, overdraft or fixed advance with a bank shall be given except

under the conditions prescribed in sections 8 to 11 in respect of

loans.

13-A. Exemption of small and cottage industries.— Save as

^otherwise may be prescribed by rules made under this Act, nothing

in sections 8, 9, 10 and 13 shall apply to any industrial business or

-enterprise with a capital outhi}' not exceeding five hundred rupees

or to cottage industries.

14. Subscriptions for shares or debentures or guarantee of a

minimum return on capital.—The condition of subscription for

-shares and debentures by the Government or the guarantee of a
minimum return on the capital of any industrial business or enter-

prise shall be that the business or enterprise shall be subject to the

-conditions of section 10 in respect of inspection and returns as well

as of the provisions of section 11 in respect of Government control:

Provided (a) that for all shares subscribed by the Govern-
ment there must be taken up and fully paid for not less than an
-equal number of shares;

V— 19
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(b) that for all capital on which a return is guaranteed by

Government there shall be paid up not less than an equal amount

of capital which carries no guarantee.

15. Subsidy by Government.—^The condition of a grant 6f

Subsidy or of any payment under guarantee of a minimum return

on the paid up capital or of the grant of Government land, raw

material, fire-wood or water on favourable terms, shall ordinarily

be that an amount equal to the sum paid or to the value of the

grant as fixed at the time when it is made shall be repaid to the

Government at the close of a fixed term of years if within that

term the industrial business or enterprise shall be showm to be

paying interest or a dividend upon the capital invested in excess of

such rate as the Government may fix.

No subsidy to an industry other than a cottage industry shall

exceed 40 per cent, of the cost of the research or of the cost of the

machinery as the case may be.

16. Disposal of profits when condition of State aid is not ful-

filled.—No recipient of State aid shall pay any dividend or distri-

bute or take any profits in excess of such percentage rate ui>on the

amount of the capital of the industrial business or enterprise as the

Government rriay fix from time to time until the conditions on which

the State aid has been granted are fulfilled. The balance of the

profits, after setting aside proper amounts for depreciation or

obsolescence of plant and buildings, and for the payment of interest

on debentures of loans, shall be carried to a reserve fund to be

utilised in such manner as the Government may approve.

17. Method of recovery of money due.— (t) All moneys pay-

able under this Regulation, including any interest chargeable thereon

and cost, if any, incurred, if not paid when due, may be recovered

from the person aided and his surety, if any, under the law for the

time being in force as if they were arrears of land revenue.

(ii) When any sum due as aforesaid is paid by the swiroty

or is recovered from him or out of his property under sub*-

section (i) the Diwan Peishkar shall, on the application of the

surety, so far as |)ossible, recover the same from the person aided

and pay the same to the surety.

18. Power to make rules.—(o) The Government may make
imles to carry out ^1 of any of the purposes of this Regulation

inconsistent therewith.

ir'.jk
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(b) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of

the foregoing power, they may make rules regulating all or any

of the following matters;

—

(1) the classes of industrial businesses or enterprises to which

and the purposes for which aid may be given;

(2) the constitution and functions of taluk committees;

(3) the delegation of the power to grant State aid under

section 6 ;
^

(4) the manner of making ai)plications for State aid and

the information to be given in such applications, provided that no

such rules shall require any applicant or grantee of aid to divulge

any information relating to the technical details of any process or

any patent owned by him;

(5) the manner of conducting inquiries and the matters to

be specially inquired into in dealing with applications for State aid

and the powers to be exercised by the Director of Industries

conducting such inquiries;

(6) the mode of ascertaining the value of the assets of an

industrial business or enterprise;

(7) the nature of the security to be taken for the. due appli-

cation of loans and grants and the rates of interest at which and

the conditions under which loans or grants may be given, and the

creation of a mortgage, floating charge or collateral security under

section 9;

(8) the inspection of the premises, buildings, plant and stock

on hand and the accounts of any industrial business or enterprise

for which State aid has been granted;

(9) the mode of keeping and auditing the accounts and of

furnishing returns of any industrial business or enterprise in respect

of which State aid has been granted

;

(10) the appointment and functions of Government Directors
or the prescribing of other methods of control of industrial busi-

nesses or enterprises in respect of which State aid has been
granted

;

(11) the application of profits in cases in which the condi-

tions under which loans or grants have been made have not been
fulfilled;
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(12) the guaranteeing by the Government of cash credits,

overdraft or fixed advances by banks and the recognition of banks

for this purpose;

(13) the fixing of the period for the re-payment of loans and

the conditions and dates of the re-payment of subsidies and grants;

(14) the recovery of any moneys due under this Regulation;

and

(15) the conditions under which and the security on which

loans shall be granted or guarantee of a cash credit, overdraft or

fixed advance with a bank given to the industries referred to in

section 13-A:

Provided that such rules are laid on the table of the Legisla-

tive Council and notified in the Cochin (Government Gazette one

month after which they shall have the force of law unless amended

by the Legislative Council within that period, or, if the Council is

not sitting during that period, at its next meeting.

19. Powers reserved with the Government .—Nothing in this

Regulation shall debar Government (a) from starting or conducting

industrial enterprises for experimental purposes or with a view to

stimulate industrial development

;

{b) from assisting an industrial business or enterprise by
agreements to purchase on business terms the wliole or a portion

of the products of the same;

(c) from assisting an industrial business or enterprise by
giving gratis or on favourable terms, the services of Government
officials or experts either in the capacity of advisers or for a limited

period not exceeding one year for starting or conducting such
business or enterprise;

{d) from assisting an industrial business or enterprise in

connection with industrial eduction or the training of apprentices;

(e) from assisting village industry in any manner whicli may
be determined by Government,

SIGN MANUAL
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X. THE JAMMU AND KASHMIR STATE AID TO
INDUSTRIES ACT, IW (1942 A.D.)

Act XI OF 1999.

(Passed by the Jammu and Kasrimir Praja Sabha on 23rd

September, 1942 and received the assent of His Hi^?hness on 26th

October, 1942.)

An Act to provide State aid to improve the condition oj Industries,

Preamble.—W:gKREAS it is expedient further to improve and

regulate the giving of State aid for industrial purposes; It is hereby

enacted as follows :

—

CHAPTER 1

Preliminary

1. Short title and extent.— (1) This Act may be called the

Jammu and Kashmir Stale Aid to Industries Act, 1999.

(2) It extends to the whole of Jammu and Kashmir State.

2. Definitions

.

—In this Act, unless there is anything respug-

nant in the subject or context

—

(a) ‘‘Board” means the Board of Industries cxinstituled

under section 4 of this Act.

(b) “Borrower” means an individual, ctanjiarn^ or ass-ociation

or body of individuals, whether incorporated or not, to whom or to

which State aid has been granted under this Act.

(r) “Comtiany” means a company as defined in the Jammu
and Kashmir Comiianies Act, 1977.

(d) “Director” means the Director of Industries, Jammu and

Kashmir

.

(e) “Industry” means any industrial business or enterprise

conducted or undertaken either by an individual or a company,

sSsociation or body of individuals, whether incorporated or not.

(/) “Machinery” includes plant, apparatus, tools and other

appliances required for the purpose of carrying on any industrial

operation or process.

(g) “Prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this

Act.

(h) “State subject” means a State subject of class I or

class II as defined in the Judicial Department Notification

No. 1-L184 of April 1927.
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CHAPTER II.

3. Establishment of Board of Industries.—(1) For carrying

out the purposes of this Act, the Government shall, as soon as

possible, after the commencement of this Act, establish a Board to

be called the “Board of Industries” consisting of the following

members, namely

—

() The Minister-in-charge of Industries, Jammu and

Kashmir

;

() The Director of Industries and Commerce, Jammu and

Kashmir

;

(c) The Accountant-General, Jammu and Kashmir;

(d) Three members nominated by the Government from

amongst those engaged within the State in industrial occupations;

(e) The Manager or any other representative of the Jammu

and Kashmir Bank Ltd.

;

(/) Three members elected by non-official members of the

Jammu and Kashmir Praja Sabha from amongst themselves; elec-

tion being in accordance with the principle of proportional repre-

sentation by means of the single transferable vote:

Provided that the Board shall have powder to invite for con-

sultation, on any particular question before it, not more than two

persons specially qualified to advise on the matter iu question or

having special knowledge of local conditions in the area where the

industry in question is situate. Any person so invited by the Board

shall not have the right to vote.

(2) The Minister-in-charge of Industries shall be ex-officio

Chairman and the Director shall be ex-officio Secretary of the

Board

,

(3) Five members of the Board shall form a quorum,

(4) The Board may from time to time elect for such period

as it thinks fit one of its members to be the Vice-chairman.

(5) The Chainnan or in his absence the Vice-chairman shall

preside at every meeting of the Board and shall have a second or

casting vote in all cases of equality of votes.

(6) In the absence of both the Chairman and the Vice-

chairman the members present at any meeting may elect one of

their members to preside, who shall have a second or casting vote

in all cases of equality of votes.
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4. Procedure in default of election of members.—If by such

’^ate as may be fixed by Government, the Praja Sabha does not

elect a member or members as provided in section 4, the Govern-

ment shall appoint a suitable person or persons, as the case may

be, from amongst the non-official members of the Praja Sabha, and

any person so appointed shall be deemed to be a member as if he

iiad been duly elected by the said Praja Sabha.

' 5. Term of office.— (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act,

an appointed member shall hold office for 3 years, unless the Govern-

ment otherwise direct, and an elected member shall hold office for

3 years or until siicli time as he ceases to be a member of the body

•electing him, whichever is shorter.

(2) An outgoing member may, if otherwise qualified be re-

elected or re-appointed.

(3) An appointed or elected member may resign his office by

giving notice in writing to the Chairman of the Board.

(4) Notwithstanding the expiration of the term of three years

mentioned in sub-scction (I) an appointed or elected mcn'iher shall

contimie to hold office until the vacancy caused by the expiration

of the said term has been filled, provided no vacancy shall he

allowed to remain unfilled for more than one year.

6. Power to act notwithstanding vacancies and removal of

members.— (1) No act of the Board shall be deemed to be invalid

by reason only that the number of the members constituting the

Board was at any time less than the number provided in section 3.

(2) The Government may, by notification, remove any mem-

ber of the Board if he

(a) refuses to act or becomes incapable of acting as a mem-

ber of the Board;

(&) is declared insolvent by a competent Court;

(c) is convicted of any such offence or is subjected by a

criminal Court to any such order as in the opinion of the Govern-

ment implies a bar to his continuance as a member of the Board ,
or

id) fails to attend four consecutive meetings of the Board

without sufficient excuse.

(3) The Government may fix a period during which any

person so removed under sub-section (2) (&) of this section shall

not be eligible for re-appointment or re-election.
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7. Casual vacancies.—On the occurrence of a vacancy among
the appointed or elected members of the Board by reason of removal,

resignation or death, a new member shall be appointed by the

Government to fill the vacancy.

8. Travelling allowances of the nietnhers of the Board.—The
members of the Board and the members of the Committees which

may be appointed by the Board when necessary, shall be paid

remuneration and travelling allowance at the prescribed rates and

on the prescribed conditions for attending meetings of the Board,

or for performing any duty assigned to them by the Board for the

purposes of this Act,

9. Interested members not to vote.—No member lof the Board

shall vote on or participate in any proceedings relating to any ques-

tion coming up before the Board in the event of his having a direct

or indirect pecuniary interest by himself or through his i)artner or

in which he is interested professionally or on behalf of a client or

as agent for any person other than the Government.

Explanation.—In all such matters the decision of the Cliairnian

shall be final.

10. Power of Board to make regulations.— (1) The Board

may make regulations consistent with this Act and the rules there-

under for the carrying out of all or any of its jnirposes.

(2) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of

the foregoing power, the Board may make regulations regulating

or determining all or any of the following matters, namely,—

(f) The time and place of its meetings;

(ii) the manner in which notice -of meetings shall be given;.

(Hi) the conduct of proceedings at meetings;

(iv) the division of duties among the members of the Board;

and

(v) the appointment, duties and procedure of special com-
mittees consisting wholly of members of the Board or partly of

such members and partly of other persons

.

11. Rule-making power.—(1) The Government may make
rules consistent with this Act for carrying out all or any of its

purposes.

(2) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of

the foregoing power, the Government may make rules for any of

the following matters,

—
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(a) the class or classes of industrial business or enterprise

to which aiid the purposes for which aid may be given

;

(b) the manner of making applications for State aid and the

information to be given in such applications provided that no spch

rules shall require any applicant or grantee of aid to divulge any

information relating to the technical cletails of any x>^f^cess or any

patent owned by him;

(c) the manner of conducting inquiries and the matters to

be specially inquired into in dealing with applications for State aid

and the jyowers to be exercised by the Director of Industries

conducting such inquiries;

(d) the mode of ascertaining the value of the assets of an

industrial business or enterprise; or of any property offered as

collateral security for a loan

;

(e) the nature and amount of the secnrii}- to be taken for

the due ai)plication and repayment of the Slate aid together v/ith

all interest due thereon and the rate of interest at wliich and the

conditions under wliich State aid may be granted and the creation

of a mortgage, floating charge or collateral security :

(/) the inspection of the premises, buildings, plants and

stock and the accounts of any industrial business or enterprise for

which Stale aid has been granted

;

(g) the mode of keeping accounts and their audit and of

furnishing returns of any industrial business or enterprise in respect

of which State aid has been granted
;

(/?.) the ajipointment and functions of Government directors

or the prescribing of other methods of control of industrial Viusincss

or enterjtrise in respect of which State aid has been granted
;

(«) the api>lication of i)rofits, in cases in which the conditions

under which loans or grants have been made have not been fulfilled

;

(/) the guaranteeing by His Highness' Government of cash

credits, overdrafts or fixed advances by hanks and the recognition

of banks for this purix)se;

(^) the fixing of the period for the rci)a3'^mcnt of loans and

the conditions and dates of the repayment of subsidies and grants

;

(/) the recovery of any moneys due under this Act;

(fw) the conditions under which and the security on which

loans shall be granted or guarantees of a cash credit, overdraft or

fixed advance with a bank given to industries;

V—20
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(«) the conditions relating to the supply of machinery by

Government on hire purchase system.

(0) rates of remuneration and T. A. of members of the

Board
;
and

(p) the giving of preference amongst competing applicant*

for aid to the same industry; provided that where the competition

for aid is between a State subject of class I and a State subject of

class II, the rules made shall give preference to the former.

12. Duties of the Board .—It shall be the duty of the Board:

—

(1) to report to the Government after such enquiry as it

may deem necessary or as may be required by this Act on an

application for State aid which may be referred to it for advice by
the Government

;

(2) to advise the Government on any matters that may be

referred to it :

Provided that the Board shall have power to grant aid to

aii}^ one industry upto a limit of Rs. 5,000.

Provided further that all recommendations for State aid

exceeding Rs. 5,000 in any one case shall be submitted by the

Board of Industries to the Government for sanction.

(3) Copies of all orders passed by Government on the reports

made or advice tendered by the Board as well as notes on Govern-

ment industrial schemes sanctioned by Government without reference

to the Board shall be placed before the Board and Government shall

consider on their merits any recommendations or suggestions made

by the Board in respect of the practical working of such sanctioned

schemes

.

CHAPTER III

General Provisions regarding giving of State aid.

13. Forms of State Aid.—(1) The State aid which may be

given to industrial business or enterprise may take one or more of

.the following forms:

(a) granting a loan;

(b) guaranteeing tlie repayment of a loan advanced to the

recipient of the aid by a Bank, individual or firm;

(c) paying a subsidy for the conduct of research or for the

purchase of machinery;
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*-r' '(d) subscribing to debentures;

(e) making a grant on favourable terms, of land, raw mate-
rials, firewood, timber, water, or any other article the ownership of
which is vested in the Government;

(/) supply of machinery on the hire purchase system;

(g) imposing export duty on raw material or import duty on

goods manufactured outside the State territory;

(h) exempting raw materials required for the industries from

payment of customs duty;

,> (t) granting other facilities for the betterment of the

industry or industries; or

(/) In such other manner as the Government may think fit

(2) (i) No State aid shall be given to any individual or firm

unless he or they are State subjects.

(«) No State aid shall be given to any Joint Stock Company
unless the Company is registered in the State with a rupee capital

and has a majority of State subjects on its Board of Directors as

>yell as on the list of share-holders:

Provided that in the case of Joint Stock Companies with a

rupee capital of over two lacs where the Board decides by a vote

of the majority that aid may be given to any particular industry

in
,

accordance with this Act, State aid may be granted without

regard to the conditions hereinbefore stated in this section.

Nothing contained in sub-section (2) shall be a bar to the

grant of aid to those companies declared as State subjects under

Order No. 98-H|39 issued in the Government Gazette of 27th

Poh 1996.

Notwithstanding anything contained in the provisions of this

Act, the Government reserves to itself the power to grant aid to

any industry in any form.

14. Application for State aid.—Application for State aid shall

be made to the Director in such form and shall contain such infor-

mation as may be prescribed.

Provided that neither the applicant nor the grantee of aid shall

be required to divulge any information relating to the technical

details of any process or any patent owned by him.

^
15. Training of State subject apprentices .—Every recipient of

aid under this Act shall make provision for the training of State
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subject apprentices as the Government may from time to time

prescribe.

CHAPTER IV

Provisions regulating the giving of State aid otherwise

THAN BY the SUPPLY OF MACHINERY ON THE HIRE

PURCHASE SYSTEM

16. Verification hy Director.—On the receipt of an application

for State aid, the Director shall verify through the Revenue

Department or other agency the facts slated therein. All such

applications shall be j>laced by him with the report of the Department

or other authorities along with his views before the Board for its

consideration in the order of their receipt.

17. Security for repayment

.

— (1) When an application for a

loan has been accepted, the applicant shall execute a deed in the

prescribed form undertaking to apply the money lent solely to the

purpose or purposes for which and fulfil the conditions on which the

loan was granted, and rendering himself and such property as may
have been specified in the deed as security, and, in the event of that

property being found insufficient his whole property then existing or

acquired in future liable for the repayment of the loan with interest

and costs, if any, incurred in advancing or recovering the loan

or loans.

(2) When the application has been made by a firm or com-
pany the deed shall be executed by a duly authorised representative

thereof, and the deed shall thereupon be deemed binding on all the

members of the said firm or company jpintly and severally and the

property of the said firm or company shall be lial)le for the repay-

ment of the loan in the same manner as if the loan had been

granted to an individual.

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Stamp and
Registration Acts, all nwrtgage deeds executed in favour of the

Government under the provisions of this Act shall be executed on
a stamp paper of the value of Re. 1 and shall be registered without
payment of any registration fee.

18. Limit of loan ,—The amount of loan granted under this

Act shall not exceed fifty per cent, of the net value of the un-
encumbered assets accepted as security.
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19 . Recovery of dues.—Every loan granted under this Act to-

gether with all interest due thereon, if any, shall be repayable

•either in a lump sum or by instalments as may be provided for in

the deed executed by the borrower under section 17 of this Act,

provided that the period fixed for the repayment of such loan shall

not exceed 20 years.

20. Notice to pay.— (1) When any loan or instalment or

interest thereon falls due and is not paid on or before the due

date or when a loan has been declared immediately repayable under

section 26, the Director may cause a notice to l)e served on the bor-

rower in the prescribed form calling upon him to pay the sums due

within such time as may be fixed therein.

(2) Such notice shall contain intimation that in case of de-

fault the said officer will issue a declaration in the prescribed form

showing the amount of the debt due and the proi)erty mentioned in

the deed as liable to satisfy the same.

21. Effect of declaration.— (1) If within the time so fixed the

sums due are not paid the Director shall issue the declaration as

described in sub-section (2) of section 20 and such declaration shall

be published in the Gazette.

(2) Such declaration shall be conclusive evidence of its con-

tents, and shall not be called into question in any Court or before

any revenue authority by the borrower, his heirs, legal representa-

tives or assigns,

22. Execution of declaration.—All moneys payable under this

-Act including any interest chargeable thereon and the cost, if any,

incurred if not paid when due, may be recovered from the borrower

and his surety if any, under the law for the time being in force,

;as if they were arrears of land revenue.

23 . Recovery of sums due.—On the receipt of a declaration

made under section 20 any Revenue Officer to whom the declara-

tion has been forwarded shall immediately proceed to recover the

sums due in the manner provided for the recewery of arrears of

land revenue.

24 . Inspection by the Board.—The Board or their representa-

tives shall have free access for the inspection of the premises,

buildings, plants, stock and all accounts relative to the industry.

25 . Inspection of returns.—In any case in which any applica-

tion for a loan has been made under this Act, the applicant, and at
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any time during the currency of a loan that has been granted, the

borrower shall be bound:

—

(a) to comply with any general or special order of the Direct

tor relating to the inspection of the premises, buildings, machinery

and stock in hand of the industry;

(b) to permit inspection of all accounts relative to the in-

dustry ;

(c) to furnish complete returns of all products, manufactured

or sold, both as regards description and quantity;
"

(d) to maintain such special accounts and to furnish such

statements as the Director may from time to time require; and.

(e) to submit the accounts of the industry to such audit as

the Director may prescribe.

26. Penalty for defatilt in applying the loan.—If the Directori

after any inspection provided for in section 25 is satisfied that the

money lent is not being applied to the puri>ose or purposes for

which the loan was granted or that the conditions on which the

loan was granted are not duly fulfilled, he may declare, notwith-

standing anything contained in the deed executed under section 17

of this Act that the loan is immediately repayable and shall give

notice of such declaration to the borrower.

27. Power to adjust security during currency of loan.—If at

any time during the currency of the loan, the value of the security

falls below the outstanding balance of the loan, the Director may
either proceed to recover in the manner laid down in sections 20^

21, 22 and 23 so much of such balance as is not adequately covered

by the then existing value of the security or accept such additional

or collateral security as he may deem sufficient.

28. Power to recover loans.—If tlie borrower fails to comply

with any order under clause (a) of section 25 qr does not permit

or obstructs the inspection of the accounts relative to the industi^,

or makes default in respect of any of the particulars specified m
clauses (c), (d) and {e) of the said section or if the borrower dis-

poses of any profits in contravention of the provisions of section ^9’

of this Act, the Director may, after considering any representatjpo

the borrower may make, within such time; as may be fisted Ipr film,

proceed to recover th^ loan in the ittlanner pr^«ddt>cd W this

'Act. - " T .:0:5
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29. Disposal of profits when conditions on which State aid

is given are not fulfilled.—No borrower shall pay any dividend or

distribute or take any profits in excess of such rate or percentage upon,

the paid up capital of the industry as the Government may from

time to time fix, until the conditions on which the State aid has

been granted are fulfilled.

30. Government Directors.—Notwithstanding anything con-

tained in this Act, the Government may, by the appointment of

their own Directors or otherwise, exercise sucli control over the

conduct of the industry to which State aid has been given as shall

suffice in their opinion to safeguard their interests, provided that such

right has been expressly reserved by agreement at tlie time the

aid was granted.

CHAPTER V
Supplemental

31. Finality of decision of Government and bar of suit and

proceedings in Civil and Criminal Courts.— (1) The decision of

the Government as to whether the conditions laid down in or under

any provisions of this Act have been satisfied or violated shall be

final and no suit shall be brought in any civil Court to set aside or

modify any order made thereunder.

(2) No prosecution, suit or other proceeding shall lie against

any Government officer or other authority invested with powers

under this Act for anything done or intended to be done by him
in good faith in the performance of his duties as such Govern-

ment servant or authority.

32. Repeal,—The Jammu and Kashmir State Aid to Indus-

tries Act No. 9 of 1992 is hereby repealed, but all acts done, aid

given, agreements made, orders passed and rules issued under the

said Act shall remain in force unless cxpressl}^ or impliedly cancelled

by competent authority and shall be deemed to have been respectively

done, given, made, passed and issued under this Act.

Secretary to Government,

Praia Sabha Departments
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XI. MYSORE
CONCESSIONS AND FACILITIES FOR THE

ESTABLISHMENT OF INDUSTRIES
ORDER No. D. 4856-1 cSr* C. 278-45-1, dated Bangalore, the 29th

December, 1945

.

A number xA applications are being received by Government
from Company promoters and others for the grant of concessions

and facilities for the establishment of industries of all kinds. These

applications are usually of too general a character to be speedily dealt

with. It may, therefore, conduce to speedy (lisixjsal of such appli-

cations, if the general t>(>licy of Government in this respect were

laid down, each case, however, being dealt with on its merits.

The accessions usually asked for are in respect of (1) the

.grant of land, (2) the supply of water, (3) the supply of electric

power, (4) the provision of railway siding and the grant of freight

concessions, (5) the grant of priorities for obtaining controlled mate-

rials, (6) the purchase of products by Government, (7) the grant of

monopoly of manufacture, and (8) the inirchase t>f shares by Go-
vernment. The general policy of Government in regard to these

matters is as follows :

—

(1) Land .—Factories in Bangalore City are generally to he loca-

ted in the industrial suburb. Applications for sites in this area arc

to be made to the President, City Improvement Trust Board, Banga-
lore city. Elsewhere if the land ai)plied for is Government land, it is

not rtxjuired for any public puri>ose, it may be given at an upset price.

If it is private land, (Government may acquire it under the provisions

of the Land Acquisition Act, if they consider s\ich a a>urse neces-
sary. The payment of the **fine*’ ordinarily leviable on agricultural

land used for non-agricultural purj^oses can he waived only in spe-

cially deserving cases.

(2) Waier .—In the case of the hlteretl water supply of Ban-
galore or Mysore cities, the applicant may first approach the Execu-
tive Engineer of the respective water supply division. In other cases*

the Deputy^ Commissioner of the district concerned may be approach-
ed with full details of supply required in order to see whether it

would be available or not, for the purpose in question.
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(3) Electric power.—The Chief Electrical Engineer may be ap-

proached with details of the extent of power required, the purpose

for which, and the locality in which it is required. If the power
is available, it will be given at the scheduled rates.

(4) Railway siding and freight concessions.—The General

Manager, Mysore State Railway may be approached in the first in-

stance with the necessary details.

(5) Priorities.—Applications for the grant of priority for the

purchase of building materials, such as, iron or steel, cement and

timber, may be made, respectively, to the Iron and Steel controller,

Mysore Iron and Steel Works, Bhadravati, the Controller of Civil

Supplies, Bangalore, or the Chief Conservator of Forests, Bangalore-

In other cases, the Controller of Civil Supplies may be approached.

When priorities have to be obtained from the Government of India,

reasonable assistance will be given therefor.

(6) Purchase of products by Government.—No specific under-

taking can be given in this regard, but under the rules of the Stores

Purchase Committee preference is given to local products, provided

<iuality and prices are competitive.

(7) Monopoly of manufacture.—No guarantee can generally be

given to any prospective industry that manufacturers of a similar

nature will not be permitted in the State. In special cases, however,

where it appears to Government that such a course would be justified

in the interests of the industry or the State they would be prepared

to give an assurance that State aid will not be extended for a speci-

fied period to any competing concern that may be sought to be esta-

blished in the State as a whole or in a particular area.

(8) Purchase of shares by Gozfermnent.—Wherever Government

may consider it necessary to do so in the interests of the industry,

they may participate in the share-capital of the proposed company

to the extent necessary, provided there is no managing agency and

Government have a controlling voice on the directorate and in the

api)ointment of the Chairman, Managing Director and General

Manager.

Applications for the issue of capital will have to be made to the

Secretary, Capital Issues Committee, Public Offices.

Secretary to Government,

Development Department

,
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APPENDIX
A NOTE ON THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF STATE

PARTICIPATION OR ASSISTANCE FOR THE
ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVEL0PMP:NT OF

INDUSTRIES IN MYSORE.

The Government of Mysore have assisted the promotion of

industrial enterprise in the State in the following waj s ;

—

I. Establishment of industrial concerns owned and controlled

by the Government ip the larger interests of the State.

II. Pioneering of industries with a view to handing them over

ultimately to private enterprise.

III. Providing financial aid under rules regulating the grant of

the Industrial and Agricultural loans.

(a) by giving iakkavi loans,

(b) by supply of plant and machinery on the hire-purchase

system

.

(c) by granting loans to an extent not exceeding Rs. 1,0()0

for the development of small industries in the state.

(d) by granting loans to educated unemployed persons of the

State to start industries of their own,

IV. Encouraging private enterprise to start large-scale indus-

trial concerns on a joint-stock basis by grant of concessions on the

following lines :

—

(1) Subscribing to the share-capital of the concerns,

(2) granting land, water and electric ix)wer at concession

rates,

(3) guaranteeing the purchase of the products of the concerns

to the extent of their requirements provided the quality and price arc

satisfactory, and
I

(4) undertaking not to start or encourage the starting of

similar concerns so long as the working of the concerns is satis-

factory,

I. Establishment of Industrial Concerns Owned

AND Controlled by Government

Government have whenever they thought that the starting of an

Industry was in the larger interests of the State and that private
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enterprise was not properly equipped to take it up, themselves pio-

neered the industry. There are now 13 large industrial concerns

with a total fixed and working capital of about Rs. 3,20,00,000 which

are completely owned and managed by Government.

II. Pioneering OF Tndustktks

Two industrial concerns, namely,

—

(1) the Premier Metal Factory for manuracture of metal-

ware of all descriptions as well as seamless measures, and

(2) the Silk Filatures, which were pioneered hy the Govern-
ment have been transferrc<l to private enterprise and ;vre being run
successfully.

HI. Proviston of Ftnancfal Aid ifNDFj< thk Industrial

Loan Rules

As. regards, financial aid to industries, provision has been made
under the Industrial Loan Rules for granting loans for :

--

(a) The purchase and erection of machinery for agricultural

and industrial undertakings,

(b) the construction of wells, tanks, mills, wareliouses and
other structures necessary for agricultural and industrial operations,

(c) the provision of raw material, working capital or appli-

ances other than those specified above.

Under the Industrial Loan Rules referred to abo\e. facilities are
also provided for the hire-purchase of machinery.

The total amount of loans sanctioned since the above Rules came
into operation is about Rs. 18 lakhs. These have been supplemented
by private capital to the extent of Rs. 25 lakhs. There are now esta-

blished in the State as many as 367 large industrial establishments,

each employing on an average ten or more persons per da}'. The
average daily number of persons employed in all these concerns is

about 70
,000 .

(2) As regards financial aid for the encouragement of Rural
and Cottage Industries in the State, loans are granted to trained arti-
sans to an extent not exceeding Rs. 1,000 for the purposes specified

below

;

(a) The purchase of raw material,
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(b) the purchase of tools and machinery, and

(c) in special cases, for employing instructors, for the pay-

ment of wages for the erection of small buildings and for other pur-

poses legitimately connected with small industries.

(3) As regards the financial aid for the educated unemployed
persons of the State to start industries of their own, Government
have recently sanctioned a scheme for granting loans to such persons

to an extent not exceeding Rs. 2,000 for the following purposes:

(a) for the purchase of tools, implements and appliances or

machinery, including the cost of erection,

(b) for enabling the recipient to tide over the early stages of

manufacture on a commercial scale,

(f) for helping the recipient to meet losses due to poor pro-

4iuction in the beginning,;

(d) for working capital in special cases, and

(e) for other similar purposes depending on the circumstan-

ces of the case.

This scheme is just now being put into operation.

The Department of Industries has been granting technical assist-

ance to private enterprise in the erection and maintenance of indus-

trial installations.

So far 718 installations of an approximate value of Rs. 32,26,000

have been put in the State with the assistance of the Department.

IV. Encouraging the fi.oatation of large industrial concerns

BY THE grant OF CONCESSIONS AS SUBSCRIPTION TO THEIR

CAPITAL, SUPPLY OF LAND, WATER, POWER, ETC.

The satisfactory working of the concerns owned by Govern-

ment and of those started by private industrialists with the financial

and technical assistance from Government has induced private enter-

prise to enter the industrial field on a larger scale than before, neces-

sitating a change in the policy of industrialisation pusued by Govern-

ment. Instead of owning and managing industrial concerns, Govern-

ment have now been encouraging private enterprise to float large-

scale industrial concerns on a joint-stock basis by subscribing to the

share-capital of these concerns, in proportions varying from 10 to

*60 per cent, of the share capital, and also by affording several other

facilities. The following are the important facilities, afforded by

this Government to these concerns. . .
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(1) Government have agreed to suppi} land, water, electric

power, etc., to these concerns at concessional rates and also to

waive the revenue fines payable for the conversion of agricultural

lands for non-agricultural purposes.

(2) Government have agreed to purchase the products of these

concerns to the extent of their requirements provided (ptality and price

are satisfactory.

(3) Government have undertaken not to grant such assistance

to other similar concerns so long as the concessionaries satisfactorily

carry out the conditions of the grant of concessions.

(4) Government have also taken necessary' action to safeguard

the interest of the investing public by reserving the Ciovernment power

to nominate a certain number of Directors and providing for perio-

dical inspection and audit of the working of these concerns by Ck)-

vemment Agency.

There are now seven concerns in tbe State to which the above

concessions have been granted by Government except that Govern-

ment have not subscribed to their share capital. Mrist of tliese con-

cerns are being run by Managing Agents.

The total number of State-owned and State-aided concerns work-

ing at present is 29 as shown above and they employ daily about

25,000 persons in the aggregate. The total amount of capital invest-

ed is about Rs. 500 lakhs.

Most of the industries so started are what ma\ be termed die

‘basic’ or ‘key’ industries, utilising for the most part local resources

and supplemented to the extent necessary by supplies obtained from

other parts of India and Foreign countries.

Director of Industries Commerce,

Mysore

.
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^4 Regulation to }nake provision for the giving of State aid to

Industries passed by His Highness the Maha Roja^ under date

the 3H/ Chingam 1108 corresponding to the \Sth September,

1932, under Section 14 of Regulation JI of 1097.

Preamble.—Whereas it is expedient to make provision for the

giving of State aid to industries ;
It is hereby enacted as follows

CHAPTER I.

Preliminary.

1. Short title, extent and commencement.— (1) This Regula-

tion may be called ‘The Travancore State Aid to Industries Regula-

tion 1107.^’
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(2) It shall extend to the whole of Travaiicorc.

(3) It shall come into force on such date as Our Government

may, by notification in Our Government Gazette, appoint in that

behalf.

2. Definitions .—In this Regulation unless there be something,

repugnant in the subject or context:

—

(1) “board” means the Board of Industries constituted under

Section 3

;

(2) “director” means the Director of Industries, and includes-

any person appointed by Our Government either by name or by

virtue of his office, to perform any of the functions of the Director

under this Regulation;

(3) “industry” means any industrial business or enterprise,

including agriculture undertaken or conducted by any individual

company, association or body of individuals whether incorporated

or not;

(4) “machinery” includes plant, apparatus, tools and other

appliances required for the purpose of carrying on any industrial

oi>eration or process

;

(5) “owner”means the person who owns any industrial under-

taking, and includes the successors in interest of stich person in.

respect of such undertaking;

Explanation :—The word 'person' includes any company or any

association or body of persons whether incorporated or not.

(6) “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this-

Regulation; and

(7) “State aid” means aid given by, or on behalf of Govern-

ment under the provisions of this Regulation and the rules, if any,,

thereunder.

CHAPTER II.

The Board

3. Constitution of a Board of Industries.— (1) As soon as

may be, after the commencement of this Regulation, Our Govern-

ment may constitute a Board of Industries consisting of such number

of members not less than five as Our Government may sanction.

(2) The Director of Industries shall ex officio be one of the

members of the Board:
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(3) The remaining members shall be appointed by nomination

by Our Government

:

Provided that not less than three-fifths of the total number
of members sanctioned for the Board shall be non-officials;

Provided further that rules may be made by Our Government
for any of the non-official members being appointed as the result of

any election

:

(4) The chairman of the Board shall be appointed by Our
Government from among the members of the Board :

(5) The apiKfintment, resignation and removal of the chair-

man and members of the Board shall be published in Our Govern-

ment Gazette.

4. Term of office.— Subject to the provisions of this Regula-

tion and the rules thereunder the chairman and members of the

Board shall hold office for a term of three years but may be re-

appointed either by nomination or election:

Provided that notwithstanding the expiration of the term, the

chairman and members shall continue to hold office, unless Our
Government otherwise direct, until the vacancy caused by the

expiration of the term has been filled up.

5. Resignation

.

—The chairman or any member of the Board

may resign by tendering his resignation in writing to Our Govern-

ment; and, on such resignation being accepted by Our Government,

shall be deemed to have vacated office.

6 . Removal of wembers.— (1) Our Government may remove

the chairman or any member of the Board if he

—

(a) refuses to act or becomes, in the opinion of Our Govern-

ment, incapable of acting as a member of the Board

;

(b) has been adjudicated insolvent U3 a competent Court of

Lawr

;

(c) is convicted of any such offence or is subjected by any

Criminal Court to any such order as in the opinion of Our Govern-

ment implies a defect of character wffiich unfits him to continue to

be the chairman or a member, as the case ma^^ be, of the Board;

id) without excuse sufficient in the opinion of Our Govern-

ment, is absent without the consent of the Board from more than

tliree consecutive meetings of the Board; or

(e) contravenes the provisions of Section 9.
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(2) Our Government may fix a period during which any

person so removed shall not be eligible for reappointment either by

nomination or by election.

7. Vacancy of chairman or member.—When the place of the

chairman or of any member of the Board becomes vacant by the

expiration of his term, resignation, removal or death, a new chair-

man or member shall be appointed in his stead by nomination or

election as the case may be

;

Provided that no act of the Board shall be deemed to be

invalid by reason only that the number of members of the Board

at the time of the performance of such act was less than the

sanctioned number.

8. Presiding at meetings.— (1) The chairman shall preside at

the meetings of the Board and shall have a second or casting vote

in all cases of equality of votes.

(2) In the absence of the chairman, the members present at

the meeting may elect one of their number to preside who shall,

while so presiding, have a second or casting vote in all cases of

equality of votes,

(3) No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the

Board unless one*half of the sanctioned number of the members of

the Board are present at the meeting.

9. Interested members not to vote or take part in discussion .

—

No member of the Board shall vote or take part in the discussion of

any question coming up for consideration at a meeting of the Board

if the question is one in which he or his partner has any direct or

indirect pecuniary interest or in which he is interested professionally

on behalf of a client or as agent for any person other than Our
Government, a local authority or a railway company.

10. Abolition of the Board,—If in the opinion of Our Govern-

ment the Board persistently hiakes default in the performance pf the

duties imi>osed on it or exceeds or abuses its powers, Our Govern-

ment may, by notification in Our Government Gazette, abolish the

Board, whereupon the chairman and members of the Board shall l>e

deemed to have vacated their offices and all the functions of the

Board shall thereafter be exercised by such person or persons as

may be api>ointed in that behalf by Our Government util a new
Board is constituted by Our Government.
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CHAPTER III

General Provisions regarding the giving of State aid

11. Forms of State aid.— (1) State aid to any industry ma}^

Ee in all or any .of the following forms, namely;

—

(0) the grant of a h)an to he secured and repaid in the

prescribed manner and upon such terms as may be fixed by the

•order granting it

:

Provided that no such loan shall exceed the prescribed j^er-

centage of the net value f>f the assets of the industry to which it is

granted after deducting all encumbrances thereon existing at the

time when the application for the loan is made, such value being

ascertained b}^ the Director in the prescribed manner

:

Provided also that every such loan shall, unless Our (Govern-

ment, for reasons to be recorded in writing, otherwise direct, lie

repayable within a period not exceeding twenty years after the date

of the advance of the loan or, where the loan is advanced in instal-

ments, after the date of the advance of the last instalment:

Provided also that Our Government, for reasons to be re-

corded in writing, may, on the application of the owner of an

industry to which such loan has been granted in exceptional cases,

var}’’ the terms fixed by the order granting the loan

;

(b) the guarantee c>f a cash credit, over-draft, or fixed

advance with a bank;

(c) tlie taking of fully paid up shares and debentures:

Provided that the amount paid by Our Government for such

•shares and debentures shall not exceed the amount already paid by

other persons for shares and debentures in the same industry';

(d) the guarantee of interest on preference shares and deben-

tures
;

(e) the guarantee of a minimum return on the whole or part

of the capital of a joint stock company;

(/) the grant on favourable terms of land, raw material,

firewood, water or any other propert 3
'^ of Our Government;

(g) the payment of a subsidy for

—

(1) the conduct of research;

(ii) the purchase of machinery; and

(h) the supply of machinery on the hire-purchase system.
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(2) The condition of the grant of any of the forms of State

aitl 'Specified in clauses (/) and (y) of sub-section (1) shall ordi-

narily be that the value of the aid granted as ascertained by the

prescribed authority in the prescribed manner shall be refiaid by

the owner of the industry at the expiration of such period of years

as may be fixed by Our Government or the authority granting the

aid, if within that period the industry pays or is able, in the opinion

of Our Government, to pay interest or dividend uiK>n the capital

invested in such industry in excess of such rate as may be fixed by

Our Government or the authority granting the aid.

(3) In no case shall the total value of all State aid granted

to an industry as ascertained by the prescribed iiersons in the pres-

cribed manner exceed the limit specified under the first proviso to-

clause (a) of sub-section (1).

12. Industries zvhich may be aided.—Subjfect to the provisions-

of this Regulation and the rules thereunder, State aid may be given

by Our Government or, on behalf of Our Government, by any

authority prescribed in that behalf:

(a) in any of the forms specified in sub-section (1) of

Section 11 to

—

(i) a new or nascent industry,

(ii) an industr)' to be newly established in an area where

such industries are undeveloped or are likely to be successful,

(iii) an industry which is likely to become more profitable

by an investment of more capital,

(iv) a cottage industr>^ including industries conducted by

giT>ups or organisation of artisans, or

(v) such other industrial concerns as in the opinion of Our
Government deserve State aid to be given in conformity with the

provisions of this Regulation;

(h) in the form specified in clause (h) of the said sub-

section to agriculture; and

(c) in the forms specified in clauses (b) and (g) (i) of the

said sub-section, to any industry except agriculture:

Provided that no State aid shall be given to any joint stock

company unless

—

(a) the company is registered in Travancore with a rupee

capital; and
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(b) the company agrees to maintain the prescribed proportion

ci Travancoreans as members of its Board of Directors:

Provided further that every recipient of State aid shall make
fiuch provision for the training of apprentices as may be prescribed.

13. Delegation of power to give State aid.—Our Government
may, subject to such rules and conditions as may be prescribed by
Our Government, delegate to any authority subordinate to them the

power to give State aid.

14. Application for State Applications for State aid

shall be made to the Director in such manner and shall contain such

particulars as may be prescribed.

(2) The Director shall make such inquiries, if any, as are

prescribed by Oitr Government and such other inquiries as he thinks

are necessary on ever}^ such application.

(3) Every application shall thereafter be placed with the

remarks of the Director together witli all the connected papers before

the Board at a meeting for its opinion.

(4) If the Board at the meeting is of opinion that any appli-

cation should not be granted, that application shall be deemed to have

been rej)ected and no further action shall be taken on that application.

(5) In all other cases the Director shall submit to Our Gov-

ernment or the authority competent to give the State aid, if he is

not himself competent to give the aid, the application and the opinion

of the Board and all the connected papers together with such

remarks, if any, as he has himself to make.

15. Inspection and returns.—The owner of any industry—

(i) when an application has been made for State aid to such

industry; or

(ii) during the continuance of State aid to such industry in

any of the forms specified in clauses (a), (b), (c), {d) and (e) of

sub-section (1) of Section 11 shall

—

(a) comply with any general or special order of Our Govern-

ment relating to the inspection of the premises, buildings or plant or

stock-in-trade, employed, or to be employed for the purposes of the

industry

;

(b) permit the inspection by the prescribed person of all

accounts relating to the industry;
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(c) submit the accounts relating to the industry to such audit

as may be prescribed;

(d) furnish in the prescribed manner to the prescribed t>erson

full returns of all products manufactured and sold both as regards

description and quantity; •

(e) maintain such special accounts as may be prescribed; and

(/) furnish such statements as Our Government may require*

16. Disposal of profits during continuance of State aid.

During the continuance of State aid to any industry the profits of

such industry shall, if distributed, be distributed only after interest

due on debentures and loans has been paid and a reasonable amount

has Iveen set aside for depreciation or obsolescence of machinery and

buildings and a further reasonable amount has been carried to reserve

fund to be utilised in the prescribed manner.

(2) No dividend shall he paid to shareholders and no profit

shall be taken l>y the ow-ner in excess of such percentage rate upon
the amount of the paid-up capital invested in the industry as our

Government may fix from time to time during the continuance of

State aid to the industry.

17. Power of Government to adjust security during currency

of loans.—If at any time the amount of any loan outstanding to-

gether with such interest as may be due thereon on account of any
State aid given is found to exceed the percentage fixed under the first

proviso to clause {a) of sub-section (1) of Section 11, Our Govern-

ment may either recover so much of such balance as is in excess of

such fiercentage or accept such additional or collateral security as it

may deem sufficient.

18. Fotver of Government to terminate aid on account of

fault.—If Our Government decide for reasons to be recorded in

writing to terminate the aid in respect of an industry on any of the

following grounds, namely:

—

(i) that any portion of the aid given has been misapplied, or

(ii) that there has been a breach by the industry of the provi-

sions of this Regulation, or of any rule made thereunder or of any
condition of the grant, or

(iii) that the application on which the aid has beeti granted
contained or was accompanied by, any material statement by the
owner which he knew to be false, or any intentional concealment by
him of any material fact, which in the opinion of Our Government
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it was his duty to disclose, or that any such false statement or con-

cealment was intentionally made in any inciuiry made under this

Regulation by, or with the connivance of, the owner, or in any

return under this Regulation, or in reph to any requisition for

information under this Regulation, or

(iv) that the industry is being managed in such a manner as

to endanger the repayment of the value of Stale aid granted thereto

repayable under this Regulation,

Our Government may make an order that tiie aid be termi-

nated and notwithstanding anything contained elsewhere in this

Regulation or in any other law, may proceed to recover from the

owner,

(a) the whole amount of an}- loan outstanding together with

such interest as may l>e due thereon, or

(b) in cases where the aid is given otherwise than h}' loan,

the money value of the grant as fixed at the time when it was made,

together wdth interest at a rate not exceeding tw^elvc per cent, from

the date of the grant till the date of realisation, and

(c) in the cases mentioned in clause (a) or, (b) the cost of

recovery, and, if Our Ciovcrnment so direct, the cost of any inquiry

made in connection therewith;

and such order shall he final and no suit shall be brought in

any Civil Court to set aside or modify such order

:

Provided that no such order shall be passed without inviting

the opinion of the Board and without giving the owner an opportu-

nity to show cause why action should not be taken under this

Section.

19. Pcej.—Our Government may charge in respect of appli-

cations, inquiries, inspections, and audit by whomsoever made under

this Regulation, such fees, if any, as may be prescribed. Arrears o

such fees shall be recoverable from the owner.

20. Supervision of assisted mdusiry .—During the continuance

of State aid to an industry in any of the forms specified in ctoseS

(a), (b), (d) and (e) of sub-section (1) of Section 11 Our Gov-

ernment may, by appointing directors or inspectors, or otherwise take

sueh steps as they deem advisable so to control the conduct of t e

industry as to safeguard the interests of Our Ck)verhment therein.
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CHAPTER IV

Special provisions relating to the giving of State aid by
THE SUPPLY OF MACHINERY ON THE HIRE-PURCHASE SYSTEM

21. Percentage of value to be deposited by hirer.—No machi-

nery shall be supplied on the hire-purchase system unless the appli-

cant therefor deposits with the Director such percentage of the

value thereof as may be prescribed.

22. Particulars to be specified in the order when application u
allowed.—^When an application for the supply of machinery on hire-

purchase system is allowed the Director shall, subject to i*'

accordance with any rules that may be made under this Regulation,

make an order specifying the following particulars, namely:

(a) the amount of each instalment of rent to be pftid for

the hire of the machinery and the number of such instalments to l>e

paid before the machinery shall become the property of the hirer;

(h) the amount of interest, if any, to be paid with each

instalment of rent on the remaining unpaid instalments;

(c) the dates on which and the manner in which the afore-

said payments shall be made; and

(d) such other particulars as may be prescribed.

23. Conditions of supply of machinery on hire-purchase systmn.

—Until the hiring is terminated in the manner hereinafter provided,

the following provisions shall apply, namely :

—

(a) The hirer shall pay punctually without demand the instal-

ments of rent and amount of interest specified in the order referred

to in section 22.

{b) The hirer shall retain the machinery in his own possession

in good and serviceable order and condition and shall not without the

previous written consent of the Director either make any addition

thereto or alteration therein, or remove the machinery from the pre-

mises specified in the application for the supply thereof.

(c) The machinery shall remain the sole and absolute property
of Our Government, and any transfer thereof, or assignment pf amy
right, title or interest therein or the creation of any mortgage,
cumbrance or any charge thereon, by the hirer shall be void unlfSS
it has been made with the previous written consent of the Directpr,
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(d) The machinery shall not be liable to distraint, attachment

or sale by any process under any law, for the time being in forces

wrdiout the written sanction of Our Government.

(e) The machinery shall bear a metal plate in the prescribed

form and any person who wilfully removes or defaces such plate

shall be liable on conviction before a Magistrate to a fine not exceed-

ing five hundred rupees.

(/) The hirer shall permit the Director or any person autho-

rised by the Director in this behalf to inspect the machinery at all

reasonable times, and the Director or such other person shall have

all such powers of entry as may be necessary for the purpose of

making an inspection.

(g) In addition to the foregoing conditions the hirer shall be

bound by such other conditions not inconsistent therewith as may
be prescribed by Our Government or may in any particular case be

imposed by the Director.

24. Consequences of default by hirer.—If the hirer makes de-

fault in paying the rent of the machinery or any sum payable as

interest or any other charges due from him under this Regulation, or

fails to comply with any of the conditions contained in or that may
be prescribed or imposed under section 23, the Director may imme-
diately terminate the hiring and he or any other officer authorised by
him in this behalf may thereupon enter the premises in which the

machinery is for the time being kept whether such premises belong

to the hirer or not, and seize and remove the same.

25. Option of hirer to purchase machinery seized for default.-^

If the machinery is seized and removed under section 24, the hirer

shall have the option to be exercised within one month after such

seizure, or such longer period as may be allowed by the Director

in this behalf, of purchasing the same by payment to the Director of

the unpaid balance of the value thereof such proportion of interest

on such value as may be prescribed and the cost of and the expenses

incidental to such seizure and removal.

26. Termination of hiring by The hirer may at any time

terminate the hiring by returning the machinery to Our Government

in the prescribed manner.

27. Liability of hirer on termination of hiring under sections

24 and 26.i--If the Director terminates the hiring under section 24

and, tlie hirer does not exercise the option of purchasing the machi-

nery under section 25 or if the hirer returns the machinery to Our
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Government under section 26^ the hirer shall not be entitled to the

.refund of the sum deposited by him imder section 21 or to the re-

fund or remission of any payment made by or due from him during

,the period of hiring, and shall be liable to, i>ay such amount, if any,

as the Director may determine in respect of any loss or dairiage, other

4:han by reasonable wear and tear, tlvat may have been caused to the

machinery during the hiring. .

'

28, Termination of hiring on payment of cost of machinery .

—

When after credit has been given for the amount deposited under

section 21, the hirer has paid in full all the instalments of rent men-

tioned in clause (a) of section 22 and the amount of interest, costs

and other charges payable by him, he shall become the owner of the

machinery and shall thereupon remove from the same the metal plate

mentioned in clause (e) of section 23:

Provided that if at any time during the hiring the hirer pays

in advance the remaining instalments of rent the interest payable

in respect thereof shall be remitted.

29, Penalty for omission to remozfe metal plate zvhen machinery

becomes property of hirer,-^l{ the hirer wilfully omits, after receiv-

ing due notice, to remove the metal plate from any machinery which

has become his properly under section 28, he shall he liable on con-

viction before a Magistrate to a fine not exceeding fifty rupees and

it shall he lawful for any person acting under the orders of the

Director to enter the premises where the machinery is kept and re-

move the plate.

30. Revision .—Our Government may revise any order passed by

the Director under this Chapter. Subject to such revision the order

of the Director shall be final.

CHAPTER V
Miscellaneous

31. Methods of recovery of money due.— (1) AH moneys pay-

able or recoverable under this Regulation including nuy interest

chargeable thereon and costs if any incurred if not paid wlren tliey

are due shall be recoverable under the law for the time being in

force as arrears of public or land revenue irom the person aided and

his surety if any* 2ind the. assets of the industry aided.

(2) When any sum due as afofesaid is paid by the surety

hr is recovered from him or out of his property, the Peishkar may,
W the application of the auirctyj sh far as is possible, recover the
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same from the person aided as if it were an arrear of public or land

revenue and pay it to the surety.

32. Finality of decision of Government and protection of per-

sons acting under this Regulation.— (1) The decision of Our Govern-

ment as to whether the conditions laid down in or under any of the

“provisions of this Regulation or the rules thereunder have been satis-

fied and the orders of revision under section 30 shall be final, and

no suit shall be brought in any Civil Court to set aside or modify

any such decision or order.

(2) No prosecution, suit or other proceeding shall lie against

Our Government or any officer of Our Government or other autho-

rity vested with powers under this Regulation for anything in good

Faith done or intended to be done thereunder.

33. Persons jading under this Regulation to he deemed public

servants.—Every person who acts on behalf of Our Government under

this Regulation including every person who conducts an inquiry un-

der this Regulation shall be deemed to be a public servant within the

meaning of section 15 of the Travancore Penal Code.

34. Penalty,—Whoever wdlfully acts in contravention of the

provisions of section 9 or section 15 shall without prejudice to any
other {)enalty or liability fie may incur, be liable on conviction before

a Magistrate of the first class to a fine not exceeding two hundred
and fifty rupees.

35. Power to make rules.— (1) Our Government may, subject

to previous publication, make rules consistent with this Regulation

for carrying out the purposes of this Regulation.

(2) In particular and wdtliout prejudice to the generality of

the foregoing l>ower, such rules may provide for all or any of the

following matters, namely;

—

(a) the election of members of the Board under section 3;

(b) the conditions, privileges and tenure of membership of the

Board

;

(c) the functions of the Board whether specified in this Regu-

lation or not;

{d) the time and place of meetings of the Board, the manner

m which notice of meetings shall be given, the conduct of proceed-

ings at the meeting, the division of duties among the members, the

appointment, duties and procedure of special committees consisting

wholly of members of the Board or partly of such members and

m
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partly of other persons, the appointment, punishment and dismissal

of officers and servants under the Board and the preparation and

submission to Our Government of the minutes of the Board;

{e) tlie manner of securing and repaying the loans referred

to in clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 11;

(/) the manner of ascertaining the value of the assets refer-

red to in clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 11;

ig) the manner of taking security for the State aid referred

to in clauses (b), (d) and {e) of sub-section (1) of section 11 and

the conditions under which and the manner in which the moneys

due from any industry by reason of such State aid should be repaid;

{h) the authority by which and the manner in which the values

referred to in sub-sections (2) and (3) of section 11 shall be ascer-

tained ;

(t) the proportion of members referred to in clause (b) of the

first proviso to section 12;

(/) the provision for training referred to in the second pro-

viso to section 12;

(j^) the delegation, and the conditions of the delegation of the

power to give State aid under section 13;

(/) the manner of the application for State aid and the parti-

culars that they should contain, the inquiries which the Director shall

make on applications and the form in which the Director shall make

his remarks and place them before the Board and submit the papers

to Our Government or other authority under section 14;

(w) the person referred to in clause (b) of section 15, the

audit referred to in clause (c) of section 15, the person to whom and

the manner in which the returns referred to in clause (d) of sec-

tion 15 shall be furnished and the accounts referred to in clause (e)

of section 15;

(m) the manner of utilising the amount carried to reserve fund

under sub-section (1) of section 16;

(o) the fees referred to in section 19;

(p) the conditions of the supply of machinery on hire-purchase

system under clause (h) of section 23;

(q) the form of the metal plates referred to in section 23, and

their seizure and removal; and

(r) the proportion of the interest on the value of the machi-

nery payable under section 25.

SIGN MANUAL.

i8o
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B. CO-OPERATIVE LEGISLATION

1. A NOTE ON CO-OPERATIVE LEGISLATION

With the decline of her industries during the last century

^

India became an agricultural country producing chiefly raw

material-S . For obvious economic and social reasons the

poor ryot gradually ran into debts. Agricultural indebted-

ness became universal and transfer of land from the poor

ryots to the non-agriculturist money lenders became a coni'

mon feature of India’s rural economy. The landless

labourers employed by their new landlords having little inter-

est in their land, agricultural efficioncy was impaired. The

Government of India found it expedient to prevent this evih

After the agrarian disturbances of 1875 in the Deccan,

the Government took up the matter and passed the Agricul-

turists Relief Act of 1879 to prevent the transfer of land

to non-agriculturists. With a view to provide cheap agri-

cultural ftnance the Land Improvements Act of 1883 and

the Agriculturists Loans Act of 1884 were passed.

It was soon perceived that something more than mere

supply of cheap credit was required. Work in this direc-

tion in contemporary Europe was watched b}' India. In

Germany, it was noticed, two men—Raiffeisen and Schulze-

Delitzch—began to work out a system of credit on co-opera-

tive lines independently, the former concerning the peasantry

and the latter concerning the artisans and small tradesmen.

In Ireland also work on similar lines was done to the benefit

of the peasant and the industrial worker. At the instance

of the Government of Madras Mr. (later Sir Irederick)

Nicholson submitted a report to the Government on rural

fiinance on co-operative lines. Similar reports were also

submitted by certain officers of the United Provinces and the

i8i
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Punjab. In 1901, the Indian Famine Commission also

recommended the introduction of ''Mutual Credit

Associations.’'

The Government of India now took up the question

seriously and after examining it, passed the Co-operative

Societies Act in 1904 (Act X of 1904). The Act was soon

found to be defective. For one thing, it did not provide for

joint or central societies formed of other societies. Secondly

it did not expressly cover any form of co-operation other

than co-operative credit. The adequacy of the existing Act

was examined in 1909 and a bill carrying out important

alterations was drafted.

The new Act, namely the Co-operative Societies Act

( Act II of 1912) was passed in 1912. This Act gave sta-

tutory provision both for the formation of a)-operative

organisations of a non-credit type and for registration of

societies of various types like purchase and sale societies

which aim at the promotion of the economic interests of the

members.

The All-India Act was in force in all the British Indian

Provinces till 1919, when the new Government of India

Act made co-operation a transferred subject falling within

the scope of the provincial legislation. Some provinces felt

that certain local conditions, peculiar to each province

called for separate provincial legislation in the sphere of

co-operation. So they availed themselves of this option to

enact provincial legislations. Bombay as early as 1925,

Madras in 1932, Bihar and Orissa in 1935, Coorg in 1936

and Bengal in 1940, passed their own Provincial Acts. All

the other Provinces have adopted the All-India Act of

1912. C. P. and Berar has in addition the C. P, and

Berar Co-operative Societies (Amendment) * Act (V of

1940) enacted for the specific purpose of meeting a serious
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financial embarrassment. The Indian States have their own
Co-operative Societies Acts largely modelled on the All-

India Act. Baroda (1905), Cochin (1909), Gwalior

i(1918), Indore (1914), Mysore (1905) and Travancore

( 1914) passed their own co-operative enactments and subse-

quently amended them on the model of the Acts of the

neighbouring British Indian Provinces.

All these Acts, as the preambles relating to them indi-

cate, have been designed to promote the formation of co-

operative societies of artisans for the co-operative purchase

of raw materials and co-operative production and sale of

their goods.

The scope and structure of the Co-operative Movement

depend on the social and economic requirements of each

nation. State actioft and individual enthusiasm doubtless

make their contributions.

^C. F. STRICKLAND.
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2. CO-OPERATIVE LEGISLATION AND THE
AIM OF THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT*

The Late Hon^ble V. Ramadas Pantulu

I always felt that the Co-operative Societies Acts in

force in British India and Indian States were framed with

the Registrar as centre of the picture and not the society.

They should be redrafted, if the movement is to make any

real advance as a popular movement, on an entirely differ-

ent basis. The society has to be made the centre of the

picture. The Registrar's powers should be closely defined

so as to preserv^e the essentially democratic and popular

character of the movement. As matters stand at present,

the resp>onsibility for the mainagement of the co-operative

institutions and the conduct of the movement is on non-

official shoulders. The power of control and direction is,

however, in official hands. As has been observed in regard

to several spheres of administration, it is our common ex-

perience that in any department of administration, power
without responsibility has a way of growing till the line of

demarcation between use and abuse becomes almost oblite-

rated. This state of things must be ended in respect of

the co-operative movement and the sooner it is done the

better. If the provincial governments are really anxious

to allow the co-operative movement to play its proper role

in the economic organisation of the rural and urban classes,

they have a special responsibility in regard to the reform

of the legislative and administrative machinery which now

imposes heavy shackles on the movement.

The advocacy for more and more spoon feeding and

larger and larger doses of official cothtrol is based oil the

*Year Book and Directory of Indian Co-operation,, 1942
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plea that the members of our societies are lacking in

character and capacity to manage their own affairs. I

repudiate this charge as utterly baseless without at the same

tipne attempting to minimise the failings or hesitating to

own up the faults of non-official co-operators. No Regis-

trar can play the role of a philosopher, friend and guide

of the movement without having faith in human nature and

a belief in the character of the average co-operator and his

capacity to manage the affairs of his society. So, much

depends upon the proper choice of the Registrars also to

administer the Acts.

The increasing dependence of the population on agri-

culture, the decline of rural industries which once furnished

subsidiary occupations, the oppressive burden of land taxa-

tion, the uneconomic system of land tenure, dependence on

overseas markets for sale of raw materials and other indis-

putable economic factors have contributed largely to the

ever growing economic debility of the agriculturist and his

proverbial poverty. The aim, tlierefore, of the co-operative

movement must be to improve the economic condition of

the masses and to increase their income and purchasing

power. Unless there is a genuine sense of identity of

political and economic interests between the people and the

State, the socio-economic organisation of the masses involv-

ing promotion of swadeshi, development of village industries

and creation of a sense of corporate life and rural leader-

ship, without which no programme of real recovery will be

fruitful, cannot be accomplished. When the conditions for

such joint effort of the people and the Government at

national reconstruction are forthcoming, the question of

finance, the creation of rural bias in our workers and allied

problems will find an easy solution.

185
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3. EXTRACTS FROM CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACTS
RELATING TO INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION

i. THE CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT (II OF 1912)

Statement of objects and reasons appended to the Bill :— (*) The

Act 1904 applies to Societies for the purpose of Co-operative cre-

dit only and not to Co-operative Societies of other kinds, such as

those established for production or distribution. It has in practice

been found that the establishment of Credit Societies has led to die

founding of otlier classes of Co-operative Societies also, and it is

advisable that the privileges extended by the Act to Co-operative Cre-

dit Societies should be extended to those other Societies. It is pro-

posed therefore that the Act as now revised should be made applica-

ble to all classes of Co-operative Societies— (Vide clause 1 (t) and

clause 4 of the Bill)

.

* * ^

(iv) A cardinal principle which is observed in the organisation

of Co-operative Societies in Europe is the grouping of such Societies

into Unions and then financing by means of Central Banks. This
stage of Co-operation had not been fully realised or provided for

in the Act of 1904, but such grouping of Societies has already been
found feasible in most provinces and it is now considered desirable to

legalise the formation of Co-operative Credit Societies of which the

iH^nbers shall be other Co-ojierative Credit Societies (Vide clauses 5

U), 6 and 10 (3) of the Bill).

An, Act to amend the Law relating to Co-operative Societies

Whereas it is expedient further to facilitate the formation of

Co-operative Societies for the promotion of thrift and self-help among
agriculturists, artisans and persons of limited means, and for that

purpose to amend the law relating to Co-operative Societies, it is

hereby enacted as follows.

^

6. Conditions of registration

(1) No society, other than a society of which a member
is a registered society, shall be registered under this Act which does
not consist of at least ten persons above the age of eighteen years and,
where the object of the society is the creation of funds to be lent

to its members, unless such persons^

—
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(a) reside in the same town or village or in the same group
of villages; or

(b) uave where the Registrar otherwise directs, are members

of the same tribe, class, caste or occupation.

(2) The word “limited'* shall be the last word in the name of

«very society with limited liability registered under this Act.

» S|£

12. Rights and Liabilities of Members

No member of a registered society shall exercise the rights of a

member unless or until he has made such payment to the society,

in respect of membership or acquired such interest in the society,

as may be prescribed by the rules or by-laws.

17. Audit

(1) The Registrar shall audit or cause to be audited by

some person authorised by him by general or special order in writ-

ing in this behalf the accounts of every registered society once at

least in every year.

(2) The audit under sub-section (1) shall include an exami-

nation of overdue debts, if any, and a valuation of the assets and

liabilities of the society.

(3) The Registrar, the Collector or any person authorised by

general or special order in writing in this behalf by the Registrar

shall at all times have access to all the books accounts, papers and

securities of a society, and every officer of the society shall furnish

such information in regard to the transactions and working of the

society as the person making such inspection may require.

18. Privileges of Registered Societies

The registration of a society shall render it a body corporate by

the name under which it is registered, with perpetual succession and

^ common seal, and with power to hold property, to enter into con-

tracts, to institute and defend suits and other legal proceedings and
to do all things necessary for the purposes of its constitution.
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19. Prior Claim of Socieiy

Subject to any prior claim of the Government in respect of land

revenue or any money recoverable as land-revenue or of a landlord

in respect of rent or any money recoverable as rent, a registered

society shall be entitled. in priority to other creditors to enforce any
outstanding demand due to the society from a member or past

member

—

(a) in respect of the supply of seed or manure or of the loa»

of money for the purchase of seed or manure—upon the crops or
other agricultural produce of such member or person at any time
within eighteen months from the date of such supply or loan;

(b) in respect of the suppl^^ of cattle, fodder for cattle agri-

cultural or industrial implements or machinery, or raw materials, for

manufacture, or of the loan of money for the purchase of any of

the foregoing things—upon any such things so supplied, or purchased
in whole or in part from any such loan, or on any articles manufac-
tured from raw materials so supplied or purchased.

44. Recovery of sums due to Government

(1) All sums due from a registered society or from an
officer or member or past member of a registered society as such
to the Government, including any costs awarded to the Government
under section 37, may be recovered in the same manner as arrears
of land-revenue.

(2) Sums due from a registered society to Government and
recoverable under sub-section (1) may be recovered, firstly, from
the property of the society

;
secondly, in the case of a society of

which the liability of the members is limited, from the members sub-
j*|ect to the limit of their liability; and, thirdly, in the case of other
societies, from the members.

* t ^

48. Indian Companies Act, 1882, not to Apply

The provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 1882, shall not

apply to registered societies.
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ii. THE BOMBAY CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT 1925

(Bombay Act No. VII of 1925)

An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to

Co-operative Societies in the Presidency of Bombay

Whereas it is expedient further to facilitate the formation and

working of co-operative societies for the promotion of thrift, self-help

and mutual aid among agriculturists and other persons with common

economic needs so as to bring about better living, better business and

better methods of production and for that purpose to consolidate and

amend the law relating to co-operative societies in the Presidency of

Bombay; and whereas the previous sanction of the Governor-General

required by sub-section (3) of section 80-A of the Government

of India Act has been obtained for the passing of this Act:

Jjc
’(f

3, Definitions

In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject

or context*

(2) a “Producers’ society” means a society formed with the

object of producing and disposing of goods as the collective property

of its members and includes a society formed with the object of the

collective disposal of the labour of the members of such society

,

(3) a “Consumers* society” means a society formed with the

object «)f obtaimng and ^distributing goods to or of performing ser

vices for its members, as well as to other consumers and dividing

among its members and customers in a proportion prescribe y tie

rules or by the by-laws of such society, the profits accruing rom sue

supply and distribution

;

189
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iii. THE MADRAS CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACT, 1932

An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to

Co-operative Societies in the Presidency of Madras.

Whereas it is expedient further to facilitate the formation and

working of co-operative societies for the promotion of thrift, self-

help and mutual aid among agriculturists and other persons with com-

mon economic needs so as to bring about better living, better business

and better methods of production and for that purpose to consolidate

and amend the law relating to co-operative societies in the Presidency

of Madras

;

And whereas the previous sanction of the Governor-General has

been obtained to the passing of this Act; It is hereby enacted as

follows :

—

43. Supersession of Committee of Society

(1) If, in the opinion of the Registrar, the committee of

any registered society is not functioning properly, he may, after giv-

ing an opportunity to the committee to state its objections; if any,

by order in writing dissolve the committee and appoint a suitable

person or jiersons to manage the affairs of the society for a specified

period not exceeding two years. The period specified in such order

may, at the discretion of tlie Registrar, be extended from time to time

provided that such order shall not remain in force for more than

tour years in the aggregate.

^ ^ ^ 0. m m

*90



iv. co-operative societies act, iammu &
KASHMIR

Constitution of Industrial Co-operatives

Teh or more persons, who are competent to contract and each

of whom owns at least one hand loom, join to form a co-operative

society of weavers which is registered under the Co-operative Socie-

ties Act. The object of the societies are:

—

(1) To encourage self-help, thrift and co-operation among its

members

.

(2) The improvement of the Textile Industry and of the

economic condition of the weavers residing in the area of operation

mentioned in by-law 1.

(3) To create funds to be lent in cash or kind to its members

for necessary purposes.

(4) To. arrange collective purchase and sale of yarns and

other raw materials for the industry.

(5) To purchase and hold m common and let on hire apx>liances

connected with the textile industr}',

(6) To produce textiles and to purchase or. receive for sale

the finished products of members and sell the same to their best ad-

vantage .

(7) To impart technical education and assist:tnce to mem^rs
to improve the manufacture of textiles with respect to make, work-

manship, designs, and the handling and use! of labour saving

appliances

.

(8) To act as agent for the joint purchase of raw materials

and the sale of finished products.

(9) To adopt measures designed to extend the usefulness of

the society.
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APPENDIX

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES ACTS IN FORCE
IN PROVINCES AND STATES

A. Provinces

Name of the
Province

.

The year in which the
Co-operative Societies Act
now in force was enacted.

Remarks.

Assam

Bengal

Bihar

Bombay

The Co-operative Societies
Act, II of 1912 (India).

The Bengal Co-operative
Societies Act, 1940

The Bihar Co-operative
Societies Act, 1935

The Bombay Co-operative
Societies Act. 1925,

C. P. & Berar

Madras

The Co-operative Societies
Act, II of 1912 (India).

The Madras Co-operative
Societies Act, 1932.

N. W. F. Pro-
vince

Orissa ••

Punjab

Sind

United Provin-
ces

The Co-operative Societies
Act, II of 1912 (India).

The Bihar and ()rissa Co-
operative Societies Act,
1935 in North Orissa.

The Madras Co-operative
Societies Act, 1932 in

South Orissa.
The Co-operative Societies

Act, II of 1912 (India).
The Bombay Co-operative
Societies Act, 1925

The Co-operative Societies
Act, II of 1912 (India).

There is a proposal
to revise the Act*

There is a proposal
to revise the Act.

An amending Bill is

under considera-
tion.

There is a proposal
to revise the Act.

Amendments to the
Act arc under
consideration.

It is proposed to

replace these two
Acts by one Orissa

1

Act.

There is a proposal
to revise the Act.

There is a proposal
to revise the Act.



B. States

Name of the
State.

Baroda

Cochin

Gwalior
Hyderabad
Indore

Jammu & Kash
mir

Mysore

Travancore

The year in which the Co-operative
Societies Act now in force was

enacted

Societies Act.
1905. amended in 1912 (to provide

[®^7
*^on-credit activities) and in

The Cochin Registration Reeula-
tion V of 1084 (19(9 A. D.).

Co-operative Socieiits Act, 1918.
Co-operative Societies Act, 1914.
|The Indore Co-operative Societies

Act, 1914
Co-operative Societies Act, 1930.

Societies Regulation,

‘^^P\^ced by Regulation VJI of
1918, amended in 1929 and fur-
ther amended in 1933, 1935. & 1936

Co-operative Societies Act, 1914.

Remarks*
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III. CONSTITUTION AND BYE-LAWS OF

THE ALL-INDIA VILLAGE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

Maganvadi^ Wardha^ C.P.

The Constitution and Rules

THE RESOLUTION

OF

THE INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS

Passed at its 4Sth Session at Bombay,

Sjt. Rajendra Prasad presiding

Whereas organisations claiming lo advance Swadeshi have sprung

up all over the countr}’ with and without the assistance of Congress-

men, and whereas much confusion has arisen in the public mind as to

the true nature of Swadeshi, and whereas the aim of the Congress

has been from its inception progressive ident i heat kin with the masses,

and whereas village re-organisation and re-construction is one of the

items in the constructive programme of the Congress, and whereas

such reconstruction necessarily implies revival and encouragement of

dead or dying village industries besides the central industry of hand-

spinning, and whereas this work, like the re-organisation of hand-

spinning, is possible only through concentrated and sjjecial effort un-

affected by and independent of the political activities of the C'ongress,

Shri J. C. Kumarappa is hereb)' authorised to form, under tlic advice

and guidance of Gandliiji, an association called the All-India Vil-

lage Industries Association as part of the activities of the

Congress. The said Association shall work for the revival and en-

couragement of the said industries and for the moral and physical

advancement of the villages and shall have power to frame its owm
constitution, to raise funds and to perform such acts as may be

necessary for the fulfilment of its ohjfects.

THE CONSTITUTION
(As redrafted on 29th August, 1941 and put into operation on

3rd February, 1942)

Name
1. The Association contemplated by resolution regarding village

industries, passed by the Indian National Congress at its sevssion held
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on the 27th October 1934, at Bombay and known as the All-India

Village Industries Association, i.e., the Akhil Bharat Gram Udyog
Sangh, is hereb3'^ formed.

Object

2. The object of the Association shall be the relief and service

of the poor in the villages by all means including village re-organisa-

tion and reconstruction, the revival, encouragement and improvement

of village industries and the moral and physical advancement of the

villagers of India, and to undertake all other activities of a public

nature calculated to achieve the above object.

Functions

3. For the due fulfilment of its object, the Association shall

raise funds, carry on research work, publish literature, organise pro-

paganda, establish agencies, devise measures for tlie improvement of

village tools, and do everything that may be necessary for the fur-

therance of its object, to which end all funds, income and profits, if

any, shall always be applied.

4. The Association shall WT»rk under llie guidance and advice

of Gandhi ji.

Composition

5. The organisation of the Association shall consist of:

—

(1) Trustees.

(2) Board of Management.

(5) Members.

(4) Agents.

Trustees

6. The following six persons shall he a permanent Board of

Trustees who shall hold and spend funds and income and properties

on behalf of the Association and shall disburse them in accordance

with the instructions of the Board of Management provided, however,

that if the said instructions are, in the opinion of the Trustees, m
conflict with the object of the Association or with the best interest

thereof, there shall be a joint meeting of the Board of Management

and the Trustees and, if in spite of the joint meeting, two-thirds of

the Trustees disapprove of the instructions of the Board of Manage-

ment, then such instructions would be deemed to have lapsed.

*95
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( 1 )

(2) Dr. Gopichand B. Bhargava, Lahore.

(3) Sri Srikrishnadas M. Jaju, Treasurer.

(4) Dr. Khan Sahih, Frontier.

(5) Sri T. C. Kiirnarappa, IVardha.

(6) Sri Vaikunth L. Mehta, Bombay.

In the event of a vacancy occurring by reason of resignation,

death or otherwise, such vacancy sliall be filled in by the remaining

Trustees, from amongst Members of five years’ standing.

Board of Management

7. (a) The following shall form a permanent Board of

Management whicli will come into office on the 3rd February, 1942 ;

—

(1) Sri Lakmidas P. Ashar.

*(2) Sri Shankarlal Banker.

(3) Smt. Goshiben Captain.

(4) Sri Srikrishnadas M. Jaju.

’*'(5) Sri Bharatan Kumarai>pa.

(6) Sri J. C. Kiirnarappa.

(7) Sri Dhiren Majiumdar.

*(8) Sri Vaikunth L. Mehta.

(9) Sri Shoorji Vallablidas.

Tlie Board shall have powers to co-opt members from lime

to time from among Members of the Association provided that the

total number shall not exceed twelve.

{h) The Board shall elect from amongst themselves its Presi-

dent and Secretary every three years provided that it will be open to

the Board to re-elect the retiring office-bearers

.

(c) The Board may, ly a unanimous vole (the member or

members concerned not voting), remove any of its members, who
may be found unfit to .serve on it.

{d) The Board of Management shall be in full charge of the

affairs of the Association and shall maintain proper books of accounts

which shall be duly audited and an annual statement of accounts

published

.

8. Any Trustee or Member of the Board of Management who
is absent at three consecutive meetings without leave shall be deemed
to have vacated his office.

’'Not in the present Board of Management

.
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Members

9. Any person who subscribes to the pledge hereto annexed,
'is recommended by a member of the Board of Management and whose
admission is approved by the said Board, shall be a member of the
Association

.

Agents

10. Agents may ]»e selected out uf the members b}' the Board
for representing it wnthout any pay in a village, villages, or district

and shall be chosen for their knowledge of the area of their jurisdic-
tion, for their organising ability and known influence witliin their
area and shall be subject to the Bye-Law defining their duties.

Bye-Laws

11. The Board of Management shall have power to frame Bye-
Laws for the due carrying out of the object of the Association.

Alteration to the Constitution

12. It will he open to the Board of Management by the vote
of three-fourths of the then existing Members of the Board to alter,

amend or add to the Constitution, with the exception of clauses re-
lating to the Object and the Trustees. In case of these two clauses
-*1 complete unanimity o) the T rustet^s and of the Members of the
Board of Management will he required to make any ciiangc, and in

no case can sucli change alter the object namely, the relief and ser^’icc

of the poor in the villages.

ri.KiicE FOR Members

Having read the Constitution and Rules of the All-India Village
helping, promise to devote the best part of my energy and talents to

the furtherance of its object which is the relief and service of the

Industries Association, I offer to be a Member thereof, and God
poor in the villages.

So long as I remain a memlier of the Association, I shall not

take part in any camjiaign of Civil Disobedience.

In the discharge of my duties, I shall seek the assistance and co-

operation of all those who may be willing to give them, irrespective

of differences in politics.

,

To the best of my ability I shall strive to live up to the ideals of

the Association and prefer the use of village manufactures to any

other

.
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In the prosecution of my obligation to the villagers, I shall re-

cognise no distinction between man and man.

Date Signature ’

BYE-LAWS
{Framed by the Board under Sec. \l of the Constitution)

Meetings

1 . Meetings of tlic Board of Management may be summoned

by the Secretary as and when necessary or when required to do so

by one-third the number of Members on the Board.

The Secretary may circulate a proposition amongst the Members
of the Board

;
and ’when all the members have agreed to it, such shall,

have the force of a resolution passed at a Meeting of the Board.

For a meeting of the Board of Management four shall form a

quorum

.

Records

2. Proper Records shall be kept !)>' the Secretary of all pro-

ceedings of the Board Meetings with the attendance of the Members

thereat
;
such Minutes shall be signed by the Chairman of the Meet-

ing at which they are confirmed.

Liability

3. This Association shall not be responsible for any obligation,

financial or other, entered into by any person without written autho-

rity signed by a person duly authorised thereto on behalf of the

Association.

Canceli.ation of Membership

4. The Board of Management shall have [lower to renn^ve

any ordinary Member from the roll by a resolution of the Board,

passed by at least three-fourths of the number of Mernberg on the

Board, at a meeting of which due notice had been given, and this

matter had been placed on the agenda.

5. Every Member of the Board of Management shall send to

the Secretary an annual report of the allotted work done by him.

Affiliation, Recognition and Certification

6. Institutions which undertake to abide by the Rules and Regu-

lations laid down by the Board of Management for affiliation, re-

cognition or certification may be, on application affiliated, recognised

or certified by the Secretary.
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Agents

7. The Duties of Agents may be prescribed by the Board from

time to time.

Members

8. Every Member of the Association shall send to the Secretary

a report of the work done by him every quarter so as to reach tlie

Central Office not later than one month after the expiry of tlie quar-

ter. If no report is received for four consecutive quarters from any

member, such member shall cease to be a member of the Association.

Provincial Organisations

9. The Board may constitute provincial organisations respon-

sible for the work of the Association in the province, and authorise

a person (sanchalak) or persons to collect funds necessary for the

purpose.

RULES FOR AFFILIATION

(Framed by the Board under Bye-Law No. 6)

(1) Institutions sucli as Ashrams which have as their objects

the promotion of village industries and the welfare of the villagers,

and in whose Constitution and Rules there is nothing that is repug-

nant to the ideals of this Association, on their undertaking to abide

by tlie Rules and Regulations, framed or to be framed from time to

time on this behalf by the Board of Management, may be affiliated,

(2) Applications for affiliation should be submitted in the

prescribed form and should be accompanied by

(a) Two references;

(h) A deposit of Rs. 10 as security for the due observance of

these rules;

(c) The affiliation fee of one rupee per jear.

(3) Affiliated institutions will not be permitted to produce or

sell on a commercial basis except under a certificate issued for !he

purpose as provided for under the Rules for "Recognition” or "Cerii-

hcation’* respectively •

(4) Sudi institutions will be subject to the inspection and

supervision of this Association. Their office-bearers and workers

"will be required to live up to the ideals of this Association.

(5) Affiliated institutions are reephred to submit a report of

work done every half year.
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(6) The affiliation fee of owe rupee a year shall be paid at

the time of affiliation and at the beginning of every year thereafter.

Any irregularity in payment of fees or in submitting half yearly

reports will involve cancellation of affiliation.

(7) Affiliated institutions will be entitled to receive free copies

of literature published by this Association and advice and guidance

whenever sought.

RULES FOR AGENCY
{Framed by the Board under Bye-Law No. 7)

(1) The agent wall be expected to make a survey of all such

industries as may be revived, improved or introduced in his area and

shall forthwith report to the Central Office the results of his investi-

gation and submit a programme of work based thereon for examr-

nation l)y the office.

(2) Every Agent will be expected to attend to sanitation and

lij'giene of the villages within his area.

(3) With a view to finding markets for surplus products of the

villages he should induce reliable merchants to store village products

for sale at prices mutually fixed between the merchants and the agent

so as to ensure genuineness of such products.

(4) He should carry on an intensive propaganda to create a

favourable public opinion for the programme in his area.

(5) He may invite and receive subscriptions and donations to

meet the expenses in connection with his work and should not ex-

pect any financial aid from the Central Office. But he shall not uti-

lise any part of tlie funds so collected by him, for his own personal

requirements.

(6) Lie may appeunt, whenever necessary, and if funds at his

disposal permit paid workers needed for his work.

(7) He shall keep accurate accounts of all receipts and disburse-

ments which will be subjiect to audit by the Central Office.

(8) His work wall be subject to inspection and supervision by
the Central Office.

(9) He shall submit a report of his work and abstract of re-

ceipts and payments for every month so as to reach the Central Office

not later than the 15th of the month following.

(10) Any neglect in submitting the monthly report and state-

ment of accounts, or in carrying out the instructions from the Cen-
tral Office, will involve the cancellation pf the agency.
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Section VI—Cottage Ijvtdustries,

Industrial Centres and Institutions

India has lieen from lime immemorial a land of

cottage industries. Even at the present day, wlien tlie use

of machineiry and large scale industrialisation are much

spoken of, one finds in this oriental country iiunierous

cottage industries spread over the length and breadth of the

country. Some of the industries are art crafts, while the

others are utilitarian ones. Some of the industries are

mechanised to some extent while the others cohtinue to be

handicrafts. Most of the non-inechanised arts and crafts

are mainly hereditary occupations coming dbwn from father

to son who learns by imitation. During recent years a few

Government and private technical institutions have come

into being for imparting technical instruction to artisans in

some mechanised and non-mechanised cottage industries.

Another important feature of the public interest in the

national arts and crafts is the opening of industrial museums

and sale depots in several parts of the country during recent

years. Good art and ( raft products particularly of local

manufacture are stocked in these institutions f6r exhibition

and for sale. The important cottage industries and industrial

centres as well as the important industrial schools, museums

and sale depots in India are enumerated in this section.

I
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I. IMPORTANT COTTAGE INDUSTRIES IN

PROVINCES AND STATES

A. PROVINCES

I. ASSAM

A. Art Crafts :

1. Gk)ld and Silvcr-smithv

2. Gold filigree work
3. Ivory work
4. Lacquer ornament making
5. Leather enamelling
6. Lac inl^d work '

. Metal inlaid work

. Ornamenting cloth with cow-
ries

9. Perfumery making
10. Toy making
If. Wood carving

B. Other Crafts :

1. Agricultural implement mak-
.

ing
2. Brass work

Blacksmithy

,
4. Bell metal work
5. Bamboo work
6 . Basket work—furniture mak-

ing

7. Boat building

8. Cotton weaving
9. Cane 'Work

to. Cotton spinning

It. Fish oil manufacture
12. ** Jhapi

** making
13. Lime stone burning

2,

A. Art Crafts :

Men’s Crafts :

1 . Cane industry

2. Conch-shell industry

3. Costumes
4. Cottage architecture

5. Dacca Muslin weaving
6. Doll and Toy making

,
7. Engraving
8. Gold-smithy

ig. Hooka manufacture
10. Horn work
1 1 . Ivory work
12. Lacquer work
13. Marionetie

14. Lac making
15. Leather tanning
16. Leather goods making
17. Leaf umbrella making
18. Mosquito curtain making
19. Oil pressing

20. Rough pottery
21. Reed mat making
22. Silk weaving
23. Silk worm rearing

24. Spear head and arrow making'
25. Shdl bangle making
26. Wooden canoe making
27. Tailoring
28. Wood work

BENGAl.

14. Mask work
15. Mat weaving
16. Malcha making
17. Painting
18. Paper moulds or Mackie
19. Perfumery
20. Picture framing
21. Pith, Sola and Dak work
22. Pottery

23. Stone sculpture and carving
24. Terracotta work
25. Textile printing

26. Wall engraving (Stucco)

27. Wood carving

2
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Womerrs Cl alts;

1. Alpana designing 5 *

2. Chikon work b.

3 - Decorations on wood 7,

4 - Doll and Toy making 8.

B. Other (drafts :

I. Bakery 3 i-

2. Bamboo work 32-

3 - Bangle making 33 -

4 - Boat building 34 -

5 * Black-smithy 35 -

ti. Book-binding 3t>.

7 * Brass and bell metal ware 37 -

making 3lb

8. Button industry 39 -

9 - Cabinet and furniture making 40.
lO. Cardboard box making 41.

1 1. Carpentry 42.
12. Chemically treated fabrics 43 -

* 3 - Cigar manufacture 44.
14. Coach building 45 -

* 5 - Confectionery 4.6.

16. Cotton weaving 47 -

17* Cutlery 48.

18. Drug manufacturing 49 -

19. Dyeing 50.

20. Electro Plating 51*

21. fan making 52.

22. Fire works manufacture 53 -

23 - Fishing net making 5^b
24. Fish oil manufacture 55 -

25. Flour milling 58.

26. Glass blowing 57 -

27. Hand spinning 58.

28. Hard-ware manufacture 59 -

29* Hosiery bo.

30. Ink manufacture bi

.

3. BIHAR

A, Art Crafts :

I. Bidri work 9 -

2. Brocaje weaving 10.

3 - Bafta cloth weaving 11.

4. Embroidery and ne^le work 12.

5. Ebony jewel case making 13-

6. Glazed pottery 14.

7 * Gold and silver wire and leaf * 5 -

making 16.

8. Hand stick making

Kantha making
Mat weaving
Shika and other hangings
Stone cut moulds

Jute spinning and weaving
Lac industry

Laundry work
Leather tanning
Leather goods manufacture
Match industry

Metal casting

Mineral water manufacture
Nawar making
Oil pressing

Packing box making
Paper industry
Pen holder manufacture
Pottery
Printing

Reed manufacture
Repairing work
Rice husking
Rope making
Satranji weaving
Scaling wax manufacture
Silk reeling

Silk weaving
Soap manufacture
Sugar and Gur making
Tailoring
Tin-smithy
Tobacco manufacture
Umbrella handle making
Woollen blanket weaving
Wood carving

Lacquered bangle makings
Lacquer bracelet making
Muslin weaving
Painted pottery making
Silver smithy
Textile printing

Wood carving
Woollen carpet weaving

3
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B. Other Crafts :

I. Agricultural implements mak- 21. Leather tanning

a.

ing
i^er^ted water manufacture

22. Leather goods making
23. Manufacture of weapons

3 - Basket weaving 24. Mat making

4 - Boat making 25. Newar making
Bell metal work 26. Oil pressing

6 . Black-smithy 27. Perfumery

7 - Brass wort*k 28. Pap>cr making
8. Bambob Work 29. Pottery

9 - Cutlery 30. Rope makihg
10. Carpentry 31. Silk wornl rearing

II. Cabinet makihg 32. Stone carving

12. Cotton weaving 33. Straw \4oi1c

Giay water bottie making 34. Shellac mal^g
14. Dairying 35. Sugar refining

15- Ghee making 36. Soap ni^ng
16. Qiinny doth wcavihg 37. Tile and brick making

17 - Gttr making 38. Tasar silk weavinjg
39i Wooden toy makmg18. Glass bangle making

19- Glass making 40. Woollen cumbli weilring

20. Hooka pipie making

4. BOMBAY
i. Whole time cottage industries:*

A, Art Crafts :

i. Calico printing and dyeing 3 * Precious stone polishing

2. Gold-smithy, engraving, jewel- 4 * Sandalwood and Ivory carv-
lery ing

Other Crafts :

I. A^arbatfii scents and toilet II. Copper and brasswarc
products 12. Die making

2. Assittthbllng harmoniums * 3 * Fire works

3 - Bangle making 14. Fishing and ftSh curing

4 -
makihg L5 - Glue making

5. Black-smithy, cutlery locks. 16. Handloom weaving
etc. 17. Kumkum making

6. Book binding 18. Mirror manufacture

7. Button manufacture *9 - Mango canning and other

8. Carpentry, ship building, fruit products
house building, cart making 20. Oil Pressing by ghanis

9 - Cap making 21. Paper making
ib. Confectionary products 22. Pottery, tiles and bricks

* Cottage Industries are industries where no power is used and the

manufacture is carried on, generally spealcing, in the home of the artisan

himself and occasionally irt small karkhanas where riot more than nine

workers are employed (Report of the Bombay Economic and Industria

Survey Committee 1938-40.}
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23. Preparation ol helium bat-
teries

24. Preparation of brushes

25. Rubber stamp making
26. Shoe and cfmmpcd Snaking,

bags, harnesses, belts, etc.

ii. Part time cottage ijndustries;

A. Art Crafts :

1.

Knitting. Embroidery

B. Other Crafts :

1. Apiculture

2. Basket making
3. Cashew kernels (removal of

the shells)

4. Cotton ginning, carding and
spinning

. Catechu boiling

. Chunam burning

7. milling

8. Dairy fanning
g. Flour grinding

10. Fruit cultivation, dried fruits,

etc.

11. Gut making
12. Gardening and vegetable

Small scale iiulustries;*

27. Snuff making
28. Slates, Sandal grinding, mar-

,blcs, etc.

29. Soap making
30. Tanning

culture

1 3 . Lac industry’

14. Paddy husking

15. Poultry forming

16. Patravali making
17. Rope, fishing nets, etc.

18. Sericulture

19. Sheep breeding

20. Umbrellas and Ians from

naim leaves

21. Wheat flakes, parched rice,

pickle powder, betel nut,

spices, etc,

22. Wood cutting and charcoal

burning

A. Art Industries :

I. Gold silver thread and like products

R. Other Industries :

1. Bakelite manufacture

2. Bakeries

3. Bobbin making

4. Brass and nickel fittings

5. Cigarette rnaking

6. Chemicals and drugs, etc.

. Cotton ginning and pressing

. Cutlery

g. Dairy produce

10.

Dyeing and bleaching

1 1 . Engineering industry—pre-

paration ol parts of

machines

12. Furniture making

13. Glass and articles of glass

14. Hosiery

15. Incandescent lamp

16. Ink

1 7. Iron foundries

18. Locomotive workshops

• Bv small scale industries arc understood industries wbere^powicr U

UMdW nun,b?r of workers does not exceed 50 and ^e
***“ ^ . .K,' Us QD 000 Small sea e industries also in<;ltide
mvested is J°;TmpWed provided the manpfactuw is

5
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Mango canning and fruit

preserving
ao. Machine made brass, copper

and aluminium wares
a I . Manufacture of textile

wooden parts

22. Manufacture of healds and
reeds

33.

Manufacture of mill belling

24. Manufacture of motor cu-
shions

25. Motor repairing

a6. Manufacture of safes, racks

and iron furniture

27. Manufacture of soaps

28. Manufacture of aerated
waters, fruit, drinks, ice, etc.

29. Oil pressing

30. Paints works
31. Printing presses

32. Roller skins

33. Rice and Hour mills

34. Soap making
35. Steel trunks, buckets, etc.

36. Sanitary ware
37. Tape making
38. Tiles and bricks

39. Tannery
40. I’ypc foundries

41. Watch manufacture

5.

C. P. AND BKK \R

J. Art Crafts :

1.

Alloy ornament manufacture
. Gold and silver lace making
3. Glazed pottery

4. Gold and silver smithy
5. Lacquer work on bamboo

B, Other Crafts :

1. Bamboo work
2. Bec-kecping

3. Beedi making
4. Bell metal work
5. Bra.ss work
. Carpentry
7. Cotton spinning
8. Cotton carp(“i weaving
9. Cotton cloth weaving
10 . Cotton dyeing
11. Cotton lajie making
12. Copper-smithy
13. Cutlery

14. Dairy larming
15. Disposal of carcasses

16. Dric'd meal iuamifai:tui«'

17. Dyes making
18. Fishing and fish curing

19. Flour grinding
20. Ghee making
2 1 . Glass bangle making
22. Glass blowing
23. Hemp mat and bag making

6. lacquer work on silver

7. Ornamental slipper making
8. Slone carving

9. Toy making

10.

Walking stick manufacture

24. Iron implements making
(Black-smiiliy)

25. f.ac and lac bangle making
26. Leather tanning
27. Leather goods manufacture
28. Match manufacture
29. Mat weaving
30. Oil pressing

31. Paddy husking
32. Poultry rearing

33. Paper making
34. Rope making
35. Rough pottery

3G. Sheep breeding

37. Silk worm rearing

38. Silk w(‘aviiig

39. Soap making
40. Stone jar making
41. Sugar manufacture and gur

making
42. Tile and brick making
43. Tinkering

44. Woollen blanket weaving

6
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0

.

MADRAS

A. Art Crqfls :

1. Cement imacfe making
2. Gocoanut shell carving
3. Conch-shcll work
4. Cotton printing and painting

[Kalarnkari)

,
5. Embroidery
6. Enamel work
7. Fine fdiaddar spinning
8. Glass painting

9. Gold ik. silv^'r smithy
I o. Horn wT)rk

11. Ivory car\ ing

12. LacqutT work
13. Lace making
14. Lapidary work
15. Metal image casting

-B. Other Crafts :

1

.

Aluminium ware manufacture
2. Bamboo work
3. Beedi making
4. Bell-metal work
5. Bee keeping
6. Boat making
7. Brass work
8 . Gamp-furniture making
9. Cashew-nut roasting

. 10. Cane work
11. Carpentry
12. Gocoanut coir industry

13. Cotton carpet weaving
14. Cotton dyeing

15. Cotton palti weaving

18.

Cotton tape making
17. Cutlery
18. Dyes making
19. Electro-plating

20. Emery powder manufacture
21. Eucalyptus oil distillation

22. Fishing and tisli curing

23. Fishing net making
24. Flour grinding

25. Glass blowing
26. Glass bangle making
27. Gunny manufacture
28. Gur making
29. Hand-made paper making

16- Musical instrument making
17. Palmyra hand-stick making
18. Palrnleaf fancy box manu-

facture
19. Painted pottery
20. Papier mache work
2 1 . Perfumery and joss-stick mak-

ing
22. Picture framing
23. Pith garland making
24. Stone carving
25. Terracotta image making
26. Toy making
27. Wood carving
q8. Woollen pile carpet weaving

30. Hosiery
31. Ironsmithy
32. Khaddar weaving
33. Lead vessel making
34. Leaf platter making
35. Leather goods manufacture
30. Leather tanning

37. Lime burning
38. Match making
39. Mat weaving
40. Marble industry

41. Mica splitting

42. Mill yarn handloom weaving
43. Nursery and gardeninig

44. Oil and paint and brush
making

45. Oil pressing

46. Paddy husking

47. Palmyra fibre extraction

48. Pith hat making
49. Pen manufacture
50. Ready-made garments manu-

facture

51. Rope making
52. Rough pottery

53. Screw pine weaving
54. Seamless quilt manufacture

55. Silk rearing

56. Silk weaving

7
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57. Slate making making
58. Soap making 61. Tile and brick making
59. Soap stone vessel making 62. Woollen cutribli weavin
60. Steel trupk sftpd iron sat

7. N, W. F.

A. Art Crafts :

1. Af'ridi wj^ clpUi

2. Enamefl^ Jewe|lcry
3. Glazed pptti^ry

4. Lacquer work
5. Nakmi worTk.

B. Other Crafts :

1. Art Silk weaving
2. Brick making
3. Bee keeping
4. Copper smithy
5. Charcoal making
6. Cutlery making
7. Carpentry
8. Coarse cotton c^th weaving
9. Daily farming

to, Flou^ grinding
XI. Ghte m^ng
12. Gut making
13. Gur pan rttajcipg

14. Hand spiting
15. Leather tannmg
16. Leather gpo^s maj^g
17. Lock-sif^t^y
18. Lime burning
19

.
faking pirsaipp^es ppntpincrs
from animal m)^^es

20. N^edicines and
21. MazH mak^

63. Wool spinning

PROVINCES

6. Ornamental leather work
7. Silk and cotton embroidery
8. Silver-smithy

9. Toy making

22. Minor Irame making
23. Oil pressing

24. Poultry keeping
25. Pottery and unglazed crock”

kery

g6. Paddy husking
127. Repairing
28. Rope Twisting
29. Rifle making
30. Sheep raring
21. Soap makiitg
32. Tonga building

33. Vegetable and mineral dye
manufacture

34. Woollen blanket \v,eavipg

35. Woollen fdt'ed in^ts knd
saddle cloth mald)^

36. Woollen camel bags making
37. Wool pulling

38. Tahhdan making
39. Yarn and clotjh

40. Palm leaf, baa^t mat
weaving

8. ORISSA

A, Art Crafis :

f. Gold l^ •^ver-fl|uj^y

2. Horn WQilc
3. Ivory vmirjk

4. Lac and brass orni^eat
making

5. Painted frying Wd oiipng
6. SftvijjrJRligros ivtric

7. Stime lonrving
8 . Toy making

8
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B. Other Crafts .

:

1.

Brass work
2* Bell metal work
3, Basket weaving
4, Bee keeping

^ Cotton weaving
o. Confectionery

7. Fish curing
8. Gunny clotli weavi^
9. Hat making

10, Iron implement m^^ing
1 1 . Leather goods manufacture

12. jMat making
13. Metal bead maki^
14. Oil pressing

15. Pottery
16. Paper making
17. Silk weaving
18. Stone work
19. Salt mappfaetpre
20. Sugar nis^ing
21. Tailoring'

22. Wood work

9. PUNJAB

A, Art Crafts :

1 . Artistic brass and cpppej: ware
2. Damascene work (Koftgari)

3. Embroidery {Phulkari work)

4. Gold, Silver and Enamelled
jewellery making

5. Gold and silver vvirc and lace

making
6. Ivory carving

7. Ivory in laying on wood
8. Hand printing and painting

B, Other Crafts :

1 . Basket making
2. Boat building

3. Book binding

4. Billiard ball making
. Brass and bell metal work
. Brick making
. Carpentry
. Clay modelling

9.

Coloured glasS making
10. Coloured tile nran’^factpi:^

11. Com fay

12. Cotton clptn weaying
13. Glass blpwfa^S bangle

making
14. Hand-spipning
15. Hosiery
10. Iron vessel manufacture

17. Leather tanning
18. Leather goods manufacture

on cotton cloth

9. Kimkhab weaving
10. Lacquer work
IX. Papi^ tnache work
12. Pile carpet weaving
13. Polished pottery

14. Straw basket m^ux^
15. Toy nxaking
16. Wood carving

19. Lock making
20. Machinery piakinj^

2 1 . Musical i^trpipent nptkipg

22. Baper niakmg
23. picture framfe raa^pg
24. Porcelein work
25. Reed and p?4p I?®**'

making
26. Shawl weaying

27. Silk weaying
28. Skin coat making

29. Soap maki^
30. Snuff ma.ki^
31. $ugar roalt^g

32. Tactile dyeing

33. Vegetable oil manufacture

34. Woollen blankets weaving
2K. White metal ware manu*

facture

VI—?
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10. SIND
Art Crafts

:

I, Cloth dyeing and printing 6. Hooka making
a. Embroidery and needle work 7- Lacquered work
3- Enamel work 8. Silver smithy
4- Fine cloth weaving 9* Toy making
5- Glazed Pottery 10. Woollen carpet weaving

Other Crafts :

1. Camel saddle making 9* Mat making
a. Cotton weaving 10. Rough pottery

3- Cutlery II. Silk weaving
4* Dwarfpalm leaf weaving 12. Salt manufacture

5. Ghee making 13- Tile manufacture
6. Lacquered wood work 14. Weapon making
7. Leather goods manufacture. >5- Woollen blanket weaving
8. Metal work

II. UNI I ED PROVINCE.S.

i. Cottage Industries:*

I. Weaving of cotton, wool and 24- Dyeing
silk 25. Lock making

2. Shellac making 26. Steel trunks and iron safe

3- Carpet weaving making
4- Durrie weaving 27- Cutlery

5- Embroidery, silk, cotton and 28. Pottery

gold wire work 29- Hosiery
6 . Gold thread making 30. Tobacco Ibr i:hcwing and

7- Metal utensil manufacture smoking
8. Oil pressing 31- Wire drawing

9- Saltpetre refining 32. Making of gold wire for

10. Art brass ware manufacture embroidery
II. Whip making 33- WowJcii and horn comb
12- Cotton and silk printing making
*3- Glue making 34- I'oy making
14. Wood work and wood carving 35- Biri making
*5- Scissors making 36. Tent making
16. Leather working 37- Brass inlay on wood work
J7* Leather manufacture [tarhashi)

18.

>9.

Tatpatti weaving
Marble work and stone dress- 38. Perfumery
ing- 39« .Xamda or felt making

20. Silk rearing 40. EI)ony work
21. Glass bangle making 41. Gota weaving
22. Cricket ball manufacture 42. Ghee making
23- Saddlery 43- Jewellery work

* This list contains those industries in which work is done in the

ho mes of the artisans without the use of mechanical power.

lO
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44. Gold and silver ornament
manufacture

45. Lac bangle making
46. Vinegar making
47. Kite flying yarn twisting
48. Lead leaf making
49. Gold and silver lace making
50. Pickle and jams manufacture
51. Surma or antimony making
52. Tabla and other Indian

musical instiumcnts

53. Brush making
54. Ivory work
55. Basket making
56. Rope making
57. Clay figure modelling
58. Papier mache

59. Glass bead curtains

ii. Minor Industries: *

1. Iron and Engineering works
(including electric works).

2. Tanning
3. Soap making
4. Ink manufacture.
5. Cigarette and Beedi making
o. Pencil making
7. Card Board Box making
8. Tobacco chewing and smo-

king

9. Wood working and carving
and saw mills

10. Printing press

1 1 . Lock making
12. Iron foundrv^ (Small work-

shop)

13. Glass bangle making
14. Brass casting

15. Shoe making
16. Perfumciy (itrs)

17. Biological specimens and
slides

18. Sunn hemp baling

19. Lace making

60. Rath and bullock cart
making

61. Confectionery
62. Tin smithy
63. Taxidermy
64. Kutch making
65. Bidri work
66. Artificial flowers

67. Fireworks
68 . Moss stone work (Banda)
69. Munj mat and twine

70. Cane and bamboo work
71. Cast brass fitting

72. Book binding
73. Cardboard box making
74. Picture framing
75. I..ampshade making

20. Electric fans

21. Fire works manufacture

22. Shellac making
23. Pharmaceutical works
24. Lime burning
25. Kiitch making
26. Tile and brick making
27. Disinfectants

28. Confectionery

29. Embroidery

30. Cricket ball manufacture
31. Open pan sugar making

32. Handloom weaving factories

33. Carpet and duree weaving

34. Saltpetre manufacture

35. Chemicals including acids

36. Scientific instruments making
37. Fountain pens manufacture
38. Scents, hair oils and cos-

metics

39. Electroplating

40. Wire drawing

41. Enamelling

42. Steel trunk making

This list includes all medium and small power driven factories as

well as non-power factories.
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43. Hosiery

44. Button maki|)g

45. Cutlery
46. Scissors m^ld^
47. Marble worjt

48. Boot lacp making
49. I^ad leaf making
50. Saddlery
*)!. Potter>»

52. Dyeing
53. Mathematical and Geo-

n^trical
fact^re

54. Tent
55. Taxidermy

Jam maki^
S7 . Si4CUit m^%g

Rice hullmg



VM

B. STATES

1

.

BARODA
A, Art Crafts :

1. Block engraving lor cloth
printing

2. calico printing

3. Embroidery
4. Grold & Silver smithy

5. Ivory carving
6. Lacquer work
7. Toy making
8. Wood carving

B. Other Crafts :

1 . Brass & Copper work 8.

2. tjLand-loom weaviiig 9.

3. Ahaddar industry 10.

4. X^atiier taimihg 1 1

.

5. leather goods manufacture 12.

5 . Oil pressing 13.

7. Pottery-

Silk worm rearin
Silk reeling

Silk weaving
Tailoring
Textile dyeih>
Wodd work

2.

COCHIN
4 . Art Crafts :

1. Artificial stone cutting

2. Cane work
3. Clay modelling

4. Crochet lace wuik
Embroidery

6. Gold & Sihi-r sinitlu

•B, Other Crafts :

1. Arecanut curing
2. Ayurvedic mediciiK- manu-

facture

3. Bamboo work
4. Bee-keeping

Bidi manuhicture
6. Bell-metal work
7. Cashewnut curing
8. Cabinet & ruinitun- mak-

ing

9. Confectioner)
10. Coir industry
11. Dairy farming
12. Fire works manulm ture

13. Fish curing

7. Ivory carving
3

.

Musical instrument makin
9. Screw pine fancy goods

nianulacture
10. i by making

iq. Grass mat making
1 5. Hand-loom weaving
16. Jaggery manufacture
17. Leather goods inarmfaclure
18. lame burning
19. Match making
20. Millinery work
21. Oil pressing

22. Bapfuidam manulacture
23. Pottery

24. Poultry' farming

25. Sericulture

2t). Soap & candle milking

27. Umbrella manufacture

13
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HYDERABAD

A, Art crafts :

1. Bidri work
2. Brocade weaving
3. Glotli printing

4. Embroidery and needle work
5. Filigree work

B. Other Crafts :

1 . Brass work
2. Button manufacture
3. Black smithy

4. Cotton weaving
5. Copper smith\
6. Cutley
7. Cotton Carp(^t weaving {Sat

ranji)

8. Carpentry
9. Dairying

10. Gut manufacture
1 1 . Glass bangle making
12. Ghee making
^3* Joss stick making
14. Leather tanning
15. Leather goods manufacture

4. INDORE

A, Art Crafts :

I, Stone carving 2 . Wood carving

Other Crafts :

I. Black smithy 6 . Leather goods manufactnre
2, Brass work 7* Repair of agricultural

3. Basket weaving
4. Coarse cloth weaving 8.

implements
Stone cutting

5. JAMMU AND KASHMIR

A, Art Crafts :

I. Calico printing 7* Papier-mache
2. Embroidery and needle work 8. Pattu and Pashmina weaving
3. Furrier work and skin curing 9* Silver work
4. Lacquered work 10. Toy making
5. Lapidary work 11 . Woollen shawl weaving
6. Metal enamelling 12 . Wood carving

16. Leather water bottle and
bucket making

17. Paithani weaving
18. Paper making
i(). PoUer>’

20. Salt petre manufacture
- 21. Sword stick making

22. Silk weaving
23. Stone tumbler and cup*

making
24. Scented hair oil making
25. Tailoring
2(). I'asar wi^avdng

27. Woollen cumbli weaving
28. \\’oollen carpet weaving

b. Muslin weaving
7. Native playing card making
8. Silver smitliy

9. Silver and gold lace making
10. Toy making

14
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B, Other Crafts

I . Brass work 10. Leather goods manufacture
2. Boat making 11. Oil pressing
3. Blacksmithy 12. Paper making
4, Copper work 13- Sericulture
5. Carpentry' 14. Silk weaving
6. Electro plating 15* Tinkering
7. Fruit canning 16. Wine manufacture
8. Ghee making
9. Leather tanning

17. Woollen blanket weaving

(>. MYSORE
Crafts :

I. Hand printing 5< Sandal wood carving
2 . Lacquer work 6. Silk fancy goods manufacture
3. Manufacture of musical ins- 7- Toy making

truments and strings

4. Perfumery & joss stick making
8. Woollen carpet weaving

Other Crafts .

1 . Brass & bell metal work II. Leather goods manufacture
2. Carpentry 12. Oil pressing

3. Cotton handlooin w'eaWng 13- Pottery

4. Dyes making 14, Rope making
5. Gajamara (Elephant tree) bark *5- Silk weaving

bag making 16. Silk worm rearing

fi. Glass bangle making Stone jug making

7. Gunny bag making ik Tape making
8. Hand spinning 19- Wood sawing

9. Iron work
in. Jaggery making

20. Woollen blanket weaving

7. TRAVANCORE

Art Crafts :

I . Bell-metal mirror making fi. Koftgari work

2. Cloth doll & toy making 7- Screw pine fancy goods mak«

3. Embroidery ing

4. Ivory carving

5. Lace making

8. Wood carving

B* Other Crafts :

I . Bell-nietal work

2- Blacks inithy

3. Carpentry
4- Cashewnut roasting

5. Cocoanut coir industry

6- Cotton hand-loom weaving

7. Fishing & fish curing

8. Fish oil extraction

9. Gunny cloth manufacture

10. Jaggery manufacture

11. Lemon grass oil distillatioa

12. Oil pressing

13. Pappadam manufacture

14. Pottery

15. Salt manufacture

16. Soap making
17. Tile & brick making
18. Wood sawing

15
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II. IMPORTANT INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PRC^VINCES AND
STATES

A. PkOVINGES
1. ASSAM

S. No. Name of thfe Itidiiltiy Districts Centres

A. Art Crdjis :

I Gold and Silver-smithy Khasi & Jaintia A lew 'Dnvns
rtiiis

Manipur State Do.
Nowgong District Nowgong
Sibsagar District Jorhat

2 Gold filigi'ee Work Kamrup Barpeta

3 IVdiy Wdtk Kamrup Kamrup
Sibsi^^ar Jorhat
Sylhet Sylhet

4 Lacquer ornament mak-
ini

Darrang Darrang

Khasi & Jaintia A few villages

Hills

Manipur State A few towns

5 Leather eriamelling Manipur State M'anipur

6 Lac inkald work Sylhet Laskarpur

7 Metal inlaid work Sylhet La.skarpur

8 Omamentiiijg cloth with Naga Hills Dt. A few villages

cowrit

9 Perfumery making Sylhet Sylhet

lO Toy making Sylhet Sylhet

II Wood carving Sylhet Sylhet

Other Crafts :

I Agricultural implement Kamrup Xuiiicruus village'

making
Khasi & Jaintia

Hills Do.
Lushai Hills Do.
Manipur State Do.
Sylhet V lew villages

2 Brass work Cachar Cachar
Darrang 1 larrang
Kamrup Kamrup
Manipur State A fevv towns
Lakshimpur Do.
Nowgong Do.
Sibsagar Do.

i6



IXDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCESVI

1

». No. Name t>( the Industry Uislhcts Centres

3 Hlark-sniii hv nar Cathai
Novvgong Numerous villagt*

Sylhet , A lew villages

K’ijjsi isL Jaintia Numerous \iJiages

Hills

4 Brli nil la! a'ork DaJIJ rtllg Danang
Karomp Kamrnp
Manipur State A few^ luvvi)s

Newgong Do.

Sibsagar Du.

5 Bauilxx) work Khasi ic Jaintia A tew villages

Hihs

ij Basket work luriiiture Nowgoiig Nowgong
making Syiber Sylhet

7 Boat building Sylhet Coastal villages

£ Colton weaving Clachar Clachar

Diir.Tant Numerous villages

Kaiijrup Kamrup
Khasi & jaintia Jainfia Hills

Hm
i^akirnpur A lew Villages

i. ishai IlilL Many villages

Nrtga Hills \ irw' villages

\owgong Do.

vil -sairar Do.

Svlh-

1

Du.

(ativ woik Kliasi "jaintia A few villages

HiUs
M.mjuur .

. ,
A lew towns

Z(> Cotnm s;»mni!it! < kKi*ar

Dauaug
Cachar
Numerous vihagf'

K.'irarup Kamrup
Nowg/niC"- ’

' A few vill.tges

1

1

Fisit oil mauu lac tore ir«cT Sylhet

!2 yhaf)i making :^Niov.goiig Nowgong

*3 Lim*' •'tone Imming i iaehaJ

Sylhet

Gaciiar

Sylhet

M making Kami up A few villages in

forf:^t area

Nc*wgonf? Do.

Leather tanning Mampur State Manipur

5-7

va—
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S. No. Name of the Industfy IMstricts

16 Leatlier goods making Manipur State

1 7 Leaf umbrella making Syllici

1 6 Mosquito curtain making C^ichar
Sylhct

iq Oil pressing iCamrup
Sibsagar

20 Rough Pottery

21 Heed mat makiiig:

22 vSilk vvcavnmg

Gachar
Darrang
Kamrup
Khasi & Jaintia
Hills

Lushai Hills

Manipur State
Naga Hills

Nowgong
Sylhet

Manipur State
Nowgong
Sylhet

Darrang
Khasi & Jaintia

Hilb
Nowgong
Sibsagar

23 Silk worm rearing Manipur

24 Spear head ai|4 amm Naga Hills

making

25 Shell bangle making Sylhc 1

26 Tailoring

37 Wooden cianoe tnakim; Kamrup

W'^ood work Manipur State

Centres

Manipur

i\ few towns

Cachar
A few v illages

\ few villages

Do.

Mumerous villager

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
A lew villages

Vunieroua villager

Do.
Do.

V few villages

Nowgong
SyUiet

Numerous villages

Jaiiitia Hills

Nowgong
A few village

A few villages

A few villages

Sylhet

All important
towns

Barpeta

Numerous village;



industriaj. centres in provinces
VI

1

S. No. Name of the Industry’ Districts Centres

2. bi;\(;al.

/I. Art Crafts :

Aim^s Crafts :

1 C^HTu- inrlustry

i? Conch-shell industry

Burdwan

Xlymensiiigh
Birhlmm
( Ihittagong

Bankura

Pabiia
Dacca
rippCF'ah

Panagar
Prayagpur
Mymeiisingh
Dubrajpur
Sitakund
Paduja

Bankuia
Vishnu |)ur

Pabna
Dacca
Ramciiaranpur
Rariidia

3 L)a< ( 11 muslin weaving l)a<(a Abdullapm
Balia ti

Siddlnganj
DJiamrai
-\a\\ pai a

Paraho

^ Doll and Toy making ( ;al< iHia

[iirhliuni

MynH'iisingh
Midiiapore

|. l*argaiias

Calculi a
Birbhurn
Khatau
Visvabhaiati
-Mymensingh
Midna pore
liaranagore

5 Kngra\iiig Cialrulta Calcutta

6 C^Jd & silver smithv ( Calcutta

HirbhiiTn

Midnapon
Da( ca

Calcutta
Dubrajpur
Paiitipara

Patna Bazar
l.)acca

Pasliaii

Ichchapur
Daragram
Baliati

vSonabajij

Kiundia
Syampur
Bhadra

If*
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S. No. Naiix* of the industry 1 )istricts ( ’.entrr'i

7 Hooka ! n a n u

(

<^1 < tnr

e

1 low rah

Jesson*

Tipperah

Bogri

Khaioi a

Keshupore
Koiuilla

n Horn work l)ac c a

Kang[)ur
P>ac'kfrgan

j

Hai. t a

Kanga
Barisal

.-\nitali

l*aiiiak]tah

<1 [\'ory work 1 )a(’ra

Rangpur
Calcutta
Murshidabad

I )acca
Kalign

Cah'utta
Khagra

30 I..actjuer work Calcutta
HirbjuiTi

Bankura

Calculi a

lllaiii bazar
Son amilk hi

1! Mat weaving Calcutta
Howrah
1 )a{:< a

Khulna

(.Calcutta

U’luberia

l.)ai'ca

1 tinda

Bagtrliai

1.2 \atcka (uakiiig l'ipp«*rah Koiuilla

13 P/Iflit r nuli'hc work ( ]al( iitta Calc uitn

M Pei’fiitneiA' ( !a lent la ( kill Lit! a

Pi» tore rraniinL', ( la i cull a ( '.alcul ’.1

t6 Pith, sola S', oT'k ( lah ul la

Nadia
( dutiagonu'

( '.ah uiia

Nadia
Chittagong

17 Pol ha s 1 low rah
Khulna
( lalcul ta

Shakiail

Kallvgani
( kilcuttn

1 'Pexl ih' p! inlirui Hirl)hutn

( iai('u( ta

Vi.ss abhai ai i

( lah utla

l<) Wood raiAiuv^

Women’s i 'naft, :

( lah (It ta (halrutt.)

1 Krnhroidei \' and Sh f ‘>n

Wfirk

Hosviah

1 looghly

Vlurshidabad
1 >arc a

liarasad

Halisahar
1 looghly
Berhaniport
Sharuiai a

Siddhigarij



vr) industriai. CJ'INTRES IK PROVINCES

. No. Name of the Industrv Oisti ids ( aaitres:

Naw])ara
Dagar

IL CkiJIs :

> BayilxM) Work Biii’dw an Banagci
1*1 ayagpiir
Ivak(\'i

BirBliiiiii I )ubra(piir
Ha. (a Marie liadi

IVikhua
Cia v\ para
Siinulia

Kanchaiipur
( -hittaunriG^ & Hills Klias Mahal

tr.n is

Sal kariia

CJhar.il i

Silakund
I'lpix-ral. Kalikapur

BialimatiBdia

Baimlc lu.ikiiiQ ( .’ah III la C ialt lilla

1 )a( < a 1 >ac < n

Boal luiildiiiq i)a. < a Koliiipui

Auiashaln
Doi aljai i

Singaia

Diira.d'aiij

( :l)ii la^oiig & Hill Ashurasta
irads Kalapolr

Kolagaon
B.h k<-i gaiij

1 ipj>cra{i

1 )chaiklia]i

Syanif>ur
Gliaiiteswar
Horrina
Bancharainpui
Sarail

4 Book-Binding Caicutta Calcutta

Dacca Dacca

5 Brass & bell-mcta! ware
inakincf

Calcutta CJlalcutta

KeshubporeJessore

24 Furganas Basirhat
Baduria

Howrah
Midnapore

Kalyanpf>re
Kharar
Kristopur
Patna bazar

.21
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No. Name ot the Iiidastr\' Districts Centres

\1ursiiidabad Khagra
Berliampoie

bankura Vishnupur
Banklira

Patrasayar

Birblunn Nalhati
Dubrajput

Da.ia Dacca
i^uliganj

Firringiba/ar

Sholaghiir
Diiamrai

K ajNb.ihi Kauaikhaii
Paluapara
Ivalain

Malilah Bnglishba^ar

Bilpara
Kasharipara

CihiilagOlig Chittagong
Noakhali Noakhali
Fipperah Brahman beria

Mogra

Cabinel unfl lurnituo- ( iah u’ta Calculi a

making Dacca Dacca
Chittagong Chittagong
Baekerganj Baekerganj

Card-h(iar{:l box rnakin|k> ( !al( uita Calcutta

Datca Dacca

(^agar & Tobacco maim-
raetnre

Ciilcutia Calcutta

Howrah Navvabgunje
K angpur Chcngainari

Nirlakchandi
1 )aec a Dacca

Colton weaving Calcutta Calcutta

Hou rah Uluberia
Kalyanporc
Bcgri

->1 Parganas Foora
Baduria

.je.sS<a r Jessore
Kotchandpur
Madhyakul
Siddipasa

Khulr»a Phultola
Bardal
Bagrchat



VI] industrial UKNTiRiSSdN TROVINGBS

S, No. Name ot the ludustry Diatrios Centres

Birbhum Dubrajpur
Tantipara

burdvraii Boktamagar
Kenna

l>ankura Bankuia

Hooghly
Patrasayar
Serarrifjarc

Begumpur
Kiiarsarai

Dbaiiiakh.iii

Jajpur
Parialpur
Noagachi
Rashidpuj
Ramnagar
Chandraiicigorc
Bolpui'

I( KltlJti Abdulla] >ur
Baliati

Demra
Siddhiganj
Katchpur
Dacca
Mireswai
Kumarhiujg
Haldia
Simulia
Robitpur

K aVnhahi £)oka^i
Ilshabari

LohacUar
Rajapur

Haiigpwr Rangpui
Fatilapur
Dimla

Fabii^-. Khujkheri
Randhunadari
Tamai
Shuhagpur
Sibpur
Ruknia
Sadullapur
Bagdi
Gangarampur

t>)i>a||E»ur Khansama
Jharbari
Dangapara
Gorea

2:3
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1
Skc.

S, K^o. i\arnc of the ladufttry i listricU. ( -entres

liaragaoD

Shaliajpur
llliaiKi.n a

Hali.irpiiv

Ikilapara

1 )liarainpur

Krisln;igar

l*alt»raiii

Dliolpati

jat^aipui

1 )ashtilva

r>amni!eiaiii

\fuj adpur
. >,irj|ecling Raliiiipouc
t Jliitiagon^ ^ Hill ( »;Hshf*ria

Saibai la

Dolelial

Pativ.i

\(*ap.if <j

Madarslia
1 airvabad
Malumidba/.a!'
\I irs:»rai

K.'JtiyaniaM

( ia()klKiii

K irtipashu

1 /.IT put

\ y iaiu.ti i

ji'»Dp»^rah r.iiilipai a

M iiiait'at i

Kaiikapui
< iUTiapat i

K(*utilla

NaoKfiiii 1 eiH

ChaumulTaii!
Itcgumganj

10 Cutlery Cmlcutta Calcutta
Khulna Kaligungr
Jcssorc Jewore
Howrah Domjax

Makardai)

24 Parsmnas Natagarh
Burdwan Kan^anna >

Bankura Shahaspui
’ Hooghly Chimura

II Cieciro-piatiag Calcutta Calcutta
Dacca

U

Dacca



vij industrial CLNTRES IN PROXaNCES

No. o ihr Jndustrv'
1 )istricti. Centres

T uinnulrK lun < Jyl< utta CaiiHjlia
i )a( ca Dacc^

Hoogliiv
lkt< kri i^ackergaiij

1 1 isliuiL* nt-L luakinL
J
cs^ore Nuincrous viliag»*

1 ).K <M Daragrani
Atijiara

Nihalpur
K(3dalia
Baktarpiir

( ihittai'oag & Juldi
Hill tracts Rataiipur

Dlienrsha

Madaisha
ikick<*r<>aiii Syainpur

(iaiit<'svvai

J)ebaikhal»

Barisal

1 al; Nabiiiagai
Sarial

1 loogliix Hof^crblv

1.! iiatLl ^j)mnin^ Miciiiapur
|

IkiTikiira
|

Hourah \

5i<»o£-hi\ r
Nunierons vallag^

Nadi.
a ^

jc.soiv J
( !l:itlai»ong &. \lir.»iirai

Hill iract^i Pativa
batikcliei y
ratnekania
C.hakaria

i ijijieraii NunitTous villagc'-

iViiakhaU Parasuram
Chhagalnayia

Calcutta Calcutta

Birbhum Viswabarati

24 Parganaji Sodepur

If, Hosiery jessore ft^sorc

Howrah Howrah
Calcutta Calcutta

Backergani Barisal

Patuakhali

Tipperah Komilla

i(> Ink inanulacture Calcutta Calcutta

Dacca Dacca

25
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S, No. Name oi the Industry Districts Centres

17 jutt sphuiiii^ and weaving Dacca Kristnap

Raiigpur

Kalman
Biishail

Goybari

Bogra
Nadabesh
Bogra

J3iiiaj}>ur Kaigunj

.jalpajguri

Italiar

Kaliagunj
Ocbiganj

Ciiiuagong &
Boda
('liittagong town

Hill tracts

B.tckcrgaiij Backerganj

i ippciah

Gaurnadi
Pat illar

Chandshi
Satla

Billagram
Boisha
'Tipperah

NoakhaJi

Rarnmohaii
Shibnagar
Mirpur
Bolakot
Chaumuhani

U> Leather ranning Calcutta

Nateswar
Hafripur

Calcutta
Kurdwan Sripur
Birbhuni Taiitifiara

Rajshahi

Suri

Dubrajpur
Shipaipara

MaUia
I^lpur
Hyderpur

Ohttagong & Hill Jowarganj
tracts Chittagong

Backerganj Barisal

Tipperah
Nalchiti

Komilla

Leather goexis manufac- CJalcutta

Brahmanberia

Calcutta

iurc

Howrah Uluberia
Ampa
Bagruun

>6



VI] industrial centres in provinces

S. No. Name <j1 the Industry Districts Ck;ntres

Bankura Natoonchati
Birlihuni f^antipara

Suri

Dul)rai])ur

Burdvvan Sripur
‘Vsanso)

Dacca J3acca

Rajshahi Shipaipa? a

La 1pur
Raiii^pur Rangpm
Malda Malda

Hyderpur
Gliiliagong Chittagong

fipperah Komilla
Tipperah
Cdiandpur
(jhandiua

20 JVawar making Howrah Howrah
Calcutta (Jalcutla

21 Oil pressing (Calcutta Calcutta

(Chittagong & Hill Chittagong

tracts

Backerganj Boia
Amani
Nalchiti

JhaJakbati

I'ippciaU ^Xshuganj

Ghaiidpur

Noakhali Noakhali
Sandip
Madarhat
Mrilganga
Choudhury’f

22 Paper making Hooghly Kalsa
Mahaiiiid
Shahbazar

Murshidabad Kristopur

Dacca Arial

Chittagong Kagzipara

Calcutta Calcutta

Pabna Pabna

Pottery
Howrah Patihal

23 Shakrail

Kallygunge
AUaiporc

Khulna

27



COTTAGE INDUSTKll-CS OF INDIA [Sec.

S. No. Naaif t)l jhc IndustiA Disfrict': Ck‘iUrt!S

Bnrdwan Rijpriarainpur

Machidi
Rnnirlian<ira[>nr

Birliliuni llulnajpui
1 ).!(•(;» Galinipiii

jalrahad
Sullaiigai) i

Sil)pu<

Siiiiulia

CvoUa
Nihalpiii

Klialiabatl

G oil para
raiikai

n.i( kcr^aiij Xalrhiti
Nlcdnaid igaiij

liarisal

I i[>p( iah Hai ipur
Brahnianheda

\( lakhali ( diaiipaknagar
Andhannanik

-’4 Kopf making 1 low rail Gowi ah
C'aj( utta (kilciitla

Da.w a l)a<(a

Kalina
\oadda

Painia Sci akganj
Bciankalia

ChijiaKong ^c. Hill (iiiittagoiig town
I lacts Bai dona

Knpkaiiia
.Madriisha

Kutubdia
Hac:kerganj Backcrgarij

Barisal

i'ippcrah ripperah

25 Satrariji ^vcaving Rangpur Parbatipur
Pirijabaid

Barabari

26 Silk reelini' Malda Rajaiiagar
Lakshmipur
Amriti
Bibigrain
Hyderpur
Mehcdipur
Halipur
Nazirput



VI] fNliUSTJlIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCES

S, No, Name of the liiduslry 1 )islri(;ls ( Centres

Shersiiahi

Siijapur

Bakhari>uL

27 \ve;i\’iii‘2 |<SM>i < Jcssojc
Howrah How rail

Hooghly Hooglilv
JhrhhiiiH Bisliij)nr

Kali])ur
Haiiktiia VislinupuT

n Mtanari
Sripiir

Khya
Radiiakaulapiir

Midnapur Aiianfiapur
Kajshahi Dakraraipur

Chanda nshafar
Palashi

Kengachi
Midda Sibgarif

Hazaridaiiga
Mohanbad
.h«t
Bala

Bogra Jiogra

CJhittagoiig & Hill Cox’s bazar
nacts Maishkhali

Rangainati

2J> Soa]) nianiiluctui <• ( '.1 Ic uUa ( kdciitla

l)a((

a

Dacca City
(_ ’hiliagung »Sc. Hi!i ( ’hitragoiip,

uacis
\oaklia!i Hal) a Island

-!C) Siigai' cS: (fio Tiiakiiiy Khulna Khulna
jfssorc Kott liandpore

l ahirptj) r

Kaliganj

_».] Baigauas ( if)l)ardauga

1 h»A\ rah Ka])’aiiporc

Shanipoj c

Bii hliuin Kukulia
Data a Narayangairii

*

Munshigani
Manikganj

1 )iuajpui Bii gunj
Bat 11 i tola

}ia< kerganj Backerganj
Muladi
Gowuiadi

-9



CO'rrAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA (Skc.

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centreg

iXoakhali

Burdwan

Sandip
Bagsi

Asansol

\VooUen blanket weaving Rajshalii K.eshabpur
Vrripara

3- BIHAR
A. An Ciajt s :

i Bidri woi k Purnea Purnea
Kasha

2 Brocade weaving Faina Patna
Chauk
Khwa akalam
Town

3 Bafta cloth weaving Bhagalpur Bhagalpur

4 Fanbroidery and needle
work

Patna Patna

Cliauk
Khwajakalam
Town

5 F^bony jewel case making Monghyr MongliNT

6 Glazed fiottery Saran Siwan

7 Gold and silver wire «S:

leaf making
Patna Patna

a Hand stick making Monghvr Monghyr

Lacquered bangle making Saiithal Parganas xMunihat

lo lacquer bracelet making Bhagalpur
Palamau
Patna

Bhagalpur
Palamau
Patna

i 1 Muslin weaving Patna Patna

12 Painted potterv making Shahabad Sasarani

13 Silver-smithy Monghyr
Palamau
Saiuhal Parganas

Monghyr
Palamau
A few towns

*4 Fextile printing Monghyr
Saran

Shaikhpura
Saran

Wood carving Santhal Parganas \ few toww
Woollen carpet weaving Bhaga^ur

Muzaftarpur
Bhagalpur
MuzaflTarpur



VI] industrial centres in provinces

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

l’‘atna Patna
Sultanganj
Pirabahor
Chauk

Shahabad Sasaram

B. Other Crajis :

l Agricultural implcmuTU Bhagalpur Bhagalpur
making Kazanbagh Hazaribagh

Palamau Palamau
Santhal Parganas Numerous villager

2 \eraU‘(l water manufar- Bhagalpur Bhagalpur
tun

Monghyr Monghyr
I'atna Patna

3 Basket weaving Monghyr Monghyr
Santhal Parganas Some villager

4 Boat making Monghyr Monghyr

Bell metal work Manbhtiin A few places
Patna Barh

6 Blark-smithv Bhagalpur Bhagalpur
Hazaribagh Hazaribagh
Monghyr Monghyr
Patna Patna

7 Brass vs t»rk Bhagalpur Bhagalpur
Manbhum A few ct*ntres

Palamau Palamau
Patna Patna

Barh
Saran Siwan
Santlial Parganas vSome villages

Darbhanga Jhanjarpur

a Bamboo work Santhal Parganas Some villages

9 Cutlcrv’ Monghyr Monghyr
Manbhum Jhalida

Miizaffarpur Lawarpur
Santhal Parganas Many villager

10 Car|)cutr> MuzafFarpiir
}*urnea

Mltzaffarpur
Kishanganj

Santlial Parganas A few villages

1

1

Cabinet niaking Monghyr
Patna

Monghyr
Oinapore



COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA (Sec

S. No,, Name of the Industry 1 >isti icts Gi'ilfres

12 C lot ton \veavinj» Bhagalpur Bhagalpur
( ihamparan Champa,ran
Hazaribagh llazaribagh
Monghyr Monghyi
Vlanbhuni Mans tenues
MuzalTarpnr Mu/afl'ai pur

Piilarnau Palaiiiau

Patna Patna.

Piirnca Purnea
bvi.sli<ine.arS,

Satan Sarau
Sauthal Parganas Some villages

Shahabad Sliahabad
Sirigbhnm Singhhum

A lew villages

1 )arl)hanga Do.

*3 CJay water bottle inakintJ Alonghyr Monghyr

14 Dairying Sanihal Pargana* Some villages

15 Gh«f making Bhagalpur Biiagalpur
Palarnau Piilarnau

SriJ'tlial Parganas Some \iUages

1 (> (hinnv cloth weaving Palain.ni Palainau
Pm lira Kishaiigang

Ctir iTinkine Bhagalpur Hajika

Monghyr .janiia

Sanihal Parganas ( hilh.nj!

A lew t illages

Glass bangle making Bliagalpnr lihag.ilpui

Crlass making Bhagalftm Ithaealpui

Patna Patna

20 'Hooka pipe making Vloiigh\ r Shei^^ hi^mr a

Paina Patna
Purnea Kaslei

21 Leather tanning Sanihal Parganas Souk ii^

22 Leather gtiods manu Pattia Pallia

facf lint

Sanihal Parganas A lew towns

23 Manufacture of wcajpons Santhal Parganas Nuiiiercnis village

Mat making Mu/.afFai pill Mu/atrar[>U!

Purnea Kishanganj
f

'

Dai l)hanga jauiliarpui
1 iarlihanga



INhl STRIA). CENTRES IjN PROV ) i\<: iiSVI

I

. No. Nani' T.h j Irxluslrv i >Jstricts tk-no 's

.Newar making, I >ai bhanga Darblianga

u6 ( >i} pi'cssin j ^a .iiial Parganas Some vilf.'j'a'A

1 >.{' (ilianga OarblrauTii

2 7
}*(*»

! tmx' r', Pa'op Pallia

Barb

2^ Papvr inakirp/ r-iuip. Patna

J(i }V»I frr’^ ( ai.:. niparan Churn};. .1 an
XTn/afFarpur Miizuflai run

Priiria Patna
San that Parganas Somt.' rWh.'g.*-;

! >}i:f,rhhanga f>o.

iO Rope nmkiny; Xianhhunt Patkum
Baghmundi
Barabhnrn
Hesla |)arganii

i lariabanga Darbhanga

V Si)k vi'onn rrahrij? l^alarnau Palarnau

Sant ha! Farganas A t'ew villag'“'-

Singbhum Do
BhaijcaJpui B}iagai].>nr

32 Stone ( arvioj? Monghyr
\!ar.»j)hiiu»

Monghyr
C^hanciel

''bi'^biiun* Sotne viPagrs?

Vr*.
Straw work \tongiiyf Mruigbyr

H4 Shr'lLc ina^iriu, \';,>bbu!n Kal’Ma
Balratiiiau <'

Sai'thaJ Parganas Dnnka
Pakiaii/

Si I'jMf !
< 'f ' nr )' V ( Ajaniparaii Champa r an

‘Jt Sba ''.abaci Nasrigant
fagdispui

3t» Soap makinp Monghyr
Patna

Munghvi
Bihar sub'di/isuui

37 Tile and l>rirk inakhu' S.irnhal Parganas Some villagt's

i<3
Tajsar wrAvutij nhagaipur

Manhhuin
Bbagalpur
Raghiinaihapui

Paianiau Palamaa
Patna Bihar sub-divisio

Sanrbal Paxganas Some villages

VI



COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec

S. No. Name of the Industry’ Districts Centres

39 W^KKlen toy making liazaribagh Hazariliagh
Patna Patna

40 Woollen curnbli tnaiing Phagalpur Bhagalpur
Champaran Champaran
Hazaribagh liazaribagh
Mongh>T Monghyr
Palainan Palamau
Piirnea Rathihar
Shahabad Sh aliabad
Ciaya CrliV:,

4- BOMbAY
A. Aft C/ {tii :

I Cloth printine: Ahmedabad Munedabad
Nasik Nasik
Poona ]*oona

Past Kiiandcsii

West Khandesh
Bijapur Biiapui

Bombay Bombay

2 Embroider>’ and oocdle AhiiK dabad \hmrdabarf
work Kaira Kaira

Surat
Broach & Panch

Surat

Mahals Broach I>ivision

l^aikh Mahals Di-
vision

Na^sik Nasik
Satara
East Rhandesh
West Khandesh

Satara

Bijapur Bijapur
Dharwar Dharwar
Bombay Bombay

I-;
Cold and Silver thread

making Surat Surat
Nasik Nasik
Bombay Bombay

4 Horn work Surat Surat
Poona Pi>ona

r, Ivory carving Ahmedabad Ahmedabad
Surat Surat
Poona Poona
Bombay
Kanara

Bombay



VI) industrial ‘;entres in provinces

c No. Name of the Industry

h Lacquer v/ork

>;iiidal \vO')d carviurr

Tov makins

Wood rarviiti'

/ ’ (filler i/nijis :

I AcraKcl watei niaau).i»

I urc

I- fhiuglc inakiuii

Basket weaving

i )isiricts

Vliinedabad
Surat

Ihorufi N Panch
Mahak

Khandesh
^atara
kanara

\hriiedabad

Kauara
Boiiiliav

l,d)ad

kaira
S»ira<

N Panch
Mabak

f’l ton.

I

\iimrdrngar
>lu >la[)ui

Kharidcsh
\V«si kafiiKiesfi

(wSgaiiiu

i )iiai v\ai

kolaha
i< atriagiri

kana ra

P>omha\

MHn('dal)ad
-Surat

P.roat li & Panc h

Mahais

M imedabad

K( Milbay
Helgaum
Sliolapur

Surat

1 liana

Satara
Bijapur

Kaira
Surat

( Sentres

Ahinedabad
Surat
Broacfi ( )ivision

Panch Mahafs T)i

vision

Salara

VIiuK'da bad
Poonu

Boiribay City

Ahmed :d)ad

Kaira
Surat
Broach Division

PaiK h Malials Di
vision.

Poona
Ahmcdnagar
Sliolapur

Beigaum
Dharwai
Kolaba
Ratnagiri

liombay City

\hmedabad
Surat
Broach Division

Vhniedabad

Bomba\ City
lielgaiim

Sliolapur

Sural

rhana
Satara
Bijapur

Kaira
Surat



COTTAciE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec.

No. Name of the Indusiiy 1 )istricts Clentres

1 liana 111ana
Broach & Paiich Panch Mahals
Mahals Division

\a>ik Nasik
Poona Poona
Ahmcclnagar Ahmcclnagar
Sholapur Sholapur
Belgauiii Belgaum
Bija j>u t Bijapur
DharAvar Dharwar
Ratnagiri
hast Khandesb
Kanara

Rainagiri

Kolaha Kolaha

4 Bell-metal work Nasik Nasik
Poona
East Khandesh

Poona

Dharwar Dharwar
Kolaha Kolaha

5 Bidi making Broadi & Panch Broach Division
Mahals Panch Mahals

Division

-Nasik Nasik ('lily

Poona Poona
Satara Satara
brigaiuii Belgaum
E>h;n\vai Dharwar
Kauiagiri Ratnagiri

Kanara
Bomba)’ Bombay

6 Blatk-smithy '\hmedahad -Ahmcdabad
Kaira Kaira
Sural Sural
Bomba y Bombay Caty
J^harwar Dharwar
Sholapur Sholapur
Nasik Nasik
k^asi Khandesh
Kolaha Kolaha

7 Brass wonrk Ahmerlahad Ahnicdahad
Kaira Kaira

Nadi ad
Sui at Surat
Nasik Nasik
Pf M >11 a Poona
Ahrnednagar Ahm<*dnagar



VIJ industrial CLNTRUS in I R(jVINCES

b. No. Nanu; of the Industry Districts Centres

Salara Satara
l)harw;n- Dharwar

Hubli
Kolaha

lioml)a\ Bombas City

Brick layiriL'- All District

9 Ihick and liK* iriakinv Sinai Surat
Ihana rhana
Ihoarh ^ Pan< h Panel'. Mahals

Mahals Division
1*< >ona Poona
Sat;n<j Satara

Bclt^ainn Bclgauni

Kolaha Krtia {)a

lO {hush makine; Allmodabad Ahinedabad
I'.asf Khandcsh KinalncT

Rai naj»iri K^atnagiri

liornba\ Bombay City

I I Ciane ^voI•k AhtniRlabad Ahmt:dabad
lioinl )a\ Boinbax

Pouna Poona
Bfh.'antn Bciganm
Satara Satara

1 -• Cai ]Kaiti y
All 1 Hsrricts

J
:') Chuunm hnrniiiii Kaira Kaiia

Ihana rhana
Btoath iV Panch Broad i Division

Mahals Panch Malials

Division

'\asik Nasik

P( K>na Poona

Ainnedaagar VbiiH*dnagar

Sholapnr Siioiapur

Sa 1 ara Satara

Wes* Khandesh
Kan a ra

H CoJ lection oi Bidi leaves Xasik
Broadi & Panch
Mahals

Nasik
Broach Division

Panch Mahals
Division

Satara Satara

Belgauno Belgaum

Dharwar Dharwar
Ratnagiri
Kanara

Ratnagiri

M



COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec.

s. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

15 Condiment making All Districts

16 Confectionery AH Districts

17 Copper smithy Atiinedabad Ahmedabad

Kaira Kaira
Nadiad

Surat Surat
Nasik Nasik
P<u>ua Poona
Nhrnrdnagar Ahruednagar
Satara Satara
Ditarw ar Dharwar
Kolaba Kolaba
Honihax Bombay

18 Dairy inti’ \htnrdabad Ahmedabad
Kaira Kaira

Anand
Sui ai

bi</ach ivL Panch
Surat

Mahals Broach Div^ision

Last Khande,sh
W est Khandesh
lidgaum Bclgaum
B< >mhaY Bombay

*9 Drying rayon Kaira Kaira

20 Fishing Dtana Coastal villages

Kolaba Coastal villages '

Ratnagiri Coastal villages

K ariara Coastal villages

Boinbav Coastal villages

21 Fish curing Same as for fishing. Majali in Kana
District is specially noted.

22 Fruit canning Poona Poona
K anara Kanara

23 Flour grinding All Districts

24 Furriere work Ahrncdabad Ahmedabad
Fast Khandesh Amalncr
Ratnagiri Ratnagiri
Bombay Bombay City

25 Ghee making Kaira Kaira
Mchmedabad

Surat Surat
Broach & Panch Broach Division

Mahals



VI] industrial CENTRES IN PROVINCES

S. No1. Name of the Industry District. Centres

East iChandesh
West Khandesh
Belgaum Belgaum

st6 Grain parching All Districts

a? Gum collection Ahmedabad Ahmedabad
Surat Surat
Ahmednagar
V\V .vt Khandesh

Ahmednagar

Hand spiiiuing All Districts

39 Handloom w#‘aviijig All Districts particularly the ibllowing
centres:

rtiana

-Vasik

Ahmednagar

Thana
Nasik
Malegaoii
Sangamner

W'csi KhaiKlesh Dulia
Bijapur Guledgad
Dharwar Gadak

Hubli
Kanara Ranibeimur
Bombay Bombay City

Honey rolltction Surat Surat
Thana Thana

Broach & Panch Broach Division

Mahals
Poona Poona
Ahmednagar Ahmednagar
Satara Satara

Belgaum Belgaum
Ratnagiri Ratnagiri

Kanara Honavar

3* Hosiery Ahmedabad Ahmedabad
Poona Poona
Bombay Bombay City

32 Leather tanning Ahmedabad Ahmedabad
Kaira Kaira

Surat Surat

Nasik Nasik

Poona Poona
Ahmednagar Ahmednagar
Satara
East Khandesh
West Khandesh

Satara

Belgaum Belgaum

39



COTTAGK INDUSTRIES OI' INDIA
I
Skc-

No. Name oi the Industry Districts (lentres

Bijapur Bijapur
Dhanvar Dharwa r

B^>nil)ay Boiuba\' (’.itv

1 -catfier j^oods inanurature Same as J .catliici tanning

.'H Manufacture oi Dal t pulses; All Districts

Mat makiiiL!; riiaiia J liana

Poona Poona
Kolaba Kolaba
Ratnagin
Kaiiara

R atnagiri

:;h Matcli uiaking; Belgaum Bclgauni
Nasik Siiinai

37 Oil pi>'s.sin^ All Districts

3 ' ’ Paper pulp uiakinct Aliinedabad Ahmedabad
Surat Surat
Broadi & Panch Panch Mahalv

Mahals I )iv'ision

Satara
East Khandesli
West Khandesl*

Satara

Belgaum Belgaiun
Dharwar 1 )har\var

Pi<*t)ariiig tulabjal and Aliinedabad \hmedai 7ad
QnU:nn^f

Surat Sui ai

Broach and Panch Broach division

Mahals
Poona Poona

40 Power loom wcavini^ Ahmedabad /Vlimedabad
vSurat Surat
Thana Thana
Broach & Panch Boacli Division

Mahals Panch Mahals
Division

Nasik Nasik
Poona Pfxjtna

Sholapur Sholapur
Satara Satara
East Khandesh
Belgaum Belgaum
l^harwar Dharwar
Katnagiri Rainagiri
Bombay Bombay City

41 Paddy husking All Districts

40



industrial centres in provincesVI

I

1 . \o NaieK' <)1 (hr ludustry Dist ricts Ckn tres

Potteo Al! Districts

43 P(.Mihi\ kccj>in^ KoJabu Kolaha
boinbav
Siilara

Bomliav (<ity

Satara
Kair.i Kaira
\hnM-dabad Ahmedaliad

1
-! irianiifactur* Aliiiiedabad ,Ahmcdahad

Kail a Kaira
Broach and Panch Broach 1 hvisioti

-Viaha Is

Vasik Kasik
Poona Poona
Ahmednagar Ahmcdnaga^
\V<‘nI Khandesh
Kolaha Kolaba
Ihana Thana

15 Rope making Ahuicdabad Abiniclabad
Surat Surat
J liana Thana
Bruach Panch Broach Division

Mahals Panch Mahals
Division

Pfx 'iia Poona
Bhamburda

Ahmcdiiagar Ahmednagar
Shf >lapur Sholapur
Satara Satara

W est K-handesh
Bclgauni Bclgaum
Bijapur Bijapur
Dharwar Dharwar
Kolaba Kolaba
Ratnagiri Ratnagiri

Ranara Honavar

.46 Sugar making i'ooiia Poona
Ahmeduagar Ahmednagar
Bclgaum Belgauin

47 Silk weaving Masik
Poona

Nasik
Poona

Snufi' making Broacli and Pancti Panch Mahalj

Mahals Division

Bombay Bombay
Ahmednagar Alimednagar
Poona Poona

VJ—()



CX)TTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sk.

S. No. Name of the Industry IJistricts Centres

49 Soap making Ahmedabad Ahmedabad
Prantij

Kaira Kaira
riiaiia Thana
Broach and Panch Broach Division

Mahals Panch Mahals
Division

Nasik Nasik

Poona Poona
Ahmednagar Ahmednagar
Shoiapiir Sholapiir

Satara
East Khandesh
West Ivhandesh

Satara

Bclgaum Belgaum
Bijapur Bijapur

Dharvvar Dharwar
Kanara Kanara
Bombay Bombay City

50 I'ailoriiig All Districts

5 * Umbrella and fan making Tliana 1 hana

52 Wood turning Ahmedabaci .fUimedabad
Surat Surat

Nasik Nasik

Satara
West Khandesb

Satara

Broach and Panch Panch Malia i

Mahals Division

53 Woollen cumbti wearing Satara Satara

Belgaum Bclgaum
Bijapur Bijapur

Dharwar Dharwar
Mcdler

Poona Poona
Kaira Kai ra

5. CENTRAL PROVINCIES AND BERAR

[. Art Crafts

:

I Alloy ornament manu> Chanda Chanda
facture Ncri

Brahmapuri

2 Gold and silver lacc Nimar Burhanpur

3

making

Glazed pottery Darnoh Darnoh

42



VI] INDUSTIRAL CENTRES fN PROVINCES

No. Name of the Industry District Centres

4 Gold and silver smithy Chanda Chanda
Saugor Etawa

Khurai
Saugor

Bciul Chicholi

BetuI
Atner
Satnci

.") Lacquer work on bamboo Chanda Pomurna
Chanda

it I.acquer work on silver ( dianda Pomurna
Chanda

7 ( )rnamental slippe^r mak- ( ’.hand a Chanda
ing

« Stone carving [uhbulpore Tewar

9 Toy making Wardha
C’handa

Saugor

Wardha
Chanda
Brahmapurl
Saugor
Ela\va

Waraseoni
Jubbulpore
Tewar

Balaghat
Jubbulpore

Nagpur Nagpur
Bilaspur Bilaspur

Champa

lO Walking stick manufacture Hoshangabad Hoshangabad

B, Other Crafts :

I Bamboo work Chanda
Bhandara

Chanda
Bhandara

Bee-kec})ing

Beedi making

Wardha
Chanda

Maganvadi

Chanda
Brahmapuri

Hoshangabad Hoshangabad

Saugor Saugor
Deori

jubbulpore
Damoh

Jubbulpore
Damoh
Hindoria

Nirnar Burhanpur

Nagpur Nagpur

4 Bell melal work (utensils) Balaghat Waraseoni
Hatta

43



COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec.

. No. Name oi the Industry J )istricts Centres

Mandla Mandla
1 )aiiioh 1 )amoh

Hindoria
Ihlaspin Rattanpur

(diainpa

^ Bel! metal work (Onao Saugor Saugor
rncnis Khurai

Ftawa
Jubbulpore

Juhhulpore Panagar
Rattanpur

Bilasf>ijr C'hampa

5 Brass work C^.handa C^handa
Neri
Hrahmapui’i

( -liliinciwara Chhindwara
Codhikheda

!-i<)j>hangahau U oshangabad
Handia
Ha bar

Saiigoi 1 )eori

Khiiri

Mai 1 hone
Halaghai Waraseoni
}uhl>ulpon Jubbulpore

Paiiagai

Nagpur Nagpur
Keiod

Narasinghpur Clhicholi

Betu! Arnla
Ranrli
Jawalkheda

Bhandara TUiandara

h' Caipcntr) All districts inijK>rtant town.^

7 Cotton spinning Nagpur Nagpur

Wardha Sevagram
Bilaspur Raiiinidhi, kainoc*

All other districts AJ.S.A. centres

Cotton carpet weaving Nagpur Saoiicr

Patansaongi

0 Cotton cloth weaving Wardha Sevagram
Otlier large village

Chanda Ciiauda
Mul
SaoH
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VI} INDUSTRIAL CICNTRLS IN PROVINCES

No. Name of the Indusin
1 h'iliiri > Centres

lo dyeing

t 'hliiixKvara

i InsliiHignbad

S* <Mii

Ihilaghai

Mandla
Jiibbiilporc

Damob

D.ug
Niinai

X.Tirpur

Xarsius^lif )U(

Heiui

bhniidara

VV ardlia

Chanda

Brahinanpuri
Norhai
Karwal
Ghliiiidwar.i

Sobhapur
•Xaharkola
Saugor
Reh!i
Deori

(iourjiuunar
Carhakota
Scon»
Barghat
Chliapra
V\ araseoni
Lalburra
Cinga
Borgaon
Hotta
Mandla
Garha
MajohJi
Bansakalam
Dainoh
Hindoria
•Sit anagar
Hatta
I )rug

Khanclwa
Nagpur
Cinrer
K.arn}Tl ic

Kii.-jpii

( ^adarwara
Singhpur
Aingaon
Varsingbp,,,-

Beiiii

Biiandara

Pauni
-VIoIkii i

Antiiiargaon
d’uiiisar

Baninidhi
Kainod
Sevagrani
Ciianda
Mul
Saoli
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C»TTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec.

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Brahmapuri
Ghhindwara Chhindwara

Norhia
Karvval

Hoshangabad Sohagpnr
Saugor Saugor

Rehli
Deori
Gourjhainar
Garhakota

Seorii Mungwani
Chhapara
Kahani
Adegaon

fuhbulport Vijeraghogarh
Ramkhiria
Tndrana

Danioii Damoh
Bansa
Tarkheda
Aslana
Hindoria

-Nagpur Umrer
Nagpur
Sawargaon
Mowa r

Narkheri
Narsinghpur Gadarvvara

Singhpur
Narsinghpur
Amgaon

Bhandara Beni
Bilaspur Bilaspur

II Cotton tape making Wardha Wardha
12 Copper-smithy Chanda Chanda

Neri
Brahmapuri

jubbulpore Jubbulpore
Panagar

Cutlery Hosiiangabad Timunrni
Nagpur Nagpur

»4 Dairy farming Saugor Saugor
Narsinghpur Narsinghpur
Damoh Damoh
All districts Many towns

*5 Dried meat manufacture Narasinghpiir Gadarwara
Nagpur Nagpur
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INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCESVl|

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

16 Fishing and fish curinj^ All districts

17 Flour grinding Wardha
All districts

18 Ghee making Saugor
Damoh
Narsinghpur
All districts

19 Cilass bangle making Saugor

Seoni

Balghat
Mandla
Jubbulpore

*.!0 Glass blowing (Beads, Saugor
phials) Jubbulpore

Nimar
Narsinghpur

at Hemp mat and i^ag raak- Wardha
ing Chhindwara

Betul

22 Iron implement making Seoni

(Black-smithy)
Saugor
Damoh
Nagpur

23 Lac bangle making Seoni

Mandla

24 Leather tanning & leath-

er goods manufacture

Seoni

Wardha
Nagpur
All districii

Many towns

Maganvadi
A.I.V.I.A. Cen-

tres and other
towns

Saugor
Damoh
Narsinghpur
Important towns

Garhkota
Pithoria

Rahatgarh
Ghaonri
Patan
Ghhapara
Lanji
Itka

Katangi

Pithoria
Katangi
Burhanpur
Nayakheda
Barha
Barmhan

Pardi
Chhindwara
Betul

Piparwani
I^ukhnadon
Rahatgarh
Jabera
Nagpur

Seoni
Ghhapara
Bakhari
I^khnadon
Mandla
Bamhuni
Hirdenagar

Khawasa

Sevagram
Nagpur
Many towns
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CO' I' l AGK INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec

S No. Name of the Industry 1 )istricts Centres

Oil pressing Nagpur Bela

Jaiiigaon

; licrar) Ciawha
A kola VitlKtli

Giroli

IV ml Maiigonakalan
IVrar/ Hivra
Nagpur (iomukhnanda
All disU'icts Manv towns

2f) Paddy husking \V ai dha Maganvadi
All 1 )!siricfs A.l.V.I.A. centre

and other town

27 Paper making Dauioh Panchamnagar
VV’ardha Magavadi

28 Rough Pottery Clhanda Warora
Seoni Kaniw'ara

Pachdhar
1>amoh Damoli
Betui Betui
All districts Many towns N

Villages

29 Rope making Cihhindwara Chhindwara
Hosliangabad Hoshangabad
IViul Beuil
IV ardlia Pardi

30 Silk worm rearing (Mianda Wa i ragarh forest

(^hhindeara
Sindewahi for<‘^

Chhindwara
Hoshangahad
BiKtspin

Sohagpur
Bilasj)ur

Balod;.

Rhokra
Changta
Chhuri

V Silk weaving Cdianda ( Ihainursi

Chanda
Chimur
Arrnori

C ihhindwara Chhindwara.
f ioshangabad Sohagpur
Seoni Seoni
Niinar Bttrhanpnr
Nagpur Nagjnn

IJinrer

Bilaspur Bilaspur
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VIJ INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCES

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

32 Soap making Wardha
Nagpur
Jubbulporc

Maganvadi
Nagpur
Jubbulporc

33 Stone jar making Bhandara Kaneri

34 Tile & brick making Chanda
Nagpur

Warora
Nagpur

35 Woollen hlankei \vt*a\ iiig Chhindwara
Nagpur

Chhindwara
Nagpur

(k madras

A, Art Crojts:

I. Cement image making West Godavari
East Godavari.

Krishna.
Nellore.

Madras.

Ellore,

Rajahmundry
Cocanada.
Bezwada.
Kaluvayi-
Rajupalein.
Madras.

2 . Cocoanut shell carving Malabar. Quilandy.

3* Conch shell work . 'rinnevelley

Ramnad.
Vizagapatam

Tuticorin.
Rameswaram.
Vizagapatam.

4' Cotton printing & palming .

{Kalamakari)

Krishna.
We5,t Godavari

Tinnevelly.

East Godavari.

Masulipatam.
Ellore.

Narasapur.
Mclapalayam.
Tuni.

5- Enamel work Madras.
Krishna.
Madura.

Madras.
Bezwada.
Madura.

6. Screen printing Coimbatore.
Madras.

Coimbatore.
Madras.

7* Fine khaddar spinning Vizagapatam. Ponduru.
Ghicacole.
Bonthalakoduru

8. Glass painting Ramnad.
Trichy.

Rameswaram.
Srirangam.

9* Horn work ,
Vizagapatam.
'rinnevelly.

Vizagapatam.
Ambasamudram

10, Ivory carving .
Vizagapatam. Vizagapatam.

VI—

7
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COTtAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec.

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

11, Lacquer work Vizagapatam. Sringavarapuko (

Tuni. East Godavari.
Etikoppaka.

West Godavari. Ellore.

Madras. Madras.
Kurnool. Nossam.

12. Lace making East Cxodavari Rajahinundry
Ramachandra-
puram.

Dumrnagudem
West Godavari. Narasapur.

Palakole.

Krishna. Masulipatam.
Madras. Madras.
Salem. Krishnagiri.

Ilosur.

Tinnevelly. Tuticorin.

Idayangudi.

13. Lapidary work Coimbatore. Settipalayam.
Krishna. Ma.suJipatam.
Salem. 'Firuchengode.

14. Metal image casting Chittoor. Perumalpalle.
Tanjorc. Kumbakonain.
Madras. Madras.

15. Musical instrument making Krishna. Masulipatam.
7'anjore. 7'aniore.
Salem. Salem

.

Madras. Madras.
Nellorc. Indur.

i6. Palmyra hand stick making. W. Godavari. Kodurupadu.

17. Palm leaf fancy box making Madras. Madras,
Chingleput. Pulicat.

Chittoor Tirupathi.
Trichinopoly Srirangam.
Tanjore. Nagorc.
Ramnad. Rameswaram.

18. Perfumery and joss-stick Guntur. Guntur.
making Kondavidu.

W. Godavari. Ellore.

Tanjorc. Kumbakonain.
Tanjorc.

19. Pith garland making South Kanara. Coondapur.
Udipi.
Mangalore.
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VI] INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCES

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Madras. Madras.
Tanjore. Tanjore.

20. Stone carving Guntur. Kuppukonda.
Durgi.

Kurnool. Gumperumanu-
Ghittur. dinnt

.

N. Arcoi. Tiruchanur.

N. Arco!. Modayur
Sakm. Sambandanpatti.
S. Kanara. Padubidri.

Badagabettu.
Udayavar.

Coimbatore Tirumurghan-
pudi.

21. Tirracota image making . W, Godavari. Ellore,

Palakole.

E. Godavri. Rajahmundry.
Chingleput. Conjeevaram.

Madras. Madras.

S. Arcot. Pondicherry.

22. Toy making Vizagapatam.
E. Godavari

EtLkkoppaka.
Tuni.

Krishna. Kondapalli.

Chingleput. Conjeevaram.
Tandrai.

Madras. Madras.

S. Arcot Panruti.

Nellikuppam.
Bhuvanagiri.

Chittoor. Tirupathi.

Kalahasti.

Trichinopoly.

Tanjore.

Srirangam.
Tanjore.

Koii Tiruman-
galam.

Vaitheswaran
Koii.

Madura. Iravadanallur.

Ramnad. Ramcswaram.

Tinnevelly. Ambasamu-
dram.

Mannarkoil.

23. Wood Carving.
Nellore. Udayagiri

Chittoor. Tirupati
Kalahasti

Adavoram.
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COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sbc.

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Madura.
Ragigunta.
Madura.

Tinnevelly. Vadagankularn

.

24. WoUen pile-carpet weaving W. Godavari. Ellore.

Krishna,
Tangellamudi.
Masulipatam.

N. Arcot. Vellore.

Salem
VVallajapei.

Salem.

B. Otfur Crafts :

I. Aluminum ware manufacture E. Godavari. Rajahmundr>\
Vizagapatain. Vizianagaram.
W. C^davari. Ellore.

Madras. Madras.

2. Bamboo work Vizagapatam. Parvatipur.
E. Godavari. Rajahmundry.
W. Godavari. Ellore.

Kurnool Kurnool.

Ncllorc.
Atmakur.
Udayagiri.

Chingleput.

Kandukur

.

Kanigiri.

Conjeevaram.

Madras.

Uttaramerur.
Madurantakam.
Madras.

Chittoor. Pedda Anjimedi

N. Arcot.
Remigunda.
Ganganur.

Salem.

Palikonda.
Cheduvalai.
Kichupaliem.

Coimbatore.

Gollapatti.

Bairanattam.
Krishnagiri.

Mettupalayam

.

Trichinopoly. Karur.

Malabar.
Turaiyur.
Palghat.

a. Bidi making W. Godavari.
Ernad.
Ellore.

Guntur. Guntur.

Kurnool.

Tcnali.

Vetapalem.

Ammanabroii
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VI] industrial centres in provinces

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

N. Arcot.

Kurnool.
Owk.
Ghagalmarry

Malabar.

Vellore.

Ambur.
Vaniyambadi.

Madura

Calicut.

Tellichee

Badagara.

S. Kanara.

Palghat.

Dindigul.

Mangalore.
Trichinopoly. Woriyur.

4. Be)l-xneta] work
f Vizagapatam, Parvatipur,

E» Godavari,

Anakapalli.

Srungavarapu^
kota,

Lakkavarapu'
kota.

Pithapuram,
Tuni.
Jagannatha*

W. Godavari.
Marripudi.
Palakole

Krishna. Ramanakkapeta
Cuddappah, Vonipenta.
Madras. Madras.
Chittoor. Tirupathi.

Kalahasthi.
Satravadi,

Tanjore. Kumbakonam,
Madura. Madura.
Malabar, Palghat.

Calicut.

Quilandy.

5. Bcc-kccping. . . E. Godavari. Pithapuram.

W. Godavari.
Tuni.
Bhimavaram.
Tanuku

Madras. Madras.
S. Kanara. Puttur.

6. Boat building . . E. Godavari Tallarcvu.
Yanam.
Chintalanka.
KotapaUi.
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COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec

S. No, Name of the Industry Districts Centres

7, Brass work

Malabar.

Tinnevelly.

Vizagapatam.

E. Goda\ ari.

W. Godavari.

Krishna.

Guntur.
Cuddappali.
Ncllorc.

Chingleput.

Madras.
S. Arcot.

Chittoor.

Salem.

Trichinopoly.
Tanjorc.

Madura.

Ramnad.

TinncvcJ])-.

Malabar.

S. Kanara.

Quilandy.
Tellichcrrv'.

Tuticorin.

Kotapadu.
Bobbin.
Somalingapalli.
Rajahmundry.
Peddapuram.
Ajjaram.
Sriparru.

Kaldhari.
Vissakodcru.
Pasivedala.

Ramanakkapeta
Mailavaram.
Durgi.
Vonipcnta.
Ncllorc.

Tirukkalikun*
dram.

Madras.
Mclpadi.
Tirupathi
Viraganur.
Dharmapuri.
Salem.
Sirugambur.
Kumbakonam.
Nachiyarkoil.

Madura.
Silamalaipatti.

Nilakottai.

Dindigul.
Karaikudi.
Srivilliputhur.

Vaigaikulam.
Eral.

Mannar Koil
Tinnevelly.
Pudikudi.
Palghat.

Irumpalyam.
Kuttipuram.
Kallai.

Quilandy.
Coondapur.
Udipi.
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VI] INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCES

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Camp furniture makina:

o. Cashew-nut roasting

1 o Cane work

1 1 Coconut coir and rope

industry.

Guntur.

Vizagapatam

East Godavari

Ncllon*

Chingleput
Madras
Tanjorc

Madras
Malabar

S. Kanara

E, Godavari

\V. Godavari

N. Arcot

Salem

Coimbatore
Tanjore

Mangalore,
Kasargod.
Puttur.

Nileshwar.

Narasaraopeta.

Vizagapatam
Vizianagaram
Rajahmundry

Nellorc

Indurkurpet
Poonamallee
Madras
Pakkeri
Thekkal
Karuvapulam
Madras
Calicut.

Cannanore
Manjeri
Chokkali
Puttur
Coondapur
Nileshwar
Kabaka

Tallarevu

Komaragiri-
patnam

Ambajipeta
Bendamurlanka
Magalakurru

Sambaldivi
Muthyalapalli

Ambur
Vaniyambadi
Vellore
Jalakantapuram
Vanavasi
Palavadi
Palakkodu
Modur
Kanganipatta
Eravanur
Mudukur
Mallipatnam



COTTAGE INDUSTRIES OF INDIA [Sec

S. No.

IS

Name of the Industry

Cotton dyeing

Districts Centres

Kornad
Kuttalam

Ramnad Pcriapatnam
Srivilliputtur

Tinnevelly Anjcngol
langanasscri

Malabar Beypore
Ponnani
Tikkoti
Qiiilandy
Calicut

S. Kanara. Uppinda
Koni
Malpe
Valal
Telangiri

JCadni

Vizagapatam Vizagapaiam
Vizianagaram
Payakaraopcta

E. Godavari Gollapalem
Rajahmundry
Cocanada

W. Godavari Palakole
Narasapur
Ellore.

Krishna Masulipatam
Ramudupcta

Guntur Mangalagiri
Addepalli
Ciuntur
Chirala
Vc^apalcm

Bellaty' Yemmiganur
Rayadrug

Anantapur Pamidi
Cuddappah Jammalamedugi.

Thondur
Nellorc Nellorc.

Amalur
Kandiikur
Vcnkatagiri

Chinglcput Saidapct
Madras Madras
Chittoor Kalahasti
N. Arcot Arcot

Gudiyathatn
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VI] industrial centres in provinces

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

13 Cotton tape making

14 Cutlery

1 5 Eucalyptus oil distillation

16 Fishing and fish-curing

17 Glass bangle making

18

Gunny manufacture

Salem Pudupanjam
Salem
Gugai

Madura Madura
Tinnevelly Melapalayam

Kilavira-
raghavapuram

Malabar Tellicherry

Vizagapatam Singanadora-
palcm

E. Godavari Rajahmundry
W. Godavari Viravasaram

Toleru
Sisali

Komarada
Mallavaram

Kurnool Kurnool
Nandyal

Chittoor Pothapolu
Gumimitta

Guntur Cherukupalezn
Anantapur Sangahatta

Hindupur
Malabar Shoranur
S. Kanara Baindur

Nilgiris Coonoor
Ootacamund

E. Godavari Uppada
Malabar Quilandy

Badagara
Tellicherry

Madras Madras
Vizagapatam Paidipala

Gompa
W. Godavari Chikkala

Tadikalapudi
Kurnool Dhone
Bellary Muchigeri

Doddankeri
Anantapur Guttur
Chittoor Maddiledu

Papanaidupet

Vizagapatam Kondakarla
W. Godavari Tadepalligudcm

Guntur Maddipadu
Rachavaripalem

VI—

8
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No. Name of the IndL^stry Districts Centres

Anantapur
Cuddappah

Nellore

S. Arcot

Coimbatore
Tinnevclly

19 Gmt making .. E. Godavari

W. Godavari

Cuddappah
Nellore

Cx)imbatore

Malabar

20 Handmade paper industry . . E. Godavari
Krishna

Kumool
Anantapur
Cuddappah
Madras

21 Khaddar spinning & weaving. Vizagapatam

E. Godavari

Chilamulturu
Induluru
Singareddipallc
Kambalakunta
Palapalli

Bkatlapalli
Thurakapalem
Pudur
Vanavarathi
Pakkirivari
Av^ayapalayam
Udayarpatti
Gopalsamudram
Ambur
Vellakkal

Ramachandra*
puram

Peddapuram
Ellore

Tadepalligudem
TanuJku
Nartapur
Kesapuram
Kavali
Kandukur
Gudur
Kovur
Avanashi
Erode
Gobichettipada-

yani
Edappai
Naduvattam

Addampalli
Masulipatam
Bezwada
Guzulapallc
Nyamadala
Bugga
Madras

Srungavarapu-
kota

Sripuram
Tamada
Viravalli

Golukonda
Tuni
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VI] INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCES

>. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

W. Godavari

Krishna

Guntur

Kurnool

Anantapur

Cuddappah

NcUore

S. Arcot

Chittoor

Coimbatore

Tanjorr

Madura
Ramnad

Tinnevelly

S. Kanara
Trichinopoly

Malabar
Salem

Somavarani
Vadiseleni
Nidadavole
Narsapur
Konakanchi
Tiruvur
Masulipatani
Ghantasala
Puritigadda
Nadendla
Saltenapalli

Koilkuntla

Cumbum
Nandyal
Gooty
Tadpatri
PuHvendla
Proddatur
Kandukur
Kanigiri

Rapur
Podili

Pandalam
Siruvangur
Alathur
Ilangianur
Chinna Salem
Tirupathi
Yerrakotapallc

Tiruppur
Kangayam
Palaiyur
Adirampatnam
Kasipalayam
Srivilliputtur

Pudupatti
Sattur
Rajapalayam
Padukapattu
Thalai
Viswanathaperai
Nileshwar
Karurabalur
Chinnadhara-
puram

Palghat
Payyanur
Tiruchengode
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. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

22 Lead vessel making . . Vizagapatam Anakapalli
W. Godavari Palakolc
E. Godavari Rajahmundry

Co^nada

23 Leaf platter making . - Vizagapatam Srungavarapu*
kota

Viraghattam
Kottakota

W. Godavari Kamavarapu-
kota

Thadakalapudi
E. Godavari Bhadrachalam
Krishna Jaggayyapeta

Chiiakalurpeta
Nuzvid

Nellorr Kavali
Kovur
Gudur
Kandukur
Podalakur

94 Leather tanning #, W, Godavari Ellore
Annadevarapeta

Kriihna Bezwada
Nellore Nellore

Madras Madras
Madura Kothapatti
S. Kanara Kasaragod

Beltangadi

25 Match making . . Vizagapatam Parvatipur
N. Arcot Vellore

Trichinopoly Illupur
Ramnad Sattur

Edaiyaram-
pannai

Sivakasi
Surantudy

Tinncvcily Thisayanvilai
Malabar Palghat

26 Mat weaving . . Guntur Inavolc
Kochcrla

Kumool
Nizam patnam
Vcldurthi

Cuddappah Mandiram
Utakur
Venkamani
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VI] industrial centres in provinces

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Nellorc

Ghinglcput

Buchireddipalcm
Ncllore

Indur
Uppalapadu
Vclathur
Yedakanad

S. Arcoi Melpadi
Cuddalore
Murarabad
Vanur

Chittoor Palmaner
Siddhavaram
Kalicherla

N. Arcot Wandiwash
Gheri

Vinayagapuram
Salem Salem

Goganur
Trichinopoly Pugalur

Karur
Lalapet

Tanjore Chakrapalli
Sikkil

Madura Palni

Balasamudram
Ramnad Rajapalayam

Siethur

Tinnevelly Pethai

Kayattar
Kalakkad
Pattamadai
Ravanasamud-

ram.
Malabar Vadavanur

Ponnani

S, Kanara Bangadi
Kanjur
Haravur
Udipi

ay. Mica Splitting
. . Nellorc Gudur

Saidapuram

a8. MQl yarn handlooro weaving. Vizagapatam Chipurupalli
Rajam
Payakaraopeta

E. Godavari Bandarlanka
Uppada
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S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

W. Godavari

Mori
Muramanda
Ellore

Krishna

Palakole
Velpur
Masulipatam

Guntur

Pedana
Vissannapei
Ghantasala
Mangalagiri

Kurnool

Ilavaram
Pandillapalli

Kodumur

Bellary

Kothakoia
Pyapally
Ycmmiganur

Anantapur

Rayadrug
Adoni
Tadpatri

Cuddappali
Uravakonda

Jammalamadugu

Ncllore

Pullampct
Madhavaram
Venkatagiri

Chingleput
Yellayapalem
Conjeevaram

Madras
Saidapci
Madras

S. Arcot Bhuvanagiri

Ghittoor
Guddalorc
Narayanavaram

N. Arcot

Palmaner
Kalahasti
Ami

Salem

Gudiyatham
Sathuvachari
Vaniyambadi
Kesavarajupcta
Salem

Coimbatore

Rasipuram
Ammapct
Athanur
Athyampatti
Coimbatore

Trichinopoly

Ondiputhur
Bhavani
Thuraiyur
Jayamgonda-
cholapuram
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VI] INDUSTRIAl CENTRES IN PROVINCES

S. No. Name of the Industry

29 Oil and paint making

30 Palmyra fibre extraction

31 Pith hat making

32 Scamquilt manufacture

33 Silk weaving

Districts Centres

Tanjore

Madura

Rainnad

Tinncvelly

Malabar

S. Kanara

W, Godavari
Guntur
Madras

. Vizagapatam

E. Godavari

W. Godavari

Nellore

S. Arcot

Tanjore
Tinnevelly

Malabar

. E. Godavari
Madras
Tanjore

S. Kanara

. Chitioor

. E. Godavari
Vizagapatam
Krishna

Manamedu
Woraiyur
Sikkil

Thuhili

Mannargudi
Kornad
Madura
Dindigul

Aruppukkottai
Srivilliputtur

Paramakudi
Kallidaikurichi

Tenkasi

Viravanallur

Sankarankoil

Badagara
Cannanore
Thaliparamba
Udipi
Mangalore

Bhimavaram
Tcnali

Madras

Sarvasiddhi

Bimlipatam
Vadisaleru
Pallipalem

Nidadavole
Chintalapudi

Kavali

Gudur
Arnumandai
Konthad
Vedaranyam
Udangudi
Paliipattu

Arasur
Palghat

Rajahmundry
Madras
Tanjore
Mangalore

Kuppam

Pcddapuram
Chodavaram
Jaggayapeta
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S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Anantapur Dharmavaram
Guddappah Uppalur

Idupulapaya
Chingleput Conjeevaram

Reddipetai
N. Arcot Arni

Walajapct
Salem Ammapct

Namakkal
Attiampatti

Coimbatore KoUegal
Dharapurani

'I’anjorc Kornad
Kumbakonain

34 Slate making Kurnool Markapur

35 Steel trunk and safe making. H Godavari Dowlaiswaram
W. Godavari Ellore

Penukonda
Narsapur

Madras Madras
Madura Dindigul
Tanjore Negapatam

36 Woollen cumbli weaving W. Godavari Dharmajigudera
Kalapparru
Sivapurarn

Krishna Elakurru
Kanumolu
Pcrikigudem
Chanubanda

Guntur Dronadula
Idimudi
Koniki

Kurnool Nandikotkur
Bellary Adoni

Kudatani
BcUary

Anantapur Kalyandrug
Gooty

S. Arcot Melandal
Mamadur
Kural
Nagar

Cliittoor

N. Arcot
Madanapallc
Madapalli
Sathanur
Bandarapalli
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S.No, Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Salem

Coimbatore

Vellayur
Dcveripalli
Pallipatti

Bundapatti
Bastipuram
Kannampala-

Trichinopoly

Madura

Ramnad

Perambalur
Kallakampatta
Palni
Nilakottai

Kurumbapatti
Sindalachcrry

7 . N.W.F. PROVINCE

A, Art Crajls :

i Afridi wax cloth Peshawar Peshawar

s Enamelled jewellery Hazara Hazara

3 Glazed pottery Peshawar Peshawar

4 Lacquer work Dera Ismail Khan
Peshawar

Paharpur
Peshawar

5 Nakhai work Bannu Sutzai

6 Ornamental leather work Peshawar
Kohat

Peshawar
Kohat

7 Silk and cotton embroid- Hazara Haripur

ery
Hazara
Bannu

Hazara
Bannu

8 Silver smithy Hazara Hazara

9 Toy making Dera Ismail Khan

Bannu

Dera Ismail Khan
Paharpur
Bannu

S, Other Crafts t

I Art silk weaving Peshawar Mata Mughal
Khcl

2 Brick making Peshawar Peshawar

3 Bee keeping Hazara
Amb State

Thai
Darband
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b. No. Name of the Induatry Districts Centres,

Dir State Chackdara
Swat State Saidushareef

Mangora

4 Copper smithy Peshawar Peshawar

5 Charcoal making Mardan Mardan
Dera Ismail Khan Dera Ismail Khaip*
Peshawar Peshawar

Jarnab

6 Cutlery making Peshawar Tangi

7 Carpentry Peshawar Peshawar
Mardan Gurjar Garhi

Dera Ismail Khan Dera Ismail Khan^
Bannu Bannu

8 Coarse Cotton cloth wea-
ving

Kohat Kohat
Jungle Khel

Hazara Hazara
Bannu Ismail Khel
Peshawar Peshawar

Mata Mughal
Khel

Mardan Garhi Kapura-
Nardan Gurjar Garhi

9 Dairy fanning Peshawar Peshawar
Tarnab

iO Flour grinding Dir State Khal
Hazara Hazara

11 Ghe& making Peshawar Peshawar
Tarnab

Amb State Dargand
Dir State Chackdara
Swat State Saidushareef

12 Gur making Peshawar Panikar

13 Gur pan making Mardan TakhaM-Bhai
Peshawar Tangi

H Hand spinning Mardan Qarhi Kapura*
Numerous centres in ;Sill districts

15 Lea|her tanning Peshawar Peshawar
Mata Mughal

Khel
Mardan Takhat-i-Bha^

Hazara Haripur
Kohat Kohat
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VI] industrial centres in provinces

S. No. Name of the Industry
Districts Centres

Bannu
Bazaar Ahmed

x6 Leather goods making
Amb State
Peshawar
Mardan
Hazara
Koliat

Pamm

Khan
Darband
Peshawar
Takhat-i-Bhai
Haripur
Kohat
Bazaar Ahmed
Khan

17 Lock smithy Dcra Ismail Khan
Peshawar

Dera Ismail Khan
Tangi

18 Lime burning Bannu Bazaar Ahmed

Making of sausages con-
tainers from animal in-

Khan
19 Peshawar Peshawar

testines

20 Medicines and drugs Peshawar
Hazara

Amb State

Tarnab
Abottabad
Balakot

Amb
Dharband
Chakhdara
Darbar

Dir State

21 Mazri making Kohai Hangii
Kohat
Billitang

22 Mirror frame making Dera Ismail Dera Ismail
Khan Khan

23 Oil pressing Peshawar
Hazara

Dera Ismai'

Peshawar
Balakot

Haripur
Dera Ismai i

Khan Khan

24 Poultry keeping Hazara Havellian
Peshawar Tamab

25 Pottery and unglazed Bannu Bannu
crockery Peshawar Aza Khel

Sarband
Hazarkhani
Pirpai

Kohat Pirkhel

Togh
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S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

‘26 Paddy husking Hazara
Dir State

Hazara
Khal

27 Palm leaf, basket and mat
weaving

Peshawar
Hazara

Kohat
Dera Ismail
Khan

Peshawar
Haripur

Kohat
Dera Ismail

Khan

28 Repairing Numerous centres in all districts

29 Rope twisting Peshawar
Kohat
Dera Ismail

'

Khan

Peshawar
Kohat
Dera Ismail
Khan

30 Rifle making Kohat Kohat

3^ Sheep rearing Peshawar
Hazara

Kohat

Tamab
Mansehra
Sandesar
Pirkhel

32 Soap making Hazara
Bannu

Haripur
Bannu

33 Tonga building Peshawar Peshawar

34 Vegetable and mineral
dye manufacture

Kohat Kohat
Peshawar

35 Woollen blanket weaving Peshawar
Hazara
Kohat
Dera Ismail
Khan

Swat State

Mansehra
Pirkhel

Jungle-khel
Dera Ismail
Khan

Islampur

3^ Woollen felted mats and
sadalscloth making

Peshawar
Hazara

Kohat
Dera Ismail

Khan

Peshawar
Sandesar
Haripur
Pirkhel
Dera Ismail
Khan

37 Woollen camel bag
making

Kohat Kohat

38 Wool pulling Peshawar Peshawar

39 Yakhdan rnaking Peshawar Peshawar

40 Yam and cloth dyeing Kohat Kohat
Jungle-khel
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VII INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCES

S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

8. ORISSA

A. Art Crafts :

1 Gold & Silver-smithy Cuttack
Puri

Cuttack
Puri

2 Horn Feudatory States

Ganjam
Cuttack

Dhenkanal
Parlakimidi
Cuttack

3 Ivory work Feudatory States

Cuttack
Dhenkanal
Cuttack

4 I.ac and brass ornament
making

Cuttack
Puri

Cuttack
Puri

5 Silver filigree work Cuttack Cuttack

6 Painted playing card
making

Cuttack Cuttack

7 Stone carving Puri Puri

8 Toy making Cuttack Cuttack

B, Other Crafts :

1 Brass work Feudatory States

Angul
Cuttack
Puri
Sambalpur

Narasinghpur
Khandpara
Angul
Cuttack
Puri

Sambalpur

2 Bell metal work Angul
Balasore

Cuttack
Puri
Sambalpur

Angul
Balasore
Cuttack
Puri
Tukra
Ramenda
Barpali
Bijepur

3 Basket weaving Angul
Cuttack
Puri

Angul
Cuttack
Puri

4

5

Bee keeping

Cotton weaving

Cuttack

Feudatory States

Angul

Cuttack

Baramba
Tigiria State

^gul
Balasore
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S. No. Name of thCj^Industry Districts Centres

Cuttack
Puri
Sambalpur

Cuttack
Puri
Ramenda
Barpali
Chanderpur
Sambalpur

6 Confectionery Cuttack Cuttack

7 Fish curing Balasorc
Puri

Balasore
Puri

8 Gunny cloth weaving Cuttack Cuttack

9 Hat making Cuttack Cuttack

lO Iron implement making Feudatory States Band
Dheiikanal
Daspalla
Khandpara
Mayurbhan
Talcher
Angul
Sambalpur

Angul
Sambalpur

XI Mat making Angul
BaJasore

Angul
Balasore

12 Leather goods manufac-
ture

Sambalpur Sambalpur

*3 Metal bead making Sambalpur Sambalpur

*4 Oil pressing Cuttack
Cuttack
Puri

Agarpara
Balipada
Delang

15 Pottery Cuttack Cuttack

i6 Paper making Cuttack

Puri

Agarpara
Balipada
Delang

17 Silk weaving Feudatory States

Puri
Sambalpur

Baramba
Tigiria State

Puri
Sambalpur

xB Stone work Feudatory States Khandpara
Dhenkama!
Talcher

*9 Salt manufacture Balasore Balasore

20 Sugar making Pur* Puri
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yt] INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN PROVINCE

*S. No. Name of the Industry Districts

21 Tailoring Cuttack
22 Wood work Feudatory States

9. THE PUNJAB

.4 , Art Crafts :

1 Artistic brass & copper Karnal
ware Montgomery

Amritsar
Hoshiarpur
Hissar

2 Damascene work
{Kotfgari)

Amritsar
Hoshiarpur
Lahore
Sialkot

Multan

3 Embroidery
{Phulkari work)

Amritsar
Attock
Hissar
Karnal

. Ludhiana
Montgomery

4 Gold, silver & enamelled

jewellery making

Amritsar
Lahore
Jullundur

Kangra
Karnal
Multan
Hoshiarpur

5 Gold& silver wire & lace

making

<6 Ivory carving

Amritsar
Jullundur

Amritsar
Ludhiana

Lahore
Ambala
Jullundur
Hoshiarptir

Kangra

Centres

Cuttack
Khandpara
Dhenkanal
Mayurbhan
Nayagarh

Karnal
Montgomery
Amritsar
Hoshiarpur
Bhiwani

Amritsar
Hoshiarpur
Lahore
Sialkot

Multan

Amritsar
Attock
Hissar
Karnal
Panipat
Ludhiana
Montgomery

Amritsar
Lahore
Jullundur
Shahabad
Kangra
Shahabad
Multan
Hoshiarpur

Amritsar
Jullundur

Amritsar
Ludhiana
Jagraon
Lahore
Ambala
Jullundur
Hoshiarpur
Kangra
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S. No. Name of the Industry Districts

' 7 Ivory inlaying on wood Hoshiarpur
Amritsar
Lahore

8 Hand printing & painting Ambala
on cotton cloth Bahawalpur Slate

Montgomery

Multan
Lahore
Ludhiana

9 Kimkhab weaving

lo Lacquer work

XI Papwr mache work

12 Pile carj>et weaving

Lahore
Amritsar
Kangra

Attock
Ambala
Dera Ghazi
Khan

Hoshiarpur
Karnal
Montgomery

Hoshiarpur
JuUundur

Amritsar
Montgomery

Dera Ghati
Khan

Multan

13 Polished pottery Multan
Sialkot

Lahore

14 Straw basket making Lahore
Jhelum
Amritsar

15 Toy making Ambala
Bahawalpur State
Montgomery
Amritsar
Ludhiana
Lahore

16 Wood carving Amritsar
Chamba State

Centres

Hoshiarpur
Amritsar
Lahore

Ambala
Khairpur
Kamalia

Multan
Lahore
Ludhiana

Lahore
Amritsar
Kangra

Pindi Ghab
Kharar
Jampur

Hoshiarpur
Karnal
Pak Pattan

Hoshiarpur
Jullundur

Amritsar
Chak Baba
Khem Singh.

Plains

Multan

Multan
Sialkot

Lahore

Lahore
Jhelum
Amritsar

Ambala
Bahawalpur
Pak Pattan
Amritsar
Ludhiana
Lahore

Amritsar
Chamba
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S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Hissar Bhiwani
Lahore Lahore

Other CrafU :

X Basket making Kangra Kangra
Kulu
MuzaffargarhMuzaffargarh

2 Boat building Attock Makhad
Jhelum Jhelum

Find Dadan
Khan

3 Book binding Lahore Lahore
Amritsar Amritsar
Jullundur Jullundur

4 Billiard ball making Ludhiana Ludhiana
Jagraon

5 Brass & bell metal work Ambala Jagadhri
Chamba State Chamba
Amritsar Amritsar
Dera Ghazi Khan Dera Ghazi Khar^
Hoshiarpur
Hissar

Jhelum

Bahadurpur
Bhiwani
Find Dadan
Khan

Jullundur Jullundur
Kartarpur

6 Brick making All districts Many towns

7 Carpentry Amritsar
Ambala

Amritsar
Ambala

Hoshiarpur Hoshiarpur

Hissar Bhiwani

Jullundur Kartarpur
Jullundur

Lahore Lahore

8 Clay modelling Ambala Rupar

9 Coloured glass making Hoshiarpur Dasuya

10 Coloured title manufac- Jullundur Jullundur

ture
Jhelum

andIX Com grinding by water Jhelum

mills other towns^

12 Cotton cloth weaving Amritsar
Attock

Amritsar
Kamra

VI—10
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No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Dera Ghazi Khan
Shamsabad
Dera Ghazi Khan

Hoshiarpur Hoshiarpur

Jullundur Jullundur
Rahon

Montgomery Pak Pattan
Montgomery
Kamalia

Multan I

Muzaffargarh
Ludhiana Numerous village.

Lahore
Kangra

13 Glass blowing and bangle Kamal Panipet

making Hoshiarpur Hoshiarpur

14 Hand spinning Lahore \

Jullundur )
Numerous towns

*5 Hosiery Ludhiana Ludhiana

J16 Iron vessel manufacture Ambala Rupar
Attock Attock

Jullundur Jullundur

Leather tanning Jullundur Jullxindur

Attock Attock

Hoshiarpur Hoshiarpur
Kamal Kamal
Lahore Lahore

Kasur

t8 Leather goods manufac- Attock Attock

ture Amritsar Amritsar

Bahawalpur Ahmedpur East

State Khairpur
Hoshiarpur Hoshiarpur
Lahore Lahore

Kasur

*9 Lock making Attock Attock

ao Machinery making Ludhiana Ludhiana
Lahore Lahore

Stl Musical instrument Kamal Shahabad

making

22 Paper making Multan Multan

23 Picture frame making Amritsar Amritsar

Lahore Lahore
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S. No. Name of the Industry Districts

24 Porcclein work Bahawalpur State

25 Reed & palm leaf mat
making

26 Shawl weaving

27 Silk weaving

28 Skin coat making

29 Soap making

Attock
Muzalfargarh

Amritsar
Kangura
Imdhiana

Amritsar
Attock
Bahawalpur State

Dcra Ghazi Khan
j
helum

Jullundur
Multan

Hoshiarpur

Attock
Lahore

30 Snuff making Attock
Muzaffargarh

3, Sugar making J^Srgarh }

32 Textile dyeing Amritsar
Ambala
Ghamba State

Lahore
Montgomery
Multan

33 Vegetable oil manufacture Ludhiana
|

34 Woollen blanket weaving Amritsar
Dera Ghazi Khan

Kangra

White metal ware manu-

facture

Multan

Montgomery
Bahawalpur i

Centres

Ahmedpur East

Khairpur

Numerous village

Muzaffargarh

Amritsar
Nurpur
Ludhiana

Amritsar
Attock
Bahawalpur
Dera Ghazi Khaii

Find Dadan Khan
Jullundur
Multan

Hoshiarpur

Attock
Lahore

Hazro
Alipur

Some towns

Amritsar
Ambala
Chamba
Lahore
Kamalia
Multan

Many towns and
villages

Amritsar
Plains & Border

Hills

Kulu
Lahul
Spiff

Multan

Montgomery
Bahawalpur
Khanpur
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S. No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

lo. SIND
A, Art Crafts :

I Cloth dyeing & printing Khairpur State
Larkana
Upper Sind
Frontier Dt.

Khairpur
Larkana

2 Embroidery and needle Thar and Parker Naia Valley
work Upper Sind Fron-

tier

Mirpur
Ghauspur

3 Enamel work Hyderabad Hyderabad

4 Fine cloth weaving Hyderabad Hyderabad
Karachi Karachi

5 Glazed pottery Hyderabad Hala
6 Hooka making Sukkur

Khairpur
Ghotki
Dharki

7 Lacquered work Hyderabad Hyderabad
8 Silver-smithy Khairpur Khairpur

9 Toy making Karachi Karachi

10 Woollen carpet weaving

. Other Crafts :

Karachi
Khairpur
Larkana
Thar and Parker

Karachi
Khairpur
Larkana
Naia valley

& Desert region

1 Camel saddle making Hyderabad
Upper Sind Fron-

tier

Hyderabad

t Cotton weaving Hyderabad
Karachi
Khairpur
Larkana

Sukkur
Thar and Parker
Upper Sind Fron-

tier

Hyderabad
Karachi
Gambat
Bubak
Sehwan
Shikarpur
Nara Valley

3 Cutlery Sukkur Sukkur

4 Dwarf palm leal weaving Upper Sind Fron-
tier

5 Gheo making Thar and Parker Nara Valley

6 Laocmcrcd wood work Khairpur State
Upper Sind Fron*

tier

Khairpur
Kashmir
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7 Leather goods manufac-
ture

Khairpur State

Larkana
Sukkur

Upper Sind Fron-

tier

Khairpur
Larkana
Ghotki
Khairpur-Dharki

Mirpur & Ghau?-
pur

B Metal work Hyderabad
Karachi
Larkana
Sukkur

Hyderabad
Karachi
Larkana
Shikarpur

9 Mat making Larkana
Upper Sind Fron-

tier

Larkana

lo Rough pottery Karachi
Khairpur State

Sukkur

Karachi
Khairpur
Shikarpur

1 1 Silk weaving Karachi
Khairpur State

Sukkur

Karachi
Khairpur
Rohri

12 Salt manufacture Larkana
Thar and Parker

Upper Sind Fron-

tier

Larkana
Dilyars

Saran
A few centres

13 Tile manufacture

14 Weapon making

Hyderabad

Khairpur State

Hyderabad

Hala

Khairpur
Hyderabad

13 Woollen blanket weaving Hyderabad
Karachi
Larkana
I har and Parker

Upper Sind Front

Hyderabad
Karachi
Larkana
Nara Valley

& Desert regies

Icr

II. UNITED PROVINCES

A, Art Crafts

:

I Artistic Brassware
Moradabad
Benares

Moradabad
Benares

2 Calico printing
Farrukhabad
Bulaiidshahr

Lucknow
Meerut

Farrukhabad
Jehangirabad
Lucknow
Philkuwa
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Muttra Muttra
Fyzabad Tanda

3 Clay modelling Lucknow Lucknow
Moradabad Amroha

4 Ebony carving Bijnor Nagina

Embroidery and gota Benares Benares
v^reaving Agra Agra

6 Glazed pottery Bulandshar Khuia
Benares Chunar

7 Marble and stone work Agra Agra
Muttra Muttra

8 Wood carving Saharanpur Saharanpur

B, Other Crafts :

I Cotton weaving Azamgarh Mau
Fyzabad Tanda
Hardoi Sandila

Bara«Banki
Etawah Etawah
Gorakhpur Gorakhpur
Moradabad Amroha
Meerut Meerut

Philkhuwa

• 2 Silk weaving Benares Benares
Azamgarh Mau

3 Blanket weaving Muzaffamagar Muzaffamagar
Meerut Meerut
Mirzapur Mirzapur
Azamgarh Bhadohi
Almora Almora

4 Hosiery weaving Lucknow Lucknow
Saharanpur Saharanpur
Meerut Meerut
Agra Agra
Farrukhabad Farrukhabad

5 Tat-patti weaving Jaunpur Jaunpur
Sultanpur Sultanpur

6 Carpet weaving Qalin Mirzapur Mirzapur

Agra Apa
Shahjahanptxr ^hahjahanpui
Meerut Meerut
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S* No. Name of the Industry

7 Brass and copper utensils Moradabad Moradabad
Farrukhabad Farrukhabad
Mirzapur Mirzapur
Aligarh Haihras

8 Iron utensils Agra Agra
Cawnpore Cawnpore
Aligarh Hathras

9 Cutlciy Moradabad Moradabad
Aligarh Hathras
Farrukhabad Q,iamganj

10 Steel trunks and safes Allahabad Allahabad

Cawnpore Cawnpore
Agra Agra
Aligarh Aligarh

iz Lock making Aligarh Aligarh

12 Scissors and ^azo^^ Meerut Meerut

Aligarh

Bijnor

Aligarh
Nagina

Bulandshahr Bulandshahr

13 Leather tanning

14 Leather working and

shoe making

15 Glass bangles

1 6 Glass beads

17 Glasswares

18 Glass blocks

19 Pottery black

20 Oil pressing

21 Oil pressing

32 Soap making

All districts

Agra

Lucknow
Cawnpore
Meerut

Agra

Benares
Lucknow
Azamgarh
Bijnor

Bulandshahr

Agra

Azamgarh

All districts

Gorakhpur
Shahjahanpur

Meerut
Muttra

Meerut
Cawnpore

Numerous villager

Agra

Lucknow
Cawnpore
Meerut

Firozabad

Benares
Lucknow
Azamgarh
Bijnor villages

Bulandshahr

Firozabad

Nijamabad

Numerous villagea-

Gorakhpur
Shaba
Meerut
Muttra

Meerut
Cawnpore
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s. No.

23

24

25

;:6

27

28

29

31

32

33

[Sec

Name of the Industry Districts Centres

Bareilly Bareilly

Agra Agra
Bulandshahr Bulandshahr
Jaunpur Jaunpur villages

Moradabad Moradabad

Essential Oils

(a) Jtrs Ballia Ballia

Jaunpur Jaunpur
Ghazipur Chazipur

(b) Scented oils Hardoi Kanauj
Bahraich Bahraich
Aligarh Two centres

Benares Benares
Allahabad Allahabad
Lucknow Lucknow

Furniture Bareilly Bareilly

Dehra Dun Dehra Dun

Horn combs Moradabad Sambhol
Cawnpore Cawnpore
Etawah Etaws^

Brush making Agra Agra
Meerut Meerut

Hats Sharanpur Roorkec
Allahabad Allahabad

Lucknow Lucknow

(a) Tape niakmgl Meerut Meerut

(b) Niwar „ V Cawnpore Cawnpore
(a) Net „ J

Basket and cane furniture Bareilly Bareilly

Allahabad Allahabad

Jhansi Jhansi

Printing industry Allahabad Allahabad
Cawnpore Cawnpore

Khandswri sugar Bareilly Bareilly

Pilibhit Pilibhit

Gur making Meerut Meerut
Saharanpur Saharanpur

Biri making Jaunpur Jaunpur
Allahabad Allahabad
Moradabad Moradabad
Jhansi Jhami
Meerut Meerut
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s. No.. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

34 Paper making Muma Muttra
Jalauu Kalpi

35 Xtotor l>o(l V building
donga making Mrnut Meerut
Carl making

36 Fountain ])<'n inakijig Meerut Meerut
Ca.v.'upun* Cavvnyxtre

37 Ayiirv edir medicine
Unani medifinc Mrf'iul Meerut
Hill Jams

3^' Stick making J)eiija Dun Rishikesha

Mussoorce
Dehra F)un

Lime Imming Deina Dun Dchra Dun

40 Tohacc' I'chrw ing making Lueknotv Lucknow

8i
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S. No. Name of the Industry Districts

B. STATES

I- BARODA

A, Art Crafts :

i Calico printing Baroda

Mchsana

o Embroidery Baroda

3 Gold & Silver smithy Baroda

Meh'iana

Navasan
Amrcli

4 Ivory car\dn^ Baroda

;> Lacquer work Baroda

Toy making Baroda

Mchsana

7 Wood carving Mchsana

B. Other CtafU :

1 Brass & Bell metal work Baroda
Mebsana

2 Hand-loom weaving Baroda
Navasari
Amreli
Mchsana

3 Kkttddar industry Navasari

4 Leather tanning Baroda

5 Silk weaving Mchsana

6 leKlilc dyeing Baroda

Mebsana

82

Centres

Baroda
Padra
V’^adnagar

Baroda

Baroda
Padra
Mehsana
Pa»aii

Navasai’
AmrrH

Baroda

Sankhcda

Paroda
Sankheda
\^'»apuT

V'.iapiir

\'isnag^ar

Baroda
VisnaR:af

Baroda
G mdrv'i

Amrcli
Unz?
Patan
VisQKgnr

Mahuwa
\^yara

Baroda

Patan

Baroda
Padra
Vadnagar



VI] INDUSTRIAL CENTRES IN STATES

S. No. Name of the luduitry Districts , Centrei

2 .

-I. Art Crafts :

1 Cane work

2 Clay modelling

3 Crochet lace work

4 Embroidery

5 Gold & Silver smithy

6 Ivory carving

7 Musical instrument nia-

king

8 Screw pine fancy

manufacture

9 Toy making

B Other Crafts

:

1 Ayurvetiic medicine manu-
facture

2 Bamboo work

3 Bee-keeping

4 Bell-metal work

COCHIN

Trichur Frichur
Cochin-Kanayan- Ernakulam

nur

Do.

Ernakulam

Ernakulam

Do. Ernakulam

Trichur I'richur

Cochin-Kanayan- Ernakulam
nur

Trichur Trichu^
Cochin-Kanayan- Ernakulam

nur

'Frichur Trichur
Cochin-Kanayan- Ernakulam
nur

IVichur Frichur

C.’ochin-Kanayan - Cochin
nur

rrichur Frichiir

Chittur Chittur

Trichur Tricliur

Cochin Cochin

trichur Trichur

Cochin-Kanayan-
OUur
Cochin

nur

Mukumlapuram Chalakudi

Cochin-Kanayan-

Irinjalakuda

Cochin

nur
Chittur Chittur

Trichur Trichur

Trichur Trichur

Ciuttur Chittur

Cranganur Cranganur
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No. Name of the Industry District^; . Centres

Mukundapurarn Trinjalakuda
Cwdiin-Kanayan- Chciinaniangaiai'

nur

5 Cabinet and furniture Cochin-Kanayan- Ernakulam
making nur Cochin

7'ricliur Trichur
Ghevoor

6 Confectionery Cochin -Kanayan- Ernakulam
nul* Cochin

7 Coir indiHiry Cochin-Kanayan- C^ochin
nul* Mattancheri

Pallipuram
Cranganur Cranganur

8 Fire works' manufacture I richur Trichur

9 Grass mat making Chittur Chittur
Talapilly Talapilly
Trirhur IVichur

10 Hand-loom weaving Talapilly Kuthampilly
l>esamangalam

Chittur Chittur
Ncmmara

Cranganur Cranganur
Cochin-Kanayan- Kunibalam

nur Chennamangalarp

ti Lea'.her goo<.Is manufac- C<Hdiin-Kauayan- Ernakulam
lure nur

Trichur Trichur

12 Match making 'rrichur Trichur

13 Sericulture OUur Trichur

M Soap & Candle manufac- Cochin-Kanayan- Ernakulam
ture nur

Cochin
Mukundapurarn Irinjalakuda
Cranganur Cranganur

^5 Umbrella inanuiacturc Trichur Trichur

3. HYDERABAD

Ari Crafti :

I Bidfi work Bidar Btdar

2 Brocade weaving Mahbubnagar Narayanpt*^
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S. No. 'Name of the Industry Districts Centres

3 Cloth printing Nizamabad Nizamabad
Mcdak Medak
\ander Deglur

Bliaisa

,
Adilabad Sirpur

4 riinbroidery aiul Aurangabad Aurangabad
w'Ork Bidar Bidar

Xander Xander

5 Filigree work Karlmnagar Karininagai’

r» Muslin weaving Aurangabad Aurangabad
Xander Xander

7 Native playing card mak-

ing

• Xizarnabad Bimgal
Xinnal

8 Silver-smithy Aurangabad Aurangabad

<) Silver and gold hue mak- Aurangabad Aurangabatl

ing
Xander Xaiulei

lu Tos making Xi/.amabad Bimgal
Xirrnal

Raiclmr Kanakgiri

It Other (hnfis :

I Hi ass \'ic>rk
Atial-i-Bakla

Xi/ainabad

Asalnagar
Bimgal
Xinnal
1 angampetNh'dak
Kamavampe

Xander Mukkber

1 Button marmlaciuo

3 Black-smithy

Atral’-i-Balda Hy(lera})ad

Adibbad Adilal^ad

Sirpur

Anal-i-Balda H vderahtid

4 C^oit<m wea\ing
Atrar-i-lblda Cliandur

Aurangabad
H!>ir

Bidar

jalna

Bldr

B’(lar

Xi/-amal»<ul

Raichur

X i/ainab.’id

K LIU hur

Fingsugur

Mahbubna^^ar
McdaU
Nalgond.i

Xander

Xarayanpei

Medak
Xalgonda
X.mder
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S. No. Name of the Indiutry DUtrictt Centres

Osmanabad Osmanabad
Parbhani Parbhani
Adilabad Sirpur
Waranga! Hanumagonda
Gulbai^a Shaikpur
Mahbubnagar Makhtul
Nalgonda De\^rkonda
Medak Patancheru
Parbhani Manwath
Osmanabad Sholapur

5 Copper-smithy Atraf-i-Balda Asafnagar
Nander Mukkhcr

6 Cutlery Nizamabad Bimgal
Nirmal

Karimnagar Karimnagar
Raichur Gadwal

7 Cotton Cari>ct (Satranji) Warangal Warangal
Weaving

Gulbarga
Parkal
Gulbarga

8 Carpcnti-y Nizamabad Nizamabad
Bimgal
Nirmal

9 Dairying Atraf-»-Balda Hyderabad
Secunderabad

lO Gur manufacture Bidar Bidar

II Glass bangle making Nizamabad Bimgal
Nirmal

12 Ghee making Nander Nander

Joss stick making Nizamabad Nizamabad

H Leather tanning Atraf-i-Balda Bo^arum
Nizamabad Nizamabad
Karimnagar Karimnagar
Medak Sivanagar

Jogipet
Patancheru

Nalgonda Nalgonda
Osmanabad Osmanabad
Warangal Warangal
Mahbubnagar Mahbubnagar

»5 Leather goods Medak Medak
manufacture Nizamabad Nizamabad

Bimgal
NirniaJ
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S, No. Name of the Industry Districts Gentroa

1 6 Leather water bottle &
bucket making

j 7 Faithani ^v^a^•ing

I y Paper making

19 Pottery

20 Salt petre manufacture

n Sword stick making

22 Silk weaving

2% Stone tumbler & cup

making

24 Scented hair oil making

25 Tailoring

26 Tasar weaving

Atra‘-i-Balda Hyderabad
Bhir Bhir
Nizamabad Nizamabad
Mahbubnagar Mahbubnagar
Medak Medak
Osmanabad Osmanabad
Adilabiid Sirpur

Aurangabad Aurangabad
Paithan

Aurangabad

Karimnagar
Mahbubnagar

Ellora

Daulatabad
Kagazipura
Koratla
Mahbubnagar
Koikonda

Nander Mirjahipet

Warangal Warangal

Atraf-iBalda Hyderabad

Raichur Gangavati

Nalgonda Bhongir

Aurangabad Numerous villa e

Bhir Bhir

Raichur Gadwal

Bhir
Nizamabad

Bhir

Nizamabad
Armour

Medak Medak

Nalgonda Charlapall

Palgal

Watauga! Hunumakond a

Nizamabad Bimgal
Nirmal

Nizamabad Nizamabad

Medak Medak

Karimnagar
Warangal

Mahadevpur
Warangal
Parkal

Jokalva
Hasanparti

Gdlbzrga
Kosgi
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No. Name of the Industry Districts Centres

27 Woollen cumbli weavinij Bhir Bliir

Bidar Bidar

Raichur Raichur
Mahbubnagar Mahbubnagar
eXsmanabad 0';nianal>ad

W'arangal W'arangal

2?! Woollen caipct Avea\ins; Warangal W'arangal

4. INDORE

Hanuniakonda

. Ari CrnjLs :

I Stone cai'ving Mehidpur Meliidjnir

2 W ood rar\ ing Mebidpur Mriiid j>tir

. Of/LT Crofts :

1 Blark-siriiihv Indore Nuinerf»us villatie

Mehidpur Do.

2 Brass work Indore Some towns

Mehidpur Do.

Basket weaving Mehidpur A lew villagis

4 Ck>arse cloth wravinK Indore Numerous village

Mehidpur Do.

5 C'arpentiy Ijidor<‘ A lew towns

Mehidpur Do.

Leather goods nianu- Indore 1 lulore

lacture

7 Kepair of agrienUnn’ Indore Numerous \ illagt

impiemcnis Mehidpur Do.

B Stone cutting Mehidpur .Mehidpur

5. JAMMU & KASILMIR

A)l Crafti :

I Calico printing Srinagar .Srinagai City

2 Embroidery and needle Srinagar Srinagar City
W'tnk Punch Islamabad

4 Furrier work and skin Srinagar Srinagar City
curing

4 Laccjuered work Srinagar Srinagar City
Punch Kulgam

5 Lapidary work Srinagar Sriniigar City
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No. Name of the Industry Districts

6 Metal enamelling Srinagar

7 Papier-muthe Srinagar

8 Patiu and Pas/tmina wea\ ing Ladakh
Srinagar

Punch

9 Silver work Srinagar

K) l oy making Srinagar

I I Woollen shawl weaving Srinagar

Ii2 Wood carving Srinagar
Punch

Ot/ifr Crafts ;

I Brass work Srinagar

g Boat making Srinagar

Blark-srnithy Punch

A Chopper work Srinagar

Ciarpentry Punch

(1 Klectro-plaling Srinagar

*7 Fruit canning Srinagar

n (fhee making Punch

q
lo

Leather tanning Srinagar

I>eathcr goods manu- Srinagar

CaciLire

T I Oil pressing punch

lii Paper making Srinagar

Seri culture Punch

*•1 Silk weaving Punch

If, 1 inkering
Srinagar

Punch

I<i Wine manulaidue Punch

t.7 ^Vonlllll
Snnasar
Punch

MYSORK

A. Art (Jrajh :

1 Hand prini'mc

2 Lacquer work

Shinioga

Bangalore

,\Iyscrc

89

Centres

Srinagar City

Srinagar City

A few villages

Srinagar City

Numerous Village

Srinagar City

Srinagar City

Srinagar City

Srinagar City

Bigbihara

Sriiiagai- City

Srinagar City

Numeious \ i)1age

Srinagar City

A iew towns

Srinagar City

Srinagar City

A feN\' villages

Srinagar City

Srinagar City

A lew villages

Srinagar C.itv

A lew villages

A few villages

Manv \ illagc-

Do.

PUIK il

Srinagar City

Numerous villiage

Shinioga

Avanur

Bangalore
Clliannapalna
Myson"
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No. Name oi' the Industry

3 Manufacture of musical
instruments & strings

4 Perfumery and Joss stick

making

5 Sandal wood carving

6 Silk fancy goods manu-
facture

7 Toy making

8

Woollen carpet weaving

B, Other Crafts :

X Brass & bell metal work

2 Carpentry

3 Cotton handloom
weaving

4 Dye* making

5 Oajamara bark bag
making

Glass bangle making

Districts Centres

Bangalore Ghannapatna

Mysore Mysore
Bangalore Bangalore

Shimoga Sorab
IVlysorc Mysore

Channarayapatna

Hassaii Hole Narsipur
Bangalore Bangalore

Bangalore Bangalore
Ghannapatna

Mysore M>'sort*

Shimoga Sliikarpur

Bangalore Bangalore

Mysore Mysore
Chitaldrug Molakalmur
Shimoga Shimoga
Hassan Sravanabelgola
Tumkur Tumkur

All districts Many towns

Mysore Mysore
Chitaldrug Hmihar

Molakalmur
Dcvangcrc
Hosdurga

Kadur Kadur

Shimoga Shimoga
Ayanur

Hassan Hole Narsipur
Tumkur Tumkur
Bangalore Bangalore

Chitaldrug Harihar

Hassan Hole Narsipur
Channarayapa t n ^

Arkalgud

Chitaldrug Mattod
Kadur
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VI] industrial centres in states

S. No. Name oi the Industry Distrirts Centres

7

Gunny bag making Hassan Arkalgud
Hole Narsipur
Ciiannarayapatna

8 Hand spinning

9 Jaggery

10 Leather tanning i;: goods
manufacture

11 Iron work

12 Oil pressing

13 Pottery

1 4 Rope making

! 5 Siik sv raving

5 ilk tvorni rearing

17 Stone jug making

C'hitaldrug Devangcre
Hosdurga
Badnavoh-

Myv>rc *1

('liitaldrug
j

Furnkur ]

Kadur
(

Many villages

Shimoga
;

Mysore Hunsiir
XJbitaldrug Molakalmur
Bangalore Bangalore

Cihitaldrug Hosdurga
Chitaldrug Hiriyur
Kadur Kadur
Shimoga Shimoga
Bangalore Magadi

Chitaldrug Chitaldrug

Kadur Kadur
Shimoga Shikarpur

Hassan Hassan

Bangalore Bangalore

All districts Numerous villag

Fumkiir Tumkur

Mysore Mysore
Ganjam

CJhitaldrug Molakalmur

Harihar

Tumkur Kunigal
Kadaba
Koratagera
Sira

Bangalore

Kolar

Bangalore
Sidlaghatta

Chikbalapur

Mysore Mysore

Bangalore

Tumkur

Bangalore
Tumkur

Shimoga TirthahalH
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18 Tape making Bangalore
'Lumkur

Sarjapur
Tumkur

\Vood sawing Shimoga Hoiinali

W oollen blanket \\ea\ ing Mysore
C’.hilaldrug

Kadur
Shimoga
Hassan

Tiimkui
Bangalore

.

7. 7 RA\ ANCORE
Art Crafts :

Hunsur
Devangcre
Jagaliir
Kadur
Shimoga
Hassan
Hole Narsipur
C4iiknayakanhalle
Bangalore

1

2

Cloth doll & toy making

Bamboo ribbon painted
wall mats

'Erivandruni

Erivandrum

IVivandrum

Eriiandrum
Kodankarai

3 Coconut shell carring 1 rivandrum I rivandrum

4 Embroider)- 'rrivandruiii

Padmanabha-
puram

4 rivandrum
Xagercoil

5 Cdazed pottery 'Erivaiidrum frix andruin

6 Horn work I’rivandrum Trivandrum

7 Ivory carving 'Erivandruni Erivandrum

a Koftgari work Erivandruni IVivandrum

9 Eace making Trivandrum
Padmanabha-

puram

'I'ri\ andrum
Xagercoil

10 Lacquer toy niaking Trivandrum 1 rivandrum

j I Manufacture of birds etc.

with clay and shells

Irivandrum Trivandrurni

12 Metal mirror making IVivandrum Aranmula
Kundara

E3 Musit:al instrument manu-
facture

Erivandrum Trivandrum

14 Palmyrah fancy fan
making

Trivandrum Trivandrum "

15 Paper lamp shade
manufacture

I’rivandrum Trivandrum
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s. No. .Name of the Industry Districts Centres

I (j Ser<‘\v pine laiuy eoods Padmanahha- Nagercoil
Trivandrummaking piiram

^7 WckkI tarvdng 1 ii\ aiKlrum rrivandrum

S. Crofh :

1 B#*!! metal work I'rivandrum Trivandruni

2 Bee Keeping Padnianahlia-

VazhapolJy

Marthandam

3 Brush making

y)urani

Padinanahba- Kolachal

4 Coconut coir industry

puram
(^uilon Alleppey

5 Cotton \v<'aN'ing JVivandruin Irivandruni

r> Fish ( uiing lisli oil

ext I act ion

Padinanabha-
puram

Kottayani

(.hiilon

Nagercoil

Kottayam

Quilon

7 Hand made jjaper J ri\ andruin J'rivandrum

S

making

Iron implements and 1 riv'and? urn Trivandrum

9

cutleiy

Kora grass mat weaving Trivandruni Privandrum

lO Leather trnning and '1
1 ivandrum Trivandrum

1

1

goods manufacture

Rattan work IVivandrum Trivandrum

l 2 Salt manufacture Irivaiidruni Tamarakulam

i'A

14

Tile and Brick making (^uilon Quilon

Uphtdstcry dVivandruin IVivandrum
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II. TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS IN PROVINCES AND STATES

A. PROVINCES

S. No. Name Subjects taught Centre

1.

BENGAL

Goremment and aided

:

i School of Arts . . :Vrts Calcutta

12 Kalabhavan School of Arts Arts & Crafts Santiniketan
and Grafts.

3 Sriniketan Handicraft School Handicrafts Sriiiikctan

2.

BIHAR
1 Government Cottage Indus* . . Gulzaribagh

tries Institute.

2 Government Wool Wca\ ing , . Gaya
Institute

3 lilt School of Technology . . Patna.

3

.

BOMBAY
t J* J* Schoo of Arts . . . . Bombay

4.

CENTR.^L PRO\ INCES AND BERAR
Gorernment :

1 Handicrafts School . . Nagpur
2 Government Reformatory School *

.
Jubhulpore

Private :

1 Gram Sevak Vidyalava . . Wardha
(A. I. V. I, A.)

'

2 Spinning Section (A.I.S.A.) . . Wardha.

5.

MADRAS
Coiermnent and Private :

I Government School of Arts Arts and Crafts Madras
and Crafts

2 Government Textile Institute Textiles Madras

3 Gm^emmcnt Leather Institute. Tanning Madras

4 Government School of 1 ech- . . Madras
notogy.

5 Chengalvaraya Naicker Tech- . , Madras
nical Institute.

b All Saints^ Industrial School . . . . Puthtir
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VI] TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS IN PROVINCES

S. No. Name Subjects taught

7 American Advent Mission In-

dustrial School.

B American Arcot Mission

Women’s Industrial School.

9 American Mission Industrial

Institute,

10 All Industrial .School for Boy‘^.

1 1 Ramakrishna Mission Indus-

trial School.

12

,3

*4

*5

iG

17

18

20

21

22

'23

24

25
28

27

28

29

30

3 »

32

Mylapore Home Inclnstri<‘> .

.

Board High School . . Drawing

Church of Scotland Missiem

.\gricultural School.

Danish Mission Girls' Indus-

trial School

Danish Mission Lace Depot. . Lace

Deaf & Dumb School . . • •

FaJucational & Industrial

School for the Blind.

Ckjvernment Industrial school.

Lcipzing Mission Women ’.s In-

dustrial School.

London Mission Girls Indu''-

trial School.

Methodist Mission Industrial

School.
„ r

Municipal School of Arts & Aits & Cralts

Crafts.

Harijan Industrial Sciiool -

Gandhi National School

National CA)llege

National Elementan" 5: In-

dustrial School.

Pasumalai Trades .ScIuk>1 •

Raja R. V. P. CL

Baliadur Orphanage

Senior Certified School

St. Francis Xavier’s Oq>hu-

nage Industrial School.

St. Joseph’s Industrijl Schmil.

Centre

Madras

Palmaner

Katpadt

Nazarath

Madras

Madras

Narasapatara

Melrasapuram

Tiriikkoilur

Cuddalore

Madras

Palamcottah

Madura
Mayavaram

Erode

Karur

Kumbakonam

Kodambakkam

EUore

Masulipatam

Tindiv’^anam

Madura

Cocanada

Chingleput

Tanjore

Bellary
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S. No. Name. Sul/jccts taut^ht. Centre

St.. Joseph’s Industrial ScIkk)!. Coimbatore

34 St. Joseph's Industrial School. . . dVichinopoly

35 St. Joseph’s Orphanage Indus-
trial School.

Tindivanam

St. Mary Industrial School
for boys and girls.

Badakankulain

37 U- N. Ci. Mission School lor the Rentichintala.

Blind.

(i. XORTH WEST FROM ILR PRO\’INCE

Gorernment :

I Government Handloom \Wav‘* \V<“a\ini{ Peshawar
\ ing Institute.

.1 ided

I The Technical Training Cen- Peshawar
tre.

2 The Cunningham Technical Insritine Haripur

7 . PUNJAB

Government :

I Ciovcrnment Central Weaving Weaving Amristar
Institute.

2 Govemmtmt Ttxhnical School, Lahore

:i Government Hosiery Institute. Ho.si< rv Ludhiana

4 Government Metal VVWks
Institute.

Metal Work Ambala City

Government "Training Insti-

tute.
'Tanning Jullundur City

i> Government Industrial School. , . Ambala City

7 Government Industrial School Machine Ludhiana
(for small machinery). Making

n Ciovernment Wood 5Vorking
Institute*.

Wood work Jullundur C:ity

9 Government Industrial school. Feroxpore
to Government Indastrial school. Multan City
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VIJ TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS IN PROVINCES

s. No. Name Subjects taught

11 Government Technical Insti-

tute.

12 Mayo School of Arts ..Arts

8. UNITED PROVINCES

tG&vernmeni :

1 Government School of Arts &
Crafts.

2 Harcourt Butler Technologi-

cal Institute.

2 Government Technical Insti-

tute.

Do.

Do.5 ^
.

<3 Government Central Textile Textiles

Institute.

7 Government Central Weaving

Institute,

Do.

B Government Model ^V caving

9 Government Model Weaving

School.

to Government Model Weaving

11 Do,

12

13 Do.

14 Government Weaving & Cloth

. Printing School,

Government Leather Working Leather VS ork

School.
Do.

t6

17 Government Tanning Scliool. Tanning

18 Government Wood Working Wood work

.

Institute.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

19 Government Carpentry School

20 .

Do.

Do.

07

Centre

Amritsar

Lahore

Lucknow

Cawnporc

Lucknow

Gorakpur

Jhansi

Cawnpore

Benares

Mau(Azamgarh>

Almorae

Nazibabad

Khairabad.

Agra.

Muzaffamagar

Bulandshahr

Cawnpore

Meerut

Fatehpur

Bareilly

Allahabad

Nainital
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S. No. Natne. Subjects taught. Centre,

21 Do. Do. Fyzabad

22 Do. . . Do. Dehra Dun

23 Government Metal Working Metal work Aligarh

School.

24 Government Batuc Prasad
Khattri Industrial Institute.

District Board:

1 Industrial School ..

2 Weaving School

3 Weaving School

4 Weaving School

5 Weaving School

6 Weaving School (Carpets &
Durrics).

7 Weaving School

8 Weaving School ^

9 Carpentry School

10 Carpentry School

Municipal Board:

1 Industrial Scliool

2 Weaving School

3 Leather Working School

4 Tailoring Class

Pridate :

1 Hewett Weaving School

2 Muslim Weaving School .

.

3 Romais Catholic Mission

Weaving School.

4 Roman Catholic Mission Wea-
ving School.

5 C. M. S. Industrial Mission

Boys* School.

6 S. S. K. Industrial School...

Benares

Farrukhabad

Weaving Mahoba

Do. Gorakhpur

Do. Orai

Do. Kalpi

Do. Telahat

Do. Chhinka Gamsal

Do. Gonda

Wood \N'ork Srinagar

Do. Almora

Weaving

I-.eathcr work

Tailoring

Moradabad

Muttra City

Allahabad

Bareilly

Weaving

Do.

Do.

Bara Banki

Aligarh

Partabgarh

Do. Meerut

•• Sikandra, Agra

Moradabad



VI] technical INSTITUTIONS IN PROVINCES

Name. Subjects taught

7 Salvation Army Industrial
.School.

8 Lady Hewett Industrial Girls'

School.

9 Vaish Orphanage Technical
School,

lO A. P. Mission Industrial school

1

1

Wesleyan Mission Industrial

School.

12 Arya Samaj Orphanage

13 Industrial School

H Home for W'omen in Distress.

Kanwar Lai Singh Mansingh
Industrial School.

i 6 Hindu Orphanage

17 Dayanand Orphanage (Car-
pentry).

Wood work

iB Ary'a Samaj Tailoring SchiKiI. Tailoring

*9 Leather Working ScIkkiI .

.

Leather Work

20 Muslim Orphanage(Carpentry
School).

Wood work

21 Lai Kurti Hosiery School .

,

Hosiery'

22 Khedi Memorial School

23 Muslim Orphanage

24 Dayaibagh Model - Industries

Leather School.

Leather work

25 Radha Swami Sat Sangli

Sabha Technical College.

26 All India Shia Orphanage.

27 Dqprcssed Class Industrial

School.

28 Benares Hindu University .

.

29 St. Jos^h Orphanage Indus-

trial ^hool.

Centre,
,

Bareilly

Pura, Caw npore

Meerut

Saharanpur

Benares

Bareilly

Manikpur,
Etawah

Benares

Manaipuri

Cawnpore

Lucknow

Lucknow

Rudanli, Bara-
banki.

Cawnpore

Meerut

Hardoi

Lucknow

Agra

Dayalbagh,
Agra

Lucknow

Khurja, Bulan^-
shahr

Benares

Agra
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S. No. Name Subjects taught Centre.

30 Islamia Orphanage ' .

.

Bareilly

31 Muslim Orphanage .

.

Meerut

32 Industrial School •• Kamcria
PiUibhit

33 Sri Ram Orphanage (Carpen-
tery section)

Wood work Lucknow

34 Deen Hit Kerul Sabha Jhansi

35 Aman Sabha (Carpentry Sec-
tion.

Wood work Gonda

B. STATES

I. BARODA

Oovemment

:

1 Diamond Jubilee Cottage
Industries Institute

2 Kala Bhavan Fine Arts

2. HYDERABAD

I Government Polytechnic Insti-

tute

3. JAIPUR.

I Maharajah’s School ofArts . . Arts

4. TR.WANCORE

Government

:

1. Thp School of Arts,

2 . The S.M.R.V. Technical Institute

Baroda

Baroda

Hyderabad

Jaipur
(Rajputana)

Trivandrum.

Nagercoil

Too



VI] technical institutions in states

». No. Name and address of the
school.

Subjects taught Taluq

Government and private.

I. Puthalarn Orphanage Indus- Weaving. Agasteeswaram
trial School Parakka Do. Do.

2 . Kanimadam Weaving School,
Kottarani Do. Do.

3- Neyyoor Weaving Institute,

Neyyoor Do. Kalculam.

4- St. Joseph’s Weaving Institute,

Puthencada, Thiruvattar Do. Do.

5- K. R. V. Weaving Institute.

Mekkamandapam Do. Do.

6 . Selvamani Menas Vilas Weav-
ing School Alathara,
Palliady Do. Do.

7 - Y.M.C.A. Industrial School,

Marthandarn Do. Vilavancode^

8. Sahayavilasom VV’^eaving

School, Piracode, Paras-
sala Do. Do.

9- Kama la Vilasom Weax ing
School, Kaliyakav'ila Do. Do.

10 , Sri Chitrodayam Weaving
School, Kunnathoor, Puthu-
kada Do. Do.

1

1

. Sadhusamrakshanathy Weav-
ing School, Perumpuzha,
Oonnamalakada Do. Do.

12 . The Rural Industrial .School,

Melpuram, Marthandarn. Do. Do.

13* St. Josephs’s Weaving School,

Pulluvila, Nellikakuzhi .

.

Do. Neyyattinkarat

14 . Dharma Vilasom Weaving
School, Pariswakal, Paras-

sala Do. Do.

15- Thirupuram \A'eav ing School,

Poovar Do. Do.

16. Sri Velayudha V ilasom Weav-
ing School Arumanoor,
Poovar Do. Do.

17 - Kuttaninathu Weaving School

Poovar Do. Do.

18 . Little Flower Weaving School,

Pulluvila Nellikakuzhi Do. Do..
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S. No. Name and address of the Subjects taught Taluq
school.

19 .Muttacad Weaving School,
Venganoor Weaving Neyyattinkara

20. Kalathanni Weaving School,
Nellikakuzhi Do. Do.

21. Vittivila Weaving School,
Balaramapuram Do. Do.

22, Ghengal Weaving School,
Amaravila Do. Do.

23. Chempur Weaving School,
Ottasekharamangalam Do. Do.

24, Kodangara Weaving School,
Amaravila Do. Do.

25 - Paraniyam Weaving School,

Poovar Do. Do.

26. Adventapuram Weaving
School, Amaravila Do. Do.

27 - Areyoor Weaving School,
Amaravila Do. Do.

28. Sri Rama Vilasom Weaving
School, Balaramapuram Do. Do.

29- Kottukal Charivuvila Weaving
School, Balaramapuram.

Do. Do.

30. Sri Chitra Vilasom Weaving
School, Venganoor.

3*- Kulathoor Weaving School,
Poovar. Do. Do.

32. Sri Ncelacanta Vilasom Wea»
ving School, Kovalam,
Venganoor.

Do. Do.

33 . David Technical School Wea-
ving School, Olathanai
Neyyattinkara Do. Do.

34* Sri Yesu Asramam Weaving
School Kunnapuzha, Thir-
mala Do. Trivandrum.

35^ Sri Yesu Asramom Girl’s Tech-
nical School, Tjhirumala .

.

Do. Do.
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S. No. Name and address of the Subj^jcts taught
school.

Taluq

36. Weaving School, for girl’s,

Thirumala Weaving Trivandrum

37- Sarvamangala Industrial Sch*
(X>1, Palkulangara Do. Do.

38. St. Mary’s Weaving School,
Poonthurai Do. Do.

39- Sri Padma Vilasom Weaving
School, Manakad, Chalai Do. Do.

40. Vattiyurkavu Weaving School,

Peroorkada Do. Do.

41. Hindu Mahila Mandiram
Weaving School, Poojapura Do. Do.

42. Sri Krishna Vilasom Weaving
ScIkx)! Do. Nedumangad

43* DhasVilasom Weaving School,

Chullimanoor, Nedumangad Do. Do.

44. Kattakada Weaving School,

Kattakada Do. Do.

45- Sivananda Vijayam Weaving
School Do. Do.

46. Konniyoor Mylorn Weaving
School, Malayinkil Do. Do.

47- S.N.D.S. Orphanage Weaving
School, Varkala \Vcaving. Chirayinkil.

48. Shunmugha Vilasom Weaving
School, Kizhattingal Attin-

gal. Do. Do.

49* Bhagavathi Vilasom Weaving
School Do. Do.

Atiingal Weaving Institute,

Attingal Do. Do.

5*- Harijan Colony Weaving Sch-

ool, Varkala Do. Do.

52. S. N. PiUay’s Weaving School,

Attingal Do. Do.

53* Nazereth Orphanage Weaving
School, Kottiyam Do. Quilon

54* Chathanoor Weaving School. Do. to.
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S. No. Name and address of the Subjects taught Taluq
school.

55- Onattukara Weaving School. Weaving Mavelikara

56. Dharmapradayani Weaving
School Do. Do.

57- C.M..S. Weaving School .

.

Do. Thiruvella.

58. St. Mary’s Weaving School Do. Do.

59* Padmodayam Weaving School
Mulakuzha Do. Do.

60. Devi Vilasom Weaving School
Peringilipuram, Cherukole,
Mavelikara Do. Do.

61. P.R.D.S. Weaving School,
Eraviperoor Do. Do.

62. St. Mary’s Weaving School.
Pampady Do. Do

63. St. Rita’s Weaving school,

Kattoor, Kalavoor. Do. .\mbalapuzha_

64. Thuravoor Weaving School .

.

Do. Shertallai.

65. Bhagavathi Vilasom Weaving
School, Uzhuva, Pattana^
kad Do. Do.

66. Lakshmi Vilasom Weaving,
School, Thuravoor Do. Do.

67. Subhodayam Weaving School,
Vechoor Do. \'aikon.

68. St. Joseph Weaving Institute. Do. Changanacherry

69.

70.

St. Patricks Weaving School .

.

St. Thomas Weaving School,

Thottacad

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

71- St Mary’s Weaving School,

Kanam, Vazhopr Do. Do.

72^ P, John Memorial Weaving
School, Madapally Do. Do.

73 St. Mary’s Technical School,

Kozhuvanal Do. Meenachil.

74* Tliirukudumba Vilasom Wea-
ving School Do. Do.

75- Gramodharana Kudil Vyava-
' saya School, Merhuri Do. ' Muvattupuzha.
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3. No. Narpe and address of the Subjects taught Taluq
school.

76 . St. Thomas’ Weaving School,
Mookanoor Do. Do.

77 * The Alvv^aye Settlement Car-
pentry School, Alwaye .

.

Carpentry. N. Parur

7d. S.K.V. Carpentry Schoo.l,

Attingal Do. Chirayinkil

79 - C.M.S. Industrial School,
Kottayam Do. Kottayam

8o. Sri Sarada Vilasom Smithery
School, Attingal Smithery. Chirayinkil

8i. Siva Ram Smithery School,
Attingal Do. Do.

S2 . Kattuvally Smithery School,

Mavelikara Do, Mavelikara

83. Chitra Drawing School,

Nagercoil Drawing. Agasteeswaram

84. R. V, Drawing & Painting Ins-

titute, Fort, Trivandrum .

.

Drawing and pain-Tri\'andrum

ting.

85. Rama Varma School of Pain-

ting, Mevelikara Painting. Mavelikara

86. Ixela Vilsom Painting School^

Attingal
Harmonium School, Parassala

Do. Chirayinkil

Harmonium Nevyattinkara

manufacturing.

87. Chettikulangara Mat Weav-
ving School. Mavelikara .

.

Mat Weaving. Mavelikara

88 . lattle Flower Mat \Seaving,

School, Pa\ ippad Do. Changana-
cherry.
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IV. COTTAGE INDUSTRIAL SALE DEPOTS IN PROVINCES
AND STATES

S.No. Name Centre

A. PROVINCES

I. BENGAL

I. Bengal House Industries Association Calcutta

2. The Bengal Stores Calcutta

3 - Sriniketan Handicraft School Sales Depot. Sriniketan

2. BIHAR

I. Gk)vernmcnt Cottage Industries, Institute Gulzaribagh

2. Government Textile Sales Depot Gulzaribagh

3 - Cxovernment Emporium for Woollen Textiles .

.

Gaya

3. MADRAS
I. The Central Industrial Museum Madras

2. Government Sales Depot Madras

3 - The Madras Provincial Co-operative Marketing
Society show room Madras

4 - Victoria Technical Institute Madras

5 * Emporia of the Madras Handloom Weaver’s
Provincial Co-operative Society, Ltd., All Districts

4. PUNJAB

I. Art & Crafts Emporium Lahore

2. Gkivemment Delhi Sale Depot Delhi

3 - Government Lahore Sale Depot Lahore

4 - Government Simla Sale Dej)ot Sim!a

5. UNITED PROVINCES

Government U.P. Handicrafts Shop, Hazratganj & Aminabad*
Lucknow,
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S.No.. Name. Centre.

2. Government U.P. Handicraft Shop Gorakhpore

3. Government U.P. Handicraft Shop Allahabad

4 * Government U.P. Handicraft Shop Almora

5 * Government U.P. Handicraft Shop Nainital

6. Government U.P. Handicraft Shop Meerut

7 * Government U.P. Handicraft Siiop Agra

8. Gkivernment U.P. Handicraft Shop Dehra Dun

9 - Government Handloom Store Amroha, Moradabad

la. Government Handloom Stf)re Ghazipur

1 1. Government Handloom Store Mau, Azamgarh

12. Government Handloom Store Khalilabad, Basti

13- Government Handloom Store Tanda, Fyzabad

14. Government Handloom Store Chandpur Siau, Bijnor

* 5* Government Handloom Store

Private ;

Sikandra Rao, Aligarh

I. Lucknow Handloom Emporium Lucknow

2, Model Industries Depot, Dayalbagh .

.

B. STATES

I. BARODA

Agra.

1. Baroda Arts & Crafts Emporium

2. HYDERABAD

Baroda.

1. Government Cottage Industries Sale Depot

3. MYSORE

Hyderabad.

1. Government Arts & Crafts Emporium

4. TRAVANCORE

Bangalore.

1. Government Sales Depot Trivandrum.

2. The Central Cottage Industrial Co-operative

Society Pazhavangadi,
Trivandrum.
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V. ARTS AND CRAFTS MUSEUMS IN PROVINCES AND STATES-

S.No. Name. Centre

A. PROVINCES

1 . ASSAM

I. Gauhati Museum Gauhati

2. BENGAL

I

.

Indian Museum Calcutta

2. Dacca Museum Dacca

3* Aushutosh Museum Calcutta

4* Darjeeling Museum Darjeeling

5- Commercial Museum Calcutta

3. BOMBAY

1. Prince of Wales Museum Bombay

4. CENTRAL PROVINCES & BERAR.

I. Central Museums Nagpur

2. The Magan Sangrahalaya (Museum for Khadi
& Village Indistries, A.I.V.LA.) Wardlia

5. M.\DRAS

I. Madras Central Industrial & Commercial
Museum. Madras

The Vizagapatam District Industrial & Commer-
cial Museum Vizagapatam

The East Godavari Museum Association Rajahmundry

The West Godavari Commercial Museum Asso-

ciation Ellore

The Kistna District Industrial & Commercial
Museum Bezwada

6. The Guntur District Museum of Handi crafts

Industries and Antiquities Guntqr

7- The Anantapur District Museum of Arts and
Crafts Association Anantapur
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S.No. Name.

8, The Cuddapah District Commercial and Indus-
trial Museum

9. The Kurnool District Commercial and Industrial
Museum

10. The Chittoor District Industrial and Commercial
Museum

11. The Salem District Industrial and Commercial
Museum

X 2. The Coimbatore District Industrial and Commer-
cial Museum

1 3, The Madura Ramnad District Industries Associa-

tion

44. The Nellore District Industrial and Commercial
Museum

1 5. The South Arcot District Industrial and Commer-
cial Museum

1 6, The Cottage Industries Emporium

17, The Bcllary District Museum Association

1 8, The South Kanara District Museum of Arts and
Crafts and Cottage Industries.

19. The Tanjore District Industrial and Commercial
Museum

20. The Malabar District Museum Society

12 X. The District Industries Museum

22. Rama Rao Art Gallery

23. Government Museum

6 . N.W.F. PROVINCE

I. Government Museum

7. PUNJAB

1 . Central Museum

2. Archaeological Museum

3. Harappa Museum
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Centre.

Cuddapah

Kurnool

Chittoor

Salem

Cointbatore

Madura

Nellore

Cuddalore

Tinnevelley

Bellary

Mangalore

Tanjore

Calicut

Trichinopoly

Rajahmundry

Madras

Peshawar

Lahore

Taxila

Harappa
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S. No. Name.

8. SIND
I

.

Mohenjo-daro Museum

12. Victoria Museum

9. UNITED PROVINCES
1 . Provincial Museum

2. Curzon Museum

3. Forest Produce Museum (Forest Utilization
Dept)

4. Archaeological Museum

B. STATES

1. BARODA

1 . Baroda Museum

2. COCHIN
I . Sri Mulam Chitra Sala

3.

HYDERABAD
I. Government Museum

4.

JAIPUR {RAJAPUTANA;

I
.

Jaipur Museum

5,

MYSORE

I . Government Museum

6.

TRAVANCORE

I. Theo. S.M.S.M. Institute

Centre.

Mohenjo-daro

Karachi

Lucknow

Muttra

Dehra Dun
Sarnath

Baroda

Trichur

Hyderabad

Jaipur

Bangalore

Trivandrum
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APPENDIX
I. SOME IMPORTANT ARTISAN COMMUNITIES OF INDIA

I. All India

Beparis . ^ I'raders or merchants.

Chammars - . Leather workers or shoe makers.

Kumbars . . Potters.

Mochis Leather workers or shoe makers

Mahajans . . Traders, particularly of the Vaisya caste, who
generally act as middlemen.

Telis . . Oil pressers.

2. Assam

Brithal Baniyas . . A class ofjewle smiths in /\ssam.

Kwnhars |

Hiras 1

Communities of potters.

Moriai' . . A Community of low class Muslims engaged
in brass work.

Kalhs . . A caste of weavers of the Surma Valley of
Assam.

3. Bengal

Basah . , Weavers connected with the Dacca Muslin
industry.

Bhedi wallas . , A class of low caste upcountry Hindus engaged
in the woollen industry.

Domes . , A class of workers engaged in cane and bam-
boo work.

Goalas , . A sub-caste originally of milkmen.

i

Jolas (

. . A community of weavers engaged in coarse

cloth production and also in agriculture.

Kaivartas . . A sub caste of fishermen.

Kaslmis . . A class of Muslims engaged in tanning.

Kallywallas , . A class of professional tinkers who tin the
inside of cooking vessels.

Kapalis .. A community of Hindus engaged in jute

spinning and weaving.

III
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Karmakars

Katanis

Ktdo^

Muchis
Mahs )

Nikaris j

J^aths

Nama Sudras ]

Sutradhars
J

Sankharis

Swarna Banks

"Tantis

Gareris

Jadapetias

Kharadis

Marayeahs

Dheds

Khatri

Koihtis

Kurbars

Kumbars

Mangs

. . A class of Hindus engaged in filigree work.

. . The female spinners of East Bengal who spin
muslin yam.

. . A class of oil presscrs.

. . A class of cobblers or leather' workers.

. . Communities engaged in fishing industry.

. . Weaving caste in Eastern Bengal.

Hindu sub'castes engaged in boatmaking.

, . A community of bangle makers.

. . A class of Hindus engaged in filigree work.
.

. , Principal weaving caste of Bengal.

4. Bihar

. . A community engaged in blanket industry.

, , A community of braziers in Bihar.

. . A community engaged in the making of cheap
wooden toys.

. * A community of blacksmiths in Bihar,

5. Bombay

. . A caste of weavers of Maharashtra engaged in

spinning and some kind of rough
weaving (blankets, etc.)

The principal weaving caste of Gujrat and its

neighbourhood

.

.. The principal weaving caste of Maharashtra

. . A class of shepherds.

. , Potters and clay workers.

. . A sub caste engaged in rope making.

Basods

6. Central Provinces and Berar

. . A sub-caste of bamboo workers in C.P.

Bhamtas

Balahis

Caudas •

Maharas

„ Koris

Pankas

A sub caste who grow hemp and make hemp
matting and bags.

Important local weaving castes of C.P.
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Carpagaris

Twmru
Dhimars

Kaskatis

Paiwis

Lakkias

Chhipas \
Rangaris j

Cadris

Banjaras

Otaris

Kasars

Devangas

Kaikolars {Sengundas).

Karanibhaktas

Lubbais

Rurigriz

Sourahstras

(Pattmulkararis)

Salis "I

Padrna salis I

Patlu salis ^
Suguna salis

|

Swakula salis J

Karnmaris

Kancharis

Kumrnaris

Gollas

Telikulas

Vadrangis

Taccfurs (Asaris)

Kamsali

Tattars

A cl^s of hand spinners whose ancestral
caUing was the protection of the crops from
hail.

A sub«caste of bronze workers,

A sub^aste of silk worm rearers,

A caste of silk weavers.

A sub-castc of silk weavers.

A sub-caste of stone cutters.

Sub-castes of textile dyers.

A shepherd class engaged in spinning coars®
thread for making grain bags and also in

weaving woollen blankets.

A small class ol artisans engaged in hemp
mat production.

A sub-caste of brass workers.

A sub caste of becll metal workers.
7. Madras

One of the chief castes of weavers speaking
Canarese.

One of the chief castes of weavers speaking
Tamil.

A minor weaving caste,

Muslim weavers of South India.

A caste of professional dyers of the Andhra.

Weavers* community which migrated from

Gujrat to South India some 3 centuries ago.

Chief sub-castes of weavers speaking Telugu.

A community of blacksmiths of the Andhra.

A community of bell metal workers of the

Andhra.

A community of potters of the Andhra.

A community of milkmen of the Andhra,

A community of oil pressers of the Andhra.

A class of carpenters in the Andhra.

A class of carpenters.

A community of silver and gold smiths of the
Andhra

A community of gold and silver smiths of the
Tamil Nad,
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’ Agasala

Medaris

Chakalis

Varman

Kumbas

Chammarangs

Gujars

Telu

Bhulia

Dorns f

Gadras
Haris [

Kairas

Kharuras

Koshtas

Pans

Tantis

. . Canarese term of gold and black smiths.

. . A community of bamboo workers in the
Andhra.

. . Professional dhobies and laundcrers in the

Andhra

-

. . Professional dhobies in Tamil Nad.

, . A community of shepherds engaged in the
woollen industry

8 . N.W.F. Province

. . A community of professional tanners in

N.W.F.P.

. . A primitive people living in cave-like dwellings

who produce very fine woollen blankets.

. . Oil pressers.

9. Orissa

. . A sub-caste of weavers.

. . Sub-castes of basket and mat makers.

. . Sub-caste of mat makers.

. , Sub-caste of brass and bell metal workers.

. . A sub-caste of weavers who also spin yarn.

. . A sub-caste of weavers.

. . A sub-caste of weavers.

10. Punjab and ii. United Provinces

Jolahas {Momins) Muslim weaving caste of the U. P. and Punjab.

Shaikhs

Chetties

Kaikolans
^

Chedans •

Caliam J

Puliyas )

Chinas j

Kakalans
Nanjanad Koravan

Chammars

Dhangars

12. Baroda
A community of Mussalrnans engaged in

weaving industry.

13. Cochin

Sub-castes engaged in handloom weaving.

Sub-castes engaged in bamboo work.

Sub-castes engaged in grass mat making.

14. Hyderabad

Leather workers and shoe makers.

A sub-caste of shepherds engaged in village

industries.
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Khatris mm A sub-caste of silk weavers.

Lubbais — A community of Muslims engaged in leather
trade.

Rangaris ^ A sub-caste of silk printers and dyers.
15. Mysore

Kurubars A caste of w^eavers engaged in spinning and
rough weaving (blankets, etc.)

II. SOME SPECIAL COTTAGE INDUSIRIAI.
PRODUCTS, PROCESSES AND APPLIANCES

There are a number of Indian terms relating to
cottage industrial products and processes. Some of them
are in vogue throughout the country while the others have
only local usage. The following is a list of some important
terms which are current all over the country and in Pro-
vinces and States:

CharUia

Chintz

Dhoti

Dhurries

Doria

Dosuti{ dasiUi)

Ghani

Gur

Hooka

Khaddar {Khadi)

I. ALL INDIA

Spinning wheel.

Printed or dyed cotton doth.

A piece of cloth, grey or bleached, made of
cotton or silk with a thin border used
as loin cloth by men. I'he length varies

from 2 to 4 yards in the south to 5 yards
in the north.

Stout coarse pile-less cotton carpets or rugs
made generally out of hand-spun yam in
many designs, colours and sizes in North
and South India.

A cloth with stripes in warp arranged by
cramming the ends or by using thicker

ends at uniform intervals.

Cloth woven in plain texture with two threads
running as one in both warp and weft.

A country oil press made of wood and worked
generally by bullock powder.

Jaggery made of sugar cane or palmyrah juice.

A kind of pipe fitted to a stand used for

smoking among Muslims and Northern
Indian Hindus also.

The commonest variety of cloth produced on
the handloom in India. It is interwoven

in plain order with single warp and weft.

In the rural areas it is mostly woven out

of hand or charka spun yarns.
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Khurta

Lmgi

JVawar

Talkis

Saree

Satranji

Muslin

Takli

Addakam

Angavastrum

Apta leaves

Appalam

Bqya

Bali

Bhatti

Bidri work

Champals

Chandanam

A loose shirt or imdcrigown worn by Muslims
and North Indian^ Hindus.

A loin cloth generally in check pattern from
two to two and half yards long and 29”
to 44” wide woven* from ordinary as well

from an as mercerised cotton and sometimes
admixture of cotton yarn with silk, artificial

silk and merceris^ cotton yam. The
ends are generally joined and stitched.

They arc generally worn by Muslims.

Cotton tape of width varying from 3/4 to

inches woven out of coarse yarn for lacing
cots.

Palanquins.

Plain, or dyed cloth of five to 1 1 yards length
worn by women in India. The product is

in various qualities, sometimes inter-woven
with silk, artificial silk yam, or lace.

A large sized cotton floor mat w ithout piles.

A cotton fabric of exquisite fineness of texture

and lightweight produced formerly at Dacca
Some idea of its fineness may be gathered
from the fact that a white piece of 20 yards
by one yard could be passed through the
apperture of an ordinary sized finger ring.

The industry is now practicaly defunct.

But an inferior material is produced in some
Provinces from fine yarn and marked under
this name.

A Spindle.

PENINSULAR INDIA

Dyeing or printing of cloth.

Uppercloth.

A variety of leaves used for bidi making
{Bombay).

An edible prepared out of pulse or rice-

flour usually circular in shape and taken
after being fried in oil or roasted on fire.

A kind of grass used for rope making (C’.P.)*

A silk bordered saree also known as Fata

(C.P.)

Kiln.

Inlaying of silver ware with zinc in a particular

scheme of design. Bidar in Nizam’s State

is noted for this art-craft.

Sandals (Bombay),

Sandal paste.
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Chliagals

Chutki

Cumbli

Devguddi

Dfiavani

Duglu (Dugld)

Duppatta

Duppatti

hatha

Jamaketlam

Kaili

Kalamkari

Kambam

Kambli

Kmni
Kolam
(Muggu)

Kuppadam

Madras Handkerchief

Leathern water bottles [Hyderabad State).

A process of dyeing in which the design is

knotted in the warp and weft and then yam
is dyed. The design becomes clear even
in the process of weaving.

Woollen blanket (also known as kambli).

A kind of sisal hemp used for rope making
[Bombay).

A saree of 4 to 5 yards length used by girls

[Madras).

Coat worn by Hindu, Parsec and Mohamedan
males of Western India.

uppercloth [Tamil Nad)

Bed-sheet or chaddar.

Head-dress of men woven of fine cotton yarn

or silk, a piece measuring 9 yds. by 24

A pileless carpet of cotton made in parts of

the Madras Presidency in various sizes,

out of yarn dyed mostly in vegetable dyes.

A class of coloured check goods of lungi type,

made in Madras, generally 45’* in width.

A variety of coloured cotton fabric on which

a rich variety of design and colour is pro-

duced by the use ol bees' wax and brush-like

pen. The process which is entirely hand-

process is as laborious as it is skilled. Masu-

lipatam in the Andhra hass been for cen-

turies past famous for this art-craft.

A variety of lungi with stripes of a coluninal

type.

Same as Cumbli

Same as Boya.

An art craft practised by women in South

India. It consists in decorating thehuosc

by drawing various designs on the floor

with rice flour or powdered lime in a variety

of colours. Thi* is know n as Ranguli in

Bombay and parts of Northern India and

Alpona in Bengal. The drawing of Kolams

are symbols of joyous occasions.

A kind of solid border for sarees and dhoties.

These so called handkerchiefs are made of

grey and coloured yarns in warp and weft.

Their peculiarity is that certain warp

yarns are caused to ‘ bleed ’ during

weaving and to tint the grey weft with

the colour of warp thus producing solid
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Machwas

Malanoolu

Menda Tree

Mundani

Mundu

Mushru

J^ada

JSferyatliu

Oorugai

Paddar

Pagota

Palampore

Paithani

Palangposh

Paika

Pancha

Patal

Patti

effect in those colours., The yarns employed
usually are 40s warp and 40 s weft.

A piece of 8 yards by 36” weighs 26 ounces.

Sailing boats.

Handspun yarn produced by Harijans traditi-

onally noted for producing line yarn-

particularly in the Andhra.

. . A kind of tree whose bark is used as an
ingredient in joss stick making—particular-
ly in C.P.

Heading of saris and dhotis in South India

{Tamil Pfad),

A coansc piece of cloth not more than two
yards in length used as dhoti or towel

especially in Malabar.

. . A fine fabric in which silk yarn is used in the

warp and cotton yarn in the weft {Bombay).

Same as Nawnr in ‘ General * List.

Fine uppercloth used by men in Malabar.

Preserv^ed-pickles.

. . Headings of dhoties and saris.

. . A turban usually of 8 yards by i yard woven
out of fine yarn.

Variety of silk fabric {Bombay).

. . Originally derived from Hindusthani Palang-
posh (bed-cover) now used indiscriminately
for Indian hand printed or painted cotton
cloth such as canopies and prayer clothes,

mats and handkerchiefs.

. . A special type of weaving of gold embroidered
sartes and pugries. {Hyderabad State)— It

takes its origin from Paithan,

Bed spread.

, . A double bordered turban cloth woven by
hand {Bombay).

Dhoti.

Same as Bali.

( 1 ) A variety of carpets produced in Madras
Presidency. The patterns are not elaborate
and consist only of two colours like blue,

red and white.

(2) Long strip of cotton or woollen cloth

wound spirally round the leg from ankle
to knee.

(3) A narrow piece of cloth stitched together

breadthwise to make pitrdas (screens),

II8



VI] PRODUCTS, PROCESSES & APPLIANCES

Pattu

pedlars’ bags or tents* The width of the

piece is 9 to 12 inches.

Silk.

Payadl

Poha

Pugri

Ranguli

Rangoon South

Runrnl

Sankhavetna

Sappa Pani

Selai

Sitradai

Susai

Temburni leaves

Tendu leaves

Thundu

Tikadi grass

Tiwasi

'Tuwal

Vastram

Veshti

A variety of lungi of mat weave.

Flattened rice obtained by soaking paddy
in boiling water overnight, then frying it

a bit the next morning and pounding it in

a stone mortar with wooden pestles

{Maharastra).

A piece of cloth tied round the head.

Same as kolam.

A x ariety of lungi cloth.

A handkerchief (Bombay).

A kind of cotton handkerchief generally of

check effect sometimes used as head cloth

or worn about the neck, the size varying

from 18” to 30” square. In parts of the

Madras Presidency a special kind of rumal

is manufactured for use as headwear. It

measures 18” to 104” square having lace

embroidered border.

A kind of veena newly made by one Nookada
Venkataratna Varma in Masulipatam in

the Andhra. The inside of its head is

shaped spirally like a conch. Its sound is

far louder than that of an ordinary vema.

Block printing of designs in red and black

mordants (Andhra).

Sari usually of 9 yards.

Sari usually of 5 yards.

A specialised fabric made from coloured yarn

i n Madras. It is largely used by Mohamedan
women.

A variety of leaves used in bidi making
(Bombay).

A variety of leaves used in bidi making (C.P.).

Towel.

A kind of grass used for extracting Rusa oil

(C.P.).

Pile carpet.

Same as Thundu.

Cloth generally used as dhoH in Southern

India.

Same as Pancha.
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Abrawan

(Running water)

Afridi Wux Chth

Agar Athar

Alpona

Alta

Amli

Angarakha

Assamese jwellery

Bajta

Bani

Begum Behar Sari

Binni cloth

Chandni

Charkhana

Ckhabi

3. NORTHERN INDIA

. . A variety of Dacca Muslin of slightly inferior

quality. “ The fabric owes its name te>

its texture which is believed to have been
so fine as to render the material invisible,
if immersed in flowing water.

. . A cotton speciality fabric ©f N.W.F.P. adorned
with coloured wax.

. . A perfume distilled in Pargana Patharia in
Sylhet from the resinous sap of the agar
tree (Aquilaria Agallocha) which is much
esteemed by Orientals. (Assam).

Women’s art in Bengal consisting in the draw
ing of beautiful designs on the floor with
white and coloured powder for decorating
the house.

A paint made out of shellac. {Bengal;.

.. A kind of embroidery work done on shaw ls in
which the design is worked in almost imper-
ceptible stitches covering the whole ground
of the fabric in an elaborate pattern, (h'ash^
mir.)

. . A long skirted gown with long sleeves worn
by men and women.

. . Popular ornaments in Assam consisting of lac
covered with gold and enamel and set with
cheap stones.

. . A lower grade of kimkhwab (silk brocade)
with raw silk warp and cotton weft in which
the figures are produced from silk instead
of gold thread

( U.P.) . A cloth of cotton and
and silk mixture. {Bengal).

.. Wage fixed on piece work basis, {Bengal).

.

.

A beautiful check sari of cotton and silk
woven at Tangail {Bengal).

, . Cloth made from cotton of a natural brown
colour particularly in Chittagong Di.
{Bengal).

,

.

Cloth used for ceilings.

.. Any checked cloth made from single or
folded cotton, silk, art silk or w'oollen yam
and generally used for women’s wear
{U.P.).

. . Chikan work done in white silk thread on white
pashmina ground {Kashmir)^
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Chikan ivork

Choga

Dabbakhes

Daos

Dhotar

Dobara

Dolo

Doori

Dopatia

Dorya

Filigree work
Ganicha

Garha {Gazi)

Golpaita

Gubba

Himru

Hogla

Isrnes

Jali

Jamdami

Popular style of embroidci^y on cotton, silk or
wool cloth consisting in producing floral

designs, etc.

A kind of loose gamtent made of wool or silk

and usually embroidered.

. . A variety of khes also known as Majnu or
Multanikhes. They are made in the Punjab
in various colours and geometrical designs
on 8 to 16 shafts by skilled weavers on double
cloth principle. Yarns of colours from two to
four diflerent shades are used, the principal
colours being grey, blue, yellow and red.

. . A kind of hill knife of curved shape and of
local manufacture {Assam and Bengal).

A coarse fabric loosely woven, sometimes with
a red warp striped on one side.

. . Most highly refined sugar obtained from Dolo
sugar {Bengal).

.

.

Soft powdery^ sugar largely used for sweet
meats {Bengal).

A variety of knot stitch work done on shawls*
chogas, etc. {Kashmir).

. . A kind of scarf generally worn by women.
•1. A thin fabric of loose texture of 40s yarn {U.P.)

Inlaying of metal on gold and silver ware.
Coarse cloth of open texture, ordinarily of 5 to
6 ft. by 2 to 2^ ft. with or without border,
used for cleaning the body or drying it.

. . A coarse plain, closely woven fabric used by
the poor as clothing or bedsheet especially
in the cold weather. {U.P.)

.

.

A Bengal palm whose leaves are useful as
thatching material or for umbrella making.

An artistic textile product, peculiar to Kashmir^
produced by working out designs on woollen
cloth by the embroidery or applique
methods.

. . Brocade with cotton warp and weft with
figures in silk and gold threads. {U.P.).

.

.

A variety of reeds used for mat and basket
making. {Bengal).

.

.

Coarse needle work done on handspun woollen
cloth or coarse cotton cloth. {Kashmir).

A kind of Chikan work, mostly based on
drawn thread work, so called because
looks like a ^ jal * (a fishing net).

. . A figured rmilstn cloth, hand embroidered
the loom.

I2I
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Jhapi

Jora .

Kaha

Kahan

Kamdani

Kammarband
Kani. .

Kari^kalamdani

Kasida

Katau

Khais
Khai

Khatamband

Khes

Kofigari

Kurnees

Lahnga

A broad-brimmed hat made of leaves and
artistically ornamented with coloured cloth.

{Assam).

The Muhammadan dress suit comprising

—

the dustar or turban, ‘2 . the nikah, 3. ‘ the

jamahy 4. the kurnmerbandy 5. the izar.

Muhammadan garment having very wide
sleeves and reaching to the knees.

A term denoting 1280 cocoons. (Bengal).

A fine cloth ornamented with gold and silver

threads. The ground material is a fine

muslin and the gilt thread used is of hollow
silver wire. A very fine thread is passed
through the hollow of the v\’ir(' and when a
sufficiently long piece of wire has thus been
passed on the thread, as much is stitched on
to the fabric which is k(‘pt slretch(*d hori-

zontally on a frame work. The two proc^^es
of work are sometimes combin«'d.

A piece of cloth tird round the waist.

A kind ofshawl woven on the loom. {Kashmir),

Work of sketching and designing done by
lacquer workers on papier mache or smooth
wood. It is called so as the best specimens
of the old work were pen boxes (kalamdan)

though a variety of articles like tables and
trays are also made. (Kashmir).

A kind of embroidery in which work is done
with untwisted mug silk thread (Bengal).

Muga and gold thread embroidered scarf.

(U.P.)

A kind of chiknn work so called from ^“katna'*

i.e.y to cut, because the fabric is cut away
in the course of the operation.

Thick cotton bedsheet. (Sind).

Puffed rice. (Bengal).

A kind of ceiling work in whicli thin slices

of pine wood are pieced together with
marvellous skill and perfect design.

Gcneraly used for bed slieetings woven in

plain, striped or checked designs and plain

twill or other weave from double warp and
weft. (Punjab).

Damascening work.
A variety of old Dacca muslin used for making

fine koortas.

Women’s skirts or coloured and striped or

checked cotton fabric used for making
skirts.
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Logri

Lungi

Malmal

Mejlash

Alekhala

Maori

Motia

Muca
Muktas

Mttri

Mushru

Mutka

Nakhai

Afaksham
Namda

Pashm

Pais

Peco

Photos

Pish

Pithamhar

Salla

Sangaihi

Sujniwork

Takko

Sari used by lower class women in Bihar and
Orissa.

In Punjab a favourite head-dress of Hindus and
Muslims woven in many designs in medium
counts on primitive looms.

A generic term for the finest fabric of Dacca.

A flat dish made by the country potters

with a rough surface, {Bengal).

Cloth with ends sewn together and used by
women as dress or petticoat. {Assam).

Fried or puffed rice. (Bengal).

Coar.se cotton handloom cloth used as dress

material or furnishing fabric. (Bihar &
Orissa)

.

'

Furban ( Bengal )

.

Silk fabrics with cotton flower design, (U.P.).

Raised needle work in Chikans. (U.P.).

A variety of soji with black cotton warp of
30s. and red cotton weft of 40s. (Punjab).

Cloth made of handspun silk yarn and used

for men’s and women’s wear. (Bengal),

Woollen pile rugs. (N.W.F.P.).

Fancy weaving. (Bengal).

A variety of reeds used for mat and basket
weaving. (Bengal).

A fabric made by pelting wool or wool and
cotton mixture. (Kashmir).

The finest wool obtained from the goats of
the Tibetan mountains and used for shawls

A kind of rice measure. (Bengal).

A dhenki used for paddy-husking and worked
by watermill. (N.W.F.P.).

Rough coloured cloths used in Bihar.

Dwarf palm whose leaves are used fo*"

basket and rope-making, (Sind.).

Co.stly dining silk robe worn by Hindu men
and women.

Coarse sari cloth of 20 s. (CI.P.)

One of the finest varieties of plain muslin,

so called due to suitability for present-

ation.” (Bengal).

Needle work which is a spare time occupation

of women. (Bengal).

Spindle or takli used for spinning or twisting

yarn by fishermen and others. (Bengal).
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Talim

Tangil

Tat

Tehband

Tasha

A description of a carpet design
^
containing

a series of hieroglyphs, showing numbers
and colours like “ lift four and use green,
“ lift six and use blue These directions
are intelligible only to carpet weavers who
proceed with the design accordingly.
{Kashmir)

A crude kind ofaxe (Bihar)

.

Cloth for pack-bullock bags. (Bihar)

A loin cloth woven on the primitive loom with
solid borders for the use of Muslim women.
(Punjab)

A variety of wollen manufacture made out
of special under wool. A piece of
yards width is so fine that it can pass through
a ring easily. (Kashmir).

A coarse cotton floor mat. (U.P.).



VI]

III. SOME VARIETIES OF PRODUCTS
I . Articles of Bidri Work

Ash trays.

Anklets.
Aftabas.

Bangles.
Bagloos buckles.

Broaches.
Butter diih.

Brush tops and handless.
Bains.

Badges.
Book ends.

Book marks.
Bed-posts.

Bed-post tops.

Bells.

Boxes round.
Boxes square.
Boxes circular.

Boxes olbong.
Boxes oval.

Bicycle-handle grips.

Buttons (all purposes).

Calendars.
Cups and Scissors.

Cigarette ras(‘s.

Cigarette boxes.

Card cases.

Car handles.

Candle stands.

Cruet stands.

Cutlery canteens.

Dish covers.

Dinner gong.
Decanter stands.

Car-rings.

Electric lamps.
Egg cups.

Caster egg vovers.

Fruit dishes.

Fish shape boxes.

Finger bowls.

Flower vases.

Flower pots,

Ferrn pots.

Coglets.

Hukkas.

Hair clips.

Hair clasps.

Ink pots.

Jugs-
Jam pots.

Jewel boxes.

Lotas.

Letter racks.

Letter boxes.
Medals.
Menu card holders.
Match box covers.

Necklaces.
Nagardan.
Napkin rings.

Paper knife.

Pandan.
Photo frames.
Powder boxes.

Plates.

Paper weights.

Pen holders.

Pen racks.

Pipes (smoker’s)
Pin cushions.

Pen knives.

Rulers.

Rings (cigarette, etc.).

Spittoons.

Sari pins.

Salvers.

Sword hilts.

Scabbards.
Spoons (all purposes)
Shaving brush grips.

Saylabchecs.

Tea pots.

Tie pins.

Tic cases.

Trohpy cups.

Toys.
Trays.
Trinket boxes.

Table lamps.
Writing sets.

Wall brackets.
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2. Cotton Textile Varieties of Bihar

(1) 6o’s Malmal.
(2) 6o’s Dhoti.

(3) 6o’s/8o"s Sari.

(4) -ho’s Sari.

(5) 42’s Go’s Dhoti.

(6) 42’s Go’s Sari.

(7) 42’s Dhoti.

(8) 42’s Sari.

(9) 42’s Markin.
(10) 40’s Dhoti.

(11) 40’s Sari.

(12) g’s Gamcha.
(13) 42’s Fancy shirting.

(14) Superior striped shirting.

(15) Superior Twill shirting
(iG) Superior check shirting

(17) 20’ Dhoti.

(18) 2o’s Sari
(ig) iG’s Dhoti.

(20) iG’s vSari

(21) Lungi.

(22) 30’s 40’s Dhoti.

(23) 12’s Motia.

(24) 2o’s Nalanda Sari.

(25) Diamond Bed Sheet

(26) Ranchi Chaddar.
(27) 30’s Dhoti and Sari.

(28) Rohtas check Duster.

(29) Rohtas plain duster,

(30) H.G. Towel.

(31) Check Turkish I'owel,

(32) Go’s Handkerchief.

(33) Pardha Material 54” Wide.
(34) Pardah Material 40” wide.

(35) Bedshects 3 Yds 90”.

(36) Oraon curtain

(37) Small hutta material.

(38) Curtain Lotus.

(39) Spare figured Jacquard material 40” wide.
(40) Vaigated figured material No. 201—45” wide.
(41) Nursing furnishing material 45” wide.
(42) Mohab curtain.

(43) Maharathi Purdah No. 204

—

2i yds. by 40”.
(44) Dosuti material 90” wide.

(45) Raja Rani T.C.
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